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DEBUTANTES!

Do You
Have to

Amuse
Dinner

Partners ?

To be sprightly at teas? To deal instantly with
stout hostesses, clever bachelors, dearest friends, golf
fiends, vers librists, dog lovers, military critics,

Japanese symbolists, Russian decorative painters?
To be at home easily in discussion of early Chinese

art, the way Jock Hutchison uses his right arm, and

why Marie Doro left the movies ? To meet any social

situation whatever,and talk yourway airilythrough it?

Dress Your Mind by Vanity Fair

Amusing women put as much thought on their dinner
conversation as they do on their frocks. They know
what's being talked of. And what's being said of it.

They know the latest and most brilliant achievements
in music, painting, sculpture, opera, sports, dancing, the

stage. They are familiar with the last vagary of the mode,
the maddest gaiety of society, the newest philosophy.

They know how to write vers-libre on their dinner cards,
how to wear a tiara without hat-pins, how to tell a

Newport dowager from a sea-lion, and how to amuse a

celebrity without enraging him.

They are, in short, au courant of the artistic, intellectual,

and social world, the world of cultivated men and
women.

How do they do it? Quite simply! They read every
month the one magazine that is devoted to the forward-

marching events of modern American life. The one

magazine whose every issue contains accounts of the

newest and most diverting personalities, movements, and
achievements from the ever-changing kaleidoscope of

cosmopolitan existence. If you do not know Vanity
Fair, or would like to know it better, you may have

Five Issues of Vanity Fair for
Six, if yon mail the coupon now.

Stop where you are ! Tear off that coupon !

VANITY FAIR, 19 West 44th Street, New York City

I want to go through life with my mind open; to keep my sympathies warm; to keep in touch with the newest and
liveliest influences of modern life. Therefore, I want you to send me the next FIVE numbers of Vanity Fair,

will remit $1 on receipt of your bill (OR) my favorite dollar is inclosed. 1 understand that if this order is received

in time, you will send me a complimentary copy of the current issue, making SIX issues in all.

.Str
illustrations copyright by Vanity Fair.
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NEXT MONTH IS THE HOUSE FITTINGS NUMBER

WALLS
and ceilings constitute the back-

ground of rooms, and they are the first

fittings one must consider when a house

is being fitted and decorated. In the Febru-

ary number these subjects are described and

pictured the wood paneled wall and the

molded plaster ceiling. As a guide to those

who want to know their panels we have in-

cluded two pages of sketches showing the de-

signs from the Gothic to the present. There

is also a suggestion for treating walls with

screens, which is one of the many uses screens

can be put to.

The fireplace is such an essential center of

interest, and so cheering and practical a one

during the cold months, that a special page is

devoted to it. Tables for the end of the

couch which so often comes into the fireplace

furniture grouping are considered, too; and
that the color scheme of the whole room may
be pleasing, there is another article on the

essential principles of color harmony.
An atmosphere of romance clings to Gardner

Teall's article on Palissy, that skilled keramic
Ornamental plaster walls are consid-

ered in February

artist who made such sacrifices to his work. It

is a story full of human interest and devotion
to a great cause. More purely practical, but of
intrinsic charm, are the sketches of Colonial in-

teriors which Louis Ruyl has done for us, and
the pages of Colonial doors and shutters.

In these days when the time-honored servant

problem so vexes the housewifely soul, espe-
cial interest attaches to the utilitarian aspects
of the home. And since we cannot have a
home without food, and since for food cook-

ing is necessary, the two February pages on
tireless cookers are included. These, together
with the lead article on a brand new plan for

the expensive home on an economic basis,
are especially important today.
The gardener who knows accurately the pro-

portions of seed sown to crops harvested is

rare. But William McCollom knows, and he
tells about it in this issue.

These are but high-lights on the February
contents. The general illumination balances
and sets them off with a total of twenty-six
separate features.
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Gillies

THE THING THAT GOLDSMITH FORGOT
When Oliver Goldsmith wrote that he loved everything old old

friends, old times, old manners, old books, old wine he unaccount-

ably forgot to mention old houses. The dwellings and the aciual

haunts of his old friends must have included among them some of

those happy Tudor creations which still remain as beautiful wit-

nesses to the vitality, freshness and pride of the village

carpenter. It is in the naive spirit of that period that the Resi-

dence of Allan S. Lehman, Esq., at Tarrytown, N Y has been

built. This entrance motive is reminiscent of that time of fin

craftsmen and noble residences. John Russell Pope, architect
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THE BEDROOM OF INDIVIDUALITY
Three Schemes, With Prices, for a Diversity of

Tastes, Means and Sizes of Rooms

NANCY ASHTON
All the furniture and accessories mentioned arc available in tht
shops and may be bought through HOUSE & GAKDEN Shopping Service.

knew how to live in the 18th Cen-

A tury. We, with our 20th Century civiliza-

tion, seem to have forgotten in spite of the

advantages of subway, electricity and so on.

Their love of luxury and comfort was par-

ticularly illustrated in the "petits apparte-
ments" consisting of ante-room, salon and bed-

room, which were a matter of course in the life

of the great lady of that time.

A modern translation of this ideal arrange-
ment would be, it seems to me, a boudoir

(which may be as frivolous or severe as the

character of its owner indicates), a dressing
room and bedroom, with, of course, our one

really successful modern luxury a beautifully

equipped bathroom. This plan spells ease in-

deed, and in the harassing whirlwind of ex-
istence today one needs nothing more keenly
than just that: comfort-

able, luxurious ease.
One may dress in a

warm, cozy room with a

crackling fire going, if

one be fortunate enough
to have a fireplace, than

which there
j^

no greater

delight.
We must be sure not

to underestimate the im-

portance of an harmoni-
ous setting. That hor-

rible moment, the begin-

ning of the day, may be

faced with a certain

amount of philosophy if

there be delightful sur-

roundings with sympa-
thetic colors to sustain

us. So it must be with
no uncertainty that one
selects the color scheme
which may dominate
one's very existence.

A Bas Brass !

It seems ridiculous to

have to mention the
brass bed, which should
have long since been rele-

gated to the realms of

oblivion, where the red

plush sofa and the "tap-
estry davenport" have
been reposing this many
a day. But despite other

proofs of excellent taste,

I still seem to see this particular atrocity ob-

truding itself, whereas an iron bedstead, which

may be painted a good color is in far better

taste. Then, if it is a question of economy,
there are equally inexpensive wooden beds of

1 pair of taffeta overcurtains $65.00
1 pair of georgette crepe draw curtains 18.50

1 pair of net glass curtains 8.50

1 chair 45.00
1 table 55.00
1 day bed and pillows, painted green

with chintz covering 195.00
1 floor lamp 29.50
1 shade 49.50

Pictures, each 40.00
Sconce shades 3.75

Suggestions for a boudoir showing a day bed covered in lattice glazed chintz, next to

': have been placed a reading lamp with chiffon shade and a small compact table

good design, so that there really isn't any ex-

cuse for this particular lapse.

Draping the Bed

There are no end of ways of draping the

bed. The French have a great number of de-

lightful canopy designs and hangings with

guirlandes, and then there are the simpler but

effective English draperies, the Colonial ones

being the simplest. Sometimes the lx.-d is

placed at right angles to the wall and the

drapery arranged at the head
;
other times, it is

placed close to the wall with the canopy in the

center and the folds of the fabric falling at the

ends. But without draperies of any sort there

are many possibilities of lied covers in taffeta

or chintz with a ruffle or shaped valance, or a

simple ruffled muslin cover which is also very
effectivt1

.

Paneled or painted
walls art- in the long run

more satisfactory than a

wall paper with a design
in it. It is all very well

to use a paper of this

kind in a room which is

not in constant use, such

as a guest room, but on
the whole I think you
will find a quiet back-

ground more reposeful.
For the same reason, I

would advise not having
too many pictures. This
is an absurd warning, as

no one will want to give

up the one room in the

house in which they feel

justified in hanging all

the family photographs.
I could go on endlessly
as to the overcrowding of

rooms with furniture

which is too large for it,

but let me rather ex-

patiate on a room which
has been a success.

A Successful Bedroom

A delightful English
glazed chintz with a

flourr design of rose col-

or, blue and mauve on a
fawn colored lattice

Uuksjround was the in-

-pinition for its decora-
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tion. With such fascinating col-

or harmony as the starting point,

the result when skilfully han-

dled could not but be successful.

All the tones of the chintz which

is only used on one screen and a

day-bed are repeated in cur-

2 pairs of taffeta over-

draperies @ $65 each.$130.00
2 pairs of georgette

crepe draw curtains

@ $18.50 each 37.00

2 pairs of net glass cur-

tains @ $8.50 each. 17.00

Twin beds, dull ma-

hogany, $140 each. . 280.00

1 pair of antique rose

taffeta bed covers @
$85 each 170.00

1 night table 60.00

1 screen of glazed
chintz 36.00

1 writing desk 130.00

1 stool covered in ap-

ple green satin 37.50

1 sewing table 68.50

1 satin chair covered

in apple green high-
lustre satin 87.00

1 commode 230.00

1 lamp 17.00

1 shade, violet chiffon

over pink chiffon,

trimmed picoted
frills 18.00

1 picture 37.50

1 mirror over com-
mode 100.00

Carpet, violet, per
square yard 16.50

2 painted light sconce,

lyre motif, cream and

violet, @ $35 70.00

Cylinder shades of

pink taffeta edged
with folds of violet

georgette crepe @
$3.75 each 7.50

tains, furniture, carpet and

lamp shades.

The outer curtains are of the

rose colored taffeta made with a

valance with an old-fashioned

ruffled finish and tie-backs of

the taffeta. The glass curtains

The antique rose taffeta curtains with their quaint frills and tie-backs

make a delightful background for the dressing table, on which stand

Wedgewood lamps with pink taffeta shades edged with silver tissue

3 pairs of taffeta over-

draperies, old pink,
with ruching edge
and tie - backs, @
$65 a pair $195.00

3 pairs of georgette

crepe draw curtains,

violet, @ $18.50 a

pair 55.50

3 pairs of net curtains,

cream, @ $8.50 a

pair 25.50

1 toilet table 210.00

1 mirror 37.50

1 stool 48.00

1 chair painted deep

cream, floral medal-
lion in pastel colors. 50.00

1 table, pie-crust edge,
dull mahogany. 25.00

2 candlesticks, jasper

green, Wedgwood,
$11.25 each 22.50

2 shades, pink taffeta,

edged with shell shir-

ring of silver tissue,

$13.50 27.00

1 powder jar, Venetian

glass 11.50

2 pale green Venetian

glass perfume bottles

with flower stoppers,
at $6.50 each 13.00

1 Ruskin bowl, violet. 10.00

1 cover for toilet table

of apple green satin

finished with an
inch-wide box pleat-

ing of violet taffeta. 13.25

Behind dull mahogany furniture is a pale fawn wall, with antique rose taffeta at windows and for bed covers; a line of mauve in the undercurtains

and in the carpel, a vivid spot of apple green on the small satin chair and all the colors brought together in the glazed chintz screen
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The white ruffled curtains and bed cover are in keeping with the simplicity

of this little room tarnished mainly with furniture painted a deep cream color

with a wide band of pale mauve. The bed and little table are in walnut fin-

ish and there is a gray chintz with a bold pattern design in mauves and blue

with a touch of burnt orange used at the window and on the over-stuffed
chair beside the table

An alternate suggestion for chintz

for this little room is an all-over

flower design in gay tones of
blue and rose on a white glazed
background. 30", $1.35 a yard

1 bed, single, in walnut finish $55.00

spring 25.50

mattress 40.50

pillow 5.00

painted dressing stand 55.00

painted settle 21.00

chest of drawers 110.00

wall mirror 25.00

small table in walnut finish 28.00

side chair 19.00

rocker 19.00

upholstered chair (exclusive of covering material) 48.00

yards of chintz to cover chair, at $2.40 a yard 12.00

desk 55.00

pair of ruffled curtains 12.50

pair of chintz curtains, including material 48.00

1 white ruffled muslin bedspread 40.00

This chintz comes in a gray
ground, a dull blue or a deep
terra cotta; the design, delicate in

mauves, blues and green, has a
touch of burnt orange. 31", $2.40

are of cream colored net and then, instead of
the usual banal shades, there are delicate
mauve crepe georgette curtains made to draw
and shut out the light. The furniture is in
dull finish mahogany of excellent design and
there are one or two painted pieces used with
one chair covered in a vivid apple green satin.
The plain paneled walls are painted a deep
fawn color and the carpet is a dark shade of
mauve. Thoueh this room was planned for

dressing room, boudoir and bedroom in one,
the suggestions are equally applicable for three

separate rooms.

The dressing table placed in its well cur-
tained niche is a study in line and symmetry

in itself. It has been so placed that one may
have plenty of light by day and there is also

adequate evening light provided by the two

small lamps. The treatment of the triple win-

dow with a single shaped valance following

the line of the architecture is worthy of par-

ticular note, as it is the kind of problem which

so frequently has to be solved.

There is great dignity and charm in the ar-

rangement of the furniture so that one is given

a sense of space and comfort. A well stocked

writing table has not been forgotten, nor the

essential reading lamp next to the bed and even

a screen to cut off annoying draughts, which

is such a necessity, has not been overlooked.

Another very much simpler room, but one
which I think will meet the requirements of a

great many people is carefully planned with
a view to both comfort and beauty despite a
limited purse. The furniture which may be
had in any color desired is of good design and
I saw it most effectively painted a very deep
cream with quite a wide band of delicate
mauve and a small floral design. With most
of it done in this fashion, it would be wise to
have one or two pieces in the natural walnut
finish, such as the bed and the little table
shown in the illustration.

A very delightful chintz, with a gray ground
(Continued on page 52)
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The reception room has seen meetings be-

tween the leading figures of the world.

One cannot but feel thai here a man is

surely a hero to his own chairs

Water buffalo, eland, a big fireplace flanked

by elephant tusks, a service flag with three

blue stars and one of golda man's hall

in every detail

Naturally one expects to find trophies of

countless days afield. Game heads on the

walls, bear and zebra skins underfoot, these

are characteristic

The personality of the owner is everywhere

apparent. Love of books, of out of doors,

of action the record of a strenuous life

along this wall of the library

INSIDE the HOME of

THEODORE ROOSEVELT

OYSTER BAY,
NEW YORK

Photographs by Paul Thompson

/,: f
:
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Africa and America
meet around the

trophy room hearth.

The bison heads
flanking the mantel

and the lion skin on
the floor suggest two

of Colonel Roosevelt's

best known books

A more general view
of the trophy room
discloses in marked
degree the virility of
the whole house. Here
is nothing fragile,

nothing which does
not stimulate by its

very character
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CHAIRS AS MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD

FUNNY
things, chairs !

Sticks of wood, turned and carved. A bit of upholstery. A panel
of cane.

You see them in the shops, row after row of them, the fat, the slim,

the gaudy and the neat, waiting proud and aloof like expectant servants

in an intelligence office.

You go down the line inspecting them casually, while a salesman

murmurs catchwords about their periods. Eventually you come to one

that takes your fancy. Yes, that might look well in your room. The
salesman extols the merits of its upholstery and swears on his immortal

soul that it is pure mahogany as pure as ever came out of Brazil

and not mahoganized birch. Forthwith you exchange cash of the realm

for the bundle of wood and hank of tufted hair, and go on your way
satisfied that you have made a good purchase.

Sheer rubbish ! A chair isn't a thing, it's a personality.

'"T^HERE are two ways of looking at a chair or a table or any piece
J. of furniture: you may consider it a mere decorative objective, or

something that plays an active role in your life a member of your
household.

By itself a chair may be simply so much wood upon which a crafts-

man has spent his energies and artistry. But once you think of a chair

in respect to men and women who sit in it,

or a table in respect to those who gather
about it, the inanimate becomes suddenly
alive. It is clothed with personality. It is real

and vital. It will mean very much in your
home because it means very much in your
life.

A poet in The Spectator once put this

thought into a verse

I give a loving glance as I go
To three brass pots on a shelf in a row,
To my grandfather's grandfather's loving cup
And a bandy-leg chair I once picked up.
And I can't for the life of me make you see

Just why these things are a part of me.

It follows then, that-the-way to buy furni-

ture is not to choose it merely for the beauty
of the workmanship or the wood or the up-
holstery all important things but first, for

its adaptability to the sort of life you lead

and the sort of person you are.

Choosing a chair or any piece of furniture
is not unlike choosing a friend. You require
sincere craftsmanship, which connotes good
materials; beauty of line and color, which
will be a pleasure to the eye; and strength
with which to stand the wear and tear of

everyday use. Granted these three, you will

soon become accustomed to it, and its pres-
ence will have a great deal to do with your
feeling about home.

For a home is more than furniture and
people; it is a place where people appreciate
furniture and furniture, in turn, would seem
to appreciate people. A place where there
is a camaraderie between the animate and
inanimate, where the things that surround
you are a part of you.

It isn't merely marital bliss and well-be-
haved children that make a home of a house.
Furniture plays a big part. The furniture
in a house very seriously influences your de-
sire to live there. Although many people are
not aware of it, the fact is that bad furniture
can get on one's nerves and make home an

unpleasant place. It has as evil an effect as
bad drains and drink, and is far more in-

sidious. When our legislative fathers shall
have finished with drink as a home-wrecker,
they might well turn their attention to bad
furniture. Possibly the average citizen will

anticipate them by learning what good furni-
ture is and can mean to him and by exercis-

ing discrimination in its selection and ar-

rangement.

THE ROAD

My way of life is a winding road,

A road that wanders, yet turns not back,

Where one should go with as light a load

As well may be in a traveler's pack;

A road that rambles through march and

wood,
Meadow and waste, to the cloudy end;

But, smooth or rugged, I find it good,
For something's always around the bend.

ON this page we are not concerned with what constitutes a good
piece of furniture; we are concerned with two prejudices: Grand

Rapids and grandfather.
In some minds the name Grand Rapids is anathema. Nothing good

can come out of that town. If they want to say that a piece of furniture
is bad, they call it after the name of the well-known Michigan city.
Now Grand Rapids is more than a place; it is a principle, an ideal.

Like everything else human, it makes mistakes, it falls far below its

ideal and at times would seem to flout its principle. But taking it by
and large, Grand Rapids lives up to some mighty high ideals. It

makes good furniture. It makes livable furniture. It makes a great deal
of the furniture that dealers say is their own. Years of study, the skill

of able craftsmen, the dreams of patient designers have been combined to

produce lines of furniture of which the American people can be proud.
Personally, I would rather sit in a comfortable Grand Rapids antique

reproduction than in its uncertain original. And as the years pass it

will come to mean just as much to me as would any antique with a

pedigree. Not that I distrust antiques. They are around me by the

dozen only I will not permit myself to take the blind reactionary view
that age necessarily makes a piece of furniture good or that the im-

ported piece is always to be held in esteem.

What has been said of Grand Rapids can also be said of Boston and

Jamestown, N. Y. Our American manu-
facturers are awake to the necessity of mak-
ing well-designed, well-built furniture. They
employ workmen of the highest skill. Their

designers come from many lands. They pro-
duce in abundance because the market is

large. The American buying public and it

buys considerably over $200,000,000 worth of

furniture a year reciprocates in its apprecia-
tion of these patient labors. For the line of

good taste is going up steadily and each year
sees more people learning the lesson that good
furniture helps to make a good home.

There may be storms in the bleak denies,

But oh, the calm of the valley's breast!

There may be toil on the upward miles,

But oh, the joy of the mountain-crest !

And here's a thistle and there's a rose

And next whatever the road may send;
For onward ribbons the way I chose,

With something always around the bend.

Then come and travel my road with me
Through windy passes or waves of

flowers.

Though long and weary the march may be,

The rover's blessing shall still be ours:

"A noonday halt at a crystal well,
A word and smile with a passing friend,

A song to sing and a tale to tell,

And something coming around the bend !"

ARTHUR GUITERMAN.

THE
other prejudice is grandfather and

the things that belonged to him.

Among the criticisms leveled at the current

interest in decorating is the fact that it is no

respecter of sentiment. It would seem to be

given to fads, to change its entire viewpoint

every few years. What was howled at in ex-

hibitions of bad taste a few years back has

been revived and now enjoys popularity.
There is just one flaw in this criticism. It

is true that styles in furniture change just
as they change in clothes. It is true that

modern decoration has little regard for senti-

ment because it knows that most sentiment

is mere sentimentality. It is also true that it

has revived objects and usages that a few

years back were laughed at, but here is the

flaw it does not revive everything. It re-

vives what was good in the past.
Modern decoration is pragmatic. It takes

the good from the past and embodies it in the

present. It lifts the tie-backs from the Vic-

torian curtain and puts them on curtains in

modern homes. But it does not revive the

Rogers group!
This is where grandfather enters the con-

troversy. Because a thing belonged to an

ancient and honorable member of the family,

because it was beloved by him, does not neces-

sarily make it livable or the sort of furniture

with which to surround a rising generation.
If it is good, then preserve it. If it is bad,

irrepressibly bad, then have done with it.

You do not insist on wearing your grand-
mother's dress simply because it was your

grandmother's. Why then insist on keeping

grandfather's furniture around simply be-

cause it was his? What you do with the

dress is to save the old lace. What you
should do with the furniture is to save what

is good.
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THE FORECOURT OF AN ARTIST'S HOME

A remarkable example of spontaneous architecture can be

found in "Tamaracks", home of Franklin Colby, the artist, at

Ando-cer, .V. ]. The owner was his own designer, and the en-

semble is pleasingly successful. Quite the most charming detail

is found in the forecourt fountain, an Italian basin built up

around antique pieces brought from Italy intertwined Cupids

supporting a top basin which is surmounted by another winged

Cupid in bronte. Brick walks surround the fountain and grass

plots and borders of flowers. Water grass growing in the basin

gives the fountain a note of unusual interest in formal n-ork
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Straw marqueterie tea caddy
after the Chinese manner,
probably made by a French

prisoner of war during the

late Napoleonic period

OBJECTS of ART MADE by PRISONERS of WAR
A New Collecting By-path That Peace May Now Open Up

to the Rider of Unusual Hobbies

GARDNER TEALL

IN
traveling to the Adriatic coast some years

ago I stopped for several days in a little

Italian town not far from Ancona. I sup-

pose few visitors ever alighted there, at least

that is the impression I got from the profuse

welcome accorded me at the primitive albergo

where I put up. Just why even the slow creep-

ing trains of the Marche ever bothered to stop

here at all I have yet to determine. With my-
self I seem to have established a precedent. No
errand other than that of the spirit took me

there. It all happened because, when journey-

ing eastward, I had asked a fellow-traveler

what there was of interest in this town, and

then, why the train made so short a stop.

''No one ever gets out here," he explained,

'there is nothing to see."

From that moment my curiosity was aroused,

for experience has taught me that the most in-

teresting places are those which most people

find uninteresting.

A Medieval Hostelry

One of the things I found in this little town

will, perhaps, dear reader, interest you, and so

I will make mention of it as introduction to my
subject. The room to which I was assigned

by my host of the inn was, I

have reason to believe, the cham-

bre de luxe of the countryside.

The high beamed ceiling was

painted much after the manner

of the great ceiling of the Floren-

tine church of San Miniato al

Monte, although 1 saw nothing

of it all by the flickering candle

which lighted my arrival in the

midst of this medieval hostelry.

In the morning a burst of golden

sunlight awakened me and in

through the windows was wafted

the fragrance of the grape-flow-
ers in blossom outside. My
sleepy eyes followed the walls

around and then opened wide on

beholding a quaintly framed

canvas of beautiful freshness,

the picture of a group of saints.

Jumping out of bed and going
over to inspect the painting I ob-

served on an old marqueterie
secretaire which stood just below

it an array of curious, golden-
hued objects. On closer exami-

nation I found some to be boxes,

some jewel-caskets, others yarn
containers, while needle-cases,

frames, book-covers and the like

completed this odd assemblage

m J
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Portrait of Napoleon, the work oj a French

prisoner, done a Figure d' Epingle paper
pricked with various sized needles

A Japanese cabinet of straw work. Such pieces found
Europe and inspired the work of French and Italian

of curious antiques. Tlh-n I discovered that

these things were all examples of straw mar-

queterie, but finer, any one of them, than pieces
of the sort that ever before had happened to

come to my attention.

The Landlord Who Collected

I suppose being a collector makes one a dis-

coverer. At any rate a discovery it was, and I

asked myself how on earth these things hap-

pened to be here. That morning my host ex-

plained.
"All these things," said he,

"
I have been col-

lecting as a hobby for years, things made by

prisoners of war, interesting and worth pre-

serving. The inlaid straw things are but part
of what I have, ivories, carved cocoanuts,

jewelry, paper models, embroideries, and so on,

all made by prisoners of war, mostly in Italy, I

presume, as I have picked them up here in my
own country in traveling around. I would not

part with them for the world!"

This declaration dashed my hopes to the

ground, but one can forgive much in a landlord

who collects things more spiritual than rent,

and a landlord in Italy who "travels around"

also commands one's respect for his ability to

be so independent. That is why
I listened instead of bargained,
and in that morning I learned

many interesting things about

my host's unusual collection.

Perhaps there were few kindred

collecting souls in the neighbor-
hood who deigned to listen as

sympathetically as I did or who
made no effort to conceal an en-

thusiasm which these thm"

awakened within me. At any
rate the amiable inn-keeper who
would not part with his thing*

for the world proved finally

willing to part with a few of

them for considerably less than

a hemisphere, which gave me a

chance to weave tales of my own

in the years that were to follow.

One of Hodgkin's Hobbies

I remember telling the late

John Eliot Hodgkin, F. S. A.,

that renowned antiquarian whom
I met in London, of my adven-

ture. "Ah," said he, "do you
know that happens to be one of

my chief hobbies, and that I am

collecting those very same sorts of

their way to
straw marqueterie things? I am

prisoners planning to write a monograph
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about it." Unfortunately the good gen-

tleman did not live to carry out his inten-

tion Later I conceived the notion of

writing an article about straw marque-

terie and I thought it would lend interest

to it to include illustrations of pieces in

the Hodgkin collection. However, my
intention was, for the time, blighted on

receiving a reply to my request which ex-

pressed a hope that I would leave the nel<

completely clear for his projected mono-

graph, appending the suggestion that he

would I* much troubled if I did not. To

l>e amiable is not always a collector's

privilege, but in this instance I embraced

mine and hastened to assure the dean of

antiquarians that I withdrew from com-

petition with his inexhaustible plans for

writing about everything on the face of the

earth.

Now that he is no more, what is said of straw

marqueterie and objects of art made by prison-

ers of war cannot challenge hostility in a spirit

whose eagerness was often misjudged, whereas

it ought to have been measured, as I measured

it, by its extraordinary capacity as a genius

among collectors who ought to have been given

the first chance to tell all he knew before others

took a hand at telling it. His interesting vol-

umes under the title of Rariora are, unfortu-

nately, out of print. In one of these he did re-

produce some of the specimens of straw mar-

queterie in his own extensive collection, and as

I am not privileged to reproduce these here, 1

will refer the reader who wishes further to in-

terest himself in the subject, to the pages of

those erudite tomes which he may be fortunate

enough to find on the shelves of some of the

more important art libraries in America.

The Variety of Prison Wares

From times immemorial, I suppose, war pris-

oners who have not been enslaved by their cap-

tors but have been treated without barbarity

have sought to enlighten their tedi-

um by various sorts of handicraft,

exerting to the utmost their inge-

nuity in the matter of tools and ma-

terials. To-day the subject is one

of immediate interelt to us. Al-

ready have art objects made by

prisoners of war interned in Hol-

land and in Switzerland reached us.

In time they will come to be as

treasured as the antiques made by

Koth the above trays are 19tA Century Japanese
stfaw marqueterie. Vari-colored straws are glued in

a design on a wooden base

Cut paper has always been a

favorite diversion oj war pris-
oners

18th Century straw marque-
terie ball made by Italian

prisoners

Straw marqueterie basket made

by a French prisoner of war

long ago

15

the prisoners of war of the Napoleonic'

period and of earlier times. To cata-

logue the variety of such things would re-

quire page after page. Naturally nearly

all such objects are "handy" in size and

one does not look for particularly large

specimens of war prisoners' art work.

One begins to realize, after visiting the

convalescents' ward of a military hospital,

what a blessing to the soldier some knowl-

edge of an art handicraft may be. I have

seen several marvelous things whittled out

of wood by prisoners of war, bone carv-

ings, beadwork, jewelry that indicate the

godsend the work must be to the soldier

prisoner detained in the enemy's camp.
But of all these objects I know of none

that are more beautiful than those of

straw marqueterie.
I do not know where the art originated. Mr.

Hodgkin confessed to a like hiatus in his

knowledge of the subject. However, I have no

doubt but that artistic straw inlaying was prac-

ticed in the Orient at a very early date. Thence

it may have been brought into Europe. I feel

sure that it was known and practiced during
the period of the Renaissance in Italy, and I

consider the old Italian examples of this craft

to be the earliest European ones.

Straw Marqueterie

This early Italian straw marqueterie is dis-

tinguished by its rich golden and golden
browns of various shades, suggesting the rich-

ness of Venetian pictures. The objects to be

covered by the artist in straw were of various

materials, such as wood, paper, papier-mache,
cloth and occasionally glass, metal or bone.

The design, pattern or picture was worked out

by pasting filaments and little sections of straw

(stained to various colors) on the surfaces of

he objects to be covered, and then varnished.

The minuteness of some of this straw work is

extraordinary. It would seem to have necessi-

tated the use of a glass of high

magnifying power as well as to

have required almost superhuman
patience and ingenuity to put it to-

gether. Moreover, these early pieces
in straw marqueterie were so faith-

fully fabricated that they have come
down to us in excellent condition.

I imagine the French learned the

art of straw marqueterie from their

(Continued on page 46)

A straw marqueterie box made by an l&tk Century French prisoner

of war. The details of color and line in the flowers must have re-

quired infinite patience

4n elaborate miniature eager in straw marqueterie done in the early

19th Century by a French prisoner of war. The design is worked

out in soft colors
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A pierced and en-

graved mount jrom
a Spanish chest

THE ROLE OF FURNITURE HARDWARE
By These Mounts Progress Can Be Traced Through the Decorative

Periods in France, England, Italy and Spain

A Spanish
chest lock

FURNITURE
mounts

play a double role; they

are both utilitarian and deco-

rative. They are the indis-

pensable hardware of furni-

ture. At the same time, they

are what might fitly be called

its jewelry.
Whether they be considered

in their utilitarian or in their

purely decorative capacity, a

knowledge of mounts is essen-

tial to a thorough understand-

ing of furniture. The subject

constitutes one of the smaller refinements of

mobiliary art, it is true; nevertheless the mounts

produce a very material part of furni-

ture's charm which is quite out of pro-

portion to the amount of space they

occupy.

Mounts and Their Materials

The general term mounts includes

hinges, locks and bolts, key-hole plates

or escutcheons, knobs, handles or pulls,

backplates, straps or bands, corner or

angle
-
pieces, re - enforcings, gallery

rails or frets, pilaster capitals and

neckings, bases and metal feet, nail-

heads, studding, finials, ornamental

plates, Empire appliques, and any
other metal embellishments (except

metal inlay) that designers and cabi-

net makers may have resorted to from

time to time.

The materials of which mounts have

commonly been made are iron, brass,

bronze, ormolu (an alloy of copper and

zinc, with sometimes an addition of

tin, much used by 18th Century French

ebenistes), bone or ivory, wood, and,

in the early 19th Century, glass.

With this latitude of possible appli-

cations and this range of materials, all

susceptible of a wide diversity of ma-

nipulation in process and design, it in

easy to understand how the course of

evolution followed not only the trend

of the great successive styles Renais-

sance, Baroque, Rococo, and Neo-Clas-

sic but also produced many subsidi-

ary phases peculiar to certain localities.

During the period of Renaissance

design in English furniture, that is, up
to about the middle of the 17th Cen-

tury, the mounts were a comparatively

inconspicuous feature and were utilita-

rian in function. Turned wooden knobs

H. D. EBERLEIN and ABBOT McCLURE

of the plainest design often answered as drawer

and door pulls. Chests, cupboards and cabinets

in general had plain iron drop or loop handles,

comparatively small in size and usually with

little or no ornamentation. Hinges were either

concealed or were apt to be plain iron straps.

Escutcheons and keyhole plates were small and

of simple pattern or were altogether lacking.

Most of the furniture was so profusely carved

that the effect of ornate mounts would have

proved redundant and been lost.

In France, up to the latter part of the 16th

Century, much the same general condition pre-

vailed. A great deal of the furniture was richly

carved, for one thing, and, besides that, artisans

were so occupied with the exuberance of deco-

The fretted back and keyhole plates play a distinctive

decorative role in Ike ensemble of this mahogany block-

front bureau bookcase. Canfield collection

rative craftsmanship in so many other direc-

tions that relatively little effort was expended
on the elaboration of mounts. In Renaissance

Italy, also, the mounts were, for the most part,

of quite secondary importance. Outside of a

few simple brass knobs on cupboards and cabi-

nets, and the brass studding occasionally used

to embellish credenze or the underframing of

tables, the only metal mounts were the plain-

est of iron drops or loops. Other than these,

knobs and pulls were of turned wood.

In Spain and Portugal

Spain we may include Portugal with Spain
was the only country where mounts played a

really conspicuous part in the Renaissance pe-

riod. Iron locks, lockplates, corner or

angle-pieces and bandings, hinges,

handles and pulls, were beautifully

engraved, chased, fretted, and punched
and, in addition, were often gilded.

These elaborate iron mounts were

chiefly used on the exteriors of the

vargueno cabinets or kindred pieces of

furniture and to some extent also on

chests. The plain exteriors of the wal-

nut vargueno cabinets, for the most

part devoid of carving or moldings,
made an excellent foil for the intricate

metal work, ensuring a striking con-

trast in color, material and design.

The contrast was often still further

enhanced by underlying the large fret-

ted mounts with velvet, usually of a

rich red.

Moulded brass finials were often

used to surmount the backposts of

chairs and brass-headed nails or chat-

tones of many different kinds, some

of them punched, hammered, engraved

or fretted, were used to fasten on the

leather or velvet back and seat cover-

ings and, at the same time, to perform
an important decorative function.

Brass studdings and fretted band

pieces were also occasionally used on

cabinet work. The vargueno cabinet,

and the closely allied papelera with its

many little drawers, may be considered

the crowning achievements of Spanish
cabinetwork. The drawer fronts of

these pieces were frequently enriched

with bone inlay which was still fur-

ther enhanced by the addition of color,

gilding and engraving, the incised de-

sign being filled in with black or ver-

milion pigment. The pulls or knobs

of these drawers were often of the same
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engraved and colored bone. Otherwise

they were of iron, or of iron gilt, in the

form of cockle-shells, mulberries, drops

or the like.

The Baroque Period

With the advent of Baroque influence

in furniture design (1600-1735) there

came an appreciable change in the

character of mounts.

In England from the time of the

Restoration onward, the prevailing sur-

face treatment of cabinetwork was flat,

no matter how much that flat surface

might be enriched and diversified in

color and pattern by marqueterie, inlay

or veneer, which were without relief, or

by lacquer, where the relief was neg-

ligible. Consequently, both the need

and the propriety became apparent of

mounts more conspicuous and more in-

tricate than had hitherto been in use

with highly carved surfaces. At the

same time, the nature of the materials

used in cabinetwork and the method of

their treatment called for more bril-

liancy in the mounts and a nicer de-

gree of finish in their execution.

Brass, therefore, quite naturally be-

came the favorite material and was fret-

ted, chased, and engraved, as well as

punched, cast and molded. Bone and

ivory were often used for keyhole fac-

ings and bone, ivory and wood frequent-

ly served as pulls. Not seldom did it

happen that iron mounts on old pieces
of furniture wen- replaced by the new
and more fashionable bra>s mounts.

The brass of this |R-ri<xl differed from

the metal used later in tin- l.Stli Cen-

tury, in chemical comjxwition; it was

of a lighter yellow color and more ductile

so that it lent itself more readily to

<!iasing, engraving and other pro-'

BackplatcK and Pulls

In the earlier part of the Baroque

period of influence drop pulls were gen-

erally either flat or hollow in the back,

and were plain, molded, emlxjssed, or

engraved, as were also the rosettes or

small circular plates from which they

depended. The engraved and modeled
or embossed mounts, es[x.-cially e-< ut

cheons or keyhole plates and the plates
for drop pulls, exhibited compact de-

signs of scrolls, fruit, flower-, foliage,

cherubs' heads and the like. Late in the

17th Century bail pulls, with or with-

out backplates, began to take the place
of drop pulls and fairly early in the 18th

Century drop pulls went quite out of

fashion. The early backplates were

often engraved or chased with minute

designs of flowers, fruit, foliage and

scrolls; so also, sometimes, were the

contemporary keyhole plates. More fre-

quently, however, backplates and escut-

cheons were decoratively shaped in sil-

(Continued on page 46)

Baroque influence is seen in the en-

graved brass keyhole plate and
brass drop pulls of this Queen

Anne secretaire

Shaped keyhole plates are a distinguishing feature
of this mahogany block-front chest of drawers.

The style is Baroque in effect

Keo-Classic influence is shown in the oval back
plates of the drawer pulls on this serpentine front

chest of drawers

An Empire jardiniere, showing
the decorative brass mounts

Jacobean mounts were not conspicuous, but the designs,
as shown by this group, have individuality. Keyhole
escutcheons of either iron or brass were either modest or
lacking. In later Jacobean times we find the brass es-
cutcheons more gracefully shaped and chased and fretted.

nicer handles were simple knobs at first, drop loops
being introduced later. Hinges were neither conspicuous

nor elaborate

Characteristic metal mounts of the William
and Mary Period, showing the drop han-

dles, keyplates, and an elaborate hinge

Sheraton mounts were much like

those used on Hepplewhite furni-

ture. This is a Sheraton group

Characteristic delicacy and classicism of design are

found hi the Adam metal mounts, as seen in this key-
plate and two decorative draper pulls
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PREPAREDNESS AND THIS YEAR'S KITCHEN GARDEN
Plans and Preliminary Work for the Home Garden of 100% Utility Necessary Space for Specified

Yields Early Seed Shopping, Keeping Records, and Other Essential Details

WILLIAM C. McCOLLOM

IN
some ways gardening is but little different

from other lines of endeavor; it pyramids

rapidly upon its own successes, but fails even

more quickly when adversity or poor accom-

plishment turns the balance the other way.

That is one reason why we should plan our

gardens with care. Mrs. Jones' garden may be

ideal for Mrs. Jones' requirements, but you and

I must plan for our own individual needs. We
may beg, borrow or steal considerable knowl-

edge from the experiences of others, but the

first and most important work for us is to get

something that fits our requirements. A gar-

den too large never succeeds, while a garden
too small is very disappointing. It must be

admitted, however, that a small garden well

managed is much to be preferred to a large one

where carelessness and indifference prevail.

Advance Planning

Plan ahead, order ahead, work and harvest

ahead. No really good gardens are the result

of an overnight inspiration, even though many
magazine articles on the subject would have

you believe otherwise. Who for one moment

thought when those gray-clad hordes swept

through Belgium and northern France in the

late summer of 1914 that the preparation for

the drive dated back only to the killing of the

Crown Prince of Austria on June 28th? Its

failure can be attributed only to attempting the

impossible; and the same is true of gardening.
How large a garden must you have?
As a basis for our figures we will take a

family of five, a good average American house-
hold. What would be a reasonable allowance
for a family of this size

based on yearly consump-
tion ? A garden is not only
a summer visitor; if prop-

erly planned and managed
there is not a day in the

entire year when good,
wholesome vegetables are

not available for your
table.

Potatoes are a staple

crop. The average pro-
duction of the United
States prior to the war
was about 300,000,000
bushels. This would mean

approximately three bush-
els for every person in the

country, or fifteen bushels
for our family of five.

How much ground does it

take to produce fifteen

bushels of potatoes? The
average production is in

the neighborhood of 100
bushels per acre, though in

home gardens close plant-
ing and intensive cultiva-
tion should give us a yield
of 200 busheis, or about
one pound of potatoes to

every foot of drill. This
would mean 900' of drill,
or a space about 45'x50'.
This figure is very elastic,

Small carrots keep best in jars; the

larger ones require more cooking

as favorable growing conditions will reduce
the area required to grow the necessary fifteen

bushels, and poor conditions mean reduced yield
and more space to produce a given amount.

The pantry shelf route to midwinter
vegetables calls for enough planting

to yield abundantly

Mental attitude and garden success
are closely related. The work should

be pleasure, not drudgery

Other garden crops can be figured on a simi-

lar basis. One row of bush beans SO' long
should produce about 5,000 pods. This is

based on average yields rather than bumper
crops. About fifty beans will fill a pint meas-

ure; therefore a row of 50' will supply us with
one hundred meals of one pint, or half that

number of quarts. Beans must be used while

fresh, or canned for future use. It is evident,

then, that when planning our garden we must
take into consideration the productive value of
the various crops. In the February number
this matter will be taken up more in detail.

If properly managed a garden 50' square
should produce all the vegetables that our
standard family could consume. That means
one or more vegetables for every day of the

year, in summer fresh from the ground and in

winter via the pantry shelf route. This is by
no means a theory, but a simple problem in

mathematics. Your garden is usually over in

late September; it will be seven long months
before it will again be producing. Consequent-
ly, we should have stored on the pantry shelves
when snow flies not less than 225 cans of our
summer product.

Potatoes, of course, were not included in our
50' garden. Additional space will be required
for them, and as most small gardens are lack-

ing in area these vegetables are usually pur-
chased for the winter. All other forms of root

crops, however, were included in our garden,
and while it is always a good practice to can
the surplus of these crops it is also advisable
to make a special sowing of some of them in

late summer for the express purpose of storing
them for the winter.

An Orderly Plan Essential

Start in gardening with

a cool determination to

have a good garden. Run
it on a budget system the

same as enterprising busi-

ness men adopt. Make a

small sketch plan of your

garden and see if you can-

not arrange the crops ad-

vantageously; see that the

tall crops do not shade the

smaller ones; have the

rows run north and south

if possible; make the

space more attractive by
the addition, of flowers,

fruits and other means of

ornamentation. You will

be surprised how much
more productive your gar-
den will prove simply be-

cause it does arrest your
interest. The much fre-

quented garden is the pro-

ducer; the hidden garden
behind the neglected

hedge, which is more of

an incident than a definite

purpose, is always a fail-

ure. Ten dollars spent in

the improvement of the

surroundings will give
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A space measuring forty-five by fifty
feet ought to yield fifteen bushels of
potatoes. Gardening costume by Best

Plan your garden liber-

ally. Make it a garden
of plenty canning will

take care of any surplus

The kitchen garden is

a business proposition.
Records should be

kept of cost, yield, etc.

you twenty dollars in in-

creased yield, because of

the personal pride that un-

consciously leads us up to

higher standards. So make

your garden a gladsome

spot where you can take

your friends with some de-

gree of pride.
The old English estates

which are today so beauti-

ful with plant life reflect

the interest in economic

gardening. Their vegetable

gardens were always fea-

tured; brick walls with

their covering of choice

fruits, hedges that were the acme of perfection,
flower borders that were noticeable because of

their completeness, plantings of all kinds that

were selected bu reason of their suitability.
That is the proper method whereby to accom-

plish any project; start out with a definite pur-

pose and see it through.

Selecting the Site

Far too little consideration is given the se-

lection of site for the family garden. The
usual procedure is to choose a place for the

roses, then for a few fruit trees, then for the

chickens and various other heirlooms of the

suburbanite. What is left, if any, is "our

garden". Soil conditions and drainage are
not given even a passing thought. Shade, too,
is often overlooked; why, we never gave those

large trees a thought, because they had no
leaves when we laid out our garden ! Or, after
the garden was well established too close to our
south boundary line, that grouchy neighbor
erected his garage so that it shades our rows.

Conditions of all kinds which have a direct

bearing on the utility of the garden should be
studied carefully when selecting a site. Keep
far enough from your south line so that you
can be unconcerned with the developments of

your neighbor. If you have the necessary lati-

tude take a spade and go over your premises
carefully testing the soil. Dig down to deter-
mine where is the greatest depth of top soil.

On the left, soil too light; at the

right, too heavy. See text of this

article for details

The texture of this soil is good. It

is sufficiently cohesive, yet crumbles
under pressure

A fifty-foot row of beans will pro-
duce 100 pints if the soil is right and
conditions favorable. With bush

beans this means 5,000 pods

Best is a spot where the sub-

soil is open and porous.
Avoid sites where the un-

derneath strata is a heavy,

impregnable hardpan. If

there are grades to consider

do not locate your garden
at the lowest point, for,

while water is very neces-

sary to the health of plants,
an excess of it is an evil

that cannot be overcome
without considerable ex-

pense. Ground that slopes

gently to the south is ideal.

After you have selected

the ground, make the gar-
den one of the features of your place. Plan

your grounds with the garden as the pivot.

Soil Tests

Plants do not exist upon the soil itself, but

upon the soluble elements that are retained in

it. These elements must be properly balanced
for the garden to be productive; an excess or
deficit of certain chemical parts is undesirable.
It is for this reason that we feed the soil, plac-
ing therein elements that are particularly lack-

ing. In every case these must be soluble to be
of any value in the creation of growth. All
soils contain a certain amount of natural fer-

tility that can be made available for the plants
by deep and constant working which admits
the air to the lower strata.

The texture of the soil has an important
bearing on its productiveness; soils that are

very heavy and will not produce satisfactorily
contain an excess of water but do not admit

enough air to neutralize the chemicals. The
reason for this is that the soil particles are

exceedingly small and lie so compactly as to
exclude air. Light, sandy soils contain abun-
dance of air but do not retain water, by virtue
of the soil particles being larger.
A simple test can be made to determine the

soil texture by taking a small quantity and
squeezing it in the hand. It should, if prop
erly balanced, remain a perfect mold of the

(Continued on page 50)
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A view of the right ^d
gable

with the garden wall in the

foreground.
The

interesting

feature of this detad is the fen-

estratlon, the beautijul effect

gotten by the restrained use of

windows in the broad, rough

wall surface

(Right) A porch detail of the

arches and the simple casement

windows. Beyond, in the porch

wall, has been set an elaborately

carved jountain with a semi-

circular pool at its foot around

which are grouped potted

flowers

An unusual group of supporting columns

and beams has been used in the hallway

Of the three columns, the end ones support

the floor immediately above which the third

continues on as a support to the roof. 1 he

stairs and interior finish are cement

From the general view it will be noticed

that while the house is symmetrical, sym-

metry has not been imposed upon it. There

is the saving grace of interesting details.

Mr. Colby, who is a well-known artist, is

responsible for the designing of the house

>*-
v*vM ^
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"THE TAMARACKS,"
HOME OF FRANKLIN

COLBY, Esq.

A N D V E R ,

NEW JERSEY

Directly in front of the house is a little

garden enclosed by a low hedge. Its

focal point is an octagonal fountain,
from which rises a basin crowned with
a flying Cupid. From this, steps lead
down on to a bricked path that ter-

minates in a pool. It appears like a
great distance, and yet so near is the

pool to the house that it can mirror
the arched portico and deep overhang-

ing eaves

The new house was built

around an old structure that

had been standing on the site

over a hundred years. The
one remaining feature of it is

the dining room fireplace with
the old bake oven still in ser-

vice. An open beam ceiling
and rough-cast walls furnish a

dignified background for the
Lancashire chairs and Jacob-
ean hutches with which the

room is furnished
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A group suitable for a simple

country house dining room is

shown in the sketch. The chairs

are modern adaptations of peas-

ant designs, with rush seats,

and can be painted any color de-

sired. The arm-chair comes at

$30, the side chair at $25, the

little table with drop-leaf sides

at $33, and the stool in dull oak

finish at $25

COTTAGE CHAIRS FOR COUNTRY HOMES
They can be purchased through the House & Garden

Shopping Service, 19 West 44th Street, N. Y. C.

A familiar type nf old American

cottage chair is painted green

with touches of color in the deco-

rations. Several of these are avail-

able at $5 each

(Below) First, a ladder-

back, rush-seat chair with

twin stretchers, $18.

Then, a Windsor yoke-
back of l&th Century
make, $65. The third is

a Dutch chair of 1720,

with a fiddle back and
rush seat, $35

Another quaint chair, made en-

tirely of natural-toned wood, is

known as the English spider-back.

It is an old one; $7. A chair pad
will add comfort

From Spain comes a wal-

nut monastery chair, a

type also used in cottage

furnishing. It has very

interesting chip carving.

$48. The arm chair, to

match, comes at $55.
Both would be more com-

fortable with chair pads

An interesting reproduction

of a comb back chair with

pierced splat comes in dull

mahogany or dull finished

oak. It sells for $26

Another reproduction of a

Windsor straight back chair

has a rush seat and is

painted black with decora-

tions in dull green, $17
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A HOUSE FOR TWO in the SOUTHERN STYLE

Being the Residence of F. C. Malcolm, Esq., at Pelham, N. Y.

of Which the Architect Was Julius Gregory

IT
is a distinct problem to create a livable

small house.

By a small house we mean one that has suf-

ficient accommodations for two and a servant,

or two and a child and a servant.

By livable we mean a house that you can

live in and still maintain your self-respect.

There are hosts of small houses scattered over

the country, but it cannot be said of all of them

that they are livable according to this canon.

Yet the more people appreciate the relation be-

tween good architecture, good decoration and

good living, the quicker will they demand that

small houses be designed and furnished with

the same care and professional skill that is lav-

ished on large houses.

A case in point is the small house shown on
this page. The aim of the architect was to give
to it the character and dignity found in some
of the old Southern Colonial types of architec-

ture. This has been accomplished by simple
materials used in a natural way.
The scheme of a two-story porch follows the

Southern Colonial precedent. Further Col-

onial details are the broad chimney furnishing

fireplaces on two floors, the quarter-circle win-

dows on each side the chimney, the small paned
windows throughout, with pierced shutters,

and the distinctly Colonial type of entrance

door with side and fan lights. The materials

used were wide clapboard on the side and
matched boarding on the front. The chimney
is brick whitewashed, the surface being broken

half way up with a wrought iron device and
the cap pronounced with 1 a triple row of un-

painted brick.

The Plan

Inside, the plan is simple. There is the

usual house-depth central hallway with living

room on one side and dining room on the other,

both letting out on the front terrace, which has

a brick floor, through French doors. The sun

porch is so located that it is connected with

Southern Colonial in character, the exterior is a com-
bination of simple materials used in a natural way.
Clapboard walls are painted white, chimney white-

washed and blinds painted green

the pantry, through the kitchen, and can be

used for a dining por< li.

Stairs leading to the second floor have a sim-

ple iron rail and open on a narrow hall that

gives access to the four bedrooms. These four

bedrooms are served by two baths. There is a

plenitude of closet space. On the third floor

are sufficient accommodations for a maid a

bedroom and bath and large storage spaces.

While there is nothing unusual about this

plan, it is livable, compact and provides a

maximum of comfort and accommodations.

Rooms are well lighted and well ventilated.

They furnish a background against which the

occupants by the exercise of discriminating taste

can create rooms of interest and distinction.

The first
floor plan is

simple and
compact,
with livable

space assign-
ed to each

room

On the sec-

ond floor are

four bed-
rooms, two
baths and a

plenitude of
well placed

closets
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AN INDOOR ITALIAN GARDEN
The problem of this indoor garden was to make a background
where old Chinese figures, lead vases jrom England, stone and
terra cotta jrom Italy, might be used in friendly association
The Italian spirit is predominant in the garden. The walk
which runs around the four sides, is oj red tiles. The ceiling

ts of sky-blue in tempera. The niches, which are designed to
hold figures, are painted brilliant sapphire blue tempera. An
unusual effect has been obtained by the use of mirrors set in
the corners of Ike garden. The trellis is painted in many tones of
green and blue. Photographs by courtesy of John Wanamaker
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Through the arched openings in the plastered walls one glimpses an Italian

room beyond. An old Siennese coat-of-arms is hung against the plastered wall.

From the red walk one steps down into the pebbled garden. Pots of all sites

are grouped on the pebbles, in the fashion oj a real Italian garden

Sapphire blue niches, which have
rose-marbled posts flanking them,
hold Chinese figures of yellow
marble. The window framing of
trellis and the perspective trellis

inserts add to the unusual charac-
ter of the garden, each contribut-

ing its share to the color ensem-
ble. Ruby Ross Goodnow was

the decorator

The shaft in the center of the

garden, which was an architect-

ural difficulty, has been made
background tor a pool. The bal-

ustrade, which runs around the

tiled walk, is background for a

stiff and formal ivy hedge, trained

on a wire frame. The illustration

gives an excellent idea of the use

of a perspective treillage
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COLOR TONES IN PAINTED FURNITURE
One Painted Piece Will Lighten a Heavy Room and a Number

of Them Affords Excellent Color Schemes

MARY H. NORTHEND

T IKE a page gleaned
1 -< from n, ';ld-time

romance re; ; story

of decoratec
'

liture.

Royalty, espc'.V.ly in

the middle ages, rev-

eled in its bright colors,

and placed in their pal-
aces cabinets and chests

showing rich scarlet and

bright hues, worked out

in heraldic designs.

During the regime of

William and Mary deco-

rated furniture was used

extensively, continuing
in favor when Queen
Anne took the throne.

This queen, fond of

bright colors, was re-

sponsible for the broad

scope of brilliant deco-

rations which were in

keeping with the extrav-

agance of the age. The
master craftsman, at-

tracted by the artistic in-

fluence of color, conveyed
this thought into new

designs.

The Color Revival

Then the fashion
passed, and gorgeous old

pieces were tucked away
under the eaves, considered valueless. The
Victorian era came in and massive furniture

replaced the more delicate designs. But to-

day the modern decorator sees the desirability

of using harmonious colors, and where could

they better be found than in painted furniture?

The revival in color naturally brought a re-

vival in the use of peasant furniture and to-

On the landing between two floors painted furniture can be used to create a writing room.

The furniture is white with bright color decorations and white and black velour pads.

Chamberlain Dodds, decorator

day novelties are continually being designed
which lend unusual charm to a room, by cre-

ating a cheerful atmosphere. Original designs

by the Italian, Dutch, and Bavarian peasants
are being copied. These pieces have a distinct

charm, as they differ in character from the or-

dinary painted furniture and are easily identi-

fied by their original coloring solid back-

grounds of yellows,
bright blue, and some-

times black are applied,

brightening the line and

floral decorations in con-

trasting tones. Their ap-

propriateness for rooms

where light, dainty fur-

niture is applicable has

caused a demand for

them and householders

are searching the attics

to discover old ancestral

bits that can be scraped
and redecorated.

Adaptable Pieces

Early American fur-

niture lends itself to this

type more readily than

any other, both in repro-
ductions and antiques;
for here solid colors are

generally applied with

contrasting decorations

of conventional flowers,

in garland spots, and
borders. Countless and

bewildering are the many
designs that are being

constantly reproduced by
modern artists, and these

in their finish represent
the work of the ancients

much more brilliantly,

as scientists are bringing out not only more

permanent, but a better variety of colors than

those formerly used. Often single pieces may
be obtained, so odd in construction that they

mingle consistently with the furnishing of even

a conservative room.

Black and gold is an Oriental combination

that is particularly effective, although many

For a girl's rooni white enamel beds decorated with flower sprays are

suitable. The corner desk and curtains bear the same motif

Black and white can be used successfully in a bedroom when some
other color is introduced to lighten the severity of the contrast
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I'a.nted furniture fits

perfectly into the break-

fast room. The pieces
here are white with

green striping and rose

decorations

types are finished with a black background
and bright colors introduced in embellishment.

Striking contrasts, very effective in character,

are shown where harmonious lines of color are

employed without any modifications.

Color in Bedrooms

Matched pieces are suitable either in the

breakfast or bedroom furnishings. For the

latter, whole sets are effective; but these, while

similar in treatment, should show different dec-

orations to avoid a sameness which is disas-

trous in
producing proper results in interior

decorating. The background of each piece
should harmonize with the wall treatment and

draperies. Black and white is always in good
taste, if not over-ornamented, as there is a

charm surrounding a room of this nature, more

especially if the floor covering has squares of

black and white, thus transforming what would
otherwise have been a commonplace apartment
into one of quaint vitalizing interest. Choose
for draperies imported cottons of the same tone,
with picture insets, which can be cut out as

covers for ornamental pillows.
Daintiness must be the theme in a young

girl's room where dark furniture would be en-

tirely out of place. Why not use white enamel

pieces with flower touches? There is a fresh-

ness connected with childhood days that would
make this room consistent, and all the more so,
if white muslin curtains with borders of flow-

ers are chosen. If this order of furniture is

advisable, remember it can be painted to match
the walls and draperies in the various rooms;
but have the finish just a tone darker than the
wall surface, for the color prominent in the

hangings will bring out individuality. Dark
brown with flower medallions is adaptable for

The colors of the painted furniture in this

bedroom are gray and blue. Linen spreads

The chest of drawers
below is brown with
colored medallion in-

serts. Peasant chairs

match. Chamberlain
Dodds, decorator

a room with one-toned wall, which should be

just a little lighter than the framing of the bed.

I 'he dniperies of flowered chintz must fit into

the composition, thus giving a snap to the fin-

i-lted whole.

Unique is the bedroom fitting in a Boston

residence where green and brown is the color

scheme chosen, and like many other pieces of

Italian or Dutch furniture, instead of geomet-

rical motifs, such as the tulip or Oriental fig-

ures characteristic of the countries, mytholog-

ical scenes have been inserted which show

great spirit in design.

Nursery Schemes

Keep away from white in the baby's nursery,

for here delicate tints are most appropriate,
with whimsical figures as illustrations that de-

light the little one's heart. The wise use of

light furniture is important, as nothing dark

or somber should intrude on their small world

of gladness. Add a screen with framework

matching the tiny bed, paint along the sides bits

from Mother Goose; but limit yourself in the

use of animals, which sometimes create fear in

a child. In no part of the house are we so un-

limited as here, for diminutive furni-

ture comes in so many different

styles, ranging from beds, dressing

tables, and chairs, to play-boxes,

chests, and blackboards, each one

suitable for illustration. Through
their use, this part of the house has

become a veritable paradise.
Love of the open tempts us to

leave indoors to spend our days on

the porch or sunroom, which should

be fitted up with bright, attractive

settings; painted pieces, combined

with flower effects, give a gay atmos-

phere that is irresistible. The early

American chair, rush bottom, is ad-

missible, while willow and raffia

furniture have been included in the

list, as they are found to-day most

attractive in their coloring. The in-

evitable tea cart is now shown in

vivid colors, much more picturesque
than the raffia or mahogany ones

which are also obtainable.
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Tebbs

The style is Colonial, all architectural

features being omitted to obtain a {arm
cottage type of building. Wide clap-
board walls are painted white, shutters

green and the hardware black

The distinction between living and ser-

vice quarters on the first floor plan is

marked. The rooms are large but the

individuality oj each has been preserved
and the plan is simple and livable

From the master suite to the other end
oj the second floor runs a narrow hall
with bedrooms and baths conveniently
arranged along it. The rooms communi-

cate easily and are well ventilated
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1 he living room is an example of what can be

done with simple, well-chosen pieces arranged

for a maximum of comfort. At one end is a fine

Colonial mantel with a padded fender before it.

A deep couch stands to one side and a wing chair

at the other. A writing group has been created

between the windows and the music corner is in

the foreground. The curtains are simple sun-

fast made with plain valances. Cay-colored linen

covers give tone variety to the furniture

Off the living room entrance is given
to a paved terrace through a. French
door. From this is commanded a
view across the hills and woods. The
old moon cut shutters and black
hardware are in keeping with farm-

house architecture

A sense of freedom and openness, so
essential to a country house, is felt
in this view looking from the living
room across the hall into the dining
room. The difference in levels gives
a noticeable added attraction to the

larger room

The main entrance follows the Colo-
nial classic proportions, with post and
lattice work in place of the usual
stock columns. The door has an old
Colonial fan light at top and two
leaded lights on the side. Bricks form

the floor
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Frequently tie-backs are made of the

chintz or taffeta of the curtains them-

selves, but if one is lucky she chances

on really old examples of French gilt

or crystal. Living room curtains may
be caught back by a quaint pair of

French gilt tie-backs made of queer

shaped leaves and flowers. A set of

four, 1 l

/2" long, comes at $8 the set.

Below is shown a feather-shaped tie-

back, of French gilt. This would take

heavy hangings, measuring 9", $6 a

pair. Next to it is a shield shaped gilt

holder with a little knob of glass be-

low which is pink tinsel. 3" high. A

set of eight are available for $25

A PAGE OF TIE-BACKS

In Victorian Days the Tie-Back Was a

Popular Institution. The Use of It

Is now Becoming More and

More the Accepted

Thing

You might call tie-backs the jewelry

oj curtains; they give a decorative fin-

ish that is very entertaining although

they must be chosen with a regard for
the material and design of the curtain.

In the circle above, is a band of gilt

with a white porcelain flower center.

It measures 4" ; $8. The little rosettes

shown below are used to loop the cur-

tain cord on when cord is used for

lying-back. The two placed together
are oj gilt. They measure 4" in diam-
eter and are $6 the pair. Next to them
is a small, opalescent glass rosette, 2"
in diameter that would go beautifully

with sheer curtains; $3 a pair

The dignified curtaining of a window re-

quires several elements the sheer glass cur-

tain that filters the light and makes it an
even glow, the over-curtain that frames
the window and gives color to the window

space, the valances that finish the top and
lend the variety of a decorative edge, and

finally, our Victorian revival, the tie-back

and its rosette. Here are two types. At
the left is one of those delightful opalescent

glass rosettes, which are so effective. V/*'
in diameter, S6 the pair. At the right, se-

verely simple bands of French gilt with

design in green, 7" long, $1.50 the pair

This Victorian revival does not mean that deco-

rators are reproducing Victorian rooms in en-

tirety. Heaven and Grand Rapids forbid!
But there were many decorative and entertain-

ing details used in Victorian days that are quite
worth reviving. The draping of this over-cur-

tain to the floor is a case in point. It is a re-

action from the severely short-skirted curtains

of the last few years. The tie-back is another
detail that justifies revival. Done in the best

Victorian manner there comes a pair of rather

ornate tie-backs in a design of morning glories
made of French gilt with the flower in white

porcelain. S 1
/,", $15 the pair

Tie-backs are capable of such infinite varia-

tions that the jew shown on this page repre-
sent but a handful of the hundreds avail-

able in antique and decorating shops and
in attics waiting to be rediscovered. Here
are two designs. A striking pair of rosettes

come in French gilt with touches of black

in the design. They measure 4" in diameter

and sell for $1.50 a pair. At the right is a
shield shaped affair of French gilt that is

used as a rosette. The curtains are tied back
with an embroidered band ending in heavy
tassels looped over the rosette. It is 8"

high and is priced at $4 for the pair
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OF GOOD INTERIORS
The breakfast room in the residence of Mrs. Christian de Guigne, San

'sco, is an example of a small room in which the Louis Seize spirit
cen pleasingly reproduced. The walls are pale gray green, with

'tiled panels let in as over-doors and above the console. The curtains
outler colored taffeta. Special interest is found in the black marble-

topped console with its Venetian glass vases, the marqueterie-top
table and the wrought-iron fixtures delicately reproducing the floral

sprays and ribbons of the period. A plain carpeting rug affords con-
trast to the delicate colors and contours of the furniture and walls.

The architect and decorator was Mrs. Edgar de Wolfe
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One end of the bedroom in the De Guigne residence has a simple fire-

place group of couch and writing table. Walls are paneled in pale

gray and draperies and furniture are old rose

The other view of the bedroom shows the Louis XV bed with the

characteristic wall decorations and draped curtains of the period. Mrs.

Edgar de Wolfe was architect and decorator
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Dignity is given the drawing-room of the De Guigne residence by the

paneled walls and carved woodwork. Walls are Adam green, draperies
in green and rose, and furniture, old needlework

The small drawing-room in the residence of Mrs. George A. Pope. San

Francisco, of which Mrs. Edgar de Wolfe was decorator, is chiefly m
yellow and blue, with a fine Savonnerrie rug
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HOW TO HANDLE COLOR IN DECORATION

An Intricate Problem Reduced to Its Simplest Terms

COSTEN FITZ-GIBBON

COLOR
is either one or the other of two

things in the composition of a room. It

is either a most valuable ally and servant, or

else it is a destructive tyrant and enemy.

Which it shall be depends altogether upon

ourselves and how we manage it. If we grasp

it firmly, as we are told we should grasp

nettles, and treat it with assured and intelli-

gent mastery, it will serve us; if we are timid

and uncertain, it will make us rue our inde-

cision for many a day.

We cannot ignore nor evade color, even if

we would, any more than we can avoid breath-

ing, so long as we are alive. It is all about us

at all times and presents an issue that must be

met. We ought not, therefore, to leave our

dealings with such an important subject to

chance, as so many of us do, when there are

definite principles upon which we may act with

a reasonable assurance of satisfactory results.

The following suggestions and epitome of

facts are intended for the use and guidance of

the average householder who necessarily has

numerous color decisions to make from time

to time. When a skillful decorator is re-

tained to take charge of furnishing a room or

a house, one does not need to worry about

color adjustment, but when a decorator is not

engaged the whole responsibility must be

borne by the householder. And even when

the services of a decorator are retained, some

knowledge of color properties and color com-

bination, adjustment, and balancing of pro-

portions will be of inestimable value in facili-

tating co-operation with the decorator, in

assuring appreciation of what is done, and in

avoiding subsequent ill-judged additions.

Primary Colors and Their Combinations

The basis of all colors, and of all combina-

tions of color, is to be found in the solar

spectrum, which is made up of the three pri-

mary colors, red, yellow and blue. From these

three foundations, standard or primary colors,

by varied combinations and properly gradu-

ated proportions, all other colors are derived.

A color formed by combining two primary

colors in equal proportion, is called a sec-

ondary color. The secondary colors are also

three in number green, orange, and violet.

Green is formed from the primaries, blue and

yellow; orange is made from the primaries,

yellow and red; violet is composed of the

primaries, red and blue.

The combination of two secondary colors

forms a tertiary color. The three tertiary col-

ors are slate, composed of violet and green;

citrine, composed of green and orange; and

russet, composed of orange and violet.

A further progression gives us quarternary

colors, each composed of two tertiary colors.

These, likewise, are three in number, the

tertiaries citrine and slate producing sage;

citrine and russet combining to make buff;

and russet and slate uniting to form plum.

Color Actions

By another classification, which dovetails

in with the foregoing, colors are

(1) Advancing and warm.

(2) Receding and cool.

(3) Neutral.

The contrasting colors can be found by fol-

lowing any line across the circle. Jkus,

red-green, buff-blue

Of the primary colors, red and yellow are

warm or advancing, while blue is cool and

receding. An advancing color is one that con-

tains red or yellow elements in ascendency.

It is called advancing because it is assertive,

outstanding and strong in character and

creates the visual impression of coming for-

ward towards the eye.

The perception of color is "an internal sen-

sation" transmitted to the brain by the optic

nerve. And the agency that sets the optic

nerve to working is the wave action known as

light. It has been scientifically demonstrated

that advancing colors are stimulating to the

nerves in varying degrees, even to the extent

of being disturbing or actively exciting. Red,

for example, excites and stimulates the nerves,

in some cases to the extent of causing rest-

lessness. And because, by their vibrations,

the advancing colors stimulate nerve restless-

ness and the rapid action of excitement, they

are appropriately termed warm colors. The

warm colors differ in the degree of their power

to excite.

A receding color is one that contains the

blue element in ascendency. It is called re-

ceding because it is not assertive nor insistent

On this chart are shown the three primary
colors and the way they combine to form
the secondary, tertiary and quarternary
colors. Charts by courtesy of C. R. Clifford

in character, but rather creates the optical im-

pression of sinking into the background and

receding from the observer. It has also been

scientifically demonstrated to complete satis-

faction that receding colors have a quieting,

restful effect upon the nerves. And because

of this soothing tendency in allaying excite-

ment, they are called cool colors. They also

differ in the degree of their sedative quality.

What a Neutral Color Is

A neutral color, as the name indicates, is

neither advancing nor receding; it is a com-

posite color in which the advancing and re-

ceding elements evenly balance each other.

Thus, a pure green, one-half yellow and one-

half blue, is neutral and so, also, is violet, in

theory, one-half red and one-half blue. As a

matte'r of fact, in the latter instance, the blue

tone usually predominates and imparts a re-

ceding quality. Of the tertiary colors, slate

is theoretically neutral because the advancing

and receding elements in its violet component

(one-half red and one-half blue) are evenly-

balanced or neutralized and so, likewise, are

the advancing and receding properties in its

green component (one-half yellow and one-

half blue).

Neutral colors are often of a dull character

(not invariably, however), such as some of

the drabs or grays, and might be derived by

lightening slate or other neutral colors with

white or darkening them by the addition of

black. One of the most valuable properties

of neutral colors is that other colors may be

put in immediate juxtaposition to them with-

out clashing. This property is shared by

black and white and by the grays resulting

from their combination. Such grays, strictly

speaking, should be called negative and not

neutral for there is no advancing element in

them to be neutralized by a balancing receding

element.

Coral, Gold and Blue

Certain colors that cannot be classed as

either neutral or negative have this neutral

property of agreement. Coral red is one in-

stance, and this neutral property of certain

colors that are not neutral explains in par

some of the peculiarity and charm of a good

deal of Oriental coloring that, upon

analysis, strikes us as daring. Gold, also,

has this neutral property, as the illuminate

and painters of the Middle Ages and of the

early Renaissance knew full well,

tain conditions, a cerulean blue, or a gray

cerulean blue, likewise has a neutral property

making it possible to use it satisfactorily as a

background and foil for other colors.

From the foregoing explanation of

properties and composition of colors, it be-

comes clear that the qualities of color exert

very concrete effects upon the successful choice

of paint, paper, upholstery, hangings, or ever

upon personal apparel.
Take the walls of a room. The effect of ad-

vancing color upon the walls will diminish

the apparent size of a room by seeming to bring

all the walls forward to you and thereby con-

tracting the dimensions. On the other hand,

(Continued on page 48)
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Because of Ike steepness of
the ground, the site is cut into

several levels. The house is

placed on a broad terrace

pared with flags and with
blue flowering plants in spaces
hrre and there. The style is

taken from the simplest New
England prototypes. A rail-

ing crowns the cornice

The doorway, one of the fea-
tures of the front, is flanked
with an arch hearing a lamp
made from a pair of antique
iron newels taken from an old
house in New York. The ex-

terior clapboard walls and
brick chimneys is painted
.chile, and the iron porch and
entrance archway bottle green

MR. ANDREW MORISON'S
PLACE at MONTCLAIR, N. J.

WILLIAM EDGAR MORAN,
Architect

QOta

From the south porch brick and
flagging steps lead to the sunk-
en garden, which has been laid

out with a circular grass path
centering in a brick-edged pool.
An interesting arched open
porch beneath the sleeping gal-

lery is continued as a pergola
to connect with the garage and

kennels

The garden is enclosed by a
wall of rough stone with a brick

coping that forms an excellent

background for the plantings.
From the south end steps lead
to a grass terrace and a light
tea house screened in at the
back with an unusual lattice
and raised on a flagged brick
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THE WINTER PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES
Spot-lights on a Subject That Is too Little Understood Methods Whereby the Crop Can Be

Increased and Brought to a Higher Standard of Quality

M. G. KAINS

FOR
convenience in discussing the

problems of pruning, let us divide

fruit trees into four general groups:
those newly planted; those that have
been planted from one to three or four

years; those comparatively young trees

that are bearing; and old trees that

have been more or less mismanaged or

neglected and are therefore in need of

renovation.

When trees are planted in the fall it

is a wise policy to postpone pruning
the branches until spring. Of course,
if branches have been broken in transit

from the nursery or in handling they
should be trimmed immediately below
the break, but preferably no farther.

The fewer and smaller the wounds, the

more remote from the trunk in young
trees at this time of year, and the less

the wood below the bark is exposed
during winter the surer is the tree to

survive. So, even though it may ulti-

mately be necessary to remove
half or two-thirds of the top
to make a well shaped tree,

postpone the cutting until

spring when the tree will be in

most active growth and can

easily heal its wounds.
So far as pruning is con-

cerned, March will be season-

able for autumn set trees. At
this time cut out superfluous
branches so as to leave four to

seven if possible with at least

a hand-breadth between them.
If twice this distance can be
secured so much the better.

The advantage of having six

or seven branches is that in

case of accident or poor devel-

opment of some there will be still enough left

to make a good top; for it is far easier to re-

move a branch than to develop one.

The object of having considerable distance
between branches is that strength is gained
thereby. Branches placed nearly opposite each
other on the trunk pull against each other when
loaded with fruit or ice, with the result that

they break down sooner or later. Because of
the importance of this point, to say nothing of
others equally important, it is therefore advis-
able to start an orchard with one-year-old
rather than older trees

;
the branches are much

easier to secure where they are desired and the
trees can more easily be trained in the way
they should grow. When trees are planted in
the spring they should be pruned immediately
afterward.

Subsequent Work on Young Trees

The March or early spring pruning of newly
set trees should be supplemented by a little at-
tention during the early summer of the first

year when any twigs that start to develop lower
on the trunk than the lowest desired branch
should be cut off, but every other twig and
every leaf ought to be allowed to grow. These
are necessary to help develop the tree. Re-
member that trees know their business better
than any pruner; they need only direction.

A frequent result of allowing branches to develop too close

together is a disastrous splitting which ruins that part of
the tree

This three-
branched tree
may appear
strong, but it is

really weak be-

cause of the Y
crotches

When branches
are removed, the

cuts should be

made cleanly
and close to the

trunk with a

sharp saw

Winter pruning and spraying may be done at
the same time. A tree clipper is best for the

upper small branches

During the second winter any time

between November and March the

pruning should consist of removing
first only those small branches that are

certain to become a menace to the de-

sired ones, and second, of shortening

only those branches that have devel-

oped out of all proportion to the others.

In brief, the more pruning of young
trees that can be avoided during the

dormant season the better.

Here is where many people make
their mistake; they prune not wisely
but too well every year, and cut off too

many twigs the very ones that the tree

intended to develop into fruit-bearing
branches. When over-pruned during
the dormant season trees figuratively

grit their teeth, dig their heels harder

in the ground and develop more

branches, so their work becomes branch

production rather than fruit bearing.
Can you blame them?

Trees Approaching Bearing Age

If one wants fruit, the saf-

est place for the pruning tools

is beside the "unloaded" gun,
under lock and key in the at-

tic! When this "hands off"

policy is followed and where

rational fertilizing is prac-

tised, especially the sparing
use of nitrogenous materials

such as nitrate of soda, the

trees will begin to develop
blunt ended little twigs along
the branches. The age when
these start to develop varies

with the kind of fruit and the

variety. Cherries and plums
often start the second year

after being planted and bear fruit the third;

some varieties of apples and pears start as

soon, but many wait until five or even ten

years old. Gyves upon the hands that hold

the pruning tools will shorten these maxi-

mums!
Peach trees bear fruit upon a different prin-

ciple. Their fruit buds are not borne upon
perennial spurs but upon exterior branches and

slender interior twigs, mostly biennial, devel-

oped the previous summer. These buds are

easy to recognize during winter because of

their position and form. They are rounded

more or less and are borne mostly near the

bases of the last season's growths. Generally

they are in pairs with a usually smaller pointed
"wood" bud between. As the tendency for the

peach is to develop most growth from the ter-

minal and near terminal buds and thus both

extend the spread of the tree and increase the

leverage and consequent risk of breakage, it is

the practice of successful growers to cut off

one-half to two-thirds of each twig and also

reduce the number of twigs. This plan not

only keeps the tree within bounds and helps
to strengthen it, but it reduces the number of

fruits and consequently improves their size

and quality. While the pruning of apples,

pears, plums and cherries may be done at any
time during the winter it is best to wait until
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Prune autumn set trees in March, cutting
out superfluous branches so as to leave

from four to seven

blossom buds have begun to swell before prun-

ing the peach, the nectarine and the apricot,

because the buds of these fruits are often in-

jured during winter. If pruning is delayed
one can be sure of how many blossoms he is

leaving at pruning time.

If the policy of pruning as little

as possible has been followed, not

only will the trees have begun to

bear sooner than if over-pruned,
but they will have almost surely

developed a larger number of

branches, especially of interior

ones, than will give best results

later on. To be sure, the number
of these interior branches may be

kept small by regular, attention

during June. This attention con-

sists of cutting off with a pocket-

knife, or even with only the fin-

gers and thumb, such twigs while
still succulent. The plant food

and energy that they would con-

sume in their development may
thus be directedtinto more desired

channels. The process is as sim-

ple as I have described it, so needs
no further elaboration here.

Young Trees That Are Bearing

But when, as is usually the

case, these twigs have been al-

lowed to develop into woody
branches, some of them perhaps
as thick as a man's wrist, the

problem is very different. The
tree may be considered in a state

of balance, its 100% of roots and
its 100% of branches working in

harmonious co-operation. Now
suppose that the owner suddenly
decides to cut off the equivalent
of 20% of the total branch de-

velopment. He will have an

80% top but still a 100% root.

The result may be so serious an
unbalance that the tree will im-

mediately slacken or perhaps en-

tirely suspend fruit production
and direct this 20% root power

to the making of new twigs, and these twigs
will probably spring from all sorts of unex-
pected places on the branches, the trunk and
even from the ground.

All such wasteful development can be pre-
vented by the removal of fewer of the branches
at one time, but extending the work over two,
three or more years. The fruit bearing habits
of the trees are thus not upset and the reduc-
tion of branches is not sufficient to cause the

development of undesirable woody growths.

Making (he Cut

While it is important to remove branches in

small amounts during any one year, it is even
more important to make each cut at the proper
place. There is only one proper place; name-
ly, as close to the trunk as possible, even

though the wound so made is twice as large as
if made an inch farther away. The reason is

that the former wound will heal more surely
and in less time than the latter. In other

words, the longer the shoulder or stub the
slower will be the healing and the greater the

danger of injury to the tree through the en-
trance of decay. For unless a wound heals

quickly the germs of decay may gain entrance
to the heart wood of the stub and thence
to the interior of the trunk. The inevitable re-

sult will be the decay of the heart wood, per-

haps ultimately to such an extent that nothing
but a shell of living wood will be left. Sooner
or later such a shell will give way under the

stress of a heavy crop or a storm.

When branches are carelessly removed they

may split and tear the trunk or remaining part,
due to leverage. In order to prevent this it is

Before pruning, this neglected apple tree was a maize of unproductive

shoots and small branches. The lower picture shows it properly renovated

The weak interior branches of pear and
other fruit trees should be cut out. Win-

ter is the time to do this

a good plan to make a saw cut from the under
side upward a foot or more from the trunk

until the saw sticks, then to pull the saw out

and cut from the upper side downward until

the branch drops off, and finally to cut off the

remaining stub at the proper place, close to

the trunk or part that is to re-

main.

Dressings for Tree Wounds

Since decay of the trunks is

due to fungi and bacteria, the

question naturally arises, what
can be done to prevent the en-

trance of these enemies? Many
substances have been recommend-
ed. Of these, white lead paint in

good linseed oil has been the fa-

vorite. A little coloring matter,
such as raw Sienna, is often add-
ed to make the paint less conspic-
uous. But even the best of paint
is unsatisfactory; it too often

checks and leaves cracks through
which the decay germs gain en-

trance to the wood.
Where trees have been prop-

erly managed from the start there
will rarely be any wounds large

enough to need antiseptic treat-

ment or painting. And upon trees

of vigorous growth wounds less

than about 2" in diameter will

heal so rapidly in a year or two
that no application need be

made. But when wounds are

larger than 2", and where the

trees are old or not vigorous, they
should be treated. A far better

dressing than paint, but one that
must be used with far greater
caution, is creosote. This is act-

ively antiseptic, but it will kill

living tissue. Therefore it must
be very sparingly applied, and
then only to the cross-section of
heart wood. The brush must be
pressed against the paint pail so
that no drop will "run" or spread

(Continued on page 52)
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Wallace

Orange and light green were the colors chosen for the enclosed
porch. Cushions and valances are of a rich green, orange and
gray linen edged with a worsted block fringe oj these colors.
At the windows are hung linen gauze curtains edged with the
same fringe. The long green and orange table holds an orange

bowl on a wrought iron base

Among the furnishings of this enclosed porch is a card table

painted green and orange and made to fold down into a small

space. The wrought iron bridge lamp is polychrome with dull

green to match the ceiling light and mantel candelabra. The
jurniture is Swiss reed enameled a clear, light green. A fibre

mat covers the red tiled floor

The hall has all the

furniture requisite
for a small country
house. The wicker
seat is cushioned '.n

a stripe oj blue, rose

and yellow. The fix-

ture is English an-

tique hammered
brass with bulbous

sides

DORMY HOUSE
PINE VALLEY, N. J.

FRANK HAYES, Architect

AGNES FOSTER WRIGHT, Decorator

The guest room is in brilliant

green and mulberry. The spaces
oj the walls are painted in large

panels using a wide mulberry and
green stripe, the walls being deep
ivory. The chintz for daybed
cover, curtains and upholstery is

a crisp, old-fashioned English
Pattern in green and mulberry
with bright green fringe. Furni-
ture is stippled in ivory and
decorated with the chintz design
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"Dormy House," which gets its name from golf parlance, stands on
the edge of the Pine Valley course. It follows Dutch Colonial lines

and was built as a week-end house by a bachelor for his golf friends.

It is painted white and has a red roof and red brick walks about the

house. The garden is laid out in terraces behind -it

(Below) On the stairs landing
curtains of soft cream striped
net act as background to the ivy
and geraniums. Over-curtains

are of Italian striped sunfast in

rose and blue and yellow

Around the old carved mantel
in the living room are grouped
two couches upholstered in a

large pheasant design of blue and
warm brown, and a long table

with lamps of Italian pottery

The living room has paneled
stippled walls in putty color, a
rich background for the deep
blues and browns in the room.
Cushions are of brilliant blue
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The FLOORS, WALLS and CEILING of a MODERN KITCHEN

For Sanitary Results Tile, Cement and Linoleum Are Advisable

With Enameled Wood as an Alternative

EVA NAGEL WOLF

SINCE
cooking has

become a science,

the kitchen has been

transformed into a

laboratory. Certainly

no surgeon could find

fault with the sanitary

conditions of the mod-

ern kichen. Not a

crack nor cranny is left

for dust or dirt to col-

lect in and the corner

is taboo. The joining

of walls and floor is no

longer an angle for they

now merge with a

sweeping curve when-

ever the materials ad-

mit of such treatment.

Best of all there is not

an inch of space but

can be washed. Even

old kitchens can be re-

modelled so that those

who are not building a

new home can take

heart; the most ap-

proved kitchen can be

theirs if they will but

re-cover floor and walls

along the lines sug-

gested on these pages.
First let us consider

the treatment of the walls. Time was when

they were papered as were the other rooms of

the house; the patterns differed perhaps, but

still paper covered the walls, absorbing the

greasy smoke and quickly becoming unsanitary.

Then appeared glazed waterproof paper de-

signed specially for bathrooms, a step certainly

in the right direction. But this wall covering

was not sanitary, despite the fact that it could

be readily cleaned, for the heat and the steam

Hewitt

In this modern kitchen three treatments are shown. A cove tiling used

the walls and linoleum laid on the floors. The tiling continues on to

painted plaster

quickly caused it to loosen from the walls.

Something more durable was necessary and the

painted plaster walls seemed to be the only

solution. This treatment presented a smooth

surface that admitted of washing but not as

satisfactory as a glazed surface such as tiling

afforded. It was more difficult to keep in prop-
er condition than the tile, although an improve-
ment over the earlier materials.

The most approved material of all for the

kitchen walls is the

glazed tile. The tiles

are cemented in place,

becoming a part of the

wall instead of a wall

covering. When con-

sidered too expensive
to cover the whole

wall it is used only as

a wainscoting with
the upper wall and

ceiling painted plas-

ter or metal tiling.

Walls of this type

combined with a tiled

floor make a most lux-

urious kitchen. The

room may be white,

unornamented, or any
color scheme adopted
that the fancy dic-

tates. All comers and

angles are fitted with

cove or angle tiles

and when the floor is

tiled a sanitary base

connects the two.

When there is to be

but a wainscoting of

the tiles the top is

finished with a suit-

able cap mould,
which may repeat the

general color scheme of the room.

Metal tiling is less expensive than the glazed

tiling but at present somewhat difficult to ob-

tain as all metals were commandeered by the

government for war purposes. However, it

answers the purpose in no mean way for walls

and ceiling. It may fashion the wainscoting

when upper walls and ceiling are painted, or

when tiles are used for wainscoting the re-

mainder of the wall surface may be covered

around the base of

the ceiling which is

Hewitt

The entire floor and wall space is tile, colored on the floor and white

on the walls with a color band. From the residence of V. T. Burner,

Esq., Milwaukee, Wis.

Tile floor and wainscot are advisable for the laundry glazed tiles

on walls and patterned on floor, with painted plaster walls and white
enameled woodwork
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with the metal tiling. It is especially recom-

mended because it can be applied easily to both

wood and plaster, and with a minimum of

labor can be kept in a sanitary condition.

Ideal Floor Coverings

When considering the covering for the kitch-

en floor it must be remembered that no room

in the house receives such hard wear and for

that reason the covering must be durable and

above all comfortable. For sanitary reasons

it must be non-absorbent. While a waxed or

oiled hard wood floor may be cleaned, it is

not cleaned as easily as a tiled floor, and no

matter how carefully the boards are laid and

fitted there is always opportunity for cracks

to appear and make it unsanitary.

Vitrified or flint floor tiling is different from

the tiling employed for walls. In the first

place the surface of the wall tiles would be

dangerous because they would be too slippery,

and besides, they are not hard enough for the

wear and tear of the countless steps necessi-

tated in preparing the everlasting three meals

a day year in and year out. So the tiles are

baked harder and the glaze is omitted.

Large tiles may alternate in color or, if one

prefers, the small square, round or hexagonal

units may form the floor, set in patterns in

one or more colors or in a solid tone with a

patterned border. Quite like the wall tiles they

are cemented to the floor, becoming a solid

floor instead of just a covering. A rubber mat

set in front of the sink or working table is sug-

gested both for sanitary reasons and for com-

fort, for a tiled floor is tiresome when long

standing is necessary and cold during the win-

ter season.

Cement floors are commendable, but when

color is desired it should be mixed with the

cement in the beginning and not applied later,

for the constant friction of the feet wears off

the paint which has to be renewed frequently.

If a more resiliant flooring is desired there

are several types from which to choose; among
the best known are linoleum, inlaid linoleum

and cork tiles. Each has its special claims

on our attention.

Of course, inland linoleum is more durable

than plain linoleum for

the latter is formed of

square or oblong inter-

locking tiles in solid

colors. They come in

all colors with bprders
and a

base.

OUlln

The pantry should receive the same treat-

ment as the kitchen. Here linoleum is used
on the floor. From the residence of Eugene

Meyer, Jr., Esq., Ml. Kisco, N. Y.

under the surface of linoleum it will cause

serious damage, therefore care should be taken

in wiping it up before it has a chance for any
harmful effects.

Cork Tiling and Color Schemes

Cork tiling makes a very comfortable floor-

ing. It comes in three shades of brown and

many patterns which admit of attractive com-
binations and designs. Each tile is laid sepa-

rately, whether small or large blocks. A water-

proof cement hermetically seals all joints, mak-

ing a non-absorbent, noiseless and non-slip-

pery flooring. There is also a sanitary cove

base that is manufactured to specified standard

heights.
For a cheerful yet restful kitchen buff and

sanitary cove

Using Linoleum

Linoleum should be

allowed to stretch on

the floor for about three

weeks before it is ce-

mented in place, after

which a paste wax is

thoroughly rubbed into

the surface. It is then

ready for use and the

after treatment is very

simple ;
it may be

mopped up when soiled

and an occasional

treatment of liquid wax
will keep it in condi-

tion for a life time.

Laying linoleum is very
difficult, requiring ex-

pert workmanship. It

should not be attempted
by the amateur. If

white in a small pattern ire possibly the most

-atUfactory color M heme es;>ei ially for a north-

ern exposure. (Iray and wiite make an ideal

southern room \\ith bright yellow curtains at

the windows. Hlue and white in delft colorings

are still the delight of many, and this room,

too, may be made less cold with yellow cur-

tain-. Green and white are rot I'u 1 and very
attraiiive. While many may choose the strik-

ing black and white bl<x ks in large design for

flooring, it will be found that small units of

color are most restful than large ones.

The cork tiling in three -h.i-lr- of l.rown

makes a restful floor to both eyes and feet. The
borders offered by the manufacturers are to be

eschewed for the kitchen floor, although a solid

band of color along tin- sanitary base cove

makes a satisfactory finish.

To make and e<|ui|> the modern kitchen en-

tails more expense than one at first expects, yet

it is the one room in the house that ^hould not

be slighted. Get the best of its kind and avoid

cheap substitutes.

Painted Woodwork

Should none of these treatments be feasible,

and one is required to have wood floors and

plaster walls, the following facts should be ob-

served: The painted floor is economical. If

the floor is not hardwood, it should be given
two coats of shellac before the paint is applied
and all cracks should be filled. Two coats of

paint are usually sufficient. The oiled kitchen

floor is not advisable because stains are diffi-

cult to remove from it and it is not easy to

stand upon or keep clean.

As the kitchen woodwork gets hard wear it

should be treated with a turpentine stain and
then waxed or varnished. White enamel paint

even when one has to use four or five coats

of it will make the most attractive finish.

The treatments of walls, floors and ceilings

advised in this article will amply repay the

investment. A sanitary kitchen means less

work, and less work means happier and more
efficient servants. It assures cleanliness in the

handling of foods because sanitary surround-

ings influence domestics to be cleanly them-

selves. Finally, a sanitary kitchen is more pleas-

___ ant to work in; its

white walls radiate an

atmosphere of cheer.

These are facts
which cannot be over-

looked. Whatever
may be the ultimate

answer to the much
discussed servant
problem, the kitchen
will have a very defi-

nite bearing on it. We
decorate and furnish

the living quarters of

the house with the

greatest care; why not
the working portion
as well? It is axio-

matic that without
work there can be no

play; equally true is

it that without a back-

ground of housework
a real home is impos-
sible. Let us see to it,

then, that all things
possible be done to

lighten this back-

ground by making its

principal scene as

Cork 0*. * to been usedin tkis modern "."* *" *""' "
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Construction timbers are left exposed
both inside and out, and either hand
hewn or milled timbers can be used.

The walls are comtosed of an outside

and inside wall board. The foundation
is cement with outcropping field >tones

between which is laid rich loam where
vines and flowers can grow. Cedar

posts make the verandah, which may
be enclosed with glass or screens in

sapling frames

The-feature of the plan is the way the

four corner bedrooms can be opened
into the living room. Partitions are

made of paneled wall board and slide

in grooves on the ceiling beams; when
not in use they are nested four to-

gether showing only the surface of one.

The beds slide under the window seats.

French doors let out onto the veran-

dah and from the library to the en-

trance

A detail of the sapling
screen frames for veran-

dah

A BUNGALOW in the
JAPANESE STYLE

Designed for House & Garden

By A. D. REED

A detail showing parti-

tions nested, and ceiling

beam groove

The walls of the rooms are made of the paneled wall board in uniformity with the sliding partitions, and hang on simple hinges forming closets.
The fireplace, which can be seen from almost every room, is a circular grate enclosed with two sliding sheets of black sheet iron. Two hoods and

four pipes for smoke are of copper
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Antique blue glass
dish

, teakwood
stand, $25. Chinese
. evergreen, 2Sc

A Sheffield silver tray with a

pie crust edge and an etched

design comes in various sizes.

8" wide, no feet, ?10; with

feet, $11. The 10" size with-

out feet, $13.50 and with feet,

$14.50. A 12" size without

feet $18, and $21 with

Because of its graceful shape,
size and hand-chased design
this small after-dinner coffee
set of Sheffield plate is very
attractive. Coffee pot 9" high,
sugar bowl, 3'/i", creamer,
3*4 . Set $28.50. Tray $IS,

and sugar tongs, $3

There is always use for a good water set. This glass pitcher of
clear crystal, beautifully cut, comes with six glasses to match at $5

SEEN IN THE SHOPS
These articles may be purchased through tht Home &
Garden Shopping Service, 19 W. 44th St., New York

City.

For mint sauce or salad dressing, a glass boat

and stand with gold border, $5

A cedar wood
table lamp suit-

able for a hall

table has a

quaint rice pa-
per shade with
Japanese design.
It is 15" high.

?1S complete

A silver plated
electric boudoir

lamp, 14" high,
with an 8" stih

shade in rose,

gold or blue,
trimmed with sil-

ver braid comes
at $6 complete

Lacquered boxes
covered with wall

paper in differ-
ent designs and
sites, from a hat
box to a trinket

case. 15" x 15"
* 10", $4.25,
12" x 12" x 5",

$1.15, 9" x 9" x

3", 80 cents, 7"x
7" x 2", 55 cents
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January THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR First Month

Continuous bearing

greenhouse vegeta-
bles should be mulch-
ed with manure

Trench stored celery
should be protected
so that water can-

not penetrate to it

Plenty of sod and
straw covering for
the root pit will

keep out the frost

SUNDAY
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A Reproduction of the famous Bagdad Carpet

ORIENTAL RUGS
Woven on Our Looms in the Far East

In Any Desired Design and Coloring

The reproduction of the famous Bagdad Carpet, shown above, in

which each detail of the interesting design and all the beautiful color of the

original Rug are brought out with amazing fidelity, illustrates the unlimited

possibilities in fine weaving of which our private looms in the Far East

are capable.

Thus, any requirements as to weave, size, design, and coloring can
*

be met by having us prepare sketches to harmonize with the decorative

scheme in view, and weave the Rugs in exact accordance with the sketches

finally approved.

As it requires approximately one year to produce such Psugs, it is

advisable to place orders as early as possible. We will be pleased

submit full particulars and estimates upon request.

w
Direct Importers of Eastern Rugs

Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STREET. NEW YORK

WASHINGTON, D. C.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

1
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Paintings by American Artists

THE HAPPY HOUR" 1O"X12" BY FRED BALLARO WILLIAMS

PICTURES
for any room require the same care in selection that

you give your other decorations. Our advice based on twenty-
six years' experience with American Paintings is at your service.

"ART NOTES" will be found suggestive
as a starting f)oint.<May we mail it to you '

WILLIAM MACBETH
Incorporated

450 Fifth Avenue New York

111! 1 Ill III Ilillll 111 11 (111 it lillllil III III Illlill IIIIIIIIIIP llHUllil lllilB

CHARLES of LONDON

718 FIFTH
AV E N U E

NEW YORK

LONDON-
27-29 Brook Street,W

Pair of fine carved walnut

William and Mary high back chairs

OBJECTS OF ART
ENGLISH PERIOD FURNITURE
OLD ENGLISH INTERIORS

TAPESTRIES

11

A naval prisoner

of the Napole-
onic period
probably made
this little full-

rigged ship in its

straw marque-
terie cabinet.

Courtesy Max
Williams

Objects of Art Made by Prisoners of War
(Continued front page 15)

Italian cousins. I feel sure that the

Spanish craftsmen did. At any rate

French prisoners of war have shown
themselves wonderfully proficient in this

art in the past. The French prisoners
of the Napoleonic wars who were quar-
tered in England were prolific in their

output of this sort. Numerous tea-cad-

dies have I seen from their hands, here

and there preserved in the cottages of

the country round about Peterborough.
At nearby Norman Cross was one of

the chief camps of the Napoleonic pris-

oners of war. We are told that a regu-
lar market for the art-wares made by
French prisoners at Norman Cross

was held daily in the camp. Perth was
another prisoner of war concentration

centre and contemporary writers tell us

that the objects made by the French

prisoners there were of a finer design
and quality than like things produced
by the English townsmen, in conse-

quence of which there was brisk market

rivalry. At Dartmoor, Stapleton, Liv-

erpool and Greenland Valleyfield the
French war prisoners exhibited their

skill. At the Liverpool prison they con-
structed little straw marqueterie cases

to contain miniature ships and like

articles.

Prisoners in Britain

In Francis Abell's Prisoners of War in

Britain, 1756-1815 the author says, in

speaking of the Greenland Valleyfield
prison where the making of straw into

strawplait was carried on by the pris-
oners of war, "The employer gave out

the straw and paid for the worked arti-

cle, three sous per 'brasse,' a little under

6'. Some men could make twelve

'brasses' a day. Beaudoin (a sergeant-

major of the 31st Line Regiment) set to

work at it, and in the course of a

month became an adept. After four

years came the remonstrance of the

country people that this underpaid labor

by untaxed men was doing infinite in-

jury to them; the Government pro-
hibited the manufacture and much

misery among the prisoners resulted.

From this prohibition resulted the out-

side smuggling of straw into the prison
and selling it later as the manufactured

article; and a very profitable industry it

must have been, for we find that, dur-

ing the trial of Matthew Wingrave in

1813, for engaging in the strawplait
trade with the prisoners at Valleyfield,

it came out that Wingrave, who was
an extensive dealer in the article, had

actually moved up there from Bed-
fordshire on purpose to carry on the

trade and had bought cornfields for that

purpose."
What stories these objects of art made

by prisoners of war could tell could they
but speak! What silent testimonies of

grit, patience and fortitude! But per-

haps we may be glad that we do not
know all they might tell, for to-day has
sorrow enough and we should be grate-
ful that time has been kind enough to

leave us just the beauty and not the

life details of these objects from the

hands of those who suffered in the yes-

terdays of other wars.

Another straw
marqueterie cab-
inet made by a

naval prisoner of

Napoleonic days
and containing a

model of a ship.

Courtesy Max
Williams

The Role of Furniture Hardware
(Continued from page 17)

houette, or shaped and perforated.

Hinges, likewise, were often treated in

the same way.
By far the most carefully and intri-

cately made mounts of the period they
really almost form a class by themselves
were those that adorned the cabinets

of lacquer or of ornamental woods. The
inspiration for this particular kind of

elaboration, both in contour and in the

surface motifs used, in all
probability

came from the Orient. Hinges were
short, broad and numerous; angle or

corner-pieces re-enforced the corners;

and most imposing of all were the great
circular mounts for the lock. All of
the aforementioned mounts were of yel-
low brass and flat. They were elabor-

ately shaped or fretted sometimes both
and their whole surface was often

covered with shallow engraving in flow-

ing designs of scrolls, foliage and flow-

ers, frequently showing Chinese charac-
teristics. On black lacquer with gold
decorations or on bright-hued lacquer,
mounts less brilliant and ornate would
have looked insufficient; on cabinets of

(Continued on page 48)
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Save Seed

WHENEVER practicable, plant in hills save the
seed that would otherwise be wasted in crops

which are widely thinned

avoid useless buying of high-priced seed, and
conserve the Nation's supply by using the hill-

dropping feature on the Iron Age Hill and
Drill Seeder. This saves from a half to three-

quarters of the seed used by drilling and very

greatly reduces cost and the labor of thinning.

Last year we all gardened as a matter of patriot-
We learned what a fine thing it is to haveism.

No. 306 Hill or Drill Seeder, fur-

rowing, planting, covering, rolling

and marking next row in one
operation

our own fresh, succulent vegetables, and a/so that

it pays! Now the boys are coming home! New
nations are in the making new nations for us to

lead and feed ! More urgent than ever is the need for

Bigger Better GardensHILL DROPPING
DEVICE

Save Work
HARD work back-breaking stooping, brow-be-

dewing hoeing and cultivating with old-fash-

ioned* tools is inefficient, foolish.

Take a hint from the leading market gar-
deners in your neighborhood the men who
raise big, luscious things to eat in a sensible, farm-like

way with Iron Age Combination Tools like that

shown here. Your dealer can show you many
sizes and kinds for use in small home gardens,

flower gardens, poultry farms, seed farms,

truck gardens, etc.

Descriptive folders sent on request

Bateman M'f'g Co. The Bateman-Wilkinson
641 Main Street Co., Ltd.

Grenloch, N. J. Toronto, Canada
In business over 83 years. Makers of Riding and Walking Culti-

Viitors, Horse Hoes, Cultivators and Harrows, Sprayers,
Hay Rakes, Sulky Weeders, Potato Machinery, etc., etc.

Sam* tool does the cultivating,
furrowing, ridging, weeding, hoe-

ing, pulverizing, tc.
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I
LLUSTRATED is a solid mahogany desk

Colonial in style fluted columns, three

large commodious drawers and two smaller

s the height 3 ft. 6 in., the width 3 ft. 4one

in.

A useful and decorative piece price $85.00.

The Pickwick Arm Chair, an exceedingly com-

fortable Wing chair, solid mahogany. Price

$37.50.

Worthy of special mention is a collection of odd

pieces of furniture upholstered sofas, comfort-

able easy chairs, mahogany side chairs, rush

bottom seats gate leg drop leaf and daven-

port tables mirrors with plain frames aiid

Polychromed screens, lamps and shades.

Oriental and American rugs.

Beds and Sanitary Bedding.

&
3 West Street to

DANERSK DECORATIVE FURNITURE

PART
of the value of Danersk furniture is the unusual service

that lies back of it. Careful records are kept of the design
and color of the individual piece or set sold to each customer,

making it possible at any future time to add pieces finished in the

same color scheme.

All Danersk furniture is made for the particular setting in which
it is to be used. Our prices are the most reasonable for this

character of furniture available to-day. Let us help you plan each
room so that it will possess the maximum individuality and charm.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street, New York
First Door West of Fifth Avenue 4th floor

I

SEND FOR VALUABLE
BOOK "A-i"

The Role of Furniture Hardware

(Continued jrom page 46)

ighly diversified veneer or embellished

with marqueterie patterns, decorative

Balance likewise required them the con-

irasting color of the wood acted as a

:oil to the opulence of the mounts and

the character of the mounts enhanced

:he effect of the veneered or marqueterie

background. Many of the veneered

cabinets of the period, instead of the

broad, flat and engraved brass mounts,

had smaller mounts of brass molded in

low relief and sometimes fretted as well.

In France and Italy

In France, from the end of the 16th

or beginning of the 17th Century on-

ward, fretted and engraved mounts both

of iron and of brass or bronze were

wrought with the utmost dexterity of

finish. During the 17th Century the

art of molding and sculpturing brass and

bronze mounts was carried to perfec-

tion, and not only were handles, pulls,

key-hole plates, hinges and locks fash-

ioned in elaborate designs, but bands,

decorative cartouches or pieces of orna-

mental metal applique, feet or foot cas-

ings, angle-pieces, galleries and applique

scrolls of foliage were wrought in great

number. The motifs adopted for these

mounts were exceedingly varied; they

were all characteristic of the Baroque

style of decoration with masques, figures

and leafage playing a prominent part.

The imposing elaboration of much of

the Louis XIV Boulle cabinetwork with

its intricate metal inlay, required the

extensive use of richly ornate mounts to

ensure a fitting balance of materials.

In Italy fretted and engraved iron

and brass mounts, modeled in relief, of

the same general sort as those used in

France, but as a rule far less elaborate,

were employed to a limited extent.

They never had the same vogue in Italy

as they did beyond the Alps. Of more

frequent occurrence were the small

molded or cast brass studdings for cred-

enze and modest turned or cast brass

knobs for cabinetwork. High cabinets

with many small drawers somewhat
like the Spanish papelera on high

stands, occasionally displayed a good
deal of perforated brass banding.
The Rococo style, 1715-1765, affected

decoration and furniture far more than
it did architecture and its sway was
therefore short-lived.

In England Rococo influence was less

in evidence and of even shorter dura-
tion than on the Continent. In furni-

ture, the chief Rococo exponent was

Chippendale who, about the middle of

the century, departed somewhat from
his better-known modes and designed a

good deal of cabinetwork the inspira-
tion for which was wholly derived from
the contemporary Louis XV fashions in

France. Chippendale had back of him
the heritage of Queen Anne and early

Georgian brass mounts, such as have al-

ready been noted and illustrated, and
of these he made constant use, often

elaborating such features as backplates
or key-hole plates, in the shaping of the

outline and in the perforations, or such
items as bail pulls by their shaping and
molded relief ornament. He was quite

ready to fall in with the theory and
it is a sound theory that mounts should
be made to play an important decora-

tive role. Taking his cue, therefore, from
the French cabinetmakers, he embel-
lished some of his more ambitious pieces
with chased and carved mounts in the

intricate fashion of the contemporary
French ormolu mounts. After the in-

tricate key-hole plates and pulls with
their flamboyant backplates, which were
sometimes designed in pairs as "rights
and lefts", were cast, they were in-

geniously chiselled, chased and engraved

and, sometimes, to enhance their ele-

gance and to protect them from the

atmosphere, they were gilded.

In Italy and Spain, Rococo furniture

and decoration never attained the deli-

cacy of design, the finesse of execution,
nor the variety of forms and materials

that were characteristic of the period
in France. Wherever mounts of the

species just noted were used at all, they
were far simpler in design and usually

cruder in workmanship. Nor was any
great dependence placed on them for

decorative effort. As key-hole plates

and pulls they occasionally appeared,
but for the most part simple mounts
of some of the older fashions were
used.

How to Handle Color in Decoration

(Continued jrom page 34)

the action of receding color upon the

optic nerve will cause the apparent size

of a room to increase by making the

walls seem to stand farther away from

the eye. The small room with walls

in a cool or receding color will look

larger than it is in reality, and the large

room with wdls of a warm or ad-

vancing color will lose some of its ap-

parent size.

Color and Size

In deciding whether to use warm and

advancing or cool and receding color

for walls and for floor coverings, one

must also take into account the ex-

posure of a room as well as its dimen-

sions. As a general rule, it will be

safe to use cool colors when there is

a warm, southern or sunny exposure
and to use warm colors when there is

a cold light or a northern exposure.
In the case of a small room or a nar-

row room which has also a northern

exposure and consequently a cold light,

it will, however, be best to stick to cool

colors, in order to avoid apparent con-

traction, and to rely upon occasional

touches of strong, bright color, intro-

duced at effective points, to impart the

necessary warmth and contrast.

While reckoning the effects of ad-

vancing and receding colors in furnish-

ing, remember that a piece of furniture

upholstered in a fabric of advancing

color will look larger than it will when
covered with goods of a receding color.

A secondary color (resulting from the

equal combination of two primaries) is

said to be complementary to the one re-

maining primary color that does not en-

ter into its composition. The comple-

mentary and its opposing primary have

nothing in common, but they bear a

definite relation to each other. Green

(composed of blue and yellow) is the

complement of red; violet (composed of

red and blue) is the complement of yel-

low; orange (composed of yellow and

red) is the complement of blue. The

diagram makes this relationship clear.

The complementary relation can exist

only between secondary and primary
colors; beyond that limit every color

derivation incorporates some proportion
of each of the primaries.

It is only between complementary
colors that absolute contrast can exist,

a contrast, that is, between totally op-

posing elements that have nothing what-
ever in common. The complementary
colors balance or neutralize each other

and if blended would produce gray, as

we shall soon see. If all colors were
of the same intensity ;

if there were only
one red, and that a pure prismatic red

without taint of yellow on one side, or

taint of blue on the other, or if there

were only one green composed of equal

(Continued on page 50)
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HODGSON Portable
HOUSES

With the approach of Spring you will want to build that house you have had in mind, and you will
want to build it without having to go through the bothersome preliminary details that usually accom-
pany building. The Hodgson Way avoids all this bother and trouble.

First, send for the Hodgson Catalog. It is replete with photographs and descriptions of all kinds of
bungalows, cottages, garages, play houses, poultry houses, and many other types. You are offered a
choice of many sizes and styles, one or more of which will harmonize with the architectural motif of

your house or exactly conform to your own ideas of what you need.

When you have made your selection, send in your order, and the
house, already built, fitted and painted, will be shipped to you in neat,
compact sections that can be erected by one or two inexperienced men

a day or two.

If you do not wish to use the house immediately, we suggest that
you send in your order now, and insure prompt delivery when you are
ready to have the house put up.

To avoid disappointment and future delay we suggest that you write
for the Hodgson catalog right away.

Poultry House E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 226. 71-73 Federal St.. Boston, M

6 Eaat 39th Street. New York

Screen ffouse

Dog /fennel

No payment accepted
unless successful.

Also expert services

on general chimney
work

Made to I FREDERIC N. WHITLEYiviaae to i
E erj ind c.nlri(.,or ,

I
2W rulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Fireplaces

is Nurseries
Before placing any order

get our late catalog of ever*

greens, hedge plants, shrubs,

climbers, roses, shade trees,

and the best of everything in

large and small fruits. We
have a superb stock for spring
planting. Get the varieties

you pay for, at right prices,

witli (air dealing. Our great-

est care *> to send fruit trees

true to flame. Catalog has

many helpful suggestions.
Write for it today.

The Morris Nurseries
West Chester, Pa.

Box 801

t?7ALITY
_J
V/bu .should mow your own
I lawn. Ifijou most have a
new mower, get the

lightest

running mower uou can
buy.

At
Hardware
Dealers and
Seedsmen

KuNDERD's WONDERFUL

New Ruffled Gladiolus
are the most beauti-

ful in the world.

No others like them,

none nearly so beau-

tiful.

Finely illustrated 52-

page catalogue free for

the asking. It describes

nearly 300 varieties, all

of our own production

and most of them obtain-

able only from us. It

also contains the most

complete instructions on

the care and culture of

Gladiolus ever published.

Let us send you a copy.

Address the originator

of the Ruffled Gladiolus

A. E. KUNDERD
Box 2

GOSHEN, IND.. U.S. A.

UNDERGROUND

Garbage Receivers

Savtt conatant rnwl of the frozen

tarbac. bucket

Our Truck whmb aah barrel* up or down
>Upi. Try our Spiral Ribbed Ah Barrel.
Srml for our catalogue on each. It will par
jou.

Sold direct. Look for our Trade Marks.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr..20 fmr Stnct, lyM, Id.

FARR 'S

Hardy Plant
Specialties

a book of 112 pages, 30 full

page illustrations (13 in nat-

ural color) ; a treatise on the

hardy garden, containing in-

formation on upward of 500

varieties of Peonies (the most

complete collection in exist-

ence) ; Lemoine's new and rare

Deutzias, Philadelphus and

Lilacs; Irises (both Japanese
and German) of which I have
all the newer introductions as

well as the old-time favorites,

and a comprehensive list of

hardy perennials.

lorerr wko do not kmot

tkt Sixlk Edition may secure m

complimentary copy if they
end me their name and addreu

Bertrand H. Farr
Wyomutinf Nuntrics Co.

106 Garfield Avenue

Wyomiaaing, - - Penna.
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Surgeon's sink a Matt
Hotpital /Specialty

One o/ rte Emergency Fleet

Shiva eauippfd throuuhout
with Uott Marine Plumbing

Hospital and Marine

Plumbing Equipment
Today we are operating largely on Government work,

including Hospital and Marine plumbing equipment.

Years of experience in the manufacture of these very

special lines of fixtures enable us to meet adequately the

present unprecedented demand.

We are also prepared with a stock of regular bathroom

fixtures to meet the nation's "reconstruction" requirements.

Everything we sell, we make

THE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, TRENTON, N. J.

New York, Fifth Avenue and Seventeenth Street

t Boston
Pittsburgh

t Chicago
Atlanta
Ft. Smith, Ark.

t Philadelphia
Seattle

Dallas

t Des Moines
t Toledo

t Portland, Ore.

t Washington, D. C.

Indianapolis

t Detroit

f New Orleans

t Denver
t St. Louis

t San Antonio
- t Salt Lake City

El Paso, Texas

MOTT CO., Ltd.
t Montreal, t Toronto, Winnipeg, Canada

MOTT CO. of CALIFORNIA
t San Francisco, Los Angeles

t SAowroomj equipped with model bathrooms.

AG1VES FOSTER WRIGHT

INTERIOR
DECORATOR

4JB KAT 48-ra HTREKT
NEW -VORK

AND SHARES, TAI1UK DECO-
RATIONS, UNKN COVERS ANI> SCAR1KK

NO SERVICE CBARGK

Italian Mantel Vases

How to Handle Color in Decoration

(Continued from page 48)

parts of purest yellow and purest blue;

if there were no gradations from dark

to light, no manifold tinctures and com-

binations, it would be as easy to man-

age color as it is to turn the crank of

an adding machine. Color management
would become purely mechanical. For-

tunately it is not so; the day is saved

by value and scale.

Value and Scale

Value may be defined as "lightness"

or "darkness," irrespective of color. To
illustrate: take two pieces of material,

one turquoise blue, the other deep crim-

son. It is plain that one is light and the

other dark. Those are their values.

The question of value comes into deco-

ration in the form of contrast. We
may think of bringing a. certain object

into the furnishing of a room
;

its color

may be entirely satisfactory, but when
we try it in place we may find that it

is so light or so dark that it separates
itself from its surroundings and fairly

"jumps" at us. Its value, therefore, is

evidently too high or too low for the

room.
Scale has to do with the divers de-

grees of tone in color. Tones are the

gradations of colors produced by dark-

ening or lightening them. In the case

of pigments this would be done by add-

ing, respectively, black or white. If

we lighten blue by adding white, or

darken it by adding black, we remove
it to another scale or key and we can

preserve harmony with its complement-
ary color, orange, only by adding a like

quantity of white or black to the orange

also, to keep it in the same scale with
the blue. The same principle likewise

applies to all other colors in the com-

position; the whole combination of

colors should be kept in the same scale.

For example, it would be exceedingly
daring and almost inevitably disastrous

to use a pure, raw, ramping red or yel-
low in conjunction with a number of

other colors all in a more subdued or

lower scale. The red or yellow would
jump away from everything else. All

balance would be destroyed; we should
have an undigested chromatic anarchy,
and its effect upon the eye would be

comparable to the effect upon the ear

produced by three people larking, one
in Polish, one in Chinese, and one in

English. Each might speak his own
tongue perfectly, but their combined ef-

fort could scarcely be considered an in-

telligent or intelligible conversation with-

out a common medium of expression.
For any coherent color effect there must
be scale, that is, a common ground of

values and comparison on which all

meet. In other words, the colors must

speak the same tongue.

Preparedness and This Year's Kitchen Garden

(Continued from page 19)

hand after the pressure is released, al-

though crumbling to a fine mass upon
the slightest touch. If the soil is too

heavy in texture it will form a mold
but will break into two or three lumps
when pressed; if the texture is too light

the soil loses form under pressure.
Soils that are too heavy to produce

can well be lightened by adding some
sifted ashes or clean, sharp sand. Un-
der-drainage by means of land tile is

necessary in extreme cases to reduce the

excess of water. Soils of light texture

require humus or decayed animal mat-
ter in liberal quantities, to fill the open-
ings between the soil particles and form
the necessary breeding medium for the

bacteria that improve the soil. The
constant working of soils is a very
important factor in improving their

texture, as the air and sunshine are neu-

tralizing agents that are helpful in over-

coming chemical excesses and in pro-
ducing them in soils which lack them.

Securing Catalogs

Many thousands of dollars are spent
yearly in the production of catalogs.
The seedsman knows it is much easier

for you and me to settle down among
the comfortable surroundings of our
homes and make out a seed order from
a catalog than to force our way through
a crowded store.

The seedsman realizes that your suc-
cess is also his, and so his catalogs are
filled with useful information, such as

planting tables, descriptions of varieties

and types, cultural notes, etc. In other

words, the progressive seed houses are

making an effort to help you, and they
can't very well do this without your
co-operation. Of course, you cannot

buy from all the establishments that
issue fine catalogs, but you can at least

send for those you are interested in and

get your order in at a really early date.

If you would be successful in any line

of endeavor do not be miserly. Ex-

travagance is not a trademark of suc-

cessful enterprise, but if you are going

to. analyze all propositions very care-

fully for fear of making an error your

progress will be exceedingly slow. Or-
der your seeds just as soon as you are

certain of your requirements. Do not

worry about the interest on that money
between now and planting time; seeds

are scarce and should not be wasted,
but do not ruin your garden because

of too much economy in ordering.

Ordering in seasonable time means
that you will be more likely to get what

you order. Seedsmen have had a hard

struggle for the past few years to keep
up with the demand. Prior to the war
a great deal of our seed stocks came
from abroad, but this supply was, of

course, curtailed and our growers have

spent money lavishly in trying to grow
seeds in this country. The progress has

been all that could be expected but is

far from ideal, and the stocks of many
varieties are low. Orders are filled in

the order in which they are received,
and the most desirable varieties are al-

ways the first exhausted; so early order-

ing will mean helping the seedsman and
yourself.

Start your gardening on a business

basis. It is not only practical and fas-

cinating but is a matter of good sense

to keep a proper record of your garden
work. How many times have you heard
the remark, "I wish I could remember
that bean we grew last year," or "I

wonder what house that lettuce seed

came from?" How many know when
they sowed the seed, from whom they
received it? Invest in a small book to

keep the records in, and you will have
a better garden.
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Most Flexible
For Roof and

Treatment
Side Walls

Whatever architectural treatment or color

harmony may be selected for the exterior of
a home, the architect and owner will find

"CREO-DIPT" Stained Shingles blending
perfectly to produce those artistic effects

desired.

them, offers opportunity for marked beauty
and individuality in exterior finish.

"CREO-DIPT" Stained Shingles are pre-

served against sun and storm by an exclu-

sive process driving both color and pre-
servative :n>o *he very fibres of the wood.

They come bundled ready to lay each a

perfect shingle guaranteeing no waste;

greatest economy of labor. They do not

curl, rot or fade.

30 beautiful colors are available in 17 sizes

of 16-, 18-, and 24-inch shingles each with
its velvet color finish, or a combination of

Would you like to see a few illustrations of what has been accomplished
with "CREO-DIPT" Stained Shingles on artistic homo? Would you like

samples of colors on wood ? Are you interested in detail prints and
pictures of thatched roofs? Write for "CREO-DIl'T" Book of Homes.

CREO-DIPT COMPANY, Inc.
101.2 Oliver Street No. Tonawanda. N. Y.

Creo-DiptStainedSliliioleiiueilmtkurriidnce. tkehomral Mn. J. F. MaMitrdt.l
Architect, Lavfrcncc Barnard, \t if Hochftle, N. Y.

CREO-DIPT
Ctained
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The Star
This year our selected rose plants will be tagged with a five-pointed, easily

i/.ed STAR. This STAB symbolizes our Improved Rose Service, toy
and cultivators of the most Inspirational of flowers.

ONARD
ROSES
BLOOM

Star Points of C. & J. Rose Service

Your Guide

1 . Every rose plant
you receive from us la

one of a series of types
selected for their
blooming possibilities
in America.

2. We provide each
person who sends for
our Catalog before
March 31, with a Spe-
cial List, which defl-
n 1 1 e 1 y Indicates the
beat selection of roses
for hi particular sec-
tion.

3. Our roses are

ytitiKinti fd to bloom.
or we replace them ;

if preferred, money
returned.

4. With each order
for rose plants, we
send simple, concise
and helpful direc-
tions.

5. We never con-
sider a transaction
settled until the cus-
tomer Is fully satis-

fled.

Send
^t onee for our new 52-page Catalog and the Special

List memloned above. Then you'll know the true meaning of
,. our "Star Rose Service." ,
'Conard 4. Jones Co. R. Pyle, Pres., A. Wlntzer, V. Pres., Box 126, West Grove, Pa.

COMBINATION
COAL AND GASDEANE'S

FRENCH RANGES
These ranges during half a century

have demonstrated constantly that they
meet every requirement of the exacting
chef. Their sturdy construction guar-
antees long life; exclusive features
make operation economical and insure
quick and uniform heating. Hence their
selection for many of the foremost
homes in America. You will make no
mistake if you place a DEANE in your No , ,09-frenfH R,nef , in combint-
nome. bend for illustrated Catalogue, tion with Gai Rantt and Broiler

We also manufacture plate warmers, broilers, incinerators, steel cook's tables, i

laundry ranges and many other devices for the modern kitchen.

[
Bramhall, Deane Company

261-265 West 36th St.
NEW YORK CITY

^IIIIII
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INTERIOR
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Is Your Bathroom

As You Would Like It?

IF
good judgment led you to install

"Tepeco"All-Clay Plumbing, you
are learning to your satisfaction

that you ma'de a wise and permanent
investment. But if you were misled

by a sense of economy to buy slightly

cheaper and inferior plumbing, you
are probably now wondering what

is the matter with your bathroom
and how you can make it last until

such time as you can have it reno-

vated.

TRENTON POTTERIES CO.
"Tepeco

"
All-Clay Plumbing

is most sanitary, beautiful, practical

and permanent. Permanency is not

denoted by a white surface, but by
what material is beneath that sur-

face. With time, inferior materials

will lose their sanitary value, dirt will

adhere, the appearancebecome unin-

viting the piece lose its usefulness.

"
Tepeco" Plumbing is china or por-

celain, solid and substantial. Dirt

does not readily cling to its glistening

white surface, nor will that surface

be worn away by scouring. A wise

investment a beautiful one.

If you intend to build or renovate

your bathroom write for our in-

structive book, "Bathrooms ofChar-

acter" P-8.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES COMPANY
TRENTON. NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

Makers of the Silent Si-tuel-clo Closet

Works of Art in Metals
Unique and useful things of brass, copper and
bronze wrought and beaten Into artistic de-
signs by the hand of Russian peasants. Also
linens and embroideries of a high grade of

workmanship. Call or write.

Russian Art Studio Russian Antique Shop
18 East 45th St., I East 28th St..

New York New York

AUTHENTIC ANTIQUES
Quaint Old FarmCKairs "1760"

Curtain Tie-backs
Other odd and unusual pieces

Ifhmun JJajiiJ
525 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C,

Bet. 48th and 49th St. Tel. 8149 Murray Hill

"

JBBBBBlif: "

Your Garden Can Be as Lovely as This
From Early Spring till Frost

WAGNER Plants, put into your ground early this spring, will

make your lawn the beauty spot of your neighborhood. The
tiniest garden plot can be an ever-glowing jewel of color the secret
lies in the early planting of Wagner Free Blooming Plants. To
enjoy the full beauty of the first spring flowers, plan now and plant early.
Write today for Wagner's Free Catalog No. 119, picturing bulbs, shrubs,
flowers, vines, evergreens, roses and hardy perennials for early spring planting.

THE WAGNER PARK NURSERY CO., Box 29 Sidney, Ohio
Nurserymen Florists Landscape Gardeners

Wagner Landscape Gardening Artists will gladly help you plan your
garden into a harmonious setting for your house. Ask for particulars.

The Bedroom of Individuality

(Continued jrom page 9)

and a bold design in mauves, blues and
a touch of burnt orange made an in-

teresting contrast to the furniture to be

used at the window and on the over-

stuffed chair. Simple white muslin

ruffled curtains and a bed cover of the

same material give the room a fresh-

ness and crispness of air, which is very

pleasing. A two-toned gray wall paper
with the faintest of designs, the wood-
work painted a deep ivory and a deep
mouse colored carpet with a bright col-

ored little woven rug at the dressing

table complete the furnishings.

Among the furniture selected is the

small dressing table with a mirror at-

tached and a settle to go with it, also

a tall chest of drawers with a separate
mirror. Instead of these pieces one

may have a short chest of drawers and
a dressing table with triple mirror. The

writing table which is a very good size

is the sort of adjunct which will com-

plete the room, although in its place
one may have a small table for lamp
and books to be placed near the bed.

A very lovely bedroom which I saw

recently done in the Lo.uis XVI manner
had simple gray paneled walls, which
were a pleasant background for the bril-

liant shot rose taffeta, which was used

at the windows with tie backs of many
delicate colored flowers. True to the

period the bed was draped in the taffeta

caught back with garlands of roses and
blue festoons. Most of the furniture

was painted a peacock blue and covered

with a rose taffeta and there were bits

of old boiserie in commodes, night table

and small chairs.

Still another very lovely room had a

black and white toile de Jouy on most
of the furniture with blue taffeta cur-

tains and a dressing table hung with
cream colored net on which stood

charming little blue lamps with yellow
chiffon shades. The old French silver

mirror on it, the little painted screen

with a chinoiserie design, the chintz cov-
ered chaise longue with cushions in sal-

mon colored taffeta all gave the room
a delightful French atmosphere.
A room which shows an enormous

amount of originality in its feeling and
requires a rather strong personality to

enjoy it had brilliant green painted
paneled walls with self-striped apricot
taffeta at the windows, and as a bed
cover for the old Italian painted bed.
The dressing table was hung with a

mellow toned French linen and on it

stood a triple mirror in a dull gold
frame. The chief point of interest, how-
ever, was a fan-shaped full-length mir-
ror which was set in at one side of the

room, fastened to the walls with dull

gold rosettes. Great brilliancy was
added by a central many-branched
crystal chandelier, caught at the top by
apricot colored feathers. The use of

the crystal was repeated in the side-

lights which were of very delicate work-
manship and by the use of a crystal

fringe edging the draperies.

The Winter Pruning of Fruit Trees

(Continued jrom page 37)

to the young wood or the bark. A
light brushing of large wounds each

year will maintain the wood in aseptic
condition and thus prevent decay.
The principles already enumerated as

to wound making and the removal of

interfering branches apply to the prun-
ing of old and neglected trees. But
here we perhaps have dead and diseased

branches and quantities of water sprouts
and suckers, those usually burly and
erect shoots that appear upon the trunk
and main branches and at the base of

the tree. Such growths indicate good
root power but the novice will almost

surely decide to cut out all this "use-
less stuff."

So far as the dead and diseased wood
is concerned this decision is correct. It

should be cut out first. As to the inter-

fering limbs and the water sprouts, it is

well to make haste slowly. The trash

around the base of the tree may be
taken out without hesitation and the

interfering branches may be thinned out
somewhat.

Two Important Books

THE ENGLISH HOME FROM CHARLES I

TO GEORGE IV. By J. Alfred Gotch,
F. S. A. Scribner. $12.

DECORATIVE TEXTILES. By George Le-
land Hunter. J. B. Lippincott Co.

$15.

AWELL-KNOWN British architect,
in speaking of his work, recently

said, "English is so nearly finished

that when I designed and erected a

chapel at Cambridge, I had contributed

my quota to English architecture." That
same sense of architectural complete-
ness is felt when you lay down Mr.
Gotch's authoritative volume, and much
of the sensation is due to the compre-
hensive manner in which the author

surveys his subject.
The history of Britain is writ in her

homes. Her stately mansions crystallize
the adventure and courage, the far wan-
dering and noble aspirations oi innu-
merable decades of gentlemen. And
Mr. Gotch has made his architecture live

by telling of those men and the men
they commissioned to design their

homes. Here is new light on Webb,
Wren, Inigo Jones and Vanbrugh, men
who knew that "no building is com-
plete which is not beautiful to look

upon." ,

For the student of architecture and
the practicing architect this volume is

invaluable. It is a worthy successor to

Mr. Gotch's previous work on the Eng-
lish house before Charles I. It shows
the architecture of England's past as a

vital expression of her national career.

Eminently readable, it is a work de-

served of a wide interest. Innumerable

plates richly illustrate the volume.
From Mr. Gotch's work to the de

luxe edition of Mr. Hunter's "Decora-
tive Textiles" is no difficult passage.
Both are beautiful books and both au-

thoritative to the last degree.
The range of Mr. Hunter's study in-

cludes damasks, brocades and velvets,

together with detailed descriptions of

the weaves
;
laces and embroideries ;

car-

pets and rugs, including the Chinese and

Oriental; the entire variety of tapes-

tries; chintzes and cretonnes; leather;
wall paper and the woven trimmings of

furniture and hangings.
Mr. Hunter, who is already the ac-

cepted authority in America on tapes-

tries, has produced a scholarly and read-

able volume which will add greatly to

his reputation. The inclusiveness of the

subjects and the detailed manner in

which each is covered and illustrated

make this volume the most complete
contribution to the subject published in

America. Color and half-tone plates are

scattered through the pages, making the

volume a worthy possession. It is the
sort of work that no decorator or stu-

dent of decoration can be without.
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HOSTE E S !

Make Your

Dinners

Unforgettable

Think! . . . was your dinner free from the bored and bor-

ing, your ball-room minus pathetic wall-flowers? Consider!

. . . did you serve gay repartee with your wafers, wit with

your afternoon tea? Meditate! . . . was the atmosphere
golden, urbane, electric? Could you toy carelessly, bril-

liantly, with any subject Siamese dancing, fashionable dogs,
Russian fantast painters, indoor sports for debutantes, poli-
tics in Montenegro ? Pause . . . were you something more to

your guests than a prop for your gown, a coiffure foryourtiara?

Your Conversation or Your Chef?
Plan your courses yes ! Insist on perfect serving yes !

Arrange your partners skilfully yes!

But above all beyond all be ready to fill that awk-
ward pause when Algernon makes a faux pas; to intro-

duce a moralist and an actress without shocking either;
to talk to an artist as if he had short hair; to hide from
a millionaire the fact that he is fat and forty; to listen

intelligently to a dowager's vers libre; to keep a rabid
socialist in a state of non-resistance; to understand the
soul of a misunderstood poet.

Do you care to be so popular, so charming, so brilliant,
so informed on everything amusing, that buds, bach-

elors, butterflies, and ambassadors will pray for your
invitations?

All you need is tear off that coupon and spend a single
dollar for six issues of the forward-marching magazine
of modern American life its arts, sports, dances, fash-

ions, books, operas, gaieties, and humors: Vanity Fair.

Vanity Fair costs $3 a year 35 cents a copy. There is

more joyous fun-making and mental stimulation in one

single copy than in fourteen yards of Bergson or Ralph
Waldo Emerson. Yet, if you do not know Vanity Fair,
or would like to know it better, you may have five whole

copies for an insignificant dollar bill six, if you mail
the coupon at once.

Five Issues of Vanity Fair for
Six, if yon mail the coupon now

Stop where you are ! Tear off that coupon !

VANITY FAIR, 19 West 44th Street, New York City
I want to go through life with my mind open; to keep my sympathies warm; to keep in touch with the new-
est and liveliest influences of modern life. Therefore, I want you to send me the next FIVE numbers of
Vanity hair. I will remit $1 on receipt of your bill (OR) my favorite dollar is inclosed. I understand that

this order is received in time, you will send me a complimentary copy of the current issue, making SIX
issues in all.

City

Street . . .

Illustrations copyright by Vanity Fair

.State

H.&G. 2-MO
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THE SPRING GARDENING GUIDE
THE

American people have learned one

thing, at least, from the war. They
have learned the value and enjoyment of

kitchen gardening. And it is reasonable to

suppose that, having known the fun and the

refreshment and the money-saving joy of rais-

ing their own vegetables, they will continue it.

Gardening is a habit, but its success depends
on how you go about it. Slovenly gardening,
like a slovenly habit, never gets you anywhere.
It only wastes time and energy. But and
here's where the March HOUSE & GARDEN
comes in you can make every minute and
movement in the garden pay if you have the

concise information of how to plant and cul-

tivate and garner. These three subjects are

fully described in the various articles and

pictures that comprise the Spring Gardening
Guide.

In "The Four Stages of the Garden" you
will have succession crops and their planting

graphically portrayed. In the flower and vege-
table tables the whole story is tabulated how
much to plant, when, where, when to expect a

Tall columns an age old vine climbing
up them- this is a full page in March

crop and how much. To this is added a table

of the destructive bugs and how to combat
them. These tables are a yearly feature, but
this time they are arranged in a novel manner.
You know how a theatre program is printed
with the names of the actors in the order of

their appearance? Well, these vegetables,
flowers and bugs will be listed in the same
fashion. They will then serve the double pur-
pose of being a guide and a calendar of activi-

ties. The details of a beginning garden are

also described. And thus the story is rounded
out.

To these are added an article on conducting
a flower show, which will interest gardening
clubs, and one on the "Rainbow Garden
Border," which is a complete survey of color

schemes in flowers.

For inside the house you have cabinets and
their use, the revived attic, heraldry in decora-

tion, making a room from cretonne, kitchen
cabinets and the beginning of a new and im-

portant series "Decoration for Moderate In-
comes."

Contents for February 1919. Volume XXXV, No. Two
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THE WALL OF PANELED BIRCH

There is a richness about the texture of

some woods that makes it almost criminal

to cover them with paint. In the New
York residence of Mrs. Minturn Pinchot

the dining room is paneled in birch,

stained slightly to give it a warmth of

tone, and Kaxcd. The fireplace is set al-

most flush with the walls and the side

lights are simple so that nothing detracts

from the beauty of this background.
The architects -were Murphy fy Dana.

Other photograph; on pages 14 and 15
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THE SMALL HOUSE FOR THE MULTI-RICH
An Architectural Solution for the Man Who Is Burdened With a House

So Big That He Can't Afford to Live in It

RICHARD HENRY DANA, Jr.

MUCH
attention has lately been given to

suitable homes for the newly-rich work-

ing man. Should we not also turn to the prob-

lem of housing the newly poor rich?

How shall we let them down easy? How
can we help them lift the load of taxation that

is imposed upon them for the rich man today

is being taxed to the limit? How can we help

them escape from the burden of the sixty-room

country mansion that hangs like a millstone

about their lives to the freedom of the ten-

room little house? How lure them from quan-

tity and stupid waste to quality and ingenuity ?

How save them from parasitic servants and

Drawings by T. F. Hamlin

help solve the problem, growing daily, of fewer

dependable domestics? These are questions
which today come home to the multi-rich as

never before.

A large part of their former great income

gave them no happiness. Now every thousand
dollars left after taxes are paid must bring its

worth of satisfaction and comfort. This is one
of the most urgent problems of today. Let us

meet it.

The advantages of the Petit Trianon over

the Palace of Versailles are quite obvious. The
small house costs less to build, less to main-

tain, requires fewer servants, and is easier to

rent or sell. The little pretty is always more

appealing than the big pretty; the small chic

is smarter than the large.
In the first place, let us question those ex-

tensive lawns, the pride and ruin of many a

respected Victorian, requiring the services of

three or more men constantly to mow. The
grounds around the new little house would be

small enough to be well cared for by one man
preferably only one acre in extent. But,

mind you, a specially selected acre, with a good
extensive view, over an adjoining golf course,
old estate or park, guaranteed for fifty years
or more. The original price for this view
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The small house for the multi-rich should be compact, readily heated and easily run with a maximum oj three servants. Style and variety
would be gained by having the rooms either spaciously large or cosily small; elegance ensured by high ceilings, unusually large French win-

dows, selected materials and the finest finish inside and out
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might be high, but the

upkeep would be nil.

The long way of the

house, and the princi-

pal rooms would face

this open prospect. Be-
tween the house and
the low hedge separat-

ing the acre and the

park would be a long
oval view terrace, with

places to sit entirely se-

cluded from the drive-

way and public road.

Complete privacy
from adjoining houses
would be ensured by
thick bosquets of ever-

green trees along the

entire two sides of the

property. The house
would be secure from
the dust and noise of
the public road by be-

ing set more than half

way back in the lot. The spaces at
the sides of the simple forecourt would
be used for a garage court and small
flower garden on one side, and a dry-
ing green and vegetable garden on the
other side. A large flower garden
would be unwise with its constant up-
keep in summer and bare, unsightly
beds at other seasons. Such small fin-

ished grounds for the all-year country
home would be no burden but only a

pleasure.

Elegance in a Little House

The type of house would be com-
pact, readily heated, and easily run
with only three servants. Yet there
would be style and variety by having
the rooms either spaciously large or

cosily small, and avoiding the usual

monotony of many medium - sized
rooms. Elegance would be ensured by
high ceilings, unusually large French
windows, selected materials and finest
finish inside and out.

The unwieldy burden of the old
mansion was largely caused by the

quantity of rarely used rooms, unat-
tractive because unlived in, and main-
tained only by a large corps 'of poly-
glot servants constantly at variance.

By eliminating these unused rooms,
we would throw off half our domes-
tic troubles, dismiss the housekeeper

Before the entrance is

a forecourt; off the
garage a flower gar-
den, and a vegetable
garden off the service
yard. Extensive views
over the adjoining
golf course would be
had from any point

on the terrace

r
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the first fl
,

r W uld consisl > a smart entran^ hall, a gracefulstaircase a large hvmg room with a small study on one side and a dining room on
the other. The wings would house garage and service quarters

House & Garden

and breathe more freely.
There would, of

course, be no reception
room for polite old-

fashioned calls; no

drawing room for the
formal entertaining of
astonished acquaint-
ances; no smoking
room, as the ladies
must smoke every-
where; no billiard
room, as the country
club affords better fa-

cilities for all such

games. The dining
room would be small
and cosy enough to

serve as breakfast room
also. The large costly

conservatory with its

tiresome ferns and
palms would be re-

placed by the flower

bay in the dining room,
small and easily cared for, with a
few bright and unusual flowers. And
finally, we would be free of those

empty guest rooms, and the conse-

quent obligation for large house
parties and clumsy menage.

Privacy Indoors

Privacy would be the keynote of
the interior. Everything would be
devised for freedom of family life

rather than for superfluous enter-

taining. There would be no grand-
opera staircase. From the front
door only a smart entrance hall
would be seen, no more. The grace-
ful little staircase would be in a

separate stair hall leading discreetly
from the study up to the bedrooms.
There would be no extensive vistas
from one end of the house to the

other, no throwing rooms together by
broad portiered openings, not even
glass doors to look through. The
doors would be few, small and solid,
often disguised in the paneling for
the sake of greater seclusion.

Sense of space would be given by
one really large room the living
room. Here would be area for even
the largest of the good tapestries,
portraits, furniture and rugs from
Villa Victoria but no place for even

(Continued on page 66)

Upstairs would be

only three bedrooms,
each large and well

aired, opening onto
iron balconies. A
dressing and bath-
room is provided for
each, with a little

sewing room looking
over the forecourt
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A living room fireplace oj dignity
and distinction has stone sides
and a heavy oak carved mantel.
Inset bookcases range on either

side. The furniture grouping
leaves an open space before the
hearth. Color is given this room
by the Chinese panels between
bookcases, and the plaster beamed
ceiling which is painted blue, red

and white

There is an atmosphere of privacy
about a fireplace in a jog. In
this residence the Dobyne House
at Beverly Farms, Mass. the

dining room fireplace is set off in
a corner by itself. The mantel
stone is carved with family coats

of arms and above that is a plain
Panel to be filled some day with
a painting, flanked by carved

panels and narrow closets

The unusual blending of
brick and cement and the
little niche high up by the

ceiling give this bedroom
fireplace interesting indi-

viduality. A rag mat lies

before the hearth. The chair

covering is of green

UNUSUA L

FIREPLACES

BRETT, GRAY
& HARTWELL

Decorators
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VIEWS IN THE
NEW YORK RESIDENCE

of

MRS. MINTURN PINCHOT

MURPHY y DANA, Architects

\

The. stairway leading from the

entrance hall has a simple

balustrade oj wrought iron.

Black marble floor and pale

green walls. Furniture l&th

Century Italian in gray green,

vermilion velvet cushions

In the dining room the walls

are paneled in birch, stained

light and waxed. The table is

refectory in shape and is set

here for the evening meal. A
little stair leads from this

room, as shown below

The little stairs that

lead from the dining

room give entrance,

through a blind door in

the panels, to this land-

ing, thus simplifying the

service when guests are

assembled in the living

room, at the side of

which the stairway has

been placed. The paint-

ing by Henri makes a

bright color spot
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A detail oj the liv-

ing room shows the

placing oj an old

Italian mirror in dull

golds and greens be-

tween two Flemish

tapestries. The in-

laid commode and
the arm chairs of
dull walnut and
gold have been clev-

erly placed so as to

make the piano as in-

conspicuous as pos-
sible

The main group in

the living room is

arranged around the

fireplace, the mantel

of which was taken

from the old Stan-

ford White house.

Below the side lights

hang Venetian em-
broideries in oval

frames. Walls are

painted a delicate

buff. The color at

windows and on the

furniture is warm
crimson
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THE TRIBE
AMONG

the fruits of peace that fell to our portion after the Civil

War was great industrial growth and activity. Americans be-

gan making money. And having made money, they spent it. They
went in for fine equipages and spans of glossy-coated horses; they
sent their sons to college and their daughters aspired to the same halls

of learning. They also built themselves houses of brownstone with

slanting, dormered roofs. A man came to be known by the sort of

roof he lived under. If it was a Mansard, he held a place of respect
in the community. Since all men desired to hold places of respect,
Mansard roofs grew apace rows and rows of them all over the land,
until of the tribe of Mansard there was sealed, yea, more than the pro-
verbial twelve thousand. The houses sealed with such roofs came to

be more typical of American than did the Colonial, and they held this

place for two generations until other times brought other customs.
One might speculate at great length on what architectural mani-

festations the present coming of peace will develop. Granted that

prosperity will again be our portion, it is logical to believe that men
all over the country will build them homes. For four years now they
have been restrained from the attainment of this very natural and
laudable aspiration; with peace a reality, they may go ahead with a
clean conscience and fairly good prospects of having the cash in hand.

Here is an opportunity for the architects of America to show their

artistry and understanding of our American life. They are wont to

scoff at the bastard Mansard that was forced on an unsuspecting public
during the giddy 80's. But have they something better to offer, some-

thing more adequate to the demands of our modern life? Can they
now evolve a type of architecture of which
men will be proud, an architecture that will

give them standing in the community as did,
once on a day, the brownstone, Mansard
house?

MANSARD

THERE
is much to be said for the tribe

of Mansard. It had a noble lineage and
it was fairly livable.

The father of the Mansard roof was one

J. H. Mansart, master architect to Louis

XIV, who gave the classic dignity to many
portions of Versailles, where today the peace
conferees are assembled. Louis XIV greatly

enlarged the palace, and Mansart designed
the additions. Others of Mansart's conception
of classic forms can be found in the Second
Church of the Invalides in Paris. His clas-

sicism became the national architecture of
the Louis XVI period. It was an imposing
and dignified style, with admirable qualities
of proportion and alignment of parts. It was,
in fact, a continuation of the efforts of the

Renaissance and it almost succeeded in

cleansing itself of the vagaries and vulgari-
lies of the Baroque.
The revival of the Mansart style was a

natural step for American architecture after

the Georgian Classical efforts had spent
themselves toward the middle of the 19th

Century. Some sort of classicism was wanted
and lo, Mansart ! But in his travel across

the ages and the sea he lost both his purity
and his name as tea loses some of its

flavor by coming overseas. The style to which
he fell in the latter part of the 19th Century
in America was of low estate, and our build-
ers and their publicists even did him the in-

justice of calling his roof Mansard!
The average brownstone house of the time

was a box-like affair, crowned with a slant-

ing slate roof in which were dormer windows.

REPLY TO AN
IMAGINARY INVITATION

What should I go to Greece for
When I have got mine here?

Bursts of sunny cloud smothering
Across skies combed and clear,

Sunshine falling and fading
Now far off, now near.

The gay young beech, the sycamore
Rather yellow than green
And the deep wind pouring
All their leaves between
What more dare I require?
What better might-have-been?

There's a long slope seaward
Over which the wind flows,
There is young green corn springing
And over its sheen goes
One glossy rock sedately walking
Turning out his toes.

The cliff-top dips suddenly
And below on the broad sands
A girl in a white fluttering dress
Runs and halts and stands

Shouting at a boy on a galloping cart-horse
And clapping her hands.

Further out past the breakers'

Bright welter and clash,
Three jolly bathers

Struggle and splash
And the sea toward th' horizon is

One glitter, one flash.

If I shut my eyes I see redness,
If I open blue and clear,

If forward sea . . . bathers
If back gay trees near.
What should I go to Greece for
When I have got mine here?

The angle of the roof was acute, and therein lay its secret.

In the good old days when taxes were imposed for almost everything

(something like the present), a man was taxed, it is alleged, for each

story of his house. Our canny forebears, who were as loath to pay
taxes as are we, got around the restriction by building a house with

one story and a hip roof. They also found that this style known

today as Dutch Colonial made a roomy upstairs because the roof

was high. The same is true of the Mansard roof; its angle, plus
dormer windows, made a roomy third floor. It provided space for

storage, for the nursery and for maids. It may have made the house

look as though it had a retreating brow, but then, who cared! Man-
sard roofs were the rage and good folks could see nothing laughable
or unlovely about them just as you will see nothing unlovely in that

new hat until the styles change.
There's the word the architectural style changed ! As time passed

and other architectural conceptions were put forward, the Mansard
roof went into the discard. Today its name is a mockery. No one

would dream of putting up a house with such a roof. And yet, how
fallacious such judgment is!

A'sF
architecture is good if it serves the needs of a generation. And
before it can be good architecture, it should first be good work-

manship. Much good and sincere labor went into the house of the

Mansard generation. Its woodwork was honest. It stood four squared.
Its stairs had a dignity of line and a commendable sturdiness of

structure. Its ceilings were high and its windows looked out upon the-

world with a measured and precise fenestra-

tion. If as much good workmanship goes
into the houses of our next era of prosperity,
we need have no fear.

Architecture is an expression of the cus-

toms and mind of a people. It is an out-

ward and visible sign of an inward feeling.
The brownstone tribe of Mansard crystallized
in its every line the mental and moral con-

cepts of its age. It stood for a time when
life was not so frenzied as it is now, when
a man felt it his duty to the race to have

issue, when women were content with their

family life. Since then we have learned

many things scientifically, but we have yet
to find a saner basis for life than that which
the tribe of Mansard typified.

Try this some time when the world has
been about your ears try walking down a
street of brown front, Mansard roofed houses.

Night time is the best, for then the archi-

tectural idiosyncrasies are lost in the dark-
ness. At first, as you pass, you think scorn-

fully of all those things that such houses
lacked telephones, good plumbing, and sim-

ple decorations. Then gradually, you be-

come aware that they stood for something
very fine for decent home life, for simple
pleasures, for children. And deep in your
heart you are thankful for them.
We do not suggest that Mansard be re-

vived. Spare us that! But it is desirous
that we have an architectural expression for

our time which will be as effective as Man-
sard was in its day. Once that form of archi-
tecture is attained it will have a singular
effect on American life. For, in addition to

expressing the genus of a people, architecture
also stabilizes their life, and American life

needs stabilizing. More power then to the
architects! More power to the men and
women who plan to build homes!

cliff-top

ROBERT NICHOLS.
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Marian C. Coffin

THE GARDEN of BROKEN FLAGS

Beyond the gale and the spherical sundial oj this garden, beyond the

low gray wall and the pergola eiedra at the farther end, beyond even

the colorful border plantings and their shrubbery backgrounds, lies

the interest of the paths. They are oj broken flagstones with grass

cropping up between them. The garden is on the estate of Mrs.

Charles T. Bollard, Glenview, Kentucky. Marian C. Coffin was the

landscape architect
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Two views of a

basin by Palissy,
with decorations in

relief

BERNARD PALISSY, HIS WISDOM AND HIS WARES
The Story of a Famous Potter of Old France, Inventor of Rustic

Figulines to the King and the Queen Mother

GARDNER TEALL

porte lummiere

by Palissy

FAR
better it is that

one man or a small

number of men should
make their profit from
some art by living hon-

estly, than that a large
number of men should

struggle, one against the

other, so that they can-

not gain a livelihood

save by profaning the

arts, leaving things half

done. So said Master
Bernard Palissy, born
some four hundred years

ago 1510, to be exact near Chateau Biron
in Perigaud, France.

Where in the whole history of the arts will a

more interesting figure be found? His was not
the swashbuckling career of a Cellini, never-

theless, the serious-minded would not exchange
him for the volatile Italian who seemed ever

and anon to be swallowing diamond dust or

crossing a cardinal for copy. Palissy's was
romance of a different sort, but romance never-
theless of a fine type.

A Forgotten Master

I have often wondered why we of to-day
have almost forgotten about Master Bernard,
Master Bernard, whom the read-

ers of our grandmothers' genera-
tion immortalized. I suppose
the cultivated virtue of novelty

which, in this restless era, de-

mands incessant changing of

school books from term to term

failed to bring old Palissy along
with it. In earlier days it was

part and parcel of one's polite
education to know something of

Master Bernard, at least to

know that there had once lived

such a person. In those less cur-

riculumed yesterdays the story
of Palissy the Potter was always
a welcome one. Perhaps we our-

selves have merely overlooked
the matter, and so I make here

this venture, believing time has
intended no slight to Master
Bernard's memory.
How well I recall a certain

lower shelf in a library which

regaled the rainy autumn days
of my tender years ! There were (Above) Classical

treasures here convenint to the subjects intricately

j c j . wrought m relief on
hand of one aged nine, treasures round piaie

fitting the advancement of learning laboriously
attained under the unflinching persistence of

an all too faithful governess. In this sanctu-

ary I chanced in childhood to come upon a tiny
octavo bound in blue, stamped with gilt morn-

ing-glories, morning glories such as I have al-

ways associated, for some unexplored reason,
with the long late Prince Albert and the equal-

ly long late Lucy Larcom! Within the covers

of this little book was a highly embellished

Faience figuline generally ascribed
to Bernard Palissy

(Right) A round
dish with heavy
decorations. By Ber-

nard Palissy

(Below) Round
plate richly deco-
rated with allegori-
cal figures in relief

frontispiece, hand-stenciled in colors of saf-

fron, scarlet and azure with an overwhelmingly
deep dash of bottle-green. I imagine this vol-

ume emerged from the press at a time when
analine dyes self-proclaimed their advent to

the mediocrity of the day. Beyond that I do
not venture a date.

This giddy frontispiece seemed, even in my
childish eyes, profanely gay for the subject it

presented. Here was depicted the figure of a

bearded man in foreign dress, visage forlorn,

person unkempt. The artist pictured him in

the act of destroying a quantity of furniture of
a sort that might have given distinction to an

early Victorian parlor.

A Destructive Small Boy

Just what seemed so terrifying about the

situation, I do not know, unless it was that, as
I distinctly recall, I myself had occasionally
been regarded as somewhat destructive in the
furniture line, as when, quite unintentionally,
I had scratched my great-aunt's mahogany
sofa in making a desperate attempt not to slide
off its hair-covered plateau at a moment when
the peculiarly poignant texture of this revered
fabric had caused me unwittingly to squirm
about in manceuvering for a less aggravating
bit of the area. From that time on Miss Solan-

der, the governess, could not adjust her per-
spective to considering me other

than a menace to mahogany in

the front of the house or black
walnut in the rear.

Thus you can well imagine
how heroically there loomed
forth from that frontispiece the

figure of one who was deliber-

ately breaking up chairs, tables,

stools, four-posters and what not
and a grown man at that!

But the thrillingness of the situ-

ation was further enhanced by
the fact that not only was he

breaking up the furniture, but
he was feeding it to the flames!

There was no doubt of it; a co-

pious employment of carmine
and saffron made that point
clear. That anyone should have
dared to be so deliberately de-
structive at once awakened my
curiosity, and I am not sure it

did not awaken my admiration
as well. I hope not, for as we
grow older we like to think that
our Golden Days were paragon
in their virtues.

(Left) Openwork
plate featuring the

monogram of

Henry II
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An oval dish with fig-

ures and decorations in

relief, by Palissy

"La Madaline au Desert," an oval

plate by Bernard Palissy, in the

Louvre Museum, Paris

It was not long before I discovered in the

background of the picture the figure of a

woman in a Breton cap inexcusable an-

achronism, though I did not know it then.

Who was she? The furniture-breaker's

governess, perhaps; no, that could not be,

for he was older than she. From the corner

of my eye I took a swift visual dart at Miss
Solander. The lady in the picture appeared
timid and weeping. No, it would not be a gov-
erness.

Just then a voice interrupted, "What are you
looking at, child?"

"I do not know," I replied.
"You do not know!" exclaimed Miss Solan-

der in expected disapproval, "Pray why do you
not know?" She moved near, to be serviceable.

"I was only looking at the picture."
Now Miss Solander never cared for pictures,

at least only for painted ones of forget-me-
nots and buttercups in water-color and sheep

by Mauve in oil, so I hurried on to spell out

the title-page. I gave it up.

"P-a-1-i-s-s-y, Palissy. Master Bernard

Palissy the Potter,'' coached Miss Solander.

"What is a potter?" I asked. And then it

began.

Meeting Palissy

In these after

years I have always
been glad tha^Miss
Solander's Em-
broidery chenaille

gave out at the first

question, and that

a gentle rain kept
us indoors. Un-

doubtedly, too, this

little book had
been known to her

childhood, for she

extended it a

more approving
greeting than it

was her wont to

begrudge many of

my other early lit-

erary discoveries.

At any rate, I have

forgiven her much,
for that afternoon
she read me the

story of Master
Bernard from be-

ginning to end.

Faience panel portrait of Palissy
attributed to himself. Rothschild

collection

f * '% '* **
- T\
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"The Family of Henry IV," an oval

plate by Palissy. From the collec-

tion of Prince Ladislas Czartoryski

How it all came back to me yesterday
when my friend Cleon, at whose house I was

dining, took me into his library and showed

me, not a book about the old potter, but an
actual bit of his craft, a sauce-boat in the

enameled faience which Palissy struggled

through so many years of vicissitude to pro-
duce. Tenderly I took it in my hands and

gazed intimately upon its lovely soft blues,

grays, browns, wonderful greens and the soft

and well-fused marbled colors on the back of

the piece, all of which, together with the sharp
modeling of the relief and "neatness" of its

workmanship gave unmistakable evidence of

its authenticity. It had not the crude greens,
the glaring yellows or the bright purples that

disclose imitations of Palissy's ware.

Palissy Collections

I have seen the fine collections of Master
Bernard's handiwork in the Louvre, the Hotel

Cluny, the Sevres Museum, the Victoria and
Albert Museum and the Wallace Collection in

London, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in

New York and the other collections of note,

public and private at home and abroad, but
the little sauciere which my friend Cleon per-

mitted me to gaze
upon, nay, dear

reader, to hold in

my hands ! there

was not a finer bit

anywhere. Master
.-

,--. Bernard must have' ' - -
given a chuckle of

contentment when
he drew it from the

kiln!

One might, with
a princely purse,
collect a few exam-

ples of Palissy
ware in the course
of a lifetime keenly
devoted to the pas-
time! But so rare
is Palissy ware that
even in Cleon 's

house I had not ex-

(Continued on

page 68)

Early view of
Saintes. Palissy's
kilns were in

quarter marked A
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DOORS and SHUTTERS of the COLONIAL PERIOD

The Structure, Measurements and Panel Disposition

Which Make for Colonial Perfection

H. D. EBERLEIN

A MAHOGANIZED door, with

J\ a full-length, bevelled plate

glass panel and a plated-silver knob,

set within a fine old Georgian door-

way is a brutal shock and a glaring

anomaly. It jars one's sense of the

eternal fitness of things. It is a

clumsy misfit and nothing can ever

reconcile such a door with its

setting.

A little more than a year ago the

writer was making a special study

of the fine 17th and 18th Century

houses in a part of the country

where dwellings of that sort abound.

Time and again he was confronted

by just such offensive anachronisms,

mahogany and plate glass dead flies

in pots of otherwise purest architec-

tural ointment. It set him to won-

dering whether all the people of that

neighborhood had gone architec-

turally blind since they had so ut-

terly failed to appreciate their sur-

rounding architectural glory and

could deface it with such monstrous

improprieties. And the same inex-

cusable phenomenon may be found

an

to a greater or less extent in plenty

of other places, too.

The points to note and compare
in examining the door and shutters

of the Colonial period are:

Structure and type.

Measurements of stiles and rails.

Arrangement, size and number of

panels.
Measurements and profiles of the

moldings enclosing the panels.

Character of the hardware.

Doors and shutters are of two

sorts of construction, battened and

paneled. The former are neces-

sarily more massive than the latter

but possess the merit of direct and

vigorous simplicity. They consist

of two layers of boards, usually

grooved and often beaded on one

edge, which are laid at angles each

to the other. The boards of one side,

usually the outer, are set vertically;

the boards of the other or inner side

may be set either horizontally (at

right angles to the outer layer) or

diagonally; sometimes, if there be

two doors, herring-bone or chevron-

The affinity bet-ween the door frame and the

door itself can be seen in this example oj late

18th Century work found in New Hampshire

Periods are based on panel arrangement. The

eight panel design on the extreme lejt is m,d-
ISth Century type from Barnstable, Mass.
On the right, the two panel door is late 17th

Century and comes from South Yarmouth,
Mass.; the next is late 18th Century, and the

third, with small top panels, early l&th Century

n

Among the unusual types found in Bermuda is this folding door

with an all-over latticed light. Plaster columns at either end
Early nth Century doors are to be found at Graeme Park, Hors-

ham, Pa. This Colonial woodwork is an especially fine example
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wise. The division lines between the

boards, especially if one edge is

beaded, contribute the chief decora-

tive interest. The type is severe but

full of dignity and impressive in its

setting which generally consists of a

narrow and simply molded frame,

oftentimes with a narrow transom of

small rectangular panes. Such a

heading relieves the severity of a suc-

cession of vertical lines. If there be

any external overdoor feature beside

the transom, it is the plainest kind of

rectilinear pediment hood. This

type of door occurred frequently in

very early dwellings and was also

much used in old meeting houses. It

is easy and inexpensive to make and
can be fitted to any size of doorway
without reference to the stock sizes of

milhvork.

Paneled doors and shutters exhibit

great diversity of composition and

consequently a wide variety of inter-

est. Different fashions of paneling
doors prevailed at different periods

UIDD

DQD
Door of the Manor House, Croton
on-Hudson. An early nth Cen

tury example, from Holland

21

and the manner of panel arrangement
affords an approximate index to date,

just as do the cut of clothes or any
other phenomena of style evolution.

Measurements of stiles and rails vary

according to panel arrangement and
can be-t In- studied in that connection.

In the late 17th Century and earh
18th Century (c. 1665-c. 1725) one
common arrangement had four or two

panel- ni IM ;,r]y cijiial size, double
doors having two panels in each leaf,

single
'

doors either four or two ac-

cording to width of doorway. An-
other arrangement common at the

same time had six panels (double-
doors three in each leaf) ;

two small

at the top, two long below, and two

(Continued on page 60)

(Left) Doorway to "Ml. Pleas-

ant", Philadelphia, showing the

heavy classical lines oj the frame
and pediment, with sturdy panels
in the door itself relieved by a

caned light

The door of Gloria
Dei Church in Phila-

delphia presents^ a

study in the regutkr

paneling of the early
ISth Century. A
stately style in a

stately frame

An eight panel door
is found at "Cliv-

den", Germanlown.
It is an example of
the mid-lxth Cen-

tury. Doors are
narrow and pro-
tected by shutters

A late 17th Century
four panel door is

found at the Mo-
ravian Sisters'
House, Bethlehem,
Pa. The overdoor
light is unusual in

such work
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In the room above the

low Coromandel screen,
so popular in the l&th

Century, has been re-

vived in its proper use

by a settee when it is

placed near a doorway.
Schmitt Bros., deco-

rators

The successful use oj
screens to form a whole
background is here
happily illustrated.

Corners of rooms could
be so created or ob-
jectionable doorways
dosed up. Alice Schille,

decorator

The VERSATILITY
of SCREENS
A Useful Accessory of

Varied Possibilities

NANCY ASHTON

OF all the decorative accessories

probably the most versatile and
at the same time the least understood is

the screen. It never occurs to most of

us that it has any use except in the

dining room to shut off the service door.

As a matter of fact its possible uses are

as varied as its designs and its pres-
ence frequently creates the character of

a room.

In Georgian days when the huge liv-

ing rooms were cold and draughty and
heated by nothing more adequate than
a small fireplace, a screen was an actual

necessity. Discreetly placed at one of

the entrance doorways it served the

double purpose of cutting off the cold

air and breaking the length of the

room. So placed today, with an inter-

esting furniture group in front of it, it

may be equally effective.

Such a screen must of course be tall

and no less than four-fold. It may be
of painted canvas in an infinite num-
ber of designs or of tooled leather, or

carved wood, but it must be of suffi-

ciently lovely design and color to add
a great deal to the harmony of the room.
I suppose one of the most beautiful

illustrations of this was the use of a

tall screen in itself so lovely that it was
the dominating note in the room.

It was made of plain emerald green
old Chinese satin without a sign of

decoration and it was very tall, at least

eight feet. In its bright surfaces was re-

flected all the light and shadow of the

room. Placed directly in back of the

glazed chintz davenport, which was
drawn up at one side of the fireplace, it

made a perfectly delightful background
for the charming hostess. The room
was a library lined with books, with a

gay flowered glazed chintz at the win-
dows and on the furniture and the

striking note of emerald green repeated
in the glass wall sconces.

In A Studio

In these days of huge studios which
serve the purpose of living room and
dining room as well, the screen plays
an important role, and if wisely placed
may effectively cut off that part of the
room where dinner is to be served.

Sometimes an ugly wall may be dis-

guised by the correct placing of screens,
so as to form a new and interesting
background. If more than one screen
be used, they should of course be the
same height and the same general char-
acter of design, preferably as simple
as possible.

To break a long living room by dis-

creetly placing a tall red lacquer screen
at one of the entrances, with an ar-
rangement of furniture in front of it,
is an interesting treatment. Schmitt

Bros., decorators
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The little low screens, not more than

3' high, have always fascinated me the

most, and they are less used than any.

The tall, rather important Coromandel

screens are better known, but the small

ones are even more delightful, though

serving an entirely different purpose. I

saw one effectively used next to a vivid

yellow damask settee, its Chinese de-

sign on a black ground making an in-

teresting color contrast. Placed near a

doorway as it was, it was both effective

in color and useful.

Fireplace Screens

Another happy use of a small screen

is near a fireplace, not as a fire-screen

(they are a story in themselves) but

just a low, two or three-fold screen,

either of damask or silk, placed near a

big armchair, making a little more

friendly group in front of the fire.

These little screens may be made in a

variety of materials, and I saw a fas-

cinating one made of heavy beige col-

ored paper on which little old color

prints had been inset in oval medal-

lions. The edge of the screen, as well

as the medallions were finished off with

a narrow green paper border.

What a delightful touch this would

be for a boudoir!

An artist in the small decorative ac-

cessories has devised a screen made of

pergamyn through which the light fil-

ters sufficiently to bring out the quaint
Persian design in delicate tones. This

was placed in a bedroom directly in

front of the door leading to the dressing
room and was made about 5' high.

At a very wide doorway where the

thoughtless architect has omitted doors

altogether, the screen is absolutely in-

dispensable. There one will need a

very tall one and I have seen a pair of

tall Chinese screens fitted into such a

doorway so as to actually close.

Their Advantage

There is one great advantage about

screens: they may be really as simple
and inexpensive as you please if made
of a good wall-paper. Even for

the rather dignified living room, if the

paper be chosen with great discrimi-

nation and lacquered to a good tone
such a screen

Vjpuld
be very effective.

There are a variety of black wall pa-
pers which are excellent for this pur-
pose and one or two pastoral designs,
not to forget the bird and flower designs
reproduced from the 18th Century
papers.
The simple chintz covered screens

are useful for the bedroom, or if one

pleases, one may have a plain linen in

a good color with the main design of
the chintz repeated in the applied mo-
tifs on the panels of the screen. In

fact, inexpensive and yet effective

screens are so easily made that one
wonders that the department stores are
still able to dispose of their cheap sup-
ply of pseudo-Oriental variety.

.4 tall Coromandel screen in an Orien-
tal design may be used to cut off the
service door in a dining room. Walls
are oak paneled; hangings, blue dam-
ask. Mrs. Edgar de Wolfe was the

decorator

A translucent screen of

pergamyn on which a de-

lightful Eastern landscape
is painted insures privacy
at the entrance to the

dressing room. Karl Freund
was the decorator

To cut off the corner of a
bedroom, a screen has been

placed in this fashion. It is

of plain linen with a Chi-
nese motif repealed in cir-

cles. Decorations by Mrs.
Woods
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A general view of the entire group shows the compactness and easy access of the

various units. The chicken houses are located in the wing on the left. The cows and
horses are in the long wing in the middle, and the carriage room and general wagon
storage in the wing joined to the gardener's cottage by a trellis. The cedar planting,
not on the architect's plan, somewhat detracts from the appearance of the front

A trellised archway stands be-

tween the chicken house and
the tower with a path leading
to the door of the feed room.
This trellis is repeated by the

gardener's cottage

The cottage is a simple Colonial

type with jour rooms and hall

downstairs and four rooms and
bath up. The latter can be

opened, making a dormitory.
A vegetable garden is in front

The lower floor of the tower serves for
feed room and the upper houses an extra
hand. A dove cote is in the top. This
and all the buildings are finished in old

split cypress shingles, long in vogue in

the locality

FARM BUILDINGS on

the PLACE of

J. A. MOLLENHAUER,
Esq.

at BAY SHORE, L. I.

ALFRED HOPKINS, Architect
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A simple trellis encloses the garden.

At the meeting of the axes lies a

little pool. Box edges the borders

WE have come through a grove of

tall trees to the arbored en-

trance of the garden. Before us is just

a simple straight walk with long box

edged flower borders and lattice en-

closure. It is spring and the tulips

are in bloom, all in the softest shades,

white, lilac, lavender, heliotrope, pur-

ple. How delicate it is with the tulips

raising their tinted cups high above

the new green of the garden. When we

see it again, it may be, perchance, in

the heat of the mid-summer. We find

white and lilac and violet phloxes,
lilac and white scabiosa, purple and

white gladiolus, and pure white gal-

tonias. How cool and refreshing it

seems. Or we may see it again in the

autumn with its lilac and purple

perennial asters, its lavender and
white stocks, white snapdragons and

white dahlias. How quiet and refined

it seems then. And the vines, at first

merely a thin tra^ry upon the lattice,

soon wreaths the wooden framework
with garlanded decoration. There
are lathyrus, the climbing pea, and
roses and clematis. There are Silver

Moon roses, with soft semi-double

large white flowers, and the lovely
blush Gloire de Dijon and the great white

flowered climbing Ka-iserin Auguste Victoria.

And of the clematis, there are purple varieties

and white ones, not only the familiar autumn
Clematis paniculata but its choicer relative,
Clematis Henryi with luxuriant June bloom of

great star-shaped blossoms. Flowers and

vines, in their overlapping succession of bloom,
reiterate in different form each time the lovely

coloring of lilac and white in the garden path.

' I ^HAT day in the spring when we walked
JL between the borders delicately adorned
vith tulips we went on to the very end of the

path and there entered the spring garden under
the old walnut trees. It was full of budding
columbines where just a little while before we
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There are three gardens in all one

formal and enclosed, an autumn

garden and a garden for the spring

and loose habit displayed through

very contrast amid the small rambler

type of the other pink climbers, Para-

dise and Evangeline. The pink H. T.

roses are in bloom and the polyanthas,

pink and cream ones that grow inter-

mingled as edgings. Then there are

old fashioned China roses and there

are moss roses whose spiny clusters

are full of fragrance and full of mem-
ories of old-time nosegays. And there

are some bush roses, white Madam
Pantier and pink Penzance briers.

AT

IN A SOUTHERN GARDEN
On the Place of Mrs. A. P. Humphrey, Glenview,

Ky., Marian C. Coffin, Landscape Architect

ELSA REHMAN

went to see the creeping phloxes and where in

a few days we will be seeking the bloom of

irises and the peonies that will begin to open
their ready buds. After that, when the great
trees are in full leaf and the garden becomes

very shady we will find but an intermittent

bloom, of white lilies, of foxgloves, of white

asters.

SOMETIMES,
as upon some day in early

summer, we will stop midway down the

path where, at a little round pool, a cross path
will lead us into the rose garden. It is just a

tiny place, half hidden away, half lost in its

enclosing shrubbery, yet how full of flowers

we find it. Rose Dr. Van Fleet is out, climb-

ing over the arbored seat with its large flowers

LT other times when we hesitate

midway along the path our eye

may catch glimpses of another garden,

on the other side. Like the rose gar-

den it, too, is half hidden in its tree

and shrub enclosure, but it is larger

with an irregularly shaped lawn sur-

rounded by broad borders bright with

flowers. The oriental poppies may be

in bloom, pink ones, maroon ones,

deep blood red ones, or there may be

great mats of Sweet William, like the

poppies each variety in separate mass-

es, or there may be larkspurs in flower,

their great spikes rising out of the

background all around the garden.

These effects are just simple preludes to a

garden at its best in the autumn. It seems

quiet enough at the entrance with ageratum
and blue salvia, but look at the border opposite.

As we cannot see, from the entrance, any of

the flowers that make the transition, the pink

phloxes and flesh colored zinnias, the calendu-

las, the yellow and orange dahlias and crimson

coreopsis, several octaves in the color scale

seem to have been leapt at a bound, for across

the coolest of blues we see scarlet zinnias and
red dahlias full of richness and warmth. They
form a brilliant keystone, as it were, for the

flowers that seem to radiate out from them: for

tritomas and orange red montbretias, for rich

red heliochrysum and flame snapdragons, for

scarlet verbenas and the brightest red phloxes.



Tke house is of Dutch

Colonial influence, clap-

boarded, comfortably /nv

to the ground and with red

brickrd porches and door-

step. It is white, with blu-

fsh-grren blinds and red

'tile chimney caps

The entrance is sharply

accented by its peaked

gable within uhich the

space is occupied by a

bathroom. A box of gerani-

ums and trailing foliage

plants crowns the door

frame, adding a touch of

color

House & Garden

The RESIDENCE
of

C. C. MULLALY,
Esq.

PHILIPSE MANOR, N. Y.

DWIGHT J. BAUM,

Architect

On one side oj the ground floor are

Ike dining room and service section;

on the other, the living room with

its flanking porches and fireplace at

one end. Four bedrooms and two

baths are above, besides the maid's

quarters

An MK?M< architectural feat** no-

ticeable at the rrar is the manner in

tchkh the larger dormer has been

brought font** so that it blends

into the main tttr / the house, thus

greatly mcreoKug tm> bedroom space
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COUCH-END TABLES, STOOLS AND STANDS

One of tht most distinguished davenport-end tables is a reproduction of an old French design, which may be fainted

any color. There is a special place for books and a lone, narrow drawer. 30" hifh, top 21" x 12". S45

Jacobean feeling characterizes this little ma-
hogany table with its half octagonal top. 26"

high, top 13" x 26". $17.50

A three-legged table with stretcher re-

produces a Colonial design. Mahog-
any with walnut stain finish. 26"

high, top 24". $37

A half-moon shaped table of Hepplewhite
design comes in dull mahogany finish. 26"

high, top 13" x 26". $15

.-1 reproduction of an old English stool.

Solid mahogany in walnut stain finish. 20"

high, top 18" x 12". $27

Dull mahogany finish gives character to this rect-

angular table with single stretcher. 26" high, top
26" x 13". $22.50

A convenient little gate leg table comes m
mahogany with walnut stain finish 27"

high, top 24" x 30". $40
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Among the strange records in the

book of New England antiquity is

the tale of the Orient in Oriental

art objects brought back from
the East by Yankee sea captains.

Though exotic they fit in with
the sturdy furniture of the period.
In this living room, for example,
the walls are covered with Chin-
ese tea box paper. Above the

mantel hang two old Chinese

paintings on glass, and at each
end of the mantel shelf is a yel-
low cloisonne vase. At the same
time Colonial atmosphere is es-

tablished by the brass candle-
sticks and andirons, the crane and
pot, the warming pan and the

gold mirrors which hang at either

side

COLONIAL ANTIQUES OF DISTINCTION

IN THEIR PROPER SETTING
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The walls of the dln'.ng room are
covered with a blue Chinese paper
of dwarf pines. Silver sconces
contrast with their background.
The table is an old type of square
gate-leg and the rush-seated chairs

with spindle backs go with it har-

moniously. A Queen Anne low-

boy serves for sideboard, its old
silver plate grouped in a dignified

fashion. The corner cupboard,
which is almost a sine qua non of
the period, is filled with old china
that enriches the color of the

room. The atmosphere is digni-
fied and livable, the colors inter-

esting, and the furnishings are

simple the requisites for any
dining room in good taste. The
sketches on both of these pages

are by Louis Ruyl
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When one possesses so dignified
and rich an antique as a pine-

apple jour-poster it should be

given the place of honor in the

room. The bed takes its name
front the carving of the posts,
and is usually low, the posts be-

ing sturdy and the headboard

having a slight roll. Its covering
can be simple, as here, or a val-

ance may be used around the

bottom. The fabric here is a rose

pattern. Curtains are scrim with
a ruffle edge, hooked back. A
quaint paper and old color

prints give the background un-
usual interest. A colonial secre-

tary and bureau w.th old chairs

and mirrors and rag mats com-

plete the furnishings

THE HOME OF MRS. IRMA KENNARD
AT DUXBURY, MASS.

The drawing-room maintains the

genuine Colonial atmosphere. The
walls are papered in silver gray
with examples of old copper plate
chintz and carved mirrors break-

ing the surface. A beautiful man-
tel forms the focal point of the
room. It is fitted with a low
brass fender and a fender cushion
that encircles the hearth. The
furniture is typical of the period:
gate-leg table, rush-seated chairs,
a sewing stand of Colonial de-

sign and simple antique acces-
sories of pottery and brass. Be-
tween the beading on the mantel
and the beading on the frieze is a
marked affinity. The low wain-
scot and chair rail both 'add to

the architectural background of
this genuinely Colonial interior
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THE STORY of JAPANESE PAINTING

Being the First of Two Articles on the Beginnings of this

Nipponese Art and Its Development

W. G. BLAIKIE MURDOCH

A 1LONG and dreary

_ _ time must elapse

ere the Occidental, liv-

ing in Japan, can

speak with any fluency

the language of the

country.

Having reached that

stage, he will find it

very difficult, still, to

follow the ordinary

parlance of the people.

But, when that like-

wise has been mas-

tered, an adventure of

quite singular charm is

to visit many Buddhist

temples, and chat with

the priests.

They are usually

friendly, proud to show

their treasures of

hieratic art, glad to

tell what they know
about the men who

wrought these things,

while often they will give an invitation to

come into the rectory for some green tea.

Listening always with a curiously marked in-

terest to Western comments on Oriental paint-

ing in general, the priests to-day, as of old,

are frequently themselves artists, perhaps con-

ducting a little art-school. And here may be

seen a group of boys and girls, kneeling on the

matted floor, with their handiwork spread be-

fore them, each using exactly the media used in

fapan centuries ago. The visitor may himself

essay those media, thus getting an !dea of their

advantages and disadvantages, compared with

those of the brushes and pigments of the West.

Painters and Society

Through ten centuries, Japan nearly always

had fine painters.
She personally honored

them far above the adepts in the colored print

although this last is what the Occident is still

inclined to view as the prime glory of Japa-

nese art.

Dealing with the curious forms of despot-

ism which existed in Old Japan, Lafcadio

Hearn says that personality was "wholly sup-

"The Cliffs", by
Shibata, early 19th

Century

pressed by coercion." Like statements are

made by countless other historians, pointing

out for instance that formerly a Japanese,

whatever his gifts, could not rise from the

clearly defined social grade into which he was

born; while the State told people where they

must live, and even dress was controlled by

law. But strong individuality is like dyna-

mite: it will manifest itself in spite of what

the westerner might deem mere convention.

That old Japan presents no exception is

finely shown by the story of Hideyoshi (1536-

1598) who, born a peasant, and employed for

a while as butler to a feudal lord, rose by sheer

genius to be king in everything but name,

which achievement should be borne in mind by

Occidental critics of Oriental art. For these

usually give the bulk of their space to dis-

canting on the different Japanese academies:

they tell how, at each, certain tenets were im-

posed in a manner despotic as that which ob-

tained in ordinary laws, pupils being taught

that there was one right way of depicting trees,

say, water, or the human form. And, as a

rule, this matter is followed by a mere tabu-

lating of the artists themselves, according to the

respective styles of workmanship to which they

were trained. Now, in Japan, as in every other

country where art has reached great heights,

its chronicle is essentially one of individuali-

ties, not solely of codes or academies.

Toba Sojo was the artist of "The Way of the

Monkey" pictured below, a delightful portrayal

of Japanese humor. Toba Sojo was a bishop
who lived in the mid-llth Century

ftm
BTO

T

"The Vine", by Haritsu Ogawa, a

painting of great delicacy

/,y^v

fc-

There is almost a modernist feeling in

Sesshiu's "Winter"

At the Myoshin Temple near Kyoto can be found the famous Peony Screen painted by
Yusho Kaihoku
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"Prelates", by Maruyama
Okyo. Together with
two pupils he decorated
the Daijo Temple oj

Kamaeizan

A Landscape screen by
Maruyama Okyo, natur-

alist, who was accus-

tomed to paint directly

from his subjects

"Philosophers", by Shu-
bun. Among Shubun's

pupils was Masanobu,
renowned for his hieratic

paintings

At Horyuji Temple, near Nara, there is a

pleasant little sculpture, Prince Shotoku of

Japan as a Child. And, in a document lately-

found at the temple, a priest has written that

"we, wishing to do a deed by virtue of which

we may be admitted to Nirvana, cause with the

deepest reverence the making of this sculpture."

A legend says that, shortly before Shotoku's

birth, an angel told his mother that the child

was predestined to teach the whole world, the

story further holding that the

mother suffered no pain when the

prince was born. This reverential

way in which he is viewed is in-

deed only just, for he, if any man,
merits the title of the father of

Japanese painting. It was in

572 A. D. that he was born, a

little prior to which time Budd-
hism had been brought to Japan
by Korean missionaries, and
when yet a boy the prince showed

himself deeply in love with the

beautiful Indian religion. He
fought on its behalf against the

party seeking to uphold by the

sword Japan's pristine faith of

Shinto; later he gave both great

energies and fiwe gifts to lectur-

ing and writing on Buddha's

teaching; and in eagerness that

this should have a worthy temple
in Japan, he founded Horyuji.

Work at the Temple

Loving art keenly, himself a tal-

ented sculptor, and friendly with

one of the best Korean painters
of his day, Prince Asa Shotoku
entered with the utmost zest into

personal supervision of decora-

tions at the temple; and some
frescoes there, depicting angels
and Buddhistic deities, are re-

garded as the oldest paintings ex-

isting in Japan. It has been sug-

gested that the artist, named Clio,

was in actuality a Korean. But
Shotoku soon had the satisfaction

of seeing many of his own com-

patriots actively painting, which

early group found their subjects exclusively in

the pantheon of that faith whose spreading, in

Japan, might have been long delayed but for

the sculptor-prince.

The Chinese Influences

Study of the frescoes at Horyuji does not re-

veal the exact nature of the paint used, which,

presumably, was something akin to tempera,

although, for independent pictures, water-

"The Han Emperor, Kao Tsung"
Mitsunobu, who died in 1525.

part of a silk screen ascribed to Tosa

Examples of his work are very rare

color was always the medium of the Japanese
till quite recent times. The early Buddhistic

artists naturally took their formulae chiefly
from Buddha's own land, and naturally looked

for technical enlightenment to China, painting

having begun there so much earlier than in

Japan. But has not the similarity between
Chinese and Japanese art been greatly exag-
gerated? Some writers actually infer that

Japan, as a painter, lacked character of her

own, and merely uttered her

neighbor's.

Nevertheless, almost from the

first, the Japanese wrought with

an elegance, a daintiness, beyond
the alchemy of the Middle King-
dom school. And, whereas Chi-
nese art is somewhat staid and
solemn to the Western mind,

Japanese is notably light-hearted,

abounding too in humor. Con-

sonantly it often expresses a fond-
ness for the grotesque, which taste

is marked in the pictures by Kobo
Daishi, who, living at the end of

the 9th Century, is famous as the

inventor of the syllabic signs with
which his fellow-countrymen
write todav.

Kose no Kanaoka

Kobo attained great distinction

in the clerical profession, but, as

painter, he was in no way com-

parable to Kose no Kanaoka, who
was' born about 850, and began
life as a designer of those pretty

landscape
-
gardens for which

Japan is so famous, his avowed
aim in work of this kind being
ever to attain quite natural ef-

fects. Then, his skill with the

brush coining under the notice of

the Mikado, he was long kept
busy with religious pictures for

the royal palace, painting some in

a bold, simple style, others min-

utely. But the best of all his ex-
tant works is one at Ninwanji
Temple, near Kyoto, a memorial

(Continued on page 56)
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Wall ornaments may
take the shape of
m aided plaster
swags and drops, as

in this example oj

early ISth Century
work found at th'.s

London residence

A combination oj
molded niches,
flower swags and
ceiling o.nament,
characteristic of

early \&th Century
work, d-gnift.es this

English hallway

A molded plaster frieze, pilasters and ceiling enrichment enter into the deco-
rative composition of this mid-l&th Century dining room. Sir Ernest New-

ton, architect

A center ceiling decoration of
great delicacy found in the Powel
House, a Colonial Philadelphia

residence

M4fMH*4iti

OUi!xlXEll

Another of the molded plaster

ceiling decorations which are

found in the old Powel House at

Philadelphia

A cornice detail of the ceiling
at "Solitude," home of Wil-

liam Penn, Philadelphia
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PLASTERWORK in MODERN DECORATION
The Various Methods of Plaster Detail for Ceilings and Walls

Designs from the Renaissance to the Present

33

PLASTF.k\Y<
)RK may be either a curse or

;i blessing. It rests with ourselves to decide

which it shall be.

It is an unmitigated curse when we use it

only to create a plain, staring surface, as arid

of interest as the Desert of Sahara or when we
fashion ornamental cast devices that

suggest the technique of the pastry cook

and confectioner, smug, mechanically

accurate, mechanically hard, mechan-

ically stupid, without even the grace of

occasional irregularity of texture to

break the exasperating monotony of its

brummagem perfection.
It is a blessing when we employ it

intelligently to produce decorative

charm of a sort that no other material

is capable of in quite the same way.
It is a step in the right direction that

we are reproducing for domestic use

some of the old English ceilings, but it

is only a step and only reproduction.

Material Advantages

The material itself is a sympathetic
medium and remarkably adaptable to

divers modes of expression. Besides

that, it is inexpensive and easy of me-
chanical manipulation. It needs but

the addition of artistry to render it

again a most valuable adjunct for the

fixed decoration of domestic interiors.

Such artistry former ages possessed.
Such artistry we have allowed to lapse,

largely because we have ignored a part
of our heritage that is worth while.

W. G. WARD

Time and conditions are both full ripe for

a plaster revival for domestic use. The rough
land-finished plaster wall is a rebellion against
the ordinary bald, white plaster surface. The
paneled wall and the paneled ceiling alike are

protests against desert planter walls and banal

plaster ceiling ornament. And all the various

other wall and ceiling treatments we have -an.

tioned in the nvcnt past are likewise protests

against the same thing. The lesson is clear;

people are bored by plaster as they usually
know it, and wish to escape. The writer en-

tertains a sincere regard for sand-fin-

ished plaster walls, for paneled walls

and ceilings, and for most of the other

devices for attaining wall and ceiling

interest, but he insists that plaster, too,

has its place that is, plaster intelli-

gently used. There is room for them

all, in their proper places.

The Diversities of Plaster

Besides the ordinary plaster, com-

posed of sand, lime and hair, and show-

ing considerable variation in quality,
there must also be included, under the

general head, stucco-duro carbonate
of lime carefully prepared and often

toughened and regulated for setting by
the addition of fig juice, curdled milk
or some such glutinous size the medi-
um used by the old Roman stuccotori,
and by their successors of the Renais-
sance in Italy, England and France,
to such good purpose; plaster of Paris

(sulphate of lime) ; and fibrous plaster,
which is plaster of Paris in combination
with canvas. The widely varied quali-
ties of plaster thus attainable render it

a medium sensitive in the highest de-

gree; suitable either for executing de-

(Continucd on page 62)

The keystone of
the fireplace sup-
ports a brick
bracket finished
with a plaster or-

nament that ex-
tends around the

ceiling. From an
English house

A reproduction of

English Renais-
sance molded plas-
ter ceiling with
geometrical rib-
bing and low re-

lief panels. Wil-
son Eyre & Mc-
llvaine, architects

Another English
Renaissance mold-
ed plaster ceiling
is coved, with rib

plaster ornaments
and rosette designs
at intervals. Wil-
son Eyre & Mfll-
vaine, architects
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HIDING THE UNSIGHTLY FIXTURE

The objectionable two light fix-

ture may be turned into a thing

of beauty by the use of either a

painted vellum or paper shade,

fan shaped, the right size to fit.

A quaint carnival scene in bril-

liant colors on a black back-

ground is only one of the many
possibilities of this design

For the single fixture a shirred

peach colored silk shield, shaped
so as to curve at the side and

completely hide the electric

bulb, may have an oval ribbon

embroidered decoration, and
then, as the final Victorian

touch, peacock blue beads fin-

ished off with white drop crystals

Around a central light could be hung
some old gold silk gauze, topped by a

Chinese wood carving and finished

with an ornamental Chinese tassel,

Chinese wood and enamel beads

In a boudoir or bedroom Chinese blue

silk cords with tassels of a darker blue

by which the lemon chiffon shade is

suspended have their tone repeated in

the blue crystal trimming beads

Still another drop light fixture

might have red lacquer and gold

frame with painted glass sides.

This would allow you an enor-

mous amount of leeway in the

way of interesting designs and

brilliant colorings, and as paint-

ing on glass is somewhat of a

revived art these days, it should

be of particular interest

Then there is the ceiling light which is an

ugly shape and must be concealed in order

not to upset any decorative scheme of a

room. This may be of painted parchment
paper or silk, with shirred silk on the bottom
finished by a decorative tassel. The color

scheme may be anything you please; black
and gold with a touch of terra cotta, perhaps

For the hallway light a lantern

shape made either in dull black

iron with painted glass panels,

or the lantern itself painted a

delicate green blue with the

glass decoration painted in two
tones of the same shade, would
shed a welcome glow for the

arriving guest. And it would
be a thing of real beauty
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO of GOOD INTERIORS

The Little Portfolio this month shows five

views in the residence of George Dobyne, Esq.,

Beverly Farms, Mass. The architecture of the

house is English and this same spirit is reflected

in the interiors. The opening between the liv-

ing room and hall shows part o/ a canted grill;

beyond that a hallway grouping of Jacobean
chest and an old polychrome and gilt Spanish
mirror with a background of crimson Italian

brocotelle. The English chair is balanced by
an iron brazier. The colors are old blue

and red. Brett, Gray & Hartivetl, decorators
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A view of one cor-

ner of the living
room shows the

beautifully carved
screen in which are

depicted scenes from
Tennyson's "Tales

of Enid." It is fin-
ished in red, green
and blue.. The rug
is tete de negre and
the furniture Jaco-
bean. Slip covers
and curtains are
mulberry, green and
blue in a character-
istic Jacobean design

The master's bed-

room has a low
wainscot and cup-
boards of paneled
wood painted white.

The rug is tete de

negre with a soft

green fringe. On the

bed and at windows
is embroidered linen

with Spanish wool

fringe in soft green,

mulberry and blue.

The William and
Mary stool is cov-
ered with old needle-

work. Slip covers

are mulberry, green
and blue
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In the morning room
the color scheme is

yellow and blue.

Walls are buff plas-
ter stippled with
hand - painted bor-

ders of birds and

flowers. The cur-

tains are oj yellow
grosgrain with blue

and yellow fringe.
An English chintz

chair is also in yel-
low and blue. Deco-
rative tiles around
the fireplace repeat
the color scheme,

lending interest to

the over-mantel

The breakfast and
dining room are, in

reality , one big

room, their division

marked by the
heavy beam. In this

sunny corner sur-

rounded by plants
is set the breakfast
table with old rush
bottom Italian gar-
den chairs in blue
and gilt. Tile floor
with inserts in red,

green and blue ,

showing the signs of
the Zodiac



HOW TO HANDLE COLOR IN DECORATION
The Second of Two Articles on What Colors Are

and How to Combine Them

A JAZZ band jazzing away full tilt is not

a restful thing to listen to. Amusing,
for a time, it may be, but no one could wish
its cacophony for a steady diet, and after a

while it would become unbearable. The rea-

son? We might name several, but one will do
to illustrate our point. The jazz wearies be-

cause it is essentially restless and represents

organized disorganization. It is essentially
restless because there is nothing consecutive

nor related about it; it is an anarchic jumble
of sounds without any particular rhythm or

any particular key.
It is precisely the same with color.

If we are so timid that we avoid

color and stick to dull combinations

without character, we may get a re-

sult perfectly safe and harmless, but

likewise perfectly stupid and de-

pressing what someone has rather

aptly designated a "symphony of

mustard and mud." If, on the other

hand, we wish to do something in-

teresting, and are willing to dare a

bit, but don't know what we are

about, we are in danger of achieving
a color jazz, a genuine chromatic

catastrophe.

It is plain, then, that to be suc-

cessful our essays in color composi-
tion must achieve harmony, and to

achieve harmony we must have re-

gard to scale and key. A piece of

music is written in a certain key. That key
A major, G minor, or whatever it may be
has its known tonic, its dominant, and so on.

Every note in the scale chosen has its definite

relation to every other note and the composi-
tion progresses by observance of these laws and
relations of musical harmony. Now, it is just
as necessary, in dealing with decoration, to

have one predominating tone or key color as it

is to have a piece of music written in one key.

Having established that keynote of color, then

we work up to it and build our scheme in a

logical way with a definite object in view.

THE
adherence to a dominant color or tone

in the composition of a room the pre-
servation of a color key does not at all imply
monotony or dullness of effect. There are

plenty of ways of avoiding such things and of

introducing relief. To begin with, the room

may be composed in a high key or a low key,

just as a voice may be pitched in a high or

low key, or a piece of music written in a bril-

liant major scale or a subdued minor scale.

Then there may be accents and contrasts. In

short, there is no excuse for any color scheme

being dull and stupid, no matter how law-abid-

ing its creator may be.

The term "harmony of colors" means that

the kinds of colors put together in a combina-
tion work well together and don't jangle. This

harmony may be arrived at in two ways.
Either the colors have so much in common,
both in the scale in which they are presented,

COSTEN FITZ-GIBBON

acts as a foil to set off and emphasize the other.

The first is called the harmony of analogy;

the second is called harmony by contrast.

Now begin to appear the possibilities of

composition by adopting one key or tone of

color and sticking to it as a guide in our

elaboration. We may, if we choose, take a

certain tone of brown as our color keynote. We
may vary it by making some things a deeper
brown and other things, again, a still deeper
brown. Then we may get another touch of

variety by employing lighter browns here and

there, running the gamut of browns all the

complementary or opposing color of orange and

its related hues and each, therefore, gives value

and quality to the other. From these examples
it is plain that there are two kinds of accent

the related accent and the opposing or con-

trasting accent.

The term accent means the addition of em-

phasis. It is clear, then, that in the tan room
we must not have too much orange or too much
blue (either in mass or in a number of scattered

objects), or instead of accent we should get

only disturbance. It is also obvious that in the

tan room we may have more of orange for em-

phasis than we may properly have

of blue, for the orange is related

while the blue is opposing.

As a nation, we are timid in our use of color, timid

probably because we do not know how to manage it.

We may be diverted by colorist fads, but in our own

homes most of us are too apt to shrink from what we

fear is "daring." If we would analyze every color

scheme we see and they are all about us pick out

what is good and what bad, and determine why it at-

tracts or repels, we should gain a store of experience

valuable for our own domestic use. Knowing the ground-
work and principles, the next thing is for us to cast

aside our timidity and get rid of the obsession that

schemes, to be polite, should all be grayed and dulled.

Such may be polite; they are also an&mic.

T HESE principles still hold if

way up to light tan. Behold our "symphony
of mustard and mud." Safe, but about as

deadly stupid as listening to someone play a

tune on the pianoforte with one finger. Such
treatment is a thing to avoid.

Again, we may select a keynote of dominant
color and, while keeping a preponderant body
of it as a foundation, we may enliven the com-

position by introducing, here and there, bits

of related color that we know have affinities

for the foundation and qualities in common
with it in other words, we may use as much

variety as we choose, and yet have a harmony
of analogy. We may be chromatically law-

abiding and get a stupid result, or we may be

law-abiding and achieve lively interest. Both
are equally safe. It is a matter of personal
choice.

GOING
a step further, we come to accents

and contrasts as vivifiers.

A man with clothes of a quiet tan might
wear a tie of an orange shade. It would be a
bit loud, but it would produce accent and liven

the sartorial make-up, which would not have
been the case if he had worn a tan tie. So a
room with a similar dominant tan color would
receive accent from an orange bowl full of
nasturtiums or, perhaps, an orange screen.

Without such accent, a keyed and related room,
though harmonious, is apt to be insufferably
monotonous and dead.

But the man with a tan suit might better
still wear a blue tie. So might the tan room

and also in their actual physical composition, have a blue bowl or some other blue object and,
that they will not fall out; or else the colors if the shade be right, the blue accent will have
are in such manner opposed to each other and more value and variety than the accent of
so lacking in any common quality that each kindred color. This is because blue is the

Take for example a bedroom in a

country house, furnished with old

mahogany, blue and white curtains

at the windows, on the floor gray-
blue rugs, matching in shade the

blue of the curtains, the wallpaper
a gray white with a small white pow-
dered figure. The orange bowl of

nasturtiums would have been the

perfection of accent. In this scheme,

in addition to the blue and orange,
we have two other elements white

and the mahogany tone of the furni-

ture. White is not a color but

(theoretically) the combination of all colors

and, therefore, neutral, so that it conflicts with

none and may be used with all. The mahogany
tone is related to the orange and contrasts

agreeably with the shade of blue.

To the foregoing composition add a screen,

whose dominant color is the same tone of blue,

but it contains also green leaves and some other

colors which, however, occupy less space than

the blue and are pleasantly related or con-

trasted. Our color harmony is still safe. Blue

is the dominant or prevailing tone, but it is

enlivened by opposing accent and by a mod-
erate proportion of different but related colors.

In other words, we have a room composed in a

dominant or prevailing color and relieved by
both harmony of contrast and harmony of

analogy.
This brings us to a point to be closely con-

sidered. There are some people, even some

decorators, who limit themselves too narrowly

by laying out color schemes or "rhythmic
notes" composed exclusively of varying shades

of one color with, perhaps, only an accent

added. Now, a room composed entirely in dif-

ferent shades of one color does not present har-

mony but monotony. Harmony is agreement
between two or more different things, and to

have harmony in color, or music, or anything
else one must first have diversity so that the

divers factors may agree. In music one can-

not produce harmony by striking one note or

its octaves. No more can one have harmony in

color by playing successively the light and
dark tones of one color.

On the other hand, there are people, some
of them decorators, too, ever ready to indulge
in a riot of color without a sufficiently large
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basis of neutral or, at least, quiet and undis-

turbed surfaces. In themselves the colors may
not conflict but there is no dominant note and

there are so many different points of emphasis
and "reliefs" that they produce both mental

and visual confusion and the reliefs fail to

relieve. It is plain that all harmony without

relief, and all relief without harmony, are er-

rors equally to be avoided. All of which comes
hack to what was said at the outset that it is

necessary to have one predominating tone or

key color upon which to add the accents and
the relieving harmonies. The predominating

ground, or foundation color acts as a foil for

the accents and relieving harmonies, but to do
so it must predominate and have enough un-

disturbed, unbroken expanses to give stability

and to intensify the accents and reliefs.

THE
individual colors are the tools we have

to work with in carrying out our schemes.

We must, therefore, consider their peculiar in-

dividual properties and their effects upon each

other.

Black, strictly speaking, is not a color at all,

but the absence of color. When black is juxta-

posed to a color, it lessens the effect of that

color, renders it less brilliant, or lowers its

tone. If blue, for example, is lowered in tone

and removed to another scale by putting black

next it, the same amount of black must be

added to its complement, orange, in order to

give a true contrasting harmony, both the pri-

mary and its complement being thus kept in

the same relation by simultaneous removal to

a lower scale. Although the two colors, just
noted by way of example, were kept in the same
relation to each other by exposure to an equal
amount of black, it is not, however, advisable

to employ black with one luminous or advanc-

ing color and one sombre or receding color, for

the latter will be almost wholly nullified. The
receding quality inherent in the color itself

plus the modifying effect of the black produce

a doubly negative result. With luminous or

advancing colors, Mark can alwa\* be em-

ployed to advantage and adds both emphasis
and refinement. A high-keyed polychrome

decoration, for instance, will look well on a

black ground; on a white ground the same

decoration would be insufferably garish.

White heightens or intensifies the tone of

colors placed upon or beside it, just as black,

similarly used, has a subduing effect. With

white, also, one may quite safely use both lumi-

nous and sombre colors at the same time in

close proximity without the receding color or

colors suffering any diminution of value.

White tends to increase apparent size, and

white woodwork materially aids in giving an

aspect of space to rooms in which it is used.

Dark woodwork, on the contrary, tends to re-

duce apparent size. White has also a reliev-

ing quality. It should be remembered, espe-

cially in dealing with large surfaces, that white

has great reflective quality and that the

shadows on a white surface are not white but

reflect varying degrees of color while the high

lights alone are truly white.

GRAY
is a term susceptible of several ap-

plications. It is more accurate, there-

fore, to speak of the grays.
In the first place, gray is a tone midway be-

tween black and white. It is a cold tone and
in its effect may be regarded as half way be-

tween the effects of black and white.

In the second place and this is much the

more common there is the normal gray re-

sulting from a fusion of equal powers of the

three primary colors, yellow, red and blue, or

from a fusion of equal powers of two comple-

mentary colors red and green, for instance, or

blue and orange which is, of course, virtually

the same thing. By the preponderance of a

little more of one element, therefore, are nat-

urally derived cool grays and warm grays.

Thus, for example, we have blue grays or

greenish grays, pink prays or yellow grays.
These grays are pre-eminently useful as

backgrounds and generally posxv-s a reevcliiii;

or else a neutral quality which render> them

valuable as foils to throw other colors into re-

lief, or as harmonizers to blend other factor^

and neutralize too insistent qualities, unli-s

there be an excess of one of the warm color

elements so marked as to make' the- re.-ulting

gray an actively warm tone. Such grays, if

there be not a great e\cv-> of any one element

as just indicated, assume a tint complementary
to the adjacent color. For example', gray Ix.'-

side red appears faintly greenish or gray be-

side blue has a faint orange tinge.
Tones of gray along with soft colorings al-

most invariably make safe combinations. The

grays, however, are too inert and non-com-
mittal to be left entirely to themselves. They
need "accents" and "reliefs" to get the best

effects of which they are capable. To illustrate,

the cream gray of linen furniture covering in

summer has a cool, refreshing aspect, but the

whole effect of the room is vastly improved if a
few spots of accentuated color relief are visible.

Again, yellow or rose with gray make the com-
bination sing without being loud or dissonant.

Still again, a room with gray walls and mul-

berry hangings gives a combination of great

depth and refinement. In using grays, one

must, of course, be careful to discriminate be-

tween the different kinds.

OF the raw, unmodified primary colors in

immediate juxtaposition, yellow and blue
alone do not create a combination bizarre and
often painful to the eye. Used in judicious

proportions, they may produce a harmony of

contrast that is pleasing. Red and blue so
used are unpleasant; red and yellow are even
more so.

Yellow and its derivatives in which yellow
emphatically preponderates make for light, life

(Continued on page 52)

THE HOUSE PRETTY-FULL

I've never owned a gilded hall;
No fJmce e'er by me was builded.

My house is white, and very small;
7 don't think 1 should like it gilded.

i in my
ly wife,
n'plctely j

And
M.

Completely fill the second fo'or;
Thank goodness, 1 am fairly thinnish

house, my children four,
and cook at present, Finnish,

Wherefore, we draw, from year to year,
Crude plans in friendly competition,

ll'hich show an added wing, out here
Or there, to better our condition.

My Lucy claims the Hast is best;
'The rooms would be so bright and sunny,

tl'hile 1. with Greeley, say "Go West",
li'hich she declares is "being funny".

Alas, how idle a!! our talks,
How rain the neatly drawn perspective!

A dreadful hoodoo ever stalks
Our steps, like some ill-bred detective.

And when we're ready to begin
In, say an easterly direction.

This pest insists oti butting in
To voice some odious objection.

Haie you considered, Mr. l
,

"'-- -' *~

Once more the cherished hope is killed,
The plans go back to dusty durance,

for some one else, perchance, to build
Assisted by my life insurance.

Then I, among the seraphim
The question of young George's schooling? Will hover o'er the excavation,

Your scheme is charming, I can see, And flap, with all my heavenly rim,
But come, this %f no time for fooling." Two wings, on my south elevation.

GXOICI S.
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COOKING WITH RETAINED HEAT

A Clear Explanation of the Purposes and

Use af the Fireless Cooker

EVA NAGEL WOLF

IF
thrift will produce such

cooks as the French, cer-

tainly the Americans can

hope, because of the war, to

compete with their cousins

over seas. It has been our

pleasure, in these grim war

days, to vie with one another

in matters of economy. Rich

and poor alike have used

every possible means to ac-

complish the desired results.

And that which was done for

the sake of peace, with such

remarkable results, has come

to stay with peace.

The Saving

It is amazing how much we

saved ! Every woman has had

her turn in the kitchen. In

the days when servants were

not to be had, the mistress

donned a business-like apron,

rolled up her dainty sleeves

and assumed charge. She

worked systematically, she
used every labor saver, time

saver and money saver. She

found that among other

things she could cut her gas

bill by the use of the fireless

cooker. So the fireless

cooker has become a

kitchen necessity. It

will be used hence-

forth by Bridget when
she condescends to

leave the munition

factory or the trolleys

to return to the

kitchen.

But when she does

return she will find

that Madame, among
other things, will ini-

tiate her in the uses of

"that quar little box"

that cooks with no

visible fire. Bridget
will be amazed to find

that not only will it

cook, but that it will

cook the biscuits, the

vegetables, the roast

and the dessert at one

and the same time

and that all will be

ready to serve with no
attention from her

after once they are

shut up in the box.

Modern Cookers

The modern fireless

cooker must not suffer

from the faults of the

n

The small electric fireless cooker here shows the racks and

the heavy door and walls with which the heat is retained

A time clock and automatic heat adjuster is a necessary accessory for the fireless cooker. The

electricity is turned off when the required heat is reached. Courtesy of the Edison Company

old-fashioned one. No long-

er is food allowed to remain

in the cooker after it has been

thoroughly cooked. The
method of cooking in the

modern cooker differs from

that of the old one. Former-

ly all food had to be cooked

in liquids. The temperature

was always below the boiling

point, hence the quantity of

liquid depended upon the

length of the cooking process.

A greater quantity of liquid

was required for a lengthened

cooking period.
The construction differs

also from that of the modern

one. They could be made

with a tighter seal, conse-

quently the food remained at

a higher temperature for a

greater length of time than

in the modern invention.

However, the modern cooker

is safer and more sanitary

than the other. It can,

when heated, radiate a tem-

perature equal to that of any

range oven, therefore must

be constructed so that any

danger of an explosion from

compressed steam
cannot occur. The
steam escapes by
means of safety valves

in the outside covers.

Another arrangement

entirely different but

quite as effective is

the plunger-like cover

of other cookers to

allow the steam to

pass off.

Cylinder Construction

Another important

part of the construc-

tion of the fireless

cooker is the cylinder.

The most expensive
are seamless, the less

expensive have one

seam. If there is the

slightest opening or

gap in this seam the

cooker is practically

worthless. To pre-

vent any escape of

steam the wise cook

keeps this seam thor-

oughly rubbed with

olive oil or any salt-

less grease. Alumi-

num is chosen for

forming the cylinder

(Continued on p. 54)
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FOUR HALLWAY
GROUPINGS

Three arc of priced articles
that can bf> purchased
r*i-Mi(f* the Haute & Gar-
den Shopping Service. The
fourth is a suggestion for an

arrangement

Against an Italian rough cast

plaster wall has been set an old

English coffee table in oak, $65 ,

a grapevine polychrome mirror,
$65; and Italian table lanterns

of parchment and iron, $40

A third group shows a repro-
duction of an old Dutch fruit
and flower panel, $75; Italian
walnut chairs, $30; iron table
with walnut top, and Italian

compotes in silver, $65 the pair

A group for a narrow hall com-
prises a beveled cut English
mirror, reproductions of antique
Italian lanterns, $60; and an
Italian commode used as Vic-

trola cabinet, $138

For a spacious hallway a group
such as the one below is ad-
visable Jacobean sideboard
backed by tapestry and flanked
by Italian chairs. Silver can-
dlesticks and bowl give color
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/i modern form oj linen fold paneling is used in this

hallway and closet door. The name describes the

source of the design, being a conventionalized series

of parallel folds in which linen naturally falls. Brett,

Cray & Hartwell, decorators

THE PANELINGS
AT A GLANCE

^g^&:feii3:?s^^^^^^^g
flirt i r~~ir""irF'""HT ~\\ ,

Drawings by

DAYTON COLIE

A French Gothic design,

from the Museum of the

Arts Decoratives at Paris.

It is a portion of an im-

pressive screen from the

Church of Villeneuve

Of the two here, the left is

an example of 16th Cen-

tury English paneling from
Broughton Castle; the

right, a Jacobean example

from Jesus College, Oxford

-T

(I
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A modern adaptation of Louis XV.
There have been used Louis XV
panel heads and a built-in china
closet showing Louis XV Provence
spirit. The room shows how a period
effect can be obtained by a small
amount of carving. Francis A. Nel-

son, architect

Great dignity and simplicity charac-
terize the paneling of our American
Colonial period. This example from
the House of Seven Gables shows the

fireplace arrangement of panels

Of the two sketches, the first shows
the arrangement of Louis XIV pan-
els, by Le Pautre, the famous de-

signer. The Other Louis XIV ex-

ample is a door from Versailles

A Louis XVI example from the
Chateau of Versailles shows the typi-
cal simplicity of its architectural

form and the symmetrical placing
and character of the ornaments

The use of paneling for an over-
door is shown in this example of
Louis XV work. It is a typical sec-
tion of a paneled wall of that inter-

esting period in decorative work

The Regence is represented in
this section of a paneled salon.
It is a very restrained exam-
ple of the period and is prin-
cipally characterized as to

style by the large surfaces
given up to painted decora-
tion in the over-doors and
also in the panel above the

mantel over the mirror
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HOW MUCH SHALL YOU PLANT?
Determinin, the Garden Space Retired to Grow ^tables for a Family of Five-

Definite Figures on Seeds Sown and Crops Harvested

WILLIAM C. McCOLLOM

state
& the

SOME
idea of the

productive
value of

the vegetables
we in-

tend to grow is essen-

tial if we are to expect

a well balanced garden.

We know that if we

plant one cabbage seed

and it matures we will

have but one head of

cabbage; but if we

plant one seed of a pea,

how many pods will

the vine bear and how

many peas will be in

a pod?
The conditions gov-

erning the growth are

factors in production,

but good ground will

not make two heads of

cabbage form from one

seed. The head will be

larger and in every way

superior if the soil is

right, but it will still

be one head. That is

why it is rather easy to

form a good idea of the

productive value of the various garden crops.

The Productive Value of Different Vegetables

You will find that practically all vegetables

which produce themselves in one season and oi

which the seed pods contain the edible portion

produce much more freely than other types.

These we will call the embryo type of vegeta-

tion where the reproductive organisms are es-

teemed for their food value. You will also

discover that the embryo types are a much

better standard of food, containing consider-

ably more nutritive value than those vegetables

that require two seasons to reproduce them-

selves. This may be only an incident, but it

is a curious one as it follows right through the

vegetable kingdom.
The embryo class of garden crops includes

peas, beans, corn, okra, tomato, egg-plant, pep-

pers, pumpkin, squash, melons, cucumbers, etc.

The true type of embryo vegetation is found in

the grain crops, which are all noted for their

food value.

Nearly all vegetables that require two sea-

sons to reproduce grow beneath the ground,

such as turnips, kohlrabi, beets, carrots, pars-

nip, onion, radish, etc.

Those that grow above

ground are cabbage, cauli-

flower, kale, celery, etc.

Last month we discussed

the productive value of

potatoes and beans, basing

our calculations on a fam-

ily of five. We will con-

tinue on the same basis

in other words, the quan-
tities will be gauged to

meet the needs of a family

of five persons.
A row of carrots SO'

long will require about

reservation in the garden for pumpkins and squash is

hill* along with the corn
^.P^duce

all you wM need

will keep until late winter without canning

not necessary. A
These vegetables

Corn for canning must not be old. Strip-

ping the ear will determine its condition

A high quality
wrinkled pea pcd
may be 5" long
and contain at

least ten peas

A 50' row of

peas like these

will yield about

thirty - six pints
when shelled

one-quarter ounce of

seed. This calculation

is based on sowing

moderately thick with

the idea of thinning out

when the plants are

large enough to handle.

The row should pro-
duce about 600 carrots.

If used at the proper

stage of growth, when

they are young and full

of their good qualities

and not when old and

coarse, it will take

thirty to fill a pint jar.

This quantity might
also be considered

sufficient for a meal.

Therefore, one row of

carrots should yield
twenty meals or that

many jars for the pan-

try shelf. The number

of rows you must sow

depends entirely upon
how fond you are of

carrots; for a perfect

succession not less than

four sowings will be necessary. If you can-

not use four rows, make four sowings of a

half row each time.

Beets are very similar to carrots; in fact,

they should be treated as companion crops. A
row of SO' will require one-half ounce of seed

and should produce about 400 to 500 beets of

the proper size for table use. Eighteen beets

of this size will fill a pint jar, so one row will

give twenty-five pint jars for next winter's use,

or that number of meals if used fresh.

Peas, Corn and Beans

To me it always seemed a misdemeanor to

call peas vegetables; surely they come from

different social stock than cabbages or kale.

But we are not revolutionists, so we will class

them as others do. At all events, one pint of

seed will sow 100' of single drill or half that

distance of double drill. There is no denying

the fact that our best peas require supporting,

and it is just as easy to stake a double row as

a single one. It is therefore better practice

to sow in double rows.

A good vine of peas should carry at least

ten pods, and twelve or fourteen are quite

common; the pod of real

quality peas must contain

not less than ten seeds. On
this basis a row 50' long
will produce a little more

than two bushels of pods

yielding thirty-six pints

when shelled. This data

is based on the large wrin-

kled varieties; the round-

seeded types are more pro-

lific, but are inferior in

quality, and there is no

reason for growing them
in home gardens. The
number of rows to be sown
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Always keep the tomatoes picked clean.

Whatever surplus there may be can be

canned. Garden costume by Best

is purely a matter for individual adjustment,

but you should surely have not less than four

for spring and two for fall. If you have the

necessary space, by all means make additional

sowings, as good peas are never wasted.

It takes twelve ears of corn to fill a pint jar

when scraped from the cob. I don't believe

that twelve ears would be considered too many
for a meal for the five members of our hypo-
thetical family if I were one-fifth of that

family I could answer "no," very definitely!

A row of SO' in drills should produce ninety

ears, including the nubbins, or about seven or

eight jars to the row. Our family of five is

certainly going to have six rows, for which pur-

pose we will need one pint of seed. Whether
sown in hills or drills, the productive value is

the same.

Lima beans are one of the real delicacies of

the home garden. Few

vegetables dry out and

lose their good Dualities

as quickly as the lima.

That is why you must

have your own garden
to know what a real

lima is like. Pole beans

are better producers
than the bush types, but

it is not always possible
to get the poles, so our

bush type fills a little

niche in the hall of ne-

cessity. It takes three

quarts of pods to shell

out one pint of young
beans of the kind that

are tender and succu-

lent. One hill should

produce during the sea-

son from fifteen to

eighteen quarts of pods,
or five pints of shelled

beans; twenty poles will

allow us fifty pint cans
for winter and the same

quantity for use during
the summer. Fifty feet

The ideal type of beet for table use or canning
is the round variety. Beets should never be

allowed to get old

of drill of the bush lima should yield about

half that quantity. One pint of seed will be

sufficient for SO' of drill or twenty hills of the

larger seeded type of pole beans.

Spinach and Eight Others

Spinach is a very hard crop for which to de-

termine quantities. There should be some bal-

ing device for pressing it into shape so you
could tell somewhere near what your yield was.

You can cut a washtub full, cook it, and if

there is company for dinner there will be so

little that you'll be ashamed to put it on the

table. From two large, heaping baskets, well

packed, I had just six pint cans; a row SO'

long gave me six cans. Six rows in spring and
four in the fall will give a goodly supply.

Swiss chard is much coarser than spinach
and does not shrink so much in the cooking;
besides, you have the advantage of continuous

growth throughout the summer. From a row
of 20' we have canned eighteen jars and had
all we cared for on the table; in addition to

The intermediate length carrot is the best for general use, whether on the table or pre-
served. For a number of reasons this is the proper size for canning. Scraping and cutting

off the tops and rootlets are necessary preliminaries

Swiss chard stalks, as well the leaves, are
worth canning. This vegetable is very pro-

lific a 20' row will be ample

this, six cans of the stems were put up for win-
ter use. This season my row of Swiss chard is

to be only 15', as I found that we could not

possibly use all that the 20' of drill produced.
Tomatoes are canned in so many different

ways that it is a hard matter to gauge accu-

rately the space required to produce a given
amount when put up. When preserved whole
it takes less than one-third the quantity to fill

a can than when cooked. However, from two
rows, each 50' long that is, thirty-two plants,
sixteen to a row we had all the fruit we could
use for salads and cooking and put away
thirty-two cans for winter use. It is of course
understood that the canning was not all done at

one time; when enough fruit was ripe to war-
rant canning the preserving kettle was brought
forth and the jars put away for the winter.

Squash and pumpkins were not put up in

cans, as with any rea-
sonable care they may
be kept until late win-
ter. It seems like wast-

ing materials to pre-
serve them. Dehydrat-
ing is

unquestionably
the proper system to

employ for the preserv-
ing of bulky vegetables
of this type.

Cucumbers we have
always planted spar-
ingly. Where I live

there are not many doc-

tors, and the stomach-
aches are both expen-
sive and painful. But
if you like them (cu-
cumbers, not stomach-

aches), I would sug-
gest leaving room for
six hills, planting them
three times two hills
at each sowing. If you
keep the vines sprayed
about every fortnight

(Continued on

page 52)



There is a cactus garden, a dry

hillside thicket of prickly pears,

flowering Spanish bayonet, scarlet

aloes and century plants, with des-

ert trailers below

Both the house and the gardens

are distinctly Spanish, great con-

crete walls forming a background

for the flowering trees and shrubs

and vines
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It looks down upon a mighty panorama
jramed by the Sierra Madre Range. Silver

Lake stretches below. Charles G. Adams, land-

scape architect

ELTINGE'S
GARDEN
LOS ANGELES,

CAL.

So precipitous is the site that the grounds re-

solve themselves into seven gardens of indi-

vidual atmosphere, on seven connecting dif-

ferent levels
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February THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Second Month

Foliage trees may
be trimmed this

month, before the

sap rises

Why not some rasp-
berries or other cane

fruits around the
garden?

Late this month
sow sweet peas un-

. der glass for later

garden effects

SUNDAY
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The illustration shows a Seamless Axminster Rug, which in texture, design and coloring, closely follows

the well known French Savonnerie weave.

SEAMLESS AXMINSTER RUGS
Of Decorative Character

These distinguished looking Rugs represent the finest product of a leading American

Textile manufacturer, and are admirably adapted to the requirements which formerly were
met by the most expensive Floor Coverings imported from Europe.

Our Seamless Axminster Rugs are available in any coloring and design, up to 30 feet

in width. Appropriate effects for any room are obtainable within a reasonable time and

at moderate cost.

Full particulars and samples sent upon request.

W. & J. SLOANE
RETAIL CARPET DEPARTMENT

Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK

Washington, D. C. San Francisco, Cal.
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THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

(mot-
CLEAR AS A BELL

Jacobean

THE
Sonora tone is world famous, and

for purity, naturalness and charm it is

unequalled.

The Sonora Jacobean, dignified and elegant,

is richly carved in the low relief characteristic

of its period and will be treasured by the lover

of superb cabinetry and beautiful music.

A complete line of standard upright models

and these period designs are now available :

Duncan Phyfc Louis XVI
Adam Louis XV
Colonial Chinese Chippendale
William & Mary Chippendale
Jacobean Gothic

Other styles or complete equipments will

be made to special order.

Prices $50 to $1000

CLEAR AS A BELL

GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON, President

Executive Offices: 279 Broadway, New York.

NEW YORK Demonstration Salons:
Fifth Ave. at 53rd Street. 50 Broadway (Standard Arcade)

I'HILA.: 1311 Walnut Street TORONTO: Ryrie Building

The Highest Class Talking Machine in the World

How Much Shall You Plant?

(Continued from page 45)

with Bordeaux mixture to prevent the

blight, you should have the largest crop
of cramps that any family of five ought
to battle with.

Who was it said "From the sublime

to the ridiculous"? or cucumbers Jo

melons, for that matter. Anyway, mel-

ons of quality do not belong anywhere
near cucumbers; they don't speak the

same language. You cannot can them
for winter, simply because you couldn't

grow enough for this purpose; but you
can make provision now for about eight

hills, and a little later we will tell you
the secrets of growing good ones.

Peppers and egg-plants are so pro-
ductive that a few plants of each are

all that is required. The exception to

this might be where one is very fond of

green pickles of various kinds, for which

the peppers are used generously. How-
ever, not more than twelve plants will

yield all the peppers required for a fam-

ily of five.

Selecting Types for Canning or Table

There are very few types of vege-
tables compared to the many thousand
varieties that the ambitious seedsmen
list. The average seed catalog would
make you believe that the salt in the

ocean and the North Pole are both in-

ventions of theirs. It tells you what a

wonderful creation the kohl-rabi was, a

cross between a cabbage and a turnip

(who couldn't guess that it originated
in Germany?).

Generally speaking, a good table vege-
table is also the proper type for can-

ning, so the first consideration is to

select types that are best suited for your
purpose. The common error in the

gathering of all kinds of vegetables is

that they are not used when young and

tender, but are allowed to get some-
what coarse and woody. The cause of

this is usually sowing in too large quan-
tities; the secret of good gardening, if

there be any, is frequent sowing in

usable quantities.
Do you prefer a long beet or a round

one; a long, intermediate or a stump-
rooted 'carrot; a wrinkled or smooth

pea; a bush or a pole lima; a yellow or

green podded bush bean? These ad-

jectives refer to the different types and
not to varieties. Many varieties are the

result of a clever fancy, but types are

not. Study the new varieties carefully

to make certain that they are of the

types that you prefer; and when select-

ing the varieties for your home garden
keep that one motto, "quality," before

you all the time.

Quantity Versus Quality

The commercial grower must always
have a full crop, or better, to succeed;
the productive value of the various va-

rieties is his chief concern. He must

always judge the merits of a variety by
its productiveness. Furthermore, the

best varieties are poor shippers; or in

other words, a fine quality vegetable
deteriorates more rapidly than a poorer

grade. The seedsman is compelled to

list these sorts along with the real qual-

ity varieties, so the task for the home
gardener is to select these latter from

among the rest. This is much easier

than it would seem if you select varie-

ties that are mentioned only for their

quality. Don't pay any attention to

others that are said to be equally good
and more productive; these varieties

have merit for the farmer, but the best

for you are the varieties that the seeds-

man uses as a basis of comparison for

others. Their quality is unsurpassed
and their quantity sufficient.

When a successful salesman enter-

tains his guest, he picks up the menu,
runs his finger down to the best and
most expensive dish, and then says,

"For two." That is the spirit to apply
to the home garden. One good dish of

peas is worth ten ordinary ones; one

quart of luscious strawberries is worth
a whole patch of hard, inferior varie-

ties. Start out with the intention of

having a 100% quality garden, in selec-

tion as well as planting and care.

Ordering for Each Individual

I firmly believe that the proper sys-
tem of gardening is the budget system.
Make a careful survey of your needs

and then order to meet them. The
value of this is that you have a pre-

arranged plan that you will strive hard
to live up to. Where the supplies are

secured as occasion demands there are

too many openings for delayed sowings
or other neglected detail. You know the

size of your garden, so you should know
how many rows of various things you
can sow and what quantity will be re-

quired for a seeding.

How to Handle Color in Decoration

(Continued from page 39)

and cheerfulness, especially where there

is little sunlight. Where there is abun-
dant sunlight, the quieter shades of yel-

low may be safely used. Quietness need
never mean dullness. If one wishes to

use quiet shades of yellow, there is no

objection to quietness if the combina-
tion has life, that is, enough of yellow
or of orange in its composition to avoid
dullness.

Red and its derivatives in which red

strongly predominates make for strength,

vigor, vitality and warmth. It and its

near relatives are most useful in deco-

ration, but, owing to its great activity
and power, care must be exercised in

the amount used or in the modifications

adopted, else it will dominate every-

thing else and upset the balance.

Blue and its derivatives in which blue

is the dominant element, such as blue

greens or very blue violets make for

coolness, stability, poise and elegance.
Blue is a difficult color to use in quan-
tity and with divers shades. It is a

highly sensitive- color and it is hard to

get different shades to "go together".

With yellow this difficulty does not ex-

ist, and even divers shades of red will

agree better than a variety of blue?

which are apt to be quarrelsome unless

tactfully handled. Heed to this warn-

ing may save the reader much^vexation.
Blue also is cold and demands relief.

The properties and uses of the sec-

ondary colors may readily be gauged by
considering the nature and properties of

their components. So also may we
gauge the tertiary and quarternary col-

ors. It is necessary, however, to add
this practical caution regarding green
while a thoroughly wholesome and rest-

ful color, it universally needs relief. An
all green room would be well nigh un-

endurable; its sedative effect would

grow benumbing.
If it be vitally necessary to have the

right color in the right place, it is no
less vitally necessary to successful fur-

nishing, as the reader has probably sur-

mised by this time, to have the right

amount of the right color in the right

place. That is to say, there must be

(Continued on page 54)
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Bigger
Better Gardens
of fresh, delicious peas, tender corn
on the cob, cucumbers, crisp let-

tuce, succulent golden wax beans -

Bigger Gardens because an Iron Age does
the work so easily that one can .have a garden
ten times as large or take care of a large gar-
den in a tenth of the time required by old-

fashioned tools.

Better Gardens because the Iron Age does
the planting scientifically at the right depth,
the right distance apart EITHER IN
HILLS OR DRILLS with soil packed cor-

rectly and rows evenly laid out by the ma-
chine itself, the whole job, in fact, done at one

operation.

Iron Age Garden Tools keep you from getting
a "crick" in your back you work upright all the time.

They take the "work" out of gardening and vastly increase
the pleasure of it. You get health, exhilaration, genuine joy
from <n early morning turn in the garden, feeling the moist
earth crumble under the working tools of a wheel hoe, breath-
ing the fresh air, enjoying the birds and the sunrise, watching
the mysteries of nature develop under your own hand all

this and more is in an Iron Age Combined Hill and Drill

Seeder, Double and Single Wheel Hoe.
See your dealer or write us for information

Bateman M'fg Company
Implement Manufacturers for 83 yeais

Box 645 Grenloch, N. J.

Over 30 style* of seeders, wheel
hoes, plows and other tools

No. 306 ~^^_ ^^ f* tne 8afden are shown in

Hill and ^^^. ^^. oar new book, "Modern Gar-
Drill Seeder xTv^. Xw denin8 with lron A*e Tool*."
Double /CV/O^^W. ^W S"M* 'or >our fref

and Single
Wheel Hoe
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8
Ornamental Evergreens |

2 ft. High for $5.00 I

Delivered to Your Door by Parcel Post

This collection includes 2 Pines, 2 Arborvitae,

2 Colorado Blue Spruces and 2 White

Spruces, all 2 ft. tall, choice trees. These trees

are suitable for general planting. The Stock is

from the little Crcc JfarmS and has been

raised from seed there. The quality is the best.

|
Send Remittance

With Order

ARBORVITAE

COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE
These illustrations show the

hardy, healthy stock we are

offering from

< JLitttt tKree Jfarnw

| Why We Are Making This Unusual Offer

We have faith in our trees. They are our best

salesmen. If we can get you acquainted with

X) our stock you will become an enthusiastic tree

planter. Why? Because our trees live. 75%
of our annual business is with old customers.

The very best evidence that our trees and ser-

vice please. We aim to add i coo .new cus-

tomers to our list this year. To accomplish
rfiis we have made this introductory offer

small so that it is available to all.

Write for Booklet of little Ercc Jfatm3
20,000.000 evergreen and deciduous trees and shrubs

of many varieties are growing there to select from.

The booklet is illustrated, many of the trees are de-

scribed and prices are given.

We have Engineers and Landscape men on our per-
manent staff. Bring your tree problems to us and let

us help you solve them.

little BEree jfarms (Jlear JSoston)

NURSERIES OF

American Forestry Company
Division K, 15 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

I

I

How to Handle Color in Decoration

(Continued from page 52)

proportion and balance in the composi-
tion. In this connection, the advancing
colors and strong colors in a high key
in general may be likened to seasoning
in food. Their function is to give zest.

Without them compositions would be
flat and dull, but an excess will cloy.

Pers6nal inclination must determine how
highly we like our color schemes sea-

soned. Or, to continue the analogy with

music, as the senses are stunned by a

continuous fortissimo blaring of brass,

so a continuous color fortissimo begets
weariness and discomfort. Keep the ac-

cents for their legitimate use as accents

and reliefs; use enough and freely, but
don't waste your chromatic ammunition.
It will surely lose its effect if you do.

Cooking with Retained Heat
f

(Continued from page 40)

as it is the onjy metal which will not

rust when constantly exposed to steam.

The Radiators and Heat Required

Next in importance, in the make up
of the cookers, are the radiators. Two
kinds are on the market, soapstone and
metal radiators. Each serves a special

purpose and the housewife who can

afford it has a set of each, that is, if

she uses the fireless cooker a great deal.

The metal radiators which heat quick-
est hold baking heat for one and a half

hours, while the soapstones, splendid
for slow cooking, hold the baking heat

in the cooker for nearly three hours.

For the best results certain processes

require a definite quantity of heat. It

would be difficult to estimate when the

radiators are sufficiently heated without

a thermometer. Fireless cooker ther-

mometers are made to stand on the

radiators while they are heating. The
following temperatures are authorita-

tive and, no matter what medium is

used to heat the radiators coal, wood,
gas, oil, electricity or alcohol the radi-

ators should be heated till the right tem-

perature is obtained, to get perfect re-

sults:

Roast meats Heat radiator 600 F.

Baked beatns or casserole dishes Heat
radiator 400 F.

Cakes Heat radiator 375 F.

Pies Heat radiator 450 F.

Biscuits Heat radiator 450 F.

It must be understood that all tireless

cooking is performed by retained heat.

Unlike any other process the copker
does not generate heat.

Food should not be placed too near

the radiators or it will be burned be-

fore it is cooked. Racks are used be-

tween radiator and utensil holding food.

When food does not fill the compart-
ment it is well to have a utensil filled

with boiling water to fill the remaining

space.
Most cooks use the radiators too con-

stantly. They should be reserved for

roasting or baking only, as the boiling

temperature which remains for over an
hour destroys flavor. In cooking cereals

the long, slow cooking process pre-
serves the flavor which is destroyed by
the quicker method.

Removing Food

As necessary as it is to remove food
from a range oven when it is cooked

just so soon should it be removed from
a fireless cooker. Otherwise the steam
condenses and the moisture is absorbed

by both food and radiators. When
that happens the radiators are no long-
er useful and the food is unpalatable.
It is then that a disagreeable odor ema-
nates from the radiators and permeates
the food that is afterward cooked in

the receptacles.

After each cooking process is over, the

radiators should be carefully cleaned

and dried and the cooker wells should

be thoroughly aired.

When the cook fails to get good re-

sults from the fireless cooker, it can be

depended upon that she has failed to

follow the rules. As stated before, food
should be removed from the cooker

when cooked. A roast should be taken

from the cooker when it has remained
the required number of minutes to the

pound to produce, as in any other oven,
a rare or a well done roast. When
roasting or baking, a heated radiator is

placed below the roast and one above it.

The utensil containing roast is placed
on a rack and the radiator above is

used as a cover to the pan or is placed
on a rack that fits inside the pan.
For boiling only one heated radiator

is used and that is placed at the bottom,
but it must be remembered that the best

results are obtained with no radiator

and a longer time.

The wise cook will carefully note the

rules that govern her particular cooker.

The fireless cooker for a family of two,
if the entire meal is to be cooked, should
be a two compartment size of eight-

quart capacity. If it is to be used as

an accessory only, a single compart-
ment will be sufficient. For serving
more than four persons, select a three

compartment size of eight-quart ca-

pacity.

Computing the Gas

When computing the quantity of gas
saved it must be remembered that the

radiators must be heated. Fifteen min-
utes are required to heat metal radiators

for baking. Twenty minutes are re-

quired to heat soapstone radiators for

baking. Five minutes extra are added
to each for roasting and twenty-five
minutes are necessary when an extra

size roast is to be cooked. The soap-
stotie radiator is then heated to ca-

pacity. It can absorb no more heat.

When the ten minutes required to

heat the oven before the roast is put
in a range oven are added to the fif-

teen minutes for each of the five pounds
of the roast, we will have just one hour
and twenty-five minutes compared with
the twenty minutes necessary to heat

the radiator which will cook the roast

in the same length of time. This makes
a difference of twenty minutes of gas
in favor of the fireless cooker. To hold
a brief for the range oven, other things
could also be cooked in it at the same
time. However, for the single baking
and for the single loaf of cake or pan
of biscuits and the long, slow process of

baking beans and cooking cereals there

is nothing that can take the place of
the fireless cooker. In the summer espe-
cially its uses are indispensable.
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A LYON & HEALY Apartment Grand Piano m
brown mahogany, equipped with the exclusive -

"SILENTO" and "CANDELECTRA"/eo/ures
A Ly-, G H<-ly production: brochure on requt. Lyon & Healy 54-2 J.ck.on Blvd: Clucagol

Shall Versailles
Be Vienna?

The genesis of the war of 1914-13

goes back to the Congress of

Vienna, for here Prussia laid the
foundation for the military domi-
nation of Germany which made it

possible for her to disturb the peace
of the world. Here the rulers

turned a deaf ear to the misery of

Poland; crushed the rising tide of
liberalism in the German Confed-
eracy; strengthened Bourbonism in

France and s* Hapsburg rule over
Italian States that had to bleed
half a century longer before they
achieved unity.

The Century Co. has just published
a book which is an intimate ac-
count of the Congress of Vienna.
It is entitled, "A Peace Congress
of Intrigue". It was compiled by
Frederick Freksa, and translated,
with an introduction and notes, by
Harry Hansen. In this book the
author has drawn upon the won-
derful story of social and political
intrigue told by the participants
themselves in their memoirs; and
here pass in review such figures as

Hardenberg, Wellington, Admiral
Sir Sidney Smith, Gentz, Dalberg,
the Prince de Ligne, Count de la

Garde, Frederick William of Prus-
sia, Francis of Austria, Marie Louise
and Napoleon's son, the young king
of Rome, the fascinating Countess
Zichy, Archduke John of Austria
and most of the princes and prin-
cesses, dukes and barons and crafty
statesmen of an age the influence
of which survived even down to
our own time.

"\ IVace Congress of Inlrigue" is sold
at all bookstore* for $2.50.

Filet Net
The most beautiful of all

curtains. Handmade in

original and exclusive de-

signs.

$9.00 pair up
If you prefer to do this

simple, interesting work
yourself, we will supply
NET BY THE YARD-
THREADS BY THE
SKEIN. (Exclusive sale

of threads used.)

Send for circular with de-

signs illustrated.
HARRIET de R. CUTTING
I.-VTKKIOK

MI 1-I-I.IK1* WITH
K.\TII OM1>KH

I Ml'IIMITT'KI*

Studios: 6 East 37th St, New York City

The MILCH GALLERIES
Dealers in

AMERICAN
PAINTINGS

WE recommend especially the

pictures of contemporary
artists whose reputations

have been established by
the high merit of their work

Our booklet with the latest irt newt of

the Rallrrif* just published jnt on
request ^ ^^ "GRAY DAY" J. FRANCIS Ul'KI'ir

E. & A. MILCH, INC.. 108 W. 57th St., New York
AdtointnQ Lntot Clul>

it

SATINOVER
GALLERIES

6y TIS1 1L GAEOFALO

Dealers in
v

SELECTED
OLD MASTERS

OBJECTS
ofART

Illustrated Booklet
on request

No. 27 West }6th Street

NEW YORK



'aintings by American Artists

"Clearing New Ground' Elliott.DaingerficlJ

picture on the wall is the first element of .dec-

l oration to catch the eye. It may easily spoil an

otherwise perfect room. Its selection should be the result

of careful thought, supplemented by professional advice

"Art Notes" will be found suggestive

May we send it you .'

WILLIAM MACBETH
Incorporated

450 Fifth Avenue << Fortieth sirn New York City

FURNITURE "NTERIORS

Reproduction
Old Tuscan Table

$150.00

MACBRIDE
"THE HOUSE OF THREE CiABLES'

E. 52n ST., N. Y.

The Story of Japanese Painting

portrait of Shotoku.
Delicate pinks and rich

greens, flecked here and
there with arabesques
of gold, the color-har-

mony charming as ever

Whistler compassed, the

general effect having a

stateliness which neither

Rubens nor Van Dyck
often surpassed such

is this masterpiece, one
of the greatest things
in the whole art of the

Far East.

Toba Sojo and Those
After Him

So princely a painter
as Kanaoka necessarily

proved a great stimu-
lus to aspiration with

Japanese artists, the

next strong individual-

ity among whom was
Toba Sojo, a bishop,
who lived in the mid-
llth Century. He was

(Continued from page 31)

i

"Kwannon, Goddess of

Compassion", by Den-
sho, the Japanese Fra

Angelica

Shortly before Densu's

day, it was acquired by
the Ashikaga family,

nearly all the Shoguns
of which line were sin-

gularly artistic, several

of them being them-
selves gifted amateur

painters. It was during
their regime that fine

landscape -painting
came to be widely
practised in Japan.

It would have been

strange, indeed, had

Japan not had great

landscapists, for, Den-
su's complaint about
the picnic parties not-

withstanding, there is

perhaps no country
where the love of nat-
ural beauty is so wide-

ly evident as there.
Even the humblest,
roughest people are
often fond of extolling

stream, or forest, or

primarily a humorist, figuring the dra- flowers, while Japanese literature is sin-

matis personae of contemporaneous po- gularly full of glowing tributes to
litical events in the guise of rabbits, or mountain and moorland; and it was
foxes, or frogs; and though, as a rule, scenery of the wild, mountainous
jokes seem rather stale when even a kind which chiefly inspired Shubun,
hundred years old, Toba's are as de- a favorite artist with the Shogun,
lightfully fresh still as if they had been Yoshimassa.
made only yesterday.
The output of humorous cartoons,

concerned with politics or with the life

Shubun's Followers

Among Shubun's pupils was Masa-
of ordinary people, increased at great nobu; among his friends Soami; the

speed immediately subsequent to Toba's former being renowned for his hieratic

time, and his name came to be the paintings besides his landscapes, while

generic term for such works, a specially Soami was poet as well as landscapist,
brilliant adept in this field being Gaki famous for his erudition in old pic-

Zoshi, whose somewhat sardonic wit tures, and, like Kanaoka, a celebrated

recalls Goya. designer of gardens.

Coevally there was founded the prac- It was in Soami's studio that Sesshiu
tice of painting scenes in bygone his- began work, this master being also a

tory, in which sort of art a rare mas- poet and scholar, devoted to playing
ter was Hato no Munezane, whose chef the flute, sadly fond of drink although
d'oeuvre illustrates the deeds of Sho- he belonged to the priesthood. Having
toku; while in 1352 was born Cho finished his studies with Soami, he set

Densu, master alike of portraiture and off for China, in search of a teacher

landscape, also a fine painter of religious who would further improve his skill,

pictures. As portraitist he showed him- His pictures being heard of by the Chi-
self as shrewd a critic of human char- nese Emperor, he was invited to the
acter as Hogarth or Holbein, while court, the suggestion being made there

sometimes he would vitalize the human that he should give an impromptu dis-

form as strongly as Rodin or Hals. It play, whereupon he called for a broom,
is told that the Shogun, conceiving an with which he drew an enormous dra-

enthusiastic interest in Densu's art, told gon, its vitality delighting the whole
him to name the greatest wish of his assemblage. "But I can find none in

life, -the painter at once exclaiming: all China who can teach me anything!"
"Sire, one thing alone do I long for, the exclaimed the artist proudly, which

passing of a law, forbidding people to boast is easily pardoned, considering

picnic in the grounds of the Tofukuji the loveliness of Sesshiu's art. He is

Temple, Kyoto, where I live and work, the Corot of Japan, his concern as

for such visitors always spoil the landscapist being usually with the more
beauty of the scene by leaving refuse pensive moods of nature

; while as bird-

behind them.''

Shogun Patronage

painter he has few, if any, rivals.

During the time of his activity there
came on the scene Tosa Mitsunobu,

The term "Shogun" may be cryptic adept in many styles, fostering his

to some readers. So it behooves me to genius by keen study of various foreign

explain that, from Toba Sojo's time on- schools, to-day busy with portraiture,
wards till the Revolution of 1868, the the next with history, and commonly
Mikados never had any real power, al- giving his historical incidents exquisite

though they were regarded as divine, landscape backgrounds. Deservedly he
the government being controlled by the won the ardent patronage of the Mi-
Shogunate, which office was hereditary kado, at once an official honor and a
in various noble houses in succession, recognition of his talent.

-^j

"7 he Carnival of Flowers", an amusing caricature by Toba Sojo,
the llth Century artist
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A GARDEN OF DELIGHT
breathing the world's sweetest perfumes blazing with

brilliant blossoms throughout the long summer months
and rearing green foliage above the snows of winter.

Wagner's New Free Flower Catalog

tells how and when and what to plant for the garden

beauty you wish to gain. It is a dependable guide to the

correct planting of Wagner's free blooming roses, bulbs,

flowers, hardy perennials and shrubs, vines, evergreens,

hedges and ornamental trees of all kinds.

For garden success, plan
Send today for Wagner's

WAGNER PARK NURSERIES
Nurserymen Florists

Wagner Landscape Service

will help you to attain the most effective planting of

your garden or estate. We will make a personal study
of your grounds, or you can send us a rough sketch of

the space to be planted. Wagner Landscape Gardening
Artists are experts in planning harmonious surroundings
for private homes and public institutions. For further

information without obligation, address our Landscape
Department.

now and plant early
Free Catalog No. 120

,
BOX 30, SIDNEY, OHIO
Landscape Gardeners

STANDARD
of MwWOULD

IRON FENCE AND ENTRANCE
GATES OF ALL DESIGNS AND

FOR ALL PURPOSES,
WE INVITE CORRESPONDENCE WITH
THOSE WHO ARE INTERESTED.

The Stewart Iron Works Co., Inc.

"Tat WotUs Grtatest Inn Fence Bu/Uai"

766 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio
WRITE FOR BOOK OF DESIGNS

Smoky
No payment accepted

unless successful.

r* 1 Also expert services

r ireplaces
n Ecncral

Made to
work

t

FREDERIC N. WHITLET
Engineers ind Contractors
H Fulton St. . BfooUjn. N. Y.

ANOTHER

VICK'S
Garden and Floral

For 1919 GUIDE Now Ready

Ereryone interfiled at iM in gardening
tlunilil hart a raft, fur crfily Heart tkr

Iniina author itt in reoetarjlt. /arm ana

tnrer tteat. Heine accurate, *
iMtructict information o6ol planting.
tie An inralvaWe midr to a sMMMfw
fnrden Send lor your Ires cy tediy

before you forget.

IGK
TRIUMPH

THREE SPLENDID NEW ASTERS
The Reward of Years of Careful Plant Breeding

Heart of France. A deep, rich, dmlntlon-compvlllnc
red. Itie rao*t beautiful and beat, true red at<-r ever Into.

Uuml. In remarkable brllltanry and vigor ufitd its

name In honor of hrro.c, *u-dfst France, i'er packet 25c.

Vick' Silvery Rose. A unique shade cbanrrable In dif-
ferent light! frtmi a glowing ru*yoerlftitu a *llTrr> nwt*. A chant)
Ing color, sure to pleai the moat (ajtldioiu. lYr ; ucki't 25c.

Vick's Peerless Yellow. The moat satisfactory yellow yet

produced. While not aa striking a* lu more brilliantly colored
cousins. Its delicate hue of pure lulpbur yellow nidear- it at

once to the heart of erery true IOTCT of beauty. Per packet 25e.
Karh of these new arlftim has stroll** sturdy planti and

bears a profusion of exceptionally large double flowers with
long stems. Unguent ionably three of the mod attnrtlre ra
rietifs erer pr(xlu<vtl by the concern that ha* introduced
more new distinct Tarletiea than all other American seedsmea
combined, the Pioneer &lsil-order 8eelhou of America,
largest grower* of asters In the world with more than 600
acres devuted to producing vegetables, farm and flower seed*
Ud pUDtS. As an inducement to try our Quality S*ed. we offer;

Vick's Glorious Peace Aster Collection. One packet
each four colors branching aatera White K>c Pink lOc.

Purple lOc. Rose lOc, together with valuable booklet. "How
to Grow Afters." All for 25c.

JAMES VICK'S SONS
"America'.* Firmt National Sttdhauie"

18 Stone St., Rochester, N. Y. Th* Flomr City

$1.25 each ThrM for $3.50 BIRDS HELPED WIN
PROTECT THEM

Rustic Bird Hoiuei are the molt

attractive. $1.25 each and three

[or J3.50. If wanted by Parcel Pott,

include postage.

CRESCENT CO.
Rirclvill* Torn* River, N. J.

COLONIAL REPRODUCTIONS
May be choien either for the
entire furniihinfr or here and
there a well selected piece to
harmonite with the surround-
ing interior The Leaveni way
of allowing; the purrhater tc
specify the color, finish or dee-
oration has made many satis-
fled customers Thii. of courie
ij in addition to the larit
ataortment of detiirnt and
>tyle alwayi carried In stock.
Shipments carefully made, in-
suring aafe delivery
Send for complete catalog;, over
200 illustrations and color chart

\VILUAM LEAVENS iTO. w
32 C<uuJ St. BOSTON. MASS.
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Lowell Mason, born
Bedfield, Mass.,
1792; died Orange.
N. J.. 1872; an
American musical
composer especially
noted as a teacher.
llo jmblished many
collections, principal-
ly of Thurch and
Sunday School mu-
sic. At 20 played on
all musical instru-
ments ; promoted vo-
ral music in Boston
and New England ;

1832 founded Hoxtim
Academy of Music;
made Doct9r of Mu-
sic by U n i versity of
Xf\v York; his musi-
cal library presented
to Yale College by
Ida heirs.

PORTRAIT OF LOWELL MASON
Painted in 1831

BY ASHER BROWN DURAND
Sice of Cant-as 30" x 25"

THE "Old Masters" sold from our
collection are always exchange-

able at full purchase price.

(Batteries
Dealers in "Old Masters" Exclusively

707 FIFTH AVENUE AT 55TH ST. NEW YORK

DANERSK DECORATIVE FURNITURE
:'T T OW can I obtain a pleasing harmony of color in my
L I room in furniture and fabrics, and yet be able to

select the particular size, style, and number of pieces that

I need?" Only in Danersk Furniture can this question be

answered quickly, 'adequately and in exquisite, good taste.

We have the pieces ready for immediate finishing in the

color harmony of your own choosing. Your individual

requirements are met without added cost.

Permanent records of all orders are kept for future addi-

tions.

Consultation and advice without obligation to purchase.

Send plans of single rooms or entire house.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 4/th Street, New York
First Door West of Fifth Avenue 4th floor

SEND FOR VALUABLE
BOOK "A-z"

Garden

Couru->.\ uf Unit- Tree Farms

The arborvitce draws attention by its form
and the play oj light on its foliage

The Winter Window Box

YOU
know those windows of sum-

mer in the country, so bright with

boxes of geraniums, daisies and

glowing petunias? And it has occurred

to you how much those same windows

(and, in fact, the whole house) would
lose in effectiveness were the plants re-

moved? If you can answer these ques-

tions in the affirmative, then what fol-

lows should be of especial interest. And
if you cannot, read it anyway and ap-

ply its ideas to your own home.
The outdoor window-box should and

can be a year-round adornment of the

house in either city or country. As to

its warm-weather planting, I shall not

;peak here, for that is a separate sub-

ject and untimely in cold weather. Let

the winter box alone concern us now,
the box planted with hardy little ever-

greens whose thrifty color and sturdy
forms defy the lowest temperatures and
heaviest snows. Whether viewed from
within or without, the window well

planted with evergreens finds its attrac-

tiveness increased a hundredfold.

The Type of Box

Generally speaking, the evergreen
window-box need not be different from
the one for summer flowers and vines,
so long as it is substantially built and
able to withstand the hardships of severe

weather. It is well to remember, how-
ever, that the matter of architectural

and color harmony with the exterior of

the house is of special importance, be-

cause the box itself will be more in

evidence when the upright evergreens
are used than if it were partially masked
by flowering plants of more drooping
habit. In this connection it may be well

to note that window-boxes are now
offered for sale along with the little trees

to fill them. The majority of the manu-
facturers sell only the boxes themselves,
but a few firms can supply them with
selected evergreens all ready for plant-

ing, and even plan the arrangement for

you.
The advantages of the ready-to-plant

boxes are worth considering. In the
first place, the little evergreens are espe-
cially prepared for planting when they
reach you. This point is more impor-
tant than may appear at first glance,
because much of the success of the little

trees depends upon the care with which
they are moved from the nursery to

the box. Furthermore, if the plants
are purchased from a reliable concern,
you need have no anxiety as to the
hardiness and general sturdy qualities
of the stock. Still another advantage
is that, by following directions, you
will secure a balanced arrangement of a
number of different varieties which ex-

perience has proved to be harmonious.
The evergreens used in these winter

window-boxes range in height from 8"
to 18" and, in some cases to 24". The
determination of which heights will be

best, hinges, of course, upon the size of
the box and largely upon its location.

Naturally, you would not want tall

specimens in a low, broad window, nor

very low ones where the windows are

high and narrow. A brief list of stand-
ard species includes Colorado blue

spruce (silvery green), white spruce
(silvery gray), Norway spruce (dark
green), red cedar (dark green), white

pine (silvery green), American arbor-
vitae (light green).

Looking over this list, you might
think that the colors are so nearly alike

that the result would be monotonous.
Such is not the case, however, because
in addition to the countless indefinable
tones and shades which are apparent to
the eye, there are the differences in form
and structure of the selected species
which lend variety to the whole. The
spruces, for example, are rather stiff and
spiky, with short, straight needles.

Pines, on the other hand, look softer
and more tufted; their needles are

longer and softer, lending a more grace-
ful aspect to the whole plant. The
cedars and arborvita? are again dif-

ferent. They are the finest textured of

all, and in the case of the arborvitz we
find perhaps more to hold the eye than
with any of the others. This results

alike from the apparent color variation
due to the effects of light on the pe-
culiar hand-like character of the foliage,
and from the compact, symmetrical
form of the plant as a whole.

Warm Weather Uses

It would be misleading to close this

article without mentioning the fact that,
if properly cared for, these little ever-

greens may be carried over for several

years. During the warmer months they
are by no means to be despised as

garden accents.

Courtesy of Little Tree Farms

The formal house calls for formality in box and planting. Particular
attention should be paid to the type of the box, because where ever-
greens instead of flowering plants are used its form is more pronounced
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"JOHN BAER" TOMATO
By Their Fruits Ye Shall Know Them

A War Tomato Patch
Tlif ('Htintru Gentleman)

.

(Siswcll ". '. Srofl.

.Montgomery County, Kantoi.

Write for Botgiano'i 1919 Seed Annual. It mhowm the
"John Baer" Tomato in exact *i*e and color. It gives a

compltte lilt of Bolgiano'*"Big Crop" Seed*, beautifully
illustrated and fully described. It contains valuable

garden information that will assist you in making your
ISIS garden the best.

NEW CROP
SEED "John Baer" Tomato ORIGINATOR'S

SEED ONLY

Perfeel Fruit in 30 Days The Best Extremely Early Tomato on Earth

"John Baer" Tomato Produces Perfect, Solid, High-Crown, Beautiful,
Brilliant Red Tomatoes in 30 Days from Large, Strong, Well-
Matured Plants Grown in Veneer Bands with Roots Undisturbed

Prices: Pkts 25c. 1 Oz. 75c. 2 Ozs. $1.45. % Lb. $2.75. Va Lb.

$5.00. 1 Lb. $10.00. Postpaid. We Offer Veneer Bands 75c Per 100.

GOOD QUALITIES OF THE "JOHN BAER" TOMATO
"John Baer" Tomato produces the most perfect High Crown Tomatoes ever grown, entirely
free from core.
"John Baer" Tomato produces an enormous crop of Tomatoes, 100 fruit and over to each
plant.
Every "John Baer" Tomato ripens evenly, right up to the stem.
No cripples, no scalds, no blight, no cracked, no wrinkled, no one-sided, uneven, scarred fruit.
When dead ripe "John Baer" Tomato will not burst.
"John Baer** Tomato has a wonderful glistening, brilliant, bright red color.
"John Baer" Tomato has a mild, delicioualy sweet flavor. The finest flavor you have ever
tasted.
"John Baer" Tomato is almost seedless; it requires 6 to 8 bushels of "John Bacr" Tomatoes
to make one pound of seed, a marvelous Stem Setter, often ten
fruit in first cluster, solid and meaty.
"John Baer" Tomato has just enough foliage- -will stand plenty
of manuring without going to vine. Set plants 3x3^ feet.

"John Baer Tomato is the most perfect shipping Tomato ever
grown 24 fruit exactly fill a six-carrier basket.
Each beautiful "John Baer" Tomato weighs about 6 'A ounces.
"John Baer" Tomato Seed was saved only by John Baer. the

originator, who personally selected and picked every Tomato
from which he saved this need, selecting only the most_beauti-
ful, perfect fruit of the Early Stem Set Clusters.
"John Baer" Tomato is the offspring of two marvelous Toma-
toes One Great Specialist' having devoted 10 years in select-

ing and improving one parent and Another Expert devoted
five years in selecting and improving the other parent. The
"John Baer" Tomato is, therefore, the result of Fifteen Genera-
tions of Improvement and Selection for earliness, quality,
shape, fruit, color and shipping quality.
As a Canning Tomato. "John Baer" is a miracle
Fancy, no seconds, and all can whole.

they all can

ESTABLISHED
1818

"BIG CROP" SEEDS
FOR OVER A CENTURYJ. Bolgiano & Son

Address Department 1O5 BALTIMORE, MD.
MR. JOHN BAER

The Man Who Has Per-
formed Wonder* With

Tomatoes

Fourth**)

1A Price Rose Sale
This special offer enables jnu to provide for a

luvely display of "Monthly" Hybrid Tea Roses at

almost no coat. My regular price la 5 for $1, but I

now again make a spec-ia! ha If-price offer of 10

Roses, each one a different variety, sent prepaid,
and all tor only $1, if you order NOW. <60 for

$5.) If you appreciate choice Roses, don't mH*
this liberal offer. Provide NOW f>r a permanent.
and handsome display at small cost.

Other Big $1 Specials
50 lovely Gladioli. $1; 12 fine Dahlias. $1: 12

assort id Hardy Iris. $1; 12 gorgeous faunas, Jl; 5

uraud I'timU's, $1.

WHITE, RED, BLACK, PURPLE

GRAPES
Wouldn't you enjoy

rich, sweet, luscious

Grapes of your own grow-

ing each year? For only

$1 I will supply four 2-

year old vines, 1 each of

Niagara white; Brigh-
tonred ; Concord pur-

ple, and Worden black.

Send $1 for this collec-

tion today and enjoy a
lifetime treat.

CLARENCE B. FARGO
Desk O Kra.clituwii. N. J.

11' si. R.-cis Kv.rhcarlne BJ Kunberrlvs. Jl.

(All drllverirs made at M-OJMT time.)

The Right Rose Plants

for Your Section
Guaranteed to Bloom

Successful rose growers the country over come to Conard &
Jones Company for their rose plants because we specialise on

roses and study
the climatic and
soil conditions

peculiar to eachROSES > cali*-

ONARD
BLOOM

Wide assortment of choice, guaranteed -to- bloom Conard
Climbers, to -tart your 1 M ; collection, at a tPfttal price.

American Pillar (leading single pink); Thousand
Beauty (many colored); Coronation (fluffy car*

mine); Climbing American Beauty (deep rosy
pink); Dr. W. Van Fleet (flesh pink); Gardenia
(exquisite yellow).
In Star ilze . . , entire six, $4.50; any four, $3.00
In 2 year ). . .entlr* six, 3.00: any four. 2.00

By Parcel Post, C. O. D.. postage extra.

Write today for our free 52 page Floral Guide
uitli it we will nend (until March 311 special

list snowing right telcction for your por-
tii-ttlar tectton.

CONARD & JONES COMPANY
Rote Specialists backed by Fifty

Years' Experience

Robert Pyle
President

Anlolne \Vlnuer
Vice Pres.
Box 126

West Grove. Pa.

(Oregon Beauty)

WING'S DAHLIAS
When M i ni MM' r lif^'ins to wane and the
gardens to lose their splendor, the Dahlia
comes into her own. Gone are the stately
Iris and the glowing Phlox; the Peony is

but a memory. The coot days of autumn
aound the knell of the sun-loving flowers,
but stimulate to an opulence of bloom the
iMhliii. last of the lovely train. All the
colors of all the seasons are combined In
her blossoms; the delicacy of the first

spring flowers, the tints of June roses,
the brilliancy of autumn leaves. The
forms are as varied aa the colors, so

changed and Improved Is this flower.
Massive blooms of velvet and aatln are
found, together with forms as airy and
graceful as snow crystals.
\\V want all who lo*e beauty in the hnrne to
write for our catalog describing our two hun-
dred varieties of Dahlias. Many of these are
obtainable from no other source In America,
Ti. those who wish to obtain a beautiful col-
lect inn for a moderate rost. we offer the
follow-in*:

Eleven Varieties for S2.2O
Value. 92.70

Oreaon Beauty. Peony. Immense relvety cherry
r-'.i Countets of Malmstfaury Ca/tu-s, dfllct
reach pink. Llbtll* Cactus. deei> purple.
Ptrls de Lyes Decurattre. Pure white. Briga-
dier ractun. brlftot crimson. Ross Pink Cen-
turySingle, TlolAt rose, J. H. Jackson
t actus. relrety maroon. Jack Row IM-ora-
tive. t'olor rose of tame name. Prince of Yel-
low* i'actus, soft primrose. Debutante Cac-
nw. Try fan rose. Glowing Gen Singh*, deep
crimson. All good strong roots.

The Wing Seed Company
(The HOUM of Quality and Mod<-rl, ;

Box 1327 Mechanicsburf, Ohio



House <y LT a r a f

Designs Created by the Reed Shop are

The Exponents of Refinement and Comfort
In Furnishings for

DRAWING AND LIVING ROOMS
SOLARIUMS, CLUBS, AND YACHTS

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

REED SHOP, INC.

581 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK
"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 25c postage

bald you think
this a Player Piano?

WOULD you adorn and complete your home with the most
beautiful of all possessions, a Player Grand Piano

A piano"which will equally satisfy the accomplished musician
who can play, and the music lover who cannot himself play?

PlayerQrand PiAND
This the masterpiece of the piano maker s art, containing

the wonderful Kranich & Bach Self-playing Mechanism, is the

only grand made in which the playing devices entirely disap-

pear when not in use.

KRANICH & BACH
E. zjrd St.. New York City

CHICAGO 1158 WabashAve.

Doors and Shutters of the Colonial Period

(Continued from page 21)

more, not quite so long, at the base.

The two lower panels were separated
from the four upper by a wide cross-

rail.

18th Century Panels

In the early 18th Century (c. 1700-

c. 1735 or 1740) the same two arrange-
ments persisted to some extent and, in

addition, we find a wealth of multiple

panel arrangements of no little diversity

three long vertical panels above, the

same below, and a wide cross-rail be-

tween; two large above, two small

square or horizontal oblong below, and
two large again at the bottom, broad

cross-rail occurring usually below the

two small panels; three small square

panels at top, three vertical below them,
a broad cross-rail, three more small

squares, and then three verticals at the

bottom; and besides these there were
various occasional combinations of ver-

tical and horizontal panels, panels with

shaped heads, and triangular panels di-

vided by diagonal rails, as in the door

of the Parson Williams house at Deer-

field, Massachusetts, one of the best

New England examples.
In the mid-18th Century (c. 1735-

c. 1775) the most characteristic arrange-
ment had eight panels two small

squares above, two vertical panels be-

low, then two small, then two large, all

stiles and rails being of about equal
breadth.

In the late 18th and early 19th Cen-
turies (c. 1775-c. 1815) there was an
almost universal return to a six panel

plan, the proportions, however, some-
what different from the earlier six panel

scheme, two small at top, two long,

a broad cross-rail, and two large panels
below. '

The panel divisions are not, of course,
an invariable index to date as there

were overlappings, earlier forms persist-

ing into a later period, on the one hand,
and later forms, on the other, being
sometimes foreshadowed in earlier

periods; but in the main the indications

are reliable.

Types and Periods

If anything, it is even more impor-
tant to mark well the kinds of panels
whether they be countersunk, bevel-

flush, or flush and whether there be a

molding denning the panel or whether
it abuts directly against stiles and rails

without a molding; likewise the dimen-
sions and profiles of moldings, for they
varied in every period. Not only did

each period have its own general mold-

ing characteristics, such as the favorite

quarter-round molding between panel

edge and the stiles and rails of the early
18th Century, but there were also minor

variations and each of them holds some
lesson for us. Shutters followed pretty

closely the characteristics of the doors.

Attention should be called to the fre-

quent practice, especially in the first

half of the 18th Century, of using two
narrow doors instead of merely one

wide door.

The two cardinal principles to ob-

serve in studying doors and shutters of

the Colonial period, and in any creative

work resulting therefrom, are ( 1 ) pro-

priety of scale and (2) consistency.
The former requires the scale of the

door's details the proportions and

depth of its panels and the size and con-

tour of its moldings shall coincide with
the scale of the corresponding charac-

teristics in the doorway. To illustrate,

it would be an infraction of the prin-

ciples to put an early 18th Century door
with deep-set bevel-flush panels and

vigorous, boldly-defined moldings within

an Adam doorway where all the con-

tours are shallow and all the details ex-

ceedingly delicate. It would be like

putting a full-blown peony in a bunch
of small orchids a violation of all our

ideals of fitness and harmony of char-

acter.

Congruity

The second principle calls for cor>-

gruity between door and doorway. Do
not put a door of a pronounced type of

design into a doorway where the type
of design is utterly at variance; for in-

stance, an early 18th Century door with

multiple divisions and shaped panel
heads into an Adam doorway of severe

rectilinear emphasis. It is a univer-

sally accepted truth that the openings
have more to do with the appearance
of a building than almost any other

feature. This applies to what we put
within those openings as well as to the

openings themselves. The inconsistency
of a good doorway and a bad door is

obvious, like a wretched chromo in a

beautiful frame.

The writer holds no brief for a puris-

tic, meticulous adherence to architec-

tural and decorative precedent and slav-

ish reproduction. That would be noth-

ing but archaeology, would mean the

rapid ossification of all originality and
initiative and would put a speedy stop
to all legitimate adaptation and crea-

tion. But there are certain inherent prin-

ciples of fitness that are unalterable. A
lively perception of these principles re-

sults from the conscientious heed of just

such details as have been pointed out.

They are subtle, and potent as they are

subtle, and they richly repay the study
bestowed on them. Likewise they are

prompt to avenge neglect or ignorance
or misuse.

At Milford, Conn., is found a* seven-

panel narrow type of Colonial door of
late 17th Century design
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"Evergreen

Bittersweet'

Beautiful 365 days in theYear
\Yith gorgeous red berries aguinxt foliage that is

green all year round, this vine beautifies the home
\vitli a thick shade in the summer, and with glowing
fruit and bright leaves when other vines are bare.

Evergreen Bittersweet (Euonymus Vegetm) climbs to

a noble height in the severest climates, where Eng-
lish ivy can be used only as a ground cover. Two
year old vines fruit freely.

Planted in rows and sheared, it

makes an incomparable ever-

green hedge, solid and erect.

Strong Pot Plants,

50c each ; $5 per doz.

$35 per 100.

Write now for latest catalog of

Hardy Plants, Trees,
Shrubs, etc.

It contains a great variety of the most

dependable and popular favorites in

hardy plants, Roses, Peonies, Del-

phiniums, Evergreens, Rhododendrons.
Also seeds of superlative quality.
Write today.

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO.
339 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

arketBasket U
Vegetable Seed Collection

^ on can "go to market" in your own garden, getting

fresh, crisp vegetables for summer use, and some to save

for winter. ,A dollar invested in seed now will mean

many dollars saved next summer.

A Garden Full of Vegetables
the kinds that your family likes; the kinds that are easy
to grow and that will give you satisfactory returns. Forbes'
Dollar Market Basket Collection of Seeds contains

One Packet Each of these Eighteen Varieties:

Beans, Kiliff of Earlies ; Ward-
well's Wax; Fordhook Bush
Lima.

Beet, Detroit Dark Red;
Early Wonder.

Carrot, Coreless.

Cucumber, Forbes' Prolific
White Spine.

Lettuce, Champion of All;
Grand Rapids.

Onion, Yellow Globe Danvers;
Red Wethersfleld.

Parsley, Moss Curled.

Radish, Scarlet Globe; Scarlet

Turnip White-Tip.

Spinach, Savoy-Leaved.
Swiss Chard.
Tomato, Matchless.

Turnip, Purple-Top White
Globe.

Sent Postpaid for One Dollar
Forbes' 1919 Catalogue "Every Garden Requisite" is full

of helps for the vegetable and flower grower seeds, tools,

insecticides. Write loday for your free copy.

ALEXANDER FORBES & Co., seedsmen
116 Mulberry Street, Newark, New Jersey
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CHOICE WOOD MANTELS FROM THE BEST EARLY EXAMPLES
True to the originiU in their charming refinement of line and detail.

FIREPLACE ACCESSORIES H.nd Forged Bket Gr,t. Andiron.. J.mb Hook..
Log Pail*. Cranes. Trivet*. Etc.

Quaint and interesting deiitfnt of the Early English and Colonial Period*.

ARTHUR TODHUNTER Showroom. 101 Park Ave.. New York

First Time Ever Offered
in America

Europe until now has alone enjoyed
a great nut delicacy large, tasty Fil-

berts. The American wild Filbert has
lacked size, taste and food value.

Seven years ago, however, we im-

ported plants that bore abundantly,
as far North as Riga, Russia, and
obtained a European nut expert to

begin experiments here. Success has
crowned his efforts and we now offer

you

Improved European Filbert.

(Hazel) Nut Trees
Famous nut experts C. A. Reed, of the U. S. Dept. of

Agriculture and Dr. R. T. Morris have pronounced
our plants wonderful. On the shore of Lake Ontario,
with temperature last winter of 20 degrees below
zero, they thrive and bear abundantly.

Beauty and Profit

Bushes make a very ornamental shrub with deep green leathery foliage
in summer and loaded with husks of delicious nuts, which ripen in Sep-
tember here. Plants bear second or third year after planting, and when
10 years old stand 5 to 7 feet high, and should yield 20 to 25 pounds of
nuts each.

All plants offered grown on their own roots, are 2 to 4 feet high, and
will thrive in any moderately rich, well drained soil with very little culti-

vation. Be the first to grow large Filberts
the European kind on your grounds for
real pleasure or in orchard for good profit.
Satisfaction comes either way. Send for
catalog with full details.

L.W. HALL COMPANY, Inc./E*/. 1879

581 Cutler Bldg. Rochester, N. Y.
Complete Mock of Fruit and Ornamental

Trees, shrubs, vines, berry plants, etc.



Plasterwork in Modern Decoration
(Continued from page 33)

AL the taste expended in the bathroom
is useless unless the water closet is

quiet of operation. A noisy closet is an

annoyance to you, an embarrassment

to your guests.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO.

SILENT CLOSET
incorporates special features to make its operation

quiet and thorough. Its sanitary features over-

come the danger of clogging and subsequent

damage. No effort has been spared to make the

Si-wel-clo and its component parts the very best.

The Si-wel-clo is but one item of our complete line

of all-clay plumbing fixtures. "Tepeco" Plumbing
is china or porcelain, solid and substantial. Dirt

does not readily cling to its glistening ^ white sur-

face, nor will . that surface be worn away by
scouring. A wise investment a beautiful one.

Before you build or renovate send for our in-

structive book, "Bathrooms ofCharacter," P-8.

The
TRENTON
POTTERIES
COMPANY

TRENTON NEW JERSEY

vices of the utmost delicacy or for

modeling large and bold figures; durable

and resistant; and susceptible of great

diversity of finish and texture ranging
from a mirror-like polish to a creamy,
granular chalk-like surface. It can be

modeled, stamped, incised, and cast, and
it may be colored and stencilled.

It is a misapprehension to regard
decorative plasterwork as applicable

only to ceilings. It was once extensively
used for the embellishment of wall sur-

faces and the field for that sort of or-

namentation is still just as. free and

legitimate as it has ever been. The
overmantel space, panels over doors or

above windows, tympana above re-

cessed doors and windows, lunettes over

windows or at the ends of barrel-

vaulted ceilings any wall space, in fact,

that is limited and clearly defined and

possessed of some emphasis of location

that invites a measure of decoration

are all eminently appropriate places for

decorative plasterwork. In such places
no one hesitates for a moment to hang
plaster casts of della Robbia subjects
and similar compositions, perhaps col-

ored and gilt, as detached or detachable

pieces of decoration, thus incidentally

paying a tribute to decorative plaster-
work without their being more than
half conscious of doing so. It would
be quite as fitting to fill those same

places with plaster decoration, modeled
in situ, or else to incorporate the

plaques and panels of della Robbia and
other reproductions, and model suitable

plaster settings about them, keeping the
whole composition in the white or add-

ing color and gold, whichever might
seem preferable.

This incorporation of previously ex-

ecuted plaster reliefs is mechanically a

simple matter and ensures really fine

plaster decoration of a certain type at

a very low cost. Again the same spaces
might be filled with conventionalized

repeats, modeled and stamped in situ,

or cast separately and then assembled
and set.

Mural Plasterwork

For a more extended and ambitious
use of mural plaster decoration, if one
be so inclined, a frieze, the cornice, the
cove above the cornice, or the whole
wall space between the wainscot and
the 'cornice, provide ample opportu-
nity. In the last named instance the
wall becomes essentially a decoration
and must be given the decorative right
of way, other features being kept away
from it.

So far as ceilings are concerned, to

which for a long time past convention
seems to have confined plaster adorn-

ment, the possibilities are almost with-
out limit. That so comparatively lit-

tle serious attention has been paid in

our day to plaster decoration as a ceil-

ing resource is probably due to the

perfunctory and unalluring character

of the ceilings so embellished, by the

square foot or the yard, in the middle
of the last century. There, are plenty
of them still intact to exert a baleful

influence and prejudice popular taste

against employing any similar means to

create interest. It is not unnatural that

people who know decorative plaster-
work only in an unfavorable form
should conclude that it is better to have
no decoration than bad decoration. And
yet, there is something illogical in hav-

ing the walls replete with interest and
then cut the interest short at the angle
of wall and ceiling, leaving overhead a

"broad, blank waste of white."
It is far more logical to make the

ceiling a feature of distinct interest and,
if need be, to concentrate interest there,

keeping the walls, paneled or otherwise,

comparatively plain to act as a foil to

the furnishings and decorations that will

necessarily be placed against them. If

one seeks precedent for such marshaling
of decoration, there is no lack of it,

from the frequent practice of the

Brothers Adam and their contempo-
raries all the way back to the days of

Queen Elizabeth. The same may be

said of decorative practice in France and
Italy, and many an Italian room of the

Renaissance period had severely plain
walls while the ceiling was resplendent
with adornment. The use of plaster-
work as a means of ceiling decoration

does not necessarily involve a preten-
tious scheme nor a large space. It is

so adaptable and so flexible in its modes
that it may be employed, in one form
or another, equally well in a stately

apartment and in the simplest of small
rooms.

Renaissance Decorations

During the Renaissance period plaster
decoration received a great impetus
through the work of the Italian stuc-

cotori who, inspired by many newly-
found masterpieces wrought by the old
Roman plaster artists, not only emu-
lated in stucco-duro the beautiful low
reliefs executed by their ancient pre-
decessors, but also developed a sys-
tem of bold modeling of large figures
and vigorous details in high relief or
in the round. They wrought and taught
in France and jingland, as well as in

Italy, and the seeds of their teaching
fell on fertile soil. In France, as a re-

sult, was developed the admirable tech-

nique that produced the impressive
plasterwork of the Louis XIV style and
the intricate and often exceedingly deli-

cate creations of the following reign.
In England the development took an

(Continued on page 64)

\ \

A ceiling detail of "Solicitude,"

Penn House, Philadelphia
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REER'S 1919
GARPEN BOOK
m*m*m*m*m*mmmm~*mm*mm*mm^m*mH*

Solve Your Gardening Problems

by using Dreer's Garden Book for a ready refer-

ence. It combines the experience and knowledge
of eighty-one years. Both the amateur and pro-
fessional gardener will find invaluable the expert
advice on how to grow the best

Vegetables and Flowers
224 pages, with over a thousand photographic illustra-

tions, describing and listing practically everything worth

growing in the garden, truck patch or farm.

Four Color Plates of Drecr's Specialties in

I'cyctables and Flou-ers

Mailed free if v<>i< mention this publication

HENRY A. DREER
714-716 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia

The Only Ruffled Gladiolus

Offered in the World
Gladiolus are fast becoming
the most popular flowers, and

if you are interested in them

you cannot afford to be with-

out a copy of our well illus-

trated 52-page catalogue for

1919, which is free for the

asking.

It contains a list of nearly
300 varieties selected from

thousands of our best seed-

lings. All of our production
and almost all of them ob-.

tainable only from us. The

catalogue contains the most

complete cultural and storage

directions on this flower ever

published and is worth hav-

ing for this reason if for no

other. It .tells you how to

grow "Giant Gladiolus," etc.

May we send you a copy?.

Address the originator of the

Ruffled Gladiolus

A. E. KUNDERD
Box 2

GOSHEN, IND., U. S. A.

;urpees
Seeds

Burpee's Annual The Leading American Seed
Catalog

Burpee's Annual Is a rnmplrtp guide for th<> Flower and Vegetable Harden. It mntaltu an entire cliap-

ill-lte VEGETYBLF
'

Klti'lT*
"!OPS and f;BEEX8 and SALADS, and last-but most deliclou* of

Burpee's Annual will IK mailed to you free upon request. Write for your copy today, a post card will du.

WATLEE BURPEE CO., Seed Growers. Philadelphia

I

There'* only one motto
You need

To auccc

"BETTER".

The other man's winning?
Then you
Muat do

BETTER!

In no other way than by repeat-
ing this little poem by Cooke,
could I illustrate so well what it

is that has yearly made

PETERSON ROSES
Better and still better until now they are freely acknowledged
by rosarians the world over the best that are anywhere
produced.

An inborn and ever-increasing love for the rose, combined
with enthusiasm and hard work has produced a result which
annually brings forth, entirely unsolicited, literally hundreds
of such letters as follow :

Cowanda, N. y., April 24, 1918.

"Of all the rose growers from
u-hom I have procured goods, am
glad to advise that yours show the
healthiest and sturdiest grou'th.
and furnish the greatest number
of Hooms." .

I 123 H'yoming Are., Scranton. Pa. \
June 14, 1918. I

"It may interest voii to know I

1 that I ordered roses from fve dif- --

\ ferent concerns, and that your i

i plants u-erc far superior to ov / t

i reetn-ed"
Harry Simffson.

"A Little Book About Roses"
sent on request, tells you the whole story

GEORGE H. PETERSON
Rose and Peony Specialist

Box 3 Fair Lawn, N. J.



Plasterwork in Modern Decoration
(Continued from page 33)

AL the taste expended in the bathroom
is useless unless the water closet is

quiet of operation. A noisy closet is an

annoyance to you, an embarrassment
to your guests.

THE TRENTON POTTERIES CO.

SILENT CLOSET
incorporates special features to make its operation
quiet and thorough. Its sanitary features over-

come the danger of clogging and subsequent
damage. No effort has been spared to make the

Si-wel-clo and its component parts the very best.

The Si-wel-clo is but one item of our complete line

of all-clay plumbing fixtures. "Tepeco" Plumbing
is china or porcelain, solid and substantial. Dirt
does not readily cling to its glistening? white sur-

face, nor will , that surface be worn away by
scouring. A wise investment a beautiful one.

Before you build or renovate send for our in-

structive book, "Bathrooms of Character," P-8.

The
TRENTON
POTTERIES
COMPANY

TRENTON NEW JERSEY

vices of the utmost delicacy or for

modeling large and bold figures; durable
and resistant; and susceptible of great

diversity of finish and texture ranging
from a mirror-like polish to a creamy,
granular chalk-like surface. It can be

modeled, stamped, incised, and cast, and
it may be colored and stencilled.

It is a misapprehension to regard
decorative plasterwork as applicable
only to ceilings. It was once extensively
used for the embellishment of wall sur-

faces and the field for that sort of or-

namentation is still just as. free and
legitimate as it has ever been. The
overmantel space, panels over doors or

above windows, tympana above re-

cessed doors and windows, lunettes over
windows or at the ends of barrel-

vaulted ceilings any wall space, in fact,
that is limited and clearly defined and
possessed of some emphasis of location

that invites a measure of decoration
are all eminently appropriate places for
decorative plasterwork. In such places
no one hesitates for a moment to hang
plaster casts of della Robbia subjects
and similar compositions, perhaps col-

ored and gilt, as detached or detachable

pieces of decoration, thus incidentally
paying a tribute to decorative plaster-
work without their being more than
half conscious of doing so. It would
be quite as fitting to fill those same
places with plaster decoration, modeled
in situ, or else to incorporate the

plaques and panels of della Robbia and
other reproductions, and model suitable

plaster settings about them, keeping the
whole composition in the white or add-
ing color and gold, whichever might
seem preferable.

This incorporation of previously ex-
ecuted plaster reliefs is mechanically a

simple matter and ensures really fine

plaster decoration of a certain type at
a very low cost. Again the same spaces
might be filled with conventionalized

repeats, modeled and stamped in situ,
or cast separately and then assembled
and set.

Mural Plasterwork

For a more extended and ambitious
use of mural plaster decoration, if one
be so inclined, a frieze, the cornice, the
cove above the cornice, or the whole
wall space between the wainscot and
the cornice, provide ample opportu-
nity. In the last named instance the
wall becomes essentially a decoration
and must be given the decorative right
of way, other features being kept away
from it.

So far as ceilings are concerned, to
which for a long time past convention
seems to have confined plaster adorn-
ment, the possibilities are almost with-
out limit. That so comparatively lit-

tle serious attention has been paid in

our day to plaster decoration as a ceil-

ing resource is probably due to the

perfunctory and unalluring character
of the ceilings so embellished, by the

square foot or the yard, in the middle
of the last century. There, are plenty
of them still intact to exert a baleful
influence and prejudice popular taste

against employing any similar means to
create interest. It is not unnatural that

people who know decorative plaster-
work only in an unfavorable form
should conclude that it is better to have
no decoration than bad decoration. And
yet, there is something illogical in hav-
ing the walls replete with interest and
then cut the interest short at the angle
of wall and ceiling, leaving overhead a
"broad, blank waste of white."

It is far more logical to make the

ceiling a feature of distinct interest and,
if need be, to concentrate interest there,
keeping the walls, paneled or otherwise,
comparatively plain to act as a foil to
the furnishings and decorations that will

necessarily be placed against them. If

one seeks precedent for such marshaling
of decoration, there is no lack of it,

from the frequent practice of the
Brothers Adam and their contempo-
raries all the way back to the days of

Queen Elizabeth. The same may be
said of decorative practice in France and
Italy, and many an Italian room of the
Renaissance period had severely plain
walls while the ceiling was resplendent
with adornment. The use of plaster-
work as a means of ceiling decoration
does not necessarily involve a preten-
tious scheme nor a large space. It js

so adaptable and so flexible in its modes
that it may be emplo>ed, in one form
or another, equally well in a stately
apartment and in the simplest of small
rooms.

Renaissance Decorations

During the Renaissance period plaster
decoration received a great impetus
through the work of the Italian stuc-
cotori who, inspired by many newly-
found masterpieces wrought by the old
Roman plaster artists, not only emu-
lated in stucco-duro the beautiful low
reliefs executed by their ancient pre-
decessors, but also developed a sys-
tem of bold modeling of large figures
and vigorous details in high relief or
in the round. They wrought and taught
in France and ngland, as well as in

Italy, and the seeds of their teaching
fell on fertile soil. In France, as a re-

sult, was developed the admirable tech-

nique that produced the impressive
plasterwork of the Louis XIV style and
the intricate and often exceedingly deli-

cate creations of the following reign.
In England the development took an

(Continued on page 64)

A ceiling detail oj "Solicitude,"
Penn House, Philadelphia
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REER'S 1919
GARDEN BOOK
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Solve Your Gardening Problems

by using Dreer's Garden Book for a ready refer-

ence. It combines the experience and knowledge
of eighty-one years. Both the amateur and pro-
fessional gardener will find invaluable the expert
advice on how to grow the best

Vegetables and Flowers
224 pages, with over a thousand photographic illustra-

tions, describing and listing practically everything worth

growing in the garden, truck patch or farm.

Four Color Plates of Drecr's Specialties in

1'cm' tables and Floivcrs

free if Vi' mention this publication

HENRY A. DREER
714-716 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia

The Only Ruffled Gladiolus

Offered in the World
Gladiolus are fast becoming
the most popular flowers, and

if you are interested in them

you cannot afford to be with-

out a copy of our well illus-

trated 5 2 -page catalogue for

1919, which is free for the

asking.

It contains a list of nearly
300 varieties selected from

thousands of our best seed-

lings. All of our production
and almost all of them ob-.

tainable only from us. The

catalogue contains the most

complete cultural and storage

directions on this flower ever

published and is worth hav-

ing for this reason if for no

other. It tells you how to

grow "Giant Gladiolus," etc.

May we send you a copy?.

Address the originator oj the

Ruffled Gladiolus

A. E. KUNDERD
Box 2

GOSHEN, IND., U. S. A.

iurpees
Seeds

Rurpce's Annual
L'li'i/A i /

* k

Burpee's Annual The Leading American Seed
CatalogBuree's ABurpee's Annul l a 'omiilclp guide for thv Flower and VcmaMe rrten. II mnuliu an entlr.' cliap-''- 1 " <

' BOI>S "ul URKKX8 ami SALADS, an.l iMt-but roo.t dvllciou, of
.

Burpee's Annual will be mailed to you free upon request. Write for your copy today, a post card will do.

WATLEE BURPEE CO., Seed Growers. Philadelphia

There's only one motto
You need

To succeed

"BETTER".

The other man's winning?
Then you
Must do

BETTER!

In no other way than by repeat-
ing this little poem by Cooke.
could I illustrate so well what it

is that has yearly made

PETERSON ROSES
better and still better until now they are freely acknowledged
by rosarians the world over the best that are anywhere
produced.

An inborn and ever-increasing love for the rose, combined
with enthusiasm and hard work has produced a result which
annually brings forth, entirely unsolicited, literally hundreds
of such letters as follow :

Gouunda, N. y., April 24, 1918.

"Of all the rose growers from \
it-horn I hare procured goods, am =

glad to advise that yours show the |
healthiest and sturdiest growth, I

and furnish the greatest number I

of blooms." .

i 123 H yarning Are., Scranton, Pa I

June 14, 1918. |

"ft may interest you to knoir I

\
that I ordered roses from fve dif- I

| ferent concerns, and that four I

I plants were far superior to any 1 t

i received."
Harry Simp-son.

Box 30

"A Little Book About Roses"
sent on request, tells you the whole storv

GEORGE H. PETERSON
Rose and Peony Specialist

Fair Lawn, N. J.
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The Seal of Worth
attesting that the furniture which bears it

is of Berkey & Gay manufacture. Like an

artist's signature on his painting, it is. the

maker's identification of his own handi-

work and proof of its genuineness.

But the user of this furniture requires no

shop mark to signify its character, its worth

or its charm; they become an inseparable

part of the atmosphere of the home, to be

handed down to generations which follow.

Berkey & Gay furniture is an investment in

more than the meFe chattels of a household.

It has a cultural value which grows with

years of association.

When planning spring replenishment, householders

will find helpful suggestions in "The Story of Span-

Umbrian Furniture" and "The Style of Knoleworth,"

booklets which describe and illustrate two interesting

Berkey & Gay styles. Send 25 cents for either booklet.

FURNITURE COMPANY
444 Monroe Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.

A new and comprehensive exhibit comprising, thousands of pieces

of Berkey & Cay furniture may be seen a t our New York show-

rooms 113-119 West 40th St., or at Grand Rapids. Visitors

should be accompanied by, or have a letter of introduction from,

their furnfaire dealer.
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SPENCER, POWERS & MARTIN
ARCHITECTS, 5 N. LA SALLE STREET
CHICAGO
SPECIALIZING IN DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE. ARE EQUIPPED: TO
EXECUTE. ANYWHERE. ON A STRICTLY PROFESSIONAL BASIS

COMMISSIONS FOR

COMMUNITY PLANNING, INDUSTRIAL HOUSING
SUBURBAN RESIDENCES, APARTMENTS AND COUNTRY
HOUSES, INCLUDING LANDSCAPE DESIGN. PRIVATE

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE SYSTEMS, SPECIAL

FURNITURE AND DECORATION

ILLUSTRATIONS OF
EXECUTED WORKS
ON REQUEST

ROBERT C. SPENCER, JR.. F.A.I.A.

HORACE S. POWERS, A.I.A.

EDWIN O. MARTIN

Plasterwork in Modern Decoration

{Continued from page 62)

entirely different course and there grew whole system of details introduced by

up a style, purely local and thoroughly the Brothers Adam the circles, lozenges,

domestic in character, which nourished ovals, hexagons, octagons, paterae, fan

throughout the Tudor period and the shapes, medallions and plaques with

Stuart period up to the Restoration classic figures and the dainty arabesques

and even after that date, was 'percepti- are familiar to all.

bly felt for a long time. The English Before passing on, the reader should

plaster workers were craftsmen rather be reminded that the Adam school em-

than artists. The human figure and ployed relief decorations extensively on

animal figures alike were too much for walls as well as on ceilings, and par-

them Their human figures, however ticular attention should be called to the

spirited, considered from the artist's effective use, made on walls, of slightly

countersunk panels, or of panels formed
on an uninterrupted surface with deli-

cate foliage bands, containing a single

medallion. Such decorations may very

Nevertheless', humans, bird's and beasts easily be applied even to old walls that

were intensely decorative. These same have a good surface. After the Adam

plasterers displayed great ingenuity in school, plasterwork sank into a dreary

levising a wide variety of vigorous and, state of coarseness and vulgarity.

iJimiTml iliiimmmm llTmiim nun fin linn MI I nimmimi

point of view not only lacked finesse

>ut were cloddish and often merely

.rotesque caricatures. Their animals

were usually lumpy and pudding-like.

at the same time, delicately modeled

jystems of geometrical ribbing and

strap work interlacings along with foli-

ated and floral sprigs and repeats. All

of their work, even with the crudities

of human and animal forms, was in-

tensely decorative and pleasing and

wrought with a broad freedom and
freshness.

The Practical Side

As to the purely practical application
of decorative plasterwork for our own
requirements, the following facts and

suggestions are to be kept in mind.

Plaster decorations are either modeled
in situ or else they are modeled, or cast,

in separate pieces and applied, being

It is this type of plaster decoration stuck in place with plaster of Paris and

that is peculiarly in keeping with pan- lime putty, the small connecting details

eled oak rooms, and it is the reproduc- being modeled in situ. Large castings

tions of this school, done in a coarse- with a wooden framework or a canvas

textured creamy plaster, that have ma- backing are screwed to the joists,

terially aided a re-awakening taste for

plaster decoration. There is no good

Many readers of HOUSE & GARDEN are

doubtless able to model in clay. With

reason why, holding to the same tech- a little practice they could easily learn

nique, a great deal of interesting orig- to model separate pieces in plaster which

inal work of the same sort should not

be executed. Finicky exactitude and a

sand papered perfection of plaster sur-

a plasterer could then put in place.

Have the plaster well seasoned, that is

to say, the lime must be well slaked and

face, however,' will spoil the whole ef- toughened^ worked up, chopped and

feet. Incidentally, it will pay to con- beaten. For a rather coarse texture,

sider barrel vaults, coves and other ceil- like the old work, do not have the sand

ing shapes. One cannot afford to neglect riddled too fine and robbed of its grit,

the ceiling of a room any more than one

can the sky of a landscape.

Wren, Gibbon and Adam

It may also be well to stiffen the mix-

ture with short white hair.

Unless one is going to experiment
with working in the old stucco duro,

From the time of Sir Christopher which while extremely plastic and' slow

Wren to the middle of the 18th Century, setting, becomes intensely hard and

the dominant Palladian influence in strong with the addition of marble dust,

architecture required a more regular and and admits of high relief and under-

formal manner of ceiling decoration and cutting, it will be better to avoid any
there came into fashion the stately and attempt at undercutting, high relief, or

more heavily detailed sort of plaster- sharp brittle lines and stick, instead, to

work that often appeared as a reflection mellow, soft modeling of fairly low re-

of the Grinling Gibbon school of wood lief. Somewhat conventionalized de-

carving fruits, flowers, foliage, birds, signs will probably prove the most suc-

cherub heads and the other familiar

motifs and, with its symmetrical dis-

position of large panels, coves, and

coffers, accorded with the robust and

cessful and let them be bold and virile

rather than over-refined. For modeling
in situ or in detached work, dies may
be made and used for impressing on the

ordered scale of the period. These dec- pats of plaster such details as the vein-

orations were often modeled or cast ing of leaves, the petals of rosettes and

separately and then put up by sections, the like.

many of the smaller connecting features Work done wholly by plasterers, from

being modeled in situ. The same kind designs prepared by the architect or the

of plaster decoration in bold relief with householder, will need close supervision

festoons, drops, trophies, armorial bear- because the fault of the capable modern

ings and figures often graced the upper plasterer, from the decorative point of

portions of the walls also.

With the ascendency of the Adam

i
style, after the middle of the century, like manner he was taught as a prentice.

i
an altogether new plaster technique, if Unless he is carefully watched, therefore,

indeed it can properly be called plas- he will do too good a job, too smooth,

ter, came to the fore. The exquisite low too slick and finished and, of course,

reliefs and the profusion of attenuated monotonous.

Pompeian details, which the Brothers

Adam and their contemporaries and imi-

tators habitually used, were executed

with a composition of dead plaster or

gypsum combined with a glutinous

view, is that he insists upon doing his

job in what he considers the workman-

Architects are constantly

finding the same trouble in other

branches of work where texture is con-

cerned.

When the plaster decoration is not

modeled in situ, but is formed of separ-

compound and pressed while hot into ate parts and put in place piece by
metal molds. Hence the sharp definition piece, the operation may be carried on

of even the minutest lines and finest either when an entire surface is to be

edges and the rather hard effect result- newly plastered or when an old surface,

ing therefrom. This sort of decoration that is thoroughly sound, is to be em-
ensured elegance, accuracy and a wealth bellished. When a whole surface is

of fine detail that would have been dim- to be fresh plastered, the general out-

cult to achieve in a different medium, line and places of embellishment may be

such as the earlier plaster used in the scratched or marked on the gray or

17th Century, but despite its great "brown" coat. They may then be

beauty and delicacy, it conveyed a cer- stuck in place when the final "white

tain metallic effect and lacked the sym- coat" is given. The surface to be

pathetic warmth of the older work. The (Continued on page 66)
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This Day of Wedded Science and Art
No longer need architects reject colorful or dis-

tinctive roofs for fear of staining that fades or

streaks for dread of workmen's fallacies in fol-

lowing instructions.

'tREO-WPT" Stained Shingles insure perfect roofs.

They neither rot, rust, corrode nor curl. Their hi^h

popularity is due as much to ease and accuracy in

their laying to tirst-cost and upkeep economy
as to their indescribable charm of coloring.

'tREO-WPT" Stained Shingles come ready to lay

in bundled order each one perfect. No "discard-

ing" no fumbling for color effects.

Thirty soff, natural, permanent shades for sim-

ple or thatched roofs and sidewalk. Equally

ideal for the modest home sumptuous home
the complex housing problem.

Send for Book of Delightful Homes and Color Samples
Details and specifications fur construction uf thatched roofs on special request.

1O12 Oliver Street
-. f. One.

Tonawanda, N. Y.

'

North
Creo-D.pt Stained BMnplfd home of Mrt. Jane Eckrnroad,

Tod Lone, Younoitotcn, Okio.
.licliilntJ. B. llutulltn, YotMfltOKn, Okio.

'
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Planning to Build?
Then Get These Three

Valuable Numbers
FREE

The November. December and Jan-
uary issut-s of The Architectural
Record authoritative and profes-
sional each containing 100 or more
photographs, interior views and floor

plans of rtcent successful buildings
-'-will be included free, if ^ou sub-
scribe now to start with February,
1919.

You will thus receive 15 interesting
and helpful numbers for $3 the

regular yearly price.

The Architecture! Record is an artistic monthly magazine
illustrating the work of leading architects throughout the

country. It is read by more architects than any other journal,
and is also taken each year by hundreds of persons who find

it helpful while they are planning to build.

From it you are sure to obtain yaluable suggestions regarding
attractive exteriors, convenient arrangement and appropriate

furnishings.

In every issue houses of architectural merit are shown. In

the business section are also described the latest and best

building materials, as well as the furnishings and specialties
which add so much of comfort, convenience and value.

Accept these three numbers free. Mail the coupon today.

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, 119 We.t 40lh Street. New York H. G. 2-19

Send free your November, December and January numbers and enter subscrip-
tion for a full year beginning February, 1919, for which find $J enclosed (add
60c for Canada, $1 for Foreign). .

Name

Occupation Addr

"AMERICAS
FINEST CABINET

RED GUM IS STEADILY INCREAS-
ING ITS LEAD AS THE FAVORITE
TRIM IN HOUSES OF MODER-
ATE AND SMALL COST, WHOSE
OWNERS SEEK DISTINCTION AS
WELL AS INTELLIGENT ECON-
OMY AND PROVED DURABILITY.

"AMERICA'S FINEST CABINET WOOD"
Also write us freely. Let us help.

Ask us for complimentary samples and literature.

ADDRESS: RED GUM DIVISION

AMERICAN HARDWOOD
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

1325 Bank f Commerce Building
Memphis Tennessee
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Tell of the Parentage

Carters Pedigreed Seeds proclaim by
what they accomplish the superiority
of the stock from which they are ob-

tained. The reputation of the House of

Carter is justified even to the man who
knows nothing of gardening the moment
he views a garden or lawn grown from

Tested

The most famous gardens of the world are the re-

sults of Carters Tested Seeds and The Carter Sys-
tem. Why not make your garden this year and for

years to come a thing of notable beauty?

CARTERS i QIC, CATALOG
"Garden and Lawn" Sent on Request

CARTERS TESTED SEEDS INC.
102-6 Chamber of Commerce Building Boston, Mass.

Branch of James Carter and Co., London, England

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass-
Cutter on Earth.
Cuts a Swath 86
inches wide.

Floats over the
uneven Ground as
a Ship rides the
Waves.

The pulUc is warned
not to purchase mower*
infringing the Town-
end Pmntj JVo. 1,209,
519, Dec. 19th, liilG. Send for catalogue

S.P.TownsendSCo.

17 Central Ave., Orange, N.J.

Plasterwork in Modern Decoration

(Continued jrom page 64)

worked on must be properly wet and

sufficiently roughened or scored to give
the plaster of the decoration a firm hold.

Small separate items of modeled orna-

ment, such as single sprigs, flowers, ro-

settes, or the leaf banding for small

Adam panels previously alluded to, may
be applied to old plaster by chopping
^way a corresponding portion of the

surface, wetting it and roughening it, as

before noted, to give a sure hold, and
setting in place with lime putty and
plaster.

Using Gesso

For low or moderate relief decora-

tions to be applied to an old surface,

gesso is an admirable medium and easily

worked. Trace the outline of the deco-

ration to be added, then scratch the

ground well to make the gesso adhere,

stop absorption by a thin coat of shel-

lac or a couple of coats of thin glue
over the roughened surface, and then

apply the gesso, either by modeling it,

in a thick consistency, or by painting
it on with a brush, keeping the mixture

about the consistency of thick cream.

Gesso applied in this way has been

aptly termed "relief painting." If a
continuous surface, such as a lunette

or a chimney-piece decoration is to be
done in gesso, glue thin canvas on scrim
over the old plaster and apply the

gesso. This method commends itself

especially also for small decorations to

be executed in conjunction with panels
made by applied wooden moldings
Tempera colors are the best to use for

polychroming either gesso or other plas-
ter decorations. Admirable results may
be gained by using color either partially
or fully. In applying decoration to old

surfaces, the use of color becomes al-

most a necessity to cover up the traces

of recent addition.

If the reader is minded to essay any
plaster modeling for his or her own
satisfaction, it would be well to make
friends with a good local plasterer
(who probably won't prove very en-

couraging) and profit by his hints. It

will also be advisable to get the plasterer
to prepare the plaster, as well as to put
the finished results in place, as this is

work in which experience counts.

The Small House for the Multi-Rich

(Continued jrom page 12)

the smallest poor "souvenir of Viterbo."

Plenty of light, air and out-door feel-

ing would be given by three great
French windows opening directly onto
the view terrace, avoiding the need of

a separate sun room.

The Dining Room

Sense of sociability would be found
in the small octagonal dining room, com-

pelling that conviviality so lacking in

the long state dining room of old. Fare-

well ! chilling expanses of white, crowded
with much silver, hills of candy, shaded

lamp-posts and landscape gardens in

curving cut-glass beds
;

distances and
barriers that made all general repartee
out of the question and forced lines-

capable tete-a-tetes.

Good-bye to the rows of uncomfort-
able thickly carved high-backed chairs,

with host and hostess marooned at far

ends in throned grandeur! Farewell

pompous bulging sideboards, thick

crummy rugs and layers of stuffy hang-
ings! Au revoir to the tedious ten-

course dinners hurriedly served and

wantonly wasteful. Instead, hail little

round painted table bringing a few chos-

en friends close together; almost bare
save for one low Venetian glass bowl of

fruit in the center, a bright-colored pivot
to cross conversation. Hail unbroken
circle of small low-backed comfortable

chairs, with host and hostess informally
seated among their friends with no
marked separation! Welcome small

practical consoles for serving bare tile

floors and plain paneled walls nothing
to distract from the central interest, the

diners! Welcome the simple four-course

meal, slowly and quietly served by one
neat and competent servant !

The Study and Bedrooms

The wish for the intime would be

satisfied in the small study or "cabinet

de travail," as the French would call it.

Here the walls would be lined with
books to the ceiling, with secret cup-
boards between and below for various

practical uses. A room to work in, un-

disturbed, apart from the household;

rarely, if ever, to be invaded by friends.

Upstairs there would be only three

bedrooms, but each one large, and well

aired by huge French windows, opening
out onto iron balconies. The ceilings
would be high, the walls treated with

big simple panels, giving a sense of rest-

fulness and well-being. Connecting with

each, would be an unusually large dress-

ing and bathroom, with all the latest

appointments. An extra dressing room
would be so arranged that it could be

conveniently used as bedroom for gov-
erness or nurse, if so desired.

No attic would be provided for stor-

age of unused and unusable what-nots.
Poor things would be destroyed and
good things given away. Trunks would
be stored in a special dry room in the
basement. There would be an air-space

only above the bedrooms for coolness
in summer and warmth in winter.

The Service Wings

In one low wing would be the service.

An up-to-date kitchen with white tile

walls and plenty of cross-ventilation. A
comfortable servants' sitting and dining

room, with fireplace and other attrac-

tions. Three servants' bedrooms and
bath, conveniently adjacent yet suffi-

ciently separate.
In the other wing would be the garage
for two cars only (all the others be-

ing sold to help pay the new taxes).
Also a chauffeur's room and bath, and
a room for garden tools and equipment.

If such a house' is too small for the

needs of a large and hospitable family,
let there be a second small house for

the children on one side, and a third

house for guests on the other, closely
connected to the owner's house in the

middle by short brick paths through the

garden. When the children are grown
and guests become fewer one side

house could be used by a married son
or daughter, and the other rented to

congenial friends.

Three such small houses would be
much easier to rent or sell than one
great whale of a mansion

; and, what
is more to the point, would make life

much more flexible and free.

Well, rather!
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REEMAKIafcatlWGARDEN TRACTOR*. ^
It's the last word in

t
equipment for truck gar-

.
deners suburb, initr-

:1 small farmers.

It goes between wide rows and
astride narrow

It doe* stationary work

It hauls loads. It trots from
job to job under its own power
so that it can do all the work
that formerly required several
stalinnarv engines (up to 4

h.p.).

Ask your dealer for a demon-
stration. If he does not handle
it, write us for interesting
booklet free.

Beeraan Garden Tractor Co.

336 Sixth Ave., So., Minneapolis, Minn.

i

"Garden bordered trfffc Box-Barberry. Two-year-old stock was vsed^
Photo taken three months after planting; set four inches apart."

A Distinct Novelty for Borders
and Low Hedges

Box-Barberry is the most beautiful little plant imaginable.
It does not grow tall and spreading, but dwarf and com-
pact, and is especially useful in formal gardens and for

low hedges.
Box-Barberry is perfectly hardy wherever Berber!* Thungeri
grows. In summer the foliage is light green, but change* to
brilliant red and yellow in autumn. It doe* not harbor wheat
rust.

Box-Barberry is offered this year for the first time. Box-Bar-
berry ha* been thoroughly tried over a period of fifteen year*
before sending out. It is no experiment.
1 year, frame-frown $2O.OO per 10O $175.00 per l.OOO
2 year, field-grown 30.0O per 10O 2SO.OO per l.OOO
3 year, field-grown 40.00 per 1OO 350.OO per l.OOO

(SO at 100 rate*. 25O at l.OOO rate*.)

Available stock limited. Orders filled strictly in rotation received.

THE ELM CITY NURSERY CO.
WOODMONT NURSERIES, INC.

Box 194 New Haven, Conn. (Near Yale Bowl)
Our Catalogue, now ready, lists a comprehensive assortment
of choice Shade and Fruit-trees, Evergreens (including Taxus
cusjmlata type), Shrubs, Vines, Roses, Hardy Plants. Catalogue
mailed the day your request is received.

GARDEN NOVELTIES
(hilds' Giant Kocbia

Our 1918 nuvi'lly
has taken Its place
everywhere as the

greatest floral fav-
orite. It rivals the
best Ferns or
Palms In decora-
tive effects and Is

equally valuable
for garden or pots,
a pyramid of dense

feathery green foliage all summer, In fall,

a dark claret red till Christmas. Easiest of
all plants to grow anywhere. I'kt. 20c.

MATCHLESS LETTUCE.
Novel, distinct and absolutely the tenderest
and sweetest lettuce grown. Pkt. 15c.

TWO-POUND TOMATO. Largest, heaviest,
richest, and most solid Tomato. A perfect
marvel. I'kt. lOc.

CHINESE WOOL FLOWERS. The showiest
new garden annual for bedding. Nothing
like it. Pkt. 20c.

How to CookVegetables
a booklet giving
666 receipts for

cooking, canning
and preserving
vegetables of all

kinds. Will make
one's garden crops

doubly valuable.

toe.

SPECIAL OFFER
For 20o we will scno* everything. Kochia,
Lettuce. Tomato, Woolflower, vegetable book
tnd catalogue. Order now. Supply limited.

BIG CATALOGUE free. All flower and vege-
table seeds, bulbs, plants, and berries. We
grow the finest Gladioli, Dahlias, faunas.
Irises, Peonies, Perennials, Shrubs, Vines,
Ferns, Roses, Sweet Peas. Asters, Pansles,
Beets, Beans, Cabbage, Onions, Tomatoes,
Seed Corn, Potatoes, etc. Prize strains and
sterling novelties.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Inc^ Floral Park, N. Y.

COG GEAR
ISPRAY PUMPS

v Arc Easy To Operate
MYERS
Handy
Portable

Sprayer
ha*
Single or

Tandem
Wheels

Pumping a Spray Pump several houn at a time ii

real work. This is the reason why users of Myers "Easy

Operating Cog Gear Spray Pomps are so enthusiastic la their

aises of them. These Pumps actually require 33Vi% lets muscle to operate, have

Urger capadty than others, and throw a more powerful and penetrating spray.

Myers Cos Gear Spray Pumps come In many stylet ad tlm Bucket.

Barrel Can or Tank lor every tpraylnl need The I

Myers No. SP 18 Catatof shorn
the line and fives valuable

spraying information. Ask your
|

dealer or write us.

Myin Handy Porublc Spnytr hu Cog Gor

Pump, Heavy GalvanBed Tankhold, nlj

GiUou-Sud Fruix. Soigl. or Tndem VCW,,
ft. Ho. I ft. Enamo* and Vetnocd

Nonle. tutubb for mude or outside ipnying.

F E.MYERS &BRO
NO. 190 ORANGE ST. ASHLAMD.OHIO.

A Beautiful English Walnut Tree in

Washington'* Garden, Mt. Vernon.

The Great
Washington

probably did not know that an acre

(50 trees) of

English Walnut
Trees

will produce in a single year food
equal to 60,000 eggs (as asserted by
Dr. J. H. Kellog), but he did know
the great value of nut trees and
planted them around his home at Mt.
Vernon. You may not know that at

Rochester we have highly developed
the

Northern Grown English
Walnut Tree

so that it is available for planting
about your home in your garden and
orchard, with the same assurance of
success as a planting of Apples, Pears
and Peaches, without regard to our
cold winters.

Read about these wonderful trees
in our 1919 catalogue, which will be
sent free on request, and let us aid

you in making- a selection for your
own particular requirements.

GLEN BROS., Inc.

Glenwood Nursery

1801 Main St. Rochester, N.Y.

A Modern Engliah Walnut Orchard
near Rochester, N. Y.

260 buihcl* from HI rre one *eaon.
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POCONO HILLS MODEL

Order Now for Spring Delivery
Picture this bungalow in your favorite

summering place up in the mountains,
at the seashore, close to the shimmering
waters of a breeze-swept lake, or perhaps
nestling in the silences of the deep woods !

Possession of one of these inexpensive,
artistic and sturdily built houses not only
adds greatly to the pleasures of country
life, but saves the high cost of living at

summer resorts.

Shipped in sections of convenient size

for easy handling. Any two persons can

quickly assemble the parts. No expert
labor necessary. Simple instructions for

assembling furnished.

Bossert Houses
should not be confused with so-called "portable" houses of temporary
character. Bossert Houses are of enduring quality of material and

workmanship and fully covered by U. S. patents.

They are fabricated at the Bos- Bossert Houses are shipped
sert plant a method of construe-

complete from our factory even
tion which insures uniform quality , . ,

'

,

throughout and lowers construe- wlth doors and wlndows hun

tion costs. and hardware attached.

Price of Pocono Hill* Bungalow, <iS7S /. o. b. Brooklyn.
Send check or money order for f143.75. Pay balance of

$431.15 when notified bungalow it ready for shipment.
Send 18c for catalog showing the full line of Batter t Haute*.

LOUIS BOSSERT & SONS, Inc.
1306 Grand Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hicks Bio Trees Save TenYears
'.. .:-.. : -

Hicks Catalogue
"Home Landscapes'

9

HERE'S
a booklet that answers

the many questions which pre-
sent themselves to the thousands of

home owners and home builders
when laying out their grounds. To
possess it is like having the advice
of expert landscape gardeners right
at hand.

Its 80 pages are beautifully illus-

trated with 109 sketches of plans,

groupings, and valuable information

about planting, etc. To those inter-

ested in making their homes beauti-

ful it will be sent free. Limited sup-

ply. Write today.

HICKS NURSERIES
Westbury, Long Island, Box Q Phone 68

Bernard Palissy His Wisdom and His Wares

(Continued front page 19)

pected to see such a treasure acquired.

Strangely enough, it had been discov-

ered, not just bought, discovered in

London, and, unromantically enough,

though exultingly, in a shop whose

keeper ought to have known what it

was, who ought to have known enough
not to have let it go for the mere pit-

tance of but that is Cleon's secret !

My own flaire for collecting has often

fed my pride, but it is tempered with a

happy contentment for an interest in the

things I cannot have, may never hope
to have ! I cannot, perhaps, describe to

you the delight I experienced in coming

upon that sauciere at Cleon's, the joy I

felt in being permitted to take my time

in gloating over it untimed by a museum
curator, whose official anxiety must of

necessity ever play false to his kindly

attempt to conceal it. When I came
home I looked over all my photographs
of Palissy Ware, and took down from

its shelf in my library a volume in

French of the Works of Master Bernard,
a volume of the date of 1636, followed

by one of 1777 and one of 1844. Mas-
ter Bernard was not only a notable pot-

ter, but as both Lamartine and Anatole

France observed, he holds a high posi-

tion among French writers in the field

of natural philosophy, agriculture and

religion.

A Record of Struggle

Master Bernard's early life is wrapped
in mystery. We do know that he was
a worker in stained-glass a craft which

bore the aristocratic distinction in his

time of its being followed by the needy

gentry, that he traveled afar in his

youth, and that he returned to his own
country and settled in Saintes about

1542, a married man, adding portrait

painting and land surveying to his vo-

cations.

I imagine that Master Palissy, Ma-
dame and the little Palissys there were
little Palissys got on very comfortably
for a time. Had not the Council of

King Francis I. decided to impose a

salt tax on the Saintonije, and had not

Master Bernard been commissioned to

make the surveys of the salt marshes ^n

the neighborhood of Saintes?

However, there came a day when
Palissy tells us this himself he was
shown an earthen cup turned and en-

ameled so beautifully that from that

moment he entered into dispute with

himself, remembering many things that

people had told him, making mock of

him when he was painting pictures.

Now, seeing that these things were no

longer much wanted in the part of the

country where he dwelt, he began to

think that if he found out the invention

of making enamel he could make ves-

sels of clay and other things of comely
favor, as God had granted him to

understand somewhat of portraiture.
Without caring that he knew nothing

concerning argillacious earths, he set

himself to search out enamels like a man
who gropes in the darkness. These are

his words.
How the imagination wreathes around

that mysterious cup which inspired
Master Bernard. What was it, maiolica

of Italy or of Spain, or was it an en-

ameled cup of southern France? None
of these things, I think. I cannot im-

agine it could have been anything short

of some such treasure as a porcelain cup
fetched from China by some Marco
Polo I

At any rate, Master Bernard set

about the business diligently and per-

sistently. Once he had made up his

mind to a thing there was no changing
him, so long as the thing he had set his

mind to appeared to him better, more
wise or more righteous than that which
would take its place. He became as

persistent a potter as he had been, (and
as he was!), persistent a protestant.

Lucky it was for him that the Constable

de Montmorency, who was sent by the

King to quell an uprising in Saintes,

chanced to come across Master Bernard

and to take up with his ingenious com-

positions.
Before this day, however, Master

Bernard had slaved away at his experi-

ments, neglecting his work, meeting dis-

appointments and reverses, until finally

there was not even a crust left in the

house. His invention of a white enamel
was only a step out of the darkness.

This is his own story: "Upon the dis-

covery of the white enamel, another

misfortune befell me, causing me great

annoyance; which was that running
short of wood I was obliged to burn
the palings which maintained the boun-
daries of my garden, the which after

being burnt I had to burn the tables

and the floorings of my house in wder
to cause the melting of the second .om-

position. I was in such agony as I can-

not express, for I was utterly exhausted

and withered up with my work and the

heat of the furnace ; during more than ,1

month my shirt had never been dry

upon me; even those who ought to have

helped me ran crying through the town
that I was burning the planks of the

floors, so that I was made to lose my
credit, and was thought to be mad.
Others said that I was trying to coin

false money, and I went about crouch-

ing to the earth like one ashamed." I

think that what Madame Palissy did

not say places her in the hierarchy of

our marveling esteem ! Howbeit I

write of a hero and not of heroines.

Ah, little blue book with the gilt

morning-glories, the analine frontis-

piece! Brave, unflinching Master Ber-

nard; brave, suffering madame!

Recognition Comes

Probably by that time Palissy's wife's

mother had left them and had taken the

children with her for a summer. How-
beit, the day arrived when Master Ber-

nard pulled a perfect plate from the

kiln. He had succeeded. The Saintonge
had known he would of course, after-

wards! But Master Bernard was de-

cent about it. When the Montmorency
arrived Palissy was already entering

upon a profitable livelihood. Though
his Huguenotism might have made life

precarious, the protection extended by
the Constable made all go well for a
while. Palissy was called upon to un-
dertake the decoration of the Chateau
d'Ecoun in his faience. Soon his fame

spread to Paris and he was fetched

thither and made "Inventor of Rustic

Figulines to the King and the Queen-
Mother" with workshops in what is now
part of the gardens of the Tuilleries.

The nobility patronized him. He be-

came a favorite of the Queen-Mother,
Catherine di Medici, and was saved
from the Massacre of St. Bartholomew's
Eve. He discoursed to the learned on

topics in Natural Philosophy and was

respectfully listened to at a crown a

head, a large lecture entrance fee for

those days.

Palissy in Prison

Although Master Bernard had es-

caped with his life, his property had
been destroyed in 1S62, and now, twen-

ty-six years later, he found himself at

seventy-eight again in peril. This time
the King, Henry III., declared he could

do nothing for him unless he would
recant the heresy of his Huguenot faith.

Palissy indignantly scorned the ignoble
terms of release and remained in the

Bastille, whither he had been led a pris-
oner to the great satisfaction of the

ecclesiastical court. Probably kings had
ceased to become interested in gray-
haired potters and their expenses. At

any rate, Master Bernard was con-

(Conlinued on page 70)
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You'll Want Flowers
When The Boys
ComeHome

You'll want the garden to speak its "welcome
home" with brilliant blooms; from every corner in

the house bright flowers should smile their greet-

ing. Gladioli are superb for decorations, retaining
tiK'ir freshness for days, and every bloom opt-nint;

to full beauty. My special collections will supply
a choice assortment of varieties and
colors.

Special Offer No. 1

42 Bulbs for $1, postpaid
6 America, lavender-pink

Baron Hulot, violet-blue
Brenchleyensis, scarlet
Empress of India, purplish-red
Halley, salmon-pink
Independence, orange- scarlet
Mrs. F. King, salmon-pink

Special Offer No. 2
20 Bulbs for $1, postpaid

2 Mrs. F. Pendleton
2 Panama, pale pink
2 Apollo, carmine
2 Chicago Whit.-
2 Faust, crimsun
2 Hollandia, pink
2 Niagara, cream-yellow
2 Glory of Holland, white
2 Willy Wigman, white
2 Pink Progression

All Bulbs true to color, securely packed and
sent postpaid.

/ hare a plan whereby you can get twenty-
fire bulbs for almost nothing. Ask me.

^^*" My "Glad" Catalogue tries to convey to you
some of the surprises in store for those who
plant my Gladioli. Cultural directions furnished
will help you to be successful with the bulbs.
Send for the catalogue; or better still, order
the collections for immediate or future delivery.

Jelle Roos, BOXT, Milton, Mass.

in 70 Varieties

andMany SizesEVERGREENS
These include the four ironclad natives :

Concolor Fir Hemlock
Douglas Fir White Pine

If you wish the best hedges, use Hemlock; the best windbreak,
Douglas Fir. White Pine, easily grown in poor soil, becomes
a stately monarch while you watch it mature. All may be
used with good effect as specimen trees. Rosedale Evergreens
can be safqfe' transported in large sizes.

E. H. Wilson, an authority on cone-bearing trees, says : "Either
as a lawn tree, or for avenues, or for

massing, the Douglas Fir is equally valuable
and needs no commendation."
Downing says of the Hemlock, "In almost all cases.
it is extremely ornamental." The White Pine.
he says, is undoubtedly the most beautiful North
American tree of the genus Pinus 24 species. It
is beautiful in everjr stage of its growth from a
seedling to a towering tree.

Dozens of other varieties are useful in certain
places, including Arborvitaes, Cedars, Retinisporas
Spruces and Ewes.

Broad - Leaved Evergreens
Broad-leaved Evergreens are well-nigh indis-
pensable in many locations. Some of the
most popular are:

Andromeda Floribunda
Leucothoe Catesbaei
Mahonia Aquifolium
Mountain Laurel
Rhododendron

Both narrow and broad-leaved Evergreens
are fully described in the Rosedale Catalog.
Also Roses, Fruit. Perennials and Deciduous
Trees and Shrubs. Get our prices before
ordering. Write today.

Rosedale Nurseries,
5

Box H Tarrytown, N. Y.

Farr's Hardy Plant
Specialties

(SIXTH I l>ll ION, ISStX OF 1918)

The most complete and

helpful book of hardy
garden PERENNI-

ALS, SHRUBS and
Tkl.l-.s that I have ever

issued.

Specialties for
Early Spring Planting

?B
New French Lilacs, PhiladelphusIP* and Deutzias

a complete collection of Lemoine's new cre-

ations.

New Japanese and Asiatic Shrubs
new cotoneasters, enkianthus.
berberis, flowering cherries, for-
ylopsis, etc., for the border and
rock garden.

Dwarf Evergreens
rare specimens for formal gar-
dens, lawn groups and rock gar-
den plantings.

Peonies
the most complete collection of
herbaceous and tree peonies in

the world.

Irises

many novelties of my own rais-

ing (awarded the Panama-Paci-
fic Gold Medal).

Perennials, Phloxes, Asters, Delphiniums, Chrysanthemums, etc., etc.

This book containing 112 pages of text, 30 full page illustrations (13
colored plates) is already in the hands of most well informed gar-
deners, but if you have not received it, or it has been mislaid, a copy
will be sent to you promptly on request.

Bertrand H. Fair, Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
106 Garfleld Avenue, Wyomissing, Penna.

BobbinkAtkin
HARDY ROSE BUSHES
are supreme for their fragrance, beauty and vigor

your panted would be lacking lu sentiment and
color without some.

For the bet selection OBDEE NOW.
TREES A SHRUBS

OLD-FASHION FLOWERS
RHODODENDRONS A EVERGREENS

in their completeness growing st our 500-acre

Xunerr. Come and we then.
Send jrour name for our Catalog.

Ready In February.
RUTHERFORD. NEW JERSEY.
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You will not tire your eyes
when reading, writing or sew-

ing if Emeralite, Jr., is at your
side.
This artistic electric lamp has the

famous Emeralite useful green shade.

Adjusts to any angle. Emeralite is

the cheapest form of "eye-insurance"
you can buy. Harmonizes with ex-

quisite furnishings. Complete, $6.

Start now to save your
eyes. Write us to-day

for booklet, "Be Kind to Your
Eyes," or get Emeralite, Jr., at

dealers nationally.

H. G. McFADDIN & CO.
30 Warren Street, N. Y.

Makers of Lighting Devices tince 1874

Established 1851

A.KIMBEL&SON
Incorporated

Interior

Decorations
Reproductions
Tapestries
Petit Points

Hangings
Antiques

12 West 40th Street, NEW YORK
Paris: 16 Rue D'Artols

EDACE'S
GLUE

A HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY

In Your Garden
Consider how much more

charm and attraction your
garden would have if you
were to add only a simple
Btouevase, bench. or sun-dial.

We have the largest col- f,

lection of models for garden r
ornaments and can fill every
requirement. Illustrated cat-

alogue gent on request.

The Erkins Studios

TJif, Larfjext Manufacturers
of Ornamental Stone

226 Lexington Avenue
New York

Bernard Palissy His Wisdom and His Wares

(Continued from page 68)

demned to death. Before the fragile

clay that God had modeled in the cup

of his life had a chance to be dashed to

earth by hideous bigotry, his soul was

liberated from his worn-out body, and

the headsman's block was cheated of

the grace of being Master Bernard's last

pillow on earth. May Heaven rest his

soul!

I shall never forget, Little Blue

Book, how Miss Solander shed a tear

over those last pages, how my own eyes
were not dry. Somehow I think every-

thing must have its story, and when I

am in Cleon's house or in my own,
looking at this thing or at that with the

love a collector holds for the things of

yesterday, I am not content with the

thing alone, but my thoughts seek out

the memory of its story ;
at least it was

so with that inimitable sauciere of Mas-
ter Bernard of blessed memory!

Questions Which Have Been Answered
Hv our Information Service. We always stand ready

to help you with your own house and garden problems.

Inquiry Could you help me to get

rid of the moles, which are becoming so

numerous that they eat the bulbs in my
garden and spoil the turf near the house ?

Are they useful as insect destroyers,

or should they be exterminated?

Answer The mole problem is one of

the most troublesome with which lawn

owners have to contend. In spite of in-

numerable experiments which have been

made to find a real solution, I believe

that about the only way to attain

worth-while success its to carry on a per-^

sistent warfare against the pests by
means of the standard traps which are

sold in any hardware store. In addition

to this (if your place is of any size you
should have at least half a dozen traps,

and keep them all working all the time),

some of the moles can usually be caught

by digging them out as they work at

extending their surface burrows.
If you happen to have a good, keen

terrier, such as a Scottie, fox or Irish,

very likely he will pick up the trick of

mole hunting. Of course, he will disfig-

ure the lawn to some extent by his dig-

ging, but that will be worth it if he

gets the moles. I have known several

dogs which became very proficient at

this work, rarely missing their quarry
and never making a hole more than a
few inches in cflameter.

Lacking such a dog, a person with

persistency, a light step and a handy
spade, can destroy a good many moles
in the course of a summer simply by ad-

vancing quietly to where they are at

work (easily discernible by a slight
movement of the soil surface as the
mole heaves it up in his advance into
fresh ground), stamping down the bur-
row immediately behind the mole to

prevent a retreat, and unearthing him
with a quick stroke of the spade. Once
above ground, the mole will move so

slowly that it will be an easy matter to

dispose of him.
To the best of my knowledge, moles

have no economic value or at least, the
damage they do far exceeds the benefit.

In conclusion, may I suggest that the
extermination of moles, once they have
become well established, is a long and
tedious process that calls for unending
watchfulness and patience. It can be

done, however, although any slackening
of vigilance will almost surely be fol-

lowed in a short time by a reappearance
of the pests from neighboring places.

Inquiry We have a very pretty front

and back lawn. A year ago I sowed
about two quarts of white clover on
top of the grass, as I am very fond of a
clover lawn. This year I have quite a
little new clover, but I also have no end
of weeds. There are plantains, ground
gill and, what is my greatest problem, a

weed which is spreading very rapidly

and bids fair to kill both grass and
clover unless I do something and do it

quickly.

This weed resembles chickweed in that

it is not very deeply rooted, but it is

very fine and so close that when you
walk over a patch of it, it is like walk-

ing on moss or velvet, it is so soft. I

had thought of weeding these patches
out and sowing in grass seed. I do not

like to ruin the appearance especially of

the greenness of the front lawn.

There is a patch in the front lawn
which I should judge is about 2' by 3',

and you can readily see what I am up
against if I weed this out, as there is

nothing left but the weed on this patch.
I realize that the ground gill and

plantains are bad, but I could handle

them as I cannot this other. It has sim-

ply sprung up all over the yard with-

out warning, and seems to gain on me
even overnight. What would you ad-

vise me to do, or is there anything I

can use which will kill this pest and
still not injure the grass or clover or

keep them from growing in on these

patches again?
Answer Careful consideration of your

letter forces me to the conclusion that

the only real solution of your weed

problem is to remove the interlopers,

roots and all. Any preparation that

would exterminate them would also de-

stroy the clover as well as the grass, be-

sides running the risk of making the

soil chemically unfit for future growing.

Of course, such a procedure as I ad-

vise necessitates an ensuing period of

bare spots where the weed patches were

uprooted, but if these are seeded down
at once (or sodded, if you can secure

clover sod of the right quality), they
will soon look presentable again.

It is simply a case of the lesser of two

evils; if the weeds are not kept down
now they will seed themselves and come
up thicker than ever next year. On the

other hand, if you sacrifice present ap-

pearance for the sake of future effect,

you will be almost certain to win out.

There is no need for discouragement,
since your clover, when once well estab-

lished, will probably hold its own
against all comers. Fight the weeds
hard this year, seed down all resultant

bare patches, and next summer should
see a greatly improved lawn.

As a matter of fact, every well-kept
lawn should be weeded as thoroughly,
and as frequently as the vegetable gar-
den. Weeds seem to have an uncanny
power of taking root where least ex-

pected. Sometimes they can be traced
to the stable manure which is often used
for mulching, and for this reason many
experts advise the use of liquid manure
whenever it is necessary to enrich the
soil.

OUTSIDE SHUTTERS
BECOME FUEL SAVERS
Oi'cninR and closing outside shutters from with-
in your room will he found a great fuel econo-
mizer this winter as well as convenience. The

MALLORY SHUTTER WORKER ST-KB.
1"-

not only saves opening
stormy nights, but
makes it easy to keep
blinds closed; and closed
blinds create an air .

space between blind
and sash that helps
exclude cold and re-
tain heat. Easily put
on any old or new
dwelling. Drop us a
postal at once for full
information.

Mallory Manufacturing Co.

255 Main Slreel

Flfminglon, N. J.

windows on cold,

Simply tarn thehandle^
to adjust shutters-

automaticaHy locked^
in anyposition,

Works of Art in Metals
Uniqup and useful thinns of brass, copper and
bronze wrought and beaten into artistic de-
signs by the hand of Russian peasants. Also
linens and embroideries of a high grade of
workmanship. Call or write.

Russian Art Studio Rustlan Antique Shop
18 East 45th St., I East 28th St..

New York New York

SEWAGE DISPOSAL
An Efficient System which You
can Install Yourself. For Home,
Factory and Institution.
Atrn Sewage Disposal System
Designed by an expert to elim-
inate the cesspool. Thorough
in construction, absolutely
odorless, self-operating, per-
manent and in expensive,
Costs nothing to operate. Our
pamphlet No. 7

tells how it works.

ATEN
Sewage Disposal Co.

286 Firth Ave., New York City

VERONA
BIRD HOUSES
Now is the time to give- the bird*
a few log houses, just sm-li as

they Hud in the natural forest.

Three room Wren, house (illustra-

tion) $3.50 f. o. b. Venma. Mail
weight 10 Iba. List on request.

W. H. BAYLES. Verona, N. J.

DoritWaste It!
The chief cause of wasted fuel comes from

alternately overheating and underheating the
house. This can be entirely overcome by the
installation of

The "Minneapolis" Heal Regulator
Will keep the rooms exactly at 68 degrees
during the day and 60 degrees or lower dur-
ing the night.
Consult your Heating Man or write MS for

particulars.
MINNEAPOLIS HEAT REGULATOR CO.
2790 Fourth Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

The Music of the Hour
IS NOW BEING FURNISHED BY

EARL FULLER
Tel. 8825 Bryant 1604 BROADWAY

S. New York S

Large Broad Wide Tble Top Hem
able Glass Service Tray Double Draw..
-Double Handles Urge Deep UnderOielvcs "Scientificam Sil

Rubber Tired Swivel Wheels. A high grade piece of lurr.il ure surpa*

anything vet attempted for atntrat utility, tjsi ut jilion and absc

noitclessness. WRITE for Descriptive Pamphlet anil Dealer's Ni

COMBINATION PRODUCTS Co Wr 92 TOWER BLOG CHICAGO.
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aristocrat offire-safe roofings

All you can ask

in a Roofing
/COLORBLENDE Shingles would be suffi-

^J
ciently distinguished by the beauty of their

coloring and texture were they marked by
these qualities alone.

Yet just as they add beauty to a roofso they add

safety from communicable fire. These charac-

teristics combined with their permanence make
them distinctive among all residence roofings.

Colorblende Shingles are in no sense a new

departure in roofing development by Johns-
Manville. These Shingles are a part of and
make complete the Johns-Manville Asbestos

Roofing Line. The list below includes a roof-

ing for every building need.

Transite Asbestos Shingles, somewhat lower in cost

lhan Colorblende Asbestos Built*Up Roofing for

fiat roofs Asbestos Ready Roofing for sloping roofs

Corrugated Asbestos Roofing for skeleton framing.

Ask for booklets

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
New York City

10 factories Branches in 63 Large Cities

Eat*

Through

Asbestos
and its allied products

ANVILLE
Serves in Conservation
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INTERIOR DECORATIONS I N APRIL

THERE
are three things we have been

trying to create and maintain in HOUSE
& GARDEN. The first is an atmosphere

of good taste which is livable. The second is

the practical suggestion on how this can be

gotten. The third is to arrange this material

in such a manner that every time a page is

turned you find something different. In other

words, the reader's interest is maintained from

start to finish from frontispiece to Gardener's

Calendar. The pages do not lose in interest

as they approach the back of the magazine.
Take this April issue, for example. It is

about Interior Decoration. A mighty big sub-

ject, but we've managed to assemble many of

the numberless interests that it creates. If you
want to know what the current and most up-
to-date tendency in decoration is, an article

gives you a resume of the work being done.

Another article discusses painted shades a re-

vival of a quaint custom and another takes

up the use of Portuguese prints for wall decora-

tions. The amateur decorator has a whole

page of don'ts, a description of how to treat a

stairs landing, a page of nursery furniture and
one of upholstery fabrics, papers for the hall

Tin' painted shade and the shade of
decorative glazed chintz, now much
in vogue, will be described in the

April Interior Decorating Number

and a little layout of suitable bedside lamps.
In this issue is continued the series on three-

year decoration for young married couples.
The dining room is created by Mrs. Gerrit

Smith. Gardner Teall writes on Intarsia ai..l.

of course, there is the Little Portfolio.

With April also comes the awakened gar-

dening interest. The Greek garden of Samuel

Untermyer perhaps the most remarkable

garden of its kind in America is shown here.

There is an article on planning the grounds of

a small place and one on starting the vegetable

garden. As a fill up come directions for mak-
ing a suburban rose garden and pictures of a

small flower garden which was created in a

single year.
The prospective house builder will find in-

spiration .in the Italian house that spreads
across two pages and the English home by
Lewis Colt Albro. How to make a stone

fireplace is another topic.
There are others, but these few suffice to

show the diversity of inspirational and prac-
tical material in this April issue. The pages
flick and flash with live interest like figures on
a movie screen. It is an issue not to miss.
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Gillies

THE SUNLIGHT MAKES IT SO

You can't blame men for worshipping the sun. Such a

human old god he isl He moves across the paved terrace

and warms the slates. He lifts up the heads of geraniums

standing primly in a row beneath the window. His fingers

feel out the crannies of the rough wall and emblazon the

window panes. At his call casements fling open, and men

and women and little children come out to sit at breakfast

in the sun-washed alcove that overlooks the garden Aow

you can, if you see nothing more in it, call this the rear

terrace of 'Mr. George Marshall Allen's house at Convent

N J And you can say that Charles I. Berg, who designed

it, has created a fine bit of architecture, that the texture of

the wall is extraordinary, etc., etc. But it's more than

just architecture and the sunlight makes it so
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ON LOOKING UP FROM A GARDEN
A Discourse That Attempts to Show That Gardens Are Even More

Than Brown Earth and Blossoms

EVERY
year just about this time some

poet or essayist or other writer-person

delivers himself of an ecstasy on Spring

Spring as a sort of glorified fairy in diapha-
nous wraps who comes tip-toeing down the

land to touch the flowers and trees and make
them leap into blossom.

Very pretty picture!
But the gardener, who really knows and

loves flowers and trees and all the green, grow-

ing things, has quite a different conception of

spring. Nothing diaphanous, nothing fairy-

like; in fact, to him spring isn't a person at

all, it is a movement a mighty urging up-
ward. It isn't coaxed from above, but moved
from below. The growing things break up-
ward through the crust of chill earth the way
a man gets out of bed on a cold morning
gradually, reluctantly, cover by cover, a toe

at a time, not because someone has waked him,
but because he has accumulated the necessary
refreshment of sleep and is ready to go forth

and do the day's work. Having stored energy

through a winter's

sleep, the growing
things rise up to go
about their work. And

they urge upward and

outward until that

work is finished, when
winter brings them rest

again.
Until a man appre-

ciates tin's upward urge
he can never gather the

full fruit of enjoyment
that a garden yields.

For a garden is not

merely a place to look

at; it is a place to look

from. And the way to

look from a garden is

to look up. More a

garden is not alone a

place to work in; it is

a place to work from.

And the way to work
from a garden is to

work up.
These are hard say-

ings, so we shall ex-

plain them.

/TVHERE is magic
J. about soil that is

cleansing. The mere
dust of loam on the

hands, the very breath-

ing of its aroma seems
to clear away the false

values of life we ac-

RICHARDSON WRIGHT

quire in the everyday business of living. Per-

haps this is because the earth is so much a

part of us and we of it we come from the

earth and to the earth we eventually return.

Touching it is like going back to the little old

home- where life is simple and kindly. It

cleanses us of our popin-jay egotism, rids us

of futile materialism, acts as a sort of spiritual
cathartic.

It is ludicrous to be cynical in.the presence
of a lusty oak breaking into leaf. It is futile

to be decadent with loam on your hands. And

imagine pretending to be fashionable or ele-

gant or superbly intellectual or absurdly radi-

cal as you guide a plow! These things simply
won't work. They don't belong. The realm

of Nature is a different world, where such

affairs are of no consequence. Therefore, if

you would understand Nature, you must learn

her tongue, and before you learn it you must
clear away your false notions, forget the jargon
of cities and books and ballrooms.

It is a commonplace that men who live daily

'

with Nature farmers and sailors and such

have a quaint way of speaking. They u-<-

fantastically simple images and are gifted witli

a native brand of poetry that sounds like some

passages of the Bible read. There is a rhythm
to their tongue that other mm simply can't

acquire.
Nature has a rhythm all her own, a rhythm

so entirely different from the concatenation of

cities that a man has to be purged of his pride
before he can understand it. He has to ac-

knowledge that there is another world besides

the little circle in which he moves and has his

being. Once he acknowledges this he is given
a glimpse of that world and hears the echo of

its songs. It is this echo that makes the speech
of farmers so strange.

In the eternal dominion of Nature there is a

great movement constantly circling upward, as

the lark circles upward, and those who come
close to her are swept along with it. A man
soon learns this when he starts working in a

Harden. He can't resist its cleansing. He
can't resist the tug of

its other-worldly urg-

ing and the up-rushing
of its hidden energy
from the deep silences

of the earth. Conse-

quently, the longer he
works in that garden,
the more is he com-

pelled to work the way
.Nature work s up-
ward.

NOW there are

many fair thini;-

to look upon in this old

world the smile that

gnrts your home-com-
ing of nights, the mist

wraiths about tall

buildings in the du>k.
the pure colors of a

medieval lacquer and
of these one very fair

is a garden. In the

springtime there is the

strangely fragile lush

grass and the golden
loveliness of mornings
that make you feel as

though you are in at

the beginning of a new
world. In .summer come
tin- siesta hours when
heat vapors float over
the earth like levita-

tion, and the poppy-
bows her head in the

* HP
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garden close until the cool rains of evening
raise it again. Then in autumn, the flame of

tree and bush, and Nature is mightily con-

sumed on her pyre, like some old Indian queen

majestically sorrowful in her suttee. These

things, I say, are fair to look upon, and a man
is a better man for having seen them. But if

he never raises his eyes, much there is he

misses.

For a garden is more than stem and blossom

and brown earth. It is infinitely greater than

anything you can create with diligent labor.

In the huge mosaic of the countryside it may
be only a small piece, but it shares the glory
and the wonder of even-thing about it. To
see these is one of the compensations of gar-

dening and, oddly enough, they mean more to

the gardener than to anyone else because he

understands them.

For moments now he has been busily en-

grossed with spade and hoe, the earth yielding

readily to his skill as he shapes the tender

seedlings into a seemly row against their day
of growth. Then he straightens up to stretch

his tired muscles and a vision of great activ-

ity is vouchsafed him. Bird choirs sing in

the clerestory of the trees. Toward the horizon

the tawny checkerboard fields spill merrily over

the hilltop. Far above, the streets of the sky
are peopled with cloud denizens. For a mo-
ment he is bewildered by the gigantic puissance
of it all; then, gradually, he realizes that in

looking up he has beheld the face of a new
world. And when he turns to the flowers at

his feet, they are lovelier for the contrast: del-

phiniums are bluer for that sky, and phlox
whiter for the clouds and the brown earth more

golden for those tawny fields on the hilltop
over there.

DURING
the past three years great num-

bers of the American people have been

obliged to garden. The stern necessity of war
made it incumbent upon them to raise their

own vegetables. This year that necessity is

somewhat mitigated. And in removing the

stern purpose from gardening there is oppor-

tunity for other objects to be attained. Is it

conceivable that these three years of initiation

shall not have made many a confirmed gar-
dener out of an amateur? Is it not possible to

hope that they will now garden because of the

unalloyed joy it brings and the cleansing con-

tact with another world? Can we not also

trust that they will grow flowers with the same
enthusiasm as they have grown vegetables?

Yes, it is a fairly safe wager that those who
have learned to work in their gardens, who
have been ennobled by looking at them, will

now turn to them as a means whereby they
can look up. For the great reward of garden-

ing is that we are gathered along in Nature's

upward swirl and carried above the ordinary

things of everyday life.

The gardener should be able to take more
from his plot than a crop of flowers and

freckles, succulent vegetables and hard mus-
cles. If that is all he expects, he will get even

less than his expectation. Nature is a jealous

goddess and she demands that appreciation go
with culture. The heart must work with the

hoe. Aspirations must exude with good, hon-
est sweat. There must always be that vision of

blue sky above and tawny fields on the hilltop.
These are things that set a man to dream-

ing, and he is big or small, vital or inconse-

quential, comprehending or dullard according
to the measure of his dreams. He is also a

successful gardener according to the measure
of his dreams. Nature requires sympathie, an

understanding of her wavs.

NrOT all gardeners understand Nature be-

cause not all permit themselves this sym-

pathy. Their purpose in gardening is such

that it limits their capacity for dreams, for

hoeing with the heart.

Some people make a garden because it is the

fashionable thing to do. And they have them-

selves photographed for the magazines and

Sunday supplements, in their gardens, wearing

jewels and the smartest garden clothes where-

upon all the little birds in the tree tops there-

about set up unconstrained laughter and the

workman on the East Side vows to vote the

Socialist ticket at the next election.

Other people take gardening as they would

a narcotic the way some men take work to

make themselves forget. Which is a futile at-

tempt, because to maintain the stimulus for

oblivion they must increase the dose, and they

eventually reach a point where they are not

capable of increasing it.

Still others make gardens because it is part
of a full life. To live happily they must in-

vest their hours and aspirations in the activities

of another world. And they draw the interest

of pleasure according to the measure of their

investment. They are usually quaint folk,

other-worldly in their manner, but capable of

comprehending the idiosyncrasies of Nature as

she displays them in tree and bush and fra-

grant blossom, across the skyline and in the

infinite zenith. These are, moreover, the suc-

cessful gardeners.
Let's look into this class of gardeners for a

moment and then quit.

SOME
people are referred to as "born gar-

deners." They aren't necessarily scientific

folk or intellectual quite the opposite in most

cases but they- seem to have a knack for mak-
ing plants grow. Others may spend money
freely for fine tools and chemicals and espe-

cially selected seeds, and have no luck at all,

whereas, some poor little old woman in the
back street, who cannot afford all these luxu-

ries, puts their gardens to shame.

What's the answer?
The little old woman, like as not, raises her

flowers the same way she raises her babies.

She does it herself. It is part of the day's
work. Upon her own energies depends the ap-
pearance of that front yard. She doesn't lay
off because the sun is hot, and she hasn't any
gardeners to hand the work over to when it

grows irksome. She doesn't garden because it

is the fashion, but because flowers are pretty

things to have about the place, and because
her man and her children enjoy fresh vegeta-
bles. They are a vital part of her everyday life.

But that is only one reason. The other you
will discover when you get to know her well

which may not be so easy. True gardeners,
like true fishermen, are a clannish lot; they

stolidly refuse to tell their secrets. But say
you do get to know her well and start her on
the' subject of flowers and vegetables, she will

begin to talk about them in the most amazing
fashion familiarly, poetically, like the lover

in the Song of Solomon, with quaint observa-

tions that open doors to worlds of deep under-

standing. And midway in her conversation

this happens invariably and to it is due much
of her success she will stop and look up lov-

ingly at some fluffy little cloud drifting across

the sky, or listen to the call of a bird, or let

her eyes rest understandingly on the horizon

where the tawny checkerboard fields spill over

the hilltop.
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A cabinet in the Chi-
nese manner, inlaid

with gold, is used
here to hold ancestral
china. From the col-

lection of Mrs. Dud-
ley L. Pifkman at

Beverly Farms, Mass-
achusetts

WHEN TO USE
A C H I N A I

CABINET

D I/RING the
|

MM i.w

years the vogue in diina

laliiiu-ts dropped perceptibly.
In fact, they went completely
out and it is difficult to >ay
when they will return to favor.

Hut when can you use a china

cabinet?

The aii>wtT is simpK when

you have a cabinet of .-uch

U-auty and of such historic

lines a> those shown here.

Such pieces of furniture are

always in good taste and can

be used either in the dining
room to hold the best china
and glass ware or in the living
room to house some precious
collection. They justify dis-

play because of their intrinsic

merit.

Three of them are of old

Spanish design with character-

istic shaped top and elaborate-

ly decorated with intarsia in

flower designs; the fourth is

William and Man-, a double-

top cabinet with unusual
wooden partitions for the panes.
A good antique when it is

antique enough <an defy any
of the vagaries of passing
custom.

Another example of
lt>th Century Spanish
inlay is this cabinet
with cupboard be-
neath. It holds a
Chinese collection.

From the residence of
'. E. Atwood, Esq.,

of Boston

AH example of \t>th

Century work is

found in this Spanish
cabinet a rare piece
of mahogany with in-

laid boxwood. From
the collection of Amos
A. Lawrence, Esq.,

Boston

The lines of this cabi-
net pronounce it Wil-
liam and Mary. It

has a chaste but solid

dignity. A glass col-

lection is preserved in

it. It is from the
Amos A. Lawrence

collection
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Northend

Give the children an attic room to themselves. Fit it up as study,
bedroom or nursery. Use plenty of wicker and hook rugs. Storage
closets can be placed in the jog at the end. F. Patterson Smith was

the architect, and Brett, Gray & Hartwell the decorators

7 he attic shown above and oelow is a boys' room. The study corner
is at this end, the sleeping part at the other. Open beams, white walls
and simple sturdy furnishings make a boys' paradise. It is their own

furniture, not the cast-off pieces from downstairs

In one alcove, by
a window, is a lit-

tle sewing corner
where mother can
come for a mo-
ment's peace or to

superintend the
youngsters' hours

of study

In another alcove,
the boys have a

fireplace of their

own where they
can bring their

gang of small
friends without
disturbing the
downstairs rooms
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MAKING THE ATTIC LIVABLE
Still Another Part of the House Is Salvaged to Meet the

Modern Requirements of a Growing Family

\\ \RY H. NORTH I-A I)

O.XK
loves to dream of the old

attic that occupied the entin-

upper story of great-grandfather's
\veather-l)eaten old home. It was a

dark, fearsome place, fa-cinating to

childhood. Who has not crept slowly

up the creaking stairs to prowl amonu
tlif bra-s nailed hair trunks? Even

today the fragrance of sweet lavender

seemingly greets us as we recall the

lifting of the lid.

Modern Spare Demands

Today that is all gone. The mys-

tery that lurked under the shadowy
eaves is dispelled. For with modem
conservation, the old-fashioned attic

has been replaced by practical experi-
ments that fit into present use in our

homes. Additional space is an abso-

lute necessity, not only with a grow-

ing family, but in suburban homes,
where week-end parties mean addi-

tional room for the guests.

Storage room, as in the olden days,
is also a necessity, for there are trunks

and out of season clothing to be

housed, but this difficulty has been
met through the designing of dust

proof closets close under the roof.

The gabled roof house is best

adaptable for this usage, as the pro-
jections have been broken sufficiently

Giving father a chance means giving him a den or

study where he (an be qu.et and can fuss around
with h'.s hobbies

to provide interesting spaces to work

out odd ideas. This would be im]>-
sible in archill-dun- that has a stnui'j

Southern feeling, the low spn-adint;

roof line furnishing no inspiration for

the working out of livable attic space.
I he house need not necessarily be

F.nglish in -tyle, but must have a well

pitched roof, for ample ventilation i-

a necessity, and this can only l>e sati-

factorily worked out through window-

or ventilators so planned that they

add to rather than detract from the

charm of the exterior of the house.

\\'e have only to go back to the

Middle Ages to realize that even in

those days ample space was developed
in the upper stories; particularly is it

true in Gothic and early Renaissance

architecture which is found not only
in France, but in Germany and the

Netherlands. The fact that the steep
roofs of that period allowed for rooms

to te designed for a variety of pur-

poses, has been taken advantage of

by the architects of today, who have

made a careful study of every type.

The Attic Temperature

It has been claimed that the great

objection to utilizing the space in the

upper story for living purpose-, i-'

(Continued on page 60)

Provided the
construction of
the house per-
mits, an attic
dance room is

ideal. The mu-
sic is placed in

an alcove and
there are dress-

ing rooms at the
end. F. Patter-
son Smith, archi-

tect
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A MUSEUM THAT EARNS ITS KEEP

WE used to think of a museum as a tomb of the past. There were

ample reasons why we held to this opinion. Museums were de-

positaries of old, rare and beautiful works of art where the discerning
or the desirous foregathered, whenever the spirit moved them, to behold
and enthuse. That was about all.

During the past three years this worn-out legend has been scraped
together with kings and untaxed incomes and all the other non-essential

and evil flotsam of a recent dark age. Museums have become the de-

positaries of the future. They link up the past with the present. They
reincarnate the beauty of a by-gone time for the guidance of present-

day manufacturers and the delectation of people.
This is the significant work that the Metropolitan Museum of Art

in New York City has accomplished under the stress of war. The story
is best told by the words of its own accounting of stewardship: "Manu-
facturers and designers have found it to their advantage to use the

museum, and this means that they have found it to their business

advantage. No greater test of the value of art as related to progress
could be offered. Design has been able to demonstrate its own salabil-

ity, which indicates a by no means insignificant step in our valuable
art producing trades, trades which represent an annual expenditure of
no less than $500,000,000 for home furnishings alone."

Just how do these designers and manufacturers benefit from the
museum?

WHETHER
the field is metal work, tiles, plaster, stained glass, or

costume design, whether the manufacturer makes reproductions of
colonial furniture or re-designs a silver goblet for commercial use,
whether he works from Byzantine ivories or Flemish tapestries, in jewel-
ry or architectural terracotta,

whether he is designer or man-
ufacturer, decorator or crafts-

man, the resources of the mu-
seum have been offered to him
and he has studied objects of

art from an inspirational view-

point, very much as he would
use a book for study.
To continue the report of

this work: "An Italian gesso-
covered and painted picture
frame may seem a long cry
from the modern market, yet
it has been studied by a New
York manufacturer of tapes-
tries. An Athenian vessel

twenty centuries old has been

passed by thousands of visi-

tors until a designer of com-
mercial containers saw in this

as in nothing else that had
come to her notice a possibil-

ity for a modern jar to hold
cosmetics. A millefleurs tap-
estry remained the despair of
scores of artists and designers
until a manufacturer of rugs
determined to take advantage
of this design for the improve-
ment of American rugs. A
designer of dress fabrics saw
possibilities in the armor col-

lection. A china painter stud-
ied Russian laces. Embroid-
ered crests assisted in the de-

sign of American sport skirts.

Florentine glass bottles offered

suggestions for printed voiles.

Ecclesiastical vestments were
found full of suggestion for

wall papers. The color for

painted chairs was found in

Chinese pottery. A paper soap

fundamentals of design the manufacturer or his designer seeks his

inspiration wherever it may be found and the differences of material,

style, artist, period, race, or purpose are not considered barriers. Thus

they have at their command the entire field of industrial art design
of. all ages, and their only limitation is that they shall properly express
in terms of their own materials the design and purposes of the pieces
which they themselves are producing."

THE
work of the museum in facilitating the study of designers is

manifold. One method, for example, is the sale of photographic

reprints to students and designers. Sixty-five thousand of them are

sold annually.
"To meet these requirements on the part of the modern manufactur-

ing and designing world, the Metropolitan Museum maintains a large

and efficient force of assistants and an extensive system of study rooms,
lantern slide and photograph collections, lending collections, and other

physical means of assistance. There are a number of docents or

museum instructors familiar with every detail of the galleries and
their contents and there is a specially trained associate whose province
it is to assist in bringing together the seeker and his objective, to act

as a sort of liaison officer between the museum and the world of art in

trade. This member of the staff is a person qualified to assist manu-
facturers and designers from the standpoint of their own requirements.
He makes it his business to visit shops and workrooms, he is familiar

with the processes of manufacture and keeps abreast of the market, so

that he shall be able to visualize trade values in museum facilities and

thus help manufacturers toward their own objectives."

In these endeavors lies the promise of a great result.

wrapper design saw its be-

ginnings in snuff boxes.

"These are a few of the
actual cases of recent weeks,
all showing that in tracing

B 1

HEARTHSIDE
So many things to love in that small house of ours,

The sunlight swept across the breakfast-board,
The brass bowls blooming with their nodding sheaves of flowers,

The genial fireplace where stout logs have roared;
There is a little window looking to the East

Where stars peeped in on us through twilight haze;
The mottled plates we kept against the seldom feast

Shining from their shelves in bright arrays;
The wide, soft rug fair-colored as some enfabled mead,

With stiff Levantine blossoms, weaver-sown;
The stately chairs, the pipe-stand, and rows of books to read;
The sweater on the settle lightly thrown.

So much I love . . . their peace, content and happiness,
And friendliness to make each corner bloom,

And more than all, the clock, so solemn of address,
That murmurs to itself down the still room.

ARCHIE AUSTIN COAXES.

lEHIND all this activity,

this reincarnation of past

beauty is a great aspiration.
Our manufacturers are learn-

ing that their factory is not

merely a business venture, but
"a work bench of national

taste." Every chair or light-

ing fixture or yard of goods
is a factor in the great mosaic
of national culture fostered by
the industrial arts.

The Metropolitan Museum,
to have recourse once again to

its report, "maintains that

'Made in America' on an ob-

ject of furniture or furnish-

ings is inadequate unless it

also connotes designed by an
American-trained craftsman."

Here is an irrefutable an-

swer to those who would ac-

cuse the American people of

lacking good taste. Here also

is an answer to those who look

upon museums as tombs. For
a laudable standard of activ-

ity is being set by this museum
that must be copied if they
dare to justify their existence

by every other museum in

the country.
No longer are the people

to be satisfied with "good
enough" wares in their homes.
That old fallacy of maintain-

ing a low level in order to

give the people what they want
is beautifully exploded. Give
them the best, and they will

buy, 'for the average man's
tastes are very much above the

average. Teach him to live-

surrounded by beautiful ob-

jects and he enters into a new
life. Teach him to go to his

museums and the things that

were dead will live.
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WHITE AS A COLOR FOR HOUSES
Not only because it is just as durable as other colors,

but because it is more pleasing and more useful, white

is the best for country houses. It accents the house

in the landscape. It reflects the sunlight so that its

shadows are all the more shadowy. It forms a per-

fect background for vines and shrubs and adjacent

trees to silhouette against. And it imparts a clean,

fresh air so desirable for the home. If you doubt it,

study this portico of the F. P. King residence at

Tarrytown, N. Y. Aymar Embury II, architect
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An exquisite set of Capo
Di Monte figurines de-

picting the hours. From
the collection of Mrs.

Lydia Avery Coonley
Ward

CAPO DI MONTE PORCELAINS
A Ware Thai Came Out of Naples for the Delectation

of the Discerning Collector

GARDNER TEALL

SHOULD
you chance upon Lady

Blessington's "Idler in Italy"

few there are, nowadays who
bother to look into these old-fash-

ioned travel books of the early 1 9th

Century you will find there this

note of that remarkable lady's visit

to the Palace of Portici, built by
Charles III of Naples in 1738, on

the highroad to Salerno, some five

miles beyond the gates of the

Neapolitan metropolis :

The Salon in Portici

"One of the salons at Portici pe-

culiarly attracted our attention.

The ceiling and walls were covered

with panels of the most beautiful

china of the ancient and celebrated

manufactory of Capo di Monte, of

which specimens are now become

rare. The panels have landscapes
and groups finely painted and are

bordered with wreaths of flowers of the size of

nature of the richest and most varied dyes, in

alto relievo, among which birds of the gayest

plumage, squirrels, and monkeys, all of china,

are mingled. The chandeliers and frames of

the mirrors are also of porcelain, and the effect

is singularly beautiful. The floor was former-

ly covered in a similar style to the panels on

the walls, but the King when obliged to fly

from Naples intended, it is said, to remove the

decoration from this chamber, and had only
detached those of the floor when he was com-

pelled to depart."
Revolution and alto relievo, tempests in tea-

pots, bulls in china shops, squirrels and mon-

keys in porcelain
what a picture the

Countess of Blessing-
ton's description pre-
sents for the imagina-
tion to work upon ! I

do not for the mo-
ment recall whether

the indefatigable and

disconcerting Tauch-
nitz was responsible
for reviving in yel-

low-jacket the "Idler

in Italy" or whether a

copy of the old book
in its first, and per-

haps only edition, was

Three oval dishes or platters oj Capo di Monte. From
the collection in the Metropolitan Museum oj Art

On both sides of this tea pot are land-

scapes of great beauty, banded in gold

There is great beauty in the figure decorations of these Capo
di Monte pieces. The gold makes a worthy frame for them

the one which fell into my hands

one rainy day when walking
abroad in Naples seemed too much
like assuming the skilfulness of

Neptune and torrents washed down
the hillside strada of the Parco

Margherita just below my window.

A Porcelain of Naples

I am not a capricious person,
but the paragraph I have just

quoted suddenly revived an early
interest in the old porcelain of

Naples, that which bears the name
of Capo di Monte. Years before,

when a small boy, someone had

given me a little cup bearing un-

derneath the mark of the capital
letter N with crown above. The
nefarious fraud which accompanied
this gift was the solemn assurance

on the part of the giver she was

another boy's Sunday-school teach-

er that the N stood for Napoleon and the

Crown for Emperor. Indeed, I was shame-

lessly assured that the great Napoleon himself

had drunk from this cup himself (lethe or

nepenthe was not designated), perhaps even the

Empress Josephine and, later, Maria Louisa

had done likewise. I was even led to believe

that the King of Rome had, in his weaning

days, been fed from this very cup. Alas' a

terrible thing happened. After only a week's

possession of so holy a relic, a Knowing One

appeared and bluntly dissipated the romance.

"It is Capo di Monte, a very decent bit, but

Napoleon had nothing to do with it, young
man, and whoever told you that yarn is as

stupid as those who
stuff children with fairy

stories." That was all.

I hated the Knowing
One from that moment,
for I loved and under-

stood fain' stories. For

the Other Boy's Sun-

day School Teacher I

naturally lost regard.
It was not, I argued,
that she didn't know it

was Capo di Monte,
hut that she should

have pretended she

knew it was the Em-

peror Napoleon's!
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Nevertheless. I think, for

many years ;it least, my opin-
ion of 'the O. B.'s S. S.'T. wa<

mucli higher than tliat which I

held for the Knowing One who
had so broken my dream.

And why, since he shattered

the Napoleon myth, did he not

reseat Capo di Monte with an

investure of the interest and

romance that surrounded it?

\Vhy didn't he take the trouble

to tell me about the squirrels

and monkeys in porcelain, the

King in flight and all the rest

of it? Why couldn't he have

been as interesting as Lady
Blessington? Or why could

he not have told me that the
1>N" stood for Naples, the.

Crown above it indicating the

royal manufactory, and that

this mark was that of the ware

of the later period, as the mark FRF
with Crown above had signified

Fabbrica Reale di Ferdinando ( King
Ferdinand IV) on pieces of the sec-

ond period of the Capo di Monte

porcelain fabricated in the Kingdom
of Naples?

I suppose the Knowing One went

his way firmly believing he had set

me on the right path. That I had

been brought up to try to be polite

alone saved him from immediate dis-

illusion. How ungrateful we often

really are for imagined benefits

conferred !

The Porcelain Factory

I shall thank Lady Blessing-

ton for starting me off the next

day, which was a glorious one

of sunshine and violets that is

the real Naples to visit the

places connected with the old

porcelain manufactory and to

ferret out collections that I

might stud}- them and so be

brought back to a state of grace
which would incline my heart to

harbor a prayer for the Know-

ing One
"T|j|t

his forgiveness

might be found in what I might

myself discover.

Down the Strada Nuova di

Capodimonte I drove, as I had

often driven before, but this day
with a new interest. The south

branch of the street at the Ton-
do brought me to the entrance

gate of the park of Capodi-
monte. Getting out, a walk of sev-

Whlte Capo di

Monte figure

%roup. From the

Metropolitan

A Capo di Mon-
te figure group
in white. From
the Metropolitan

Three fine pieces

of early Capo di

Monte. Courtesy
of John Hutaff,

Inc.

A white Capo di

Monte basin of
remarkable lines

ind unusual con-

ception

en minute* brought me to the

Pala<c, begun by ('harks I'll

in 17S.S but not finished until

1839 in the reign of Ferdinand

II. Hen- in tin Museum is an

extensive and most interesting

collection of Capo di Monte

porcelain -upplcmcnted by a

collection of imitations of later

|ieriod. Here, just below the

Palace a soft porcelain manu-

factory \\.i- established in

1742, 'by Charles III. who, as

Duke of Parma had exchanged
his coronet for the crown of

the Two Sicilies. In 1738 he

married a Saxon princess, but

although the Prince of Ottai-

ano, Charles's ambassador to

Vienna, secretly treated for

porcelain workers to be sent to

Naples, I do not think the de-

signs of Capo di Monte sug-

gest as much German art-influence as

some writers have credited them with

showing. Charles was a collector of

the porcelains of Saxony, the sec ret -

of the making of which were being

jealously guarded by Bottger, and he

himself had determined to attempt

porcelain within his new kingdom.
So interested did he become in the

venture that tradition insists he him-

self learned the potter's art and
amused himself in this way in the

royal manufactory.

Early Period Wares

In the early period white shell

wares were produced, and the

best pieces have a warmth of

tone akin to the Fukien por-
celains. Early pieces also imi-

tated oriental wares and were
marked with a Star of eight

points, and a little later with

varieties of a Fleur-de-lis.

These were the pieces of what
is designated by authorities on
such matters as the First Peri-

od of Capo di Monte porcelain
and they have a particular in-

terest and charm.

Giovanni Caselli who was
Charles's Director of the Capo
di Monte Works in 1743 had.

twenty years before, served

under Francesco Farnese as

''Primo disegnatore di camei e

pietre incise e primo ritrattista

di miniature" and as "Guarda-
roba segreto della Duchessa

(Continued on page 68)

Capo di Monte cups and saucers of unusually fine decoration. In the early period of this Neapolitan art white shell ware was

produced with a tone much akin to Fukien porcelains
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REMODELED HOME
OF THE
PAST

Walk down any country road and you will pass dozens of houses that offer possibilities for remodeling into permanent
homes or summer residences. The artist visualized what this house would be like when completed. Compare it with the

photograph below. The changes have given it a substantial appearance and a semblance of better architecture

A REMODELED HOME of the PAST
What Could Be Done to a Roadside House to

Make It a Country Home

Sketches by J. .!/. ROSE

IN
selecting a house for re-

modeling there are several

points that must first be de-

termined. First, is it in a

condition that justifies re-

modeling ? Second, how
much of it requires changing ?

The first point is readily
determined by going over the

house carefully with your
architect. The second is gov-
erned by family requirements
and the amount you want to

spend.
An example of the possi-

bilities in an old house is

shown here. The artist se-

lected an old house by the

roadside and rebuilt it to fit

the all-year requirements of

a small family.
As it stood, the house was

ugly and had little charm, yet
the main building is good and

dignified in a simple, homely
way. This would make a

modern home of no mean pro-

portions, an all-year-round

The original house has evidently twice been enlarged, once with the wing and
the second time when the shingled, one-story, false-front rooms were added

Yet it has merit worth saving and improving

home possessed of comfort

and even luxury.

By cutting off the objec-

tionable little lean-to, and ex-

tending the roof lines of the

addition, a very well-balanced

house plan can be evolved.

The introduction of dormers,
the creation of terraces, a

sleeping porch, a sun room

and the installation of three

bathrooms with a slight re-

arranging of partitions, make
it livable and presentable.

Cream paint and emerald

green trim will enhance its

charm, but the house is all

too flagrantly exposed to the

public view. It needs lavish

planting to make the most of

what is there; but the ground
is level and slopes graciously,
there are a few good trees,

and there is every indication

of a soil well adapted to lux-

uriant growth. This embel-

lishment is an essential part
of the reconstruction.



As improved, the house has a sun

room added, a wide dormer
breaks the roof and the entrance

is turned and given a new hood.

The addition is carried out be-

yond the chimney line and a Pal-

ladian window inserted

At one end has been added a sun

porch that can be glassed in for

all-year use. Doors from the liv-

ing and dining rooms give access

and there are rear steps to the

garden. The two windows light

bedrooms

A living room lighted on two sides
and with a fireplace occupies a cor-
ner of the first floor. The dining
room is behind this, facing the gar-
den. In the wing is a breakfast al-

cove, kitchen and maid's room

Among the. interesting factors in this

reconstructed house are the differing

floor levels which add quaint atmos-

phere to the rooms

Upstairs two bedrooms are provided
in the main part of the house with a
bath and hall. The wing is taken
up by an owner's suite of bedroom,
bath and sleeping porch. All rooms
have plenty of light and ventilation

CROSS SECTION SHOWING DIFTEBeNT FLOOR LEVELS
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Among the early spring perennials is the sqwrrel-

corn, a plant of the rich, open woods. When the.

site is right it is an exquisite addition to the wild

garden

The curious flowers of the Jack-in-the-pulpit are

succeeded in September by balls of brilliant scarlet

berries, fit spotlights for the deep woods in which

they gleam

Delicacy of form
and color amid
harsh surroundings

a wild larkspur

Open woods and

prairies are the nat-

ural home of the

shooting-star

Two splendid per-
ennials for the wild

garden are the tril-

lium and anemone



THE TRUE WILD GARDEN
A Successful Garden of Wild Flowers Is Not a Garden at AH, but Rather a Stage of Natures

Setting A Few of the Principles 11'Inch I 'nderlie Its Creation

ROBKRT S. LEMMON
Pkototnpkl by J. 11. t'irlj

IT
cannot be made l)\

man's hand alone, the

real wild garden. As the

artist fails to transmit

through brush and oils

the strange magic of the

moonl>eam, or the sun-

light's full gaiety and

warmth, so the flower

gardener fails to recon-

struct the indefinable

charm of wild flowers in

any setting which savors

of the artificial. You
can have the most per-

fectly designed, artfully

planted and immaculate-

ly maintained rock gar-
den in the world, and if

it seems made it will nev-

er have the appeal of even

a single cluster of he

patica blossoms catching
the blue of the late March

sky among sun-warmed
hillside boulders.

Discouraging? By no

means. A true wild gar-
den is impossible except

when Nature alone has

made it? No, not that.

My contention is merely
that you and Nature must work together if

your garden of wildlings is to be a complete

success; that Nature's cues must always be fol-

lowed
;
that while you may choose many of the

actors, and plan the rough setting of the stage,
the details and fine touches which spell per-
fection must be in her hands alone.

Why Flowers Appeal

If we stop to consider why any given flower

appeals to us, we shttll usually find that it does

so first
because

of one of two qualities: deli-

cacy, and scme peculiarly striking appearance
or habit, ften these are combined, as in the

trailing arbutus, the purple fringed orchid

standing lone and sentinel-like in the dark

woods, the carpet of squirrel-corn spread across

the floor of winter-worn leaves. The evening

primrose, too, is a remarkable example of such

a combination. To the etherial beauty and

fragrance of its blossoms is added their habit

of opening at dusk, when the gloom masks
their somewhat ungraceful stalks and full at-

tention can be centered on the uncurling petals.
But if we go somewhat deeper than these

first impressions, we come upon one underlying
reason which is practically universal among
the attractive wild flowers. This is nothing
more or less than the contrast between plant
and surroundings.

Look for a moment at the photograph of the

larkspur on the opposite page. How effective
is the contrast between those expectantly poised
little blossoms and the harsh bareness of the

ground about them! Or take the trilliums,
and the single anemone below them both of

unmatched whiteness and youth, springing
from the very base of an age-old tree. And
the violets, too, delicately fragrant and fragile

Its odd form draws
attention to the wild

mandrake, waxen
flowered beneath

sheltering leaves

An example of Na-
ture's frequent con-

trasts between plant
and setting. Wild

violets in May

in the lee of their guardian boulder is no;

contrast one of their chief charms? Shooting-
star and squirrel-corn, rock fern and colum-

bine, saxifrage and mountain pink these and

many other wild plants demonstrate clearly in

their natural haunts the power of contrast.

Remove them to delicate surroundings, to the

marked evidences of artificiality, and they lose

charm immeasurably.
And then there is the appeal of color con-

trast scarlet lobelias against the dark banks

of the woodland stream; bluets spangling the

green of the meadow; the white saucers of

sanguinaria on brown March hillsides. It has

been said that Nature's colors never clash.

However that may be.

lliere i- no doulit that

-lie continually achieves

marvelou- com l>i nations

of complementary tone-

In the aetual making
of the wild garden you
should keep these prin-
i iples in mind and apply
them a- the occasion

warrants. Whatever the

site, flowers should be

chosen which would nat-

urally grow there
forced effects a 1 w a \ *

look forced. Not only
would the unnatural

plant appear out of

place, but it would re-

fuse to thrive in nine

cases out of ten. Fit-

ness is' the thing; almost

any wild flower, vine,

shrub or tree will suc-

ceed if properly trans-

planted to the right en-

vironment.

Too frequently those

who would have such a

garden of native plants
create for it an air of

cultivation, of having
been planted. This can be done only at the

expense of much of the very charm which is

being sought. While the surroundings chosen

must sometimes of necessity be created, yet if

the chief features are copied from some actual

situation which you have seen in your country
rambles, they will in time take on the appear-
ance of having always been there will become
in their entirety a perfect representation of

Nature's landscaping. To attain this result

you must start right, studying carefully the

possibilities of the situation, laying the founda-
tions only after the conception as a whole is

well in mind, and then, when the planting is

complete, letting the garden grow into a wild

thing without interference from you.

Study Before You, Start

Go out into the woods and fields and marsh-
lands when the first alder catkins redden the

brookside; when the coral and gold caps of

the columbine dot the rock ledges; when in the

damp aisles among the trees the orange lilies

are blooming and the great pink heads of the

mallows make gay the August meadows; when
the cardinal flower flames along the stream
banks and the early wild asters are opening;
when the autumn's full glory of leaf and stem
and grass blade is at its height along the fence-

rows. Go out at these times and to these places,
and if you see instead of merely look you will

learn many things which cannot be taught in

magazines or books. You will learn how in-

variably the setting supplements the flower,
and how Nature alone perfects the picture.
Thus should it be in your own wild garden.

To make the right start and then let Nature be

the head gardener these are your aims. It is

bv such roads that you will come to success.
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Campbell

A PATIO GARDEN in BOSTON
Somehow, you don't expect a tropical patio garden
in Boston. It comes as a pleasant surprise. The pink
brick walls and red flooring, the cement stairs leading

to the gallery, the little fountain set low in the floor,

the great wrought iron lantern swung from the ceil-

ing, the trailing vines and young palm groves, the

Far East rattan furniture all combine to make a

room of rare beauty Harry B. Russell, architect



There is intriguing architectural

detail on this side of the patio.

The stairs climb up past great

steps that spill their trailing vines.

The little casement window and
the angel suggest an Arabian

Nights' romance. And the door-

way and balcony are exquisite

Along the opposite side runs a

gallery with its vine-swept rim.

Here too a little angel floats com-

placently against the white wall.

Prom this view one can appreci-
ate the unusual beauty of the

wrought iron lantern. The color

of the cement is rose gray

An iron grill gate closes the entrance

to the upper floor. Us silhouette

standing out against the rose gray
cement stairs and pink walls. High

up in a cage hang a pair of love

birds a quaint little touch in a ro-

mantic garden
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In the first year the room contains only the essentials and these represent the greatest expenditure. It has a color scheme of blue

and mulberry. Each piece is selected for its permanent value, good workmanship and taste. The cost the first year figuring on
current prices plus the cost of making curtains, etc., amounts to $525.16

THE THIRD YEAR LIVING ROOM
How the Bride and the Beginning Housewife Can Build Up a Room

of Permanent Furnishings in the Best Taste

AGNES FOSTER WRIGHT

THE vagueness of a bride is only

equalled by the charm of that

vagueness.
Could anything be less romantic than

a matter of fact, common-sense, know-
what-she-wants bride!

I find the average bride, when she

commences to furnish her new home,
first buys something pretty, then buys
something else pretty, then buys some-

thing "awfully cute" and with these

as a foundation begins to furnish. The
first purchase is a lamp and shade, the

second a sofa cushion and the third an

"awfully cute" desk set. It's such an

ungrateful task to jerk her down to

earth by formulated furnishing and
statements of cost. However

Taking an average size room and

average size windows I plan to furnish

it, so that in three years we have a really

handsome, adequate living room It

will arrive at that state through careful,
deliberate purchasing. In the end it is

complete, although additions may be

made, as one's family and means grow.
The first year the initial outlay is

considerable. The essentials are in

every case of first class quality ;
for in-

stance, the couch is of down and hair,
but we economize by covering it in

Over-mantel
painting to

match room
costs SI 15

Flat Italian
vases, for the
mantel piece,

at S16

black Parma sateen, which is a heavy-
twilled variety of upholsterer's sateen,

excellent and adequate for the purpose,

costing $1.80 a yard and taking ten

yards in all.

The second year the expenditure is

comparatively small, first because we
are just getting over the expense of the

first year and also because of the possi-
ble advent of a baby. The third year
we finish the furnishing by the perma-
nent hangings and covering and carpet.
From then on, it is a matter of non-

essential additions.

We presuppose the room to have a

fireplace, two French doors and two
sash windows. The walls are a light
buff color.

For a rug we buy sixteen yards of

excellent quality taupe carpeting at $4
a yard and have the stripes sewed into

a 9' x 12' rug. That gives a nice foun-

dation, and in the third year, when we

buy a chenille rug, this carpeting can

be remade into bedroom rugs, or hall

runners.

The curtains are made of a smart

glazed imported chintz, peacock design
in blue and mulberry on a black back-

ground, and the color shows splendidly
with the light coming through the de-



sign. They need not be lined.

They an- liound with the best qual-

itv taffeta to withstand sun wear:

curtains should never he Ixiund

in a cheap quality of any material.

While not essential, little taffeta

tie-backs would add to the smart-

aeat of the curtains. The chintz

COSto .Sl.''0 and it needs eight

vanK since tliere are no hems, for

the two windows, and three-quar-

ters of a yard of 50" taffeta costs

$4.50. Making and fixtures cost

$10, Imt this is an item which

the bride should strike off as she

should make them herself. She can

also make the beige scrim curtains,

two yards long, for the French

doors for which she should pay
about 32 cents a yard, costing $2. 56

and for under curtains costing $3.

On the 6' Parma sateen covered

couch put two chintz pillows to

match the curtains with a '.)" bind-

ing of the taffeta left from the cur-

tains. These two will cost com-

plete $1 1. At the end of the couch

put an Italian walnut table at

S 1.x. 50 with a rose lamp and parch-
ment shade which should COSl

$17.50. This complete* the sofa

group on one side of the fireplace.

Opposite it .HIK'S a <>' long narrow

oak or walnut table costing S''5, the

center of which could IK- used a- .1

desk, with a black gla-- de-k -it.

costing ScX. A straight Italian chair

in walnut and antique gold to use

by the table a- a desk ihair costs

$22.50, and is heavy and firm, -nit

able for a man. On the table put

magazines and bcx>ks and a large jar
ot shiny laurel leaves, which add an

awfully nice note to a room. At the

end of the table put a large com-
fortable wicker chair, enameled

Italian walnut
desk and chair

are added in the

second year.
SI 10 complete

A first year
straight chair
with dull gold

showing in the

carving, $22.50

Wing - chair for
the second year.
In plain velvet it

may be had for

The first year
wicker chair cost

&2S, upholstered
in glazed chintz,

and enameled
black

I"

In the second year the couch and table change position. The additions are a desk and desk chair, an upholstered wing-chair, and an over-
mantel painting the one extravagance of the year to give rich color to the walls. The "PoUy" chair is sent upstairs where, with a chaise

tongue, it will help complete the furnishings of a bedroom. The cost this year is S342.SO
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By the third year the room is complete. The couch which has been re-upholstered in velvet faces the fireplace and the long table is backed

to it. The wicker chair goes out on the porch. Carpeting is supplanted by a chenille rug, and the carpeting used in one of the bedrooms.
The curtains are now of rich mulberry damask and the old curtains moved upstars. Expenditures this year, S497.52

black, with seat and back cushion in the glazed
chintz. This costs complete $25. It is com-
fortable and while not elegant is adequate and
later will be useful on the porch or upstairs.
Between the lamp and chair place a wrought
iron adjustable standing lamp in black and
dull gold with a parchment shade. This will

throw a light for the person who reads in the

chair or writes at the table desk, and costs

complete $31.50.
In the right hand corner between the window

and the hall door a low coffee or

tea table in walnut and gold is

placed beside a low "Polly with a

Past" chair, upholstered in Parma
sateen piped in blue sateen, costing

$30 for the chair and taking 11/3
yards of the Parma sateen to cover.

The cost of the revolving drop leaf

table is $18.50. This makes a

nice group for sewing and can

easily be moved up by the couch
in serving coffee or tea.

On the mantel are two flat Ital-

ian vases for $16, which, with the

addition of a bowl of flowers in the

center, make a sufficient over-man-
tel ornamentation. I have not men-
tioned the fixtures for the fireplace

as one person likes a coal basket, another a

hob-grate and another andirons.

Thus we have the room complete for the first

year, adding, of course, the personal touches

of flowers, baskets, pictures, books and maga-
zines. Book-cases should be built-in.

The Second Year

The second year we change the position of

the couch and sofa, as the desk and table do
not look well near one another, and we add a

high-backed upholstered chair in mulberry

striped velvet to repeat the color in the chintz.

The chair costs $60 and the upholstery $6.75
and it takes four yards. The little "Polly"
chair goes up into one of the bedrooms where,
with recovering, it matches a chaise longue.
We add at the window a real desk and desk

chair this second year. These are in walnut

with interesting hand-carving on the back.

The desk costs $78 and the chair $32 and

nothing could be nicer than these as in adding
to our furnishing we keep in mind
to purchase only the best things.
So far there has been nothing cheap
and second rate. The wrought iron

lamp is moved over by the desk,
and we replace it by an Italian

pottery lamp on the table with a

shade of striking design, complete
$25. On the table we put a linen

and hand-made lace scarf at $5.50
as the desk set has been removed.

And now, for the one extrava-

gance of the year we add an over-

mantel painting of flowers toned in

mulberry and blue green to har-

monize with the color scheme. It

is copied from an old museum
(Continued on page 82)

The first curtains

are glazed chintz in

blue, mulberry and
buf) on black. 31"

wide, $1.90 a yard

Part of the first year furnish-
ing consists of a "Polly" chair

upholstered in black sateen,

$32.40, a revolving top coffee
table, $18.50, and lamp, $17.50

Mulberry damask of

antique finish is used

for third year cur-

tains. It costs $9.75

a yard, 50" wide
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I faithful reproduction
of a Chinese antique ruy,

of the Kien Lung period
Has a ground color ol

imperial yellow with
In n 1,1 if til design in dark,

light blue, peach blow
and ivory. Rugs such

as this may be had in

any shape, site or color

effect, at prices flinging

from $35 a sq. yard up,

according to quality

CARPETS and RUGS

These may be purchased through the

House <5" Gartlen Shopping Serzice,

19 Weil 44th Street, New York City

An Axminsler
carpeting U'ith a

Chinese design in

blue and jattm
on gold, ISO a

yard; the border
is priced at

$3.25 a yard

(Center) Self-
striped carpeting
in taupe, tele de

negre, red and
deep purple, >

4

of a yard wide,
.S6.50 a \ard

,......, i.. ,,,.,(I>.<1<141,.., I,
<...n... ;;,.,;;

Wilton carpeting
in Chinese design
of gold on black

ground, black on
crimson, or black
on green , $4
yard wide at

$6.50 a yard

A bedroom rug
comes in all wool
check. Rose and
cream, blue and
cream and black
and cream. $5.60

a sq. yard
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THE HUMORISTS and LANDSCAPISTS

of JAPANESE PAINTING

What Matahci, Korin, Sosen, Yeisen and Buncho Accomplished

W. G. BLAIKIE MURDOCH

The Romance oj

Cenji Monogotari,

by Oharugoko

A Flower Study, by

Matsnmura Keibun.

Early
19th Century

THE
Japanese

portraitists
and

hieratic artists mostly

painted on silk, but

the historians, the hu-

morists and the land-

scapists generally
worked on a thin,

transparent paper, so

absorbent that, be the

brush pressed the least

thing too heavily, the

paint will at once

spread in many unde-

sired directions. Nor

can work of this sort
.

be altered by washing, or scraping, as will

Western media, which difficulty proved grandly

bracing to the Japanese, just as a difficult metr

stimulates a poet's ingenuity. '"Why, this is

not drawing but inspiration," said Constable,

on first seeing Blake's sketches; and owing in

some degree to that very difficulty in the means

whereby they were fashioned, the

best Japanese landscapes seem the

inspirations themselves ;
a straight-

forward reincarnation of what the

artists felt.

The genius of these men was for

capturing the enchanted aspect

Avhich things present to eyes stirred

momentarily by emotion: their art

is great because rich in that mystery

whose lack, as observed before, is

frequently salient in the hieratic

paintings. And, indeed, it is a lack

of this sort, a want of aloofness,

which is the most frequent weak-

ness in all Japanese art other than

landscape, the genre in particular

being too often only a prodigy of

skill in realism, a marvel of decora-

tive ability.

The Patronage of Hideyoshi

It speaks eloquently for the dy-

namite-like nature of strong per-

sonality that such a wealth of fine

painting should have been done in

the time of the Ashikayas. Be-

"Vnder the Blossoms," a painting
on silk by Chobunsai Yeishl

Realistic .study of a

heron executed by
Tan-an

Rabbits by Matsu-
mura Keibun. Early

19th Century

cause, despite their

own love of art, their

rule was really the

antithesis of condu-

cive to artistic
achievement. Nearly
each of them was sig-

nally incapable of

keeping the country
free from fierce civil

wars, and it was this

chaos which gave
Hideyoshi his chance,

at the close of the 16th

Century, enabling
him to take the helm

into his hands. In sharp contradistinction to

most autocrats, he had a keen taste for art; and,

when his fortunes were nearing their apogee, he

marked the promise of a poor young artist,

Sanraku, whom he asked one Yeitoku to take

into his studio as a pupil, Hideyoshi himself

paying the requisite fees. Afterwards, when he

built his palace of Momo Yama at

Kyoto, Sanraku was the man chiefly

asked for decorations there, his out-

standing exploit being some mural

paintings of hunting scenes, splen-

didly vitalised. And so great was

the fame won by these works that,

when Hideyoshi was dead, and all

who had served him were regarded

as traitors, Sanraku was pardoned.

Art and the New Rulers

Under the Tokugawas, Japan
commenced to experience a welcome

tranquility, among the results being

that, whereas hitherto there had

been few buyers of secular art save

the nobility, for these alone had

enough money, there was now a

quick increase of wealth with the

trading classes, followed by much
art patronage on their part. Hence

there came into vogue the painting
of pictures on screens, as too on the

sliding doors hiding cupboards, or

forming partitions between rooms,

the usual medium for work of both

"Girls at Play," a happy print by
Eitaku Kobaiashi
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these kinds being a

hard paper, which
lent itself to minute

draughtsmanship.
And since many of

the new art-patrons,
in eagerness to flaunt

their wealth, desired

houses characterized

by gorgeousness, it be-

a me customary tc

paint the backgrounds
of the screens com-

pletely with gold.

Yusho

It is one of the

prime glories of Japa-
nese artists, that, em-

ploying this mode
which in endless
hands would have
yielded only the

grandiloquent, they
almost invariably
achieved instead the

grand, flowers being
the theme with which

they were most suc-

cessful on the glowing
repoussoir. A. glance at some of them will repay.
A prince among men thus engaged was

Yusho, who had worked along with Sanraku
in Yeitoku's studio; while the early years of

the 17th century witnessed the painting of sin-

gularly delicate landscapes by Kano Koi,
whose pupils included Tanyu, famous alike as

animal-painter, landscapist, and poet. He is

one of the comparatively few great Japanese
masters of whom there is an authentic portrait,
this work being in the Imperial University,
Tokio; and showing an anxious, nervous, emo-
tional person, it hints too at an exceptionally
lovable disposition.

Sesshiu thought to improve his skill by going
to China, and, in many Japanese artists sub-

sequent to his time, there is seen still that old

tendency to look admiringly to the Middle

Kingdom as a guide in technique, Tanyu
being however virtually the last Japanese
of true might inclining thus. Just after

A portrait of Mukashi No Tenno,
.painted orrtllk by an unknown artist

"Boats on the Suniida,"
done on silk bv Moronobu

hi- da\, there was a

marked iiu rea.-e in tin 1

output of h i -torical

picture.-, a brilliant

adept in such licini;

Mit-uki. who. in the

ardour of his admira
tion for hi- remote

predecessor, Tosa
Mit-uiiobu. ( laimed

to lie that master'-

lineal de-ccndant.

Matahei

Hut by far the great-
est Japanese painter
of the mid-1600's \va-

Matahei, keenly alive

to the charm of his

country's characteris-

tic domestic utensils,

and drawing these

things with a loving

precision, often, in his

studies of ordinary
people, merely eating
or drinking, reading,

writing or playing
games in their homes.

None of his compa-
triots, before him, had made an art comparable
with his from matter of this sort. And it can

hardly be doubted that, in showing thus how
lofty a beauty might be evolved from humble
domesticities, he was a vast incentive to the

far-famed woodcut men, who, starting work
very soon after his time, called their prints
"Pictures of the floating world", that is, the

scenes of the passing hour. Their style of

workmanship, in many cases, is literally an
echo of his, Matahei 's screens always reflecting,

nevertheless, a fine deliberateness, largely for-

eign to his imitators.

Moronobu and Korin

Of the painters studying with him, much the
best was Moronobu, who had begun life as a

designer in an embroidery shop, and with
whom a favorite topic was the Sumida
river, with its motley pageant of boats;

(Continued on page 66)

A portrait of the poet Ariwara No Nari-
hara, by Iwasa Matahei

"Kwannon," by Mokkei,
at Daitokuji near Kyoto

These two kakemono studies of monkeys bv Mori
Sosen show both the realism and humor of that

Japanese artist. Sosen lived until 1821
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CANE and BUSH FRUITS for the KITCHEN GARDEN

Some Reasons for Taking Them Up in a Serious Way and Granting
^

Them the Attention

They Deserve in the Well Balanced Garden of Utility

G. T. HUNTINGTON

IX
the planning of even a modest kitchen

garden the desirability of the small

fruits currants, raspberries,
blackberries,

etc _i s often overlooked. The thoughts

of beginners especially
are prone to center

on vegetables,
to the exclusion of the ber-

ries which, while of perhaps less nourish-

ing 'value, are nevertheless highly impor-

tant articles of diet.

The requirements of these cane and bus

fruits are not exacting. Any fairly sunny,

well drained soil which will produce a

aood general vegetable crop will be suit-

able Such necessary care as spraying,

pruning, mulching, etc., is easily given

and amounts to little enough compared

with that which the regular vegetable gar-

den demands. As for the fruit itself H

will be of better quality and much less

expensive than you can buy in market.

Finally, it is possible on almost every

place to find room for a few plants of

small fruits along the edges of the paths,

boundary fences or in some out-of-the-way

corner which could not well be utilized for

anything else. So, on the whole, the pro

arguments far outvvay the con.

Laying Plans

As soon in the spring as the ground is

dry enough to crumble is the time to plant.

The stock should be ordered, therefore, at

once; but before deciding what to get you

should look the ground over carefully and

decide exactly how much space will be

available. In doing this the following

planting distances should be kept in mind.

Raspberries ought to be

planted 3' or 4' apart in

the row; blackberries and

dewberries, 5'; currants,

4'; gooseberries,
5'. If

only a single row is to be

planted, perhaps along a

fence or at the edge of the

garden, these figures will

suffice. If, however, you
decide upon two or more

parallel rows, you must

allow an average distance

of 6' between the rows, to

allow room for you to

move about comfortably

while attending to the cul-

tivation, picking, etc.

Deciding what sorts to

plant is naturally gov-

erned largely by personal

preference for certain
kinds of fruit. The space

may therefore be allotted

as best suits you, and un-

til that is done the selec-

tion of varieties of the dif-

ferent things may be post-

poned.
All of the good nurseries

supply varieties of small

fruits in great numbers. It

would be out of the ques-

Just to show its pro-

ductiveness, the worms
were allowed to defoli-

ate this gooseberry bush

and expose the fruit

tion to set down here anything like a com-

prehensive list of these, but you will not

go far wrong if you make your choices

from among the following:

Raspberries: The King (extra early);

Cuthbert; Columbian; Reliance; St. Regis

Everbearing; Cardinal; Palmer (black);

Golden Queen (yellow).

Blackberries: Mercereau (early);

Early Harvest; Early King; Snyder.

Currants: Perfection; Fay's Prolific;

Lee's Prolific (black) ;
White Grape.

Dewberries: Premo (early); Lucretia.

Dewberries ripen somewhat earlier than

raspberries, but in other respects are quite

similar to them.

Gooseberries: Industry (English va-

riety well suited to our climate) ; Hough-
ton ''s Seedling; Downing; Golden Prolific.

Planting and Pruning

A liberal amount of well rotted manure

dug into the soil where the plants are to

go will prove a paying investment for

higher quality fruit. For blackberries and

raspberries, too, you must

provide stakes, a trellis or

some other support for

their long, slender canes,

but the gooseberries and

currants need nothing of

this sort.

When setting out the

raspberries and blackber-

ries, cut off the shoots

close to the ground, leav-

ing only one or two "eyes"

(Continued on page 80)

Gooseberries are easily

grown and deserve a

place in the small fruit

border. They are gen-

erally made into jam

Burying the long canes of black-

berries and raspberries is a good

plan to protect them from dam-

age by winter winds and cold

Before covering the canes with

earth they should be carefully

bent down to the ground parallel

to the direction of the row
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STARTING THE GARDEN
The Importance of Early Planting and How It Can Be Made Successful-

Hotbed Use and a Discussion of Soil Enrichment

WILLIAM C. McCOLLOM

ARDENS to be successful must be

started at the proper time. All

other garden essentials may be perfect,

but if you fail to sow the seed when you

should, you are certain to fail.

Many of our best vegetables require

the early start provided by the greenhouse
or hotbed, or as a substitute the more

troublesome but none the less productive
method of starting the garden in the

dwelling. Those fortunate enough to

have a greenhouse usually have someone

qualified to sow their seeds, but thou-

sands of our home gardens where hotbed

and dwelling are used for this purpose
have no specially trained talent and it is

to this class of readers that the present
article is addressed.

How to Sow Seeds

When starting seeds in the greenhouse
or dwelling, boxes, seed pans, old tin

cans or any receptacle with tight sides to

retain the soil may be used. The bot-

toms must have some openings to allow

the water to pass through, as the soil

should retain only that moisture which

its physical makeup will allow it to hold.

Where proper drainage is not provided

"damping off" is certain to collect its toll

of seedlings. This is caused by a small

parasitical growth which breeds in soils

that are overwatered or poorly ventilated.

The openings in the seed pans or

"flats," as they are often called, should

be covered with about 1" of coarse cin-

ders or like substance, and to protect this

from filling with soil it in turn must be

covered with moss, hay or other rough
material. Just a thin layer is all that is

needed to prevent the soil from clogging

up the drainage. The seed box can be

filled with soil, level with the top; when
firmed this~"will come to the proper dis-

tance from the rim to allovy for watering.
Loose, sluggish soils do not drain

properly, so firm the soil well in the

"flat." Then make the real bed for the

seed by sifting on the surface about J^"
of topsoil. The surface of this should
be made level with a seed tamp or any
smooth faced tool. In sowing, tear one
corner from the seed packet and holding
almost flat scatter the seed thinly on the

surface by shaking it gently. A little

practice will soon make anyone perfect in

this method, which is preferred to sow-

ing in drills because it equalizes the

spacing of the seedlings.
How deep must you sow the seeds?

The general rule is twice their diameter
but don't get a scale rule and a magni-

fying glass and start to measure the
thickness of lettuce seed ! A little judg-
ment is sometimes worth a great deal of
exactness. After sowing press the seeds
into the surface or they will move con-

stantly during the covering, making it

almost impossible to cover them evenly.
The covering is done by sifting on the
surface a light layer of soil. The pan

Pots or shallow boxes may be used for seed sowing
in the house. Plenty of drainage material is necessary

Fiber or moss placed over the drainage material will

prevent the earth settling and clogging it up

The seeds are scattered on the surface of the soil. At

the right is a pot with the seedlings above ground

Press the seeds down before covering them lightly with

soil. The bottom of a tumbler does this werk well

can then be placed in a light window ami

well watered (in the greeniiou-*- >hading
is practiced but i- not nrcvary in the

home).

Young plants do not need abundance
of nourishment. The soil for seeding

purposes must be light in texture to as-

sure drainage, poor in fertility to produce
a hardened growth, but adhesive enough
so that it will adhere to the roots when

transplanting. A good mixture can be

made up by using equal parts of good

turfy top soil well chopped or forced

through a coarse screen, leaf mold either

natural or prepared, and clean sharp
sand. Do not under any circumstances

add manure or other fertilizer to the seed-

ing compost.

Subsequent Handling

When the young plants have started to

develop their first character leaf they
must be transplanted. If this is not at-

tended to at the proper time the young
plants will become soft and of little value.

Boxes should be prepared as suggested
for seed sowing, though it is advisable

to give the plants some nourishment.
Well rotted cow or stable manure is pre-
ferred for this purpose; it should be run

through a screen and about 10% added
to the compost. The boxes or pans
should be filled level and then firmed
with the fingers.

The seedlings can be lifted for trans-

planting by prying beneath them with

any flat instrument such as a table knife.

Do not have the seed pan dry for this

operation or the roots will be broken. To
plant, make openings in the prepared
boxes with a sharpened lead pencil or

knitting needle; the opening can be made
any size desired by twisting the pencil
in a circle. Drop the roots of the seedling
into the opening, setting the plant just a
trifle deeper than it was in the seed bed.
The soil can be pressed into contact with
the roots by making another opening di-

rectly alongside the one used for plant-
ing. The box should be watered immedi-

ately to settle the earth around the roots
and can then be placed in the window,
shading for a few hours during the mid-
dle of the day until the young plants are
established. It is also advisable to stir

the surface of the soil with a sharpened
stick to prevent it souring and to admit
air to the soil.

Building and Starting a Hotbed

A portable frame of some kind is a
MTV necessary piece of garden furniture.
There are few periods in the entire year
when such a frame is not only useful but

quite necessary, its first use being for the

starting of the garden seeds. For this
service the frame is converted into a hot-

bed, as follows: Excavate the earth to a

depth of 2' and not less than 1' outside the
lines of the frame. This hole can be filled

(Continued on page 78)
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Staging a successful garden show demands study, care and plenty of hard work. Crowding of exhibits should

always be avoided, and a logical and artistic arrangement is essential. In this case an excellent and consistent

feature was the school children's exhibit of bird houses

PLANNING A SUCCESSFUL GARDEN SHOW
How One Garden Club Worked Out the Problem and Carried It Through Suggestions

and Definite Rules Which Are Eased on Practical Experience

THE widespread interest in war gardens

last year stimulated the growing of new

and rare varieties of both flowers and vegetables

even by people who never before had attempted

gardening. Many became enthused, despite

the excessive heat, to the point of steady and

prolonged effort to excel, and neighbors vied

with each other in producing the finest speci-

mens possible. Naturally, then, garden shows

enjoyed a fresh impetus, and wherever given

were well patronized, resulting in increased in-

terest in growing and the determination to make

next year's product even better and finer. Con-

sequently we may expect to find the garden
show more popular the coming season than ever

before.

Launching the Idea

As the first step in the cooking of a hare is

the catching of that animal, so the first work

towards a garden show is the growing of the

products to be exhibited. This necessitates

planning the event months in advance, that

people interested can inform themselves and

prepare to show the very best they can raise.

"Why, that six-pound egg-plant of mine I

looked at the last thing at night and the first

thing in the morning," exclaimed one enthusi-

ast, "I was so afraid something would happen
to it, I watched it like a baby!"
Thus at the very start of the season the Gar-

den Club to which I belong devoted the first

of its fortnightly meetings to the consideration

of what should be grown for the June Show,
with special reference to the kinds best adapted
to our soil and climatic conditions. Our presi-

OLIVE HYDE FOSTER

dent, herself a most successful gardener, told

of her personal experiences, failures and suc-

cesses; others added their suggestions, and

every one made copious notes. We were asked

to specialize in some particular kind of flower,

to grow as many varieties of that as possible,
and to keep a record of the result, with date of

planting, amount of cultivation, and the cost

of maintaining a garden. Also to keep a record

of dealers patronized, fertility of seeds, quality
of bulbs, plants and shrubs purchased, and re-

sulting satisfaction. As a second show was
scheduled for September, this would mean a

whole season's data.

For an exhibition so early in the season,

especially when following a most backward

spring, we could not count much on annuals,
for all the flowers had to be grown by the ex-

hibitor. This left us dependent on the early

perennials, shrubs, tuberous plants and roses.

How everybody cultivated! Beds were en-

riched, plants and bushes sprayed, larkspurs
staked, roses disbudded. Our second meeting
was given over to a lecture by a well-known

authority on the growing of perennials, just as

another well-known florist had previously
talked to us on the special cultivation of the
iris. Each and even* member was looking
eagerly forward to what she would be likely to

have ready by the middle of June.
As the appointed day drew near, the actual

work of giving the show demanded time and
attention. Committees had to be appointed
with reference to the special adaptability of
each person to do the work to be assigned.
Those with recognized executive ability looked

after engaging the hall, advertising the affair,

ordering display tables, arranging for outside

exhibits of a suitable nature, and soliciting re-

freshments for the "Tea-garden", which was to

be improvised on the stage. (Garden shows,

like all other entertainments, involve consider-

able outlay of money, and we were determined

to make ours at least pay for itself.) Those

having the technical knowledge and they are

always few! planned the class form book

under the supervision of Mrs. Elsie Tarr Smith,

and the club botanist devoted days to compiling
a booklet that would provide for the offerings

of the smallest amateur grower as well as the

one with the skilled gardener and a big estate

at her command. Entry tags also had to be

printed, and the ribbons for the different

awards.

Copies of the class form book were mailed to

the members in plenty of time to be studied,

and contained the following information :

Rules

The competitions of the Club are open to all

Club members.

Plants, flowers, fruits and vegetables must

have been grown by the exhibitor. Exceptions :

wild flowers and table decorations.

Each exhibit must be taken to the entry desk

to be entered and tagged before being staged.

Each exhibit must be properly tagged with

the name and variety.

Three entries by different exhibitors will

make a class, in which case an award will be

made.

(Continued on page 62)
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO OI GOOD INTERIORS

Of these lu<o bedrooms, which are in the residence of James Howe,
Esq., at St. Louis, the top one has a background of cream walls.
The rug is aid blue and the chair and chaise longue in the same
shade. Furniture is ivory. Curtains of flowered linen bound with

blue tafeta and cream net against the glass

The master's bedroom has gray painted furniture with rose and
blue flower decorations. The walls are cream panels. A dark rose

rug repeats the color of the day bed upholstery. The pillow is

gold taffeta with ruffles of blue, rose and gold. Curtains are gray
taffeta with rose and blue binding. Warfield Shop, decorators
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In the limns hall of the same residence antique furniture, wrought iron and tapestries have been effectively placed. The refectory table is covered
V. . ___ j L. i_II ! n~i:^l. A -7- I- 1 - 7 .*-.. 1 ,,,.,. ?,,!. f,h ft ', l



l\l u r t n

There is great beauty in rough plaster for a room, especially when combined with open beams, a stone mantel, terra cotta inserts

and serving as a background for oak furniture. From the G. W. Davison residence, Greenwich, Ct. A. L. Harmon, architect

Mb
A combination of lacquer furniture and wails covered in a gay design of towers and birds makes an interesting bedroom in the residence of Joseph

Thomas at MiddleburR. Virginia. A point of particular interest is the set-in bookcases at each side of the bed recess
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THE BEDROOM for MIDDLE AGE
Its Color Schemes

and Furniture

ETHEL DAVIS SEAL

WE hear so much
about how to fur-

nish the airy, fairy bed-

room for the fluffy young

thing: we deeply concern

ourselves with the bride's

boudoir and her proverbial

fondness for pink. But

who gives a thought to the

vagaries of the middle-

aged?
Mother's room is taken

for granted like history,

and what does it matter if

Aunt Susan's bedroom

provides a somewhat in-

congruous setting for her

moss rose cheeks and

gowns of gray?
But all this depends

upon the point of view.

Though there is always a

certain interest in helping
the young for it is true

that a very young girl de-

sires possessions; she is

charmed with her newly
found place in the sun;
that anything can exist

solely for her, even a

room, fills her with joy;
and the first vague glim-
mer of some day having a

home of her own is crys-
tallized in planning the

color, the curtains and the

carpet of her own room at

home. . . . Still, the

young girl has a universal

personality : she fits with

surprising ease into many
settings, and if her choice

falls in with rose or with

green, she will look back
at herself with equal en-

thusiasm from her mirror.

The young bride, too,

has not so very much to

gain or lose in the han-

dling of her room. Usu-

ally, if clever, she strives

for a setting that will interpret her as she

wishes to be in her husband's eyes. But here

we find more a defining of her desires than
what she has yet grown to be. No matter how
completely furnished, the room is still in the

making.

What the 40's Want

But the room of the woman of middle age,
ah! here is the problem ! The woman who has

known life, fought battles, carried away scars,

who has grown into fullness of character,

learned the depth of beauty, and that which
abides. . . . Can you see a woman like this

content with bare mahogany and blue, or in

the midst of a room done in yellow? Rather
consider how full of personality and charm
her room could be if developed. Such soft-

ness of background, the mellowed restfulness

(Continued on page 70)

The furnUure for a middle-aged bedroom m'.gkt consist of suck a state as

this five pieces, icftir* include bed, n:ght stand, chest of draicen and

dressing mirror; $218. It coma in broicn, blue, gray and ivory. The

upholstered chair is a special shape at S42; the linen shaped covering

-j.ould be extra, requiring about fve yards of 31" striped material

For hangings is suggested
a cretonne of peacock, buf
and mulbtrry or peacock,
black and old rose, 31',
$250 a yard; lor uphols-
tery, striped linen of the

same colors, S1.25

.4 ii interesting extra cha'r

comes in a cottage design
and costs, undecorated
S14.50. The TcaUs of tht
room would be plain and
'* rug a greenish-gra-

Wilton
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THE KITCHEN CABINET "THE MIXING CENTER'*
Eliminating Steps and Extra Work, the Cabinet Reduces Kitchen

Activities to a Reasonable Pleasure

EVA NAGEL WOLF

A5 the housekeeper
becomes wiser

the kitchen grows
,
until there is

onlv for the

equipment.
Contrast the old fash-

ioned kitchen with
the culinary depart-
ment of the modern
home. Not a utensil

in sight, yet witness

the dispatch with

which a meal can be

prepared not an un-

necessary step or mo-
tion!

To effect such a re-

sult the various "cen-

ters" must be grouped
so that there is little

space intervening.

The '"miring center"

must be in close prox-
imity to the "cooking
center" and the

"cleaning center" but
a step away.
Bv the "miring cen-

ter" is meant the place
where all the neces-

sary utensils and non-

perishable foods are

assembled for prepa-
ration before cooking or serving,

"place" is the kitchen cabinet.

r unit cabinet m -aelritt enomel steel ofen the od?*nt*ges of being absolutely rtt and verm
proof. It CMM be tdded to mi the enamfl a indestructible. Courtesy of Jones Cr Holland

Such

Whereas heretofore the cook was obliged to
walk around the kitchen, she now remains in

one spot. In mixing a cake, for instance, she

lights the oven, collects on a tray the butter.

eggs and milk from the refrigerator, carries it

to the rahingi and does not move from her
stool until the cake is ready for the oven.

About twenty-five years ago the first kitchen

cabinet was made. Many improvements have
been added, of course, but the purpose is the

same. Xo kitchen can pretend to be modern
without a cabinet.

To install a cabinet in an old-fashioned
kitchen is the first step towards modernizing it.

The amount of space conserved and the num-
ber of steps eliminated, in bousing in one place
the numerous things necessary to prepare the
inevitable three meals a dav. is sufficient ex-

cuse for any house-

wife to order one im-

mediately.

In selecting a kitch-

en cabinet one should

not make the mistake

of purchasing one too

small. It is better to

measure the available

room in your kitchen

and order one to fill

that space. Remem-
ber it is to be the sani-

tary and dustproof
home of all non-per-
ishable foods and all

necessary utensils. If

expense is no object
select a white en-

ameled steel cabinet:

it is a joy to look at

and will add distinc-

tion to your kitchen.

However, the oak cabi-

nets, white enameled

inside, steam and wa-

terproof finished out-

side are counterparts
of the de luxe white

ones. An aluminum or

porcelain table, as one

prefers, divides the

cabinet into two por-
tions. The table can

be extended 16". and a stool is added.

TW Division f

The space above the table is divided into two
portions; the lower part contains bins for flour
and sugar. The tilting flour bin is provided
with a patent sifter which differs in the various
models. Invariably the sugar bin is made of
glass. The intervening space is filled with
glass jars containing tea. coffee, spices, meas-
uring cups and bowls, according to the size of

The doors of the cob-net to
the right iLde buck m the

fftUon of m roU-top desk. Pot
sbehxs nd extn -xorkmg
boord sSde out. Accommoda-
tion a iforded for extrm dishes
nd preserves. Courtesy of

the Booster Monmfocturjig Co.

Bims for four mnd sugmr,
shekel for bottles omd spices,

sSdmg t-fys for pots with
neks for the lids mnd slid-

mg work shelf *nd dxtppear-
mg door ore omomg the od-

rontoges of tha type. Cour-
tesy of the McDoagoa Co.
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the cabinet. The method of opening
the doors of this particular portion of

the cabinet differs in each model. The

intelligent housekeeper realizes immedi-

ately that when the doors are opened
there will be more working space added
to the table area, so it is necessary to get
rid of the doors when the cabinet is to

be used as a mixing center. Conse-

quently there are doors on hinges that

swing back, doors that roll back like

the old-fashioned roll-top desk, and
doors that lift up and disappear by be-

ing shoved back out of sight; selection

lies with the individual.

In the topmost section, and it will

be remembered that all articles are

within arm's reach, there is ample space
for the non-perishable foods. The
doors to this section, which usually

swing back, are provided with racks for

order pad and pencil, cook books, bill

file, etc.

Below the Table

Under the table two-thirds of the

space is reserved for pots and pans;
their respective lids are kept in a rack

on the door. In large models directly
over this space is a drawer for linen

and under it a chopping board that

pulls out. Three drawers of different

size occupy the remaining third of the

space below the table. The top drawer
The sectional cabinet permits of additions. Of white
enamel steel, glass fixtures. Courtesy of Janes & Kirtland

is for small utensils, the second for

pastry flour and meal, and the third

provided with a metal top is reserved

for bread and cake.

In the latest model it is planned to

equip the table with an electric motor
which provides power for all the de-

vices that used to be operated by hand,
such as the egg beater, cream whipper
and food chopper.

Keeping the Cabinet Clean

The cabinet is easy to keep clean. It

should be taken apart, wiped with a

damp cloth, sunned and aired at least

once a week. After the special place
for each article has been decided upon
it should be kept there.

When articles of the non-perishable
variety are ordered in large quantities,

only a small portion should be kept in

the cabinet; the remainder should be
stored in the pantry. The pantry also

makes a splendid place in which to

keep preserves and glass jars for extra

quantities of foods.

When space is found at one or both
sides of the cabinet, units of metal or

wood to match the cabinet can be added
for keeping dust proof other articles

necessary in the kitchen. The broom
closet unit is especially recommended.
In it can be kept from sight brushes,
brooms, the vacuum cleaner, etc.

HERALDRY AS
How and Where to Use It

H. K. PIKE

TWO
facts in connection with the decorative

use of heraldry should be kept in mind:
First, that heraldry is distinctly decorative

and offers many legitimate possibilities of ap-
plication which may contribute to the enrich-

ment and charm of our homes.

Second, that it is not undemocratic and in-

appropriate in a republic, because, to a certain

extent, it has had explicit governmental recog-
nition in the United States by act of Con-

gress and is continually employed in its public
capacity by the officials of both the Federal
Government and by the governments of the

several states and cities.

Washington and the other fathers of our

country displayed their armorial bearings on

silver, bookplates, coach doors, and in divers

other ways, as had always previously been
their wont, and they saw no impropriety in so

doing. This fact, together with the

governmental recognition and use of

official corporate heraldry, just re-

ferred to, should dispose of any hesi-

tation on the part of individuals

using heraldic devices. Of course,

good taste will forbid the employ-
ment of heraldry in an ostentatious

manner or the display of personal
arms by those not entitled to- bear

them. In the absence of official pre-

scription for the bearing of arms by
individuals or families, the use of

blazonry will naturally be guided by
traditional custom.

There are two elements, based on
its very nature, that in the past have

(Continued on page 72)

A DECORATIVE ACCESSORY

Into a stairs window can be in-
troduced an armorial panel, such
as this example which has been
done in the medieval style by

Nicola D'Ascenzo

The chimney breast offers a logical place for
the display of heraldry. In this case, which is

from the residence of G. M. Allen, Esq., at

Convent, N. J., an old fireplace has been in-

troduced. Chas. I. Berg, architect
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The mo^l useful of the vege-
table gardener's implements is

the wheel-hoe. The single type,

with attachments for covering,

hilling, cultivating and making
drills, is priced at $10.50

A sprayer is essential to insect

and disease control. This one

operates by compressed air; $12
with brass tank and $8 galvan-
ized. Reel with 100' of garden
line, $3.25 complete. Pruning

shears, 65 cents to $1.25

Spade, hoe and spading fork
the three musketeers of the gar-
den. The first costs from $1.50
to $2.50; the second from 60
cents to $1 ;

and the third from
$1.75 to $2.75, according to

quality

The double wheel-
hoe below has the

advantage of work-

ing on both sides of
the row simultane-

ously. With the at-

tachments shown it

is priced at $12

there must be, of course. The

large one with wooden teeth and steel

bow is 75 cents. The regular steel type
costs from 75 cents to $1, the narrow
steel one is 50 c^nts. The scuffle-hoe,
an excellent weeding tool, is priced at

$1 to $1.50

THE BIG TWELVE
IN GARDEN TOOLS

The implements slnr^ n oil this Page arc
the leally necessary ones which will help
\i'n tu t/tiriJen success. The prices given
arc merely approximate, as manufac-
tur ini conditions tire changing so rapid
/v that costs fluctuate almost from day
to day. I it tim fies should be addressed
to the HOUSE & (IARDES Shopping Ser-

vice, 19 West 44th St., N. Y. City.



II o u s c a r a e n

Hewitt

The possibilities of stretches of well-kept green turf within the confines of the border are too seldom realized.

Variety of color and form in the surrounding flowers furnishes contrast with the simplicity oj the sward and its

dignified fountain

THE RAINBOW GARDEN BORDER
The Right Flowers to Plant in the Perennial Border to Insure Continuous

Bloom Throughout the Spring, Summer and Autumn

THE
most beautiful effects achieved in all

gardening are the most naturalistic effects.

It is impossible to create anything more beau-

tiful than nr.lure's rainbow, so why not try a

rainbow garden border? It is undoubtedly a

most beautiful setting for the rest of the gar-

den. The formal garden may be surrounded

by a neutral, naturalistic frame such as this

in a very effective manner. If one follows the

laws of harmony presented by the rainbow, if

one chooses the flowers whose different shades

of color blend insensibly into each other ac-

cording to the law of harmony, one may be

rewarded by a garden of most wonderful color.

The success of the garden will depend en-

tirely upon the care taken in selecting the

proper flowers and their respective varieties

to be planted; and, of course, what is most

important of all and should be unnecessary
advice except to amateurs, the individual atten-

tion given to the border preparation, planting,
and cultivation.

A few practical suggestions, however, con-

cerning border planting and preparation will

not be amiss.

1. Mark out the intended area for the new
section. The border described here is 1 2' wide.

2. Make use of an existing background if

possible. A wall or natural shrubbery may

FRANCES E. REHFELD

be used for this purpose. The color of the

background to the border must be green.
3. Trench at least 2'. Put in decayed

manure liberally, and in heavy soil, add sand.

4. The back row of plants or flowers should

be planted 3' from the outside of the 12' bor-

der. The tallest plants should be placed at

the back, and the shorter flowers toward the

front. The distance between the different

groups is 6'. Restricted room means a re-

stricted amount of plants.
5. Plant deep, mass for effect, and culti-

vate all summer.
6. Divide the width of the border into

approximately four spaces. The heavy grow-
ing plants in the back row will require 6' each.

The lighter growing plants in the next row
will require 3' each. The plants in front
of them will require 3' each, planted in clumps
of five. The plants in the front row require
18", planted in clumps of three.

Concerning Color Combination

One may use the plan of the rainbow gar-
den described on the opposite page, or what is

much more interesting, design one's own gar-
den from the lists of reliable material for a

perennial garden border given at the end of
this article.

A few remarks concerning the importance
of correct combination of color will be of great

help to those who plan to design their own

gardens. Without these principles in mind

success can hardly be won.

Green is the predominating color of nature.

We must have green for the ground work in

all our arrangements. If bright colors pre-

dominate, they will oppress, but if they are

associated with a delicate green setting, they

cheer and satisfy the eye and mind. The art

of the arrangement of flowers so far as color is

concerned, consists in arranging plants so as

to produce harmony, form and color in both

foliage and flowers, as in flower garden groups,

teds, belts, ribbon borders, and even in con-

servatory arrangement.
Black and white for all practical purposes,

whether in painting or floriculture or land-

scape gardening, may be considered colors.

The simplest arrangement is a combination of

primary and secondary colors, yet to have these

combinations perfectly harmonious requires

great skill in their arrangement. Nothing is

less brilliant than flower beds in which the

only colors to be seen are blue and white, and

nothing more gaudy than a garden stocked

with a profusion of yellow and little else.

(Continued on page 58)
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KEY TO BORDER PLAN
The border plan here described has been successfully carried out. The planting key is therefore given, so that in case one wishes a thoroughly reliable arrangement in

UHC'S garden border rather than an intlaidttai experiment, the garden here described may be followed.

HEDGE

Tsuga eanadenxis Hemlock spruce.

SHRUBS
A. Ilex crenata Japanese holly.

U. Syrtntfu CMfMBftf Rouen lilac.

( ;. Juntpcrus communis var. f/ibernica Irish

Juniper.
D. Spiraea can Houttei Van Houtte's splrea.

i; Forsythia vitidisslma (upright) (iolden bell

K. PhUadelphus grandiflorus Syrlnga.
( . Potentilla fruticosa Potantllla.

II. i'inux muntana Mughus Dwarf Mughoplne
1. Hypericum aureum.
J. Philadelphia coronttrtus (var. nanus) Dwarf

syrlnga.
K. Deutzla gracUis DeuUla.
L. Berberis vulgaris Common barberry.
N. Berottis Thunbergit Japanese barberry.
O. Spiraea Anthony Walerer Splrea.
P. Lvnictra fragranlissima Fragrant honey-

suckle.

Q. Lontcera japontca Japanese honeysuckle.
R. Evonymus alata Evonymus.
8. Syringa vulgaris Common lilac.

T. Spiraea prunifolia fl. pi. Bridal wreath.
U. Spiraea Japonica Splrea.
V. Symphoricarpos racemesus Snowberry.
W. DierPilla hybrida (var. Le Printemps)

Welgela.

ARBORS AT THE FOUR ENTRANCES
s. White Dorothy Perkins roses.

.V. crimson Rambler roses.

K. Tausendschon roses.

W. Hiawatha roses.

PERENNIAL BORDER OF FLOWERS
PINK

1 . Hepatiea trUoba Common hepatlca.
2. Beliis perennis English daisy.
3. I'hluf su''ul<ii'i Moss pink.
4. Dicentra spectabilis Bleeding heart.

o. Armeria marttitna Cushion pink or thrift.

7. Dianttius barbatus Sweet William.
5. QypsophUa repens Baby's breath.
9. Papater orientals Oriental poppy.

10. Dianthus barbatus (var. Blush Queen)
Sweet William.

It. DigUaiis purpurea Foxglove.
12. Dieentra eiimia Dicentra.
13. Lobelia cardinally Cardinal flower.
14. Anemone Japonica (var. Prince Henry)

Japanese wlndflower.
16. Phlox pantcutata (var. La Vogue) Peren-

nial phlox.
1ft. Physostegia rirginiana False dragon-head.
17. Phlox panteulata (var. Elizabeth Campbell)

Perennial phlox.

18. Anemone Japonica (var. Queen Charlotte)
Japanese wlndflower.

19. Liltum speciosum (van*, roseum and rubrum)
Japanese Illy.

20. Hibiscus motcheutos Marsh mallow.
21. Spiraea palmata Crimson meadow-sweet.
22. Paeonia albiflora Peony.
23. AUhea rosea Hollyhock.

ROSE
24. Bettia perennis English daisy.
25. stdum spectobUe 8tone crop.
26. Paeonia albiflora vars. Peony.
27. Paeonia albiflora vars. Peony.
30. LUium speciosum roseum Japanese Illy.
31. AUftea rosea Hollyhock.
32. Dicentra spectabilis Bleeding-heart.
33. Luplnus polyphyllus Lupin.
34. Dictamnus fraxineUa Gas plant.
35. Spiraea palmata elegant Crimson meadow-

weed.

CRIMSON
36. Ali/ssum maritimum Alyssum.
37. Liltum tenuiflorium Lily.
40. Aquilegia canadensts Columbine.
41. Anemone Japonica rubra Wlndflower.
42. Tritoma pftueri Flame flower.
43. Papaver orientate Oriental poppy.
44. Achtllea millefollum (var. rubrum) Red

yarrow.
45. Lobelia cardinally Cardinal flower.
46. Heuchera sanguinea Coral bells.

47. Lychnis chalcedonica Maltese cross.
48. AUhea rosea Hollyhock.
49. 1'entstrmon barbatus (var. torregi) Red

beard tongue.

ORANGE AND ORANGE SCARLET
50. Alyssum maritimum Alyssum.
51. Centaurea sulphurta Mountain bluet.
52. Alyasum argenteum Silvery meadow wort.
53. PountUla Flve-flnger.
54. Oenothera mlssouriensis Evening primrose.
55. Lychnis chalccdonica Maltese cross.
56. 1. iniim flatum Flax.
57. Aguitegta chrysantha Columbine.
5S. //r I, nium autumnaU Sneezewort.
59. LUium pardalium California Illy.

60. LUium tigrinum Tiger lily.
61. Montbretia crocosmaeflora Montbretia.
62. Papater orientate Oriental poppy.
63. LUium Henryi Lily.

YELLOW
64. Hemerocattis flam Lemon Illy.

65. Delphinium (var. Beauty of Langport)
Beauty of Langport.

66. Kudbeckia laciniata ( iolden glow.
67. Anthemis ttnctoria Chamomlle.
68. Paeonia albiflora (var. Canaria) Canary

peony.
69. Potentilla Flve-flnger.
70. Trollius Europaeus Globe flower.

C'anary

71. HemerocaUis /Java Lemon Illy.

72. Doronicum eictlxum I^eoiwrd'H bane.
73. Oenothera btennis (var. grandtflora) Even-

lug prlmroHC.
74. Anihemta linctnria (var. Kelwuyl) (iolden

Marguerite.
75. Coreopsis lanceotata (var. grandiflora)

Annual tuckseed.
76. lri pseuitacorus European yellow lla.
77. Ituttbtckia tpeciosa Couellower.
78. Atcleptax tutorrosa Butterfly weed.
7'< C'tlttia palu&tri* Marsh marigold
HO. Trollius Kuropatwi Cilobt; llowcr.

HI. Anemone ranunculoidts Yellow wood Illy.

82. Alvaum saxotile Golden tuft.

83. Primula potyantha Primrose.
84. Bocconia cordata Plume i>oppy.
85. Spirea arunfus (astllbe) Meadow sweet.
8. AUhea roiea Hollyhock.
87. IMI'Mnium (var. Heuuly of

IH'Iphllllum
88. flptineii fllipenduln Japanese splrcn.
H9. Paimrrr nuitictiulf Ireluiid |K>ppy.
00. Anthtmis tinttoria Chamomlle.
Wl. Paeonin tilbtjltira (var. Canaria)

peony.
!2. Primula rerit English cowslip.
93. Ali/stum argenteum Silvery meadowsweet.

\\ H1TE
04. LUium canrtidum Madonna lily.

115. AUhea rosea Hollyhock.
!Mi Clin/saiiiHttnum mfi.rltttum King 1-^lward

VII. Moonpenny daisy.
1)7. LUium f/im/Wum^Mwlonna Illy.

its Dictnmnus frnjintlla albus Gaa plant.
99 Dtglttilts vurjturea albus Foxglove.
100. PMojc sujfruticoxa (var. Miss l.lngard)

Mountain pink.
101. Campanula medium (while) Canterbury

bells.

102. Stokesia cyanea alba Cornflower aster.
103. Phlox subulata alba Moss pink.
104. Dianthux plumarius Grass pink. Scotch

Pink.
106. LUium nuratum Gold banded Illy.

107. Pht/soxtegia Vtrginica False draeon head.
108. Achillra ntnrmica ("The Pearl") Milfoil or

yarrow.
109. LUium speciosum album Lily.

110. Digitalis purpvrea albus Foxglove.
111. Campanula medium Canterbury bells.

112. Valeriana cocdnia alba Valerian.
113. Aliissum maritimum Alyssum.
114. Iris germanica (var. Mrs. H. Darwin)

Flowering flag.

116. Paeonia albtflora (var. festim maxima)
Peony.

117. Aster Nome Angliae (var. Madonna)M Id inel n i :LS daisy .

118. BoUonia asteroides False Chamomlle.
119. Iris laeHgata (var. Yoml No Yuml).
120. Iris laertgata (var. Tokyo).

LAVENDER AND VIOLET
121. Aster amellus Ast*r.
122. Aster \atae Angltai Aster.
123. Budaleia Buddlela.
124. Campanula glomerata Canterbury belli.

125. Lupinus pol\iphyllu* Lupin.
126. AconHum autumnale Monkahood.
127. AgutUgia wlgarisfl. pi. <'olumblne.
128. Primula dentUulata Primrose.
129. Viola eomitfa- Tufted pansy.
130. Viola comuta (var. Itrldul Morn).
131. Viola comma (var. M miner Molt).
132. Centaurea montana Hardhead.
133. King of delphinium* Larkspur.
134. LUium candidum Madonna Illy.

135. AguUegia tulgaris ft. pi. Columbine.
136. Statue latlfolta Lavender.
137. Campanula glomerata Canterbury belte.

138. Campanula latiftAia- <'auterbury beiU.
139. Iris palltdalrta.
110. primula dfnticutata Primrose.
141. I'tatm eornuta Tufted pansy.
142. Viola eornuta (var. lirldal Morn.
143. Aster .Vorac AngHae Perry's blue.
144. Campanula pyramldalls Chimney bell-

Howe r.

145. Lupinun polvphyllus Lupin.
146. A&mitum napellus Monkshood.
147. Vernntca longifolia subsessHis Speedwell.

148. Plumbago larpcntne Ixwlwort.
141). Bupatorium coelesiinum&e& holly.
150. Veronica spieata Speedwell.
151. Delphinium (var. Rev. E. Laaallea) Lark-

spur.
152. nelphtnium (var. Belladonna) Larkspur.
153. Delphinium (var. King of Delphiniums)

Larkspur.
164. Delphinium (var. formosum) I^arkflpur.
155. Platycodon grandt/lorum- Italloon flower.

157. LUium oimftdum Madonna Illy.

158. Anchma Italica (var. Dropmore) Alkanet.
159. Aquilegia caerulra Rocky Ml Columbine.
HH). Irtx Incrigata Kumonia No. 509 Jap. Iris.

Ifll. Centaurea cyanus C'ornflower.

\\'2 atodtolus (var. Baron Hulott- Sword Illy.

163. BaptMa australis False Indigo.

164. Stattet lattfolta Sea lavender.

165. Aster Nome Angliae Aster.

166. Aqttilegia caerulta Rocky Ml. Columbine.
167. Platycodon grandiflorum Balloon flower.

168. Eryngium maritinum Sea holly.
Ifi9. Bupatorium cw/c-vr(num^Thoroughwort.
170. AconUum Fischerii Helmet flower.

171. Statice lotifolia Sea lavender.

172. Delphinium (var. Queen \\ilhelrnlna)
Larkspur.

173. Delphinium (var. Belladonna* Larkspur.
174. Campanula pyramidali* Chimney bell

flower.

175. Veronica incana Speedwell.
17ft. Alyssum maritimum Alyraum.
177. AconUum Fischerii Monkshood.
178. Plumbago larpentae I^eadwort.
179. Kupatorium coelesttnum Thoroughwort .

IKP

fflHE space within the enclosure of the rainbow garden border may be variously

treated. This area as shown on the plan measures 66' by 125', and may be laid

out in rectangular beds of annuals with rectangular grass walks between and a rectangu-

lar pool in the center. If conditions are favorable, another excellent and much simpler

plan would be to let all the space with the exception of a central pool or bird bath be

of close clipped turf, in contrast to the varied forms and colors in the border. A sugges-

tion of the effect which would thus be obtained is given in the photograph on the opposite

page. Formality and simplicity both must be achieved if the full possibilities of the

situation are to be realized. These two plans are merely suggestive and are susceptible

to many variations. Whatever scheme is adopted, however, be sure that it is in keeping

with the border plantings.

>>*/ -rw/Sc
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HOUSE & GARDEN'S GARDENING GUIDE FOR 1919

A Condensed Ready Reference for the Year on Culture and Selection of

Vegetables, Flowers and Shrubs and for Planting, Spraying and Pruning

Address individual garden problems to Thf Information Service, HOUSE & HARDEN,
19 West 44M Street, New York City.

SHRUBS FOR EVERY PURPOSE

SHRUB COMMON NAME HEIGHT COLOR
SEASON OF
BLOOM DIRECTIONS

For Masses and Borders

Buddleia

Calycanthus Flondus
Clethra
Deutzia
Exochorda grandiflora

Forsythia
Lonicera tartanca

Philadelphia
Frunus
Rhus
Ribes

Spirea
Viburnum
Vitex
Diervilla

Butterfly shruh

Strawberry shrub
Sweet pepper bush
Deutzia
Pearl bush
Golden Bell

Tartarian Honeysuckl

Mock-orange
Flowering plum
Sumach
Flowering currant
Bridal Wreath
Snowball
Chaste Tree
Weigeta

6'- 8'

4'- 6'

5'- 7'

4' 0'

5'- 6'

4'- 5'

4'- 0'

6'-10'
8'-10'

15'

4'

4'- 6'

12'

5'- 6'

0'- 8'

Pink., lilac, violet

Brown
White
White, pink
White
Yellow

White, pink, yellow,
red

White
Deep pink
White
Yellow
White
White
Lilac

Red, white, pink

July to frost

May
July-Aug.
June
May-June
April

May-June

May
July-Aug.
April-May
May-June
May-June
Aug.-Sept.
June-July

A new flowering shrub, but one of the best; sunny position and fairly rich soil.

Flowers are delightfully fragrant.
One of the best of the smaller shrubs; very fragrant

Very free flowering; a great favorite for grouping.
Good for cutting; best effect obtained through massing with other shrubs; charming flowers.

Large yellow flowers blossom before the leaves appear.
Most striking when clumped; strong grower; free blossoming.

Profuse bloomers; a valued and favorite shrub.

Flowers of a beautiful shade.

Suited for damp places; brilliant in the fall.

Fragrant; nice foliage; grows well even in moist spots.
A shrub of exceptional gracefulness.
There are many varieties; each has some good point.

Graceful; long spikes; flowers late in summer.
Of robust habit, blooms profusely, and easy growth,

continuously; very deep color.)

(Kva Rathke especially fine; flowers

For Individual Specimens

Althea
Acer Japonica
Aralia spinosa
Baccharis
Cercis

Chionanthus
Cornus
Rhus Cotinus

Rose of Sharon

Japanese maple
Angelica tree

Groundsell tree

Judas tree

White fringed tree

Dogwood
Smoke tree

10M2'

15'-20'
12'

Rose, white

Foliage, various
White

Rosy pink
White
White, red

Smoke colored

Aug.-Oct.

Aug.

April-May
June
May
July

Among the best of tall shrubs; very hardy; W. R. Smith (new) especially fine.

Leaves of many distinct shapes and attractive coloring, especially in early spring.

Unique tropical looking.
White fluffy seed pods in fall.

Flowers before leaves appear, very attractive.

Very distinctive and attractive in appearance; flowers resemble fringed decoration.

Not symmetrical in shape but very striking; foliage highly colored in autumn.

Very distinctive; flowers in feathery clusters.

For Hedges and Screens

Althea
Berberis

Crataegus
Hydrangea panic

I ata

Privet

Pyrus
Spirea
Syringa

Rose of Sharon

Japan barberry
Hawthorne
Hydrangea paniculata

Privet

Japan quince
Spirea

3'- 4'

12M5'

To 8'

6'- 8'

6'- 8'

15'-20'

Rose, white

White,, red

White to rose

Bright scarlet

White
White, pink, lilac

Aug.-Oct.

May-June
Aug.-Sept.

Early May
May-Tune
May-June

See above; plant close, 15" to 18".

Absolutely hardy; foliage light green, brilliant in autumn with scarlet berries.

Very attractive; many different forms; long lived. Colored fruits.

Color changes; very hardy; one of the best late flowering shrubs; enormous fiower panicles.

Most popular formal hedge plant; plant close, 8" to 10"; prune to shape frequently. New
varieties hardier than California.

Set 15" apart; makes a dense hedge; requires a little pruning.
Plant \Yi' to 2' apart; very graceful in formal hedge; especially for boundary lines.

Plant 2' to 3'; very fragrant; good for along walls, etc. Japonica latest blooming.

VINES

VINE COMMON NAMK FLOWERS REMARKS

Actinidia

Akebia

Ampelopsis

Bignonia

Clematis paniculata

Evonymus
Honeysuckle

Wistaria

Silver vine

Akebia
Boston ivy

Trumpet vine

Virgin's Bower

Evonymus
Woodbine

Wistaria

Whitish with purple centers; A. Chinensis, yellow

Violet brown; cinnamon center in spring
Foliage highly colored in fall

Very large trumpet shape; red or oiange

Fragrant pure white flowers in August and September

Foliage, green or green and white

Red, yellow and white; very fragrant

Purple or white; immense pendent panicles

Very rapid growing with dense foliage; good for arbors, trellises, etc. Edible fruits after flower-

ing.

Good where dense shade is not required; very graceful in habit.
Most popular of all vines for covering smooth surfaces such as br'ck and stone walls, etc. In

setting out dormant plants piune back to 6".

Semi-climbing, especially good for covering rough stone work, tall stumps, porch trellises, etc.

Unique and attractive foliage.

Extremely hardy and robust; most satisfactory late flowering vine. Especially good for porches.
Flowers followed by feathery silver seed pods.

Extremely hardy; good in place of English ivy in cold sections. Evergreen.
Old favorite; one of the most popular for porches and trailing covers. Sunny position; good

variegated foliage.
Of twining, not clinging habit, especially good for ncrgolas, etc. Attains great height with

suitable support. Sunny position; rich soil.

SUMMER FLOWERING BULBS

FLOWER HEIGHT COLOR SEASON OF
BLOOM DIRECTIONS

Anemone
Begonia
Calla

('.in mi

Caladium
Dahlia

Gladiolus
Ranunculus
Montbretia

Tigridia
Tuberose
Zephyranthus

White ink, blue

18"-24"

2'- 6'

18"- 5'

2'- 6'

2'- 5'

2'

2'- 4'

18"
2'- 3'

White, crimson, pn
Pink, yellow, red

Yellow, white

Pink, yellow, red, white

(Foliage) green or variegated
White, pink, yellow, red, variegated

Pink, red, white, yellow
White, yellow, scarlet

Red, yellow, scarlet

Blue, pink, yellow, scarlet

White
White, pink

July-Sept.

June-Sept.
June-Sept.

June-Oct.

June-Oct.

Plant in May in sheltered position, in groups, aliout 0" x 0". Hardy.
Start in heat, or plant in lich light soil in open. Water freely.
Plant suitable varieties in rich warm soil. Plenty of water; store for winter in warm tempera-

ture.

Start in heat, or plant dormant roots in rich soil. Store for winter.

Sheltered, semi-shaded position, light rich soil. Store in warm place.
Start in heat or outdoors after danger of frost, in deep, rich soil; thin and disbud for good

blooms.
Succession of plantings from April to June for continuous bloom; store cool for winter.

Single and double forms; easily grown; good for cuttings.
Culture '.mil!.u to that of gladiolus. Plant 3" to G" each way; take up or protect.
Cultuie same as above but should be stored for winter.
Plant out in May, or start in heat. June and July planting for late flowers.
Good for masses or borders; plant two clumps, in early spring. Store like gladioli.
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THE PESTS AS THEY APPEAR
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THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Third Month

Now is the time to

start putting in cut-

tings of the bedding

plants

The manure mulch

on the lawn should

be raked up and
carted away

Barrels or tall bas-

kets placed over the

rhubarb will make
better stalks

SUNDAY
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EARLY ENGLISH

AND OBJECTS
ANTIQVE TAPESTRJES

DECOI\ATIONS
COVERJ N G s

Fac-Simile of XVII Century
En^lisK Dresser

. SLOANE
FIFTH AVE&u47tk. ST.
NEW VORK CITY
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THE FURNITURE OF HISTORIC ENGLAND
Its admirable adaptability to the modern American home is

well illustrated by this splendid XVII Century Room

[T is to the English cabinetmakers of

earlier ages that Furniture owes its

livable quality, without which the

well-considered home of to-day would
lose its chief charm.

{JTThat
the Furniture of Seventeenth

-^ and Eighteenth Century England also

possessed a high degree of decorative

merit is quite o.b vious from the

reproductions and hand-wrought
fac-similes of rare old examples on view in

the Twelve Galleries of this establishment.

tfj[
Here one may acquire, within

" moderate cost, not alone the
'

Furniture of every historic epoch, but

the unique Decorative Objects and fine

Oriental Rugs essential to the success of

the scheme in view however simple or

elaborate the requirements.

Suggestions may be gained

from de luxe prints of

well-appointed rooms,

sent gratis upon request.

^23

Grand Rapids fiirniiure CompanyINCORPORATED

34-36 West 32"-5 Street

New^brk City

The Rainbow Garden Border

(Continued jrom page SO)

In order that a garden may be showy
and attractive, tne best principle in the

employment of colors is never to use a

compound color between the two primi-
tive colors which compose it; for ex-

ample, purple ought never to be em-

ployed between blue and red, and orange
between yellow and red. Blue flowers

should be placed near orange, violet next

to yellow. Red or pink looks well when
surrounded with a border of gray or

white. Each primitive color should be

contrasted with its complementary color,
which will always be found to be a

compound one. Care must be taken in

placing very cold white flowers such
as Iberis sempervirens (hardy candy-
tuft). White flowers of this sort are

best used as high lights in the garden,
led up to by whites of a soft charac-

ter. Frequent repetitions of white

patches catch the eye unpleasantly. It

will generally be found that one mass
or group of white flowers will be enough
in any piece of border or garden ar-

rangement that can be seen from any
one point of view.

Blue requires rather special treat-

ment, and it is best approached by deli-

cate contrasts of warm white and pale

yellows. Silvery leaved plants are valu-
able as edgings. They bear the same
relation to purple and lilac as the warm
colored foliage does to strong red flow-
ers. Keep the lighter colors near the

dwelling house, and the brighter farther
from the house.
The following colors appear in the

spectrum in the degrees indicated: Vio-
let, 80 ; indigo, 40

; blue, 60
; green,

60; yellow, 48; orange, 27; red, 45.
Mark off your border into different

divisions and arrange your colors ac-

cording to the spectrum in the follow-

ing succession.

Deep blue should be followed by light

blue, and by pale yellow, white, pink,
rose, crimson, scarlet, orange and orange
scarlet, bright yellow, pale yellow,
white, lilac and lavender and violet.

Give more space to the cooler shades
of color, such as blue and yellow, and
less space to the warm shades, red and
orange.
A list of plant materials with their

respective heights and colors follows.

Pick your flowers from this reliable list

and arrange to have a succession of

bloom, so that your border will be in

color from early spring to late fall.

PLANT MATERIALS FOR THE BLUE BORDER
Scientific Name

Aster Novae Angliae ....

Delphinium various. . .

Delphinium
Delphinium
Delphinium
Delphinium
Aconitum napellus

Aconitum bicolor

AconUum Fischerlt

Aconitum WHsoni

Veronica lonoifolla sub-
sessilts

Veronica spteata
Veronica Incana

Platycodon grandlflorum
Plumbago larpentae
Campanula carpallca. . .

Campanula glomerata. . .

Campanula perslclfolta..
Campanula pyramldalis.
Lupinus polyphyllus ....
Iris palllda dalmatica.. .

Iris laecigata
Iris Rumania No. 509...

Aqullegla coerulea

Eupatorlum coeleslinum.
Erynglum maritlmum.. .

Common Name
Perry's Blue
Belladonna
Forsmum
King of Delphiniums.
Queen Wllhelmlna. . .

Rev. . Lasaltes
Monkshood Helmet

Flower
Monkshood Helmet

Flower
Monkshood Helmet

Flower
Monkshood Helmet
Flower

Speedwell
Speedwell. . .

Speedwell

Color
Bluish purple
Turquois blue
Dark blue, white eye. .

Balloon Flower
I.eadwort
Canterbury Bell ....
Clustered Bellflower.
Peach Bells
Chimney Bellflower.
Lupin
C.erman Iris

Japanese Iris

Japanese Iris

Rocky Mt. Colum-
bine

Thoroughwort
Sea Holly

Rich gentian blue..
Soft blue, shading rose.

Deep purple-blue

Dark blue

Blue and white

Pale blue

Light violet-blue

Deep blue
Bright blue
Amethyst blue, silvery

foliage
Deep blue
Deep blue
Clear blue
Violet blue
Blue
Porcelain blue
Clear blue
Lavender blue
Silvery white
Soft llKht blue

Bright blue and white. .

Light blue
Pale blue

Flowering
Sept.-Oct
June-Sept.. . .

June-Sept. . .

June-Sept
June-Sept
June-Sept

Aug.-Sept

Aug.-Sept

Sept.-Oct

Sept

July-Aug. . . .

June-July.. . .

July-Aug
July I6-Aug. 16..

Aug.-Sept
June-Oct
June-Aug
June-July
August
May 20-June 10.
May
June
July

May-June
Aug. till frost....

July-Sept

Height
4 ft.

4 ft.

3ft.
4 ft.

4 ft.

6 ft.

4ft.

18 In.

5 ft.-6 ft.

3 ft.

1H ft.

1 ft.

2-2 H ft.

6 ln.-8 In.
gin.
18 In.

2 ft.

4 ft. -6 ft.

3ft.
4 ft.

2 ft.-3 ft.

1 ft.-2 Jt.

2ft.
18 ln.-24 In.

2 ft.-3 ft.

PLANT MATERIALS FOR THE WHITE BORDER
Bocconia cordata
Bollonia asteroldes

Plume poppy
False chamomile. .

Sptrea aruncus (astllbe) . Japanese splrea. .

tiplrea Japonica Japanese splrea. . .

Spirea flllpendula Double Flowered
Dropwort

Altnea rosea Hollyhock
Lilium auratum Gold Banded Lily
Lilium speclosum album Lily
Lilium candidum Madonna Lily
Gftltonia candicans Galtonla
Physosteyla Vlrglnlca.. . False Dragon-Head. .

Achillca ptarmlca ("The
Pearl") Milfoil or Yarrow

Slokesia cyanea alba. . . . Cornflower aster
Pftlox panlculata (Frau
Anton Buchner) Phlox or M't'n Pink.

Phlox panlculata (Mrs.
E. E.Jenkins) Phlox or M't'n Pink.

Phlox panlculata (Blanc
Naln) Phlox or M't'n Pink.

Phlox suffrullcosa (Miss Phlox or M'fn PlnK.
Llngard)

Phlox subulata alba Phlox or M't'n Pink.
Phlox diraricata alba,

grartdlflora Phlox or M't'n Pink.
Chrysanthemum maximum

(King Edward VIII.) Moonpenny Daisy. . .

Aster Novae Angliae

Cream color
Pure white
Pure white
White..

White
White and various
Ivory white
White with green band.
Whit!'

June-July
July, Aug., Sept.
July
July

White
White

Pure whiH'.

June-July
Aug.-Oct
July-Aug
July-Aug
June.

(Madonna)
Aster Novae Angliae

(White Queen) . . . .

Dlanlhus plumarius
(Her Malesty)

Lupinus polypriyllus
albUK

Dlctamnus fraxinella
albus

Michaelmas Daisy. . .

Michaelmas Daisy. . .

Grass Pink, Scotch
Pink

Pure white..

Pure while..

Pure white..

Pure white. .

Pure white..

Moss pink. .

White

Pure white..

White. . .

White. .

White...

Lupin White

Gas Plant
Digitalis purpurea albus Foxglove

Pure white. .

White

June-July
July-Aug

Spring till frost.

July till Irost

June-July

June-July

June-July
May-late Oct

June, July, Aug.

May-June

Sept

Sept

Sept

June-July

May 20-June 10

June-July
June-July

5 ft.

5 ft.-7 ft.

1 ft.

1 ft.

IS In.
7 ft.

3 ft.-5 ft.

3 ft.-5 ft.

2 lt.-3 ft.

2 ft.-3 ft.

3 ft.-4 ft.

2 ft.

2 ft.

2H ft.-3 ft.

2M ft.-3 ft.

2M ft.-3 ft.

2 ft.

4 In.

1 ft.

1 ft.

4 ft.

4 ft.

1 ft.

3 ft.

2M ft.

3 ft.-S. ft.

PLANT MATERIALS FOR THE YELLOW BORDER
Scablosa lutea
Paeonia albiflora Canaria
Paeonia albiflora ("Anne
Askew")

Delphinium (Beauty of
Langport)

Delphinium (var. Zalll).
Lupinus polyphyllus ....
Centaurea sulphurea. . . .

Poientllla chrysantha... .

Trottius Europaeus
Oenolhera Mlssourtensis
Oenolfiera Youngll
Oenothera frutlcosa
Hellaruhus
Linum flavum

Pincushion Flower. . .

Canary

Anne Askew

Beauty of Langport, .

Zalll

Annual Lupin
Mountain Bluet
Chrysantha
Globe Flower
Evening Primrose. . . .

Kvening Primrose. . . .

Kvenins Primrose. . . .

Golden Sunflower. . . .

Flax

Yellow
Yellow

White

Yellow. . .

Yellow
Yellow . . .

Yellow
Bright yellow..
Bright yellow..
Yellow.

July-Oct 8 ft.

July 3 ft.

Lemon yellow .

Golden yellow..
Yellow
Yellow

May-June

June-July
June-July
July-Sept
May-July
June-July
June-all summer.
July-Aug
June-Sept
June-Oct
July-Aug
June-Aug

2 ft.-3 ft.

4 ft.-fi ft.

1 ft.-2 ft.

4 ft.-S ft.

12 ln.-18 in.

2 ft.-3 ft.

1 4 ft.

r, in.

2 ft.

1 ft.

4 ft,-7 ft.

1 ft.-2 ft.

(Continued on page 60)
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IRON
AGE TOOLS take the back-breaking

drudgery out of gardening Bigger, Better
Garden* result. Ten men working with old-fashioned

tools would be required to do the work of one Iron Age.

Iron Age Tools enable you to step right out in

your own yard and take from it a large part of
your living cost Fresh, delicious peas, tender corn, cucum-
bers, crisp lettuce, succulent golden wax beans, beautiful

flowers all from your own plants every day I

Iron Age Garden Tools are made in many styles.
There are Hill and Drill Seeders that sow seed
with remarkable accuracy either in hills or drills, furrowing,
planting, covering, packing the soil and marking the next
row in one operation. There are Single and Double Wheel
Hoes that make furrows for such crops as potatoes; that

ridge, cultivate, hoe and rake, keeping the soil in the

well-mulched condition necessary for success.

Iron Age Tools, made by manufacturers of over
83 years' experience, are used by thousands of
market gardeners, farmers and practical city-folks who want
to garden farm-like by women, boys and girls in home
gardens, flower gardens, etc.

See your dealer and write fo us for

free copy of "Modern Gardening."

,'>

NO. 19 C
Toolt include Landude
Plow, 3-tooth Cultivator,

1-tooth Cultivator,
Furrow-maker,
Scuffle Hoe.

MS

Bateman M'f'g Company
In Au.,n/, 83 >ror.

Bo* 6*8 Crenloch.N.J.

".- n
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The Rainbow Garden Border

8
Ornamental Evergreens
9 (t TT.'rfk

It. tllgn.
DELIVERED TO YOUR
DOOR ..... FOR

{Remittance to accompany order)

Collection includes 2 Arborvitaes, 2 White Spruces, 2

Colorado Blue Spruces, 2 Pines all 2 ft. tall trees

suitable for general planting of best, quality, raised

from seed at little QTre.c Jfarm*

Illustrating the hardy, healthy
stock grown at

JLittle Jfarmg

1

I

ARBORVITAE COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE

Why We Are Making This Unusual Offer

We have faith in our trees. They are our best sales-

men. If we can get you acquainted with our stock

you will become an enthusiastic tree planter. Why?
Because our trees live. 75% of our annual business

is with old customers, the best evidence that our trees

and service please. We aim to add 1000 new customers

this year. To accomplish this we have made this intro-

ductory offer small so that it is available to all.

20,000,000 Evergreen and Deciduous trees and

shrubs of many varieties told about in

"The Book of little Wttt jfartmt"

ILLUSTRATIONS
DESCRIPTIONS
PRICES

Forwarded Free
on Request

Tree
Problems?

.BRING THEM HERE FOR SOLUTION.
OUR STAFF ENGINEERS AND LAND-
SCAPE SPECIALISTS ARE YOURS TO
COMMAND.

Hittle Erec Jfarmsi (Near Boston)
NURSERIES OF

American Forestry Company
Division K-l, 15 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

(Continued from page 58)

Kudbeckta ladniata Golden Glow Yellow Aug.-Sepl...
Solidago Goldenrod Yellow Aug -Sept
Helcopsis species Orange Sunflower.. . . Orange yellow Aug -Nov
Antttt-mifi tlnctwia Chainomile Yellow July-Aug. .

Anthemis tinctoria

(Kilwayi) Chamomlle Creamy yellow June-Aug
Iris Oermanica Bearded Iris Blue and various May-June
Iris xiphium Spanish Iris Violet and various. June
Coreopsis lanceolata Annual Tuckseed Golden yellow June-Sept....
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PEAR

LARGE BEARING AGE TREES
If you want fresh, juicy fruit and want it now, and in sufficient quantity

to give it a place on the family bill of fare, plant some of these magnificent

Bearing Age Fruit Trees which we are offering for the first time this season;

trees which are really a horticultural achievement.
Each tree has been grown, cultivated and pruned for a specimen. All of the trees run

from seven to nine feet in height; symmetrically branched, heavily rooted tree* that are of

bearing age and save you years of waiting for pears of rich flavor and delicious, juicy plums.
The pictures at the side show a pear and a plum tree dug at random from our block

of specimens. // you want Big Fruit Trees for immediate results. Order To-day.

PLUMS-Early PLUMS-Late
Abundance (cherry red) Shrop. Damson (blue)
Lombard (violet red) Bradshaw (violet)

French Prune (dark purple) Burbank (cherry red)
Yellow Gage (golden yellow) Oct. Purple (purple)

PEARS Summer PEARS Autumn PEARS Winter
Bartlett Clapp's Favorite Duchess Seckel Anjou Kieffer

Wilder Sheldon Lincoln Coreless

PRICES $2 each; $20 perdoz.; $125 per 100

The WORLD'S BEST Trees and Plants for YOUR
garden described in our FREE Illustrated Catalog

GLEN BROS., Inc., Glenwood Nursery, 1802 Main St., Rochester, N. Y.
"GROWERS OF THE, WORLD'S BEST" PLUM

About Fence

THERE
are two ways to buy an iron or wire fence.

One send for a catalog, pick out the fence you
want write for prices and buy it.

The other is to tell us your fence requirements, and
then let us submit designs and make suggestions for the

best solution of your particular problem.

Frankly, this latter way is unquestionably the best way.

The suggestions will be prompted by our years of ex-

perience.

The designs will be adapted to your particular needs

not just a catalog fence.

The recommended expenditure will be with due con-

sideration to economy.

American Fence
Construction Co

100 Church Street New York City

is most fitting for

those who gave their

all to the nation's ser-

vice, and to those

"brave hearts of oak"
who stood firm

and steady in the

fight we owe
memorials of per-
ennial beauty.

And what can bet-

ter express our deep
gratitude than trees

that draw their life

^^^ from Mother Earth?

Sturdy Trees are Natural Monuments
Certain trees seem to have been produced for memorials. Per-

haps the most pronounced for such purposes is the Ginltgo (or
Maidenhair tree). This lives a thousand years, is free from in-

sects or disease, and is one of our rare and beautiful trees.

Two sizes are recommended, 8 to 10 feet high at $4 each, 10 to
12 feet high at $7 each. Guaranteed to grow satisfactorily.

Plant a League of Nations' Tree
"Memorial Trees" is the title of a new booklet just issued. A

copy will be sent to you, with our compliments, on request. Also
ask for our general catalogue "Home landscapes" if you wish
to get the highest beauty and use from your land.

HICKS' NURSERIES Box H Westbury, N.Y.
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Paintings by American Artists

"Heavy Sea
'

Canvas 36 in. x 48 in. By Paul Dougherty

OUR experience of twenty-six years with paint-

ings by our best American artists is at the

service of those who wish expert advice in the

selection of pictures.

"Art Notes" for January will be

mailed on request

WILLIAM MACBETH
Incorporated

450 Fifth Avenue (a Fortieth street New York City

Making the Attic Livable
(Continued from page 60)

tectural design, so that it will conform

in character with the rest of the house

fittings.

Dens, Studios and Extra Bedrooms

Even in a small house, where a grow-

ing family demands extra rooms for

children, casual guests or servants, the

attic should play its part. In large

houses freer scope is allowed, and the

attic can serve as a billiard room, a

master's den, nursery, or perchance a

ball room.
As a servants' room, especially if

there are two, it is better to plan the

rooms over the service quarters, de-

signing a staircase that connects with

the kitchen and pantry on the lower

floor. Otherwise several thicknesses ol

sheathing paper should be put between

the flooring to avoid the annoyance of

hearing heavy walking overhead.

When a man conies home from a

strenuous day in his office, the one thing

he demands is rest and quiet, a place

where he can think and smoke to his

heart's content. Here the attic of the

house comes in, furnishing a den

where he can be completely isolated

from the family life. Nothing is so

soothing to tired nerves as an open
wood fire, so, if possible, introduce a

stone fireplace. If he is a sportsman,
adorn the walls with trophies of the

chase, and throw a huge bear skin on

the bare floor, just in front of the

hearth.

The Dance Room

For dancing purposes, what can be

more advantageously used than this part

of your home? Here sufficient size can

be given to make it practical. The

flooring should be of spring boards,

and the room should be walled in with

dark English oak, paneled and showing
carved columns. At one side an alcove,

the width of the wall, will allow a

place for the orchestra, lighted by a

dormer window. The end of the room
can be divided in such a way that the

doors are introduced into the panels,

leaving two dressing rooms. For a bit

of color, use red damask for curtains.

By fitting up a small kitchen just be-

yond the ball room, the refreshment

problem is simplified.
A most interesting arrangement has

been successfully carried out in a mag-

nificent summer home along the North

Shore in Massachusetts. It comprises

a suite of rooms devoted to the use of

the young heir. Here the beams are of

old wood, modeled by ships' carpenters,

in the early 18th Century. These are

pegged together in the old-fashioned

way. White plaster for wall surface

and between the beams gives a pictur-

esque touch, lightened by the dull red

curtains that
separate

the bedroom from

the bath adjoining it. The floor of hard

wood has been painted a soft brown to

follow out the Colonial idea, and hooked

rugs worked in soft mellowed tones are

effectively placed.
The central features of the room are

the single English trundle beds, painted

brown, and brightened with coverings
of yellow English chintz, showing red

and blue flower decorations, repeated
in the cushions of the winged and wick-

er chairs. The room is broken by three

deep alcoves, into each of which has

been set a casement window.

Roof Conservatories and Nurseries

For those who wish to have an in-

door garden the top of the house offers

excellent chances. By roofing the attic

with glass, and letting in groups of

French windows on three sides a sun

parlor can be constructed. In this room
the sunlight can be controlled with roller

shades. As summer approaches, turn

off the radiator and fling open the win-

dows and you have a summer home
without the trouble of moving!
For the twilight story that the chil-

dren so dearly love, why not have the

nursery in the attic? This idea has

been conceived by a mother, who later

on developed it into a private kinder-

garten, so that the children not only of

her own family but those of the neigh-

borhood, could study under her own

eye. Tables were placed around three

sides of the room, while the piano in

the corner was used for the kinder-

garten songs, doing double duty later

on for the practicing of scales, without

disturbing the rest of the household.

These are only a few uses that can

be made of the rooms at the top of the

house. Doubtless there are numerous
other ideas that can be easily worked
out and attics worth while achieved, if

one gives time and thought to a con-

sideration of them.

Planning a Successful Garden Show
(Continued jrom page 42)

With four entries two awards will be

given; with five or more, three awards.
Should there be insufficient entries to

form a class, but an exhibit of great

merit, the judges may award a first,

second or third prize at their discretion.

The awards shall be ribbons : blue for

first, red for second, white for third, and

yellow for exhibits worthy of recogni-
tion where no other prize has been
awarded. A first prize will count five

points, a second three, a third one, and
the yellow two and a half. The Tri-

color counts ten points, and will be

given by the judges to the best exhibit

in the whole show one for flowers, one
for fruit, and one for vegetables.
There shall be three or more judges

at all shows, and the committee shall

endeavor to have at least one judge who
is not a Club member.
Each exhibit must conform with the

rules in the class form book.

Exhibits must be of more than ordi-

nary standard and good quality to be

entitled to award.
Exhibitors should comply with the

rules or run the risk of having their

exhibits disqualified.
All vegetables and fruits must have

been grown and canned by the ex-

hibitor.

Scale of Points

The scale of points in counting was
also given, that each one might under-

stand the judging, and was made out on

the following percentage system:
Flowers

Size of blossom 40%
Perfection of shape 40%
Stem 10%
Foliage 10%

100%
(Continued on page 64)
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Vegetable Seed Collection
Don't depend on the street huckster for your summer
vegetables. Have them fresh and crisp from your own
garden for every-d-ay use, with some to save for winter.
And America must save more food this year than ever
before we've promised Belgium, and France, and Eng-
land, and the other allied countries, that they shall not

suffer. So, our gardens must produce a large part of what the home folks need.

Forbes' Dollar Market Basket Collection

includes sorts the whole family will like, that grow readily, and yield freely. Send today for this

collection.

One Packet Each of these Eighteen Varieties:

Beans, King of Earlies;
Wardwell's Wax;
Fordhook Bush Lima.

Beet, Detroit Dark Red ;

Early Wonder.

Carrot, Coreless.

Cucumber, Forbes' Prolific

White Spine.
Lettuce, Champion of All ;

Grand Rapids.

Onion, Yellow Globe Danvers ;

Red Wethersfield.

Parsley, Moss Curled.

Radish, Scarlet Globe;
Scarlet Turnip White-Tip.

Spinach, Savoy-Leaved.
Swiss Chard.
Tomato, Matchless.

Turnip. Purple-Top White
Globe.

Sent Postpaid for One Dollar

Forbes' 1919 Catalogue "Every Garden Requisite" is full of helps for the vege-
table and flower grower seeds, tools, insecticides. Write today for your FREE copy.

ALEXANDER FORBES & CO., Seedsmen 116 Mulberry Street, Newark, N. J.

Rurpee'sSweet"
Peas

Th Sweet Pea during these few years of the

twentieth century has grown steadily in

popularity until today It is by far the most
popular of all annual flowers. With each
collection we Include the Burpee Leaflet

"How to urow Sweet Peas."

Six Standard Spencers for 25c

The Standard Spencer Sweet Peas will make a sturdy growth.
and if well watered will onitimm in bloom until late summer.
Tills Standard Colled inn is a revelation of daintiness and beauty.
It contains one packet each of the following;

Constance Hlnton: A wonderful white; Elfrlda Pearson: Pink
tinted salmon; George Herbert: Rich rosy carmine: Irish Belle:

Lilac, flushed pink: Mrs. Routzahn: Apricot suf-

fused pink; King Manoel: A giant flowered maroon.

If purchased separately this Collection would
cost 60c. This Is the Burpee Standard Collec-
tion It will In- mailed to any address for 25c.

Five Standard Cnllwtiuns (to separate ad-
dresses if desired) for $1.00.

Fordhook Collection for 50c

The Fordhook Early Flowering Spencers enable

you to have Sweet Peas in your Harden two
weeks earlier, and it Is the Early Fordhonk
tvjH' that makes possible the growing of Sweet
Peas in the South, If you want flowers earli-

est in the spring buy the Fordhook Collection
listed nHow. It contains one packet each of
tint following:

Early King: Glowing rich crimson: Princess:
Lavender suffused mauve; Sunburst: Cream
flushed amber: Pink Beauty: Bosy pink on
white: Empress: Deep rich rose Dink; Mauve
Beauty: A charming rose mauve.

If purchased separately this Collection of Early
Sweet Peas would cost 75c. Mailed to your door for 50e.

Burpee's Annual for 1919

Burpee's Annual Is considered the Trading American
S.-.-.1 Catalog. It contains a complMe list of the best

Vegetable anil Flower Seeds. Burpee's Annual will be

mailed to you free upon request. Write for your copy

today.

W. ATLEE BURPEE Co.
PHILADELPHIA

DREER'S
1919

DEN BOOK
A Legion of Enthusiastic

amateurs have made the growing of

Vegetables and Flowers
a success because they have followed the
cultural advice given by experts in Dreer's
Garden Book. 224 big pages, with over a
thousand photographic illustrations.

Dreer's Garden Book contains a list of practically
everything worth growing in vegetables and flowers,
and describes the worth-while novelties that will pay
you for growing.

Four Color Plates of Dreer's Specialties in

Vegetables and Flowers

Mailed free if you mention this publication

HENHYA.DREER
714-716 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia Pa.
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WALL PAPERS
New Wall Paper in your
home means changed sur-

roundings, fresh Inspira- f^
don for achievement in

this Wonderful new era.

Repaper your home!

Thibaut's lovely papers
sound the new note in

wall paper Style they

reflect the Spirit of the

Dawning Future!

THIBAUT'S
helpful book

"MODERN WALL
TREATMENTS" is free for

the asking if you give your dealer's

Name ! Profusely illustrated. Will

help wonderfully to solve your dec-

orative problems. Send for edition

"3-B." Write today for your copy.

Address Department "M."

Planning a Successful Garden Show
(Continued jror.i page 62)

^Richard

Wall Paper Specialists

Madison Avenue at 32nd Street, New York

BRANCHES
BOSTON NEWARK

96-98 Federal St. 141 Halsey St.

BROOKLYN WASHINGTON HEIGHTS BRONX
Flatbush & DeKalb Avenues (New York City) 3621 Broadway 485 Willis Ave.

The Largest Wall Paper
House in the World

Vegetables
General perfection 50%
Size 2S%
Uniformity 25%

100%
Fruit

General perfection 50%
Size 20%
Color 10%
Flavor 20%

100%
The care taken to provide for the

just judging of all exhibits is evidenced

by the classification of roses alone:

ROSES
Best vase oj not more than six, not less

than three. Named if possible

HYBRID PERPETUALS
Class 1. White

2. Pink
3. Red
4. Any color other than above

5. Best specimen bloom
6. Best collection of six or

more specimen blooms.

Best vase of not less than six. Named
if possible

HYBRID TEAS
Class 7. White

8. Yellow to bronze

9. Pink
10. Any color other than above
11. Best specimen bloom
12. Best collection of six or

more specimen blooms.

Best vase of not less than six

TEAS
Class 13. Yellow

14. White
15. Pink
16. Red
17. Best specimen bloom.

Best vase of not less than five, nor more
than ten

Moss
Class 18. White

19. Pink
20. Crimson
21. Best specimen bloom
22. Best collection of six or

more specimen blooms.

Most artistically arranged basket of

from six to twelve sprays, none
more than 15" long

CLIMBING
Class 23. Dorothy Perkins

24. Crimson Rambler
25. Any other climber.

POLYANTHA
Class 26. Best exhibition bunch.
BRIAR
Class 27. Best exhibition bunch.

MISCELLANEOUS
Class 28. Best collection five or more

specimen blooms, distinct

classes, named varieties

29. Best specimen bloom,
classed and named, not al-

ready mentioned
30. Best exhibition bunch of

any or all of the foregoing
classes.

The following classifications attracted

many exhibitors:

DECORATIVE AND ARTISTIC
CLASSES

Class 58. Best table decoration of

any specified classes

59. Best grouping of iris, Japa-
nese style

60. Best table decoration of

ox-eyed daisies and wood
ferns.

61. Best table decoration of

flowering shrubs
62. Best table decoration suit-

able for June wedding
63. Best arrangement of gar-

den flowers, one variety,
for decorative effects

64. Most artistic arrangement
of wild flowers

65. Most artistic arrangement

of flowers from bulbous

plants
66. Most artistic arrangement

of flowers and foliage in

one receptacle, confined to

one color, but not re-

stricted to number of

shades of that color

67. Most artistic arrangement
of garden flowers for
luncheon table

68. Most artistic arrangement
for porch decoration

69. Most artistic window box.

A club member offered a pair of small

silver cups for the best table decora-

tion; a well-known nurseryman a $5.00
azalea for the best collection of iris;

and a popular florist a Japanese hand-

painted bowl, filled with ferns, for the

best perennial grown from seed. Mem-
bers were required to furnish their own
small tables for table decorations.

The vegetables for the September
show were classed as follows:

Jill vegetables must be grown by exhibi-

tor and arranged in containers be-

fore being sent to the Show

Class 76. Best collection of Vegeta-
bles

77. Best head of lettuce

78. Best Romaine lettuce

79. Best quart lima beans
80. Best quart green bush

beans
81. Best quart wax beans
82. Best six radishes, one va-

riety
83. Best three cucumbers, one

variety
84. Best three squash, all dif-

ferent varieties

85. Best three ears sugar corn,
named

86. Best egg-plant
87. Best six green peppers
88. Best six tomatoes, named

varieties

89. Best exhibit vegetables ar-

ranged for effect

90. Best basket of roots

beets, potatoes, carrots,

parsnips and turnips.
91. Best basket tomatoes and

corn
92. Best four-quart basket po-

tatoes.

The fresh fruits and the canned fruits

and vegetables were all classed just as

carefully.

Staging the Exhibits

The day before the show members of

the different committees went to pre-

pare for the reception and staging of

the flowers. Display tables were put in

place in the main room and covered
with green crepe' paper, though this

proved so perishable that thereafter

green cambric was provided and held
over for future use. The stage was
banked with graceful green and flower-

ing shrubs, and tables placed for the

serving of refreshments. A long table
at the right was covered with all kind
of garden accessories tools, garden
mats, bird sticks, garden and nature

books, birds' suet baskets, cutting bas-

kets, metal-lined flower baskets, as well
as garden smocks, aprons and hats.

These goods were shown with the privi-

lege of returning all unsold, and the

percentage allowed us netted quite a
little profit. The Girl Pioneers and the

boys from our Public Schools each ex-

hibited an attractive collection of bird

houses, almost all of which were sold
besides many special orders being taken.
Local nurserymen made interesting dis-

plays of unusual and special flowers,
and the Commissioner of Parks lined

the walk from the main door to the tea

garden with a beautiful assortment of
new crotons. One large table was filled

(Continued on page 66)
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AN
EXTRA EARLY
DELICIOUS

WATERMELON

\

"General Pershing" Watermelon
The Leader of Them All

In Naming This Wonderful New Watermelon We Could Find No Name That
\ Would More Appropriately Suggest Its True Leadership Than to Name it

L>^ After the Greatest General the World Has Ever Known, That True-Hearted,

^k Red-Blooded, 100 Percent American, General Pershing.

"GENERAL PERSHING" WATERMELON is without question the finest Watcr-

\i^^T.. melon, taken from every standpoint, ever developed. The product ivi-m-^ is wonderful,

^^ producing more fine, large delicious melons, under the same conditions, than any other
melon. It is the best to stand dry weather. Produces no culls. The vines resists insects.

It is a long melon, well filled out at both ends. The eating quality is unequalled. The
sparkling red flesh is as sweet as honey, fairly melts in your mouth. The flavor is

delicious, sweet and satisfying. "Red to the Rind". It is en-

tirely free from hard centers and stringiness, yet the flesh is

very firm and compact. Color of rind a bright Pea Green.

Ripens much earlier than any other melon and
will keep in good condition for a much longer
time after picking. The rind will not sunburn

kand will keep in good condition for days in

the Sun after becoming ripe, while all

dark rind melons will blister on top.
It is the best home melon as well as

the best shipper.

Pkt. 25c, I/, Lb. 7Sc, Vt Lb. $1.38,
Pound $2.50 Postpaid

Bolgiano's New 1910 Seed Annual
Shows the Four Branches of the
Service The Army, the Navy,
the Nurse, the Producer of Food

All beautifully lithographed In colors.
It also contains a full list of Bolglano's "BIB
Crop" Seeds Illustrated and fully described. It

will wonderfully help you with your 1910 garden.
We will be pleased to send you a copy If you
write us.

.

BOLGIANO'S SEED STORE
"Big Crop" Seeds for Over a Century.

DEPT. IDS. BALTIMORE, MD.

Planning to Build?
VU-iaim.crvRAl/ Then Get These Three

Valuable Numbers
FREE

:

The January, February and March
issues of The Architectural Record

authoritative and professional
each containing 100 or more photo-
graphs, interior views and floor plans
of recent successful buildings will

be included free, if you subscribe
now to start with April, 1919.

You will thus receive 15 interesting
and helpful numbers for $3 the

regular yearly price.

The Architectural Record is an artistic monthly magazine
illustrating the work of leading architects throughout the

country. It is read by more architects than any other journal,
and is also taken each year by hundreds of persons who find
it helpful while they are planning to build.

From it you are sure to obtain valuable suggestions regarding
attractive exteriors, convenient arrangement and appropriate
furnishings.

In every issue houses of architectural merit are shown. In
the business section are also described the latest and best

building materials, as well as the furnishings and specialties
which add so much of comfort, convenience and value.

Accept these three numbers free. Mail the coupon today.

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, 119 We.t 40th Street, New York H. G. 3-19

.
Send free your January, February arid March numbers and enter subscrip-.ion for a full year hesinning April, 1919, for which find $3 enclosed (add

60c for Canada, $1 for Foreign).

Name

Occupation Address

BOX-BARBERKV

"Alter mint *mr ckarmino nnc little border ihruo tOX-BAKBKKHY. I or-

dered lateral thoiuoial lor te Gretk Burden oordwi (Mr, Samuel Vnlermier't

estate Oretitme) ." Albert Millard, Superintendent.

A Distinct Novelty: Offered this Spring
for the First Time

Box-Barberry is a dwarf, upright form of the familiar

Berberis Thunbergii; it is perfectly hardy, thriving
wherever Berberis Thunbergii grows. It does not carry
wheat rust.

Box-Barberry lends itself most happily to low edgings
for formal gardens, when set about four inches apart.

It also makes a beautjful low hedge when set 6 to 8

inches apart. The foliage is light green, changing in

autumn to dazzling red and yellow.
1 year, frame-grown $20.0O per 10O $175.00 per l.OOO
2 year field-grown 3O.OO per 10O 2SO.OO per l.OOO

3 year field-gVown 40.OO per 10O 3SO.OO per l.OOO

(50 at 10O rates. 250 at l.OOO rates.)

Available stock limited. Orders filled strictly in rotation received.

THE ELM CITY NURSERY CO.
WOODMONT NURSERIES, INC.

Box 194 New Haven, Conn. (Near Yale Bowl)

Our Catalogue, now ready, lists a comprehensive assortment

of choice Shade and Fruit-trees, Evergreens (including Taxus
cuspidata type), Shrubs, Vines, Roses, Hardy Plants. Catalogue
mailed the day your request is received.



House & Carder

Designs Created by the Reed Shop are

The Exponents of Refinement and Comfort
In Furnishings for

DRAWING AND LIVING ROOMS
SOLARIUMS, CLUBS, AND YACHTS

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

REED SHOP, INC.

581 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK
"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 25c postage

*> CHINA AND GLASS

CAULDON CHINA AND REPRODUCTION OF WATERFORD GLASS

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS IN
DINNER AND CRYSTAL SERVICES
CHINA AND GLASS NOVELTIES

Specialists For Over Thirty Years

9 & II EAST 371" STREET
NEW YORK CITY

CHINA AND GLASS *

Planning a Successful Garden Show
(Continued from page 64)

with pretty clear glass bud vases, bought
at a bargain and sold at a low price

ivith the blossoms they contained.

Especially interesting was the table pre-

ided over by "the little bee woman,"
who in addition to her attractive dis-

ilay of fancy china jars of strained

loney, unique flower holders to be at-

ached to the wall, and books on bees,

howed also under glass a large hive of

>ees at work. Thus the variety of our

exhibits proved one of the strong at-

ractions.

The morning of the exhibition mem-
bers began arriving early, as everything
lad to be staged by twelve o'clock

when the judges would begin their

work) in order to get through before

he opening of the doors to the public
at two o'clock.

Every exhibit had to be tagged at the

entry desks outside, with class number
and name, but without owner's name,
and registered before being passed in-

side to be staged. The groupings there

were most artistic, and as soon as the

udges finished each particular exhibit,

and attached awards, the committee fol-

owing fastened on cards showing name
of exhibitor.

The jury consisted of the Club's best

qualified botanist, a local florist, and a

woman expert from a neighboring town.
As they had no means of knowing
whose exhibits they were judging, of

course, even the most carping critic had
to admit fairness.

Although the weather had been most

unfavorable, a surprisingly large quan-
tity of flowers as well as vegetables was
shown. A big crowd filled the hall

afternoon and evening and everyone
was enthusiastic. Although the admis-
sion fee was only ten cents (kept low
in order to interest the general public),
and the entire expenses of the Show
about $140.00, the Club was able not

only to pay all expenses, but found itself

with a small balance to the good, besides

having acquired certain properties which
could be held over and kept available

for future exhibitions.

Considerable work it was, of course,

to plan and carry through successfully

without a hitch; but nobody minded
the time or labor in view of the fact

that we had given our town its first

big flower and vegetable show, and en-

couraged people to try next time for

results even better and finer.

"Wakanoura," a landscape by Kano Tanyu

The Humorists and Landscapists

of Japanese Painting

(Continued from page 39)

while in 1661 was born Korin, one of monkeys have frequently in their guise

the brightest gems in the crown of the proverbial pensiveness of profes-

Japanese art. Working alike on silk sional humorists in general, and it is

and on paper, executing many of his Sosen's chief laurel that, again and

finest pictures in gold on lacquer, now again, he uttered this trait in his beloved

painting flowers, now birds, now sub- theme. He lived till 1821, at which

jects like those of Matahei, he has had date were painting Shiuhsho and Yeishi,

few equals anywhere in technical abil- both greatly influenced by Matahei;

ity. Nor perhaps has there ever been a while the woodcut masters presently

painter, producing so much as he, who reaching their apogee, several of them

has been attended so constantly by wrought occasionally with the brush,

exquisite taste. It is interesting to re- Hokusai's paintings being fully equal in

call that Korin was the elder brother of merit to his familiar prints.

Kenzan Ogata, whom Japan regards as Yeisen's Art
her best ceramicist; and it is said that,

when Kenzan contrived to found a kiln Contemporaneous with him was Vei

of his own, having previously been al- sen, a rare landscapist, soon after whom

ways an employe of factories, he re- Yosai gained a wide celebrity, due no less

ceived generous aid in the project from to his genre pictures than to the book he

his brother's purse. both wrote and illustrated, "The Great

Heroes and Scholars of Japan." But,
A Chapter of Humorists

at this very time when talented art was

The last chapter in the history of being produced on so lavish a scale.

Japanese art has a happy beginning, people far and near were beginning to

but a sad ending. Korin necessarily inveigh fiercely against the old, despotic

exerted a wide spell, which was felt in regime. And, when the sword was

particular, or so at least it would seem, drawn in 1868, there were no baa-

by the beautiful painter of birds and measures, the Shogunate being hewn

flowers, Okio; while in 1747 was born down, all power wrested from the feudal

Mori Sosen, a lonely figure in artistic lords, and a representative government
annals. For he gave himself almost ex- with the Mikado as its head established,

clusively, year after year, to the paint- Unless for a few months, however, the

ing of monkeys, a consequence being Revolution did not really check the

that he acquired monkey as a nickname, profuse output of painting, artists who

the little boys shouting it after him in won renown at this period being Bun-

the streets of Osaka, where he lived, cho, mainly a landscapist and flower-

The comedians of the animal world, (Continued on page 68)
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A Dahlia Offer of Which
I am Justly Proud

Five Famous Decorative Dahlias Postpaid

for $2

EF
you are a lover of flowers you will be delighted with these five won-

derful Dahlias. Immense size, perfect habits, exquisite coloring, no
better varieties arc grown than these. They are guaranteed bulbs. Try them.

American Beauty
Hortulanus Fiet

D. M. Moore
Jeanne Charmet
Mina Burgle

wine crimson

salmon-pink
deep maroon
lilac-pink and white
brilliant scarlet

OR, ifif you will allow me to make my own selection, I will send

you ten distinct, named varieties, all labelled and guaranteed,
postpaid.

for $1

Doing Business in the Largest Plant of its Kind
in the World

Some years ago I constructed a storage warehouse with shipping facilities
unlike any other in my line of business. It has a floor space of nearly 5000 -sq.
feet. Everything is in its place and there is a place for everything. 'Carefully
arranged bins hold the properly labelled roots of the fifteen hundred varieties
which 1 grow every year.

Yearly Output of My Dahlia Factory Now 4 Million
Dahlia Clumps

Please don't think I have no sentiment about my flowers when I call my farms
a factory! To me, Dahlias are and always will be objects of cheer and love.
But when you produce them by the millions it becomes necessary to employ
methods of production not unlike those in big factories.

THE DAHLIA KING

Visit My Gardens During August and September
You'll see a sight never to be forgotten. It'll cause you to look upon Dahlias

with different eyes ever after. My time is yours on visitors day, and we can't
see all the flowers on one visit either. So

Let Catalogue Visit You NOW
It will afford you a chance to get posted on Dahlias, before planting time

knocks at the door. You can't afford to do without tome of my favorites in
your 1919 garden. The joy they'll bring will repay manyfold their small cost.

and little labor of growing.

J. K. ALEXANDER 'The Dahlia King"
415-435 CENTRAL ST. EAST BRIDGEWATER, MASS.

Make your
garden a

valuable asset
Thorough cultivation is the

basis of all crop-improvement,
and the use of up-to-date garden
tools is the most vital factor.

Planet Jr. tools represent
the highest type of farm and garden implements.
They are so constructed that the most thorough
cultivation is possible, and because of their scien-

tific construction are easy to operate they take

the drudgery out of labor and give real pleasure
in the care of a garden. Because of their practical

design they are great savers of time they enable

you to cultivate in one-half to one-third the time

required with ordinary tools.

Planet Jr Toois
er

No. 25 Planet Jr. Combined Hill and Drill Seeder, Double and
Single Wheel Hoe Cultivator and Plow sows all garden seeds
from siiiiillest up to peas and beans, lu hills ur In drills, rolls

down and marks next row at one passage, and enables you to

cultivate up to two acres a day nil through the season.
Straddles crops till 20 Inches hlKh, then works between them.
A splendid combination for the family garden. The Wheel-Hoe
attachments will be found Invaluable throughout the cultivat-

ing season.___ No. 17 Planet Jr. Sinole Wheel Hoe Is an Indispensable gar-
den tool that will last a lifetime. A hand-machine whose dur-
able construction enables a man, woman or boy to cultivate the

Harden in the easiest, quickest and best way. Has a pair of weeders, three cultivating
twili and plow an outfit sufficient for most garden work. Will soon pay Its cost In work
saved and In bigger and better crops.

72-page Catalog Free!
Illustrates Planet Jrs. In action and describes over 55 tools. Including Seeders, Wheel-

Hoes, Horse-Hoes, Harrows, Orchard-, Beet- and Pivot-Wheel Riding Cultivators. Write
for It today !

S. L. Allen & Co., Inc. Philadelphia

uVICTORY TREES
Plant Memorial Trees
For Soldiers and Sailors

MONUMENTS FOR ALL BY ALL
Whether you gave a boy or not,

plant a tree as a living memorial
to the victory over Hun and Hell.

It is fitting that the heroism of living
soldiers and sailors, as well as that of
their comrades who made the su-

preme sacrifice, should be recalled in

future days. Let growing trees sig-

nify the increasing blessings of Vic-

tory.

DOUGLAS FIR
is a long-lived evergreen tree which
will endure through many genera-
tions. Plant it this Spring.

Beech, Kim, Maple, Linden or Oak
Trees would be suitable for avenues
and shade.

Roscdalf offers a grand lot of these and
other Trees, Shrubs, Roses. Vines, including
both large and small sizes.

"Prices as low as consistent
with highest quality"

Send for tht 1919 Rosedale Catalog.

DOUGLAS FIR

ROSEDALE NURSERIES
s. G. HARRIS, Prop. Box H, Tarrytown, N. Y.
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Some Rooms Achieve Distinction

Others Are Just Rooms

Restfulness and dignity are secured by
using soft-tinted, velvety walls as backgrounds
for your furnishings. Bear in mind that the

walls are the setting for the picture.

Select your tint with care. Neutral colors

and shades used upon the walls enable the

furniture, rugs and hangings to express their

personality. And, the finished room gives a

sense of restfulness and well being that should

be the key-note of every home.

Walls become beautiful backgrounds when covered
with Liquid Velvet. Liquid Velvet is a flat toned wall

finish that is hard as enamel. It is made in numerous
colors and tints to meet every need. Economical be-

cause of its great spread and covering quality. Durable
and washable insuring perfect cleanliness.

Let us send you our new Liquid "Oelvet book, with

its many helpful suggestions also the name of the

nearest dealer from whom you can secure Liquid
Velvet Remember, our Service Department will aid

you in solving your decorating problems.

THE O'BRIEN VARNISH Co.
507 Washington Avenue South Bend, Indiana

Varnish Makers for Half a Century

Patented Jan. 23d, 1917
ALL YEAR ROUND GARDEN

The SAVO Steel

FLOWER and PLANT BOX
Self-Watering, Sub-Irrigating

For Windows, Porches, Sun Par-
lors, etc. Pour water In the tube
once a week. Perfect AIR circula-
tion and drainage. You can move
SAVO boxes indoors or out and
have beautiful Flowers and
Plants the year around. Six
sizes. Aluminum or Dark Green
enamel finish. Leak Proof and
Rust Proof. Ask your dealer or
Write for FREE Booklet.

SAVO MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. C, 39 So. La Salle St.,

Chicago, 111.

Manufacturers of the well-known
"Savo Air Molstener"

The Humorists and Landscapists
of Japanese Painting

(Continued from page 66)

painter; Tachibane Setsuen, who also

chiefly painted flowers; and Kaburajai

Untan, whose best pictures are studies of

cocks and hens.

All these men, and quite a host of

their generation, had grand technical

dexterity, yet little more. They gave

slight evidence of seeking to utter with

the brush their own feelings, in their

own way, being content to trade in the

vision of their great predecessors ;
while

shortly the beautiful landscapist, No-
mura, showed an inclination to look to

the Western schools as his exemplar.
Much has been said about the quick

development of this bias with Japanese
artists lately, much too about the Wes-

ternising of Japanese ways in general.

But the extent of the change has been

greatly exaggerated, those who have ex-

patiated on it having mostly lived in

Japan, only in Europeanized hotels, or

moved in a consular or academic coterie,

instead of blending with the people, ac-

cepting their mode of life.

The decline of Japanese art is owing
simply to the lack of strong individuali-

ties, the new freedom having failed to

create such, even as the old tyranny
failed to suppress them. Yet no doubt
the blight is merely ephemeral, no doubt

Japan will soon, once more, bring forth

a group of splendid masters, thus giv-

ing a fresh significance and justice to

the most poetic of her many names, The
Empire of the rising Sun.

Capo Di Monte Porcelains
(Continued from page 27)

K
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senza inventarip"
un-

der Duke Antonio, while

under Charles himself

he had been "Primo

depintore, di camera."

Is it any wonder that,

with all these qualifica-

tions, he should have
been able to bring forth

such perfect work at

the King's pet porcelain

palace ?

Charles also had an

eye to business; most
monarchs have had.

Like the French kings
of a later period he was

thoroughly interested in

the sales from the royal

enterprise. He inaugu-
rated an annual porce-
lain fair in Naples the

fair of 1745 brought in

nearly half a million

?old ducats! and there

was a saying current in

his day that the pur-
chase of a goodly num-
ber of Capo di Monte
pieces was a sure way
to win the monarch's

special favor. Charles'

successor followed the

same course. I do not
believe Lord Nelson
was seeking any such
attention when he set

foot in the Palace Park
in 1798, for this is

what he wrote about it :

"I went to visit the

magnificent manufac-
ture of porcelain. After

having admired all the

beautiful things and as

I had nearly spent all

the money I had with me, I saw
the busts in porcelain of the entire

royal family. Then when I wished to

pay I was informed that the King had

given order to deliver to me anything
I wished gratis." I have never found
out just what Lord Nelson carried away,
and whether or not "the busts in porce-
lain of the entire royal family" were
wished upon him or not as he emerged
from the factory's one and single door-

way.
In 1759 Charles succeeded to the

throne of Spain and left that of Naples
to his third son. He had no thought of

deserting his hobby and carried along
with him the best workmen from Capo
di Monte. What Naples lost in quality
Spain gained in the Spanish porcelain
of Buen Retiro which Charles founded
in his new kingdom.

*

>fc

*

Ml

Under Ferdinand IV
and the regency, the

wares of Capo di Mon-
te degenerated year
after year. A new mark
adopted, the FNF and
Crown and the N and

Crown, in blue. This
was known as the Sec-

ond Period of Capo di

Monte. Extreme Roc-
coco forms appeared.
The works were re-es-

tablished after Charles's

departure, first at Por-
tici and then brought
again to Naples. In

Windsor Castle, Eng-
land, there is a Capo
di Monte dinner service

which the King of Na-
ples presented to George
III in 1787. On May
18, 1818, the manu-
factory of the old ware
ceased under royal pa-
tronage and the Doccia

factory is said to have

acquired the molds of

the Capo di Monte
pieces. For a little

while before this the

Capo . di Monte ware
continued as a private-

enterprise, but with the

advent of the Parthen-

opean Republic and the

political crisis the com-

plete end of the old

ware had come about.

Ferdinand had estab-

lished an Accademia
del Nudo in Naples in

the year 1898 and gesso

copies of ancient sculp-
ture were then pro-

duced. The Capo di Monte figures

are very lovely and fine examples
of this genre to be treasured. But
even the other objects in Capo di

Monte of the late period do not, a great
number of them, deserve the neglect they
have received, partly I think, because
so many writers of handbooks on cer-

amics pass slightingly over them, or tell

us they are of little interest or worth,
True it is that much of this Second
Period Capo di Monte was but an imita-

tion of Sevres, decoration and all, but
even here there were lovely pieces. As
for me my little cut that has the N that

is not Napoleon's came to be invested
with as much interest as though it had

been, for, there in the little cabinet, it

reminds me of the Naples I know and
love, and that brings it nearer to my
heart than the Bonaparte ever could be!
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Have Your Own Vegetable Garden

FOTTLER, FlSKE, RAWSON Co.

Select such varieties as are best adapted to your own
wants. If you need assistance mail a postal card to

The Faneuil Hall Square Seed Store, Boston, Mass.

OUR
SEED ANNUAL WILL BE MAILED FREE AT ONCE. It is

complete and yet concise and to the point. Full of lifelike illus-

trations. We especially feature

VEGETABLE SEEDS FARM SEEDS
Implements most useful in home gardening.
The best fertilizer to use.
The insecticides proper to use for the destruction of the

various insects.

OUR
practical experience of over forty years in the growing and car-

ing for seeds puts us in a position to give our customers the benefit
of our long experience.

This Seed Annual that we mail free contains not only 60 pages devoted
to Vegetable Seed but you will find over 30 pages devoted to Flower Seeds

;

30 pages to Dahlia and Gladiolus with over 50 illustrations of the best

varieties; and 30 pages to Roses, PerenniaK Plants, Shrubs, etc.

This book is sent free to all who write for it a postal will do.

FANEUIL HALL SQUARE FOTTLER, FISKE, RAWSON CO. BOSTON, MASS.

Summer-time Glory
Bound Up in These
Gladiolus Bulbs

Few other plants give the color effects that are
shown in Gladiolus flowers dainty pink, rich

orange, brilliant scarlet, royal purple and laven-
der, are hints of what you may expect from
these splendid collections of bulbs.

k Special Offer No. 1

42 Bulbs for $1 postpaid

'

i America 6 Empress of India
6 Baron Hulot 6 Halley
6 Brenchleyensis 6 Independence

e Mrs. F. King

Special Offer No. 2
20 Bulbs for $1 postpaid

2 Mrs. F. Pendleton
2 Panama
2 Apollo
2 Chicago White
2 Faust

2 Hpllandia
2 Niagara
2 Glory of Holland
2 Willy Wigman
2 Pink Progression

Special Offer No. 3
10 Bulb* for $1 postpaid

Mary Fennel
Dawn
Europa
Canary Bird
Clarice

Golden West
Goliath
Pink Perfection
Princeps
Victory

Special Offer No. 4
72 Bulbs for $2.75 postpaid

This includes all the varieties in collections Nos.
.. V 1> 2, 3, giving an unusually fine assortment.

I have a plan whereby you can get twenty-five
bulbs for almost nothing. Ask me.

My "Glad" Catalogue describes all the varieties here named,
and many others, send for it; or better still, order one or
more collections for immediate or future delivery.

Jelle Roos, BOXV, Milton, Mass.

Farr's Hardy Plant
Specialties

(SIXTH EDITION, ISSUE OF 1918)

The most complete and

helpful book of hardy
PERENNIALS,
SHRUBS, ROSES

and TREES that I have
ever issued.

Specialties for
Early Spring Planting

New French Lilacs, Philadelphia
and Deutzias. A complete collection of
Lemoine's new creations.

New Japanese and Asiatic Shrubs
new Cotoneasters, Enkianthus,
Berberis, Flowering Cherries,

Corylopsis, etc., for the border
and rock garden.

Dwarf Evergreens
rare specimens for formal gar-
dens, lawn groups and rock gar-
den plantings.

Peonies
the most complete collection of
herbaceous and tree peonies in
the world.

Irises

many novelties of my own rais-

ing (awarded the Panama-Paci-
fic Gold Medal).

Phloxes, Asters, Delphiniums, Chrysanthemums, etc., etc.

This book containing 112 pages of text, 30 full page illustrations (13
colored plates) is already in the hands of most well informed gar-
deners, but if you have not received it, or it has been mislaid, a copy
will be sent to you promptly on request.

Bertrand H. Fair, Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
106 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Penna.
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Span- Umbrian Furniture

Acharming feature ofSpan-Umbrian Furniture is

the soft, rich tone of the wood, as ifmellowed by
time. It blends readily with any decorative scheme.

Furniture of dignity and refinement, liveable and

homelike, with an air of solid comfort, for living

room, bedroom, dining room or hall.

The history of this interesting furniture with illustrations of

the various pieces and their uses is told in our booklet "The

Story of Span-Umbrian Furniture." Send 25 cents for a copy.
If your dealer does not carry Berkey& Gay Furniture, write us.

THIS SHOP MARK
is inlaid in every genuine Berkey 4V Cay production. It is the

customer's protection when buying and his pride thereafter

BERKEY & GAY FURNITURE CO.
444 Monroe Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.

A new and comprehensive exhibit comprising thousands of pieces of
Berkey&Gayfurnituremay be seen at ourNew Yorkshowrooms , 1 13-119
West 40th St. .oral Grand Rapids. Visitors should be accompanied by,
or have a letter of introduction from, their furniture dealer.

UNDERGROUND

m^/7,^g^\^ Garbage Receivers

Save* constant renewal of the frozen

garbage bucket

Our Truck wheels ash barrels up or down
steps. Try our Spiral Ribbed Ash Barrel.
Send for our catalogue on each. It will pay
you.

Sold direct. Look for our Trade Marks.

C. H.STEPHENSON,Mfr.,2U farrar Street, Lynn, Mass.

Every Home Builder
nhould have book "Modern Dwellings." Price gl.00
or with a number of blue pi ints . 1'rice SI. BO. Both show .

number of plans and exterior views of Colonial, Eng-
lish, bungalow and other types.

BARBER & RYNO, Architects, Knnxville. Tennessee

Charm and Comfort
THE BIGGEST THINGS TO AT-
TAIN IN BIGAND L1TTLEHOMES
No other feature will add so

much in beauty as casement

windows; none so much conven-

ience as C-H casement adjusters

Write today for the Casement Window
lf> FREE to YOU

The Casement Hardware Co.
1 South Clinton Street, CHICAGO

The Bedroom for Middle Age
(Continued from page 46)

derived from dulled, grayed tones, ac-

cents of color in the hangings, the up-

holsteries, the books, the lamps and the

flowers. A fire crackling on the hearth,

a tea kettle capable of singing!

There is always an irony in endeavor-

ing to grow older gracefully in an in-

consequentially youthful setting. Look-

ing at herself in the mirror day after day

against an inharmonious background is

enough to take away any woman's self-

conceit. The wrong setting can make
her hair look wispy and drab, her eyes

faded, her skin gray. It can make her

look fat or too thin. . . . But in a

room that has grown by degrees, an-

swering the claim of individuality,

grown so gradually that not one thing
in it has overshadowed the rest, so that

the scheme seems to melt together in

the most wonderful sort of way, this

same wispy woman will be transformed,

because she is the factor around which

the whole room is built, all the tones,

the shadows, the lights in the right

places, all these things are there to give

the right value to her.

Seeing her standing in her room, you
will admire her. Looking at herself in

the mirror above her dresser, against
the background of her room, she can

always see the possibilities of charm and

beauty in herself, and can make the

most of them: it will become easy be-

cause she is in her right environment

a becoming room. And when she finds

herself in other settings, other rooms,
she will know that she has done well

by the admiring glances of her friends.

Against her own background she has

made herself what she ought to be, and
she will find that she remains that no
matter where she goes.

A Mulberry Room

One of the most successful middle-

aged bedrooms I have seen hat! mul-

berry for the leading color note. Tucked

way back in a becoming corner of its

owner's mind was an indistinct aura of

lavender which proved a guiding star

in the selection of just the right hang-
ings. Against the cream yellow back-

ground of this printed linen loom vague
spreading mulberry trees, with an oc-

casional squat Jap boy absorbed in

gorging some greenish blue peacocks
with the roses necessary to complete a

satisfactory color scheme. No posies,
bow knots and lacy effects about this

cretonne, but a calm strength and vigor
that well carries out the spirit of the

ivory furniture which, in finish and de-

sign, leaves nothing for the heart to

desire.

The very old ivory tone of this suite

is enhanced by the dullness of the fin-

ish, a truly wonderful one that will re-

spond to honest soap and water, and is

practically scar-proof. And there is a

certain weighty precision in the propor-
tion and details of each piece that is not

even reminiscent of the indigestible

aspect of some of the more familiar

ivory furniture.

The turned bedposts have dignity,
and yet the bed is anything but formal
in spirit. And there is an almost medi-
eval beauty in the side panels of the

dresser, with their vertical wainscoting
effect. The mirrors, too, are beautifully

proportioned and have a distinctively
decorative quality.

The Furniture and Lights

Given such furniture and hangings
the rest of the room grew apace. The
walls were kept perfectly plain, and
were toned a pale gray-putty color, the

woodwork was done in ivory to match
the furniture. A most delightful green-
ish gray, or grayish green Wilton rug
was found, picked out with a dark slate

color. An overstuffed chair was up-
holstered in a striped linen repeating the

colors of the figured hangings, mul-

berry, peacock, and a soft buff. The
scalloped unbleached muslin counter-

pane was enhanced by a bolster throw
of this same striped linen; and the glass
curtains were made of a sheer cream
handkerchief linen, ornamented at the

bottom by two rows of wide ladder

hemstitching, run in above a four-inch

hem. Tucked back of the overdrapes
were soft orange crinkled silk crepe pull
curtains for use at night, instead of the

hackneyed roller shade.

So much depends upon the lights in

a room, and these were particularly

satisfactory. Hanging on a peacock
cord in front of the dresser, the buff

silk shade was rendered more effective

by a scalloped flounce banding of the

striped linen, and pipings of mulberry.
The lining of thin white, stretched

across the bottom to break the glare of

the electric bulbs, created a becoming
light by which to dress. The wall

sconces were supplied with shield shades
of mulberry. And the gold Japanese
boy proudly held aloft a shade of lav-

ender and black. Peacock bowls, old

yellow jars, and many cushions of vary-
ing tones of mulberry complete such a

room of joyful individuality that I dp
believe the lady who lives therein is

forgetting to grow old. I am waiting
on tiptoe to see. And I am thinking of

mulberry myself!

Blue and Brown Rooms

Or else blue. For this charming and

quite inexpensive furniture can be ob-
tained in any color, I am told. And I

have been- dreaming of another room
scheme which depends very definitely
on furniture of that delightful King's
blue. The same cretonne with darker

(Continued on page 72)

An interesting bed-

room desk has a top
that lifts up and

folds back, disclos-

ing f o'ur drawers
and pigeon holes.

The front panel lets

down to make a

writing space
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Underground System
for Formal Gardens.

.
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Systems of

Irrigation
assure lawns of richness and
gardens productive of vege-
tables and flowers. You can
have rain when you want it,

where you want it, and how
you want it.

Economy, simplicity and
efficiency come with Cornell Over-
head and Underground Irrigation
Systems, with patented, adjustable
Rain Cloud Nozzles. Installed any
time for any area. No injury to
lawn or garden.

Illustrated Booklet Free

W. G. CORNELL COMPANY
UNION SQUARE

Plumbing Heating Lighting
NEW YORK CITY

Exchange Bldg., Chicago, 111. MunseV'BIdg'.TBaitimc^e, M'
334 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass. Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Commerce Bldg.. Kansas City, Mo. Ledger-News Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio.
923 I2th St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 86 Park Place, Newark. N. T
Nat. Bank of Commerce Bldg., Norfolk, Va.302 Colonial Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Kunderd's Wonderful
New Ruffled Gladiolus

are the most beautiful

in the world. No others

like them, none nearly
so beautiful.

Finely illustrated 52-

page catalogue free for

the asking. It describes

nearly 300 varieties, all

of our own production
and most of them ob-

tainable only from us.

It also contains the

most complete instruc-

tions on the care and
culture of Gladiolus
ever published. Let us

send you a copy.

Address the origina-
tor of the Ruffled

Gladiolus,

A. E. KUNDERD
Box 2

GOSHEN, INDIANA

Out-of-door

beauty
""TO frame a
I vista, or util-

ize a cozy nook,
to screen a ser-

vice entrance or
to hide an un-

sightly view,
select

f^flathews f* 4

LrARDENAJA

The 250 photographic reproductions
in our 112-page catalog answer every
garden desire. The individual pieces
combine sturdily-built, weather-resisting
strength with artistic authenticity of de-
sign. Send 20 cents (stamps or coin)
for your copy of this attractive garden
guide. Ask for Catalog G-3.

The Mathews Manufacturing Company
Lakewood, Cleveland, Ohio

Arbors
Chairs
Fences
Pergolas
Tables
Trellises

Japanese
Woodwork

The Ma thewt
Hallmark a
pledge of
artistic
excellence

NEW YORK CITY
HEADQUARTERS

The Mountain Community
176 Madison Avenue
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^Planning the HOMEJ
ARE you planning to remodel

-** your bathrooms or to build

that new house now?

Have you given special heed to

the selection of plumbing fixtures

and the treatment of your bath-

rooms walls, floors, etc.?

If not, do not fail to consult our

"Modern Plumbing" book it will

give you many helpful suggestions.

Mott fixtures assure you full

"satisfaction interest" on your

investment. Good taste and re-

finement may be shown in the

tiling of your bathrooms, as well

as in the selection of tile for sun

parlors, verandas, kitchens; pan-

tries, etc.

The Mott Tile Department is

prepared to submit designs and

sketches for your approval.

Write us now for our "Modern

Plumbing" book it will help you.

Send 4C postage.

Everything <we sell, <we make

THE j'. L. MOTT IRON WORKS, TRENTON, N. J.

NEW YORK, Fifth Aventle and Seventeenth Street

t Boston

Pittsburgh
t Chicago
Atlanta

Ft. Smith, Ark.

t Philadelphia
Seattle

t Des Moines

t Toledo
t Portland, Ore.
t Washington, D.C.

Indianapolis

!

Detroit
NewOrl
Denver

MOTT CO., Ltd.

t Montreal, fToronto, Winnipeg, Canada

t San Antonio
3rleans t Salt Lake City

El Paso, Texas
f St. Louis

MOTT CO. of CALIFORNIA
t San Francisco, Los Angeles

t Showrooms equipped with model bathrooms.

X

Bucket, Barrel and Power Spray

Pumps, Atomizers, Compressed Air

Sprayers. Spray Guns, Nozzles and Accessories

make up the extensive and successful line of modern

spraying machinery manufactured by F. E. MYERS
C&BRO. Included are many styles and sizes for spray-

ing., disinfecting or painting they meet the needs of

everyone who sprays, from the home gardener to the

largest grower of fruits and vegetables, and every

MYERS PUMP is guaranteed Interesting Ca-

talog on request Ask your dealer or write us

t for it

;tt

[Adiust-
[abla

v Nozzle-j!

1 Broad [
or

LLon 2i
i
Spray

PNEUMATIC,

5PRAYEP
' *

I MYERS PNEUMATIC SPRAYER Has I

I Self Lockmg D-Handk, Screw Top, Galvanized I

I Iron Tank, Brail Cylinder and Adjustable Long I

I Distance Nozzle. Spray can be adjusted from I

I broad fan like to long distance. i

NO. 190

* -E.MYERS &RR'-

^SHLAND,OU?

..
FARM OPERATING EQUIPMENT
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The Bedroom for Middle Age
i (Continued from page 70)

rees, and some old rose and peacock;
he same striped linen varied in color

o old rose and peacock and black,

would be just the thing this blue furni-

ure would need, set up against walls

of ivory. With a carpet of dark putty,

and draw curtains of dull gold, the

amp shades and pillows might repeat

he rich old rose of the linen with great

effect.

And for those who prefer the more
conventional furniture of brown, there

is that to be had also, in the same
chromewald finish, with the same de-

ightful possibility of a soap and water
scrub. The antique finish has a great-

grandfatherly flavor quite in demand

these days, and the room could be dd

veloped on a line with the othq
schemes. . . . Ivory walls, a war
gray carpet, peacock and mustard colo

in the hangings, at least one heliotrop

lampshade, with brilliant other colol

notes in the pillows, books, bowls, anj
so on.

But these rooms of character! Afte
one has been introduced to their de*
lights, how anaemic appear the pink^
and blues of our childhood. The world'
is growing richer and fuller. The world,
has suffered. And this access of strength
cannot help but be reflected in our de*
sire to be surrounded by interpretive,

possessions of true dignity and beauty*

Heraldry as a Decorative Accessory
(Continued from page 48)

commended, and still do strongly com-

mend, the decorative use of heraldry.
First is the concentration and complete-
ness of an heraldic device as an inde-

pendent and detached design, its sim-

plicity, its incisive, clear-cut character,
its usually conventionalized and sym-
bolic motifs. This qualification fits it

to serve either as a decorative climax,
a center or culmination for a surround-

ing and supporting body of ornamental

detail, or else, in quite the opposite

capacity, as an isolated spot of con-
centrated enrichment on a perfectly

plain background. In the second place,
it is decoratively attractive when the

devices are duly blazoned in their prop-
er colors because of the fresh, bold

tones and vigorous contrasts of the

tinctures, the likes of which we are

often not courageous enough to employ
otherwise.

The fixed architectural background
of a room provides the most numerous

opportunities for the effective utiliza-

tion of heraldry. Here it may be suc-

cessfully employed as a decoration in

carved wood or stone, either with or
without the addition of color; in glass,

either with leading and monochrome

painting or with .full colors; in cast

iron items, s*Uch as firebacks, or in sun-

dry wrought iron details which may
also have the addition of color and gild-

ing; in tiles of various descriptions and

coloring; and, finally, in painting

plied to flat surfaces of plaster or sto

walls and ceilings, or flat woodwork
paneling and ceilings.

One of the accompanying illustratiol

shows a representative instance in whim
heraldic bearings, carved in stone, al
appropriately used as the central feat

of a chimney-piece decoration. It nn
be noted that when armorial bearing
are to be painted on wood or plaster-*
the surface being either flat or modejM

if the tinctures appear too vivid

tone to accord with the surroundinfl
their effect may be appreciably softeneB

without materially changing the kem
by using distemper colors.

Regarding heraldry in the windovw
of houses it is worth while to call all

tention to the purely secular small car-

toons meant to be set in a surroundij
of clear glass in leaded casements. Thesf

were executed either in color or in

monochrome and heraldic motifs pi-iv

erally played a conspicuous part if

their composition. The old preceded
is being admirably followed by modem
glass painters. As spots of either col

or design, their effect is full of interest

Nearly related to the use of heraldrl

in windows, and exceedingly appropri-

ate, is the incorporation of certain of thj

old Italian, English, French and DutJ
printers' marks or badges in librarl

casements.

Furniture can be emblazoned and
the colors will enrich a room
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estic
Chute

TVotects \btir Home
"THE modern way the Majestic pre-

vents damage to the home and prcm ies
about the home, from the litter of stray coal

and dust.

Built into the foundation or easily installed

at small expense in place of any basement
window the

1

Majestic Coal Chute is an

investment as well as a convenience.

The Majestic
Enhances the value of and minimizes de-

preciation of your property. Made neat in

appearance, it is strong and will last as long
as the house itself.

In use it catches the coal. Not in

use the protected glass door serves a

splendid light to the basement.

Guaranteed burglar proof. It locks

automatically. Can only be open-
ed by pulling extended chain from

the inside.

Write for Information.

Send today for catalog 12, and name
of nearest dealer. Working drawings

furnished free if desired.

THE MAJESTIC CO., 220 Erie Street
HUNTINGTON, 1ND.

"My Monroe Saves Ice

And Food And It's So

Easy To Clean'

How few women can say this of their

refrigerator! And yet no part of the

household equipment contributes more directly to the

family health or saves so much unnecessary expense as

the right kind of refrigerator.

The "MONROE" cuts ice bills Ji or more, stops food

waste
andj>rotects

the family health.

No othdP refrigerator is built like the famous

"MONROE," with its snowy-white, one-piece food com-

partments of inch-thick, genuine porcelain ware with full

rounded corners. They are spotlessly clean and stay clean.

No joints, cracks or crevices to harbor dirt or decaying
food. Willgivelife-longservice, andeliminateconstantrepair bills.

mONROE
SOLID
PORCELAINREFRIGERATOR

Because the "MONROE" demon-
strates every refrigerator essential
(immaculate cleanliness, maximum
coldness, dryness, and minimum ice
consumption), it is found in the finest
and most particularhomes all over the
country.

Not Sold in Store* Shipped Direct
From Factory Freight Prepaid

Monthly Payment! if Desired

Qfobfcunter Jtlantete
and FIRE PLACE ACCESSORIES

;* Do, Grau of

Brill & fWuW Stttl I
Reproductions of Choice & Unusual

Examples of the Early English
6? Colonial Periods

HAND FORGED DISTINCTIVE METAL WORK

Hinges. LatcKci. Bolt*. Lock plate*. lo Lantern*.
WfeBther Vane*. Knocker*. Foot Scrmper*.

Console Table*. Etc.

Exact copies of interfiling ofJflitctt of marktJ individuality

ARTHUR TODHUNTER 101 P.rk Ae.. New York

Something

New

Steel

Dressers

A modern pantry equipped with WHITE
HOUSE. While Enameled Steel Dressers.

The utility, convenience, sanitary and economic

advantages of a well-planned, well-equipped Kitchen

and Pantry are now generally recognized.

We manufacture a variety of well-designed WHITE
HOUSE units in various widths and heights, thus mak-

ing it possible for the architect or owner to fill almost

any space desired.

Blue prints and layouts furnished without charge.

JANES & KIRTLAND
133 West 44th Street, New York City
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you remember the

pride Father used to

take in his Seth Thomas
Clock with what care he

used to wind it every Sunday

morning?

By reason of its intimacy

in the accurate ordering of

our lives, every fleeting tick

of a Seth Thomas Clock

seems to weave a web of

sentiment that binds the

whole family to it.

Over a hundred years ago
in a quaint old New England
town the first Seth Thomas
Clocks were made. Since

then four generations have

put their name on an ever

finer line of clocks as the

accepted mark of quality.

Your jeweler can offer

you a wide selection. There

is a style, pattern and design

to suit every taste a model

for every purpose.

LSETH THOMAS CLOCKS

DANERSK DECORATIVE FURNITURE
The charm of painted furniture is dependent upon its har-

mony with special schemes. Danersk Furniture is finished to

order in the color scheme desired.

Quaint cupboards, luxurious upholstered pieces, English dining sets of

distinguished character. Many lovely bedroom designs with new colorings.

A permanent record insures opportunity for future additions.

Consultation and advice regarding interiors.

Send flans of single rooms or entire house.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
sfeND FOR VALUABLE 2 West 47th Street, New York

BOOK "A-s" First Door West of Fifth Avenue 4th floor

Window gardening of this sort is extremely simple. Clean pebbles,

water, bulbs and suitable containers for them- these are the essentials

THE PEBBLE BULB GARDEN
Photographs by William C. McCollom

The paper-
white narcissus

is one of the

best plants for
the pebble

garden

A warm, sunny window is needed to bring the flowers to full per-

fection. The bulbs may be brought into blossom in late winter
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How the

KELSEX
HEACTH
HEAT

Is Sold

By Its Friends

ISN'T
it a fact that you

sometimes read our ad-
vertisements and accept

them with a grain of salt?

Haven't you felt some of

their statements to be almost
too good to be true?

If, however, these very same
facts were told you by a
friend of yours, who as a Kel-

sey user also happens to be

friendly towards us ; isn't it so

that you would take what he

says, unreservedly?
It happens that the most of

our sales are made by just
such friends.

Here is one who, on Janu-
ary sixteenth, wrote us as fol-

lows:
"Send me your catalog. Al-

though not very cold here in

Philadelphia, am having great
difficulty in warming a ten-

room, brick house, protected
on all sides.

"Formerly lived in Syra-
cuse, where I was always able
to heat a 12-room, frame
house, exposed on all sides,

using only 9 tons of coal.

"A friend of mine, owner of
a 7-room house here, has the
same difficulty I am now hav-
ing in heating my home.

"It is for him I want your
catalog."

We will gladly send you this

man's name on request.

Doubtless there are several

Kelsey users right in your
town, who will gladly tell you
why they are so friendly to
The Kelsey Heat.
Send us your name and we will

send you theirs. Our booklet
"Saving Sense On Heating" you
are welcome to.

T
I W
HE
WARM AIR GENERATOR I

KELSEY HEATING CO.

BOSTON
405K P.O.Sq.Bldo.

237 James Street, Syracuse. N. Y.
DETROIT

Space 95K Builders Exch.

TOWNSEND'S TRIPLEX
The Greatest Grass-
Cutter on Earth.
Cuts a Swath 86
inches wide.

Floats over the
uneven Ground as
a Ship rides the
Waves.

The public Itt warn
not to purchase motff
infringing the Tovm-
send Patent, .Vo. i.2fl9,
519, Dec. 19th, 1916. Send for catalogue

S.P.Townsend&Co.

17 Central Ave., Orange, N.I.

llataa ol J. II. ll'oodl, Eg., Latfmnd. OH*, frank B. tirade uul Jt
Arcltilectt. Ctmlmul, Okio.

TO that growing class of discriminating
American home-builders who judge build-

ing-material values in terms of service, White
Pine makes a strong appeal.

Despite a slightly higher first cost, it is for cer-

tain uses the most economical of all woods.

Cheaper woods prove satisfactory in protected

places. But nature has endowed

WHITE PINE
with distinctive qualities which make it the longest-lived
and most satisfactory wood under exposure to the

weather.

White Pine stays where you put it without opening at

the joints. Through all changes in temperature and
weather it endures without warping, splitting or de-

caying.

These facts are borne out in the many White Pine
houses which have withstood the rigorous climate of
New England since Colonial times.

"White Pine in Home Building"
tutlfully illustrated with old Colonial and
n homes, full of valuable information and

is bea
Modern homes,Moilcm nomi's, run 01 vaiuauie unvrawuua "u

suggestions on home-building, and gives a

short, concise statement of the merits of White
Pine. Send for it now. There Is no charge
for it to prospective home-builders.

WHITE PINE BUREAU,
1304 Merchants Bank Building,

St. Paul, Minn.

Representing

The Northern Pine Manufacturers'
Association of Minnesota, Wisconsin
and Michigan, and The Associated
White I'ine Manufacturers of Idaho.

A Bird Bath
The gracefully designed bird bath
shown here, if placed on your lawn
or among your flowers, will encour-

age birds to spend much of their time

in your grounds and give new charm and
interest. Made of frost-proof Pompeian
stone. Diameter of bowl, 3 I inches; height,

39 inches; base, 12 inches

square. Price (F. O. B. N. Y.)

Send for catalogue illustrating all types of

Pompeian Stone garden furniture. Special facili-

ties for designing in marble.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
226 Lexington Avenue, NEW YORK CITY
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KOHLERtf
4lsoMEANSATOWN 1

Scarcely four miles from Sheboygan,
Wisconsin, U. S. A., stands the town
of Kohler, home of the world-famed
enameled plumbing ware that bears

its name.

Here is an independent community
imbued with the spirit of achieve-

ment, yet untrammeled by aught
that tends to

'

hinder fullest self-ex-

pression.

Through this spirit Kohler products
have set and attained their enviable

mark.

Thus Kohler has come to mean many
things. Kohler is an idea. It also

means a bathtub, a town, a kitchen
si n k , an institution, acomplete plumb-
ing equipment for home or factory,
a laundry tray, an ideal.

And it also means forty-five years'

experience.

The discriminating architect and

plumber know that this indeed is a

line by which they can give highest

expression to both your and their

exacting ideals.

Let us send you with our compli-
ments an interesting booklet describ-

ing Kohler products.

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin

Shipping Point, Sheboygan, Wis.

AND TWELVE AMERICAN BRANCHES

g

I

MANUFACTURERS OF ENAMELED PLUMBING WARE

A bed with high
posts and heavy
cornice draped
with top and
bottom valance

The Draping of the Four-Poster
LEE PORTER

THE
choice of material for draping

a four-poster bed will depend upon
what has been used in the room

for hangings and furniture coverings, as

well as the style of the bed itself.

This can be either plain goods or ma-
terial like the curtains. If possible, it is

better to choose figured goods, the ex-

ception being where the bedspread has

been made of the same curtain fabric,

in which case the head curtain should

be plain.

Many of the early beds were deco-

rated with curtains at the foot, as well

as head, to protect the sleeper against
drafts. When the dressing was white it

gave the charm of cleanliness that is so

dear to every New England housewife.

White curtains are often trimmed with
knit fringe, the making of which was a

favorite pastime in many a new Eng-
land family, more especially when pre-

paring the wedding outfit for one of the

daughters. This was made not only in dif-

ferent patterns but widths that it might
fit the various ways of draping the bed.

The bedstead with low posts is less

frequently found. For this type can be

made an arched canopy or tester, fin-

ished with a valance.

Many people would find any cloth

over the top of the bed oppressive. To
such as these let it be sug-

gested that a canopy of

hand - made net finished

with an open fringe may
be used. Should the lace

heading be objectionable it

can easily be dispensed

with, without spoiling the

effect.

The bottom should be

draped with a vajance that

extends from the side rails

to the floor. These should
match the counterpane or

the long curtains in color.

White can be used even if

the curtains are colored.

The prevailing fashion in

many of the earliest beds
was to use hangings of

chintz, which were very gaily colored

and repeated in the valance.

There are many ways of attaching
this valance around the bottom of a

four-poster. It must be remembered
that our forefathers were unable to pur-
chase wire-woven springs, being forced

to use rope woven in and out across the

frame, or a canvas which they laced

with stout rope. This fact caused the

valance to be fastened to the rails of

the bed. Now with the coming into

style of firmly placed and well fitted

box springs, the best method is to attach

the flounce to a sheet, spreading between
the spring and mattress. It is a very
easy matter to take this off, sheet and

all, that we may launder it.

Time was not so precious or diver-

sions not so varied in our grandmother's
time as they are today. This accounts

for the quantities of hand-made bed

spreads and patch work quilts that were
so fashionable.

Tufted quilts were all the rage at one

period. They chose for their work dif-

ferent patterns, with the same motive.

These within the last few years have be-

come very valuable, the best variety

bringing as high as $35.00 or more, ac-

cording to size and amount of tufting
worked out.

The curved canopy
or tester is generally
covered and a gath-
ered valance used

Little side curtains

add considerably to

the finish of a

draped four-poster
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Joy of

Having .

Your Own Ros e s

is more than satisfac-

tion and delight in

the possession of

something beautiful.

Sure bloom roses

in your own garden
enable you to express
affection or sym-
pathy to others, spon-

taneously inex-

pensively.

NARD
ROSES
BLOOM

Each Conard star

size rose plant bears

a STAR tag, the

guaranty of bloom,
or we replace part
of our original and
successful STAR
ROSE SERVICE.
Roses are our special-

ty. Fifty years of expe-
rience with roses back
the Conard guaranty of

bloom and make it fact,

not theory or chance.

When you buy Conard
roses you have the great-
est possible insurance

against disappointment.
To know the satis-

faction of having Conard
roses, fajff advantage of

this

Special MARCH Offer

Three strong Conard
Rose Plants, each a

queen of its color :

Ophelia -
exquisite blush

Gen. MoArthur- intense red

Duchess of Wellington
- rich yellow

(For other sizes, see Catalog)

By Parcel Post, $2.00
C.O.D., postage extra

STAR ROSE SERVICE
also supplies you on request,
with free 52-page Catalog
and (until March 31) with

Special List showing right
selection for your particular
section.

CONARD
* WEST GROVE,

;&JoneCo. ff Box 126, Pa.

ROBERT PTLB
President

ANTOINB WINTZER
Vice-Prcsident

Rote Specialists

Backrd by 50 Years' Experienct

The One-Horse
Tractor
and

Utility

Power
Plant

Solves

(he Help
Problem

"As the Twig
is bent

"
It'* an old adage and a true one.

Beautiful flowers and hardy plants can
only be obtained by proper cultiva-
tion and careful training.

Adjusto Plant Supports
do this training as no other support
can do it. They are simple in con-
struction, containing no screws or
nails and adjustable to any height.
The stake is of the hardest wood and
the hoop of the strongest wire, both
painted green. There's no wear out
to them and as permanent equipment
are very reasonable in price. We
guarantee them to give perfect satis-
faction. If your dealer does not have
them in stock write us.

THE FORREST SEED CO., Inc.

Box 42, Cortland, N. Y.

New Baby Rambler Rose
Blooms all summer outside, all winter
Inside. Beautiful and hardy. 3 one-year-
old plants 40c. Two-year-old plants, 45c
each ; 3 for $1. Also my new 1919 Cata-
logue of Seeds, Flowers and Bulbs.
Mailed immediately on receipt of cash.

MISS MARY E. MARTIN
251 Jericho Road Floral Park, N. Y.

GARDEN, FRUIT, FLOWER, HOME
GROUND & FARM BOOKS Descriptive Cat-
alog of the 600 best books covering these
activities just out. Mailed for 3c. stamp.
Two specials: Amateur Garden Guide (noth-
ing In print to compare with It), $1.00. Home
Fruit Grower, most complete and Inspiring
book on this subject, $1.50.

A. T. DE LA MARE CO., INC.
438J. West 37th St., New York.

\Vild French Poppies

MAX SCHLING, INC.
20 West 99th Street. New York.

Babcock Peony Gardens

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Have one of the finest collections of new
and rare Peonies, Iris, Gladiolus, Lilies

and hardy plants In the U. S.

Brand's new American Seedling Pe-
onies In good supply. Also "Roe*te"
and "Jean not" (Desserts latest 1918).
Our flue descriptive Catalogue tells you
how to grow them.
Send for It today, or to Become Ac-

quainted with our stock, we offer.

8 Large Roots Peonies, named varieties.
all different $2.00

12 Large Iris, named, all different 1.00
50 Large Bulbs, named Gladiolus, mixed 1.00

50 Mixed Narcissus or 10 Fine Dahllu.. 1.00

If you send IS. 00 for all the above Collections
we will Include Free 12 Super-bum lilies, all

sent 111 time for spring planting.

diameter.
Prtcs M.OO

Bird houses should be erected now in order to be sure of
success as they should be ready for the birds when they return.

DODSON BIRD HOUSES
are the best because they are built by a
bird lover, who lives in a bird sanctuary
and has spent a life time in studying the
song birds, their habits, and how to at-
tract them around beautiful "Bird
Lodge," bis home on the Kankakee River.

Oar song birds (our insec-
tivorous birds) destroy bil-
lions of insect pests, pro-

H.

teet oar crops, shrubs and gardens and
repay you a thousand fold with their

beauty and song.

Ordr NOW - Don't Waft. Free
book on request, telling how to at-
tract the song birds around your
home, illustrating Dodson line.

giving prices. Also beautiful
colored Bird picture FREE.

Dod*on S-
angular
Flickor

HouM.16 l-t

t: . i?

731 Harrison Avenue. Kankakee, Illinois

Dodson Sparrow Trap guaranteed to ridyourcom-
munity of these quarrelsome ptsts. Pnce $7.0O.

Means Suburban
Independence

It Cultivates One wide
11 VUlUVaiCS r0w one or
three narrow rows at one
time. It enables one man to do
the work of two or three under
old methods.

It Plows and Harrows

does more than a horse be-

cause it works faster and never

gets tired. Does all the work
ordinarily done with one horse
or by hand.
Costs less to keep
than a horse.

Pulls Mower, Small Loads, Etc.

It'* a Portable 4 h.p.

Stationary Engine

Runs a washing machine, churn,

pump, grinder, etc., trots from
job to job under its own power,
proves useful the year round.
"Eats only when it works."
It makes the suburbanite inde-

pendent of help and power dif-
ficulties.

Interesting booklet free. Write for
it and name of nearest dealer, who
will demonstrate the Beeman.

Beeman Garden Trader Co.

336 Sulk Ave-, So, Minneapolis, Minn.
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architectural beauty, the

JL charm and the attractiveness

of a house depend more upon its

doors than upon any other feature.

Whatever your preference in

architectural style or your deco-

rative scheme you will find

MORGAN DOORS to -harmo-

nize, both in design and finish.

And Morgan Doors are guaran-
teed to give perfect service. Their

exclusive construction features

overcome all door troubles.

Send today for "The Door Beautiful,"a book of

suggestions for home-builders

Morgan Sash & Door Company
Dept. 23, CHICAGO

Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore

Morgan Company, Oshkosh, Wis.

Every Morgan Door has

this mark on the top rail

Mllllllllllllllllllllll!

Probably the neighbors will be

glad to take any surplus crops

you may grow

Spinach requires plenty of room
in which to develop as fully as

it should

Starting the Garden
(Continued from page 41)

with the fresh manure and the sides of

the frame banked up to remove the

necessity of building any framework to

hold the manure. The frame may be

placed on top of the manure and filled

with about 4" of earth, and when
firmed and smoothed over it will be

ready for sowing.
The one big factor when preparing

hotbeds is the heating value of the

manure. Only fresh horse manure
should be used, and only that from
animals that 'are grain fed; there is lit-

tle heating value in the manure if the

animals are feed on roots, hay and other

soft feed. The manure for a hotbed
should be well moistened when it is

placed in the frame, and if well firmed

by constant tramping during the filling

it will hold its heat considerably longer.

After the soil has been thoroughly
warmed the seeds can be sown, either

scattered in small beds divided by sticks

or in separate rows. The frame should
never be filled unless additional frames
are available for the young plants when
they require transplanting. When limited

to one frame it is best to sow but a small

piece, leaving the balance of the space
for transplanting.

What to Sow Now
There is a strong tendency on the

part of the great annual crop of new
gardeners to start with too much en-

thusiasm. We must temper our eager-
ness with good judgment, else ultimate-

ly we shall be brought face to face with
the fact that our possessions own us. A
whole lot of March faith will not make
the rain fall at the psychological mo-
ment in July; figuring how easy it is to

grow one hundred tomato plants may
be very good, but estimating on making
twenty-five perfect plants produce more
fruit than one hundred ordinary ones is

better. This is not written to frighten

anyone, but merely to bring out the

point that gardens are planned too lav-

ishly in March and far too meagerly
in July. Is it because we overdo the

thing at the beginning, and when ad-

versity comes to us we quit? Thou-
sands of these promising spring gardens
have shot their bolt by midsummer,

(Continued on page 80)

Egg-plants are very productive
and should be included in the

garden

The pepper is another plant that

yields well and is in popular
demand
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RON FENCE AND ENTRANCE
GATES op AIL DESIGNS AND

FOR ALL PURPOSES.
WE INVITE CORRESPOMDENCE WITH
THOSE WHO ARE INTERESTED,

The Stewart Iron Works Co., Inc.

**7"Ae World's Greatest Iron Fence BulUeri"

766 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio
WRITE FOR BOOK OF DESIGNS

Irises ' Peonies * Gladioli

Importers and Growers of Choice J'arietiet

Send for Our Free Illustrated Catalogue

Rainbow Gardens

A GUARANTEED
IAWNfor$|00

Three pounds of Scott's Lawn Seed
for this special price, postage paid
east of the Mississippi.
Whv we guarantee it to grow, guarantee

It to go 25% farther than most Lawn Seed
and to be any amount freer from weed
Heeds. 18 all explained in our booklet. It
::!.< trlls H()W tO KnOW Good Sf(',l. HOW
o (Jet Kid >f Weeds, How to Treat an Old
-iiv.n iiiid.ltuihl a Now One, etc. It alone
worth the dollar asked for the sei-d but
free. Send for it and price of seed in

arge quantities.

SCOTTS LAWN SEED
If It doesn't come up your money comes

back.

0. M. SCOTT & SONS CO.
10 Sixth St.. Marysvllle, 0. -

Hill's Evergreens Grow
Beautify your homo. Plant Hill's
KvernTrenB. We are evergreen ntie-
cialiita. nut only in growing but in

planning artistic effect*. Price* low
Mfr qudfty qoMMWM. Don't rinl,

fniliire -<;.-t Hill'* Free Evergreen
Hook. Write today.

Expert anvice frtel

D. HILL NURSERY CO.
Evergreen Specialists

Box 3O14 Dundee, III.

DWARF APPLE TREES
DWARB*PEAR TREES
DWARF PLUM TREES
DWARF CHERRY TREES
DWARF PEACH TREES

Catalogue Free
THE VAN DUSEN NURSERIES

C. C. McKAY, Mgr. Bui B. Genoa. N. Y.

CONCENTRATED PULVERIZED

MANURE
Superior quality dried and
sterilized In high temperature
driers flnely pulverized un-

equalled natural fertilizer for

lawn, fruit, vegetable or flower

garden. Makes big profits on field

,TO]IK hecauae it sivea the soil what it

needs to make things grow.

Aak for booklet, prices and freight
rau-s today.

The Pulverized Manure Co.

The

"Right' Garden

What's a house no matter how attractive

unless the Gardens amid which it is set are

equally attractive and suitably planned? And
do you know how much of the Garden beauty
and effectiveness are due to The Seed?

Tested

These Seeds, the result of many years of selecting

and testing, produce harmonious, beautiful, and healthy
Gardens. Wherever Carters Tested or Pedigreed Seeds

are used, the Flower Garden presents healthy growth
.and beautiful color blending; the Vegetable Garden

proves productive to the limit of every acre

CARTERS' IQIQ CATALOG
"Garden and Lawn" Sent on Request

CARTERS TESTED SEEDS
INC.

101-106 Chamber of Commerce Building

BOSTON, MASS.

Branch of James Carter and Co.. London. England

GARDEN NOVELTIES
Childs' Giant Kochia

29 Union Stock Yards. Chicago.

Our 1918 novelty
has taken its place
everywhere as the

greatest floral fav-
orite. It rivals the
best Ferns or
Palms In decora-
tive effects and is

equally valuable
for garden or pots,
a pyramid of dense

feathery green foliage all summer. In fall,

n dark claret red till Christmas. Easiest of

all plants to grow anywhere. Pkt. 20c.

MATCHLESS LETTUCE.

Novel, distinct and absolutely the tenderest

and sweetest lettuce grown. Pkt. lac.

TWO-POUND TOMATO. Largest, heaviest,
richest, and most solid Tomato. A perfect
marvel. Pkt. lOc.

CHINESE WOOL FLOWERS. The showiest
new garden annual for bedding. Nothing
like It. Pkt. 20c.

AMERICAN-GROWN
TREES

and
I 'In nts

O\'K
ability to supply

tree*, ihru!

plants of thr highest
iju.iluy is not curtailed
liy the stoppage of tor

(-IKH shipments. Buy
nursery stock grown at
\tnlorra.

Andorra
Nurseries
If'm. Warner Harper, Prop.

Box 120 Ou,C.tU.
I I,, *t. nit Will

1

Plula., Penna.

.

Sutfgfition* for
EH.rti. PU.ring."

V ICTO R
SEEDS Y

Aec*
tood with c.ch order. Our LIBERTY WAR
111 .AN A WINNER Many other chcice v.rirtic.

of **dV ScnJJor SetJ &4 TWo,,.

Smith Bros. Sed Co., Ds4. 4. Auburn. N Y

PENNSYLVANIA

A fine lawn deserves a

/-VPENNSYLVANIA'Cfeualitij
Mower; a

poor
lawn

positively
needs one.

At Hardware Dealers
and Seedsmen

Special Offer in Nursery Stock
Full line of Nunery stock for Large and Small
Buyer, fruit Tret*, I'lantt, l'>t>nmal*. for the
Garden, ai well ai all the different Ornamental
Shade Trees for lawn and street planting and an
csperlally fine line of Evergreen! Send lift of
stork you are considering for Spring Planting. All
tork delivered within a reasonable distance by
motor truck, thereby laving delay.

THE STEPHEN HOYT'8 SONS CO..
Ttl. 333, Nw Canaan. Conn.

How to Cook Vegetables

a booklet giving
666 receipts for

cooking, canning
and preserving
vegetables of all

kinds. Will make
one's garden crops

doubly valuable.

lOc.

SPECIAL OFFER
For 20o we will send everything, Kochia.
Lettuce, Tomato, Woolflower, vegetable book
and catalogue. Order now. Supply limited.

BIG CATALOGUE tree. All flower and vege-
table seeds, bulbs, plants, and berries. \Vc

crmv the finest Gladioli, Dahlias, Cannas,
Irises, Peonies, Perennials, Shrubs, Vines.

Ferns, Roses. Sweet Peas. Asters. Pansles,
Beets, Beans, Cabbage, Onions, Tomatoes,
Seed Corn, Potatoes, etc. Prize strains and
sterling novelties.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park, N. Y.

|
LEARN MOREABOUT SEEDS, |

CROPS, AND GARDENS
Have bumper crops and beautiful
flower gardens all season. Make your
garden count strongly in cutting down
expenses. Our 1919 teed book tell*

what, when, how to plant and culti-

vate to get the best results.

MAPLE'S SEED BOOK
176 Page* of Practical 17DJ7I7

Information fA
Seed experts, market gardeners, farm-
era have contributed to this great issue
of our Seed Book. Full of helpful hints.

Owing to paper scarcity, the edition
is limited. Write today.

WM. HENRY MAULE, INC.
|2177Arch Street Philadelphia

ONCE GROWN-ALWAYS GROWN
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Five
Rooms

$i575=?
f. o. b. Brooklyn

POCONO HILLS MODEL

Enjoy OutdoorLife thisSummer!
Get your family away from the heat and discomfort of "walled-in"

city life this Summer! Let them enjoy especially the Kiddies the

freedom, health and pleasure of the great outdoors.

Put up an inexpensive, sturdy, rustic Bossert Bungalow within com-

muting distance of the city at the seashore or any other delightful

summering spot. It will prove a welcome change for "Mother", a
source of fun and health for your children and a tonic for yourself.
The morning and evening dip in the rolling surf or plunge in the cool,

inviting waters of the nearby lake alone will more than recompense you
for the small investment required. Like all

Bossert Houses
the Bossert "focono Hills" Bungalow is substantially built. Any two persons

absolutely without experience can quickly and easily erect it. Shipped in

sections of convenient size for handling. All you need do is assemble the

parts'. Simple instructions furnished. Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.

The Bossert "Pocono Hills" Bungalow is sin-

gle walled. No interior finish. Exterior artis-

tically stained brown with creosote which
preserves wood even better than does paint.
The shutters are stained green and are made
solid so that bungalow may be closed up for
winter.

Order now and delivery will be made in the

early Spring.

Price of Bossert "Pocono Hills" Bungalow
#575, F, O. B. Brooklyn. Send check or

money-order for $143.75. Pay balance of

$431,25 when notified bungalow is ready for

shipment. Send 18c for catalog showing
the complete line of Bossert Houses.

LOUIS BOSSERT &
1306 Grand Street

SONS, Inc.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

SPECIAL $1.50 OFFER
Send 51.50 for all 3 books
and get book of 75 special
plans, also

Garage plans

SEND tfiL BUNGALOW BOOKS
Plan Future Homes Now

with Economy Plans of California Homes
noted for comfort, beauty and adaptability to any climate

"
Representative "West Coast
California Homes" Bungalow s"

53 Plans f*f\,* 72 Plans ff\f*
$2500 to $7000 OVJC $1200 to $2500 OVFC
"Little Bungalows** 40 Plans, $500 to $2000 4Oc

MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects

771 Henne Building Lo Angelea

CONSERVATION - RECONSTRUCTION
"Birds have helped to win protect them"

WAR PRICES
A REDUCTION
Just to mark ut

th ANNIVERSARY
WE'LL OFFER A
DISCOUNT OF
On all cash orders with clipping
of this Anniversary Cut, re-

ceived on or before March 20th.

10%

Regularly

$1.25 ea.

Any 3 for

$3.50

CRESCENT COMPANY
"Birdville"

Toms River, New Jersey ANNIVERSARY CUT

Starting the Garden
(Continued from page 78)

and I believe that one of the causes is

planning a larger garden than you in-

tend to care for. Twenty-five or thirty

plants of tomatoes are all that any small

home garden will require. Fifty seeds

should assure this number of plants, so

why bother with a hundred? Concen-

trate on the twenty-five idea with the

intention of having them perfect.

Peppers and egg-plant can be sown
now. If you will allow for two perfect

plants of each for every member of your
household you will have a surplus crop
for your lazy neighbors who have no

garden. Early celery must also be sown
now. Figure out how many heads of

celery you can use between August and

November, when the late crop will be

ready for use, and raise that number
of plants.
The sowing of early cabbage and

cauliflower is also timely now. Cab-

bage will split in the hot days of sum-

mer, so there is no sense in raising any
more than you can use up to and in-

clusive of July. The same applies to

spring cauliflower. In the fall large

plantings of these crops are advisable,

as they keep well; but for spring use

figure out your requirements and make

your garden fit your needs.

Lettuce, while appreciated in liberal

quantities, must be sown frequently as

it does not remain in perfect condition

for any considerable time. With all

crops of this kind that mature and

quickly pass the useful stage the secret

of success is small sowings at frequent
intervals. About fifty plants started

now and the same quantity three or

four weeks hence will give liberal quan-
tities for the average garden.
Onions are improved by early start-

ing. The young plants are handled the

same as other vegetable seedlings. The

advantage gained by early sowing is the

increased size, onions weighing a pound
or more being very common as a result.

Another distinct gain is that when they
are planted out they are large enough
to be practically immune from attacks

of the onion maggot.
Where the space is available there are

other vegetables that can be started now
advantageously. In every case, how-
ever, it simply means the starting of

enough to afford us early vegetables un-
til the outside sowings are ready, as

there is no advantage other than their

early maturity. Beets, carrots, kohl-

rabi and parsley come under this head-

ing.

Manure Values

The name manure is usually applied
to any substance supplied to the soil

to increase productiveness, or to im-

prove the physical character of the

ground and to stimulate growth in an
indirect way. By direct contact with

the roots of the plants, certain manures,

by virtue of their chemical makeup or

the gases they release when decompos-
ing, create a thrifty and well balanced

growth. These are termed bulk ma-
nures and consist of the droppings of

various animals mixed with bedding
materials. They are unquestionably the

best means of restoring to the soil the

elements that growing plants take from
it.

Bulk manures vary in value, some be-

ing higher in food value than others.

They are generally used in the same
manner, simply regulating the quantity
according to the food value of the kind
used. According to their chemical analy-
sis they range as follows: sheep, pig,

fowl, cow and horse. While the bulk

of bedding contained in horse and cow
manure reduces its chemical content it

does not decrease its value but is bene-

ficial. For all garden work, therefore,
the order of value is: cow, horse, pig,

sheep and fowl.

Seaweed is used in some localities

where it is available. Its principal value

is as a moisture retainer, as raw sea-

weed contains very little fertilizing val-

ue. When dried and burned, however,
it is rich in soda and is valuable. Fish

of all kinds make an excellent plant

food; they disintegrate quickly and are

soon assimilated by the roots. Mussels,
starfish and various fish worthless as

food are used considerably at seaside

locations. These may be ploughed un-
der and form a well balanced ration

for all kinds of crops. They are very
high in chemical content and release

their gases freely. They must not be
used in large quantities or they are
liable to burn the roots.

Leaf mold, garden refuse, garbage or

any form of decayed vegetation are

among the very best soil builders. They
improve the character of the soil and
encourage rooting. They are not as

rich in plant food as the bulk manure
or fish fertilizers and may be used more
freely. Cover crops, too, come under
this heading, and the progress made
in the use of these in the last few years
reflects their true value.

Concentrated fertilizers of various
kinds are made from bone, blood, ashes,
sodium nitrate and other strong chemi-
cal elements. They are for the most

part strong and are used sparingly more
in the form of an invigorator or tonic

than a complete fertilizer. Some of
these fertilizers are not well balanced
and should not be used to the exclusion
of other fertilizing mediums or they will

endanger the health and normal devel-

opment of the plants.

Cane and Bush Fruits for the Kitchen Garden

(Continued from page 40)

from which the new growth will start, cut off at the ground line very early

After the bearing season is over all the each spring a few of the oldest shoots,

old canes should be removed to give The small fruit garden cannot be ex-

room for the developing new ones, pected to produce a crop the season it

which will bear the following season, is planted, but the following year the

Currants and gooseberries need very yield will be worth while, and the yeai

little pruning, the best plan being to after that you can expect full returns.
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At the

Turn of

the

Faucet

Running Water
The one city convenience that

changes your courttry house into a

modern home ip running water at

the turn of the ffjuciet.
You can

have an abundant supply with a

Kewanee systems 'are made to

meet jour individual jrequirements
no matter hofv

; large or small your
home or where located? ;

.tgnting Sys-
i itself

ies and

Kewanee E
tern is a

engine, gen
switchboard

Write for

Running V
and Sewag

etins on
Lighting

CON-SER-TEX"
Tm IDEAL

SC FOtf ,

SLEEPING BALCONIES

. IjpRCH FLOORS

v.
A ROOF:

Makes a neat, attractive, durable

surface, which will last as long
as the house itself.

Wherever a neat, artistic,
water-proof surface is wanted,

Con-Ser-Tex
Canvas Roofing should be used.

It will not leak, buckle, crack,

stretch, peel or rot.

It is

Water-proof, Wealher-proof

and Wear-proof
Unlike untreated canvas, CON-SER-

TEX is not affected by the action of

the sun, wind, rain, snow or frost. It

is a high-grade roofing material, which
is economical and durable.

Investigate its merits. Send us the
dimensions of your root, porch floors,

sleeping balcony, or the surface you
want covered. We will mail you sam-
ple showing quality, width, weights
and free illustrated copy of "Roofing
Facts and Figures."

Wm. L Barrell Company
8 Thomai Street New York City

Chicago Distributor:

Oeo. B. Carpenter & Co.,
430-40 Wells 81

California Distributors:

Waterhoua-Wllcoz Co..
San Francisco Los Angeles

Turn the steam on and here is

what often happens in the radiator

/

Steam elves up its

beat Water drops
to the bottom of

the radiator.
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are vigorous, certain, full blooming

they never disappoint you.

There is available an excep-
tional variety of hardy plants,

roses and bedding plants that will

bloom the same season they are

planted. You need not wait two

or three years for a beautiful yard.

Wagner stocks include every kind of

bulb, root, shrub and evergreen that

you are likely to need. These are

nurtured with great care to assure un-

usual vigor and successful growth.
Plant them according to Wagner di-

rections and there will'be no question
of results.

SERVICE
places at your disposal the experience

and skill of creative gardeners men
who can suggest novel and delightful

effects, who know how to get the most

in beauty from the spaces available.

They will carry out ideas you already

have if you prefer. They can tell you
whether and to what extent your plans
are practical, and suggest additions in

keeping with the spirit of the scheme.

They will help you take advantage of

every special condition of soil, location

and surroundings. They will see that

your planting is done properly.

Wagner's New

Free Catalog

No. 121

tells how, when and

what to plant. You

are sure of garden

beauty when you

follow the simple

directions. Lists

roses, bulbs, hardy

perennials, shrubs,

vines, evergreens,

hedges and orna-

mental trees.

Every lover of

flowers should have

it. Write now.

Wagner Park Nurseries

Box 31 SIDNEY, OHIO

Nurserymen - Florists - Landscape Gardeners

A third year
cushion in green,
and inith mul-

berry and buff

scalloped ruffle $8

The Third Year Living Room
(Continued from page 36)

piece. The frame is of dull gold and

the sunk molding of the blue green

antiqued and made especially to fit in

with the dimensions of the chimney
breast. The frame is of unusual shape.

The rooms have started now to be quite

handsome and still we have spent very

little, as the painting in a size to fit the

mantel breast costs $115, and there are

a variety of old masters which can be

copied, if one does not care for the

little bird on the tree branch.

The third year the couch is drawn

up before the fireplace and gets its per-

manent covering of striped mulberry

velvet, because while the sateen is still

good, we want to have the room more

elegant. On it are put two large taffeta

cushions, one in sage green and one in

reddish orange, a tone to brighten up
the mulberry, costing 16 a piece.

The new chair to be added matches

the sofa but is covered in striped uphols-

tery material in mulberry. It sets off

the velvet of the sofa. The chair costs

$60 and takes five yards of $5 material.

The sewed up carpeting is replaced by
a thick rich chenille rug in a darker tone

than the carpet as the room has be-

come more rich and therefore needs the

deeper color on the floor. The rug
costs $144. The expense this year with

the exception of the one chair and the

sofa cushions goes into the rug, the

hangings and the couch upholstery. The
wicker chair goes with the curtains up-
stairs into a guest room, or if the cur-

tains are worn out, the wicker chair

goes out to the porch.
The windows now are ready for their

permanent treatment. For overcurtains

we use a rich mulberry SO" damask at

$9.75 a yard. The pattern is striking

and the whole room is now keyed to

mulberry, instead of blue green as we

started. This is done by the selection

of a chintz, in the first year, that con-
tains two favorite colors. It takes eight
yards for the curtains and one and a
half yards for the valances, costing
$96.33, and the making and lining, in-

cluding fringe on the valance, will cost

$38.
For under curtains we will use a 50"

champagne silk gauze. It throws a
mellow light through the room and
tones in with the damask. It will take

eight and two-thirds yards at $3 a yard.
The room as it now stands will defy

the criticism of the most censorious in-

law and the bride has "the proper back-

ground," as we decorators say, for her
personality as a woman of society.
The following tables show the ex-

penditures year by year for three years.
Of course, this furnishing can extend
over a much longer period. The costs
are based on the current prices and the
articles selected are such as will be per-
manent, long-wearing and a constant
source of satisfaction.

First Year

Carpet 16 yds. @ $4.00 plus
sewing and binding

Chintz curtains 8 yds. @ $1.90
and 1% yds. taffeta, plus
making $10

Scrim curtains
Couch $105 plus 10 yds. sateen

@ $1.80 plus two cushions. . .

Couch table

Lamp and shade for couch table

Long table

Desk set

Straight chlir
'

Wicker chair

Wrought iron standing lamp and
shade

(Continued on page 84)

$70.00

29.70

5.56

134.00

18.50

17.50

95.00

8.00

22.50

25.00

31.50

For first year an Italian couch

table, $18.50. Wrought iron

standing lamp and shade, $31.50
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The Latest Fad Enamel Cloth Doily Sets

Set No. I consists of round, 22'inch centre

and six doilies each, ten and seven inches.

Sei No. 2 Square 22-inch centre and six

oblong doilies 12 x 16 inches. Colors,

yellow, gray, or oyster while ground, fruit

decoration, and borders of harmonizing or

contrasting shades. Price each sei $12.00.

Set No. 3 Same size and shape as No. I
,

stenciled border* only, similar shades to

decorated sets $8.00. Sets may fiace

more pieces, or las. at proportionate rates.

Miss STEVENSON'S SHOP
18 East 46th St. (opp. Ritz-Carlion) New York
Vanderbilt Summer Shops: Hyannis, Mass.

1458 and Watch Hill. R. I.

Luxurious

Upholstered

Furniture

Interior Furnishings

McBurney 6? Underwood

19 East 48th Street

New York

Fabric* for

Country House* Lamp! ft? Shades

New Moods New Decoration

You don't have to unscrew Itffht bulbs
to use electric appliances. The

Gives two outlets toany socket. Doubles
its service. At your dealer's

ANTIQUE
SHOPLaPJnACE

Importer Objects of Art, Curios,

Rare Old Crystals and Sheffield

Plate, Period Furniture Faith-

ful Ancient copies.

IN ANTICIPATION
of moving into larger quarters on
April first, u'here all my stock will

be housed under one roof, I am
able to present an unusual oppor-
tunity to my patrons to purchase
articles at a great saving upon pre-
vious prices.

242 Fifth Ave.
near VV. 28th St., N.Y.
liaiiU'l Adams, Mgr.,

11 East 48th St.
near FlfUi Ave.

B. H. Kingston, Mgr.

Large Broad Wide Table Top Ren.u .-

ablc Glass Service Tray Double Drawer
Double Handles Large Deep Undcrshclvt

RubbcrTired S ivt-l Wheels- A Infill grade pic< of f

if
'Scientifically Silent

1'

lilure surpassing
and iibvil

anything yet attempted for general utility, case o( action and absolute

noisclessness. WRITE (or Descriptive Pamphlet and Dealers Name.

COKBINATION PRODUCTS Co.. r~ 99 TOWER BLDG CHICAGO. ILL,

Exuberant emerald green fountains, alternating with green feathers and green
looped Sowers here is a French hand-blocked hall paper with just that con-

ventional dignity, that charm, that one's entrance hall requires. This paper
is also kept in stock in two tones of tan, or may be had to order in any
colour on a white ground. Price tS.SO a roll; 30 inches wide. Just one of the

eight solutions of the hall-paper problem offered in the Shops Department of

the March House & Garden

in the shopping pages of
MARCH

HOUSE & GARDEN
Has Your House Celebrated?

VICTORY'S
in the air, even in decoration. Have

you seen the new victory chintzes, where the cock

crows red white and blue boastfulness? House &
Garden shows you just how to use these chintzes with

just that amusing effectiveness that is the dominant note

of the moment. The Greenwich Village prints are

shown too quite inexcusable and wholly delightful silk

riots of carnival colour.

How About New Hall Paper?

SOMEHOW
the hall is often neglected because it's so

impersonal a part of one's domain. But House &
Garden suggests all sorts of delightful papers for it,

from emerald green fountains to grey cows and sheep
on a ground as softly grey as themselves.

Ask Our Shoppers They Know

BUT
House & Garden doesn't stop with suggesting.

At a mere request from you it goes to the exclu-

sive shops on the Avenue, it consults experts with

continental reputations, it hunts up queer little places
where queer little people make charming oddments.
All you have to do is to write the cheque and tell the

expressman where to put the parcel!

House & Garden
SHOPPING SERVICE
19 West 44th St. New York Gty

Once in a
Life Time
WHEN you buy a
*^

McCray you secure

a refrigerator that is

built to serve faithfully
for years. "Lifetime serv-

ice" has ever been the

McCray watchword.

McCray Refrigerators stand
the test of time because

they
have True Sufdity in-

built in them. True &iality
is more than convenience
and design it is these plus

materials, construction and
workmanship.

Sanitary Refrigerators
embody our well known cooling '

system by which constant circu-
lation of cold, dry air is assured

through every compartment. By
this means perfect presentation
of food is accomplished.

McCray Opal Qlass Refrigerators
are lined with snow white opal
glass, nearly half an inch thick
which is stain and acid proof.

Outside icing anyMcCrayRefrig-
erator can be arranged tor icing
from side or tear porch. This

special McCray feature keeps the
iceman outside and ends the con-
stant "tracking up" of the kitchen
or pantry.

"RefrigeratorsforAll Purposes"

McCRAY REFRIGERATOR CO.
3916 Laka Street KeiuUUnlle. In<L

Salesrooms in All Principal Cities

Write for New McCray Catalog
Gladly will we send you Catalog show-
ing Opal Glass, White Enameled and
Wood Lined Refrigerator*.

No. 94 for Residences
No. 62 for Meat Markets
No. 71 for Grocers and Delicatessens
No. 51 for Hotels. Restaurants and Clubs
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The Third Year Living Room

Does //?eWork
0/FiveHand
Mowers

Ideal Power Lawn Mowers
are great labor savers. Any v

man with an Ideal can easily

cut as much grass as five hard-working men
could with hand mowers. Moreover, as the

Ideal is designed with the roller as an in-

tegral part of the machine, the grass is

rolled every time it is cut this keeps the

turf firm, smooth and in the finest possible

condition.

Cuts Four to Five Acres a Day
The mower has 30-inch blades and with

one man to guide it, cuts four to five acres

of lawn a day, on an operating expense of

about fifty cents for fuel and oil. The Ideal

is of extremely simple design with no com-

plicated clutches nor gears. All the opera-
tor has to do is to guide the machine and

operate the starting and stopping lever.

Uses Tractor Principle

The cutting blades operate by the traction

of their side wheels upon the ground, just

the same as the blades on a hand mower
operate. This eliminates the difficulties that

are almost sure to occur where an attempt
is made to drive the blades direct by power
from the engine.

Cuts; Close to the Walks, Trees, Flower-beds
and Shrubbery

With the Ideal a man can work just as close to

various obstacles as with a hand mower. The
mower is hung at the front in such a manner that

it turns easily and is guided around corners, flower-

beds, trees, etc., without difficulty.

Photo at right shows how the Ideal is quickly con-

verted into a roller by using the small castor which
we furnish. Valuable feature for early spring rolling.

Five Days Trial Satisfaction Guaranteed
Write for particulars of our five day trial offer.

Ideal Power Lawn Mowers are sold on a positive
guarantee of

t
satisfaction and we will willingly re-

fund money on any machine that does not prove
satisfactory when properly operated.

You can secure this Ideal through your hard-
ware dealer or direct from our factory. Write
today for special literature.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company
R. E. OLDS. Chairman

403 Kalamazoo Street, Lansing, Michigan
Boston, 51-52 No. Market St.

Philadelphia, Pa., 709 Arch 8t.

ffeuj York, N. Y. r 270 West St.

Chicago 111., 163 N. May 8t
Toronto, Ont., 17-19-21 Temperance 8t.

IDE&L

Photo shows how cutting mower turns
when working around flowerbeds, etc.

Ideal easily converted to a power roller

with front castor which we furnish

Rosehill Cemetery and Crematory

Kosehill, Lodge, Linden, N. J.

November 26th, 1918.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co.,

The Ideal Power Lawn Mower we pur-
chased last spring has proved to be a

life-saver to us, coming as it did at the

time when labor was so scarce and high.

It proved equal to two horses and several

men, as it worked up close 1* obstruc-

tions saving much hand work in this

way. Yours very truly,

F. L. Howard, Supt.

TOWN OF ARLINGTON
School Department

Arlington, Mass., Nov. 27th, 1918.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co.,
We have found our Ideal Power Lawn

Mower very satisfactory indeed. It is a

great labor saver and we would not want
to do without it. Yours very truly,

O. C. MInard, Supt.

JOHN L. BROCK
Trenton, N. J.. Nov 27th, 1918.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co.,
I have about three acres of lawn to

cut. Thanks to the Ideal Power Mower,
my lawn looked much better this summer
than it ever has before. I believe much
credit is due to the roller attachment. In

my judgment, it would require at least

four men with ordinary hand mowers to

do the same amount of work as I am
getting out of my Ideal. Yours very truly,

John L. Brock.

(Continued from page 82)

"Polly with a Past" chair,

$30.00, plus \Yz yds. sateen @
S1.80 32.40

Coffee table 18.50

Over-mantel vases 16.00

$524.16
Second Year

High-backed upholstered chair,

$60.00, plus 4 yds. velvet fe

$6.75 $87.00

Desk, $78, plus chair, $32 110.00

Lamp and shade 25.00

Table scarf 5.50

Over-mantel painting 1 15.00

Third Year

Couch redone in velvet, 10 yds.

(u $6.75, plus $12.00 labor of

covering $79.50

2 taffeta cushions @ $16.00 32.00

1 upholstered chair, $60.00, plus
5 yds. material @ $5.00 85.50

1 chenille rug 9' x 12' 144.00

Curtains 9% yds. damask @
$9.75 plus making, lining and

trimming, $38.00 130.52

Under curtains 8% yds. gauze
@ $3.00 26.00

$342.50 $497.52

Are These Your Problems ?

Some of the answers -which hare been given by our

Information Service to subscribers who had garden questions to ask.

Inquiry Will you kindly give me
some information and advice in regard
to varieties and planting of locusts?

I have a flower garden situated on
the almost level top (very slightly high-
er in the middle) of a high bank fringed

by a thicket of locusts. The very young
locust trees are used as retainers of the

soil on the aforesaid steep bank, and
their tops, feathery and green and

healthy throughout a long season in this

locality, shade the border of my garden
and are very beautiful.

I want to use this sometimes very

objectionable tree in another place on

higher ground in the garden as an or-

namental shrubbery group or border to

a walk in company with rose acacia or

pink locust.

I presume the locust already here is

the common yellow locust not the

honey locust. In the spring part of

these trees have quantities of beautiful

white blossoms and others have no

bloom at all. Why is this? Are some
of them sterile, and is there any way I

can tell, in transplanting, which will

have flowers and which will not? Also,

can I successfully transplant young lo-

custs (there are quantities of seedlings

in this section which I can get for the

digging) in the fall of the year; and if

so, about what time should it be done?
Is it necessary to observe any particular
rule? I know that the common locust

tree is not a tender plant by any means,
but I want to do the work to the best

advantage in order to have it success-

fully established the more quickly in my
garden.

Will you also tell me something of the

requirements of the rose acacia? Can
I plant it any time this fall?

Answer Botanically speaking, there

is no reason which would account for

the absence of blossoms on some of your
locust trees, nor is there any peculiarity
of form which would enable you to dis-

tinguish between the bloomers and the

non-bloomers. It is possible, however,
that soil conditions may have something
to do with the matter.

The trees that blossom may have the

proper food elements to make blossoms,
and the others may lack them. Are all

your trees growing close together, in ex-

actly the same sort of soil? Especially
if they are not, I would suggest that

you experiment with bone meal and
lime worked in around the non-bloom-

ing individuals. Of course, locusts as a
rule need very little coddling, but in this

case it might be successful. The stimu-
lant should be applied in the spring-

Another possible explanation is that

some of the trees have been attacked by
borers to such an extent that their vital-

ity has been seriously impaired. If this

is the case, you would be quite sure to

suspect the trouble because of the pres-
ence of dead branches and the generally
debilitated appearance of the tree.

Locusts are usually propagated by
seeds or budding, but I know of no rea-

son why the young trees could not be

transplanted with a fair certainty of suc-

cess. The fall would be the best time

to make the experiment. Take them up
carefully, with particular efforts not to

injure the roots, and reset as you would
other deciduous trees and shrubs. Be
sure to mulch the roots through the first

winter, to prevent alternate freezing and

thawing. Dead leaves are a good ma-
terial for this purpose.
The rose acacia calls for the same sort

of treatment as the common locust, and,
like it, is never at its best in sour soil.

October would be the best time for

transplanting any of this family.

Inquiry We moved into our house
in May, but were so busy doing over the

interior that we could not spend time

on the exterior. I have learned, how-

ever; that our heavy clay soil will not

produce anything! I did succeed with
some morning glories and carrots plant-
ed by the side of the garage, and some

gladioli! did fairly well on the south
side.

The soil has never been worked by

previous tenants and building stones and
bricks are still in the ground from the

time the house was built.

We are on a short, tucked-away
street, with many fine old forest trees

about. Across from us is a wooded hill

which belongs to a beautiful estate.

Next us on the north is a large lot with

many old trees we do not know its

fate. In the rear of our lot, at the back

and side, are unsightly backyards.
My idea in general is to inclose our

place, thus shutting out all that is ugly
and retaining only the woodsy atmos-

phere. I like the seclusion without the

shut-in feeling that French homes have.

Of course, in these war times I'd like

a vegetable garden and fruit trees and
even berry bushes. How can I have all

this on a lot SO'x 178'?

The backyard is about 75'. The en-

closed
clipping

from HOUSE & GARDEN
I believe is something of my idea with-

out the pool, simply the bird bath.

I am also enclosing photographs of

(Continued on page 86)
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GENUINE

Indiana Limestone
Garden Furniture

and Mantels
Hand Sculptured

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS

Bird B>lh 36 inches high
$35 with plain shaft M5 carved is above

Benches, Fountains, etc.

EASTON STUDIOS
BEDFORD, INDIANA

This rustic^ummer house of selected

white cedarjpd concrete with cedar
floor will lend a fine air of distinc-

tion to your grounds and afford a

pleasant place to entertain or to

spend the quiet moments with book
or pen.
The simplicity of design, excellence
of workmanship and beauty of col-

oring make it equally delightful with
stone and shingle houses, with in-

formal gardens and the landscape.
Every piece of our -Rustic Cedar
Furniture receives our personal super-
vision.

Adaptable to lawn or porch. Spe-
cial designs made to order.
Write for catalog of garden seats,
benches, tables, chairs, rose arbors, per-
golas, arches, garages, etc.,

Jersey Keystone Wood Company
Trenton, New Jersey

"The Finest Willow Furniture in America"

In Whip-O-Will-O
You will find your ideal of home furnishings

that unusual combination of informal com-
fort with the distinctive charm of good taste.

Send for our Special Catalogue.
Filled with moderately priced, sug-

gestion* in Whip-O-Will-O Furniture.

WHip-O-WiLL-O FURNITURE Co.
SCRANTON. PA.

I
1" in imimiiimimiiiii! i iiiiiiiiiiimnii i i minimi mini I i 11 mini mi

I Furnishings

| for the

s Summer
s Home

Italian

Pieces.

Englisk

Chintzes

LAURA LEVERING
INTERIOR DECORATIONS

| Studio 662 Madison Avenue at 6oth Street, New York City
iiniiiiiiiniiiiiimmiimiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiniiiniiiMiimiiniimiiniinimiii

<

"HER PEIGNOIR"
fry Eugene Paul Oilman

The MILCH
GALLERIES

Dealers in

AMERICAN
PAINTINGS
We recommend espe-

cially the pictures of

contemporary artists
whose reputations have
been established by the

high merit of their work
Exhibition of

Paintings In Oil and Pastel

fry JEROME MYERS
from February 1 7 to March i ,

inclusive

Our new booklet with our tall"'"' latest

newt recently puUuhed, tent on reifura

108 W. 57th St., New York
(AdJo.nincLobMClub)

A fine example of early
Capo dt Monte

Interior Decorations

Furniture Hangings

Antiques

Qecor&tionc
yumilure J

K Park Av i 4O* St-.-l
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FLOWERING SHRUBS
Keep Your Garden In Bloom All Summer

The fullest loveliness of your garden, lawn or avenue
is much dependent on your shrubs and trees.

Don't choose those with ragged, insignificant flow-

ers, or those which dazzle during the blooming
season and then grow shabby and commonplace.

A succession of color throughout the season may be obtained
at a reasonable cost by judiciously planting a proper selection

of flowering shrubs.

Because many people find it hard to pick out the best selections,

we offer the following suggestions.

PHILADELPHUS coronarius. Mock
Orange; Sweet Syringa. 5 feet. Well
known and valuable for its sweet-
scented white flowers in June.

DEUTZIA Pride of Rochester. Large
flowering Deutzia. Double; petals
faintly tinged with rose.

HYDRANGEA grandiflora. 5 feet.

Bearing immense pyramidal panicles
of flowers from August to frost.

Flowers lasting, at first white,
changing to rose color at age.

WEIGELA, Eva Rathke. 4 feet.

Flowers crimson, making a striking
contrast with the white stamens. A
profuse bloomer in spring and again
in late autumn.

CERCIS canadensis. Judas Tree.
Bears an abundance of rosy pink

flowers in early May before the
leaves appear.
HIBISCUS (Althea) syriacus. Rose
of Sharon. Abundant and continu-
ous bloom thru Aug. and Sept. As
they bloom on new wood only, must
be trimmed in winter. Flowers pink,
purple, red and white, and in vary-
ing shades; single and double.

HYDRANGEA grandiflora alba.
Hills of snow. 4 feet. This new in-

troducti&n bears large clusters of
sterile flowers and of clearer 'white
than the type, lasting and abundant
in midsummer.
VIBURNUM plicatum. Japan Snow-
ball. 6 feet. Upright, bushy growth;
dark green leaves; large heads of
enduring, white flowers; superior to
the common sort.

EACH. 50c; PER TEN, $4.00; PER 100, $35.00

THE ORIENTAL PLANE TREE DEEP SHADE QUICKLY.
So popular for lining avenues, etc., that we grow it by the thousand and
can make exceptional prices. It develops splendidly in ample space. All
sizes and quantities, $ I each and up.

800 ACRES OVER 100 YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE
WE CAN HELP YOU. SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND ANY ADVICE YOU NEED.

AMERICAN NURSERY Co. FLUSHING, N.Y.

You Need this Handy Sprayer
Use the Auto-Spray No. 1 to Disinfect

incubators and brooders and to clean
out lice and mites in the poultry house.
Prevent blights and destroy insects in the hot
house, cold frame, garden and on the lawn. White-
wash the cellar, stables and other outbuildings
faster and more evenly than with a brush. Wash
windows, buggies and motor cars quickly and thor-
oughly. There are nearly 40 other styles of Auto-
Spray big and little.

Write for free Spraying Calendar and Catalogue.
The E. C. BROWN COMPANY 851 Maple Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Where Water Lilies Bloom

Garden Visitors Gather
A pool of blooming Lilies is the garden's
focal point. Other plants may arouse a.

moment's Interest, but the Water
Lily's dainty blooms never lose their

charm.
And, best of all, you can grow them

just as successfully in a tub or pool >'

as In a large pond. All you need is

water, sunshine, and a little soil. The
plants may be few In number, but the

pleasure they will give is not to be
measured by mere quantity.

Let me tell you How and
Where to grow these Beauti-

ful Blooms
I will be glad to advise you

how to start, and the varieties

that are best adapted for gen-
eral planting and free blooming.
Tell me, please, whether you
must use a tub or pool ; if the

latter, give size and the source
of water supply.
My booklet on "Water Lilies

and Water Plants" will be sent
to those who ask for it ; the
edition is limited, so it may be
well to write at once.

WILLIAM TRICKER
Box G, Arlington, New Jersey

Are These Your Problems?
(Continued from page 84)

the house and gardens which show all

the ugliest features. Please note com-
ments on the back of each.

I am such a novice and have so little

courage that I'd like to put myself ab-

solutely in your hands. I don't know
how and where to begin. I know I

want seclusion; evergreen trees; fruit

trees; perennials in rose, pink and blue

and orange (not yellow) ; perhaps dark

red berries and white; a vegetable gar-
den. I want these with the smallest

outlay of money possible, and as simply
done as can be, as it is hard to get ade-

quate help.
Is this an impossible task? At least

you could, perhaps, give me a working
plan which I could gradually develop.
Would you advise putting an inexpen-

sive fence all about and raising quick-

growing vines on it until I could get
trees and shrubs started?

Back of the side entrance porch is

quite a large space where I would like

effective planting. It is on the north
side and gets very little sun. I have

planted lilies of the valley there, but of

course want something larger.
If I am not imposing too much upon

you I would like to know what to do

starting now step by step in develop-
ing the soil, choosing the trees, shrubs
and flowers and planting and caring for

them. I want to make my little city lot

a real HOUSE & GARDEN place.

Answer I have been much interested

in your letter and the photographs
showing the various parts of your house
and grounds which you wish improved.
Perhaps the following suggestions will be
of assistance to you in working out
what is going to be a very interesting
set of problems.
Taking up your various questions in

the order in which you ask them, I

would say in the first place that before

you can get complete and satisfactory
results from your grounds it will be nec-

essary to remove the greater part of the

bricks and building stones which have
been left lying about. It is a very diffi-

cult matter to cultivate and plant ground
successfully as long as any amount of

rubbish like this remains.

As to the treatment of the soil itself,

I would not advise your undertaking at

the present time any radical improve-
ments, such as the incorporation with
the clay of lighter loam. Work of this

sort is very expensive at the present time

on account of the high cost of labor,
and I assume from your letter that this

would be a decided disadvantage. If

you can arrange to have a few loads of

good garden soil added to the area in

which you plan to put your vegetable

rows, I would by all means advise your
doing it, but as for the grounds in gen-

eral, I think that you can get fairly sat-

isfactory results without attempting
wholesale work of this sort.

You are perfectly right in planning to

retain most of the old trees which are

now on the place,' and in not wishing to

interfere in any way with the general

woodsy effect of the situation as it now
stands. You have an opportunity to

make a most attractive arrangement of

shrubs, etc., and I feel that any attempt
at formality in the planting would be

most unwise.

On the other hand, the large amount
of shade which these trees cast is going
to be a decidedly limiting factor in the

securing of varied effects with flowers

and shrubs. The great majority of

plants need plenty of sunlight and good
air circulation. An effect such as that

presented by the perennial border and

pool in the clipping which you enclosed

would be difficult for you to obtain for

this reason, if I understand correctly the

present arrangement of the place. Every-
thing that follows is based on the as-

sumption that there is considerably more
shade than sunlight over the greater part
of your grounds.
The rocks at either side of the drive-

way might be covered with Virginia

creeper, allowed to scramble over them
in the natural manner. The use of a

few hemlocks to shut off the view of the
rear of the house shown in this picture
would be advisable.

In the view showing the corner of the

bouse and the two large trees in the

foreground, it seems to me that hem-
locks and rhododendrons combined offer

the best possibilities for screening the

yard.
The Boston ivy which you have plant-

ed at one side of the house will prob-
ably soon begin to climb the walls sat-

isfactorily. It often happens that this

vine attains considerable size before it

will take proper hold of vertical surfaces.

You might try two or three small fruit

trees on this side of the house, provided
they will get a fair amount of sunshine.

The approach to the garage can be
marked out definitely with a hedging of

Japanese barberry, which is one of the

comparatively few shrubs which ought
to do well in such a shady location. The
shrubs with pink flowers and white ber-

ries, to which you refer on one of the

photographs, are apparently snowber-
ries. There is no way of forcing these

bushes to attain a height of more than
three or four feet, as this represents
their usual maximum of growth.

If you decide to put in a vegetable
garden along the side of the garage, you
might find it best to use a fence for a

permanent boundary line around it, in-

asmuch as it is never advisable to bound
a small vegetable garden with trees or

shrubs, partly because of their resultant

shade and partly because their roots will

take too much nourishment from the

ground.
Around the kitchen entrance I would

use Japanese barberry and Deutzia

gracilis, as screens for the objectionable
features. These shrubs should be plant-
ed in an informal, irregular mass in

keeping with the rest of the planting
scheme.

These suggestions may seem to be
rather detached, but I trust they will

give you a basis on which to begin your
work. Inasmuch as you really need an
almost complete remodeling of your
place, you will have to go ahead gradu-
ally and feel your way, as it were. I

should first take up the matter of boun-
dary planting, as without that well un-
der way it would be difficult to decide
the definite details of the rest of the
work.

Please feel perfectly free to write me
again if I can be of any further assist-

ance to you.
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Wonderful Novelties in

Flower Seeds from California
Superb strains originated or perfected on our own trial

grounds. They represent the highest development in their

particular classes, and can be secured only from us. Plant

them in your garden; if you are a flower lover they will

prove a delightful surprise to you and your friends.

SOMETHING NEW SOMETHING DIFFERENT

Have "A Bit of California' Right at Home 1

.

H & S California Giant Aster Blue A su-

perb new Aster of distinct non-lateral branch-

ing habit. Stems are surmounted by blooms of

enormous size. Petals long and interlacing after

the manner of Japanese Chrysanthemums.
Height, 2 feet. Per Packet, 25c.

H & S California Giant Aster White
A superb new Aster of distinct non-lateral

branching habit. Stems are surmounted by
blooms of enormous size. Petals long and in-

terlacing after the manner of Japanese Chrys-
anthemums.

Height, 2 feet. Per Packet, 25c.

H & S Aster American Beauty Purple
A magnificent new purple Aster, raised at our
Montebello trial grounds. Produces stems two
to three feet long, each surmounted by a flower

of mammoth size. A late blooming variety, es-

pecially adapted for cutting purposes. This is

the last word in Purple Asters. Per packet, 2Sc.

H & S New Giant Crimson Crego Aster
We are offering this wonderful new selection in

the Crego Aster for the first time. Height,
about 30 inches, blooms of enormous size; color,

deep, rich crimson. A superb variety, which
should be in every garden. Per packet, 2Sc.

H & S New Mammoth Improved Crego As-
ters Height, 24 to 30 inches. Four fine colors;

white, per packet, ISc; Rose, per packet, ISc;

Pink, per packet, 15c; Purple, per packet, ISc;

Mixed, all colors, per packet, ISc.

I] & S N -:v California Aster, "Pacific Beau-
ty" A lovely lavender blue. Flowers of enor-
mous size, informal shape. Long, Straplike in-

terlacing petals. Per packet, 2Sc.

H & S Giant Single Fringed Petunia A su-

perb strain of giant single fringed petunias. Sow
them now for early summer blooming. Blossoms
of unexcelled quality. Per packet, 25c.

H & S New Giant Flowering Aquilegia (Co-
lumbine) Blue A superb selection of all

shades from light to dark blue. The flowers

are long spurred with cups of immense size.

Per Packet, 2Sc.

H & S New Giant Flowering Aquilegia (Co-
lumbine) Pink Shades A superb selection of

giant flowered, long-spurred Columbines, in a

color series of matchless beauty. Splendid for

cut-flower purposes and invaluable as flowering

garden plants. Per Packet, 2Sc.

H & S Mixed Aquilegia (Columbine) In-

cluding all shade?, from pure white to pink,
rose, red, yellow and crimson, with various bi-

colored flowers of superb quality and effect.

Per Packet, 2Sc.

H & S New Double Blue Cornflower A su-

perb selection of this popular flower. Our
strain will produce fully 80 to 90 per cent of

perfectly double, deep rich blue flowers.

Per Packet, ISc.

H & S Superb California Calendulas A se-

lection of unparalleled quality. Two very choice
varieties. Orange King with immense double
flowers, blossoming ninety uays aner sowing,
and radiating a color like burnished gold.

Per Packet, ISc.

Lemon Queen Lovely pure lemon-colored blos-
soms. Otherwise identical with Orange King.

Per Packet, ISc.

H & S Prize Mixture of California Dahlias
Hand-picked seed from a collection of unsur-

passed quality. Will flower from seed the same
season as sown. Wonderful blossoms in a color

series of matchless beauty are obtainable from
this strain. Per Packet, 25c.

H & S New California Sweet Peas Hand-
picked from a novelty collection of regal beau-

ty. Blossoms of wonderful size. Beautifully
waved, crimped and frilled. The last word in

Sweet Peas. Per Packet, 2Sc.

H & S Prize Mammoth California Zinnias,
Mixed The result of ten years' intensive ap-
plication in the improvement of a common gar-
den flower. Blossoms four to five inches in

diameter. Plants three to four feet high, pro-
ducing a wealth of wonderful color from June
to frost. Nothing finer in existence.

Per Packet, ISc.

H & S Prize Mammoth California Zinnias
Orange and Yellow Shades A superlatively
fine selection, including all shades from light

yellow to deep orange. Per Packet, ISc.

H & S Prize Mammoth California Zinnias
Scarlet and Crimson Shades A superb selec-

tion of Giant flowers, colors rich and varied.

Per Packet, ISc.

Eldorado Poppies Our own highly developed
strain, a triumph in floriculture. The exquisite
colors, combination of colors and tints baffle de-

scription. Large flowers in a myriad of deli-

cate shades satiny pink, peach blossom, soft

oranee. scarlet, salmon, pure white, white and
rose, orange, etc., all possessing a sheen as deli-

cately beautiful as the rarest of China silks.

Eldorado Poppies are one of the most beautiful
annuals ever introduced; the perfected result of

years of work. Large Packet, SOc.

Special Offer
In order to introduce to you the

quality of H & S Pedigreed
Flower Seeds, we will send to

any address in the United

States, Postpaid, one package
of each of the above superb
strains of new flower seeds,

comprising twenty-three in all,

for the sum of four dollars. If

purchased separately, this col-

lection would cost you four

dollars and ninety cents.

TRY THEM THEY ARE
WORTH WHILE.

Howard & Smith
9th and Olive Streets

Los Angeles, Cal.

Originators of
the Famous "LOS ANGE-
LES" Rose, the International

Gold Medal Winner at the trials of new roses in the
Bois de Boulogne Gardens, Paris, France This Gold
Medal was awarded us by the French Governmant in

June, 1918. Many other fine roses for distribution

during the coming year.

Free to

Flower Lovers

We issue, twice a year, a bulle-

tin, "What and When to

Plant". This publication con-

tains a lot of useful and inter-

esting information. Send us

your name and we will add it

to our mailing list.
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SPRING FURNISHING IN MAY
WHEN

you think of Spring Furnishing,

you think of new hangings, of furniture

and decorations for that summer cot-

tage or camp, porch furniture and all the little,

fresh, gay-colored accessories that go to make
a home pleasant to live in in summer. Think
of these, and you think of the May HOUSE &
GARDEN.
The subject of decoration for a summer camp

in the woods is amply considered with sugges-
tive photographs and numerous color schemes.

Many of them apply as well to seashore cot-

tages, so that in the article the various kinds

of resorts and retreats are covered. The article

on using painted furniture for summer homes
likewise carries a suggestive note, as does the

page of porch furniture the newest on the

market and the two pages showing the uses

for a day bed. But these are only three of the

decoration schemes in this issue. There is

something on how to handle your books in a

decorative fashion for books are very deco-
rative and help humanize a room and another
on dining rooms, with prices. We can also

recommend the LitMe Portfolio in this issue.

For the prospective home builder there is

an excellent article on chimneys, a page of in-

/( looks very ancient, this outside,

garden stairway and yet it is quite
new. You wul see it in the May

issue

formation about paint, stain and varnish which

explains the mysteries and uses of each, a little

remodelled country home called "The Doll's

House," and rightly so, and finally an English
home of very unusual architecture.

The collector is well taken care of in May.
She has Gardener Teall's article on Mezzo-
tints, illustrated with reproductions from some
of the best private collections in New York,
and another article on how a New York deco-
rator who had a penchant for flower baskets

collected everything that was in the shape of

a basket.

The gardening articles describe the neces-

sary trees for the home orchard, the work to

be done in the May vegetable garden and in-

clude, of course, the Calendar. Refrigerators
are also described in this issue a succinct little

rendering of the purposes and possibilities of
this very necessary household equipment.

Here we are, almost at the end, and never
a word about the music room or the artist's

colony of remodeled houses or the full page of

the outside stairs or the breakfast room that
also serves for reception room. Well, there is

so much in this next issue that we can't de-
scribe it all in 328 words.
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THERE IS THIS ABOUT A WINDING STAIRS

Granted! We have a weakness for winding
stairs. Every time HOUSE & GARDEN finds a

picture of one, in it goes I We have published
almost as many photographs of -winding stairs

as Vanity Fair has of Irene Castle. And for
about the same reason they have a rare beau-

ty. There is this about a winding stairs the

fine, sinuous curve, the sweep and swirl up-
ward, the delicacy of hand-tail, the slimness

of turned balusters, the satisfying completion
of the newel. Below the curve motif is re-

peated in the down grade of another stairs:

This example and it is close to being perfect
was designed by Welles Bosworth, architect
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TENDENCIES IN MODERN DECORATION
The Post-War Desire for Cheery Interiors and the Judicious Us'e of Color

a Saner Basis for the Exercise of Taste

IT
would be the sheerest folly to predict that

any one style of decoration will be evolved

from the maelstrom of the war. Since this was
not merely an affair of one nation against an-

other, but a war of many, the influence is scat-

tered over several victorious nations and the

styles they produced.
We cannot say that there will be a prepon-

derance of English interi- _
ors or of French or of

American Colonial, or even

a combination of all three.

Since decoration is an

eclectic matter, no hard
and fast rules can be

made. It is an expression
of the manner of living.

Consequently, if we have

a French wave or a British

infiltration, or a revival of

the American Colonial

and many say that Ameri-
can Colonial will be the

favorite it will be be-

cause it best expresses the

times.

Of one thing, however,
we are certain the war

having purged us of many
false values -tes also given
us a saner btfsis for the

exercise of taste. Dis-

crimination will have a

AMI RONGE

raisori'd'etre deeper than the passing fad. Good
taste will be a human principle. We will

decorate our homes because we intend to live

in them.

Among the obvious results will be that

Americans who take pride in their homes will

prefer having a few good pieces to many that

are mediocre, will tend toward harmonious en-

ln the Victoire Room, designed by John Wanamaker, there is an interesting fireside

group of antique walnut chairs upholstered in dark brown velvet with smart little

bookcases on either side

sembles and away from faddish conglomerates.
We will not be able to afford fads. We will

not be able to afford cheap products simply
because they are cheap. We have learned that

a "poor buy" in furniture is the worst sort of

waste.

Another natural result will be the desire for

cheery interiors and the judicious use of color.

These four years of war
with their necessary econo-

mies, inhibitions and losses

have left us hungry for

laughter, for the sort of

cheer one finds in the room
of bright tints. The night
of the Mission is far spent,
and the day of light, deli-

cate furniture and color-

ful walls is at hand.
A third tendency that

one can feel is a desire to

furnish not only for this

generation but for posteri-

ty, to select slowly and to

purchase with care. The
crgy of buying which fol-

lowed the armistice has
slowed down to normal,
t'Ut the interest in decora-

t
;on is widening every day.
Back of this desire for

permanence and awakened
interest in decoration lies

The spirit of victory is the inspiration for the "toile de guerre,"
designed by Jean Lauer, and used for curtains and slip covers,

bound with blue taffeta

The tri-color, lusty cock and Croix de Guerre are used in the

design of the fabric. The lie-backs are blue tafjeta with red and
blue rosettes
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the sociological fact of the

times, a fact found in the years

coming on the heels of any

great world struggle. The un

rest of past days is driving

men and women back to their

hearth-sides to re-establish

their Lares and Penates.

On these grounds HOUSE &:

GARDEN can safely predict

that no domestic subject in the

near future will enjoy greater

popularity and interest than

interior decoration. At this

writing, we are showing some

interiors which have the dis-

tinctive French spirit. In a

later issue the English room
will be considered in detail.

A Victoire Room

The first room shown was
decorated in celebration of the

victory by John Wanamaker.
It is French in every line

modem French cheerful, gay
and very smart. The spirit of

Victory has been the inspira-
tion for one of the "toiles de

guerre" recently designed by a

young Frenchman named Jean
Lauer. Its tri-color, lusty cock

and Croix de Guerre, all em-
blems of France, form the de-

sign. This has given sufficient

color to create a "Victoire

room" done in the soft toned

French interpretation of the

An extraordinarily fine revival of antique Louis XVI is found in the

morning room of the apartment of Mrs. Alfred Nathan, New York

City. Alavoine & Co., decorators

In the bedroom of the Nathan apartment the Louis XVI spirit also

prevails. The background is gray with over-doors in Grisaille and sal-

mon color damask upholstery

tri-color which is far removed
from our ordinary conception
of the blatant red, white and
blue of the flag.

To match the most delicate

gray tone colors in the chintz

blue taffeta was chosen to edge
the curtains and tie-backs of
the same, finished with a taf-

feta rosette of the same deli-

cate red and blue. The lamp
shade is cafe au lait with scal-

loped edges bound in red and
blue.

The Furniture and Walls

The Victoire chintz is used
for slip covers as well. Some
of the covers, however, are

made in natural colored linen

bound in red in some cases and
blue in others. The walls are

a warm cream color and on
them hang quaint old French

prints showing the gay and
radiant ladies of the times.

Some of the taffeta cushions

are in blue, others in red.

The fireside grouping with
its antique walnut chairs up-
holstered in dark brown mo-
hair and its pair of smart lit-

tle bookcases has dignity and

repose. The glass flower hold-

ers are legion blue. That same
color has been rubbed into the

moldings of the cream walls.

Thus the tri-color has been
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The boudoir oj Mrs. Gifford Cochran shows a clever and pleasant use

of unusual lights. The side lights above the couch are Chinese glass

pictures made into appliques

used with great restraint, with
none of the garishness which
that color combination might
so well have without the deli-

cacy of treatment of which the

French are masters.

In Louis XVI Spirit

A different character of
French mom, one which is

purely classicfln its treatment
is shown on page 20. It is

the morning room in the apart-
ment of Mrs. Alfred Nathan,
of which Alavoine & Company
were the decorators. An ex-

traordinarily fine example of

antique Louis XVI oak wood-
work with old over-doors in

plaster is sufficient to establish

the spirit of the 18th Century.
The paneling is particularly
remarkable for the beauty of
its proportions and the delicate

workmanship of its carvings.
The mantelpiece of white mar-
ble is of the epoch, as are the

brilliant striped old yellow
damask window curtains. At
each side of the fireplace stands
a Louis XVI bergere covered
with an old brocade in soft

tones of blue and rose. Be-
tween the windows stands a

Louis XV marquetry secretaire,
with a Louis XV needlework
armchair in front of it. At
one side of the window an old

English clock of unusual de-

sign is an interesting addition.

In the bedroom we find pure
Louis XVI spirit pre\ ailing.

The old woodwork is painted
a delicate tone of gray with

beautiful over-doors done in

Grisaille. An interesting color

combination, is evolved by the

use of a soft salmon color

damask on the furniture and
at the windows, which con-

trasts pleasingly with the

touches of dull gold on the

carvings of the wall-panels.
A recent exhibition in New

York, which pointed toward
the amount of interest that

there is in beautiful old

French furniture, showed a

small but fascinating collec-

tion of rare and exquisite

pieces taken from several Nt-\v

York homes. There were
beautiful bits of marquetry,
fauteuils covered with petit

point, bits of Sevres commodes
and consoles.

Unusual Lighting

One phase of decoration

which irrespective of periods
is rarely satisfactorily solved

but which is of paramount
importance is the question of

lighting. In, a recently deco-

rated house there were some

(Continued on page 72)

Painted tole of the early I9lh Century forms the base for the couch-side

lamp. The mantel fixtures are Adam statuettes in bronze. Karl Freund
U'as the decorator
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Like the brilliant colored villas

on the Italian lakes the house is

painted a lovely sun-kissed

coral color. The balcony and
the shuttered windows are also

reminiscent of Italia. From its

vantage point on the hill,

through half-closed green blinds

it looks past terraces across a

long grassy slope where the

shadows of tall cypresses mark
a path to the pool planted in

formal fashion

The first terrace with its high
stone wall leads to an octagonal

shaped loggia where tea may be

served. Vines clamber over the

wall from the border planting
at the bottom and flowers fill

the terra cotta jars which are an

interesting color contrast to the

vivid blue tiles used in the dec-

oration of the loggia and the

pointed field stone in varying
s:zes which forms the ter-

race walls

"ROCK ROSE"
MRS. EDWARD
ROWLAND'S
COUNTRY
PLACE

AT RADNOR,
PENNSYLVANIA
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Vistas are the secret of the beauty in

successful Italian gardens. Through
each of the pillar-supported arches

of the tea house a picturesque view
presents itself of tall cypresses
planted close to the house where
they contrast with the coral pink
walls and stretches of fiat lawn.
From this door one passes down
the broad garden steps shown op-

posite to the lower terrace

Delicate tones of mauves, yellows,
blues and greens on old Italian and
French furniture have been brought
into exquisite harmony in the huge
living-room by the good taste of
the owner. Taffeta curtains are

caught up at an unusual angle at
the French windows which lead to

the terrace. Through some of the
windows one gets glimpses of
mauve and rose rhododendrons
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MUSINGS OF AN EASY CHAIR
IN

the parlance of the furniture stores I am known as an over-

stuffed chair.

Do you dislike that adjective as much as I do? "Overstuffed"
as if I were on the point of bursting my seams, like a dowager in black

silk and a silvered fan, or an olive crammed with chopped pimentoes!

Why, it sounds positively unhealthy as well as unnatural; and I think

my whole family, as well as all their friends who have ever sat in me,
will agree that I'm anything but that.

They're a good sort, this family of mine. A chair gets to know
the people he lives with pretty well after six years of close daily
contact. That's the length of time since I left the shop and came out

here to this field-stone house with its broad terrace and lawn dropping
down toward the river. This morning when Jane had finished dust-

ing the living room and gone upstairs (by the way, I've never seen

those upstairs rooms in all the time I've been here) I began figuring

idly how many hours I've been sat in since I left the city, and it came
to over seven thousand almost three hundred days of continuous use.

That's something to think about, especially when you realize that

for a good deal of the time I was dping triple duty Master in me
and Totty and Son on my two arms, while he told them stories by
the firelight. I'm glad I am big and comfortable and strong enough
for those parties, because Master and the youngsters are so genuine
in their enjoyment of them. All three are jolly and chummy always,
of course, but they're especially so when I'm holding them. I like to

imagine that I'm partly responsible for that, some way.

THERE'S
a lot of

watched and felt

Some people sit

as though they were

afraid we'd break.

They are the ones

who lack confi-

dence in everything
in general and
themselves in par-
ticular maybe
someone fixed ' a

tack for them once,

point up. It's not

much satisfaction

to a real chair to

be under one of

that kind
;

we're

always expecting
them to jump up
and beg some-

body's pardon ,

which isn't very

complimentary to

us. Even if they
don't do that,
they're sure to be

so restless and

fidgety that we
can't get used to

them and make
them feel at home.

Generally they just

perch on our edges,

ready to jump if

they hear a crack.

Fancy a real chair

cvucking !

Then there
'

are

the nervous people,
forever moving
i.-om one of us to

another, as if they
wanted to try us all

before they left.

They simply don't

seem able to keep
still, and they al-

ways remind me of

birds hopping
about in the

personality in the way people sit in chairs. I've

many a one, so I know what I'm talking about.

(NOTE TO
DECORATORS
- THE LINE
FORMS ON
THIS SIDE)

We hove a room, a simple, four-square space,
Three windows,, fireplace you must know the sort.

But, O! what struggles, there, have taken place,
And O! thrice O! the stuff that we have bought.

For we arc those who read the daily prints,
The monthly journal or the weekly screed

And when we see some strange, outlandish chints
We cry my wife and I "Just what we need!"

II.

We bought the house when polished golden-oak
Shed bar-room splendor on our chaste pursuits.

Then "Mission" came, that middle-Western joke,
And simple chairs reverted,, anil were brutes.

Next, cabbage-roses bloomed along our path,
De-Wolfish hangings held our eyes enthralled.

Till I was ill, and knew the after-math
Of strange, wistarious shapes, like grapes, that crawled !

branches of a tree. They must sit in an unconscionable number of chairs

during their lives. I wonder why they do it ? Are they born that way ?

Lazy people are different from either of these, and we like them
better. They are so restful and appreciative. There is a certain satis-

faction in having somebody sit down in us with a "Well, I'm here for

several hours at least" sort of manner. It makes us feel that at least we
are being enjoyed in a physical way.
As between people who are thin and those who are stout, we have

less preference than you might expect. Of course, fat people are

usually the more comfortable, unless they are so large that they don't

fit; but lots of the thin ones know so well how to sit in a chair that

the satisfaction is mutual, especially if the chair is deeply upholstered
the way I am. The real test, from our standpoint, is one of charac-

ter rather than physique. It makes little actual difference to us

whether we are carrying one hundred pounds or two hundred, so long
as they belong to someone with a human soul instead of an empty
shell. For a genuine soul, you see, means sympathy and naturalness

of thought; and a lack of it makes for an uncompromising body, too.

A CHAIR of my age, especially if he has lived as much under

people as I have, is bound to acquire something of a philosophy
of life. You'll not misunderstand me if I add that in making this state-

ment I refer only to an honest chair, one intended to be sat in and not

merely looked at as a rickety, high priced antique.
A chair that nobody ever wants or dares to sit in is, to my mind,

no chair at all; for what good are we unless we can give comfort to

weary bodies? That is what we were intended for in the first place,
and I'm sure that is our real purpose in life. The way Mistress sinks

down into me when
she comes in from

shopping, or Son
curls up in me be-

fore dinner, when
ne?s Deen playing
ball or skating ail

the afternoon,
makes me feel I'm

right about this.

And when Master

goes to sleep in

me sometimes of an

evening I am able

to rest his mind as

well as his body.
It's funny how

many people do
that go to sleep in

me in the evening,
I mean. They'll
come in with a

book or a magazine,

light the reading

lamp at my left

shoulder, and set-

tle down as if they
were going to fin-

ish a dozen chap-
ters without stop-

ping. The pages
turn quite regular-

ly for ten minutes

or so, and then

they begin to go
more slowly. Pretty
soon the book is

laid on my arm,
face down and
open so as to keep
the place. Proba-

bly they think
they'll wake up in a

little while and go
on reading, but I

know better.

Yes, it's rather

fun, being a chair.

R. S. L.

We fell for black-and-white with ready zest,
Its horrors seemed conservative, somehow.

1 even bought a giddy minstrel vest

Of awning stripe, the butler wears it now.
Then France asserted all her ancient grace,
And Looeys,. Quince and Cat and good old Seise

Combined to make a Versailles of the place
Till classic Adam drove them on their ways.

IV.

So shifts the scene of our domestic stage,
So wags the world, so veers our fickle vane,

But this it is that fills my soul with rageAnd sears my inward eye with bitter pain,No matter how we struggle to keep up,
Nor what the style-stones by our pathway lined.

One bitter cherry lingers in the cup,
We're always just a style or two behind!

George S. Chappell
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A STANDARD for ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL
You may have often wondered why you like one
architectural glimpse more than another. Nin*
times out oj ten the one you like is a combination
of many elements put together with such studied

artistry that none could be detracted or added.
The elements of this garden front entrance it is

the residence of M. C. Migel, Esq., at Monroe,

New York are hard burnt, red, irregular bricks

laid with a slightly struck white joint and in

Flemish bond; key-block, skew-backs and sill of

white marble; and the detail of the door itself in

white painted wood. The shuttered window above,

the brick path below and the specimen cedars

frame the picture. Lewis Colt Albro. the architect
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A beautiful example of

marquetry is found in this

bureau rondel made for
Stanislas Leczinski, King of

Poland

THE ART OF THE INTARSIATORE
Shoiving the Difference Between Marquetry and Intarsia and the

Furniture in These Styles That Collectors Seek

GARDNER TEALL

JUST
what should be

called intarsia and

just what should be

called marquetry will

best be understood by
noting that intarsia is a

word derived from the

Latin "interserere," to

insert, while marquetry
is a word derived from
the French word "mar-

queter," to spot, to mark,
to speckle, to checker.

From this it would ap-

pear that one should,

strictly speaking, apply
the term intarsia to work in which the space to

be occupied by the design was first carved out

of the wood and then filled in with bits of

wood of other sorts and colors (as well as with

ivory, mother-of-pearl, bone, metal in some
sorts of intarsia), skillfully cut to fit the de-

pressions exactly, and all finished off to a flat

surface, while the term marquetry should be

applied to work with the pattern inlaid with

thin sheets of different woods and other ma-
terials.

In the latter work the thin sheets or veneers

(one sheet for each separate material, color or

"effect") were all placed, one over the other,

"Narcissus", an in-

tarsia panel by
Gardner Teall

An interesting domestic scene is de-

picted in this intarsia panel, enclosed
in an elaborate border. Spanish, of

the \lth Century

and cut through the overlying drawing of the

design at the same time, producing, by this

sawing process, the pieces which, much after

the fashion of a picture puzzle, were fitted

together and glued to the body of the piece of

furniture so to be "inlaid." Nearly all of the

inlaid work of the 17th and 18th centuries is

marquetry of this sort as shown in the accom-

panying illustrations.

Inlaying is an art that reaches back to re-

mote antiquity, and inlaid furniture was in

common use by Assyrians, Egyptians, Greeks
and Romans. The Greeks employed two sorts

of inlay decoration the sectile, which con-

sisted of inserting ornament here and there

upon the wood, and the pictorial, or decoration

which entirely covered the surface of the wood
with the design.

In the Odyssey we find described Penelope's

bed, "made" fair with inlaid work of gold, and
of silver and of ivory." Jausanias tells us of

the Box of Kypselos in the Temple of Hera,
which chest was of cedar partly carved and

Dutch marquetry of 18th Century
workmanship is found in this remark-

able bow-front corner cabinet

The use of ivory intarsia, a favorite decoration, is

found in this Italian cabinet, an example of 18th

Century work

The Queen Anne style of inlay is seen in

this desk where May is combined with

burl walnut
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A commode of the period oj Louis

XV, showing a Chinese motif in-

laid in a piece of distinctly French

workmanship

partly inset with gold and ivory.

Pindar, too, has something to say

of inlaying, and of course Vitriv-

ius and Pliny do not neglect men-

tion of the important and much
admired intarsia and marquetry of

their time. This is what Pliny says

in his Natural History I quote
from Bohn's Translation "Glue,

too, plays one of the principal parts
in all veneering and works of mar-

quetry. For this purpose the

workmen usually employ wood
with a threaded vein, to which they

give the name of 'ferulea,' from its

resemblance to the grain of the

giant fennel, this part of the wood

being preferred from its being dot-

ted and Tfhyy." And again, "The

wood, too, of the beech is easily

worked, although it is brittle and
soft. Cut into thin layers of veneer

it is very flexible, but is only used

for the construction of boxes and
desks. The wood, too, of the holm
oak is cut into veneers of remark-

able thinness, the color of which is

far from unsightly; but it is more

particularly where it is exposed to

friction that this wood is valued as

being one to be depended upon."

Pliny on Veneers

Pliny continues with a list of

woods suitable for veneers, and
makes mention of the ornamental

woods whose appearance, he tells us

"originated that requirement of

luxury which displays itself in cov-

ering one tree with another, and

bestowing upon the more common

Contrasting with the intarsia

commode shown above is this

elaborate marquetry cabinet of
late ISth Century French design

woods a bark of higher price. In

order to make a single tree sell

many times over lamina' of veneer

have been devised ;
but that was not

thought sufficient the horns of

animals must next be stained of

different colors, and their teeth cut

into sections, in order to decorate

wood with ivory, and, at a later

period, to veneer it all over. Then,
after all this, man must go and

seek his materials in the sea as

well! For this purpose he has

learned to cut tortoise shell into

sections; and of late, in the reign
of Nero, there was a monstrous in-

vention devised of destroying its

natural appearance by paint, and

making it sell at a still higher price

by a successful imitation of wood."

Of late, in the reign of Nero! Of
late, but how like to-day it sounds !

And finally this exposure of

sham, "It is in this way that the

value of our couches is so greatly

enhanced; it is in this way, too,

that they bid the rich lustre of the

terebinth to be outdone, a mock
citrus to be made that shall be more
valuable than the real one, and the

grain of the maple to be feigned.
At one time luxury was not content

with wood; at the present day it

sets us on buying tortoise shells in

the guise of wood."
Time of Nero, indeed! What a

perfect prophet you were, Pliny !

The Origin of Inlay

Although Pliny and the others

had been relegated to the waste

basket of the Dark Ages, not to

emerge until Messer Petrarch and
the other humanists of the Rennais-

sance saved them all in the nick of

(Continued on page 60)

.1 William and Mary marquetry
cabinet, showing the elaborate ap-
plication of an intricate design

inside and out
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AN ENGLISH HOUSE FOR AN AMERICAN FAMILY

Grithozv Field, Close by Cambridge

B
ings.

COSTEN FITZ-GIBBON

RITISH architects have a frank ad-

miration for American public build-

It is pleasant to feel that the praise

they sound is deserved.

On the other hand, it is equally true

that much of what is best in modern
American domestic architecture is trace-

able to inspiration drawn from the work
of many British architects, whose skill in

home-building is preeminent.
There is almost always something

worth while to be learned from a close

study of the houses, whether large or

small, being built in the Mother Country,

something that may contribute materially
to the facility of our own domestic ex-

pression.

A Lesser Country House

Grithow Field from Saxon times the

name has clung to this little plot of land
on the outskirts of Cambridge is one of

the happiest examples of moderate-sized

British domestic work completed just be-

fore the war. In general treatment the

adherence to local tradition is sufficiently strong to

ensure complete harmony with the environment.

Adherence to local tradition, however, has not
been so rigid at Grithow Field as to trammel the

play of originality and to hinder the exercise of obvi-

ous common sense in dealing with the requirements
of the case. There is no attempt at archaeological

pedantry. The structure was designed to enclose a
series of interiors that the New England mistress of
the house conceived as desirable for embodiment in
her home in Old England. The outcome of this

Half-timber and rough stucco combine to make
unusual walls. The roof is of van-colored slates

laid at random, with the valleys rounded out
and with a kick-up at the eaves. The bedroom
windows are equipped with sliding slatted

shutters

Above the entrance is an uncommon handling
of dormers. This break in the roof is repeated
below to form a narrow covering for the en-
trance vestibule. Leaded casement windows
maintain the architectural atmosphere. Vines

cover a latticed leader pipe

A view from the garden shows the

irregular fenestration and the un-
usual placing of chimneys

From the terrace and arch level one

goes down a few steps directly to

the garden
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Woodwork in the drawing
room is painted white, the

furniture is mahogany and

the casements are left tin-

curtained

amicable collaboration between

an intelligent client and an

architect both understanding
and appreciative has full}' stood

the test of time and proved a

source of lasting satisfaction.

Unusual Roof Lines

Of the exterior features, the

roof makes one of the first

claims to attention. The tiles

were chosen and laid at ran-

dom, so far as color was con-

cerned, to ensure all the agree-

able chance diversities of hue

of which- they are capable. The valleys,

instead rfr* being guttered in an angle

and flaslied, are rounded out with tiles

a treatment that contributes appreciably
to mellowness of lines, as does also the little

flaring kick-up at the eaves. On the south-

west or garden front the repose of the roof

is unbroken by dormer projections. On the

northeast or entrance front the unusual

method of dormer management, directly

above the house door, has both interior

necessity and exterior interest sufficient to

atone for the interruption of line. The lat-

ticed enclosure of the down pipe deserves

notice as an expedient both practical and

decorative for concealing a necessary feature

that is not ordinarily an item of charm.

The level of the entrance front is some-

what higher than the terrace level of the

garden front, but the house has been kept

sitting flat upon and, so to speak, growing
out of the ground all the way round by in-

geniously varying the floor levels within.

In the living room walls are plaster
and exposed tincture, the floor tiles

and furniture deal and old oak

29

An agreeable texture has been imparted
to the white-coated roughcast of the exterior

wall by a kind of "stick and pull" method

of manipulating the floats when the stucco

mixture was of the proper consistency to let

the force of suction play its part in produc-

ing the surface finish. This method of plas-

tering gives the walls a legitimate and living

character derived from the play of light and

shadow and it measurably enhances the

quality of reflected color always inherent,

but too often unobserved, in all white walls.

This same "stick and pull" manipulation
can readily be practiced in finishing any
stucco-coated wall if attention is paid to the

consistency of the plaster.

The device of sliding slatted shutters for

the bed chamber windows in the north-west

gable of the garden front is both eminently

practical and interesting enough to suggest

emulation.

The HaU and Drawing Room

\Yithin doors the central portion of the

ground floor is occupied by a spacious hall

or living-room which gives directly upon the

porch, formed by the overhang of the first

story, and upon the paved terrace beyond,
where the wide joints between

the stones are planted with flat-

growing aromatic herbs. The
walls of the hall display on one

. side the horizontal and trans-

verse timbers fastened together

with wooden pins. The floor

is paved with large red quarry
tiles and simple oak and ash

cottage furniture with equally

simple printed cotton curtains

maintain the unpretentious
character of the room. All the

woodwork is of deal, rubbed

down with a little oil and

(Continued on page 62)

Old Chelsea green walls

paneled with the l&th Cen-

tury manner form the

background for this simple

dining room
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HOW TO SELECT SPRING CURTAIN FABRICS

Their Combinations and Finish, Together With Directions and

Designs for Making Fitted Valances

DIAGRAM 1

A pattern for half a val-

ance from which the cut-

ting is made

F<seasons past
we women have

willingly denied

ourselves the

pleasure of little

r en ov a t i ons
here and there

throughout the
house, those

touches which
impart such

charming
freshness at

small expense, and without which the bugbear
of spring housecleaning seems to have brought

no reward. But now that we may, without

reproach, once more frivol a bit in our homes

we cast our sternly disapproving glance

around the room all at once grown shabby,

and decide that something must be done, that

some renovation is necessary. "Shall it be a

rug, new furniture covering, or colorful win-

dow hangings ? How can I get the best effect

with the money I can put into it?" After

pondering over the matter Madame wisely

concludes that the given sum spent in dressing

up the windows will do more to freshen up
her room than the same money put into any
other single item.

The lot having been cast in favor of new

curtains, she turns shopward and with delight

visits the counters whereon are temptingly dis-

played window fabrics of newest design and

coloring.
If the new draperies are to be really suc-

cessful and give your room the hoped-for

transformation, do not make a selection hap-

hazard, simply because the design is stunning
or the price irresistibly low, but choose with

certain definite points in mind the character

and the use of the room, its background, and

its color scheme.

There should not be too great a contrast in

tone between the drapery and the wall, as

dark hangings against light walls are as in-

artistic as the reverse. To be truly harmoni-

ous the hangings must repeat the color of the

wall, a note of the decorative scheme, or both.

After finding a piece which meets these re-

quirements, should you make the unpleasant

discovery that the price seems prohibitive,

consider whether the width will permit of

splitting.

For Living and Dining Rooms

You begin quite naturally with the living
room or dining room, which, being most used,
receive the most wear and tear. If the room
is of formal style the window hangings should

be of corresponding character, of such mate-

rials as are found among the luxurious array
of richly colored velours, damasks, armures

and heavy reps. When these fabrics are used

as overhangings they should be softened and
relieved by casement curtains of taffeta, heavy
net of square or round mesh, madras, or scrim,

in white, cream, or ecru, as the color scheme

demands. The informal living room and

dining room permit of greater freedom in the

matter of texture, color, and pattern; and

ALICE F. and BETTINA JACKSON

from the fascinating profusion of cretonne,

warp print, and blocked linen you can easily

make a selection.

Many of the imported textiles show dainty

garlands, quaint old-fashioned nosegays, or

exotic foliage and birds of gorgeous feather.

Other lengths sport stripes in brilliant or pastel

hues, or a riot of colors in Oriental, Egyptian,
or Slavic design, all of these having an exuber-

ance which gives to a room a pleasing vigor if

used with restraint. Still more informal and

very effective are the natural-color monk's cloth

Fig. D

Fig. E

The type of valance to use depends on the size and
height of the window and the height of the ceiling.

Fig. A is for a wide, low window; Fig. E is for one
that is narrow and high. Fig. F is for a group of
windows. Figs. B and C are formal and for heavy

materials

and Russian crash, with applied bands of solid

color or figured.
Cotton fabrics of delicate coloring and pat-

tern are charmingly consistent with the ac-

cepted informality of the bedroom, and are

particularly attractive when combined with

casement curtains of crisp ruffled muslin, plain
or dotted. Valance of the same material as the

side curtains may be used, the valance running
across the top or between the curtains.

The Walls and the Fabric

When it comes to choosing draperies for

any room, either plain or figured fabrics may
be used, but more often an interesting note

can be struck by a combination of the two.

If your walls are plain, you will avoid the

danger of monotony by introducing figured

curtains; but should you prefer plain ones

it is best to have them several tones lighter
or darker than the walls.

Figured goods will also look well against
a paper which has an unobtrusive stripe or an

inconspicuous geometric pattern. If, on the

other hand, the wall shows a decided pattern,

pass coldly by all figured temptations.
So many harmonious combinations im-

mediately suggest themselves that you will

have no difficulty in finding just the right
one. In plain colors variation may be ob-

tained by using different weaves, as, for ex-

ample, side curtains of rep, armure, or heavy
silk, with valances and broad, loose tie-backs

of velour edged with heavy silk cord, or

banded with silk or metal thread galoon.
With side curtains of brocade, damask, or

heavy striped silk a valance of plain velour

finished with a rather short heavy fringe is

interesting. Velour or rep may be appropri-

ately used to top cotton or linen of handsome

quality and formal design. To be success-

ful such a valance must emphasize a par-
ticular note in the pattern or repeat the color

of the stripe; for example, in a gray room

you might use green lambrequins over En-

glish warp print of soft gray patterned with

birds and foliage in which rich greens pre-

dominate, or dull blue-and-taupe striped silk

with dull blue lambrequins in a room with

walls of pale taupe. Equally pleasing is a

reversal of the order, i.e., figured valance over

plain curtains, especially if the pattern adapts
itself to the outline of the lambrequin.

Curtain Designs

In planning your window draperies, re-

member that valances or combinations of ma-
terials tend to make small windows look

smaller; and that combinations are not in

keeping with an usual informal bedroom.

Whether the side hangings shall be full or

in narrow, flat panels depends partly upon
the character of the room, the shape of the

window, and the pattern of the goods. As
a rule, the panel is more formal than the

fulled curtain, particularly if made of velour

or other heavy stuffs. Panels are helpful
when you wish to increase the apparent

height of a window; as are valances when the

opposite effect is sought.

(Continued on page 64)



A Colonial reproduction of sheep and
cows grazing, suitable for a dark hall.

Blue gray on white and fawn on white

ground, $1.50 a roll

For a small hall, blu:
and green Japanese
tree design on light

buff. Effective with
blue green hangings,

priced at $2.40 a roll

Shadowy gray blue and
mulberry form this

scenic paper that we
suggest for a Colonial

hallway. Unusually
priced at $1.50 a roll
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A two tone tan

conventional flock

paper for a formal
hall, $4 a roll

Adam design in

tan and white, on
yellow. Also in

blue. $2.55 a roll .& n

WA L L PAPERS
/or HALLWAYS

These may be purchased through the

House ff Garden Shopping Service.
19 West 44th St., .Veiv York City
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S
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For a large hall, a
hand blocked
paper in green and
white. 30" wide,

$3.50 a roll

A heavy Japanese
paper with trees

in blue, black and
red on tan. For

wall panels, S3
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A GREEK GARDEN in AMERICA

Why go to Greece when you've got yours here?

For they have built a Greek garden on Samuel

Untermeyer's place at Greystone, New York, a

real Greek garden, with a pavilion oj marble

Corinthian columns and a circular entablature

open to the sky. This imposing garden edifice,

which, by the way, is of Alabama marble, stands

at the edge oj the upper terrace and overlooks th:

swimming pool with its setting of leaf and flower

color. The architect was Welles Bosworth
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From one end oj the pool runs a per-
gola with an old apple tree overhanging
the water and casting its shade on the

glimmering surface. An apple tree in a
Greek garden! Let's see in one of her

fragments, doesn't Sappho speak of an
apple tree and the golden fruit that was

always too high to reach f

Down the midst of the garden runs a shallow canal bordered by
arborvitae and specimen cedars and low-growing evergreens. At
the farther end is the Greek theatre flanked by tall columns bear-
ing lordly sphinxes that were executed by Paul Manship. The -wall

enclosing the grounds is crowned with hard-outlined battlements
such as Troy might have known

On either side the theatre is a wall shelter

of marble, a small structure of great beauty,
restrained and chaste in the fashion of
classic Greece. And here again is a branch
of Sappho's apple tree. You need but close

your eyes to see her come down those steps
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AN EXHIBITION
of SPANISH ART

v--^|

In the Studio of

David G. Flynn

An interesting group of Spanish furni-
ture of the 17th Century shows a pair

of arm chairs oj walnut covered in a

crimson damask and edged with fringe
and galoon of the epoch. Above the

mantel hangs a portrait oj Isabella

Clara Eugenia, daughter of Philippe
11 oj Spain, by Alonzo Sanches Coello.

At each side are gold carved wood
mirrors oj beautiful workmanship.
The brocatelle on the mantel is crim-

son in a classic design of the 16th

Century

The carved oak 16th Century chest

below is backed by an l&th Century
velvet with the royal arms oj Portugal
in gold and multi-colored silks. At
the right is a 17th Century table with
iron stretcher, on which stands an ex-

quisite little inlaid jewel cabinet. The
16th Century wrought iron lamp
bracket has a design of fleur de Us and
the imperial Spanish coat oj arms.

The strip oj velvet over the table is

Louis XIV in velour frappe maroon
a museum piece

I 1

'

Hartlng

Against a beautiful 17th Century piect

oj green Spanish damask stands an

oak chest, lovely in the simplicity of

its carving and dignity of proportion.
On it is a child's toy chair oj the

same epoch carved in pine. At each

side are Spanish tiles of the 17th

Century and above hangs a tile in

polychrome showing a coat oj arms

oj the l&th Century. The painted

frieze is of the 16th Century ana

shows the departure of the mission

arks for America
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The NURSERY at BILLIE
BURKE'S HOME

Occupied by Miss Florenz

Patricia Ziegfeld

IN
Billic Burke's liome at Hastings-on-Hud-

son there has been created a most delectable

nursery for her small daughter, Miss Florenz

Patricia Ziegfeld. It is a pink room pink of

a baby's cheeks and has the soft tones that

go with babyhood. The decorator was Mrs.

Coit MacLean.
The walls that give background to the room

are a delicate shell pink. For curtains there is

used a gauze of the same pink it has a silvery-

sheen trimmed with a ruffle of blue taffeta.

On the window seats and chair cushions is used

a simple little blue and cream colored cretonne.

The bed, which is quite the cutest thing

imaginable, is an old one and originally

boasted of being mahogany. A coat of white

paint changed it, and it has been decorated

with a design of many delicate colors to blend

exactly with the color scheme of the room.

A simple Colonial design mantel is on one

side. Before it stands a fire-screen of needle-

point tapestry mounted in a frame finished in

dull gold and silver. It is a copy of a screen

on exhibit at the Cooper Museum.
The little shields on the side lights have

the same color scheme as the curtains pink
trimmed with blue and the wall brackets are

a deep cream with rose and blue flowers.

Such is the nursery and playroom of Miss
Florenz Patricia Ziegfeld a sort of dream

place that also fits, if we might presume to

say so, her mother.

White furniture against cream walls,

pink gauze curtains trimmed with blue

taffeta and a needlepoint fire screen

what a luxurious nursery!

To make window seats, the

toy boxes are built in below
the trim. These are cush-

ioned in a blue and cream
cretonne

The bed, once mahogany, is

now painted white with pink
and blue decorations to match
the general color scheme of

the room
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SHADES THAT GIVE COLOR AND LIGHT
Glazed Chintz, Cretonne and Painted Shades Now Make

Pictures of the Modern Window

GERTRUDE CAMPBELL

WE have grown so

accustomed to

plain white or green
window shades that it

is a pleasure to enter a

room where decorative

effects have been work-

ed out with painted or

chintz shades. For un-

questionably, figured
shades bring life and
character to what would
otherwise be a dull,

monotonous interior.
This is especially true

when the decoration

reproduces some quaint

foreign landscape that

is in harmony with the

period of the room.

These shades are of

two kinds the paint-

ed, depicting a scene or

a decorative motif; and
the chintz shade in

which a strip of glazed
chintz is used with its

repeat pattern. One's

choice will be guided
by the room's cost and

general character.

Decorated Shades

The use of painted
and decorated shades
is not new. The Japanese used them as early
as 710. They were called "Sarasa," a word
translated a thousand years later into "calico".

It was material dyed in flower patterns through
the use of a cane madder. New patterns were

constantly produced and were illustrated in

Northend

In the old Benjamin Pope house at, Concord, Mass., we find Delft blue and white window
shades in combination with blue curtains of a sheer material. They harmonize well with the

Colonial furnishings

color in the Japanese pattern books. Doubtless

these inspired many other designers, for we
find the same ideas used later in England,
Switzerland and France.

Occasionally we may run across one of these

old samples, but such instances are rare. The

B>| ^ specimens are extremely

perishable, crumbling very

easily, so that while the pat-
terns are still discernible,
the original is too delicate

for household purposes.

Fortunately the old patterns
have been reproduced in the

last few years and are now
available.

In selecting painted or

chintz shades the greatest
care should be taken to have
them harmonize with the

draperies, wall tints and

rugs. It is inadvisable to

use them for grouped win-

dows, as they are too pic-

A Swiss scene on the shade, plain
yellow curtains and a pierced
wood valance board make this

combination. Earle Campbell,
decorator

To understand how a glazed
chintz shade combines with Di-
rectoire and Victorian furnish-
ings study this grouping, by Lee

Porter, decorator

turesque. Visualize
them as pictures and

hang accordingly sep-
arate and framed. Thus
the single window
best brings out their

artistic possibilities.

Choosing Draperies

The frames for these

shade pictures are made

by the draperies. In

choosing draperies and
valances to go with

them, solid colors
should be selected. Fig-
ured fabrics would de-

tract from the interest

of the shade itself. The
curtains should hang
in straight folds and
can be topped by an
ornamental valance
either of plain fabric or

of pierced wood, after

the fashion of the val-

ance boards used with

Venetian blinds fifty

years ago. The pur-

pose of the valance, of

course, is to finish the

window and hide shade
roller and curtain rod.

In one of the rooms
illustrated here the

wooden valance and plain draperies are shown.
The shade is a reproduction of an old design

brought from the other side. It represents a

Swiss scene in blue and brown. A pierced
valance board covers the top of the picture; on
either side hang drapes of plain damask case-
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The over-drapes with chintz shades

may be bound with an interesting
braid, but one questions the advisa-

bility of looping them back

ment cloth. Instead of a plain tassel, an
old-fashioned wall tassel has been used.

Another type of valance is shown with
a chintz shade. The group includes a
Directoire chair and a Louis XVI
placque representing a period of re-

straint and a Victorian decorated table.

The mantel is black marble. The shade
is yellow glazed chintz in rich, subdued
tones, showing birds in brilliant plumage
circling aroujj^ baskets of flowers and
fruit. It is finished with a gay bouillon

fringe and tassel which balances the dec-
orative quality of the shade and the val-
ance. For the valance is draped, of a

figured damask, and finished with tas-

sels. This grouping also shows the pos-
sibilities of using a figured shade in a
mixed period room. Such quaint fig-
ured fabric shades form a pictured back-

ground that the eye naturally seeks and
that harmonizes well when judiciously
used with the furniture grouped before it.

The Rooms for Figured Shades

The joyfulness of these shades makes
them particularly adaptable to breakfast and
dining room use, where they vie with light
tinted furniture to give a touch of gaiety and
charm. Take, for example, the first room
illustrated here, which is in the Benjamin Pope
house at Concord, Mass. The furniture is

Colonial mahogany and painted cottage chairs.
An old cretonne in delft blue and white is

used and simple blue curtains of sheer fabric
with a gathered valance. The white woodwork,
the rag rug, the old mirror and clock with
all of these the colored shades harmonize per-
fectly.

An Italian villa is silhouetted against a blue
sky in this bedroom shade. Overdrapes and
valance are damask. Lee Porter, decorator

Possibly you have considered the dining or
breakfast room as the only suitable place for
the use of these shades. They are equally ac-

ceptable in any part of the house. Here is a

living room on the upper right corner of
this page in which a painted shade shows a
Swiss scene picturesque in treatment and
framed by yellow casement cloth curtains and
a French heading valance. The bright reds
and greens of the shade correspond per-

ln this the colors are bright red and
green, and the curtains yellow case-
ment cloth with a French heading
valance. William Wallace, decorator

fectly with the painted furniture and the

table decorations, the whole giving a uni-
fied group effect.

Another example of the light, airy

grace of these shades is found in the one

(at the bottom of this page) depicting
an Italian villa, with large flowers and
leaves in the foreground and at the side.

The predominating colors are vivid or-

ange, yellow and blue. The draperies
on either side are yellow figured damask
with a fitted, scalloped valance. This,

incidentally, is a bedroom.
A bright touch can be given by the

use of braid or fringe on the over-

drapery, thus showing a dividing line

between them and the shade. It may be
formal in design, or rich in coloring. It

may be copied from the Oriental types,
and may be done so carefully that it is

almost impossible to detect the difference.

The Selection of Fabrics

The decorative quality of flowered
fabrics has been assured and they are of

such endless variety that they are available for

any purpose. Unfortunately we are too apt to

misunderstand their value, unless we have im-
bibed definite principles and ideals to guide
us in their selection. We should bear in mind
that fully as effective treatment can be brought
about through the use of the modern block-

printed chintz. But doubly fortunate is she
who has, stored away in her attic, ancestral
bits that can be utilized for this purpose. They
are especially attractive when treated with

panel effects, that is, used with over-draperies,
which break the surface and show them to
the best advantage.
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The baseboard, 2' high, is silver paper or paint. Above that is a panel of Japanese children at play. The couch is in vermillion. Blue,

yellow and green gingham form the curtains and cushions, with a valance of gray wool elephants on a blue sateen ground. The
furniture is kept close, to the walls to leave plenty of play space

THE PLAYROOM of the GOLDEN AGE
Something Really New and Different in Nurseries Has Been

Especially Designed for House f? Garden

IF
\ve had a chance to be born again, we'd

form a soviet and start a revolution against
the sort of playroom and nursery we used to

have. The nursery was dead white and the

playroom had tan walls with glum looking
Noah's Ark animals doing a one-step around
the walls and all that sort of thing. We'd
forbid mothers and fathers painting nurseries

white. Somehow they don't seem to under-

stand that white hurts a baby's eyes. In fact,

if we had a say in that new nursery and play-

room, we'd go in for a new order of things.
None of these prophylactic toys or antiseptic
furniture that old maid reformers try to foist

on children nowadays because ''it is good
for them." Never! We'd want something dif-

ferent, something with style and character and

interest, a playroom that would look like the

rooms shown on this page.
The Japanese room at the top of the page,

for example. What an enchanting place it is!

And so far removed from the usual banal

nursery design. Start with the walls and see

By KATHERINE S. DODGE

yourself how interesting it is in all its details.

Set off by a base of silver, either paint or

paper, which is used 2' up at the base of the

wall, there are gaily attired Japanese children

at play, painted on Japanese paper in tempora
coated with a transparent varnish.

The low, 6' square couch, which may be

made a brilliant vermillion, is modeled after a

Chinese couch with a footstool shelf.

Gingham in tones of blue, yellow and green
is used at the windows and for window seat

covering, while a solemn row of gray elephants

applied with wool on a blue sateen ground
forms the valance.

This is not only an interesting and amusing
suggestion, but it is a highly practical one, as

the room has been planned with a view to

leaving as much space in the center as pos-
sible, building in a chest of drawers, for

example, and setting all the big pieces of

furniture against the walls so that there is

plenty of room to play. Furniture such as this

might be executed by a good cabinet-maker.

Another room suitable for "The Golden

Age", in which even the grown-ups would for-

get their stuffiness, has built-in waxed natural

wood shelves, desk and chest of drawers with

toned gold walls. The simple wooden movable
furniture bed, chairs, stools, etc. is lac-

quered in sepia tones, with the cushions and
covers in Japanese cotton prints of. tans and
browns and gray.

All the brilliancy of color, of which there is

a great deal, has been concentrated on the

walls, where one's favorite birds find a pleas-
ant meeting ground. With due regard to

beauty and proportion, they have been painted
on wall screens of Japanese paper in the same
fashion as described before.

One can imagine carrying out this idea very

charmingly, despite the lack of an artist on the

premises, by the use of carefully selected wall

paper panels, or, better still, the cotton prints
made in a series of bird scenes which come
from Paris. These are purchasable, as are the

Japanese cotton prints and the furniture.

Some of the furniture of this room shelves, desk and chest of drawers is built-in; the other pieces are lacquered in sepia tones with
covers and cushions in Japanese cotton prints of tans, browns, and gray. The walls are golden, and there meet one's special pet birds.

If these panels cannot be painted, bird scenes can be cut out from wall paper or chintz and lacquered on
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The

STONE FIREPLACE
How to Build and

Make It Smokeless

'"T^HE life of the camp in the woods or the

J_ summer cottage naturally centers around

the t'mphuv. It is the great source of hos-

pitality at night-time and in inclement weather.

In fact, one can scarcely imagine a camp or

cottage without a big, generous hearth on which

the logs crackle while the storm beats without.

There is something distinctive about this sort

of fireplace it is rough and hand-hewn, with

none of the delicacies of the finer types one

meets with in town houses. Field stones piled
one on another up to the ridge pole, jagged
rocks heaped like a cairn, with a slab for man-
tel such crudities only give it charm and make
it harmonize with the rough and ready sur-

roundings of Nature.

How to Build It

No special rules can be laid down for the

building of these stone fireplaces, because one

can lay the stone any way he chooses so long
as the chimney construction is right. And in

the building of chimneys to make them smoke-

less, the rules are very simple and few.

Every fireplace has the following parts the

fire chamber, where the logs burn, the throat,

the damper, the smoke shelf and the smoke
chamber. Each of these plays a part in the

perfect functioning of the chimney. In the

construction of a chimney there are two essen-

tials to remember the flue area should be

one-tenth the area of the opening into the

room
;
and the smoke chamber must be properly

placed so that it can take up the inequalities
of the up and down draughts and keep the

smoke going steadily up the chimney.
The chimney is built in the following fash-

ion: First there are the hearth and opening
and fire chamber. At the top, the fire chamber
is built fonvard to form the throat or opening
into the smoke chamber. The throat is 3" or

4" deep and is closed at the bottom by an ad-

justable damper. The narrowness of the throat

makes the srrrtlke and gases rush upward into

the smoke chamoer above.

When the fire is lighted the warm air rises

to the front of this flue and into the smoke

chamber, driving the cold air down the back.

Something must stop this cold air circulation

from getting down into the fire chamber. Hence
there is placed at the bottom of the smoke

chamber, close by the upper edge of the throat,
a little partition or smoke shelf that swirls the
cold air around until it is carried into the path
of the rapidly ascending warm column and on

up the chimney.

Fire Chambers and Hearths

The depth of the fire chamber should be one-
half the width. The sides and back should

slope so that the heat is thrown out into the
room. To secure the proper slope for the sides,
make the width of the back two-thirds of the

front, letting the sides first run straight back
for the width of a brick. Allow the back to

rise perpendicularly for about a foot before
it begins to slope forward toward the throat.

The kind of hearth is decided by taste. It

may be brick, stone or cement. The only pre-
caution to follow and this applies to the entire

fireplace and chimney is not to have any tim-
bers in close proximity lest they catch fire.

The field stone fire-

place with a broad
hearth is best for sum-
mer camps and cot-

tages

A camp fireplace
should extend into the

Irving room and be its

dominating feature of

hospitality

For a city home a

fireplace of dressed
stone is possible where
the furnishings are in

harmon v
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The POSSIBILITIES of a SMALL ROSE GARDEN
BEATRIX BUDELL

A -'.am

-385

// JIOM />/on a rose garden, let it be for

roses alone. The bushes will not com-

bine well with other plants, either

physically or esthetically

'
I ^HE best results in gardening, as in

JL everying else, come from individu-

ality backed by knowledge, but to most

of us individuality plus knowledge sug-

gests expense it means calling in the

specialist. Perhaps that is one reason

why good rose gardens are so scarce in

our smaller suburban towns. Even those

of us who have spent years in gardening
sometimes lack initiative. We should

like to call in the landscape gardener
and have a real rose garden, but instead

we do as our neighbor does and make
flower beds and borders. That is

cheaper.
The delightful old New England gardens

of our grandmothers' day had every requisite

that a rose garden, or any other garden,

should have. Simplicity was their keynote.

Their makers took as precedent the thing

they knew, the English adaptation of the

Italian gardens of the Renaissance, in vogue
in England at the time of the Puritan exodus.

The design was often the same; paths radiat-

ing from a central bed and all encompassed

by the higher varieties of flowers, wall or

hedge which gave it great seclusion. A gar-

den as well as a room should be lived in to

give it charm, and one of the greatest of all

charms is that intimacy which comes from

perfect privacy.

Unity Essential

Unity is the natural result of seclusion.

A garden restricted to a distinct area has to

be treated more or less formally, and for a

An arch covered with pink
or white Dorothy Perkins

forms a thoroughly suita-

ble entrance to the small
rose garden

Simplicity must be the keynote of the

small garden. Whatever ornaments are

used should be dignified and unosten-

tatious, like this sundial

rose garden, formal or semi-formal treat-

ment is usually the best. A rose garden
can be as small or as large as the avail-

able space and the purse of the owner
can make it; but beds scattered over the

lawns are not rose gardens. The rose

garden, though so small that it can be in-

cluded in a city backyard, must be as

complete as are sunken or Italian gar-
dens.

A Perfected Plan

Small gardens have a charm of their

own. I know one that tops the rise of a

broad lawn and forms one of a group of

transitions from the house and its enfolding
green to the practical vegetable and fruit gar-
dens. The arches and sundial are simple in

design, as they should be for such a small

garden, and their slight ornamentation adds

just enough to attract that second glance of

interest which means so much.
From this little garden of eighty-five bushes

roses were obtained from the first week in

June until late in November, and that in spite
of the unfavorable conditions resulting from
the shade of adjacent trees. The hybrid per-

petuals and one hybrid tea Gruss an Teplitz
are planted on the outer edges, making a

sort of hedge, while the inner borders and the

two oblong beds within the garden contain

hybrid teas. The choicer varieties are placed

by themselves in the parallel beds and also in

front of the broader bed that forms the back-

ground for the sundial. At least two plants

(Continued on page 68)
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A YEAR-OLD GARDEN in the TWO-YEAR CLASS
An Object Lesson for Those Who

Claim. That Quick Results and

Permanency Never

Go Together

OFTEN
the thought comes, as we look for

the first time upon some particularly

pleasant flower garden, "I wonder how long it

has taken to attain this effect?"

Obviously the answer must vary, although
in the majority of cases it will range between

two and six or more years. Anything less than

that is well, unusual. Hence the photographs
shown on this page.

In June, 1917, the first seed was sown and

the first plant set in this little garden on the

North Shore of Long Island. One year later

(July, 1918, to be exact) the photographs were

taken. In the results they illustrate lies an

object lesson for those who assert that only
after considerable time can a planting become

perfect.

The Plants and Plan

Within the dwarf box edgings which outline

the beds of this 75' x 100' garden are plantings
which are by no means temporary, despite the

quick results they have given. There

are many perennials hollyhocks, wild

asters, iris, Sweet William, foxgloves,

lupines, peonies, phlox, pyrethrum and

others which are already well estab-

lished. From early spring to late

autumn something is always in bloom,

a constantly changing succession of

forms and colors. Here and there, too,

are small junipers and arborvitaes

which serve the double purpose of ac-

cent points and backgrounds during
the flower season, and touches of liv-

ing green which keep the garden al-

ways present through the dormant

Many perennials are in evidence in

the beds. Hollyhocks, iris and climb-

ing roses are among them, the taller

growers being at the back

One year before the picture was taken
this garden on the grounds of M.
Allen Warren, Esq., at Huntington,
Long Island, was no garden at all

winter months when all else is dull.

As to the ground plan, its outstand-

^^ ing characteristics are simplicity and
directness straight paths at right

angles to each other, brick bordered

and scrupulously well kept. The rose

arch, gate, bench and bird bath are in

keeping with the sane informality evi-

denced throughout the planting. Two
cardinal principles have been followed

in the arrangement of the plants them-

selves : the tall growers must be placed
at the back of the beds, and no clash-

ing of colors shall be permitted. The

grade of the flower banks rises nat-

urally from the edges of the walks.

Suggestions for Others

The creation of a one-year garden such as

this hinges upon wise selection and doing the

right thing at the right time. The box bushes

and evergreens will, of course, give the de-

sired results as soon as they are planted, for

they can be bought already well developed
from the nurserymen who specialize in such

stock. If shrubbery is needed for the bound-

aries it can come from the same source.

Whatever annual flowers are used are grown
from seed planted in the spring of the year in

which they bloom, and rose bushes set out in

early April will yield some blossoms the first

summer. Certain perennials, such as dahlias

and iris, will also bloom the same season their

roots are planted, but most of the year-after-

year flowers must be grown from seed planted
in seed-beds during June or July and trans-

planted later to their permanent places in the

garden where they will blossom the following
season.

Simplicity and directness characterize the

garden throughout, in the neat, brick-bor-
dered paths, the planting scheme, the bird

fountain and white bench
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The scheme for this garage was to house two cars and afford living accom-
modations for the chauffeur. These are treated as separate units, a fire wall

separating the living quarters from the garage proper. The rooms, which
are on the first floor include a bedroom, bath and large closet. A window in

bath and bedroom provides light and ventilation and the quarters, although

compact, are sufficient for comfort. In the garage proper there is space for
two cars. It is heated by a system placed in the cellar and the cellar is

reached by an outside stairs. Provision has been made for such necessary

equipment as patented trap for waste oil and gas, with a concrete floor

pitched to drain to the trap. Electric lights and attachments are planned, a

gasolene storage in the cellar and a work bench at the rear. Beneath the

eaves is a storage room. The constriction calls for stucco over hollow tile

and a slate roof. The view to the left shows the chauffeur's rooms

TWO SMALL GARAGES DESIGNED
for HOUSE & GARDEN

By FRANK J. FORSTER, Architect

In planning the one-car garage below the architect removes it from the

ordinary class by making it an architectural feature that will grace a small

property. It is inexpensive, built of clapboard siding painted white. The
doors are of batten construction and the roof is shingle stained silver gray.
The dip of the ridge gives individuality to the roof. A trellis to one side add*

interest and is a small item of expense. On the other side, built in as part

of the structure is a small closet for grease, etc. There is a cement floor inside

and a work bench at the rear. A door from the garage leads to the space
behind the trellis where gasolene and other accessories as need not be

covered can be stored. The ceiling of the garage can be either left unfinished
or boarded over, in which case storage room is provided for extra accessories.

Two windows, one on each side, afford sufficient light for working around
the car during the daytime
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO
43

OF GOOD INTERIORS

A color scheme full

of warmth and in-

terest has been used

in the dining room

of the New York
home of Mrs. A.

Edward Ells. The

furniture is painted
maize color and up-
holstered in dull blue

velvet. A warm
maize tone is used

for the silk gauze
tinder - curtains and
blue damask for
over- curtains. A
painted screen in

varying tones on a

warm beige ground
is an interesting note.

At the window is a

fish bowl on an iron

stand hung' with

crystals. Mrs. Em-
mot Buel, decorator

The possibilities of
the city roof garden
are shown in this

view of the apart-
ment of the deco-

rator, Mrs. A. Van
R. Barnewall, New
York City. An iron

grille with high gate
stands between the

living room and the

porch to the garden.
Trellis over stucco

walls, wrought iron

fixtures and painted

porch furniture are

used in this garden
vestibule. Beyond
lies the garden with

its flagged walks and
stucco, brie k-

trimmed enclosing
walls and an old

stone fountain set

back in an alcove

II '!'

II :
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The living room is

approached through a

wide halliuay hung
with a huge tapestry
and an interesting col-

lection of paintings.
A tall Chinese screen
shuts off a service

door and adds a bril-

liant note. These jour
views are from the

apartment of Mrs. D.
C. Jackling, San

Francisco

An atmosphere of
ease and comfort in

the paneled oak liv-

ing room has been

attained, despite its

great size, by the

clever arrangement
of the interesting
collection of old

English furniture,
among which are

some particularly

'ovely needlework
chairs
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The book cases have
been built in the
library so as to form
panels of brilliant
color making the

many toned bindings
into an integral part

of the decorative
scheme fff the room.

Through the well

proportioned do or -

way there is shown a

glimpse of the dining
room

At one side of the

huge living room
directly above a

long refectory table

hangs a full length

portrait of Mrs.

Jackling. The re-

straint and simplici-

ty of the paneling
are in keeping with
the dignified treat-

ment of the entire

room. Mrs. Edgar
de Wolfe, decorator
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If space permits and
the background is in

harmony, one may use

an old chest with a

formal chair beside it.

The group is natural

and the chair restful.
H. B. Russell, archi-

tect

Campbell

WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH THE LANDING?
How to Furnish That Half-way Spot One Finds in Almost Every House

Making It an Intimate Corner of Distinction

THE
stairs landing is the half-way place

on the journey to the floor above. In

most instances it is architecturally necessary,
for the stairs must turn and the line of ascent

be broken if the flight is long. This creates a

little spot that can be made very pleasant by
the proper disposition of furniture.

Some landings open on a row of windows
set in a bay, and there the natural inclination

is to build in a window seat. Well cushioned
and pillowed, it forms a pleasant nook where
the young people can read on wet days, or you

On a narrow landing a small table and two chairs

suffice, as in the residence of J. R. Sheffield, Esq.,
New York City. W. B. Chambers, architect

can take your sewing, or dancers use for tete-a-

tetes. This, perhaps, is the most common
treatment.

When the landing is secluded and offers

privacy, it may be furnished as a writing cor-

ner, with desk and chair. The telephone can

be there, midway between the two floors.

If one is so fortunate as to have a landing
that sweeps out into a balcony overlooking the

stairs or the lower hall, the space can be fur-

nished with couch, table and chairs. With
these it becomes a little upstairs reception

room, a corner for tea, a place of

informal entertainment.

In most instances, however, one

has merely a landing, a halt in the

stairs. Ordinarily it should be left

unfurnished, for nothing should be

placed on the stairs that would im-

pede passage or cause accidents.

Where the landing is large it may
have an informal group composed
of a little table and a chair, or a

more formal composition of a chest

and a high-back chair. In the

former case, this table say, a

gate-leg can hold the family mail

box or, if it is en route to the bed-

rooms, the night candles can be

placed on it, ready for guests to

take their lights as they pass.
A little group of this sort can be

made colorful with flowers, in fact,

one can often turn the landing into

a little solarium where the win-
dows give sunlight enough for the

plants through the winter.

Only one warning, however. Do
not crowd this spot; keep the pas-

sage free. While it is a small item
in the furnishing of the house, it

is one that deserves to be handled with re-

straint and a view to comfort.

The success of any house is the sum of just
such small corners. Furnish them with care

and the house as a whole will take care of

itself. The care required depends upon the

individual problem, the furnishing on your
tastes and purse capacity. A stairs landing

suitably handled, with a view to the passage

required, can be made one of the most intimate

and interesting corners of the house and will

successfully add to its distinctive atmosphere.

Where there is a balcony, as in the New York
home of R. H. Gallatin, a table, chair and couch
can be used. Ingalls & Hoffman, architects
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The house is

modern English

adapted to

Am er icon re-

quirements. Built

of rough red

brick laid in En-
glish bond; roof

variegated rough
slate. This view
shows driveway

entrance

A livable plan
has been devel-

oped, opening
jrom the hall on

one side to the

dining room and

service, quarters

beyond,^nd on

the other to the

living room and

loggia with its

gable roof

The street side

shows the pic-

turesque skyline,

the broad wall

surfaces and the

interesting touch

of half timber in

the sun room
gable. The chim-

neys are an im-

portant feature
in the effect

Upstairs a mas-
ter's suite is

house-depth and
other bedrooms

range down the

hall, with serv-

ants' rooms
above the
kitchen. Econo-

my of hall space
gives good room

area here

THE RESIDENCE OF FRANK D. POTTER, Esq.

RYE, N. Y.

Lewis Colt .libra, Architect
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The combination of gas
with one of these smart
French ranges makes an
excellent equipment for
an all-year kitchen

THE VARIETY OF RANGES
Coal, Gas, Coal-and-Gas, Oil, Electricity and Alcohol Present

a Wide Choice for Every Possible Kitchen

EVA NAGEL WOLF

IF
civilized man cannot do without cooks,

just so dependent are good-natured cooks

upon perfect working ranges. So, if the house-

wife be cook, or if she has a good-natured
cook she is desirous of retaining, she will see to

it that the range is good and in perfect working
order.

There are several important points to be set-

tled before purchasing a range and the bride

who has this problem before her would do well

to consider first and purchase afterwards.

There is the question of fuel, for we have

ranges that burn coal, wood, gas, oil, electricity

and alcohol, the latter, small ones, practical

for yachts.

Next, the relative cost of the various fuels,

and that which is most practical for the indi-

vidual requirement should be determined, not

forgetting the manner in which one is living.

For instance, the home may be in the country

where gas has not yet been piped, or in the

suburbs where there is no electricity. Again,
one may live in an apartment where there is

electricity, but no gas, and vice versa. At any

rate, there are conditions to be considered

apart from economy.
But there is one point for both to remember,

namely a range of the best quality is the only

kind to buy. With good treatment it will last

a lifetime. It should be free of all unnecessary
ornamentation and as easily kept clean as any

Another combination, suitable jor ihe house-

wife who does her own work, is a gas range
with a fireless cooker attachment. It is

both economical and labor-saving
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For the summer camp the oil stove can, be
used, and used effectively. This is the pre-
serving kitchen in the camp of Mrs. George

Whalen, Raquette Lake, N. Y.

The electric range at

the left shows the sim-

plicity of its working.
Courtesy of the Edi-

son Co.

Electric table stoves
as that on the right
will save labor and
expense. Courtesy

Edison Co.

utensil in the kitchen. The various parts
should be easily and quickly disconnected for

the simple soap-and-water bath, and in the

case of iron, oiled and put together again. No
longer is blackening considered desirable any
more than the gummed-up ornamented iron

surface of the old-fashioned coal stove.

Wood and Coal Ranges

Great changes have taken place since 1760,
when the first wood stove was formed of five

ornamented iron plates held together with long
bolts. The front was left open, but evidently
the fire was controlled by an extra piece of

iron and the smoke carried off by a flue placed
at the side. It was not until 1802 that anthra-
cite coal was burned in a grate, and much later

before it was burned in a stove.

It was was and still is a feat for the inex-

perienced woman to keep a fire in the range
unless of perfect construction, and still a thank-
less task that of handling coal and the conse-

(Continued on page 49)

Mo San Ree, the slant-eyed chef, is cook-

ing at a gas-and-coal range, the gas at-

tachment being set on the side, with the

gas broiler and oven above
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1. Dig the soil 2. Walk backward and smooth

deeper each the ground with a wooden rake

year. A fork may
be used in well g&afmm**mmmammm*m^mmmmfim
worked gardens iSSKfSUffL

3. A sharpened stick or plant
label makes the small drill

5. In making the

wide drill for

peas the whole
width of the hoe

is utilized

6. Lettuce and similar seeds

are sown in narrow drills

direct from the envelope

4. For the medi-
um sized drill,

hold the draw
hoe on edge so as
to use its end

7. The medium
sized drill is the

one to make for

planting bush
beans

8. Onion sets, too, can
be planted in the drill

of medium size. This

entails considerably less

labor than making in-

dividual holes for them,
and the results are good

9. Bush limas should go
in double rows in the

wide drill. Planted thus,

they will make a well

filled line. Artificial

supports are unneces-

sary for bush varieties

HOW TQ PLANT

Photographs by W. C. McCollon

10. In the wide drill peas
are sown broadcast to

assure a good row. After
the plants are well

above ground they may
be thinned out if the

row is crowded

11. Corn, pumpkins, cu-

cumbers, melons, etc.,

are sown in hills. The
soil in the hills should
be thoroughly culti-

vated several inches

deep and well enriched
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APRIL PLANTINGS in the VEGETABLE GARDEN
Preparing the Ground, Making Drills for the Seed, Sowing and Other Details

A List of Vegetables on Which to Base Your Selection

WILLIAM C. McCOLLOM

Swiss chard is excellent for canning. It

is one of the vegetables which should be

sown in drills during April

WHY do we dig the soil ? Without ques-
tion it is one of the finest forms of

exercise we have, but this is not the reason

witness the fact that those who need it the

most get the4east of it !

No, we dig* for the same reason that the

fanner plows: to bring to the surface the

lower soils with their abundant chemicals

which are quickly converted into plant food

by the sun and air. Furthermore, the con-

stant working breaks the soil lumps and in

this way releases the natural plant food that

they contain. Soils that are well pulverized
are loose and porous, admitting air and re-

taining moisture. Poorly ventilated soils

which are quickly stripped of their vegetation

by summer droughts can be attributed to im-

proper working. The subsoil strata are imper-
vious to roots and moisture unless they are

broken, and when this discolored loam is

brought to the surface it is quickly changed into

a dark, productive soil. In England, where the

same soil has been tilled for centuries and has

produced abundantly, the gardens are dug sev-

eral feet deep, with the result that they are a

mass of loose, friable earth that is retentive of

moisture and encourages deep rooting.

Dig Deeper Each Year

When digging the ground it is advisable to

make a practice of working down a little deeper
each year until you have reached a depth where

results are not guessed at but can be quite ac-

// is less labor, and just as productive of

good results, to plant the onion sets in drills

instead of individual holes

Radishes sown between the rows of peas will

mature before the latter grow large enough to

harm them

curately estimated. Plants that have a good

deep bed of loose, fertile earth are vigorous and

seldom troubled with insects or disease; ordi-

nary dry spells do not cause the plants to suffer,

as the lower soil contains abundant moisture

which reaches them by capillary attraction.

Soils that have been worked for several

seasons and which are well pulverized can be

worked with a digging fork in preference to a

spade. The fork penetrates more easily than

a spade and there is less tendency for the soil to

pack. In stiff, clayey soils where a spade must

be used it is advisable to take a fork afterward

to break all the surface lumps, because when

Parsnips occupy the ground through the

entire season, so you cannot plan to use

their space for anything else

these lumps are allowed to bake the live

organisms in them are destroyed and the soil

is rendered useless for vegetation.

Laying Out the Garden

After digging the ground should be raked

level. Where possible to use it a wooden rake

is preferred for this purpose, as it pulverizes
more thoroughly than a steel rake. Then get

out that garden plan suggested in the January
issue, the seeds, garden line, measuring stick,

hoe, etc., and start at the end of the garden

opposite where you want the tall plants, since

most of the early vegetables are dwarf or of

quick maturity. The side nearest the street

vou should reserve for tall plantings later, so

that you can work in the garden undisturbed.

Mark labels plainly with the names, varieties

and other information about the seeds you in-

tend to sow now, and arrange them with some

consideration of their maturity time and habits.

Types that stay all season should be kept to

one side, as parsnip, parsley, oyster-plant,

herbs, etc. Those that require wide spacing
because of their height can have a row of some

quick maturing crop sown between them.

Place the marked labels where the rows are

to be located, setting them all before any at-

tempt is made to sow the seed. Lay the pack-

ages of seed alongside the marked labels, and

you will then be ready for the drills. Start

these right, putting the marking line in place

(Continued- on page 66)
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The first SO' of the planted area, in which the short season crops are so arranged that when they are harvested their places will be

taken by plantings of others. The grouping of the pole beans, corn and tomatoes at one end eliminates the hindrance which

their shade voicld be. were it to fall on the smaller growing vegetables

THE FOUR STAGES of the GARDEN
A Graphic Portrayal of What Cross Sections of the Vegetable Area Should Be at

Monthly Intervals During the Active Growing Season

VISUALIZING
a whole vegetable garden

is no easy task real visualizing, that is,

in which a worm's-eye as well as a bird's-eye

view of each and all the rows is presented.

Difficult as is the undertaking, however, it

must be attempted if you would have a garden
of one hundred per cent productiveness, for the

simple reason that all of the ground must be

kept working all of the time. There must be

no waste of either time or space. To accom-

plish this a knowledge of each row's condition

throughout the season is essential; hence the

necessity for visualizing.

In depicting garden layouts the usual method

is to show a ground plan of the arrangement
as it appears from above. However detailed

and explanatory such plans may be they are

not really graphic they lack the worm's-eye

perspective. In an attempt to overcome their

deficiencies the chart shown here was developed.

The First Stage

Imagine, for the moment, that it is May 15th

and that you are looking simultaneously at the

G. T. HUNTINGTON
Chart data prepared by F. F. Rockwell

topmost horizontal line of the chart on this

page and down the rows of your vegetable gar-
den-as-it-should-be. You are facing the south,

with the east at your left and at your right

the west, because the planted rows run north

and south for the sake of an even distribution

of sunlight through the day. Thus placed you
can see only the first plant in each row, but

others are beyond, extending in orderly lines

for 50' or more like soldiers standing at atten-

tion in "company front."

Beginning at the left or east end of the

garden, then, you notice that the first 18" of

space (each of the vertical divisions of the

chart represents 1') are unoccupied. Then
comes the first row pole bean seedlings under

portable glass forcers, for the season is early

yet and beans need heat. Another 18" to the

west is a row of onion sets, and next to it, at

the same distance, the pole limas, also under

glass. Spinach, young tomato plants and the

rest follow in their order and at proper inter-

vals as you follow the line to the west end of

the garden, 100' away at the right side of

page 53. The late peas and much of the main

corn crop do not show above ground as yet,

for they have just been planted. Throughout
the whole 100' you will notice that the spacing

of the rows depends upon such points as culti-

vation requirements, the size and habit of the

mature plants, and the period through which

they occupy the ground.

The Second Stage

One month later, on the line below, growth

has correspondingly advanced. The first spin-

ach, radishes, cabbage, cauliflower, peas, beets,

lettuce, turnip, kohlrabi and carrots are ready

for use, and within the next month their places

will usually be taken either by succession plant-

ings or sowings of late season crops. In the

cases of the onion row between the pole beans

and the limas, the spinach between the limas

and the tomatoes, and the radishes between

the two rows of tomatoes, the growth of the

flanking vegetables is such that by July 15th

it heavily shades the intervening spaces. For

this reason intercrops are chosen which will
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Above is the other half of the garden, adjoining that on the opposite page. Ti:<o and a half feet is the space represenied between
the Swiss chard row on that page and the line of tall late peas. The scale of feet is the same throughout both halves of the

chart 1' to each of the vertical divisions

be out of the way before this shade becomes

too dense.

Certain of the plants shown are, of course,

started in "flats" or seed boxes, and trans-

planted later to the places they occupy on the

plan. Among these are the tomatoes, radishes,

cabbage, cauliflower and lettuce. The melons

and squash particularly should have well en-

riched soil. A good method of handling them
is to plant the seeds late in April where they
are to grow, and cover them with portable

glass topped frames which will give them a

higher temperature and can be removed as the

weather grows warmer.

The Last Two Stages

The July 15th stage finds the garden yield-

ing crops while at the same time twenty-odd
feet are devoted to newly planted vegetables.
These latter occupy the space which has been

vacated by the cabbage, cauliflower, peas, early
beets and carrots, lettuce and kohlrabi. Here
is an example of succession planting, a prin-

ciple whose intelligent application is essential

to the garden of 100 per cent productiveness.

''Keeping the ground at work" connotes the

maximum yield of vetgetables.

By the middle of August the whole garden is

carrying its full load, for the melons and other

vine crops have so nearly attained their growth
that they have spread over all the surface al-

lotted to them. The development of the other

rows is so clearly shown on the chart that it

requires no further explanation here.

A careful study of the allotment of space to

the various vegetables will repay, because the

distances between rows are the minimum which
can exist in the successful garden. Where the

available space is less limited, somewhat larger

spaces may be permitted, though they will avail

little except in making for greater ease in cul-

tivation. In this connection it is well to re-

member that too wide spaces between the rows

give an opportunity for weeds to develop which

only extra cultivation of the ground can hold

in check.

Another point to note is the grouping of most
of the taller and more spreading crops at the

ends of the garden, thus leaving the central

portion for a concentration of smaller things.
The chief reason for this is that the tall growers
are mainly long-season crops which cast con-

siderable shade in which lesser vegetables could

not thrive. The grouping of the corn and
melons results from the fact that these vege-
tables succeed well in close proximity to each

other in fact, the melons, cucumbers and

squashes can overrun the corn rows without

detriment to anything concerned.

No provision has been made for the small

fruit*, herbs or such things as asparagus, which

require specially prepared soil in an area all

to themselves. For reasons which need not be

gone into here it is inadvisable to combine

plantings of vegetables and cane fruits. The
latter should constitute another garden, or else

be used merely around the borders of the vege-
table area where their roots will not interfere

with the cultivation of the soil in which the

annual plants are growing. The same rule

applies to fruit trees; and as for strawberries,

they need a section quite their own. The space
needed for the herbs, of course, is so limited

that they may be planted almost anywhere
around the edges where there is an unoccupied
bit of ground.

Regarding Potatoes

Potatoes, it will be noted, have not been in-

cluded in this hypothetical garden. While
these vegetables are usually the first thing that

the beginning gardener thinks of growing, they
should by no means lie his first actual choice

in the majority of cases. Great as has been the

popularity of potatoes, the fact remains that

growing them has decided drawbacks. Failure

to appreciate these has brought about innumer-
able disappointments, to say nothing of the

waste of time, space and seed.

Potatoes cannot be simply planted in any old

piece of ground and expected to grow properly.
For one thing they need considerable room, as
well as prompt and thorough cultivation at the

right times. They are subject, also, to attacks

by insects which will quite destroy the plants if

spraying is postponed or done in a half-hearted
sort of way. In certain seasons sometimes

apparently because of the weather, and at other
times for no evident reason at all the plants
will be struck by blight which may seriously

injure the crop if it does not actually destroy it.

For the returns to be commensurate with the
labor involved, soil and weather conditions
must be right, and you must understand and
be able to give the attention demanded.
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The house follows the lines of Southern
Italian architecture, with its vigorous

moldings and belt courses, delicate iron

balconies and simple tiled roof, a roof full

of color and texture variation

An approach to the house is effected by a

flight of brick and stone steps between

high walls, above which sLretch the

gardens and broad lawns hedged in with
box and specimen cedars

The front ,,'oor is constructed cj

teak -wood, hand carved and fin-

ished with bronze grilles

THE RESIDENCE of

D. H. E. JONES, Esq.

BAY RIDGE, L. I.

J. SARSFIELD KENNEDY, Architect
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Suitable for living room curtains and slip covers

comes a bold patterned cretonne with birds and

flowers in blue, yellow, rose and green on a gray or

black ground. 34" wide. $1.25 a yard

In the center above is

a vision in silk of the

old Russia in mellow
tones on a natural color

Tussor ground. 31"
wide. 1.50 a yard

Another batikesque silk thin China silk shows

black elephants ambling through a forest of gay

yellow, green and rose. Suitable for a small hall-

way. Fabric pictured above and below. 31" wide.

?1.50 a yard

n
Out o/ Greenwich Village comes a silk suitable lor
boudoir curtains done in a batik manner with orange
and black trees on a peacock blue ground. The de-

sign is in the center below. 31", $1.50

Imagine a white nursery
with curtains of this

fabric showing black

and white bunnies on a
blue checkered back-

ground. 32", $1.80

For a sun porch or country dining room comes a

smart cretonne with yellow and black flowers on a
linen color ground. It is suilabls to us* w..h ytl-
lou' gauze glass curtains. 34" wide. Priced at

$1.25 a yard

SPRINGTIME
FABRICS
ARE FULL
of COLOR

and GAIETY

They may be purchased
through the Hous(^ & Garden

Shopping Service. 19 If. 441*

St., New York City
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PLANNING the GROUNDS of a SMALL PLACE

A Letter lo the Architect Somewhere in France

FREDERICK N. EVANS

"VT'OU want letters. How
1 would it be if I were

to tell you about how things
have gone with 'your' house
since you saw it in the shav-

ings and clod stage?
"Gross flattery that it is, I

must say that we have de-

sired no changes since we
moved in, which speaks fair-

ly well for your ability to

diagnose our needs. One is

aware of a slightly guilty

feeling in saying that he is

very comfortable these days,
but we have been that.

"Our eaveless house and
latticed garden some have

thought queer. One woman
asked earnestly when the

carpenters would finish the

roof, and two respectable cit-

izens have asked me what
breed of hens I was going to

keep behind the fence

choice sarcasm, had the ques-
tions been put in any differ-

ent way than they were.

Honest remarks from neigh-
bors have been responded to

without smiles (visible ones).
Some of us have a creed that

a bit of architecture may be
looked upon as symbolic, like

sculpture. To us your house
recalls certain pleasant past

years spent in New England.
"They say that the cob-

bler's children usually go
without shoes. But I could
not bring myself to be

neglectful, or should I

say, so conventional.

Nothing is said about
the cobbler's own feet,

and didn't I, too, in-

habit these grounds?
Therefore, I took the

paper and pencil, and
worked out a plan, not
in order to do a profes-
sional 'stunt,' but to

make sure that we were
not to lose one square
inch of property for

so

The home is the house

plus its surroundings
even if one neighbor
did ask when the car-

penters would finish

the roof

The planting: are so

arranged that the view

from the hallway and
entrance is extensive

and unobstructed by
trees

our own rightful use.

"I am sending you a

sketch of it. My idea was

to connect up the outside

with the interior, in public,

private and service parts.

This is the inviolable land-

scape architectural saw, you
know. I think that I have

not let many more square
inches go to waste outside

in my grounds than you
have cubic inches inside.

"To hedge or not to hedge
was not long a question.
The primness of the exte-

rior said 'Hedge!' There

being a plant for every pur-

pose, the Japanese barberry
could not be kept out of the

front-line trench. I al-

lowed three full feet be-

tween the hedge row and
the sidewalk. Had we had

just a little more of the

earth's crust at our disposal
I should have made it four

feet. For even a small

place that gives a very dis-

tinctive effect.

"No garage? Well, no
machine! And yet the

thought of this ultimate

need in a future cycle is not

left out. The structure

would be placed in what is

the play area, and the drive

put in by moving the rear

of the garden forward, or

it could be brought in on
the side where the stepping

stones lie.

"The garden is a

great joy. Inside the

shelter now covered

with vines we often

have luncheon out of

doors. In the flower

border there has been
bloom from the first

early squills, through
the season of bleeding-
heart and irises to the

present second fullness

of the wonderful gar-

The garden in

the clod stage
was scarcely pre-

possessing

But with the

planting well un-
der way it looks

differently

II

Even delivery

boys will use the

stepping stones

30" apart

A sense of full

luxuriance is

manifest in the

flower border
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den phlox. Many other flowers there are

which I shall leave to your guess from

the pictures I send. For large gardens,

you will agree, the annuals are best by

themselves, but for this kind of an inti-

mate 'patch' I say bring them in. One
wants the feeling of full luxuriance in

every cranny, and the friends of a single

season give this. Then, too, they pay
abundant rent by giving plenty of cut

flowers and keeping out the weeds. And

so, against the clumps of coreopsis and

peonies and anchusa I have plants and

plants of nasturtiums, pansies and mig-

nonette, and further back in the bed

African marigolds, asters and petunias.
"The little folks' play is not confined

to the labeled play area any more than all

living is carried on in your living room.

The sense of possession of a domain makes
the little people happy. In the play area

are a bird house and a pool made by

sinking half a cask in the ground. Gold-

fish were to flop gracefully about in it,

but alas, they were not purchased before

they were found to be no longer in the

market here. To put a stop to neighbor

boys' paddling in and about the edges
and making a mud puddle, several craw-

fish were captured and interned therein.

The offenders cannot be bribed to put boy-
ish toes into the water now.

"The border of the play area is a museum of

roses, cucumbers, cabbages and cannas; this in

response to childish demands. It is barbaric

but stimulating, delighting the little proprie-

tors' eyes, and even instructing the elders in

the possibilities of combinations of foliage.

"We are by no means minus our war garden,
but that is on the vacant lot close by.

The garden shelter

invites elders as

well as dolls to

luncheon

Cellar window
ventilation is not
hindered by the

planting

'It did not take long, by locking the gate
now and then, to persuade the tradesmen not

to enter through the garden. The stepping
stones, let it be explained, are set 30 inches

apart. Delivery boys in a hurry will step on
them thus, and at the regular garden spacing
of 2 feet they will not, only finding them con-

fusing hazards.

"I know tjjat you will not wish any more

lengthy account. The details from which

shelter, gates and lattice were made give

you a more eloquent narrative of the pro-

portion of things. The shelter I put up

myself, after having the wood cut at the

mill. The brick and the broken stone

walks, too, I laid, for e\en ise and to

save money for W. S. S. It was plea>ant

labor.

"Indeed, I wonder sometimes whether

the 'land proprietor' is any happier among
his professionally landscaped acres than I

am when pottering about these grounds
which I have planned and worked on my-
self. Were I in his place I should doubt-

less follow his example, but there would

not be the same sense of personal achieve-

ment. They are so intimately a part of us,

these shrubs and walks and flowers, for in

a sense we have created them.

"And now the price paid for a pleasant

glimpse out of doors is a weekly pushing
of the mower; an occasional weeding, and,

through the drought of July, a sprinkling
of evenings. How a summer watering

helps autumn flowering no one will know
until he has practiced it. It really is

hardly a 'price', for there are far more
boresome tasks than playing a hose over

the flower borders when the sun has gone
and the intangible dampness which comes

with night creeps into the air.

"When you return, come and visit us. You
will not have to sleep on the floor bed in a

room without sash, as you did erstwhile. I

suppose before we see you, you will have
formed some lasting impressions of German
architecture. But do not let that crowd out

ideals of our own American Colonial style,
which we 'over here' so much admire!"

START YOUR BUILDING NOW
House y Garden's Survey of the Building Situation Shows the Present

a Propitious Time for Going Ahead

DURING
the last three months HOUSE &

GARDEN has been making a country-wide

survey of building conditions, costs of ma-

terials, laboB, etc., in order that it might place
before its readers such facts as would guide
them in prospective building operations. The
collated opinions of architects, builders, and
manufacturers show a condition that is very

propitious for building. Architects attest that

the work is already beginning to creep from

their drafting boards. The Information Ser-

vice of HOUSE & GARDEN is receiving more

building inquiries on building than ever before

in its history. Manufacturers report that, de-

spite labor uncertainty and the confusion that

needs must follow the reintroduction of 2,000,-
000 men back into the business and manufac-

turing world, prices will soon begin to show a

more reasonable proportion.
The war put a necessary inhibition on build-

ing and the transportation of building mate-

rials. Six months have passed now since the

armistice was signed. Government contracts

are no longer eating up the output of our fac-

tories, and the railroads are open for the

handling
'

of building necessities. For four

years men and women who planned to build

homes were hesitant about the prospects, and

during the past two years private building al-

most came to a standstill.

This situation now changed, it is both the

opportunity and the duty of those who plan

to build to go ahead with the work. While

prices are still high, the only way they can be

lowered is by increasing the demand for the

goods. Increased demand brings quantity pro-

duction, and quantity production brings lower

rates. Moreover, labor, seeing that there is

work to be done, will soon enough settle down
and do it. No situation is more conducive to

high prices than stagnation in the laboring and

manufacturing world. Without demand such

stagnation is inevitable.

It is the high prices of building material

that make so many prospective home builders

wait for the Utopia when prices will drop to a

pre-war level. As one architect explained it,,

"a good many people have forgotten the fact

that in normal times building increased about

five per cent, a year, so that if there had been
no war, building in 1919 would have been
about twenty-five per cent, more than in 1914.

Therefore, the excess price for abnormal times

must be calculated above the twenty-five per
cent. On this basis the excess for normal
times is not as great as some people think."

Another architect advises that readers will

not gain much by long postponement of their

building operations. They may get a slight
deduction in cost, but they would lose the ad-

vantage and pleasure of their new building in

the interval. This same architect reports that

during the week previous he started excava-

tions for one $50,000 house in Cleveland, and

was going ahead with plans for twenty more
in the same city.

In the Ijeginning of any great resumption of

business, such as building, the work must nec-

essarily creep at first. Yet there is every indi-

cation that the desire of prospective builders

at the present is being witheld by fear of

prices. The first question, then, that a man
must ask himself is:

' "How much do I want
this home?" For four years he has been hesi-

tating on patriotic grounds. On the same pa-
triotic grounds he should now go ahead. Only
by the energies of the individual home builder,
the willingness and intent to see his dream of

a home consummated in brick and stone and

stucco, can the present creeping stage of the

building situation be stimulated into healthy
action.

HOUSE & GARDEN feels justified in advising
its readers to go ahead with their building. If

the work is on the architect's drafting boards,
dare the future and make it move from those
boards tell the architect to go ahead. If you
have not yet consulted an architect, go to him
now. Lay your plans now. Study up on the

purposes and capacities of the various build-

ing materials which go into the makeup of a
house. Plan to use the best materials your
money can buy. Get together with the archi-
tect. See that house begin to shape itself on

paper and then transform it from paper into
the real thing.
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April THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Fourth Month

The ground between
rows should be kept
well stirred with a

whed-hoe

The dead leaves

may be swept jrom
the ivy with o long

handled broom

The garden rows
should be laid out

before sowing is ac-

tually begun

SUNDAY
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The above is an illustration of a Persian Rug of Sarouk weave, having a deep,

rich blue ground, with soft tan, dull red and green shades in the design.

FINE EASTEKN KUGS
For Immediate Delivery

The character of the room naturally determines what is correct and
most appropriate in the design of the floor covering.

Our present stock of Antique and Modern Rugs comprises not alone

designs with a wealth of exquisite detail, but also those of a broad and free

treatment of ornament, adapted to rooms of the early English periods.

A very large selection, at no prohibitive cost, is at your disposal. If you
will acquaint us with your needs, we shall describe in detail those Kugs
best fitted to your purpose.

W: & J. SLOANE
Direct Importers of Eastern Rugs

Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK
WASHINGTON. D. C SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

&
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LivingRoom
o/me Coursfry House

DERHAPS
no other room permits such

adequate expression of a predilection
for harmonious surroundings as does

the Living Room of the modern country house.

fj[
The inviting sense of comfort, the spirit

jl of hospitality withal, the decorative

distinction, which should characterize this

important room may be realized quite readily

by recourse to this interesting establishment

and without the objection of prohibitive
cost. Here, indeed, are reproductions and

hand-wrought facsimiles of which the master-
makers of Early English, French and Italian

Furniture might well be proud.

ffl A visit to these twelve Galleries will

jl reveal a wealth of suggestion not alone

for the Living Room, but for the dignified
Hall and Dining Room, the garden bordered

Breakfast Room and the

daintily arranged Chamber
and Boudoir.

De luxe prints of

charming interiors

gratis upon request

^Furniture

rwntal

Grand Rapids fiirniiureCompany
INCORPORATED

34~36West 32i2 Street

New^brk City

Intarsia panel
from Cathedral of
Savona. By Ansel-

mo de Fornari,
1500

The Art of the Intarsiatore
(Continued from page 27)

time think this over, all you who
would banish the classics from educa-

tional curricula ! some of those refine-

ments such as the inlaid furniture per-

sisted and gained new hold on the

affections of the public. Eastern crafts-

men, however, were mainly responsible

for this.

As we know, inlaying did not originate

in Italy. From India, Persia and

Damascus it followed the early trade

routes in mediaeval times to Europe. It

flourished vigorously in its re-birth in

Italy and thence it passed north. As

early as the 13th Century Siena had be-

come famous as the centre of the art of

the intarsiatore.

Vasari is not quite accurate in his

statement that intarsia was introduced

in the time of Brunelleschi and Paolo

Uccelo, an art "namely, of the conjoin-

ing woods, tinted in different colors, and

representing with these buildings in per-

spective, foliage and various fantasies of

different kinds." However, we do not

know just who did introduce the art to

the Florentines. Vasari seems to have

thought slightingly of intarsia as he says
it was "practiced chiefly by those per-
sons who possessed more patience than
skill in design." But I suppose this was
a proper attitude for him to feel called

upon to take, as it was his business to

glorily the painters, not the intarsiatore.

However, he departs somewhat to add
to the laurels of Benedetto de Maino to

say that the presses which Benedetto
made for the Sacristy of Santa Maria
del Fiore were executed "with great

magnificence and art."

The Desk That Melted

He tells us, too, of the writing-desk
which Benedetto made for Alfonso, King
of Naples, of the two coffers for

Matthias Corvinus, King of Hungary,
and he tells how unsuccessfully these

coffers withstood the damp of the sea

voyage, the inlaid pieces becoming
loosened through the softening of the

glue, so that the coffers presented a

sorry sight when poor Benedetto opened
the cases before the King and the court

who had gathered to have a first peep
at these specimens of the renowned

craftsmanship of the Florentine. Bene-
detto stuck the pieces together as best

he could with Hungarian glue, and the

King was somewhat appeased and fairly

satisfied with the result. Nevertheless

Benedetto left Hungary in mortification

at the incident and so deeply to heart

did he take the matter that he aban-
doned intarsia except as an occasional

excursion, and took to sculpture and

wrought the marble pulpit in Santa
Croce.

By the early part of the 17th Century
intarsia was more commonly applied to

Italian furniture than to the more archi-

tectural forms of the work which had,
in earlier times, occupied the attention

of the intarsiatore. By this time, too,

ebony and other dark woods inlaid with

ivory and bone, the white inlaid parts

being often elaborately decorated in turn
with engraved pattern in tracery, had
come to be most popular.

This use of ivory or bone, often

tinted, in conjunction with dark woods
is also characteristic of the work of the

Spanish craftsmen of the 17th Century,
and at Goa the Portuguese work of this

sort was very finely wrought, though its

later period, as was the case in Spanish
work, greatly deteriorated in design. As
late as 1831 a sum amounting to $1,500,-
000 was expended on the wood inlay
decoration of four small rooms in the

palace of the Escurial in Madrid.

German Inlay

The Germans produced an enormous
amount of intarsia and marquetry, but
its character was marked by a Baroque
influence. Some of the early work is re-

markably fine, as that of the Hofkirche
in Innsbruck, but for the most part the

later work is "ponderously delicate" or

"delicately ponderous" as some one has

well put it. The German cabinet-

makers and inlayers who swarmed in

Paris from the middle of the 18th Cen-

tury produced much fine work under
the demands of French taste. Of the

(Continued on page 62)

A writing table of late 17th Century mar-

quetry of the William and Mary Period.

From the Windsor Castle Collection
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Garden Tools

NO
MORE back-breaking, browbedewing hoeing and

cultivating with old-fashioned tools. Work upright
with an Iron Age. Get health, exhilaration, genuine joy

from a turn in the garden.

Iron Age Garden Tools are made in many styles. There
are Hill and Drill Seeders that sow with remarkable ac-
curacy either in hills or drills, furrowing, planting, covering, pack-
ing the soil and marking the next row in one operation. There
are Single and Double Wheel Hoes that make furrows for such
crops as potatoes; that ridge, cultivate, hoe and rake, keeping the
soil in that well-mulched condition necessary for success.
For every garden seeding and tillage purpose an Iron Age. They
are used in thousands upon thousands of vegetable and flower
gardens by men, women, boys and girls who garden in a farm -like
way.

See your dealer and write for copy of "Modern Gardening"

Bateman M'f'g Co., Box 64G Grenloch, N. J.
Maker* of good implement* since 1836

Canadian Factory:
The Bateman-Wilkinson Co., Ltd.
64 Symington Ave., Toronto, Can.

a
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THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

The Art of the Intarsiatore

.HE wonderful tone which has made
the Sonora famous is rivalled by the

beauty of the period cabinets in which

the mechanism is placed.

To hear the Sonora and to see the Sonora is to

be convinced that it is unequalled. The Sonora

plays ALL MAKES of disc records perfectly with-

out extra attachments and Sonora won highest

score for tone quality at the Panama Pacific

Exposition.
A complete line of standard upright styles
and these magniiicent art models are available:

William 6- Mary
Jacobean
Adam
Colonial
Duncan Phyfe

Gothic
Louis XV
Louis XVI
Chippendale
Chinese Chippendale

Special designs or complete equipments will be

made to order.

$50 to $1000

3m.

George E. Brightson, President

NEW YORK Demonstration Salons:
Fifth Avenue at 53rd Street

279 Broadway
50 Broadway (Standard Arcade)

TORONTO Ryrie Building
Dealers Everywhere

(Continued from page 60)

German work Jackson says: "The Ger-

man inlays on the whole rather run to

arabesques and strapwork, or naturalis-

tic vases of flowers, with butterflies and

birds; one meets occasional perspectives

and even figures, but the work is gen-

erally harder and less successful than the

Italian technique, with a larger and less

intelligent use of scorched tints."

French Work

The French encouraged the art of the

intarsiatore at an early period, at least

as early as the 15th Century, and prac-
ticed it in France as early as 1644 when

Jean Mace of Blois was made "menuisier

et faisseur de Cabinets et tableaux en

marqueterie de bois" to Louis XIV then

aged six, and the remarkable achieve-

ments of later French workers in mar-

quetry gave the furniture of France

an imperishable fame.

Holland produced remarkable work-
ers in wood inlay. We do, in fact, more
often than not, associate with the

thought of Dutch furniture that of mar-

quetry decoration. The period from
1550 to 1650 marks the best Dutch

marquetry. The composition is some-
what fulsome, it is true, but this was
occasioned by the greater variety of

woods which Dutch commerce brought
to the hand of the Dutch worker, and

tempted him very often to sacrifice taste

to the multitude of materials. In this

respect the Italians were more fortunate.

The Dutch work inspired the French
workers of the early period. It was in

Holland that Jean Mace became versed
in the art.

English Marquetry

English marquetry owes its success to

the Dutch taste which introduced it. In

Evelyn's Diary an entry for 1664 tells

us that the English "did formerly much
glory" in their marquetry beds. Early
English inlaid work exhibits none of the

floral extravagance of the pieces inspired

by the Dutch taste. This Dutch influ-

ence, when it came, assumed sudden

sway, in consequence of which English

marquetry furniture is lacking in transi-

tional pieces. William, Mary and Anne
gave Dutch marquetry an influence that

might make one forget the furniture at

Hardwick Hall made for Bess of Hard-
wick or the cradle of James I. (1566.)

The Later Italian Products

When satinwood came into vogue to-

wards the end of the 17th Century,
painted furniture and more restrained

inlay work became fashionable, though
marquetry never died out. Queen
Margareta of Italy was always greatly
interested in reviving the old art of in-

tarsia in Italy and patronized the Scuola
d'Arte Reale, established in the old Con-
vento di Sant' Antonio, in Sorrento,
where it is taught. I am told that among
the reconstruction problems of Italy, it

is hoped that intarsia will furnish an
industry that may be greatly developed
by those who have become crippled in

war.
I well remember how often when

strolling along the Massa Lubrense and
along the bypaths of Sorrento coming
upon some intarsiatore, perhaps a child

of ten, often an old man of eighty, sit-

ting by the roadside, sometimes perched
in the middle of the strada, industrious-

ly at work cutting out the pattern sheets
of the various wood veneers under his

hand. At times all Sorrento seemed
merged in marquetry. Many are the
beautiful things these workmen are

capable of turning out. It is true that
for the most part the objects made and
sold to the tourist are garish, but even
then they exhibit the fact that deft and
faithful craftsmanship is still very much
alive, and later years have greatly im-

proved the product in the matter of a
greater color restraint.

An English House for an American Family
(Continued from page 29)

waxed. The vertical battening of the

doors with grooved and beaded boards
deserves notice; so also does the simple
and vigorous wrought iron hardware.

In the drawing room, as befits its

more urbane character, the woodwork is

painted white, which, with the white

walls, yields an excellent foil for the ma-
hogany furniture and the bright colors

of the book-bindings and the printed
linen hangings at the western range of

casements. There are no sash curtains;
the leading and the metal hand-pieces of

the casements give sufficient decorative
relief without them. Nor are there any
unnecessary shades to spoil the lines.

Bold moldings surround the fireplace
and there is no mantel shelf either here

or in the dining room.

The Paneled Dining Room

The woodwork of the dining room,
which is wholly paneled in the manner
of the 18th Century, is painted a soft

tone very like the old Chelsea green. The
feature that really makes the room is

the chimney-piece picture, an 18th Cen-

tury canvas of dark, rich tones, set in a

black frame with a narrow gilt molding.
To accentuate and play up to this pic-
ture the moldings of all the chimney-
piece paneling have been emphasized
with gilding. Elsewhere in the room the

green of the woodwork is unbroken.
The heavy molding surrounding the fire-

place is of white sandstone. The rest

of the color emphasis and cheer is sup-
plied by small-figured, multi-colored

printed chintz curtains at the west and
south ranges of casements. No short

glass curtains are used.

The Architect and Client

To sum up, the qualities displayed in

the creation of Grithow Field are com-
plete sincerity and a truly refreshing and
simple directness. Along with these

qualities there is due measure of the

blithesome, playful spirit so necessary
to give it a distinct individuality. Yet
it may be seriously questioned if the

simplicity and completeness embodied
in Grithow Field could have been
achieved unless there had been thor-

ough co-operation between client and
architect.
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'The Finest Willow Furniture in America"

7

The Home in Summer
For comfort and grace economy and durability,

choose Whip-O-Will-O Furniture. Cushioned in cre-

tonne and stained in harmony with your decorative

P'an - Write for Booklet M
An attractive collection of plates featuring sugges-
tions in Whip-O-Will-O

WHip-O-WiLL-O FURNITURE Co.
SCRANTON. PA.

I

Tould you thinf^

this a Player Piano?

/OULD you adorn and complete your home with the most

T beautiful of all possessions, a Player Grand Pian<

A piano which will equally satisfy the accomplished musician

who can play , and the music lover who cannot himself play?

W
Then. buy a

PIANO
This the masterpiece of the piano maker's art, containing

the wonderful Kranich & Bach Self-playing Mechanism, is the

only grand made in which the playing devices entirely disap-

pear when not in use.

KRANICH & BACH
NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO
237 E. 23d STREET 215 S. WABASH AVE.

Catalogue on request Convenient term* of payment

fEobijunter
WOOD AND MARBLE

Selections can be made from a large and unusual collection of

choice Early English and Colonial designs of marked individuality.

Illustration* and tuggtition$ ufron rtquttt

FIREPLACE ACCESSORIES
Originals and handmade reproductions, including Cranes,Old FireUacks,
Trivets and other interesting pieces in polished steel and fretted hraas.

ARTHUR TODHUNTER 101 Park Avenue. NEW YORK

A dinner set of Lenox china, with an
unusual design adapted from the best

period of Chinese applied arts Ming.
Price, 103-piece dinner set,

complete

rOU wouldn't put a fine print in a cheap
frame if you wanted to enjoy the picture.

And you wouldn't deprive a fine house of its

charm by furnishing it with unattractive, inap-

propriate china or glassware.

Our stock of beautiful wares, from china to

mirrors, from Sheffield to tiny caprices of ex-

quisite enamel, covers the whole range of

tasteful choice in furnishing a handsome house
with handsome appointments at notably rea-

sonable prices.

Spring ca'alogue ready April 15

OVINGTON'S
312-314 Fifth Avenue - - New York
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PAPERS
THIBAUT'S

new 1919
wall paper styles are

ready for your selection.

Now is the time to redeco-

rate your home, brighten

up your surroundings and

change your thoughts from
the dark days of war to the

bright future of peace.

There is a Thibaut

Decorator in Your
Town

If your decorator does not

carry the Thibaut styles for

1919, send us his name to-

gether with your require-
ments and we will send you
samples as well as our very

helpful book "Model Wall
Treatments" profusely il-

lustrated. Ask for edition

4197.

RICHARD E.THIBAUT, Inc.

Wall Paper Specialists

MADISON AVENUE AT 32nd STREET
NEW YORK

BRONX
485 Willis Ave.

NEWARK
141 Halsey St.

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS
(New York City) 3621 Broadway.

The Largest Wall Paper House in

the World

To the Decorator who wishes to han-

dle the best and most up to date line

of artistic wall papers, we have a very
attractive proposition to set forth.

How to Select Spring Curtain Fabrics

(Continued from page 30)

If you have hesitated to use valances

because of supposed difficulty in their

shaping, you will be surprised at the

ease with which you can make them

yourself by carefully following a few

simple instructions.

There should always be a relative pro-

portion between the shape of the win-
dow and the shape of the lambrequin,
that is, a wide, low window requires a
rather narrow, arched-shaped lambre-

quin (Fig. A) ;
while a narrow, high

window is improved by a deeper one
with a central lobe (Fig. E). The
average window, being approximately
36" x 60", calls for a valance about
15" at its greatest depth, that is, at the

side. The depth of these side lobes

varies from about 12" for a low win-
dow to 18" for a high one.

Making a Valance

First of all you will need a supply of

manila paper, a yard stick, a T square,

heavy pencil, scissors, and pins. Granted
that you are cutting for a window of

average dimensions, with the aid of the

square and yard stick cut an absolutely

straight strip of paper 15" wide and as

long as the width of your window.
Fold crosswise at the center, pin firmly
at the ends, and rule off into thirds

lengthwise at A-A and B-B, and cross-

wise at C-C and D-D, as indicated in

Diagram I. If your design is to be

arched-shaped, the top of the arch
should not go above line A-A. If it is

to have a central lobe, the lobe should
not extend below B-B. Starting at x,

roughly sketch the side lobe, which
should not extend beyond D-D. From
D-D to the fold complete the center

portion, arch or lobe. An ordinary
pencil compass is helpful in drawing the

curves. Cut along the pencil line, unpin
and open, and you will see that the
side lobes and the central portion each

occupy approximately one-third of the
whole. Fig. F shows how a pattern
may be adapted to a group of windows;
and Figs. B and C suggest the severe
lines best suited to the formal character
of heavy materials.

The next step is to pin the pattern
at the top of the window, over some
side curtains, preferably those with
which the lambrequin is to be used, and
study the effect. Maybe a curve needs
to be cut away a little, or padded by
pinning on an extra piece of paper. Try
several shapes before finally deciding,
and when you are satisfied that you
have achieved the right one, re-cut the

pattern.
When re-cutting, if the valances are

to be lined, add an extra half-inch at
the top, to allow for seams; if unlined,
add 134", which allows for a 1J4" fin-

ished hem at the top. For a valance
which is to hang quite flat, add only
54" at each end for seams; but when a

projecting rod or bracket is to be used

enough must be added to go around the
ends. Pin the open pattern firmly
across the width of the goods, and in

cutting follow the curves very carefully.
In using velour, see that the nap runs
downward and pin the pattern on the

wrong side of the goods to prevent slip-

ping. With figured goods, make sure
that the design conforms pleasingly to
the shape of the lambrequin, and match
carefully where piecing is necessary. A
few figured materials and those like

monk's cloth and Russian crash, which
have no special weave, cut to best ad-

vantage lengthwise of the cloth, par-
ticularly if the windows are extra wide
or in groups. Side curtains made of
such materials should have top and
bottom hems the same depth, so that

they may be reversed.

Heavy stuffs, like velour, damask, or
rep, should be lined with sateen or
similar material, but cotton draperies
are better unlined.

In lining velour, to prevent slipping,

put two rows of fine bastings about J4"
apart and stitch between. Leave one
end of the valance open, to be blind-
stitched after turning. An inch opening
at the top of each end will permit the
valance to hang on a separate rod;
otherwise pins or hooks may be fastened
to the back.

Finish Accessories

Galoon, cord, fringe, and tassels art-

accessory touches which give finish and
charm to window draperies. Very hand-
some galoons are found in silk of plain
or mixed colors, and in dull gold or
silver thread. They must be applied
before lining, set the depth of their

width from the edge, basted firmly along
both edges, and neatly mitred at the
corners. All the colors of the drapery
may be repeated in the trimming, or a
particular hue emphasized by a fringe
or braid of solid color.

In sewing these edgings on cotton

materials, crease down J4" on the right
side of the goods and baste the edging
over this, holding it a little slack on the

outward curves. Stitch the outer edge
on the wrong side, and the inner one
on the right side. Where casement cur-

tains are not used finish the inner

edges and bottoms of side curtains with
the same trimming, to soften the
outline.

If you wish to live happily with your
new curtains, remember that the fabric

which on the counter looks "perfectly

fascinating" may become a very differ-

ent thing when hung at your windows.
The Jight showing through intensifies

some colors and softens others. If pos-

sible, have the bolt sent home on ap-
proval, but in any case take with you a

piece of the wall paper and try it with
the goods against a window in the shop,
to assure yourself that harmony exists

between the two. You can achieve still

further harmony by employing the val-

ance or curtain material for table run-

ner, sofa cushion, or chair cover, thus

artistically bringing together the vari-

ous accessories of the room and giving

unity to the ensemble.



Radiator Obscuring With

Decorative Metal Grilles
This panelled window closet effect 19 in

the magnificent home of Arthur Curtis-

James, New York. The panels are hin. !

carrying out the closet effect, ami making
the radiator accessible for heat control or

ad to make sURKCStionsWe shoum r>e Rlan to mane suKKesuons
fcir the solution of your radiator-obscuring

problems, or be pleased to co-operate with

your architect.
Send for Booklet No. 66-A.

"THE BEAUT-1-ATOR"
The "Beaut-i-ator' is a portable all metal Radiator Enclosure. You simplj

lace it over your radiator. Nothing to put together. NuthinK to" fasten
outside help needed. Instantly removable. Ask for the "Beaut-i-ator'

Booklet when you ask for Booklet No. 66 A.

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFC Co.
52 VANDERBILT AVENUE

NEW YORK

A.Kimbel&Son
Paris New"fork

16 Rue d'Artois 12 West 4O!h St.

SPECIALISTS IN

THE CONCEPTION
AND EXECUTION
OF DECORATIVE
INTERIORS AND
FINE FURNITURE

ANTIQUE TAPESTRY PANELS

We have many desirable speci-

mens of Petit Point Chair Cover-

ings, Brocades and Embroideries

Entrance Gates and Fences

THE
beauty of Afcco Entrance

Gates and Fences is well re-

flected in this gateway on the

estate of Charles M. Schwab.
^0

4* Afcco fences of four different types
- have been used on this magnificent

estate.

There is an Afcco Entrance Gate and
Fence, either of iron or wire, waiting to

supplement the completeness of your
premises.

Our Service Department is at your dis-

posal to offer suggestions and submit de-

signs that will be in harmony with your
property and its needs.

American Fence
Construction Co

HOWARD YOUNG
GALLERIES

The * iBliFrnuin'H Family Tynemouth

Important Paintings
by

AMERICAN and

FOREIGN MASTERS

620 Fifth Avenue
BETWEEN 4KTH AXD 50TH STREETS

New York
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Paintings by American Artists

\:
:
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"October Day" by D. W. Tryon

An illustration from the catalogue of

our Annual Exhibition of

Thirty Paintings by

Thirty Artists
If you are interested in the work of our best painters
we want you to have this catalogue for reference.

Mailed on request without obligation or expense.

WILLIAM MACBETH
Incorporated

450 Fifth Avenue << Fortieth si> New York City

House & Garden

April Plantings in the Vegetable Garden
(Continued from page 51)

and making absolutely certain that the namental than useful. I am not trying
first row is perfectly straight. Make all to discourage anyone from trying new
the drills before you start sowing seed, varieties, but do not let these new sorts
After completing each one the line is interfere with the producing value of
moved to the next. A glance at the label your garden until you are assured they
or seed packet will tell you what kind are a real acquisition,
of drill to make, as shown on page 50. The various seeds that can be sown

Sowing the Seed now mc 'ude English broad bean, aspara-
gus, beet, celery, borage, borecole, cab-

There is more nonsense connected bage, carrot, cauliflower, celeriac, cher-
with the sowing of the seed than any vil, chicory, corn salad, cress, dande-
other plain, simple operation that I lion, endive, horseradish, kohlrabi, leek,
know of. Forget all this twaddle about onion, lettuce, mustard, oyster-plant,
the full of the moon, the rising of the parsley, parsnip, peas, radish, potatoes,
tide and various other old-time fallacies, romaine, rhubarb, scorzonera, spinach,
A little sound common sense is worth all Swiss chard, turnip, and practically all

the jingles Old King Cole ever knew, the herbs. Now is the time to draw
Weather is always a factor in determin- the blue pencil through those you do
ing the time for garden operations, of not want.
course. The date may vary to some ex- A number of the types called for on
tent, but usually around April 1st in the list should have been started from
the latitude of New York you may begin seed sown in the greenhouse. They in-

outdoor sowing. Roughly speaking, for elude cabbage, cauliflower, celery, let-

each 100 miles north or south of this tuce and endive,
latitude the date will be one week later

or earlier, respectively. Vegetable Details

Seeds sown outside are customarily . ...
sown from the hand. Peas are taken p ,

As
-,

to some
,*

the othe
.

rs ]K
\

ed

from their container and scattered in
Cherv ''

,
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> "ess and mustard

the drill in about the quantities that will
are

.

catch cr
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s
;
dandel'on is exception.]

mature; the seeds of beets, carrots, let-
'" l

,

he garden ' b"1 vou mav llke *

tuce, Swiss chard, onions, parsley, par-
"erbs are

,
g
,

en"all

j grown
, ,

ln a slde

snin. etc.. are distributed rather thinlv
border and handled separately. Scor-

I

vanetles raay

Arranging the Rows

Proceeding with the actual planting

snip, etc., are distributed rather thinly
in the drills with the purpose in mind of

zo er
?.

ls an ln'erlor oyster-plant.

thinning the plants out when the proper .

If
,
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.

r

f. t

can be ? s"ch 'hlng as a

time arrives
standard list for your garden, here might

The common error when sowing seeds
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R
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^
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;

is to plant too thickly; this causes the
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.
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'
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whlch
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seedlings to be weak and thin, and
coraPan ' n "ops; turnip and kohlrabi

"damping off" will often follow. It
as SP? a"d fa" ro t crops;

j
and chic-

may be of interest to know that not <"?.
which grown for the edible tops

many years ago some seedsmen consid-
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f
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of dead seeds. This was done to offset
onQ

f
r P sowlng of Ie uce
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,

endlve r

the danger of sowing too thickly the
romame

; celenac, oyster-plant and

strong germinating sorts such as turnip,
Pa

pnip-all-season
root crops that are

radish, etc.
n l

,

read
y, "f

ul
^'H ^^y, Swiss

Pumpkins, squash, cucumbers, melons,
chard and

^ew
Zealand spinach are

corn, etc., are usually sown in hills be- g
",

e
,

e" cr ps *at stand a" sea
,

son '

.

In

cause they are heat lovers; they should
addltl

?
n to these we have the quick

not be sown until May in the latitude of maturmg cr Ps that require successional

New York. The reason for the hill is
sow

.",f
s ch Pea=, spinach and

that it assures ample drainage and re-
radlshf Potatof are usually handled

moves the danger of the seed decaying ?pa'ate
t

ly
,

and the

if the soil is a little cold and damp
be Planted now '

These seeds are placed the required
number to a hill and poked into the soil

to the proper depth. Generally about
six to eight seeds are sown to a hill, and of the garden, let us put in row 1,

when the young plants are large enough parsnip; 2, oyster-plant; 3, chicory; 4,
to handle they are thinned out to three, celeriac; 5, parsley; 6, Swiss chard; 7,

Do not make holes with a dibble when New Zealand spinach; 8, onions; 9,

you come to planting the onion sets, onion sets; 10, beets; 11, carrots; 12,
The quickest method is to make a drill kohlrabi; 13, turnip; 14, peas; 15, spin-
exactly as you would for onion seed, ach

; 16, a little 3' border for the herbs.
and press the bulbs into the bottom, This last space will also be useful for late

using your feet to cover them with plantings of Brussels sprouts, cabbage,
earth. celery, etc. Thus laid out, the space
The whole secret of successful garden- provides, of course, only for the things

ing is in being able quickly to adapt to be planted how; later crops which
yourself to conditions that are constantly grow taller will go in other rows as

changing. Do not do a certain task on explained in a previous paragraph.
the third day of April simply because Vegetables for which you do not care

you did the same thing on the same day drop entirely, while of those of which
last year conditions may be different. you are fond more than one row may

What to SowJSTow
be sown at a time Proportion the

garden to your needs; for instance, rows
What seed to sow' is always a very S, 6 and 7 may be combined into one

vital part of the garden problem, but it row, giving a third of it to each kind.
will be considerably simplified by elimi- Plant several rows of peas and spinach
nating those varieties or types from for canning, as the first crops to ma-
which you fail to get full value. The ture of these cool plants are the best

average home garden contains too much for this purpose. If you are fond of

variety; it is more of an experimental oyster-plant sow several rows; and if

bed, with some curious peppers from you want onions for next winter sow
Brazil or cute little egg-plants more or- a number of rows of them.

The name oj Irving y Casson, decora-

tors, was unintentionally omitted from
the views of the George Dobyne house

in the February HOUSE & GARDEN



HE draperies at your
windows are intended

to lend color, cosiness and
charm to the interior of

your home. They are im-

portant enough to warrant
the most careful choosing

and especially should
they be so dyed that their

colors cannot possibly fade.

Orinoka Guaranteed
Sunfast Draperies meet

every requirement de-

lightful colorings, soft tex-

GUARANTEED SUNFAST
DRAPERIES & UPHOLSTERIES

ture, glimmering surfaces.

The strongest sun cannot
fade them the most fre-

quent tubbings leave them
as beautiful as ever. Every
color is absolutely guaran-
teed not to fade.

Insist upon the name
"Orinoka" - the genuine
Sunfast. Guarantee tag at-

tached to every bolt. Write
for our booklet, "Draping
the Home," and name of

vour nearest dealer.

OUH GUARANTEE: These goods are guaranteed abso-

lutclffadclcss. If color changes from exposure to the sun-

light or from washing, the merchant is hereby authorised to

replace them with new-goods or refund the purcha.se price.

ORINOKA MILLS, Dept. G, Clarendon Bldg., New York, N. Y.

pinraiMiimiiiNiiiiNiiiNiiiniiiimiimiiiiiraiimiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiimm

27 West 46th Street

NEW YORK CITY
Bryant 9773

749 Rush Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

MISS GHEEN, Inc.
Old Dutch Room for Sale

ORIGINAL

Woodwork, Mantel, Mirror

Landscape Paintings
Hardware,
Period Louis XVI
Can be seen by appointment

aiituuiiiiM

ESTABLISHED 1824-

SILVERSMITHS
TAUNTON,MASSACHUSETTS

REPRESENTED AT

FIFTH AVENUE AT47$ STREET.-* MAIDEN LANE,NEWYORK
BOSTON CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS

FOR BEAUTY OF DESIGN, INDIVIDUALITY OF STYLE

REED & BARTON

SILVERWARE HAS BEEN FOREMOST FOR NEARLY A CENTURY

LEADING SILVER MERCHANTS EVERYWHERE WILL BE GLAD

TO SHOW YOU REED & BARTON EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTIONS

A Sheraton
sideboard oj

beauty and
design.

'Good

Furniture'

Living room, dining

room and bedroom

furniture especially

adapted to country

homes.

WILLET A. LAZIER

9 East 33d St., New York
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Thomas Barrow, a

learned Jesuit,
born Eccleston
near Preston, Eng-

land, 1747; edu-

cated St. Omer*s;
stationed at Stony-
hurst and Liege;
died 1813. Barrow
had a wide reputa-

tion for learning,

but few of his

works were pub-
lished.

PORTRAIT OF THOMAS BARROW.
BY RALPH EARL (1751-1801)
Siz? of Canvas 30" x 25"

Dated: New York, May 5, 1786

'TpHE "Old Masters" sold from our col-

lection are always exchangeable at full

purchase price.

(Batteries
Dealers in "Old Masters" Exclusively

707 FIFTH AVENUE AT 55TH ST. NEW YORK

DANERSK DECORATIVE FURNITURE
Sun Rooms, Loggias, Breakfast Rooms and Card
Rooms in decorative furniture and hard woods are

durable, beautiful in color and luxuriously comfortable.

They cost less than good reed and willow and possess

greater decorative value.

It is difficult . to obtain uncommon and interesting pieces

through the customary channels for these rooms. We have

designed, made and have ready for finishing in any special

scheme, unusual and charming pieces for this purpose. Lovely
Venetian colorings to harmonize with block prints that are

appropriate.

Quick deliveries direct from the factory to you.

Buy direct or through your decorator or dealer.

Send plans of single rooms or entire house.

ERSKINE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
2 West 47th Street, New York
First Door West*of Fifth Avenue 4th floor

SEND FOR VALUABLE
BOOK "A-4

"
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The Possibilities of a Small Rose Garden
(Continued from page 40)

of each variety are the ideal, and those

bushes that have been most prolific in

their bloom are the Killarneys, particu-

larly Killarney Queen; Ophelia, Radi-

ance, Pharisaer and Lady Ashton among
the hybrid teas; and Mrs. John Laing
and Frau Karl Druschki among the per-

petuals. Captain Christy, an old-fash-

ioned June rose planted next the Dor-

othy Perkins that covers one of the

arches, is a prize-winner. The plant was
not bought, but was grown from a slip

taken from a bush in the June rose

bed on the far side of the garden.

Rose Requirements

For the rose planting of the busy
suburban dweller a small area is pre-

ferable, particularly if he wishes to do

the work himself. Roses are exacting
and need constant attention. They re-

quire both light and air, and therefore

cannot be successfully included in mixed
border planting because the bushes,
which in themselves are not decorative,

are crowded in and gasp their lives

away. The blooms, too, are of such

paramount importance and have been

so highly developed in recent years that

it seems almost criminal to place them
in borders where they would be lost in

the gorgeousness of the general effect.

To be sure, this thoroughly socialistic

treatment for the general good has im-

proved the appearance of our gardens,
for it has, to a great extent, eliminated

that horror of horrors, the center bed
of cannas surrounded by salvias and
coleus. Roses, however, must be viewed

separately, as units, and nothing must
be allowed to detract from the flowers

themselves. Even beds of them lose

character when planted among other

flowers; the rose garden must have the
charm of individual perfection.

Besides simplicity, seclusion, unity
all of which in a small garden combine
toward an intimacy unattainable on the

large estate many things must be kept
in mind when making a rose garden.
The situation should be open but shel-

tered from high winds. A southeastern

exposure is preferable, but if this is im-

possible, always keep in mind that that
rose garden will do best which the

morning sun is slow in reaching. The
main fact about soil is that the beds
must be thoroughly prepared dug to a

depth of 18" and the soil, if clay, re-

moved altogether and replaced by loam
well composted with manure. Good
drainage is essential, as low ground with
its surface water would winter-kill the
bushes even if it did nothing else. Nor
is the first planting the last care. At
least once a week the beds must be tilled,

and a watch kept constantly for diseases

and insects.

To some, perhaps, rose gardening will

seem too great a burden, but to those
who love plants of any description the

pleasure of obtaining perfect blooms will

far outweigh the toil. We are getting
back to the land more sanely than ever

before, and one of the first desires after

acquiring property is to improve it by
judicious planting. Roses will accom-
plish this, though the space be small.
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The plan of the garden shown on page 40. The walks
are of turf, soft to walk upon and agreeable to the eye

Twelve Don'ts for Amateur Decorators

slip cover to follow would be much
more appropriate.

2. That Oriental rug of doubtful

charm and indescribably impossible col-

oring should not be allowed to be (just
because you have it) the basis for the

entire room's color scheme.
3. The unwary purchaser even now

seems to have a suite of furniture of

six or seven pieces covered in green

velour, or some other unpleasant color

with reat mahogany framework foisted

upon them. This is sufficient to throw
a pall of indestructible gloom over what
should be the cheerful living room,
which no further decoration save the

mark can remove.
4. Remember that the only esthetic

value of highly varnished "golden oak"
is its name and wherever possible have
the varnish removed, the woodwork
stained a dark color and finished with

wax, or painted a good tone.

5. Don't allow a crowd of framed
(Continued on page 70)

are a constant source of

interest to women
;
a subject in

fact about which they have learned
much and are willing to take infinite

pains and to get expert advice con-

stantly. But when it comes to the deco-
ration of their households, the same
women's interest is woefully lacking.
Or should I say that their information
is surprisingly inadequate? After all

her environment bespeaks the woman as

much as her clothes and it is high time
that some of the most blatant mistakes
which she seems to be making should
be discussed.

The following are a few suggestions
of what not to do, which though fright-

fully obvious are evidently still not un-
derstood.

1. Don't invest in a "tapestry" cov-
ered davenport, in the naive belief that

you have acquired a thing of beauty.
The "tapestry" is really a cheap, com-
monplace imitation, whereas a simple
sateen or denim covering with a chintz
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DREER'S 1919 GARDEN BOOK
Considered by Thousands of Gardeners

both amateur and professional, the most

dependable guide published on the

Successful Growing of Flowers and Vegetables
It gives clear, concise cultural directions much of it by

experts who specialize on the particular Flower or Vegetable

they tell you how to grow.

224 big pages, four color plates and over a thousand

photographic illustrations of practically everything
worth growing in Vegetables and Flowers new
creations as well as the old stand

anyone mentioning

DREER
Philadelphi

HENRY
Chestnut Street
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"Kunderd's Wonderful \

I New Ruffled Gladioli" \

Gladioli are the
most popular of all

summer flowering bulbs.

Easy to grow, and very

lasting as cut flowers.

Kunderd's New Strains of

both Ruffled and Plain

petaled are far the finest in

the world. No others are

like them, none so beautiful.

Our well illustrated

catalogue of 52 pages
describes almost 300 varie-

ties, all are our .own pro-
ductions, and most of them
obtainable only from us.

Our catalogue is free ; you
ought to have a copy, as it

contains the most complete
and reliable cultural in-

formation ever published.

May we send you a copy?
Address the originator of the

Kuffled Gladioli.

A. E. KUNDERD
Box 2

GOSHEN, INDIANA

,,

[arketBasket []

Vegetable Seed Collection

You can "go to market" in your own garden, getting
fresh, crisp vegetables for summer use, and some to

save for winter. A dollar invested in seed now will

mean many dollars saved next summer.

A Garden Full of Vegetables
the kinds that your family likes; the kinds that arc

easy to grow and that will give you satisfactory
returns. Forbes' Dollar Market Basket Collection

of Seeds contains

One Packet Each of These Eighteen Varieties:

Beans, King of Earlies;
Wardwell's Wax; Ford-
honk Rush Limn.

Beet, Detroit Dark Red;
Early Wonder.

Carrot, Cureless.

Cucumber, Forbes' Prolific

White Spine.
Lettuce, Champion of All;
Grand Kiipids.

Onion, Yellow Globe Diin-

vers; Ked Wethersfield.

Parsley, Moss Curled.

Radiih, Scarlet Glolie; Scar-
let Turnip White-Tip.

Spinach, Siivoy-I .eiived.

Swiss Chard.
Tomato, Miitfhlesv

Turnip, I'urplc-Top White-
Globe.

Sent Postpaid for One Dollar

Forbes' 1919
for the vegetable and flower grower seeds, tools, insecti-

cides. Write today for your free copy.

ALEXANDER FORBES & CO., Seedsmen
116 Mulberry Street Newark, New Jersey
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CHINA AND GLASS

9 & II EAST 3715 STREET
NEW YORK CITY

WEDGWOOD EMBOSSED QUEENSWARE

DINNER SERVICES

GLASS SERVICES

PLATES

CUPS AND SAUCERS

NOVELTIES

CHINA AND GLASS

Bothatcha study, woven entirely in one piece

It Is Only a Matter of Geography
If these Bengal-Oriental Rugs were made in Persia or Turkey or

China, they could not reflect the spirit of the Orient more perfectly.
But they are made right here in America of the best wool yarn
obtainable by an unusual process that reproduces the coloring, the

soft, firm, pliable fabric the very atmosphere itself so characteristic
of rugs from the Far East.

Bf\<jAL-0WeraAL Rl/G5
Reproductions

are priced at one-third to one-fourth the cost of the studies from which they are
made in fact, the fairness of price will be a revelation to you.

Many discriminating merchants in all parts of the

country are displaying Bengal-Oriental Rugs. The
name of the merchant in your city selling these rugs
can be had upon request.

Color plates will be sent upon application

JAMES M. SHOEMAKER Co., INC.
D-16-18 West 39th Street at Fifth Avenue \ew York-

Twelve Don'ts for Amateur Decorators

(Continued from page 68)

photographs, even though they be of

the most fascinating people, to swamp
every available space on tables and

mantel and to spill all over the living

room.
6. Don't invest in the latest post-

impressionist chintz done in brilliantly

unhealthy colors, dye cheesecloth to

match and hang at the windows, stick a

Russian pottery bowl with a bit of bit-

tersweet in it on a gateleg table and
feel that you have achieved the ultimate

expression of your cosmic urge.

7. Give the small room a chance to

breathe. Don't cover its walls with a

paper of huge, overpowering design and
crowd its limited floor space with all

sorts of unnecessary junk.
8. There is no excuse for "lace" cur-

tains, when the simplicity, effectiveness

and good taste of muslin, net, dotted

swiss or gauze are remembered, to say

nothing of their comparative inexpen-
siveness.

9. Don't buy cheap imitations not

reproductions, but poor substitutes for

the much abused and misunderstood

periods of the French Louis. They will

be expensive in the end.

10. Decorate by a process of elimina-
tion with a careful regard to the suita-

bility of your choice, remembering the

exact use for which the room is in-

tended.

11. We have all suffered from poor
furniture arrangement. It may either

be so jumbled and crowded together
that one can barely walk across the
room with any degree of comfort, or it

may glower at you from every corner
and be on unfriendly terms even with
itself. Either condition is trying and
under such circumstances, no hostess,
however charming, could make you feel

at home.
12. Try living in your rooms and see

whether you are comfortable, that's the
real test. Don't go in for tawdry mag-
nificence, but rather aim at ease with

luxury if you like, but suitability at all

events.

NANCY ASHTON.

Autumn Flowering Bulbs
W. R. GILBERT

OUTSIDE
the ranks of the profes-

sional horticulturist most people
are probably under the impression

that with the passing of the snowdrops
and crocuses, the daffodils and narcissi,
and the hyacinths and tulips that make
our gardens gay in the Spring, the

flowering of bulbous plants is over for

another year. Such, however, is not
the case. Apart from the many lovely
kinds of Jilium that flower during the
summer months, there are quite a large
number of bulbous plants that bloom
freely in the open in the autumn at

least between the end of July and the
end of September, and with luck in

October thus giving bulbous blossoms
six or seven months in the year.

It is interesting to note that when the

spring flowering bulbs are entering a
dormant state, to enjoy a period of sus-

pended animation, their autumn flower-

ing brethren are just starting into active

growth. Each group vegetates, increases,
and blooms in a period of eight months.
With the exception of sunshine there is

very little difference between the cul-

tural conditions of each group.
As a harbinger of Autumn, premier

place must be given to the gladiolus.
As a result of about eighty years of

hybridizing and cross-breeding hun-
dreds of gorgeously colored varieties

have been evolved from some of the
South African species. Lemoinei Nan-
ceianus and Childsi have received a
world-wide reputation, and are now be-

ing utilized by American growers to
create still more w'ondrous forms. Al-
most every shade of color is represented
in the modern garden gladiolus, from
the most vivid scarlet to the deepest
of violets and purples, and the purest
of white, yellows, and pinks. The great
aim of breeders seems to point to the

production of large, open, firm petalled
flowers with a purity of colors such as

white, yellow, scarlet, pink and blue,
and very large sums are paid for bulbs,
or rather corms, of any novelty coming
near to these conditions.
Between the pure self colors are in-

numerable forms with a richness and
variety of coloring impossible to de-
scribe. At present the finest whites in-
clude Albion, L'Immaculee and Peace.
The best yellows are Golden Measure,
Sulphur King and Goldfinder. Pinks
include America, Perfection and Ro-
mana, while Badenia, a deep lavender-

purple, and Baron Joe Hulot, a deep
violet, come as near a true blue as

possible.

To secure trusses of bloom in autumn

the corms should be planted 4" to 5"

deep in April or May in a deeply dug
or trenched sandy loam enriched with

plenty of well decayed manure.
The montbretias or tritonias are an-

other splendid race which is being rap-
idly improved. The long, gracefully

arching sprays of bright yellow or deep
orange-colored flowers are valuable not

only for floral decorations, but for the
brilliant glow they give to the garden
in early autumn. There are many fine

varieties, as Croesus, Diadem, Fire King ;

but all these are surpassed by The Star
of the East, whose rich yellow flowers

are 4" across.

The common meadow saffron is one
of the best known of autumn flowering
bulbs and is often spoken of as the
autumn crocus, although it belongs to

quite a different family. Amongst cro-

cuses proper the finest of the autumn
flowering kinds is C. speciosus, the lilac

or purple blooms of whicfi decorate the

ground in late August. There is a very
effective white-flowered form, called

Aitchisoni.

For massing boldly in the lawn shrub-

bery or rock garden, or for pot culture
in a cool greenhouse, the Sternbergias
are excellent for autumn flowering.

They like a rich sandy loam and should
be planted in June. S. lutea is supposed
to be the Scriptural "Lily of the Field."

Its large yellow flowers nestle among
the narrow strap-shaped leaves in the

beginning of September. S. macrantha
is very similar but throws its flowers
at the same period without the leaves;
these develop later.

Although the above are among the
finest and best known of autumn flower-

ing bulbs, there are others which are
entitled to mention in the hope that

they may soon become more widely
cultivated. The South African bella-

donna lily (Amaryllis belladonna), if

planted in a well drained sandy loam
in a warm south border will flower

freely when established. The large rosy
and white flowers appear minus the

foliage in August on top of fleshy stems.
The Kew variety has become famous
for its great size, deep color and large
number of flowers.

Crinum Powelli, a hybrid of garden
origin, deserves to be grown for its love-

ly rosy pink flowers, and the white form
of it, alba, is even more deserving.

Less well known autumn flowering
bulbs include Lycoris squamigera, which
has rose lilac flowers and should be

grown like the belladonna lily; and
/. alata with lilac purple blossoms.
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\HE BOLGIANO
COLLECTION

VICTORY
for 1919

( lin larftc lOc package of each of ^fWiP :'''

these six delicious vegetables for J"/(

STRINGLESS GREENPOD BEANS
Extra early, crisp, tender, prolific, string-
less. Package postpaid, lOc. '/, Pt.. 20c.

RUBY KING RADISH
"King of All." Extra early Round
scarlet radishes. Package postpaid, lOc.

"SQUARE DEAL" CABBAGE
The best early, solid, flat cabbage on
earth. Package postpaid. lOc.

"JOHN BAER'T TOMATO
Shipping fruit in 30 days. Package

lOc.

NEW "EARLY SPRING"
BEET

Earliest, finest shape, deep-
est color. Package post-
paid, lOc.

"EARLY BIRD" PEAS
Extremely early hardy, mam-

moth podded, prolific.
Package postpaid, lOc.

po
lipping
stpaid,

A

Beautifully Illustrated

1919 Catalog sent on request by

J. BOLGIANO & SON
Dcpl. 10."), Baltimore. Md.

NOW All Together
The hardest job the world

has ever known has been ac-

complished with team-work.
We, as producers of food
crops, must not slacken our
efforts. Let us continue our
splendid efforts by making
plans immediately, starting
Geld work earlier, titling
soil oftener and more care-

fully, fertilizing freely, and
planting seeds which have
been carefully and accurate^
ly tested.

We will do our part in

serving you during 1919 bet-
ter than ever before.

Yours cordially,
CHAS. J. BOLGIANO,

Baltimore, Md.

I HE
EVER
BLOOM

FLOWER SEED
COLLECTION

One large lOc pkg. of each of r (\
tht-.se choice flower swds. postpaid Ol/C

Bolgiano's Giant flowering Dwarf nas-
turtiums. Package postpaid. lOc.

Magnificent finest mixed Giant show
pansies. Package postpaid. lOc.

CENTAUREA
Corn flower or Bachelor's Button.
Package postpaid, lOc.

Mammoth Verbenas. Package postpaid,
lOc.

Orchid flowered sweet peas. Countess
Spencer type, mixed. Package post-
paid. Ipc

Mixed Giant Comet As-
tors. Package post-
paid, lOc.

Perfection Mignonette.
Package postpaid, lOc.

ESTED and TRUSTED for over 1OO TEARS

Farr's ,Hardy Plant

Specialties
For Early Spring Planting

In my comprehensive col-

lection at Wyomissing may
be found plants suit-

able for every phase
of gardening. A few are

here noted, to list them all

would be impossible :

Irises many novelties of my own rais-

ing. (Awarded the Panama-Pacific
Gold Medal).
Peonies the most complete collection

of herbaceous and tree Peonies in the

world, embracing more than 500 varie-

ties.

Delphiniums, Phloxes, Chrysanthemums, Trollius, Long-
spurred Columbines, Hardy Asters, New Astilbe, Roses.

New Japanese and Asiatic Shrubs.
Cotoneasters, Enkianthus. Herberts,
Flowerini; Cherries, Corylopsis, etc.

Dwarf Evergreens. Rare specimens for
formal gardens, lawn groups and
rock gardens.

Lilacs. Philadelphia and Deutzlas. A
complete collection of Lemolne's -new
creations.

A complete list of my collection of

hardy plants and shrubs will be found
in the Sixth Edition (issue of 1918) of

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
112 pages of text. 30 full page illustrations. Most gardeners have a

copy, but if you have not received it, or it has been mislaid, a dupli-
cate will be sent promptly on request.

Bertrand H. Farr, Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
106 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Penna.

Would you like us to help you plan your garden? I have found it necessary to form a special
ifliarttncnt in charge of u skilled landscape designer and pUntsroan. I will be glad to assist

you In any way desirable with off-hand suggestions: or by the preparation of detailed plans
fox which a charge will be made.

Large Trees in Quantity

"THOUSANDS of large-sized evergreens
' and deciduous trees are growing in the

AMAWALK NUKSERY. We can supply

hundreds of nursery-grown, matt i'.eci specimens

for avenues and drives.

Elms to eleven inches diameter, forty feet high.

Pines to sixteen feet.

Hemlocks 10 ihirteen feet.

'

Oaks to eight inches diameter, thirty feet high

Maples to twelve inches diameter, thirty-five feet high

Many large sizes in other varieties.

Our facilities for shipping these big trees by _

truck or freight are unexcelled.

Amawalk Nursery
Telephone, Yorktown 128

Amawalk, Westchester County New York
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Cfiar^gfE&eed^urmture

Designs Created by the Reed Shop are

The Exponents of Refinement and Comfort
In Furnishings for

DRAWING AND LIVING ROOMS
SOLARIUMS, CLUBS, AND YACHTS

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS

Interior Decorating

REED SHOP, INC.

581 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK
"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 25c postage

McGIBBON C& CO.
3 West 37th Street Handy to Fifth Ave.

Summer Furnishings
WIELOW FURNITURE Most desirable Models in Nat-

ural, Stained or Enamel finish.

Awnings Best Awning Stripes and Stenciled Duck.

SLIP COVERS Imported Prints, Linen, Cretonnes, Dimi-

ties.

Window Shades Imported Scotch Holland and Domestic

Painted Shading.

Reupholstering of Furniture Abundant variety of materials

from which to select covering. Expert workmen at your ser-

vice and satisfaction assured.

Lace Curtains Carefully Cleaned At moderate prices.

Stored free for the summer if desired.

Oriental and Domestic Rugs and Carpets cleaned, repaired

and stored.

Tendencies in Modern Decoration

(Continued from page 21)

extraordinarily successful methods of

lighting shown. On page 21 may be

seen a boudoir in the residence of Mrs.

Gifford Cochran, which was decorated

by her with the able assistance of Karl

Freund and which most happily illus-

trates the clever and ingenious use of

lights. The fixtures are not only orig-

inal and interesting in appearance but

the soft mellow quality of the shades

made by a secret and fascinating process

give the lights a soft, delicate glow
which is most becoming.
The side lights in the boudoir are

Chinese glass pictures made into ap-

pliques, whereas the lamp standing at

the side of the sofa is a blanc de chine
tree surmounted by a luminous, trans-

parent pergamyn shade. The small

light at the right of the sofa is shielded

by a transparent picture of a bird. On
the chimney piece stand two lights made
of 18th Century English bronze statu-

ettes of the Adam period; the crown
shaped bobeche fitted with transparent
pergamyn light receptacles. The lamp
near the chaise longue is of painted tole

of the early 10th Century surmounted
by a transparent parchment shade of
fine grapevine pattern.

The Variety of Ranges
(Continued from page 49)

quent care of fire and ashes. For

economy's sake a small range is often

selected. The larger range uses less coal

to keep up a consistently good fire and
it is easily speeded up. In a range of

fair size it is not difficult to keep the

fire over night.
The smart French ranges made of rust

resisting iron with highly polished steel

trimmings have remedied most faults.

They are equipped with shaking and

dumping grates and perfectly con-

structed draughts. The ashes are

dumped down a chute. The heat is dis-

tributed around the entire oven before

it is allowed to escape up the flue. In

the modern perfected ranges the smoke
and gas are carried directly into the

flues and the unsightly stove pipe is

eliminated.

When a coal range does not draw well

there is sure to be some obstruction of

the draughts. Very often the chimney
is too small or choked with bricks or

exposed to a down draught of neighbor-

ing houses or the flues may be too small.

A crack in the oven or lids may cause

a cold draught or too many stoves at-

tached to the same chimney may be the

cause. If the cause cannot be found

readily, a specialist in stove troubles

should be consulted.

Combined Coal and Gas Ranges

For both large and small houses a

combination coal and gas range can be

had. Not only is this combination eco-

nomical of space but quite as economi-

cal of time and fuel. For quick baking,

browning and like cooking the gas oven
is ready in but a few minutes. In sum-
mer the coal range can be dispensed
with. On one design the doors open in

a horizontal position supported by pol-
ished steel brackets upon which the roast

or bread can be drawn out. The gas
oven and broiler are placed above the

table top which is of the approved
working height from the floor. The
ovens of the best type ranges are lined

with a heavy aluminum and require less

heat after the initial heating for cook-

ing, because aluminum after once thor-

oughly heated retains heat. These
ranges also heat all the water for the

house.

Gas Ranges

The gas range of today is distinguished
for the following features: the heat of

the oven is so distributed that food will

cook evenly top and bottom in any part
of the oven, the air space of the walls

of the oven are insulated thereby pre-

venting loss by radiation of an undue

quantity of heat, adjustable air mixers

on all burners permit of complete elimi-

nation of soot, boiling burners are so

set that placing a vessel over them does

not smother the flame or prevent com-

plete combustion and the boiling burn-

ers and fixtures are easily removed for

cleaning.
In designing the gas range the manu-

facturers considered the comfort of the

cook and placed the ovens and broilers

above the table top of the range, mak-
ing it unnecessary to stoop to attend to

these cooking operations. The lower

part of the range has a shelf and is of

great convenience.

There are many devices that are

hailed with delight such as the hooded

pilot lighter. It is placed in the center

of the four burners and burns constantly
and insures an immediate flame for all

or any of the burners by merely press-

ing a button. The cost of operating
this device, it has been estimated, is

one-tenth of a cent per day, less than
the cost of matches and certainly less

dangerous and a more tidy practice.
Gas ranges come in all sizes from the

one and two burner rings with portable
oven to the ranges that closely resem-

ble the French coal range of iron and
steel. One clever combination is the

fireless cooker and the gas range, recom-
mended for its economy of fuel. An-
other combination is the gas and elec-

tric range that has all the advantages
of both. The fireless cooker is a part
of this range rather than an accessory.
There is one distinct advantage in this

arrangement the fireless cooker hood
and the oven are both well heated be-

fore the food is placed in the fireless
"

cooker, the cooking process starting im-

mediately, since the heat is not extracted

from the frfod to heat the cooker. This

oven becomes a fireless cooker oven or

a gas oven according to whether the

handle is turned to the right or the left.

The hood that completely covers the

fireless cooker burners at one side of

the table top of the range can be raised

and pushed aside when not in use.

In installing a gas range the flow of

gas should be examined by an expert
for unless properly adjusted one is likely

to pay for gas that is not giving service

in heat besides being annoyed by the

unpleasant
odor of gas fumes. Air

mixers accompany all burners and
should be adjusted by one familiar with

the construction of the stove.

Electric Ranges

The rest of the world is far behind

America in details of domestic con-

venience and in no particular is this

more convincing than in the electric

range. This means of providing the

family with properly cooked food is un-

fortunately limited to those communi-
ties where the rate of cooking and heat-

ing electricity is low. In the Middle

West and in some portions of the East

the rate has been lowered so that it

compares favorably with that of gas.

In the vicinity of New York, however,

(Continued on page 74)
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Chauffeurs' Outfits

Special at

$67.50
Suit, Overcoat

and Cap to

match

With good fabrics

as scarce as ever,

there is but one Royal
road to economy in

Motor Apparel, and
that is, QUALITY.
In this Chauffeur's

Outfit, consisting of

Suit, Overcoat and

Cap, of fine dark gray
all-wool whipcord, we
offer, considering con-

ditions, an outfit
which is remarkable
for both quality and
value. The outfit com-

plete, $67.50 or as fol-

lows:

Suit $29.50 Cap $3.00 Overcoat $35.00

BROADWAY AT 49th STREET

You'll Want Flowers

When the Boys Come Home

You'll want the garden to speak its ''Wel-

come home" with brilliant blooms; from

every corner in the house bright flowers

should smile their greetings. Gladioli are

superb for decorations, retaining their

freshness for days, and every
bloom opening to full beauty.

My special collections will sup-

ply a choice assortment of va-

rieties and colors.

Special Offer No. 3

10 Bulbs for $1 postpaid

Mary Fennel, lavender

Dawn, pink
Europa, snow white

Canary Bird, yellow
Clarice, rose-pink
Golden West, orange
Goliath, dark wine
Pink Perfection

Princeps, scarlet

Victory, yellow

Special Offer No. 5

75 Bulbi for $1 postpaid

Some of the most beautiful named varieties
in my fields are in this collection.

MY "GLAD" CATALOGUE describes all the varieties here

named, and many others, send for it; or better still, order one
or more collections for immediate or future delivery.

Jelle Roos, BOX w, Milton, Mass.

Cebar

THE NEW

GLADIOLI
French IM minimus Hybrid

ANEW species which retains all the dainti-
ness of the I'riin uliiuis parent even to the

"hood" formed by the drooping of the upper
petal, having an added beauty of exquisite
orchid coloring varying from the softest prim-
rose to a beautiful rose.

SPECIAL OFFER 25 for
To acquaint you with this new variety,
we will ship the desired quantity at $2 a
dozen, 25 for $3.50 or $15 a hundred.

SEND FOR OUR BOOKLET
containing valuable cultural information and description
of several new varieties.

B. HAMMOND TRACY, INC.
Box 17 Wenham, Mass.

Fountain In Ancient Ware
TT^OR conservatory and Sun Room, with

r Tile inlay, giving the Art Stone that little

touch of color and warmth and bringing
out most beautiful and harmonious
effects.

This fountain has a channel of 4" wide

by 6" deep to plant flowers in and center

pan has power unit attached, so all you
need is an electric

con nection, no
water pipes are

required, as

pump keeps cir-

culating water
and fountain is

illuminated while

running.

Our catalog will

give you many
suggestions.

The Fischer & Jirouch Co.
4817 Superior Avenue Cleveland, Ohio
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ASE

The Luxurious

Upholstery

(BASE
MOHAIR VELVETS

Made by Sanford Mills

THE
rapidly increasing popularity of Chase

Mohair Velvet for furniture upholstery is un-

questionably because of its unique characteristics.

MOHAIR ACCORDING TO GOVERNMENT
TESTS, HAS MORE THAN TWO AND ONE-
HALF TIMES THE STRENGTH OF WOOL,
AND AFFORDS THE LONGEST WEARING
SURFACE KNOWN to THE TEXTILE WORLD.

The standing pile of Chase Mohair Velvet brings all

the wear on the top ends of the
fibre, thus insuring long

wear without any of those bare of fuzzy spots so common
to fabrics where the wear comes on the sides of the fibre.

The depth of pile affords a luxurious comfort.

The original brightness and color of Chase Mohair Velvet

remain unchanged through years

of hard service. Railroad car seats

upholstered in Chase Mohair Vel-

vet have been in constant service

for twenty-five years.

The Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York, like scores of other hotels throughout the United

States, has practically all its furniture upholstered with

Chase Mohair Velvet the standard hotel upholstery for

over thirty years.

No other upholstery fabric combines beauty with long-wear-

ing qualities to such an extent.

Aslc your interior decorator or upholsterer for samples. If he

can't supply you, send his name and we will forward samples.

L. C. CHASE & CO.
BOSTON

NEW YORK CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT

Other Fuels

House & Garden

The Variety of Ranges
(Continued from page 72)

the rate is still too high for any but plates are equipped with three heat

lamp socket devices. It has been esti- units. Wire heating units are sheathed

mated that there are at least 4,000 com- so that every portion can be cleaned

munities in the United States where the without danger of shock. Oven doors

special rate of heating and cooking elec- in some models drop in a horizontal

tricity is at five cents per kilowatt hour, position so that a shelf is formed on
The advantages of cooking by electricity which one can draw out the roast or

are so many that even a slight lowering bread. Many .oven doors have glass
of the rate will be a big inducement for windows for inspecting the food while

many who can afford to install electric cooking, obviating the constant open-
ranges, especially those who are wedded ing of the oven door. Many are

to the use of lamp socket electric de- equipped with an automatic clock
vices. which will turn off the current at any

Considering that the appearance of desired time.

food is more attractive when cooked by Of all the fuel savers the gas and elcc-

electricity than by coal or gas, that trie combination range is possibly the
there is from fifteen to twenty-five per greatest,
cent saved in weight when cooking by
electricity, it is wise to compute the

difference in the cost of electricity and Gasoline is the most dangerous of all

gas in your community, before deciding fuels and should be used with the great-
that you cannot afford to cook by elec- est precaution and only when there is

tricity. Besides these facts there are no other available fuel. Manufacturers
others important enough to enter into who haye the consideration of the cook
the decision. There is absolutely no dan- at heart have put on the market very
ger in cooking with this medium, it is desirable oil ranges. This method of

the most sanitary of all cooking agents cooking is most practical in the country
and there are no consequent foul gases during the summer where there is no
and fumes, the heat regulation is per- other fuel than the coal range. It is

feet, hence the perfect results, and the difficult to bake quickly in an oil oven

operation is most simple and con- for it heats slower than any other and
venient. the baking is consequently slower.

With ranges in all sizes from the two Alcohol is used in many cases where

plate with portable oven on a pivot for other fuels are considered dangerous or

light housekeeping to the enameled not procurable. Alcohol burns at a
double oven range with fireless cooker lower temperature than other fuels, con-

compartment, there are many interven- sequently spilled alcohol will burn and
ing sizes from which the housewife can leave the table or tray on which it

choose. In fact, every cooking require- spilled unharmed. Portable alcohol
ment is met in these ranges. Ovens are stoves with separate ovens will meet any
lined with aluminum to retain the heat unusual need.

and defeat corrosion and rust. There All mediums considered, electricity is

are two heating units in all ovens. In par excellence and it is to be hoped that

one model one may broil on the top in the near future cooking and heating
unit and roast on the lower one, but rates will be lowered sufficiently to be

only one can be used at a time. Hot within the reach of all.

Layering Carnations

JULY
is the month best suited for car-

nation layering, and layering is the
surest and easiet method of propa-

gating these plants. Unless they are so

propagated, and their youth renewed,
the old plants become leggy and woody,
rot and decay set in, and when the

winter is over the carnations are found
to be no more, or so far debilitated as

to be useless. Layering is, therefore, a

necessary cultural operation, apart from
the mere multiplication of plants.
The leafy growths are the ones to

layer, not the flowering stems. First

clear away all dead leaves and rubbish
from the plants, and fork up the soil

all around with a hand fork. On this

put a layer of gritty, sandy loam as a
rooting medium and press down slight-

ly. Now select a shoot for operating
upon and trim off all leaves from the
lower part. Bend it down to see where
is the most suitable part to cut, and
then with a keen knife cut halfway into
the stem just below a joint and slit the
stem upward toward the end of the
shoot for about 1". This forms a

tongue. If the incision is made below
a joint the piece.of stem should be cut
from the tongue, so that the joint forms
its base.

The idea is the making of a cutting
without severing it from the parent
stem, and cuttings in general must be
cut through just below a joint. Press
the cut shoots on to the soil, and peg
firmly down just behind where the cut
was made. Then cover with 2" of the

sandy soil, and place more in front of
the shoot, so as to bend the tuft of

leaves more or less upright. This needs
to be carefully done, or the stem may
snap. Should it do so, then make the

shoot into a cutting, and insert under
a hand-light or in a frame, and keep
close and shaded for a time, in the hope
of getting it to root.

Some growers cut the leaves off to
about two-thirds of their length to re- .

duce the drain upon the plants, but
this is not essential. The pegs may be
small wooden ones cut from birch

brooms, stems of bracken, privet, etc.;

or bent pieces of thin galvanized wire,
or the ubiquitous lady's hairpin, may be

requisitioned. Layering pins can be

purchased cheaply if desired.

After layering water with a rosed

watering can to settle all, and repeat as

necessary should the weather be dry.
Each layer should be widely spaced
from its neighbor, so that when finished

the parent plant will be surrounded
with a circle of layered shoots.

Carnations in pots can be similarly

layered, either by setting the old plant
in the garden or in a frame, or by
dropping it into a box or large pot, and
filling all around with light, sandy,
loamy soil and layering therein. Layer-
ing carnations is, perhaps, best done
after a hot day, when the stems are
more or less limp, as they bend better

then and are less liable to break. The
best soil for layering into is equal parts
leaf mould, loam, coarse sand and burnt
refuse ash. A folded sack, to form a
kneeling pad, so that the operator can

get right down to his work, is a help.
W. R. G.
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urpees
Seeds

1 Quality In Seeds Is the
first thing to consider. You
cannot succeed with your
garden unless you plant
"Seeds that Grow."

Burpee's Dollar Box
Sufficient seed to plant a
garden 20 by 30 feet. A
complete Vegetable garden
for $1.00.

Burpee's Dollar Box con-
tains the following Vege-
table Seeds:

Bean Strlngless Green Pod
Bean- Brittle Wai

Beet Crosby's
Cabbage Allhead Early
Carrot Chantenay
Chard Lucullus
Corn Golden Bantam

Lettuce May King
Lettuce SimpsonMM Wethjnflald
Parsley Curled Dwarf
Radish White Icicle

/ Radish S c a r 1 e t

Button
Salsify Sandwich

Island
Tomato Chalk's Jewel^^^^^~ Turnip White Egg

If purchased separately, this collection would cost $1.60. With the Dollar Box we Include
Cultural Leaflet and Garden Plan drawn to scale. Complete garden for $1.00.

BURPEE'S ANNUAL For 1919
Burpee's Annual Is considered the leading American Seed Catalog. It contains a complete lint of the
best \ egelable and Flo i-r HtwOs. Mailed to you free upon request. Write for your copy today.

W. ATLEE BURPEE Co., SEED GROWERS Philadelphia

DollarBox

Vegetables

Qurpee*S<*dsG

"

^fcT
Mb

As the Twig
is bent

"
It's an old adage and a true one.

Beautiful flowers and hardy plant* can
only be obtained by proper cultiva-
tion and careful training.

Adjusto Plant Supports
do this training as no other support
can do it. They are simple in con-
struction, containing no screws or
nails and adjustable to any -height.
The stake is of the hardest wood and
the hoop of the strongest wire, both
painted green. There's no wear out
to them and as permanent equipment
are very reasonable in price. We
guarantee them to give perfect satis-
faction. If your dealer does not have
them in stock write us.

THE FORREST SEED CO., Inc.

Box 42, Cortland, N. Y.

VTV

-

How to make
*

. your garden
holler

However successful your 'wl
garden may have been in the -- , f.
past this is the year of all years when ^
bigger crops are expected of every
farmer and gardener.

Increased production depends on Ihorouyh cultivation,
and this can best be secured by the use of Planet Jr.
garden tools. Their scientific construction, with various
specialized attachments, enables you to cultivate with
the thoroughness that produces strong, healthy, vitalized
plants, which in turn yield bigger and better crops.
Planet Jr. tools get these results quickly and with less
labor because of their light draught and ease of opera-
tion. Use them, increase the joy and profit of garden-
ing, and add to the nation's food supply.

Planet Jr.GardenTools
No. 4 Planet Jr. Combined Hill and Drill Seeder. Wheel-Hoe. Cultiraior and Ploiu

is a special favorite, and there are more of them in use throughout the world than
a
,

n
'X, ? seeder made. Opens the furrow, sows all garden seeds (in hills or

.Irills), covers, rolls down and marks the next row all at one operation. Hoe*.
plows and cultivates all thiough the season. A hand-machine that will pay for
itself in time, labor and seed saved in a single season.

, .*?<>
12 Planet Jr. Double and Single Wheel-Hoe has hoes that are wonderful weed

killers. The Plows open furrows, cover them and hill growing crops. The
( ultivator Teeth work deep or shallow. The Leaf Lifters save much time in late

"M T P 1

?
1"* are Iar e or leaves too low for ordinary work. Crops are straddled

till JO inches high, then the tool works between rows with one or two wheels.

72-page Catalog free

r r "lultrates P'ane ' Jrs - doing actual farm and garden work, and describes over
55 different tools, including Seeders, Wheel-Hoes, Hurse-Hoes. Harrows, Orchards.
Beet- and Pivot-Wheel Riding Cultivators.

S. L. Allen & Co., Inc.
Box

11IO-K Philadelphia

-"^^-^^sacrt^^v^r^

I

Garden bordered iv>th Box-Barberry. Two-year-old stock was vied,
Photo taken three months after planting; Plants ret four mr/irs apart.

A Distinct Novelty: Offered this Spring
for the First Time

Box-Barberry is a dwarf, upright form of the familiar
Berberis Thunbergii; it is perfectly hardy, thriving
wherever Berberis Thunbergii grows. // does not carry
wheat rust.

Box-Barberry lends itself most happily to low edgings for
formal gardens, when set about 4 inches apart. It also

makes a beautiful low hedge when set 6 to 8 inches apart.
The foliage is light green, changing in autumn to dazzling
red and yellow.
1 year, frame-crown $20.00 per 100 $175.OO per l.OOO
2 year, field-grown 30.OO per 10O 25O.OO per l.OOO
3 year, field-grown 40.00 per 100 3SO.OO per 1,000

4 year specimens $1.00. Six for $5.00
(SO at 100 rates. 250 at l.OOO ratea.)

Available stock limited.

received.

THE ELM CITY NURSERY
WOODMONT NURSEiyES, INC.

Boxm New Haven. Conn. (Near Yale Bowl)

Orders filled strictly in rotation

CO.

Onr Catalogue, now ready, lists a comprehensive assortment of
choice Shade and Fruit-trees. Evergreens (including Taxus
cuspidata type), Shrubs, Vines, Roses, Hardy plants. Catalogue
mailed the day your request is received.
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Si/eh*SfWEL-CLO

IT
matters not whether the

bathroom be adjoining the

bedroom, the library or any
room in the house the oper-
ation of flushing the Silent

Si-wel-clo Closet is not heard
outside the bathroom. A noisy

closet, on the other hand, is

an annoyance to you, an em-
barrassment to your guests.

The Silent Si-wel-clo Closet

mcorporates special features

to make its operation
quiet and thorough. Its

sanitary features over-
come the danger of clog-

ging and subsequent
damage. No effort has been

spared to make the Si-wel-clo

and its component parts the

very best.

The

Trenton Potteries Company
"Tepeco" All-Clay Plumbing

is most sanitary, beautiful, practi-

cal and permanent. Permanency
is not denoted by a white surface,

but by what material is beneath
that surface. With time, inferior

materials will lose their sani-

tary value, dirt will adhere, the

appearance become uninviting
the piece lose its usefulness.

"Tepeco" Plumbing is china or

porcelain, solid and substantial.

Dirt does not readily cling to its

glistening white surface, nor will

that surface be worn away by
scouring. A wise investment a

beautiful one.

If you intend to build or renovate

your bathroom write for our instruc-

tive book,"Bathrooms of'Character."

The

Trenton Potteries Company
Trenton, New Jersey

ugest makers of All-Clay

An 18th Century print with hand-painted bor-

der, showing French influence

Portuguese Prints
COSTEN FITZ-GIBBON

Illustrations ty Courtesy of Carval/io Brothers

A PERSON without any small talk

at all, without any aptitude for

the lighter side of conversational

intercourse about things of the passing

moment, can scarcely be companionable.
He may be endowed with the most

sterling qualities of mind and character,

and be able to discourse sagely of great

and serious matters, but if he cannot or

will not descend now and again to chit-

chat his company soon grows burden-

some. In the same way, a room devoid

of all homely pleasantry of pattern or

color soon oppresses by its unrelieved

austerity. It is one of the special offices

of fabrics to supply this necessary tinc-

ture of playfulness.
For wholesome jollity nothing can ex-

ceed the printed fabrics so commonly
used in furnishings during the reigns of

William and Mary and Queen Anne.

Many reproductions of these, some
of them even printed from the

same old hand-blocks, are available

today. However, one does not

wish to be restricted always to the

same resources and it is worth

while to point out the possibility

of employing for the same purpose
the Portuguese prints, wrought
from the late 16th Century to the

early part of the 19th.

These printed fabrics were orig-

inally used for bedspreads, bed-

curtains, valances, curtains and the

valances above windows, hangings,

and table spreads. The material

was a creamy cotton cloth, often-

times thin, sheer and of fine qual-

(Below) An l&th Century
bedspread, woolen, hand -

blocks printed in vigorous
characters

ity but very strong. In the older prints

the cloth, woven on hand looms, was

frequently of great width 6' or more

so that even a wide- bedspread was with-

out seam. Portugal both wove this

cotton cloth and also imported much of

it from the East Indies. In the late

period some of these fabrics were glazed.

In the older prints the colors used

were comparatively few and were strong

and durable but soft and mellow in tone.

They were so ingeniously combined that

the effects, though brilliant and always

striking, were never inharmonious nor

bizarre. The early reds are to be de-

scribed rather as a warm rose ;
the bluus

were either a pale azure or else of vigor-

ous depth and intensity; the yellows

were unobtrusive but of sufficient ac-

cent; an exceptionally satisfying light

(Continued on page 78)

Late 16th Century hanging
or India cotton with tree 0}

life design

An early 18th Century roll-

er printed fabric of bold

design
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Transforms
your garden
AN ARCH deftly
**

placed, a trellis

or graceful fence to

hide an unsightly
view, a pergola to

crown a garden's
charm all work
outdoor - wonders if

they are designed
with true and studied

artistry.
Our 1919 Handbook

shows 112 pages of sug-

gestions (250 pieces) of

enduring beauty. Each

piece of

bears the Mathews Hallmark, a pledge of

artistic merit and painstaking workmanship.
Tn secure handbook send 20 cents, stamps or coin

Ask for Catalog G-3

The MATHEWS MFG. CO.
Lakewood Cleveland, Ohio

New York City Headquarters:
The Mountain Community, 176 Madison Ave.

Is your refrigerator
up to the standard of

your home ?.

Good BCS>wls7MMt

Yourhome mayhave perfect ventilation an ideal heating plant
the newest "household labor-saving appliances." Yet if it has not

proper refrigeration it is incomplete. If you would know more of the

principles of home refrigeration, its definite relation to health, econ-

omy and conservation, send for the new 32-page "MONROE" Book.
It's free. Contains valuable refrigerator facts and fully describes

MONROE
A handsome, expertly-built, lifetime refrigerator that is used

in the very best homes throughout the country, and is a joy to every
housewife. Its snowy-white, one-piece food compartments of inch-

thick genuine porcelain ware with full rounded cor-
ners are spotlessly clean and stay clean. No joints,
cracks or crevices to harbor dirt or decaying food.

Not Sold In Stores Shipped Direct
From Factory Freight Prepaid
.Monthly Payment* if Deiired

Send for'copy of "MONROE" Book today.

,
MONROE REFRIGERATOR CO.

44 Wyoming Are. Lockland, Ohio

30 DAYS

HOME
TRIAL

aeo-DiPT'

For Peace-Time Building

f
With the ban lifted, home-comers

weaving dreams of Home making,
home-keepers of home bettering, build-

ing as an industry has revived

but with a new demand which Creo-

Dipt Stained Shingles seem peculiarly

adapted to fill.

How Creo-Dipt Stained Shingles meet

every requirement of war-taught effi-

ciency and thrift, yet withal beauty
in their charm and durability of stain,

variety of treatment, ease in laying,

provable longevity and true economy
is told in our Book of Delightful Home*.
Whether interested in building or re-

buildings, send for this attractive book
and color samples today.

Details and specifications for construction of
thatched roofs on special request.

CREOOWT COMPANY. Inc.

>. 1012 Oli.er Slre.1, N. Tontnd, N. T.^3
Owner Crannpl Morcin.
Akron. O.

Arch. Dtrcum A Ken.

-'* QH

This House Is Built
Like a "Thermos" Bottle

Warm in Winter
& Cool in Summer

Because of METAL LATH
Exterior and interior.

It is fire-proof, water-proof, sound-proof and vermin-

proof. Cracking plastered walls and falling ceilings
are an impossibility.

YOU WILL HAVE ALL THESE ADVAN-
TAGES, with BOSTWICK "TRUSS-LOOP"
METAL LATH, at a cost of only $150.00 on a

$5,000.00 house more than with out-of-date, un-

sanitary wood lath. AND YOU KNOW YOU
HAVE A PERMANENT HOME, your family
and material keepsakes safe from fire.

We refer you to Webster's Dictionary where cuts of
BOSTWICK METAL LATH are used to illustrate the

definition of expanded. Page 770, last edition, 1913.

ASK BOSTWICK, the specialist in fire-retarding BUILD-
ING MATERIALS, for informa-
tion about the house you're going
to build.

The Bosttvick Steel

Lath Company
1916 Helen Han Avenue

EaaHuhrd 1191 NUeS, < Ulin

The Pioneer Manufacturers of Metal LathM ETAL LATH
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MMidEconomij
of ihe IDEAL y

The great economy in using the Ideal Tractor Lawn
Mower rests in the fact that it will keep such a large
average of lawn in perfect condition with a very
minimum of labor.
Because the Ideal is a mower and roller in one. The
roller is built as an integral part of the machine
and the grass is rolled every time it is cut.

.Moreover, it is easily converted into a power roller

by substituting for the mower the small castor which
we furnish. In early spring when heavy rolling is

required it is only necessary to add a little extra
weight.
Thus one machine and one man does quicker and
better work than several men with several hand
mowers and rollers.

Cuts Four to Five Acres a Day
The mower has a 30 inch cut and one man with one
of these machines can cut four to five acres of lawn
a day on an operating expense of about fifty cents for
fuel and oil. The Ideal is of extremely simple design
and all complicated clutches and gears have been
eliminated. All the operator has to do is to guide
the machine and operate the starting and stopping
lever.

Uses Tractor Principle
The cutting blades operate by the traction of their
side wheels upon the ground, just the same as the
blades on a hand mower operate. This eliminates
the difficulties that are almost sure to occur where
an attempt is made to drive the blade direct by power
from the engine.

Cuts Close to the Walks, Trees, Flower-
beds and Shrubbery

With the Ideal a man can work just as close to various
obstacles as with a hand mower. The mower is hung at the
front in surh a manner that it turns easily and is guided
around corners, flower-beds, trees, etc., without difficulty.

Five-Day Trial Satisfaction Guaranteed
Write for details for our five day irial offer. Ideal Power
Lawn Mowers are sold on a positive guarantee of satisfaction
and we will willinRly refund money on any machine that does
not prove satisfactory when properly operated.
You can secure this Ideal through your hardware dealer or
direct from our factory, \A*rite today for special literature.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co.
R. E. OLDS, Chairman

403 Kalamazoo Street, Lansing, Michigan
Boston, 51-52 N. Market St.

Philadelphia, Pa., 709 Arch St.
New York, N. Y., 270 West St.

Chicago, III.. 163 N. May St.

Toronto, Ont., 17-19-21 Temperance St.

Montreal, Quebec, 51 Victoria Square.

IDEAL
TRACTOR.
IMNMOWERS

Photo shows how cutting mower turns
when working around flower-beds, etc.

ARMSTRONG CORK CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

November 29th. 1918.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co.,
It is a little early to pass a

final opinion on the Ideal Pow-
er Mower I purchased this fall,

but can say that so far it has
demonstrated its time and labor
saving features in a forceful
manner. Prom what I have seen
of it, I consider it a good in-
vestment for anyone having any
considerable amount of lawn to

keep .up.
Yours very truly,

C. D. Armstrong.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor

Buildings and Grounds Dept.
November 25th, 1918.

E. C. Pardon,
Superintendent.

The Ideal Power Lawn Mower
Co..
The Ideal Tractor Mower

which we purchased from you
last spring has proved entirely
satisfactory in the past seasons
work.

Yours very truly.
E. C. Pardon.
Superintendent.

THE YALE & TOWNE MAN.
UFACTURNG COMPANY
9 E. 40th St., New York.

November 25th, 1918.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co..
It gives me nleasure to tell

you how well satisfied I am with
the Idea] Power Lawn Mower

Purchased
from you last year,

t is used on my grounds at
Litchfleld. Conn., and has ef-
fected a great saving of labor
as compared with hand mowing
machines.

Yours very truly.rs very truly, .

Henry B. Towne.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company, Lansing, Michigan.

Please send details, price and catalog of the Ideal Tractor Lawn Mower.

Name

Address .
H. & G.

Late ISth Century woolen
hand-block fruit showing In-

dian influence

Portuguese Prints
(Continued from page 76)

mulberry or mauve, such as may be
seen in old cashmere shawls, played an

important part in the early color

schemes; the browns, generally a strong
umber, were judiciously employed and
were commonly so manipulated as to

impart definition to the design. The
early red, prepared from kermes, was
far softer and more tractable than the
later reds prepared from cochineal; the

early blue, prepared from pastel, also

had some desirable qualities not pos-
sessed by the later indigo.
The secret of these colors and also the

use of many of the later coloring sub-
stances the Portuguese learned through
their extensive East Indian connection.

They were really the pioneers in intro-

ducing these, and likewise many of the

most prized designs and fashions, into

Europe.
In the later prints, especially when

the reflex effect of English and French

influence, aided by the more highly de-

veloped technical processes employed by
British and French artisans, began to be
felt in Portugal, the colors became
more trenchant and varied and we find

vigorous reds, blues, yellows, greens, and
browns dominating the field.

There is unmistakable evidence that,
in the late 16th and early 17th Cen-
turies, many of the decorations were
done altogether by hand. The next step
was to impress the designs with wooden
hand-blocks. Some of the pieces show
that the work of the wood-blocks was
supplemented by handwork. During the

greater part of the 17th and 18th Cen-
turies wooden blocks alone were used
almost exclusively. From about the
middle of the 18th Century a combina-
tion stencil and sponge process was also

employed to some extent, the colors

being daubed or pounced on with
a sponge through the openings of
the stencil. Late in the 18th

Century wooden rolls largely su-

perseded the hand-blocks, there-

by economizing time, effecting
uniform regularity of repeats, and
making possible the accurate exe-
cution of striped patterns. In
England and France steel rolls

and plates also were used at this

time, resulting in sharpness of de-
sign and emphasizing shading.
The early designs are open and

bold and plainly indicate the
Persian and Indo-Chinese influ-
ences paramount in Indian art

during the 16th and 17th Cen-
turies. The Persian "tree of life"

design occurs again and again.

Tree of Life design in Indo-
Persian manner on hand-

painted cotton

Table cover of mid-l&th

Ctntury showing French

influence

'J&f

'',
, '^v*'-

*-r&

*w3h^

Deep rose printed cotton

of the 18th Century, used

for lining brocades
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GARDEN FURNISHING IN JUNE

IT
b an earnest of our growing sancness of

viewpoint, the increased enthusiasm with

which we turn each spring and summer to

the out of doors. Not only are the ranks of

out-and-out campers and tram per* and back-

to-naturers swelling, but we mere prosaic
Americans whose daily outings take us little

farther than the bird pool at the end of the

garden finds ourselves, with the advent of

each warm season, living more and more among
our shrubs and trees and flowers.

Living anywhere without furniture is an

anomaly even your camper makes himself a

rude log chair or table so for our June issue

we have assembled a selection of those acces-

sories which make the outdoor hours at home
still more delightful. There are two pages of

garden furniture of the practical as well as

ornamental kind; two more on statuary and
two on wall fountains. Awnings come in for

attention, too; and sleeping porches, with some
of the most delightful photographs we have
seen in a long while.

As settings for our sky-roofed, rooms there

One of the views which link the garden
and the house in the June number

must be growing plants, of course. Climbing
roses, for example three pages which tell all

about the fifty best kinds. Earnest Ingersoll
contributes a charming account of the vita!

relationship which exists between birds and
flowers; and there are many garden photo-
graphs which are in themselves an inspiration
to you to go and do likewise.

There must be rainy days in every garden,
days when four walls and a tight roof are

good things to possess. When -they come you
can turn to the cretonnes for the summer
house, or new ideas in lamps and lighting fix-

tures, or collecting old ivories, or kitchenette?

where one can really cook we show them all

and other things besides, such as real half-

timber work and some wholly attractive Japa-
nese houses.

So, you see, the June number b a well bal-

anced one. In thb short analysb we cannot

begin to mention all the features, but we are

going to ask you to take our word for it that

we feel just a little bit proud of the way the

magazine will look when you open it.

Contents for May, 1919. Volume XXXV, No. Five
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THIS AGED GARDEN STAIRS
As in life, so in architecture, mere years do not make
age. This garden stairs, jor example. A hundred?
Perhaps three hundred years old? Yes, the stones
are surely that old and 'the timber and possibly the
casement windows. For it takes a long time to make
a stone or a big beam. But the composition is a mere
infant. For the architect's skill has combined these

elements which are old in themselves, has given them
a relationship and a setting commensurate with their

intrinsic antiquity. And thus we have recently com-
pleted this aged garden stairs leading from the

residence of George Marshall Allen's house at Con-
vent, N. J. Charles I. Berg was the architect of

the house
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THE DECORATION of SUMMER CAMPS
Suggestions for Wall, Floor and Window Treatments The Use of Strong

Colors Convenience and Furnishing

IT
is the hardest thing in the world to let a

piece of work alone after one thinks it is

finished. We ache to add a little touch here or

a spot there and, in the end, we find we have

lost the simple, perfect thing as it stood.

How true this is of painting. The picture
seems perfect. But we haven't the will to stop
there. We add a touch of rose. That seems

too bright. So we go over it with blue, making
it purple. Then it seems to attract the eye too

much. Finally we neutralize it, and end by

having a muddy mess.

This is also true of house furnishing. We
over-elaborate. We are possessed with the

idea of purchasing, and we over-crowd or over-

elaborate our rooms.

To my mind this is the fault with many
camps not cottages or summer hotels. The
charm of a camp should lie in its very crude-

ness and simplicity. There should be a hardi-

ness about it, something that looks well with

rugged foliage.

Nothing finicky
and dressed up. The
interior should be a

background for

camping c lo t h e s .

The minute a camp
is dressy iflbses its

appearance of good
breeding. It is out

of place, like an os-

trich plume on a

picnic.
A camp should be

planned for views,
not big, extensive
views necessarily,

just a view into a

clump of trees or

across a little stream.

A view that is lik-

able and intimate.

For that reason the

decoration and par-

ticularly the curtain-

ing should not de-

tract from this view.

Strong Colors

In a camp I be-

lieve primary colors

should be used.
There is something

vigorous and
strengthening in

AGNES FOSTER WRIGHT

pure, flat color. Try a patch of crimson against

pines, a bit of yellow reflecting in water or a

snatch of brilliant blue against silver birch.

They go!

Try a dining room with white, smooth walls,

and put in emerald green furniture, possibly
touched here and there with black, and with a

black rug of Belgian rush or flat weave. Over the

mantel set into the plaster a large Chinese lac-

quer tray of the most brilliant red. Paint a band
of red on the edge of the window shades, and a

small bold design in the middle, just enough to

bring the colors beyond the window into con-

trast. On the mantel put a pair of brilliant green
glass vases decorative and useful for flowers.

Camp Walls

One should never attempt to paper or panel

camp walls. Avoid this formality of treat-

ment by using rough plaster in the rooms down-
stairs and smooth upstairs. This does not mean

For the porch of the Whalen camp at Raquette Lake, linen gauze curtains with worsted fringe

are used. Card table wrought iron with black glass top. Agnes Foster Wright, decorator

that the rooms must necessarily be cold or

barren. One bedroom could have pink cham-

bray bed and chair covers, and pink chambray
curtains with stiff little valances and tie-backs.

The fabric can be a print with bright, fresh

roses scattered over it. A draped dressing
table completes this picture of crisp freshness.

Besides, the fabrics can easily be laundered.

There is something distinctly ugly about

matched board walls. This is due partly to

the glossy varnish with which matched boards

are generally finished. It is better to stain the

boards a more neutral tone or, if they are in a

bad condition, linen gauze can be sewed up
and stretched over the walls. This provides a

good neutral background and will not hold

moisture and dust as burlap does.

Rough plaster usually takes on a soft color

after a little while, or, if one is impatient, a

coat of water color can be applied. A clear

bluish green is a good tint, or a soft yellow.
The finest finish

for a camp living

room wall that I

have seen was a

wainscot of old fence

slabs. These were

gathered up in the

country for miles
around gray with

age and with little

patches of moss here

and there. They were

set up vertically. The
woodwork matched,
and the rough plaster
above was stained

gray.

The Rugs

Camp floors are

the place for fur

rugs and skins. Nev-
er mind whether or

not you did the kill-

ing. The man whose
floors are covered

with the spoils of his

own hunts is gen-

erally a bore he

has constantly and

irresistibly before
him a topic of con-

versation of his own

prowess !

There is a variety
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A summer camp music room, with high
wainscot of rough boards and rough

plaster above. Haydcn & Co. were the

decorators

Tit; terrace is a necessary ad-

junct to the summer camp.
Reed or willow jurnlture can

be i:scd

In the owner's bedroom at the Raquette Lake camp of Mrs. George

Whalen, painted furniture has been used effectively. The colors are

yellow and blue and match the sleeping porch beyond. Herter Looms,
decorators

of rush and fibre rugs that the shops
make up into squares of any desired

combinations of color to match a

scheme. A very striking rug has 20"

squares on the diagonal, alternating
black and natural color. Then one can

select a small center square of green
and an outside of tan, and these can

be alternated by the reverse colors.

All hand-woven rugs seem adapta-
ble for camp use. The weave is called

"tapestry" as there is no pile to the

rug. A pile carpeting should never

be used in a camp. It is too formal.

A splendid all-wool rug comes, made
to any size, with a plain band border

on the ends.

For the bedrooms nothing could be

better than hooked rugs to match the

cretonne used. They should be small

and brilliant and the very fact that

they are made especially to match the cretonne

gives them a quaintly attractive effect. There

are also old-fashioned braided rugs and cro-

cheted rugs that can well take the place of

racr rues.

Gingham Curtains

With such rugs the curtain material most

suitable seems to be gingham. A blue and

purple gingham edge on white, unbleached

muslin is good, with gingham tie-backs and as

color notes for the painted furniture. A little

green, red or white striped gingham, with a tiny

ruffle of the red, makes a fresh, simple curtain.

Dotted grenadine for the curtains used over a

small, bright patterned chintz, is adorable in

a child's room. The curtains should be looped
back and the bed cover should be of the dotted

grenadine. Bright pink roses with blue rib-

bons could anything be more enchanting for

a summer camp nursery ? For there are camps
with children!

Ultra-fashionable linens are so often used

because the colors are crude. A particularly

good design has a fresh green background with

a dark blue and orange pattern. If the furni-

The living room of the Whalen camp is

furnished simply with mahogany and a

jew upholstered pieces. Herter Looms,
decorators
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Each room is named after the linen used in it. This is the pomegran-
ate room, and has a decorated panel on the door to that effect. The room
opens d'.rectly on a sleeping porch. Herter Looms were the decorators

ture was painted blue, it would be

quite nice. Jacobean patterned linens

in rich browns and dull yellows and

blue, seem designed to go with old oak
and plaster. Personally I think plain
materials the best. One gets color but

no distracting design. A splendid,

very heavy red cotton material comes
with a black selvage, with a tiny line

of yellow. It is SO" wide and heavy
enough to shut out cold night

draughts. Such materials go with pine
woods, I feel.

For Porches

On porches, where the view must be
shut off, nothing is so serviceable as

linen gauze. One can see through it

perfectly. With a little wool fringe
to give it weight and color, it is per-
fect for such use.

For the sleeping porch use a dark glazed
chintz mad* up into roller shades, with a screw-

eye in eithe^end of the slat through which a
cord can be run, fastened to the window trim to

prevent the shade from blowing out and flap-

ping. I know of no better way to shut out the

morning light which is so objectionable to many.
After all, one goes to a camp to sleep and

rest, and every piece of furniture placed in it

and every inch of fabric should be chosen with
that end in view. Fewer pieces will reduce the

necessary household labor to a minimum.
Virile colors will tone in harmoniously with the

strong notes of Nature, and the resultant deco-
ration will prove a radical change from the
more cautious furnishing of city homes.

These points are illustrated in the summer
camp shown on these -three pages. It is the

camp of Mrs. George Whalen atRaquette Lake,
N; Y., and combines all the necessary con-
veniences with harmonious and livable furnish-

ings. Its architecture is characteristic of the

type and location, and some of this archi-
tecture has come through the walls to furnish

ample backgrounds against which the decora-
tors worked.

The dining room is simple and refresh-
ing. The Jacobeans well suit the oak
and plaster walls. Designed by B. Mun-

cie. Hayden & Co., decorators

A general view of the Whalen camp
shows its close proximity to the water,
and the architecture, which is harmoni-

ous with the surroundings

A "snuggle in" lean-to, where
one can watch the logs burn
in the stone fireplace. It is

hung with balsam boughs
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An original method of
arranging casement win-
dows with a place spe-
cially built for plants
and a small trellis is the

chief point of interest

in the dining room. This
room is furnished with

Empire mahogany fur-
niture of graceful de-

sign, and the walls are

papered with a smart
green and white stripe

Over the quaint old

marble mantel, with its

painted black marble

inserts, hangs an old

family portrait. The
table set for luncheon

is beautifully appointed
with old silver and

glass, and at the service

door a painted screen

with an architectural

design contributes an

interesting touch

riiutograiihs by Martina
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A gray and while scenic paper with a tall

tree design is used in one of the bedrooms
with a most delightful result. The dress-

ing table is draped in old blue taffeta

Hartlng

The entrance hallway in indicative of the
distinction of the entire house. Tapestries
hang on the buff walls and a figure holds

ivy in front of the black marble mantel

In a corner near the window in the well
stocked library, a pair of green parakeets in-
habit a cage, which swings on a decorative
stand. A tall, clear glass Colonial vase is one
of the many fascinating objects on the shelves

ROOMS in the RESIDENCE
o/MRS. ROBERT G. REESE,

NEW YORK CITY
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BUILDING AS A GENTLEMAN'S HOBBY
IN

the early days of this country no gentleman was worth the name
unless he had at least a smattering of architecture, no gentle-

man's library was complete without its architectural books. Washing-
ton found time to design a church near Alexandria, model a mantel and

lay out the Mount Vernon grounds. Thomas Jefferson drew up the

plans for his country house, "Monticello," and was accounted one of

the best gentlemen designers of his age.

Professional architects in those days were as scarce as Egyptologists
are to-day. Yet some fairly substantial building was produced, archi-

tecture that we proudly preserve and copy as standard.

It was a classical architecture, with none of the excesses of a more

flamboyant epoch. It was built to accommodate the demands of gener-

ous, well-rounded lives. The men who made those buildings under-

stood them.

' I "'HE native consciousness of our Colonial master-builders, their

JL knowledge of good line, good workmanship and good materials,
has rarely been equaled. The lack of this comprehension to-day and the

general ignorance of such matters on the part of the general public are

responsible for the riff-raff of jerry-built, atrociously designed houses
with which the country is flooded.

But there is light on the horizon. We are due for a revival of inter-

est in this subject. It is about time for architecture and building to

become a gentleman's hobby again. The building in the next few

years must be directed. Architects alone cannot lead popular taste.

To make architecture and building a popular hobby, it first must be
taken up by leaders of the people, and before the leaders of the people
can adequately grasp their leadership they must know their subject.

DESPITE
our world reputation for being canny, we American peo-

ple take a great many things for granted and accept circum-
stances imposed on us without question. We
permitted a fanatical minority to impose pro-

hibition, for example, and rather enjoyed

seeing the wheels of legislation buzz around
until the situation became actual and we

realized, too late, its evil effects. In pre-

cisely the same fashion we allow unscrupu-
lous dealers to palm off on us all manner of

cheap wares. Only when the roof begins to

leak, or the floors to sag, or the plaster crack,
or the paint peel off, or the heater fail to

heat we dimly realize that something is all

wrong. Eventually we grow indignant and
vow never again to use those materials.

Therein lies a national weakness that a

knowledge of architecture and building
would immediately correct. No man should

permit a roof on his house unless he knows
what goes into that roofing and what its re-

sisting powers are. He should study the

kind of brick or tile or stucco used for the

walls. He should know why walls need an
air space, and should see that they have one.

The woodwork in his house should be se-

lected only after he has surveyed the field of

woods. He should become acquainted with

the various heating systems and select the

one best suited for his type of house and
location.

Now it might seem that he hires an archi-

tect for this very purpose ; consequently, why
should the average man bother his head
about such affairs? For the simple reason

that the architect is not infallible and unless

the client has some desires, based on per-
sonal knowledge, the architect will be wholly

responsible for the house which leaves a

big margin for disappointment. Moreover,
it is natural that the man who spends his

money for building materials should know
what those materials are like. He takes a

deep interest in the make of his car and its

accessories, the cloth of his clothes, the

blend of his tobacco, the efficiency of his

office furniture why not be equally inter-

ested in, and have as good a knowledge of,

PERFUMES
Roses in an old-world garden

Fair and far away,

Sweet-pea and Syringa walks,

Hollyhocks so gay. . .

the various materials that go to make the structure which is his house?

Picture the average American man of moderate means buying a car.

He assembles all the possible catalogues and studies them. He learns

all the points and possibilities of the various makes. When he finds a

make that suits his wants, then he buys but not before. The reverse

is the general attitude toward building materials. And yet, just as

many catalogues are available and the information is just as simply

expressed and explained.
This laissez-faire attitude toward architecture and building is the

natural outcome of the sort of lives we have been leading. The great

growth in industry has overshadowed interest in the home. We fight

to protect business and neglect to protect personal liberties. We can-

not plan to build for a full life when we are not living full lives.

/~f^HERE has also grown up a specializing habit which makes it

J_ somewhat presumptuous for a man to show interest in any other

work save his own. Architecture is not considered a hobby suitable for

anyone except architects. Some of the specialists have preserved this

legend for their own self-defense, and have made a great mystery of

their work, when there is no mystery about it at all.

The good architect welcomes the intelligent co-operation of his client.

If more architects had it their work would be far simpler. As matters

stand to-day, the women of America direct the spending even in

building and the men foot the bills. The architects have to deal with

the women, and the women, in the majority of cases, cannot have the

personal interest in building materials that they exercise in the choice

of their gowns or the purchase of their foodstuffs. In short, we men
have been passing the responsibility up to our wives, and our wives
have been pestering the architects, in turn, with all manner of well-

intentioned but devastating whims. If you doubt this, ask any architect.

There is still a third reason for men hesitating to take up architecture

and building as a practicing hobby. Prices

of building materials and the manner of fig-

uring them seem to hold the subject just
above the average head and purse. A great

many people still nurse the fond dream that

a good ten-room house with all modern im-

provements, built of lasting materials and

designed with individuality, can be run up
for a mere $5,000. Plenty of us still think

of building in terms of Centennial year

prices. When we discover that prices have
doubled and tripled in some instances, we
lose interest.

/ never see a soft, green lawn

Or scent a full-blown rose,

But my heart goes back to England,
And a dear, old garden close.

Jasmine gives me Aden back.

Incense brings Port Said.

Dust and sun, the naked veldt

And rifles spitting lead.

Tang of tar wakes in my breast

Storm-defying ships;

Southern seas in touch of salt

To nostrils and to lips.

And though all bring memories

One holds a spot apart,

Sacred to its loveliness,

Cornered in my heart.

Sweet-pea and Syringa walks,

Hollyhocks so gay,
Roses and an old-world garden

Oh, so far away!

EDMUND LEAMY.

RIGHT
there is where your knowledge of

building materials and architecture

comes in. Architecture is one of those cul-

tural subjects that you never lose enthusiasm

for once you become interested in it. If you
are sufficiently interested in a subject its

high prices will never bother you, you will

appreciate value when you see it and will

appraise its value to you. Any figures arc

exorbitant when your interest in them is iily

casual. If stamps are your hobby you'll pay
the price for them. If home-making is your

hobby, your purse strings will unloosen.

It is only fair that the average American
should know more about architecture and

building fair to the architects, fair to the

builders and, above all, fair to himself. He
will get better values and more genuine sat-

isfaction. His interest will be sincere and
fruitful. He will find that his interest in

the subtle fashion that interest has can

change a house to a home whilst it is build-

ing. And of all the satisfaction in the

world, none is greater.
Understand building materials and their

prices, and you will have the gratification of

knowing how your money is spent, how val-

ues are returned in brick and slate and floor

boards. You will understand your house as

you understand your other possessions in

the terms of your monetary effort to get
them.
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A SUNROOM IS A PLEASANT PLACE

Between the green growing things of the garden and
the formal furnishings of indoors stands the sunroom.
It partakes of the nature of each and is equally con-

gruous with both. As a vestibule to the garden, it

has the al fresco touch of colorful fibre rugs, reed
or willow furniture gaily painted, sheer curtains that

filter the light and give an even glow such as the

sun's light over the countryside. Flowers and potted

plants give hint of what lies beyond. As a vestibule

to the house, it has the architectural background and

sufficient permanent fixtures so that in winter it can

be made a comfortable, pleasant place. These char-

acteristics are found in the sunroom of the George
Arents house at Rye, N. Y. Lewis Colt Albro, architect
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The Coke Family, a mezzotint by
Paul van Somer, after the paint-

ing by J. Huysman. Van Somer
was born in Amsterdam in 164Q
and worked in England during the
latter part of the llth Century.
This print is the first attempt of

any engraver in mezzotint to rep-
resent a large group composition

MASTERPIECES IN MEZZOTINT
The Story of a Fascinating 18tk Century Art That Flourished Through the 19th

and Still Attracts Master-Engravers of the 2Qth

GARDNER TEALL

DURING
the last quarter of the 18th Cen-

tury there developed among the en-

gravers of Great Britain an art which at once

seized the cultivated fancy of the day and
which received such remarkable appreciation
that it has not only left for our delectation the

masterpieces of the period of its heyday, but a

heritage of inspiration as well that has never

permitted it to become relegated in esteem or

its practice lost the art of the mezzotint.

Print-lovers, no matter in what broad fields

of collecting their hobbies may chance to

browse, are in agreement as to the charm of

the mezzotint. Sir Joshua Reynolds was of

the opinion that of the various styles of engrav-

The earliest known mezzotint, executed
by Lud-ivig von Siegen in 1642

ing, mezzotinting is the best calculated to

express a painter-like feeling, especially in the

case of portraits. I do not think anyone since

Sir Joshua's time has risen to dispute the as-

sertion. While the mezzotinters of early days
and those contemporary with us did not pro-
duce mezzotint engravings that can be likened

to photographic transcripts of paintings in all

the nakedness which the microscopic avidity
of the camera rejoices in, still there can be no

gainsaying the painter-like quality to which

Sir Joshua alluded, and no one could have

been more competent to judge than this great

master, a painter jealously guarding the in-

tegrity of art and holding unqualified con-

Portrait of Mrs. T. C. Phillips, after the painting by
J. Highmore. Engraved in mezzotint by John

Faber, Jr.. 1748

"Flower and Fruit", a celebrated
mezzotint by Richard Earlom, ajter

the painting by J. Van Huysam

"The Siren", engraved with some use of mezzotint

by W. E. Tucker for Godey's I ady's Book from the

painting by T. G. Middleton
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James, Duke of Monmouth,
by A. Boolding, the firs,t en-

graver in mezzotint to take

important place as a finished

exponent of thai art

tempt for all art-shams of every sort.

Alfred Whitman once said that

fine mezzotints appeal to the least

cultivated mind, while to the stu-

dent and art amateur they are a

never-ending source of fascination

and delight. This was one way of

saying that the appeal of the mezzo-
tint is universal. It is true.

Year after year noteworthy ex-

amples of the mezzotinter's art have
become more and more eagerly

sought by acquisitive print-lovers.
In consequence mezzotints of ex-

treme perfection are becoming more
and more rare. Notwithstanding
this fact, many truly beautiful and
desirable mezzotints are to be had at

prices that place them well within

reach of limited purses. As collect-

ors' subjects they are worthy of our
time and study.

Collecting

Mrtzptints

There is, I

think, a certain

practical phase of

collecting mezzo-
tints that appeals
to one who is

master of a roof-

tree of his own.
No sort of a

print, with the

possible excep-
tion of the Japa-
nese color -

print,
lends itself with
more satisfactory

permanence to

wall decoration

than do prints of

this class.

In the days
gone by the mez-
zotint formed an

indispensable and

agreeable mural

adjunct to the
house of every
person of culture.

I suppose, out of

fairness, one must allow that the very passion
for novelty a trait which Adam brought out

of the Garden of Eden with him which per-

mitted the intrusion of the steel engraving to

overshadow the affection that had been lavished

upon the mez/otint had, it is true, placed tile-

mezzotint upon its earlier pedestal. However,
the years of art's occasional and very deep 19th

Century spells of "Dark Ages" found the steel

engraving merely usurping the mezzotint,

The Duchess of Ancaster, from a portrait by Thomas Hudson,
engraved in mezzotint by J. MacArdell, 1757. MacArdell was
born in Dublin. His work was admired by Sir Joshua Reynold.

1
:

"Colonel Mordaunt's Cock Fight", from a painting by Johann Zoffany engraved in mezzotint by Richard

Karlom, 1742-1822, one of the most versatile mezzotint engravers and one of the first to do subject pieces

Cotton Mather, engraved by
Peter Pelham in 1727. This is

the earliest mezzotint engraved
in America. From the collec-

tion of Chas. A. Munn, Esq.

which latter was in our own day to

regain its throne in the regard of even

the average person. I think that Amer-
ican mezzotinters had something to do
with this perpetuation of a love for

the mezzotint, but of this more anon.

Making Mezzotints

Before going further into the mat-
ter of the history of the mezzotint let

us be sure we know just what sort of

an engraving it is, just what are its

distinguishing ear-marks. A line en-

graving and an etching are both pro-
duced from a metal plate on. which tin-

design is incised, the plate being
inked and so wiped that the face of

the plate becomes clean, while suffi-

cient ink remains in the incised lines

to produce the design when submitted

to the pressure of a press in contact

with a sheet of

paper. With line-

engraved or with
etched plates any
ink, even the light-

est film, permitted
to remain on the

unincised portions
of the plate will

print tints of vary-

ing degrees of

darkness according
to the amount of

ink that has been
left on them. How-
ever, the incised

lines will print
darkest of all and
will stand forth

definitely either

from the white

ground of a cleanly

wiped plate or from
the toned ground
produced by a

lightly wiped plate.
With pure mez-

zotinting there are

no incised lines.

Let us quote Lipp-
mann's description
of the process for
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Portrait of Jonathan Belcher,

governor of Massachusetts,

1681-1757. An early mezzo-

tint of great interest. From
the Munn Collection

sake of convenience and by rea-

son of its clarity: "The plate of

a mezzotint," says he, "before the

engraver's work begins, must have

its whole surface roughened or

rocked. This is done by means

of a rocker, a steel instrument

ending in a curved edge and fast-

ened in a strong handle. The

edge is extremely fine, with sharp
teeth. The engraver uses a

rocker with teeth set wide or

close, in accordance as he wishes

his roughened surface to be

coarse or fine, with a coarse or

fine grain. The tool has about

fifty teeth to each inch of its pe-

rimeter for a coarse grain, and about double

the number for a quite fine grain. The

rocker is held perpendicularly on the plate;

as it is rocked to and fro the teeth are

pressed into the copper. This rocking of

the plate is done first perpendicularly, then

horizontally, and after that in diagonal

lines, till the complete surface is evenly

roughened. A well-rocked plate, if at this

stage it be inked and printed, should impart

to the paper an even, deep, velvety black-

ness. The plate thus prepared is worked

with the mezzotint scraper, a steel instru-

ment shaped like a penknife, with which all

those places intended to remain light in the

print are scraped smooth. The places from

which the burr or roughness is completely

removed give the highest lights; those left

untouched produce the deepest shadows;

while intermediary tones are obtained by a

greater or less degree of scraping. Mezzo-

tint, in its procedure, is quite opposite to

line engraving: the mezzotinter works from

dark to light, the engraver [and the F.X.C K !-!.(.;.- C\
JK ;,sv//.vcvv).v

The earliest engraved portrait

of Washington, probably done

by C. W. Peale in 1778. From
the collection of Charles A.

Munn, Esq.

etcher] from light to dark."

Passing on to the actual print-

ing, Lippmann says:
"The process of mezzotint is

entirely without lines, and de-

pends on the flat tones of light

and shade melting softly into one

another. A mezzotint plate is

printed in exactly the same way
as a line engraving. If an im-

pression from a mezzotint plate
be closely examined, the marks
of the rocker can be clearly dis-

tinguished, especially in the half-

tones, as chisel-shaped cuts, form-

ing an appearance of crosses."

(Continued on page 58)

Mrs. Bouverie and

Son, after the paint-

ing by Sir Joshua

Reynolds, engraved
in mezzotint by
James'Watson in

1770. Watson was
born in Ireland in

1740

"The Pet", engraved in mezzotint for Peterson's Magazine
by John Sartain from the painting by Landseer

The Duke of Bedford, after the painting by Sir Joshua

Reynolds, engraved in 1778 by Valentine Green
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OldHish-

MY FRIENDS THE BUILTMORES
A Recountal Which, Despite the Pictures, Is a Serious

Exposition of the Building Cost Problem

MY friends the
Builtmores arc

building again!
There's news for

you. Imagine it, at

this time ! I s a y

"again" when I

should say "still", for

they are always at it.

But you probably
know them; she was

Sally Post, a sister of

Newell Post, the arch-

itect, and since she

married Jack Builtmore, who has been so suc-

cessful, life has been just one house after

another !

Of course they began modestly Jack was

just getting started and all they needed was a

little two bath-power cottage, which they built

out in Englewood, way back in the days when
there were general house-workers! Sally said

they had to employ Newell to keep peace in

the family, as ifthere were any surer way of

turning old home-week into a shambles.

In January, after the cottage was finished,

which was three months later than Newell had

said it would be, Jack lured his architect out

into the great Jersey silences and put him in

the northeast guest room. It was a tiny room,
so small

fflaj
the heating contractor hadn't even

seen it on, the plans, and the only place for the

bed was on an outside wall with the head next

to one window and the foot or feet, if you
were in it near the other. All the rest of the

wall space was composed of doors. Sally said

that it always reminded her of the stage-setting

for a Palais Royal farce.

WELL,
before Newell was ushered up to

this grotto they sat downstairs before the

living room fireplace, which drew backwards

right into their faces. Jack and Sally sat there

as if they liked being smoked, until poor Newell
couldn't stand it any longer and insisted on

putting the fire out, after which he craned his

head into what he called the throat or breast

or neck or something anyway, he finally

pulled out what do you suppose? A pair of

overalls! Sally said he looked so funny, with

tears plowing through the grime on his cheeks

and a look of magnificent triumph on his face,

that she and Jack simply sat down and cried,

and Jack made a hideous joke about not sup-

posing that that was the kind of soot that came
in a chimney. Then they relighted the fire and,

my dear, it smoked worse than ever! When
Jack suggested stuffing the overalls back

GEORGE S. CHAPPELL

Newell said it was
time for bed. Jack
told him to be sure to

ring if the hot water

wouldn't run in the

morning. Needless to

say, the pipes were

already frozen and

there was no bell in

the room.

But that was years

ago and they have all

gotten bravely over

the incident. Newell

has kept on practicing and Jack and Sally
have kept on building quite independently, of

course and they can even refer laughingly to

the head-room on the back stairs and things
of that sort.

And now, as I say, they are at it again. The
war held them up for a while, but the day

after the armistice was signed Jack wired Sally
to meet him in town and they went into imme-
diate executive session with Jack's latest archi-

tect, a Mr. Naylor, with whom he had been

thrown in close contact during his work in

Washington.
This Mr. Naylor is really a curiosity. It

seems he thinks about the cost of things. He
appears to be a rather

for-biddingperson,but

Jack is most enthusi-

astic over him and

says that the cost of

all that goes to make

up a house is so tre-

mendous, the bricks

and putty and so on,

that one simply must
have a practical archi-

tect nowadays. H e

says that if the war

hasn't made architects practical it is good-bye
to them. Well, Mr. Naylor is certainly all

that. You know a great many architects make
me think of the color pink. They have pink
beards or pink dispositions temperaments, I

think they are called. Jack's last before Mr.

Naylor was a Mr. Sweet. He almost fainted

at the mere mention of figures. He said he

preferred to get what he called an "upset price"

beyond which the costs couldn't go. So they

finally let him have his way and the figure
that was handed in certainly upset everybody.
I will say, though, that it is hard to see how
the cost could possibly have gone beyond it.

MR.
NAYLOR, instead of pink, suggests

blue the blue of a steel knife or of a

man who has to shave twice a day. His mouth

goes straight across and his favorite expression

is, "Now, let's get down to brass tacks." He
looks as if he might eat them for breakfast. Jack
says that in the Housing Department at Wash-

ington Mr. Naylor used to sleep with nothing
over him but a cost-sheet and that he knows
more about future building prices than anyone
else in the world. So that when he speaks every-

body listens. We had such an absurd dinner-

party at Sally's last week. Right in the midst
of the usual chatter about plays and persons
and such things Mr. Naylor calmly started a

lecture. He was sitting next to that pretty
little Mrs. Tibbets, who had just made Remark
206 from the Conversational Manual "O
yes! I have always said that if I were a man
I should have been an architect" and that

started him off, and the first thing we knew we
were all listening to what's what in the build-

ing world and really enjoying it.

As nearly as I can remember, Mr. Naylor
said that the average cost of construction to-

day, covering a lot of absurd places, was about

twenty per cent above that of three years ago.

Making allowance for the extravagance of

emergency work and considering the number
of men returning, he thought that at least half

of that would be
eliminated in the next

six months, leaving
the net price ten per
cent above normal.

"But what of that?"

he asked us. "People
must have houses.

They are going to

have houses, and those

who start operations

(Continued on

page 76)
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In the first year it is just a breakfast room. The general color scheme for walls and woodwork

is soft gray. Paper or paint is used for the walls, gray paint for the furniture. The shields of

the lighting fixtures also are painted and decorated in gray and green. The expenditure is $614

THE THIRD YEAR DINING ROOM
Developing a Full-grown Room from Simple Breakfast Room Beginnings

Budgets and Other Details from Year to Year

/"^KEATING this dining room is like watch-

V> ing a child grow from babyhood into a

full-fledged man. It starts in life as a break-

fast room, a room of painted furniture and

simple hangings. .Then in the second year, it

creeps into more formal fitments. In the third

year it is finally completed as a Duncan Phyfe

dining room.

When you have finished this pleasant labor

of three years, you have a breakfast room out

on the porch or in a sunny corner of the house,

and a dining room fully furnished in a digni-

fied fashion. Thereby two rooms are made at

the same time.

Remember that in designing this room which

grows up we are not making the cheapest pos-

sible room. Nobody wants to have the cheap-
est possible room in her house. We are creat-

ing the best sort of room that money can buy,
a permanent room in a permanent home, one of

which you will be justly proud.
And now to get down to the detrils of this

breakfast room that grew up.

In the First Year

The general color scheme for the first year
woodwork and walls is a soft gray. This can

be either paint or paper. The walls may be

covered with canvas and then painted, or

papered with a very small repeat design or a

light Colonial stripe. But the tone must be

MRS. GERRIT SMITH

soft gray, for the room will be filled with sun-

light the greater part of the day. Besides,

gray is a pleasant color against which to sil-

houette furniture and the pretty gowns of

guests. In the soft light of candles it takes

on a pleasing mystery.
As this is a breakfast room the furniture

can be painted. A pleasing choice would be

a darker gray than the walls. We are not

seeking any striking contrasts. When the

furniture is removed to the breakfast nook or

the porch it may be repainted. But here it is

gray. The necessary pieces will be table, six

chairs or you may limit the number to four

if the family is small two console tables to

be used for serving and a mirror over one of

the consoles.

Six lighting fixtures side fixtures are esti-

mated for this room. In many cases only four

will be needed. They are shield shaped, with

a back plate which is painted gray green and

decorated, and electric candles. The delicacy
of their lines will silhouette gracefully against
their soft gray backgrounds.

For curtains we use an orange silk. It

has a little design that gives it almost the ap-

pearance of a heavy pongee. The color is a

rich orange that will filter the morning light
into a warm glow. These curtains are un-
lined and made without valance. They hang,
as you see in the illustration, on rods set into

the window frame. There is a reason for this,

which you will see in a moment.

The foundation of the room is a gunmetal

rug, 9' by 12', made of carpeting. This gives

a firm and sound footing to the soft gray walls

and the gray painted furniture. It is a good

carpet and is planned to last for many years.

You will find it in all three stages of the

room. Therefore, once this carpet is pur-

chased, the problem of floor covering is solved.

Needed Accessories

There are a number of accessories to go into

the room the first year. Perhaps you may
think that accessories are a needless luxury.

Perhaps they are, but a room without them has

a peculiarly unfinished and naked appearance.
In the first year we figure on a bowl for the

center table, two fruit baskets of black and

gold for the consoles, two twisted brass candle-

sticks and a pair of andirons for the fireplace.

The expenditures this first year amount to

$614.80 and are divided as follows:

1 table $75 -00

6 chairs @ $18.00 106.00

2 console tables fe' S39.50 79.00

1 mirror over console 50.00

2 fruit baskets @ $22.00 44.00

1 rug 9' x 12', 12 yds. (y S4.SO a yd 54.00

6 lighting fixtures @ $27.00 162.00

Orange curtains, 8 yds., @ S2.10 a yd 16.80

1 bowl for center table 4.00
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The second year is the transition period, the period oj decorative adolescence, as it were.
A screen in soft green and orange is added, as are chintz over-curtains and valance. The
mantel, too, is finished with a mirror and large bowl. The outlay this year is $205

A close-up of the

first-year fixtures.

Gray painted shield

with decoration
and electric can-
dles. S27 each

2 brass candlesticks (u- $6.00 12.00
1 pair andirons 12.00

$614.80

^ The Second Year

In the seccrtW year the room is in a transition

stage, a sort of decorative adolescence. It is

still the breakfast room, but we have added
some pieces which foreshadow the permanent
furnishings to come.

The biggest expenditure is for a screen that

will stand by the service door. It is a triple

fold, painted and glazed with a soft green back-

ground and darker green foliage and orange
flowers. A screen of this type gives immediate
character to the room. It lends privacy to the

diners and gives a necessary finish to that

corner.

Two other parts of the room are finished
now the mantel and the curtains.

The orange silk curtains of last year become
under-curtains. This was the purpose in put-
ting them on rods fastened to the inner window
trim. Now over-curtains are added and a
valance. The fabric is chintz with a gray
ground to tone in with the walls and wood-
work, and a design in gray, green and orange.
The orange of this pattern tones in with the

orange of the under-curtains, affording a note
of harmony. While these curtains represent
an outlay, the expenditure is necessary for the

completion of the room. They will have to be

These side fixtures

will be replaced in

the third year with

others, as shown
on the following

are furnishing two rooms at once. And con-

sidering the fact that the second year of mar-

ried life is always expensive these few items

should not prove too much a burden for the

purse. This $205.45 has been spent after the

following fashion:

1 screen $90.00
Over curtains, 7 yds. SO" linen (a> $7.50 a yd.. . 52.50

Lining, 7 yds. @ $0.85 a yd 5.95

These can be made and hung, including all

rods and fixtures, per pair 25.00

1 large bowl on mantelpiece 10.00

1 mirror over mantelpiece 22.00

$205.45

Chintz with a gray ground and design
in gray, green and orange makes the sec-

ond year over-curtains

lined, which will make them permanent and
better wearing.
The other corner we are completing this sec-

ond year is the mantel. The natural finish for

it is a mirror, which occupies the entire over-

mantel and adds to the apparent size of the

room by its reflections. It is 42" wide by 36"

high, framed on the wall by a narrow molding.
One little accessory comes in this year, too

a pottery vase for the mantel shelf. Visualize
this mantel without it and then with, and you
will see that the expenditure is justified.
We have spent in this second year the sum

of $205.45. Not a huge sum, seeing that we

The Third Year

Coming to the third year we begin to do
some moving. Remember, we have built up
this room with the view to furnishing a break-

fast room at the same time, the breakfast room
furniture doing dining room service for two

years. Now it can be moved out to the en-

closed porch or the corner chosen for it. If

the paint looks a bit worn, it can easily be

refreshed, and the man of the house, if you
get him in the proper mood, will really enjoy

painting over these pieces. Make him under-

stand that it is his house well, you know how
to handle him!

And having moved out the painted set, we
move in a Duncan Phyfe set consisting of a

table, side chairs, arm chairs and two consoles.
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The completed room shows

Duncan Phyfe furniture in place

of the painted pieces, which

now go to the enclosed porch

One of the side chairs is shown

in illustration, and the delicacy of

its detail can be appreciated.
Let me say a word in favor of

Duncan Phyfe designs. As you

know, he was an American whose

designs showed strongly the in-

fluence of the Empire. He was,
in fact, the founder of what is

called American Empire. In its

later days this style became very-

heavy and crude, but in the be-

ginning Phyfe showed all the

delicacy of contour and decoration

that characterized the best French

work. At the present moment

Empire designs are very much the

vosme. In order to use our own

The third-year table is a repro-

duction, of course, but a good
one. American Empire style.

It is priced at ?258

American productions, I have

chosen a Phyfe set, made after his

own designs. A reproduction, to

be sure, bui a good reproduction
is not to be scorned.

The consoles are set on either

side the fireplace. Their ends let

down so that they really occupy

very little space. On them we
have placed sets of the twisted

candlesticks. As we already

bought one set the first year, we
have to purchase only one more

set now.
To accompany the dignity of

the new furniture we have treated

ourselves to new side lights. They
(Continued on page 80)

Crystal drops and delicate lines

characterize the fixtures. $42

Phyje's designs are manifest
in the furniture. Arm chair $75

The side chairs are uniform with

the rest of the set. $60 each
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"THE
DOLL'S HOUSE"

77/1- RESIDENCE of

MRS. JAMES A.

WRIGHT
at

BEDFORD HILLS,
NEW YORK

A Fascinating Example of

Reconstruction

The back of the little house is

here shown valiantly climbing up-
hill. It is only 20' by 4ff, but

despite its miniature size is com-
pletely equipped with furnace,
electric light and perfect bath

rooms, of which there are two.
There is a good sited living room,
dining room, three bedrooms,
kitchen and maid's room, all fur-
nished on a scale to suit exactly

its small proportions

The little old original

house was of frame and
the picture below shows
it after it was covered

with wire and stucco. At
the right, "The Doll's

House" is shown com-

plete, in all its trimness

and gaiety of light green
shutterswiLh an enchant-

ing new doorway, an en-

closed porch, and a little

white gateway with a
decorative fence mounted
on the stone wall. Beau-

tiful old trees cast their

shade over it and up the

stone steps one may go
to the smallest but most

delightful garden
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THE MUSIC ROOM and THE MUSICAL HOUSE
Which Shows that the Music Room Is the Heart of the House-

How 1o Furnish and Arrange It

FOR
a long time after I saw Maude Adams

in "A Kiss for Cinderella" I dwelt on

the fantastic mind of Barrie, and ideas for sto

ries, plays, essays in the style of the great Scot-

tish dramatist filled my imagination. One of

these ideas: If I were Barrie I should like to

make a play in which the acts should represent

the three aspects of a human being his heart,

brain, and physical side. The first act would

be in the physical room of my hero's house, the

second would be in his brain chamber, and the

third would be in his heart room.

The Heart of the House

Which rooms would be used? The physical

would it be the dining room or the bedroom?

The mental would it be the library or the sit-

ting room? The heart that I would arrange
for the music room.

For a man's house is the veritable counter-

part of himself. He is all represented, every

phase of him, his culture, his affectations, his

sincerity, his blatancy, his sentiment, his cold

reserve.

Some day, no doubt, I will be introduced to

a house where there is no music room. It will

be a strange place and a psychological study of

importance. Without looking upon the inhab-

itants I would write you a description of them,
dried up, cold, clammy, despicable, crafty.

CHARLES D. ISAACSON

A music room is called by many names and

many substitutes are used in place of the thor-

oughbred. The music room may be a corner

of the parlor or sitting room. But the presence

of the gems in any form is a hopeful sign.

But I want to chat with you of the real music

room, the all-to-itself, independent, self-assert-

ing, individualized music room. It has a per-

sonality. It is "warm in its coloring and light-

ing. It is a happy room. I have no liking for

the cold, grayish, highly etherealized musical

atmospheres, sanctus puribus! Whether in

great concert hall or little private music room,

the same principle applies. Carnegie Hall is

a great bam in appearance. Until the place is

filled with people, I figuratively shiver. In

/Eolian Hall, on the other hand, there is a

warmth and cheer in the coloring of old rose,

blue and gold, which reflects itself not only in

the audience, but in the players. Great music

can surmount any difficulties, but why make

difficulties?

The Need for Space

There need be but little in the music room.

Space, the feeling xrf freedom, must be appar-
ent. One of the loveliest examples of good
taste was a large chamber, high ceiling, deco-

rated in simple cream-colored paper, with bare,

dull flooring. A solitary piano and chair stood

on display, solitary with the majesty of a con-

quering monarch. It was a large grand piano,
than which there is no finer specimen of furni-

ture for grace, magnificence, sumptuousness. A
grand piano has the sweep of an empress' train.

Its very presence connotes culture. It trans-

forms its surroundings into something palatial.

Just as Sir Henry Irving or Booth made any
movement on the stage something magnificent,
so the grand piano gives an incomparable
splendor.

In the room I mentioned, the grand piano
reclined in Greek gracefulness its top open,
the chair at a slight angle, as if a master had

just arisen from it. The composition was ex-

cellent. The instrument was placed with fine

balance. It stood in the open not cramped
into a corner or crushed against ti wall.

Placing the Piano

Here is how to place the grand piano in

your music room. Mentally find the centre of

the floor space. Looking into the room, have

the keyboard facing you, but at about forty-
five degrees to the wall. Thus if the door en-

ters along the right-hand wall, the right cor-

ner of the keyboard would be slightly pointed
to you. The piano itself should be set slightly

back from the centre of the room and a little

toward the left wall. The thought is to give

Space, the feeling of freedom, should be apparent in the music room. Its fittings in the ideal should include the organ, the grand piano
and a harp that most graceful of instruments. A cabinet for the music is an essential. Courtesy of the Estey Organ Company
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A music room of

great dignity is

in the New York

apartment of Mrs.

Robert G. Reese. In-

struments and an-

tiques are mingled

the longest possible

approach between the

door and thekeyboard,
while holding to the

theory that you do not

want to crowd the in-

strument. Of course,

you never want carpet
or rugs under the

piano that dulls the

tone. It is well to set

the casters in glass

cups. Such an ar-

rangement looks well

and gives clarity to

the vibrations.

With the grand pi-

ano you have a wider

scope for arrangement.
It is a far more beau-

tiful piece-ef furniture

than an urfftght. Of

course, it has always been argued that an up-

right takes up less room, and when space was
an important factor the grand had to be passed

by. In the attempt to give the lines of a grand
to a small space instrument, enterprising piano-
forte makers have evolved miniature grands
which most surely measure up to grace and

utility. Thus, even in the smaller rooms, the

effect of a grand can be utilized.

The Upright Piano

Xow it is not my intention to indicate that

an upright cannot be used in a beautiful way.

Only the opportunities are fewer. The upright
must never be left in the open space, or placed
at an angle to the wall. Instead, the simplicity
of straight-line composition must be followed.

The upright should always be parallel to the

wall, and not more than two inches from it.

Of course, you have the whole of four walls to

choose for the site of your instrument. The
liest arrangement is to put it in the absolutely
dead centre of the left wall (if the door is on
the right, or vice versa). In this connection
it should be considered that external decora-
tions can help the upright.

Before passing from the piano to other ideas

// the house does not provide a special music room a corner of
the library can be used, as in the residence of F. F. Palmer, Esq.

of the music room, I cannot refrain from pay-
ing a tribute to the square piano. Most of these

old instruments were destroyed by being delib-

erately burned up in colossal bonfires. There

is a quaintness and picturesqueness about the

square which the more musical upright com-

pletely lacks. For the antiquarian a square

piano in the music room makes a fine posses-

sion, and any square piano can be bought for

the price of carting!

Though the piano is the natural beginning
of all music rooms, it must not be thought that

it is the all-in-all. Of course, the piano is the

standard instrument it is most commonly
played, it is the accompanying instrument for

all others. But the others so help to make the

music room truly live up to the name. A harp
is a beautiful art product. Two or three violins

in their leather cases of different textures and
colors and shapes huddled together right in the

corner the furthermost corner from the en-

trance. A fine carved music-rack standing sen-

tinel over these. Some music open at the piano
or on the rack.

These little things give life to the music-
room. .For if this is the heart of the home,
see that it be not a dead heart.

The other end of

the Reese music
room shows the fine

Georgian fireplace
with its music cabi-

net to one side and

comfortable chairs

It always amuses

me to enter the library
of a house, observing
the richly bound sets

of books aligned on

the shelves to pick
down a volume and
find that it is stiff and
uncut. Are books for

decoration ? Yes
and they are good
decorations, too. But
that's only their small-

est use.

Of what value is

tlu- music-room if it is

only another place for

furniture? It is in

here that your soul

must bloom. That
dead piano it cries

for utterance. It

yearns to sing its song unto your heart. It has a

message for you. ''Come, open your being and
let this music soothe your woes and start the

fountains of sentiment flowing again. Oh, old

men and women, in this room will return all

the memories of your sweet youth. Oh, young
men and women, in this room the finest ideals

will be born."

Music for Your Soul's Sake

If the music room is alive, how different th_>

whole house. A living music room is the smik-

on the house. This is the real living room.

You cannot play? Then your children are

learning. They are not yet able to open the

treasure house of harmony for you ?

The way is very easy, nevertheless. You

employ a cook for your stomach. Why not a

musician for j;our soul ? I am hopeful that the

day will come when the families of America
will consider their retinue not complete un-

til they have a musician or set of musi-

cians in their homes. If not for all time,

for certain days a week. Think of the as-

sistance this would lie to the young stu-

dents and musicians. A chance to live and

(Continued on page 60)
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A fluster oj twisted chimneys
such as this, in the residence oj

George Marshall Allen, Esq.,
at Convent, N. }., is an em-
phatic point of focus on the

sky line of the house. Charles
I. Berg, architect

An unusual location for the chim-
ney is in the angle of the wall,
where, as here, it can crop out

against the contrasting stucco.
From a house in England de-

signed by Geoffry Luca, architect

The stepped chimneys of Ber-
muda are unusual and grow in

she with the annual coat oj
whitewash given these houses

A very unusual design is found in

this stack of an English country
house very broad at the base,
with a slate collar and widely
separated chimneys diagonal with

reference to the house line

A stack rising out oj the val-

ley oj the eaves is an interest-

ing architectural expression.
Its form is in keeping with
the simplicity of the facade.
Edmund R. Gilchrist was the

architect
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THE CHIMNEY AS AN ARCHITECTURAL FACTOR
Its Role and Construction in Houses

Down .he Centuries

U. 1). EBERLKIN

A5 the points of lightning rods attract the

lightning, so do chimneys attract the eye.

Ik-ing emphatic points of projection that invite

and focus notice, they are necessarily telling
factors in the general architectural aspect.

Apart from their purely utilitarian physical

office, they have a two- fold function to per-
form they give balance to the composition
and they supply a feature of interest in them-

selves.

Post-War Architecture

After a great war or any other profound
political and economic disturbance there is

always, and always has been, a marked im-

petus to fresh architectural manifestations. To
look no farther back than our own civil war,

there was wrought directly afterwards a mar-
velous transformation in the architectural

aspect of the country. Condemn its character,
as we now may by the aid of more enlightened
architectural standards, we cannot escape the

convincing evidences presented by this post-
bellum phase of architectural expression. In

like manner we may confidently expect an

analogous access of building activity in li-

near future to follow in the wake of the recent

world-wide hostilities. And we may also rea-

sonably expect that, along with this building

activity, there will be an appreciable infusion

cf fresh style phenomena. All the more so,

indeed, because so many of our citizens have

returned, or are returning, from overseas with
either a newly awakened or with a quickened

appreciation of the sundry architectural ex-

The buttressed chimney gives an air oj solidity to the wall. In this home of the Pickering
Hunt, Phoenixville, Pa., part of the buttress is shingled and the chimney face broken with a

wrought iron monogram. Mellor & Afeigs, architects

pressions they have seen during their terms of

foreign service. .

To guard against the varied injection of mere

caprice into our future domestic architecture,
and the resulting anomalies to which such a

course would give rise, we must view the whole

question in a rational and sanely constructive

manner. \Ye must consider architectural ex-

pression not only in the aggregate, but with

reference to individual factors and with due

recognition of the fact that it is the quality of

the individual items that will inevitably impart
the character to the whole composition. There
is no single exterior feature of the house that

In formal types of architecture a balanced disposition of the chimneys lends great d:y.nit\ to
a residence. In this English country house, designed by A. Winter Rose, architect, one of

the garden side chimneys has a vertical sundial

will go further toward making or marring the
ensemble than the chimney. The chimney
cannot be treated as a neutral element; there
is no such thing as chimney neutrality, any
more than there is such a thing as real mental

neutrality for any creature outside of a jelly-
fish or a polyp. A chimney is either good or

bad, of course in varying degree. If it is

good, it is a distinct asset and helps the house.
If it lacks character, or is even more pro-
nouncedly objectionable, it is an architectural

liability and negatives the effect of other better

features.

Chimney Points and History

The points to be chiefly considered are:

Position or placement;
Scale and design;
Contour and decoration.

All of them are more or less intimately inter-

related. For climatic reasons the chimney is

a far more important feature in northern archi-

tecture that is, in English and French, and,
of course, American than in southern, to wit,
Italian or Spanish.

By reviewing briefly the history of the chim-

ney we shall get an insight into its architectural

significance and grasp the rationale of logical

chimney design. In Norman and Gothic

England the chimney, as we know it, was not
a conspicuous factor in the structural aspect.
As a matter of fact, it was mostly non-existent.

The fire was commonly built on an open hearth
in the middle of the hall and the smoke was
allowed to find its way out through the open-
timbered roof by chance openings or through
a hole directly overhead. To keep out the rain

and snow a raised cover with openings at the

sides was set over the hole. This smoke-hole
cover very soon took shape as a lantern,
fcmerell or louver (the word is derived from
the French 1'ouvert, the open place) and as-

sumed a recognized position as an architectural

and decorative feature. The Gothic principle
of "decorating structure" was freely applied
and the femerells or louvers were often objects
of much architectural interest. The openings
for smoke were either narrow vertical slits or
else were closed with horizontal louver boards
or slats set aslant so as to permit free passage

(Continued on page 64)
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FURNISHING YOUR SUMMER HOME
Suggestions for the Use of Wicker and Cane How to Revamp Old Pieces and

Combine Them With the New Cool Color Schemes

GERTRUDE CAMPBELL

WHILE
there may

have been no start-

ling revolution in the

furnishing of summer

homes, yet each year pro-
duces some important

changes. We constantly

come upon odd ideas or

old ones transformed to

meet modern require-

ments. These new prod-

ucts, intermingled with

the other furnishings give
the room a smart, crisp,

fresh appearance. To fur-

nish a summer home suc-

cessfully we need no tech-

nical knowledge of styles.

An eye for color and
some ingenuity in the

selection and arrange-
ment of new and old

pieces suffice. It is

enough to remember that

the summer home should

be informal, full of color

and furnished comforta-

bly but sparsely so that

it has a cool atmosphere.
We are all perfectly

conscious that there is

too much mediocre fur-

niture on the market, but

it is also a well acknowl-

edged fact that there are a large number of

really artistic pieces that can be discovered

by careful search. In selecting we must use

great care to purchase furnishings that will

produce light dainty effects, that will give a

simple, cheery touch. For color schemes,
what could be more delightful than to study
nature's floral procession, as viewed in your
garden, and from it work out combinations in

which the principal colors are blended!

Cane and Wicker

Cane, wicker and painted furniture are all

suitable for summer homes, although occa-

sionally we find in the more pretentious
houses, both Jacobean oak and French wal-

Nortliend

Green, red and
pink are the colors

used in this painted
bedroom set

An old sideboard,

painted white and
blue, to match

cottage china

nut. Willow, cane and
reed are always in good
taste, and have the advan-

tage of being purchasable
in a great variety of colors,

styles and prices. They
are light and easy to han-

dle, and can be freshened
when soiled by the use of

paint or scrubbing brush.

The revival of cane for

bedrooms is welcome.
With this there are

many fabrics suitable for

spreads and cushions, such
as linen, casement cloth,

and silk, all of which lend

themselves to decorative

effects. Then, of course,

there are the covers and
curtains of filet, and em-
broidered inset squares.
Often delightful canopy-
effects are produced by
using the same material as

in the overdrapery of the

windows. The cushions

should be of flowered

chintz or cretonne, in white

ground work or floral de-

signs that are most effec-

tive as they are always
cool looking and inviting,
and can be selected to har-

monize with the color scheme as worked out in

both walls and draperies.

Painted Furniture

Painted furniture is especially fitted to the

summer home, and a smart setting can be pro-
duced by the right use of colors, using dainty
cushions, choosing the newer shades of apple

green, pale mauve, and striped green and blue.

This makes us understand all the more readily
the beauty of the furniture, which has been

designed by the craftsman, and painted by the

artist in colors pleasing to the eye.

Painted furniture is especially adaptable for

any part of the summer home, from living

room to bedroom, on account of its lightness

A sewing group can
be composed of a lit-

tle half-table painted
gray with chairs and

trav to match

Rush bottom cottage
chairs are a useful
and economical fur-

n-shing for the sum-
mer dining room
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and cheerful coloring.

Miiny pieces can be pur-
cl wised at the manufae

turers, and painted at

home, and delightful

combinations can lie

worked out with a little

patience and care. Need
li>s lo say, the brass bed

has been relegated to the

attic. The charming
white enamel or French

gray painted pieces that

replace them are very in-

expensive, yet give a

dainty touch, and are

particularly attractive for

summer furnishings.
Their designs are gen-

erally excellent, and the

price can be modified to

meet the size of the

purse.
It is also possible to

purchase pine pieces,
which are much cheaper,
and tone in with any col-

or that we desire. This
in reality is but going
back to our grandmoth-
er's day, when painted
furniture was in vogue.

Many sets that have been

tucked away in the attic

are being used in our homes to-day, some in

their original dress, and others repainted to

meet the color scheme of the modern room.
It is always preferable to choose a plain

background, as it brings into relief the paint-
ing of fruit or flowers that forms the decora-
tion. The Amish pieces, found in the northern

part of Indiana and belonging to a religious
sect of that name, are particularly adaptable
for summer usage, and can be reproduced from
the original very easily. Their favorite color
is cerulean blue, which is so popular to-day,
not alone for draperies,
but furniture as well.

Cool Schemes

An interesting cool col-

or combination is pro-
duced by pointing the

walls a pale sage green
with a flat finish, the

woodwork ivory with an

egg shell finish, using a

green painted border for

the floor. The art square
should be a shade darker
than the walls, and the

hangings and valance

panels of cretonne or

chintz, showing bright

garden flowers and foli-

age scattered over a clean

ground. The furniture

used here should be of a

white enamel, decorated
with lines of green and
little bunches of flowers.

Painted furniture is- ef-

fective for such a room
as this. An attractive

corner arrangement can
be made by using a

cream tea table, with
flower decoration in pink,
green and blue; the stand
can be worked out in the

The repainted old-

fashioned bedroom
suite serves for the

guest room

A little grouping
of painted Italian

furniture for the
sun porch

same color tone, while an
Italian figurehead can be

painted on the backs of

the rush bottomed chairs

to give variety to the

decoration.

Sideboards and Cupboards

It i> Mmietimes a prob-
lem a- to what to choose

for a sideboard for your
summer home. A de-

lightful effect can be pro-
dueed by painting an old

one in ivory and decorat-

ing with green and yel-
low flowers. By paint-

ing the interior of tin-

glassed-in closet with

bright green or cerulean

blue or Chinese vermil

lion, the tones of your
china will be brought out

to better advantage. A
side table can be made of

the same coloring, with

lines of brown, and a bit

of the brilliant colors can
be used for ornamenta-
tion on the chairs. One
of your old trays, redeco-

rated, can be used as a

background.
Corner cupboards are

In a more pretentious
with floral decorations

bedroom of the summer house, the beds can be carved oak
in polychrome, as in this summer guest room. F. Patterson

Smith, architect

always effective in a dining room, and are con-

venient as well as attractive. While they are

generally painted white, to make them more
in keeping with the color tone used for deco-

rative effects, they can be finished with a back-

ground in harmony with the color scheme, and
decorated with either fruit or flower design.
This same effect can be carried out in the

chairs and consoles, saving them from becom-

ing commonplace and tiresome.

For the chamber, an old-fashioned bedstead

can take on new life, through the use of black

paint, with gold decora-

tions, and painting a

basket of fruit on foot

and head boards and on
each drawer of the bu-

reau.

The Curtains

White muslin or net

curtains are dainty and
effective for window cur-

tains, as is cheesecloth,

woven in creamy white.

They all launder beauti-

fully, and help to earn-

out the note of simplicity
which is so essential in

summer furnishings.
As we look for the in-

teresting and unusual,

something that is not

confused or freaky, we

appreciate well planned
summer homes, that show
not only an expression of

good taste, but individu-

ality. For dignity and

beauty can be expressed,
e\en in the placing of a

good chair against a cur-

tained fabric, charming-

ly figured in colors, to

make an harmonious set-

ting in a room.
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THE FRAMING OF YOUR BOOKS
What Rooms Books Should Go In A Variety of Cases and

Queer Corners for Your Friends in Binding

M. H. BRIDGES

1 OLLECTING in these days is so fatally

\^_> easy that one has a large library before

he is aware of it, and naturally his first thought

is, where to place the books and how to make

variety so that there will not be the eternal

sameness of plain shelves around the room.

While it is a decided advantage to have our

bookshelves planned by the architect, and built

in when the house is constructed, circumstances

necessitate many of us living in an apartment
or rented house, and we are obliged to con-

sider a less permanent arrangement. To be

sure, we can go to a store and purchase so

many feet of bookcases, and spend as much

money as we desire, but the result is that it

neither fits the space for which it was intended,
the size of the volumes, or fits consistently in

with the scheme of the room.

The bookcase proper was developed from
the movable chests, used by the feudal lords,

to transport their belongings in. This served

originally as a seat, but was eventually used
for books, one chest being placed over the

other, and in that

way forming a case.

In the late 17th and

early 18th Century
we find records of

its use as house fur-

niture.

Simplest Forms

The very cheap-
est and simplest
form of homemade
bookshelves consists

af a number of boxes,

piled one above th"e

other, until the de-

sired height is at-

tained, or proper
space acquired. This
is especially advan-

tageous to the flat

dweller. When his

next moving day
comes he has only to

turn the case over, nail the top over with old

boards, and he not only has his books packed,
but also all arranged when they reach their new
home. Many a college boy has taken advan-

tage of this fact, and used it successfully, dur-

ing his collegiate course.

In every well appointed house, there should

be a place set apart in every room, with the

exception of the dining room, for books. This

means we must plan individual bookcases of

various sizes, suited to our use, where they
will serve the double purpose of practicability
and decorative scheme.

The Shelving

There is no question but that the library is

the ideal place for bookcases, and that the

walls, with the exception of windows, window
seats and the ever necessary fireplace, should

be lined with shelves, finished in a kind of

wood that matches or harmonizes with the fur-

niture. The shelves need not extend to the

ceiling; in fact, it is far better that they go no

higher than you can reach, as they are apt to

be covered with dust, if they are too high up
to get at conveniently. It is equally a mistake
to have the shelves start too near the floor line,

and there should always be left a 6" base, so

that the dust of the sweeper or vacuum cleaner

will not settle on your shelving. But there is

a better scheme than this which is scarcely ever

used, and that is having a series of low cup-
boards, with solid panel doors, that open out

from hinged bottoms, and held by chains at

convenient angles. If we start with a base of

cupboards, providing a few sections on top of

shelves, we shall probably have sufficient room
for our present library.

There is an air of inviting friendliness con-

nected with an open bookcase that a closed one

does not have. An open shelf filled with books

seems to be put there for use. But there are

rare treasures and dainty bindings that need

to be protected from the dust, and so have to

be hidden behind glass doors. Sliding doors

are much more convenient than the hinged
ones, and are prac-

tically no more ex-

pensive, or difficult

to install. The sim-

plest way of arrang-

ing them is in two

parallel tracks, the

doors traveling on
two countersunk ball

rollers, in a metal

channel.

Framing to Fit

The framing may
be simple, yet an ef-

fect of dignity and
charm can be ob-

tained by dividing
the space into panels
with flat bands of

wood. It is interest-

ing here to study the

Japanese methods of

panel division and

The acme of luxury is a library
paneled in English oak with inset
bookshelves and a plenitude of easy
chairs. The library of Mr. Henry

C. Perkins, Hamilton, Mass.

On either side the fireplace
bookshelves can be built in,
as in this reading corner, of
which Chamberlain Dodds was

the decorator

The stone fireplace and vari-
colored bindings give this li-

brary corner character. From
the home of E. S. Atwood,
Esq., East Gloucester, Mass.
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introduce them into our own.

These various shaped spaces

are very useful for the plac-

ing of books of various sixes

in series, but it is only nat-

ural that the heavier ones

should be placed at the bot-

tom, the shelves diminishing

in height as they a-cend.

In a whole wall of books

it is more effective if the hori-

zontal lines are frequently

broken, making it a definite

break, and not a variation of

an inch or two, but making
two spaces the height of three.

There is or was until

quite recently in the Presi-

dent's office at the \Yhiu-

House a scheme for protect-

ing books in open shelves that

was evidently taken from the

houses in England, which is

still in fashion in some of the

large Elizabethan manors. It

consists of a strip of pinked
leather, which is fastened

along the front edge of the

shelves with upholstery nails,

being two or three inches

deep. This makes an edge wide enough to

come over the top of the volumes, yet does not

interfere with the withdrawal of the books, and

prevents the dust from collecting on them. In

using this method it is essential that the shelves

be nearly the same height.

Various Suggestions

In planning a built-in bookcase it is a good
idea to make the lower section a little wider
than the other shelves. This makes not only
a convenient resting place for your books,
when looking them over for references, but

// one is so fortunate as to possess a fine old book cabinet, such

Chippendale antique, the books will be housed with proper

also gives additional space for large volumes.

There are many ingenious ways of building
these cases in old houses. In numerous 17th

Century houses, closets were built in either end
of the fireplace, and can be utilized admirably
for this purpose. Simply remove the doors,
and line with shelves, fit flush with the inner

molding of the doorway, and stain to match
the furnishings in the room.

In other old houses that were built when
shutters were in style, and which have window-
seats, the wainscot can be cut away, and book-
shelves fitted in to come to the height of the

window sill. These shelves

should then be painted to

match the wexxlwork of the

room, and have a polished
board on top to match the

high mantelpiece.
One way of remedying the

-amem>s in a nxun is to in-

troduce group^ of shelves,

giving the effect of pila-ti r>,

in connection with broader

ana. This enriches the wall

surface and lends strength,

dignity and variety to the

planning. It also affords a

convenient place for small

books, so they can be kept
within reach. This whole-

plan shows a fine feeling for

the laws of proportion, and
offers many suggestions to us.

The Library Essential

The chief object in a book
room is to provide a place
where students can study, or

readers obtain information

as this from books convenient at

dignity hand, and yet be protected by
a semi-isolation from the rest

of the household. It need not be an elaborate

room, but no matter how simple it may be, the

very character of the furnishings gives dignity
to it. It is very essential that there be plenty
of light as walls of books absorb it, and it is

preferable that there be only one door. This
will save space, and produce a feeling of se-

clusion, for in these days of strenuous living
there is a charm in the atmosphere of the

library.

White paint should be avoided in the library,
as it effects the restful feeling so necessary to a

(Continued on page 68)

THE OCCASIONAL LAMP

The Final Touch of Color to a Room

These can be purchased through the

lljnsc & Garden Shopping Service

Of deep blue porcelain
comes a bedside lamp
with shade of mauve
china silk with narrow

fringe of deep blue to

match. IV/i" high.
$32.50

A wooden urn-shaped
cream color base, an-

tiqued with touches of
blue and gold, makes a
smart lamp with a

shade of parchment pa-
per. 18". $30

A candlestick lamp of wood,
painted a dark blue, has a parch-
ment paper shade with an antique
cream background and a rose dec-
oration. Height over all, 10".

$21. This is especially suitable for
the bedside table or boudoir

An Italian urn in metal (left)

may be painted any color to

match the colorings of one's

room. Has a parchment paper
painted shade banded in color.

An appropriate bedside lamp.
16" high over all. $22.50
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FACTS ABOUT PAINTS, STAINS AND VARNISH
Things You Should Know Before Applying Any of These Mixtures,

and Why You Should Know Them

OUT
of doors painting is best done about

mid-spring, and the next best time is

early fall. In the spring the air is drier and

the temperature most conducive to good results.

In late spring, many flies and other small fly-

ing things are likely to stick to the wet paint
and mar its surface, so where there is a choice

the work should be done before that time.

Paint thickens quickly in cold weather and
is apt to crackle with hair lines not long after

it is laid on, or will even tend to flake before

it is old. Winter painting, therefore, is inad-

visable. Paint put on in summer, on the other

hand, is often blistered and drawn by the sun's

heat before it is thoroughly dry. In autumn,
the season remaining to be considered, the air

is damper than in spring, paint takes longer
to dry, and must often be helped by adding a

considerable quantity of drier to the paint
mixture.

Before painting anew, burn off the old sur-

face to be painted, wherever the old coat shows

blisters, lumps, crackles or roughness, or is at

all flaky or loose. Then sandpaper the sur-

face smooth; otherwise the new work had bet-

ter be left undone.

THE
best way to remove old paint indoors

is to burn off, scrape and sandpaper the

surface quite smooth. For a good piece of

work it is absolutely necessary to have a per-

fectly smooth surface before applying the first

coat of new paint. Don't attempt to put on
new paint over old if there is any indication of

looseness or flaking anywhere on the old sur-

faces. All such places, at least, must be scraped
or burned and sandpapered first. Otherwise
the new coat will be blotchy and likely to flake.

If old paint is removed with any sort of ace-

tone paint remover, instead of by burning and

scraping, the surface of the wood must be
washed afterwards with some alkaline solution

such as washing soda or ammonia in water.

Otherwise the paint remover permeates the sur-

face of the wood and is apt to set up some
chemical reaction in the new paint which may
prove partially disintegrating or produce dis-

coloration.

A
I
AHREE good coats of paint are necessaryA for new wood out of doors. Allow each

coat to dry thoroughly before putting on the

next. Two good coats will be sufficient on

wood previously painted and whose texture is

consequently "filled".

For new wood, the first or priming coat

should not be stinted of an ample allowance of

white lead which gives body and acts as a filler.

Remember that whatever the nature of the first

coat, much of it will soak into the wood. For

the priming coat on exterior metal surfaces it

is advisable to use red lead.

When painting new pine, or other woods in

which there is any appreciable residuary sap
or resin, shellac the wood before painting.
Otherwise the stain from the sap or resin, espe-

cially where open grains or pits and knots oc-

cur, will eventually show through the paint and

produce a brownish stain. A good priming of

shellac will prevent this.

In rooms where painting is to be done the

air should be perfectly dry and the temperature

F. F. CARTER

moderate neither too warm nor too cold. An
absence of dust, too, is obviously desirable.

The ground or priming coat, with a good
white lead body, should be laid on thick and

well brushed out so that no brush marks nor

other inequalities of surface occur to roughen
later coats.

TO get a good satin finish it is necessary to

have a priming coat and three following

coats. The second, third and fourth coats,

when thoroughly dry, should be rubbed down
with powdered pumice stone not scoured, but

rubbed down evenly. Powered pumice mois-

tened with water tends to produce a higher

gloss than when moistened with a little boiled

linseed oil. When oil is used for this purpose,
care must be taken to use very little so that the

body of the paint may not be moved by it.

For a good gloss or enamel finish four coats

are necessary after the priming coat has been

laid. For a thoroughly good piece of work,
these last coats, also, should be rubbed down.

Painted floors, to ensure durable and satis-

factory results, should be covered with deck

paint that has a surface both hard and elastic,

or else given a coat of the dull spar varnish,

which possesses the same qualities, and can be

relied upon to wear.

To clean paint do not scrub nor scour it with

soap and water and a brush. The back of the

brush will dent and bruise the surface and the

scouring will eventually injure and deaden it.

Use a soft rag and a weak alkaline solution.

The best results will be secured and the surface

maintained uninjured by using the following

proportions a tablespoonful of household am-
monia to a bucketful of tepid water or a table-

spoonful of washing soda to a gallon of tepid
water.

THE only valid excuse for staining exterior

woodwork is any coloration that may in-

evitably attend the application of some kind
of preservative. Otherwise the weather will

achieve, in a short time, more pleasing and dur--

able results than can be produced by artificial

means.

To stain new shingles or clapboards a silver

gray to match old weathered shingles or clap-
boards, dip them in a thick, creamy whitewash

solution, let them dry, and then fix them in

place. The weather will then very soon remove
the excess of lime and reduce the new wood to

uniform color with the old. The action of the

weather may be accelerated by an occasional

hosing. This method sounds a bit clumsy but
has been employed by able architects with thor-

oughly satisfactory results where a chemical
stain would have produced an ultimate dis-

parity in color.

Spar varnish for outside unpainted wood-
work is a thoroughly weatherproof and durable

protective covering. This is the varnish used
for exterior ship woodwork hence the name.
It has an amber tinge of its own, besides its

high polish, which must be taken into account.

A similar dull varnish, with the same kind of

tough weatherproof body, can be had when
desired.

To remove varnishes from wood, apply wood
alcohol to the surface and then wipe off or

scrape the loosened varnish. To remove stain

apply a solution of oxalic acid or use vinegar.
Caustic soda is apt to be too severe and pro-
duce burns or excessive bleaching.

Isolated spots or stains on natural wood may
be removed by oxalic acid in successive slight

applications rather than in one severe applica-
tion which is apt to result in bleaching too

much at one time.

OIL
applied to the natural wood emphasizes

and brings out the natural contrast and

figures of the grain. If the wood is very close-

grained, the addition of a little dark powdered
pigment to the oil will serve to accentuate the

markings.
The best recipe for natural wood paneling,

architectural trim or furniture that is to have
some kind of dressing is the old English dictum

bidding us "feed the wood with oil and polish
it with wax." This advice, though intended

originally for oak, is equally applicable to other

woods. Poppy oil was frequently used in

England, but linseed oil does quite as well and
is more practicable for common use.

On a surface cleaned and free of dust apply
raw or unboiled linseed oil thinned with ben-

zine. The oil alone is too thick and tends to

become gummy, the benzine accelerates drying.
After twenty-four hours, carefully wipe off

every remaining trace of oil or "sweat" with

woolen rags or cheesecloth. Then apply the

wax, a little at a time, working it into the sur-

face with a stiff brush. Brush first with the

grain, then across it. Xext apply a little wax at

a time on a woolen rag and rub small sections

with a circular motion. The wax mixture
should be prepared by melting a lump of bees-

wax of sufficient size in a pint of turpentine
over a slow fire. When c<3ol the mixture should
be of a thick, creamy consistency. The com
mercial preparations answer well for this pur-
pose.
Oak waxed only, without previous oiling,

shows the pithy portions of the surface dark
and the grain light. Oak oiled first and then

waxed shows the reverse effect.

TO preserve the natural tone of the wood
and yet secure a polish, successive coats

of white shellac may be applied and rubbed
down well with powdered pumice stone. This
is virtually the process for producing a "French

polish," but need not have an unpleasantly
high gloss.

Fumed, oiled and waxed, or stained wood-
work needs air and light to maintain it in good
condition and give it life. So important is this

that some of the greatest furniture connoisseurs

are most solicitous about ventilation for their

collections.

Fuming with ammonia fumes will darken
wood and may be made either to change its

color somewhat or to produce a premature effect

of age; the latter, however, is apt to be too uni-

form to be wholly pleasant. In the case of red
oak for floors, fuming is advisable as it pro-
duces a uniform agreeable brown tone and

penetrates the wood to a greater depth than

stain, and hence wears better. The tone can
be regulated by the length of time the wood
is exposed to the fumes.
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO of GOOD INTERIORS

At eight o'clock in the morning the two consoles

are placed together and the table laid for breakfast.
An hour later they are as you see them now. The
breakfast room becomes a reception room! An

excellent idea for a city house where space is

more or less at a premium. From the New
York residence of W. C. Durant, Esq. W. &

J. Sloane were the decorators
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An interesting combination of related periods is found in this

morning room in the New York home of R. H. Gallatin. Chip-

pendale chairs and tripod table, Chinese Chippendale cabinet

and stands and Hepplewhite interlacing heart back settee are

placed harmoniously against a dignified background

A fireplace in the sunroom
is a luxury that should be

A. sensible bedroom for a

man a four-poster and ta-

ble, a couch, a generous bu-

reau and a couple of ladder

back chairs

provided for when the house

is built. Lewis Colt Albro,
architect
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There is a distinct relationship between the architectural back-
ground and the. furniture of a Louis XVI room. The one
augments the other, making a composition of great richness
and dignity. From the New York residence of J. R. Sheffield,

Esq. W. R. Chambers, architect

Furniture of such contour as

Hefflewhite should be

givenfas below, a silhou-

etting background. W. R.
Chambers, architect

A. sunroom end of the living
room is here, with its sheer

curtains, wrought iron fix-
tures and plants. F. Patter-

son Smith, architect
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A late ISth Century
bed table light screen

with an embroidered
basket on white silk

with tiny red glass cur-

rants

A COLLECTION of FLOWER BASKETS
Dating from the idth Century to the Present and

Made of Many Materials

EVER
since I can remember I

have loved flower baskets.

As a very young girl I found my-
self bringing home baskets from

wherever I chanced to find them.

So my collection is really a natural

and spontaneous expression of my
own vivid interest.

As I was very fond of handicraft,

it was natural for me to turn to

these flowery old pictures, which

represented so much time and

painstaking care through past

years. They awoke within me an

artistic as well as a romantic, not

to say sentimental, interest. Into

them were frequently woven many
of the most tender sentiments.

They were nearly always made as a

deep expression of affection for a

loved one, and in consequence have

that peculiarly intimate quality
which is lacking in most collections.

Quaint Inscriptions

Such inscriptions as "Donne

d'amitie," or "A la Meilleure des

Meres" are a whole story in them-

selves. Children loved the basket

design. It made a special appeal
to them, as you will see in many of

the old samplers worked by patient
little fingers.

Then there was the fascination

of discovering the design in fab-

rics. Among the very first weav-

ings of the Egyptian, the Coptic
blankets used in the ceremonial

burial of the dead show a basket

design. Some of these are in the

GRACE WOOD

An early 18th Century walnut cabi-

net contains rare bits of old silver,

Venetian skewers, old Italian book
clasps and rings, pottery, lustre, old

door-knobs, embroidered fans and
fire screens

An early American flower pic-

ture, rather crude but very
amusing, is of gaudy colored
tinsel on a black glass ground

A delicately embroidered bit

of early Wth Century Italian
work silk and chenille design

on a white silk ground

Cooper Museum, New York City.
The basket design was ram-

pant, however, at the time of

Louis XV and XVI, as many
of the beautiful fabrics of that

era conclusively prove. Damasks
and brocade in color combinations
of compelling beauty were used to

cover the fauteuils of the time or

made into the entrancing robes

which the art of Watteau and

Fragonard have made immortal.

Among the many interesting de-

signs of Meissonier of this period,
the basket with its decorative ar-

rangement of fantastic flowers was
in evidence. Over-doors painted
in delicate color tones of canvas

were extensively used, while many
of these Panier Fleuri of Meis-
sonier were reproduced in etch-

ings, so characteristic were they
of the flowery grace of the Court
of Louis XV.

Old Examples

At the time of the Renaissance,
the design may be found in

architecture, especially at the

tops of columns. It also oc-

curs on the old tombstones in

Rome, and may be seen in the

many ecclesiastical embroideries

in gold and silver of the 16th

and 17th Centuries. The em-
broideries were made with the

infinite care and patience which
characterized the work of the

nuns. Many of the convents of

both France and Spain have also
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A relic of early Victorian days is a

basket made of numberless tiny

shells, which with their iridescent

colorings are fascinating

The case contains flower-bas-
ket jewelry enameled ear-

rings, an old silver comb, snuff

boxes, and an enamel watch

produced exquisite laces in which my favorite

design was delightfully used.

A Twenty-Year Collection

This collection of mine extends over a period
of twenty years. Some of it was unearthed in

tiny old shops in Spain and Italy, some in the

byways of France, some from little old New
England villages. There are about five hun-

dred baskets, altogether, in-

cluding those in the design of

old laces, old bead purses,
water-color paintings, baskets

made of worsted, of paper
and of shells. There are some

old pieces of furniture, wax

pictures, old prints, cameos,

glass, old china, Chinese

porcelain, silver, lustre, and
bits of Italian pottery.
The baskets have such va-

rying shapes, such variety
of colors, such diversity of

styles. The contrasts are very

great; all the way from the

delicately carved ivory done
with all the restraint and fin-

ish of the 18th Century to the

crude and rather blatant

American tinsel flower pic-
ture made by untutored fin-

gers in Victorian days. Each
establishes its own atmos-

phere and re-creates for you
the setting in which it was
conceived.

Among the most curious

and fascinating are the little

straw baskets filled with glass
fruit of the 17th Century,
which were used with old

Creche figures. The small-

est piece in the collection is

a little pin, half an inch high,
made of very fine colored

hair, worked into petit point
on a black hair background.

Another very interesting
one is a quaint old English
piece of needlework made of

numberless bits of colored

felt.

An Italian embroidered basket of the
18/A Century is done in delicate tones

of chenille on a white ground and
framed in oval

Over the bed is a delightfully quaint piece of English needlework made of colored

felt in a design of a flower basket. The basket design is repeated on practically

everything in the room. The l&th Century Italian painted bed has the design on
the footboard and an urn of flowers of late Renaissance embroidery on its cover

One of the most valuable items
is a delicately carved ivory
basket, an old French piece of

the l&th Century

Then there are curious bits of old jewelry,
combs, pendants, rings, earrings, snuff boxes;
in fact, there is no end to the use of this fasci-

nating design when you begin to look for it.

I have been particularly concerned with the

question of the placing of the collection in a
room in which I spend so much of my time.

The arranging of collections has always been
a difficult problem, and I was particularly anx-

ious to avoid an overcrowded
effect. So in order to estab-

lish a sense of quiet and re-

pose, I planned each wall

space carefully with a view
to keeping it as perfectly bal-

anced as possible, choosing
the same size and shaped pic-
tures to hang in pairs. The
deepest tone of the creamy
backgrounds, which occurred

in the most of the flower pic-

tures, was used on the walls,
and the furniture and the

hangings were all kept in

warm honey color and green.

Basket Inspiration

In later years this collec-

tion became the foundation

for a daily inspiration to me
in the design of other things,
such as electric fixtures,

lamps, shades, pillows and so

on. All of these were in-

spired by suggestions from

my beloved baskets. My
friends know about this keen
interest of mine and are fre-

quently adding other con-

tributions to my collection.

I was very much enter-

tained by a young friend of

mine, aged nine, who spent
at least half an hour diligent-

ly searching through my Pa-
nier Fleuri room in a vain at-

tempt to find something on
which that design did not ap-

pear, and finally, after su-

preme effort, she exclaimed,
"Well, the carpet isn't a bas-
ket!"
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In the Royal House
at Bedford, Mass., one

of the finest examples
of Queen Anne Co-
lonial architecture is

a Queen Anne day-
bed that is a rare type

THE ACCOMMODATING DAY-BED
Which Can Be Used in the Bedroom, Living Room or Studio

Its Covers. Pillow and Background

'
I AHERE are several pages of interesting

J. history behind the day-bed. It might well

be termed a lounge, and yet it is not so in

reality, for it has many features in its design
that are not comparable with that piece of

furniture as it has developed through the

centuries.

It was during the Renaissance that the

Classic style so strongly affected furni-

ture. At this period the sleeping couch,
with raised ends, came into its rightful

name, which was derived from the French

"chaise longue" or long chair. In reality

it was an elongated seat with a large

chair back and body equal in length to

the seats of three chairs.

During the Protectorate this fascinat-

ing piece of furniture went out of

fashion, only to be revived later on by
Charles II, who transplanted French

Fashions into English homes. He had a

lighter nature than his forerunners, and

we seem to see an evidence of gaiety in

the furniture of his day. Gay colors

were much in vogue during this merry
monarch's reign.

Queen Anne Types

In the time of Queen Anne we find

examples of the day-bed, many of which
are still treasured in Colonial homes. In

the Royal House in Bedford, Massachu-

setts, built about 1641, there is still a

rare day-bed after the Queen Anne

style, the cane bottom being covered with

rich upholstery, as was the fashion of

that day.
So in the ups and downs of history

this comfortable adjunct in house fur-

nishing repeats itself continuously. After

MARY H. NORTHEND

the upheaval of the French Revolution, with

the passing of the Reign of Terror, Classic

influence again came into the ascendency, and

from the Egyptian ruins motifs were dug out

that were woven into the furniture. This is

For studio use, or in a small apartment, the day-bed
supplies room for an extra guest. Here the covering
is soft blue silk and the hanging a foreign peasant

fabric in bright colors

particularly shown by David's painting of

Madame Recamier reclining on an Empire
couch, from which modern examples have been
evolved.

It acquired great popularity during the

reign of Napoleon, when the beautiful

women of the Directoire, as well as the

artists of the day, recognized its graceful
charm.

Day-Bed Uses

A couch has always been indispensable
in a comfortable bedroom, but as it has

always been a problem to make it at-

tractive, we welcome the return of the

day-bed. Its use, however, is not con-

fined to the bedroom, for in the living
room it can serve as a couch or window

seat, and is a much better solution of the

extra needed bed than the dangerous
folding bed, or unsightly rug-covered
cot. Its graceful design and practical

utility make it a most appealing piece
of furniture.

In- decorated enamel it fits delightfully
into the furnishing of the sun parlor, and
with cushions and pillows of gaily pat-
terned cretonne it imparts a sprightly
cheerfulness so welcome when the hand

of winter bears hard upon the land. The

Empire type, usually of mahogany and

cane, is particularly adaptable to the

apartment living room, where an adjust-

able box mattress may be drawn out to

make a full-sized bed. Simple cushions

can be covered with rep, velour or

tapestry, or a small Oriental rug may be

thrown over it. A variety of available

textile stuffs are suitable for coverings,

ranging from the intricate brocade and
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taffetas to the popular Knglish chintz and

block prints.

Much of the di-tim ti<m of a day-bed i.- due

to the upholstery and cushions. The day-bed

< f Colonial design >hould lie upholstered in a

gla/ed (hint/ for brdnxim u-e. As a day bed

of this char: cVr i.\ intended for u-e with

simple furnishings, the pillow- inn -t lie in

loping the simplest form of lingerie pil-

lows, showing neither embroider)' nor hue.

but simply hemstitching or a narrow ruffle

trimming.
For th- Continental type white ivory is

sometime; u^ed, decorated in black and

-

Lacquer and cane, to match
the bedroom suite, are a pleas-

ing comb'nat :on. Chamber-
lain Dodds, decorator

Vari-colorcd pillows give the

day-bed the necessary finish

and add notes nf interest to

the room

A soft rajah sUk in yellow
and old blue has been used

cflectively on th:s charming
boudoir day-bed

livened with a touch of brilliant color. The

covering would be very charming of black

satin or black and white block taffeta, with

cushions to match with a binding of black

and white and tassels and cord.

Fumed oak day-beds are practical for

library use, and are most serviceable covered

in leather or tapestry, with pillows har-

monizing.

Covering the Day-Bed

The covering of the day-bed is another

Important item. You have available collec-

tions of tapestries reproduced from the vari-

ous examples of days gone by, in colors of

brown, mauve, or dull gray. Many of the

brocades are Chinese in effect with dull

lacquer grounds, which are particularly pleas-

ing. The line of damask is highly distinctive

because of its wonderful colors, some of the

examples being shown in I.ouis XIV, XV and

XVI, as well as Italian Renaissance patterns,

all of which reproduce thoroughly the hall-

marks of design associated with these differ-

ent periods.
Modern decoration requires the extensive

use of silk for coverings, especially for the

day-bed that is in the Ixxlroom or boudoir.

Here delicate silks in pleasing color combina-

tions are necessary to complete the harmony.
Cottons and wool have advanced so in price

that silk seems low in comparison. It is no

doubt one of the most artistic fabrics, with its

wonderful draping and decorative qualiti.-.

showing a grace and softness of color that

make it an acquisition to any decorative

scheme.

The illustrations here show varied types of

day-beds, their covering and their composi-
tion with other pieces of furniture. The day-
bed composes well. It may be given a back-

ground of a picture, a mirror or a fabric wall

hanging. In some cases the line of interesting

pillows against the wall gives it sufficient disr

tinction. In itself it is a very decorative piece

of furniture.
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A GROUP of ADOPTED HOUSES
That Nestle in Gardens on a Hudson River Hillside

SUSAN GRANT SMITH

Past the garden
hedges of

Set in the curve of a Vic-
torian driveway a formal
flower-bed blooms below a
wall fountain and green
gates shut them both in

from the road

IN
one of the "new poetry"

magazines a little verse

comments on empty houses

"waiting for someone to give
them a soul." City houses and
flats often get their souls on a

year's lease and go through a
hundred reincarnations; but
country houses are more ex-

igeant; they live to capacity
only under a sympathetic touch
and deprived of that touch

they lose their beauty as dry
sea shells lose their color.

To encourage personality in
houses as in people requires
above all things imagination
and a dramatic sense, for creat-

ing the mise en scene for

everyday life is just as much a matter of taste
and values as the staging of a play. An ex-

traordinary instance of the combination of
these two qualities is to be seen up in the
Hudson valley, where a group of old Dutch
houses overlook a landing from which in Revo-

lutionary times Molly Sneeden rowed her fares
to Dobb's Ferry.

Varied Nationality

Six of these houses have been bought by one
person, and like six adopted children with a
wise mother each has had the very best thing
done to it that could bring out its good points.
The owner of these houses has gone on Isadora
Duncan's principle of adopting children of
various nationalities and training them to be
artists, only she has applied the principle to

these six adopted houses instead of to children.

Why not? Think of all the houses that ought
to be taken out of orphan asylums, so to speak,
and given a chance in life.

Some of them were old stone houses built

by the Dutch settlers, and for them there was
little to do except to fence in the land around
them and plant flower gardens. The fences

walls of all these houses the country road curves between
honeysuckle down to the ferry landing by the river

A fantastic balcony and railing from
an old church have been used

Stone walls should, by
rights, keep people out,
but when beyond green
railings and gates appear
gay green balconies it

can't bi done

were soon hidden under honey-
suckle vines, and hollyhocks
bloomed against the stone walls

almost overnight, for in the

fertile Hudson valley "spring
comes on forever" and flowers

grow as they do in the tropics
and the pages of seed cata-

logues.
The house that stands near-

est the river is of stone, with

bright .green shutters, and its

poplar trees give it the air of

a joyous French inn. It is

easy to imagine that the little

Seine boats run up to it from

Paris, and that at luncheon
time little tables will be set

under striped awnings, and
omelette and salad and red wine may be
ordered at any moment. But no French inn
ever had a garden like the one behind this

house, for the hollyhocks and roses and lark-

spur and box-edged flower beds are not French
at all, but English, like the gardens in Kate

Greenaway's books. And the long grape arbor

overlooking the river is neither French nor

English, but perfectly Italian. Very cosmo-

politan, this old stone fisherman's house, that

has had a garden and a fence and some green

paint added by a sympathetic hand, and has

suddenly become a personality among houses.

"Chateau Hash"

Farther up the hill at a bend in the road

there stands a frame house, painted white

with bright green shutters and balconies and

doors, and called by its owner the "Chateau

Hash," because it is made of two houses, or

rather a house and a half joined together. A
cement wall shuts in the driveway, and on the

side next the house a wall fountain trickles

down into formal flower beds. There is noth-

ing especially original, of course, about a wall

fountain, as such. But this one drips under
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the white arch of a

Victorian marble man-
tel set in the cement of

the wall, and its h.isin

is bright with bit.- of

green and blue glass

and dark red stones

from the cliffs and the

sand by the river.

Across the way stands

another green-trimmed
frame house, overlook-

ing the river; huge-

acacia trees shadow the

lawn between a bricked

terrace and the low box

hedge which makes a

straight, dark, formal

line against the water.

The soul of this house

is Latin, but more Ital-

ian than French; and
the guest who dines at

the long table set out

under the green bal-

conies on a hot, box-

scented summer night
finds it incredible that

New York, instead of

being as far from here

as the Villa d'Este is

from Times Square, is

A stone wall and a straight line of box hedg?
enclose a lawn and garden that look down on

the river below the tall acacia trees

Syringa and lilac and climbing roses hide this

house in Revolutionary times an inn from
the road, and screen its carved balcony

really no more than an hour away.

The Italian House

Italian, too, is the house that was

adopted only last year with this

group. About this little "Italian

House", as it is always called,

there is something inconsequent
and fantastic it is a humoresque
among houses. Carvings from an

old New York church make a

diverting round balcony over the

door, and a railing for the sleeping

porch. Iron gates lead in to the

garden paths grilled iron gates
that have so decorative an air

among the lilacs and peonies and
daffodils that it is difficult to be-

lieve the truth about them, which
is that once they led to no more
romantic'* spot than, the areaway

,
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and ash cans of a city

house. In a little

grotto at tin- end of

tin- garden stands a

-tatue of Silenus; his

semicircular shrine is

made from a section

of big tile drain-pipe,
< in in two and plated
end on end. \\ lien-

could Silenus lie more

at home than on this

sunny hillside where

all summer the grapi -

are ripening in th'-

arlxirs p<xir .Silenus

who is so soon to be

lost in the remote twi-

light that lias already
overtaken the other

gods, lint whose plai e

will always Ix; in the

sun-hine of a hill-ide

vineyard.

A Bit of Sirily

Down on the red

I iy the river a

flock of goats graze

under the acacia trees.

At least they should

graze there, to give the

impression that this is a bit of

Sicily, or (perhaps that blue

Aegean waters lie below the cliffs

and that Pan has fallen asleep in

the long grass; the fact is, they

have an unfortunate tendency to

wander in the vegetable gardens
of these happy houses, and to eat

the young green beans from the

poles, and the little cabbages

from the hoed rows. But the

tenants of the houses don't mind;

they would probably cook the

young beans and serve them to

the goats with fresh butter and

stew the little cabbages for them

with partridges and sausages in

the manner of the Taverne du

Pantheon, and merely consider

such dishes a sacrifice to placate

(Continued on page 66)

They say, of course, that this is a fine example of old Dutch archi-

tecture, but th: most plausible thing would seem that it's an illustra-

tion by Kate Greenaway

Giape vines and green shutters and a very, very young box hedge
decorate the front of this house, which is also shown in the photo-

graph at the top of the page
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KEEP IT COOL IN A GOOD REFRIGERATOR
The Nine Points of Refrigerator Construction and Use

ETHEL R. PEYSER

SHE
rang for the butler:

"Wilson, please ask the chef what kind

of a refrigerator the architect put in for us."

''Very well, madam," and he departed to the

kitchens.

This same chatelaine did not send for the

butler to inquire what kind of an automobile

her garage held. Not for a moment! She

knew, too, the difference between the Rolls-

Royce, her car, and the Ford, or any other

car! Yet, she didn't know her refrigerator!

And to-day, although all the world's a-wheel,

the very crux of the situation is the refrigera-

tor! Peace war the economic structure of

nations hinges on the preservation of food, not

only in refrigerating cars, but in our kitchens;

for, as our kitchens save food, just so much
more easily will the world be fed and unrest

cease.

Beyond much doubt the chic porcelain-lined

refrigerator of to-day is the corner-stone of the

halls of domesticity; for what in the uncon-

scious song of every husband is a wife without

well-kept food ! And is there any romance that

will survive flabby lettuce and pulpy celery ?

How It Was Made

The chatelaine took the booklet about her re-

frigerator from the butler and found it entranc-

ing. The pictures brought to her mind marble

halls a la Alma-Tadema and she wondered

why he hadn't used a modern refrigerator in

one of his Roman paintings !

She found out, of course, that the linings are

not marble, but must be made in one piece of

(Continued on page 72)

A small ice box in the pantry will save steps for the

maid and prove a convenience for those who want a

midnight snack. It is usually built into a lower cup-
bonrd and is concealed behind a plain door 0T1/3

,

PORCELAIN ENAMEL
I LINING. ONE PIECE
DEADAIft SPACE
INSIDE WOOD LINING
BLACK.WATERPR O OF PAPCR
WOOLFELT PAPER
FLAXLINUM INSULATION
OUT61DDWDODCASB

Bridget and the Army of the Law simply had to be in this picture, of a good
refrigerator for a well-ordered family. The walls and doors are heavily insulated.

The ice chamber is well ventilated and the food compartments arc smooth and
have the desired wire trays

It has been found that the walls, doors and

floors of every refrigerator must have at

least one air space and from six to nine

layers of insulated material
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M AY WORK AMONG T H K V E G E TA B L E S

Sowing the Warm Weather Crops, Transplanting, Thinning, Hilling and Man\
Other Activities Which Make for Maximum Crops

W. C. McCOLLOM

T ][['. leafing of the oak trees is accepted as

the natural signal for sowing the heat-lov-

ing vegetables, such as corn, dwarf beans,

squash, lima beans, okra, etc., as well as the

transplanting from frame or greenhouse of the

tomatoes, egg-plants and peppers. This is by
no means the dream of a fanciful brain, but a

practical basis for determining the true grow-

ing conditions. Most plants that require late

seeding must grow rapidly, and any check

caused by cold, wet weather after planting
would ruin the crop. Better, therefore, than

accepting calendar dates is the practice of wait-

ing until natural conditions are satisfactory.

A few days' delay in sowing is preferable 'to

spoiling a crop by sowing too early.

Lima beans especially, but all beans in gen-

eral, if sown too early will turn rusty and de-

cay; the roots will show the attacks of the

fungi which prevail during cold, wet weather.

Corn, squash, pumpkins, etc., will turn yellow
and should be discarded and

resown, as they will not recov-

er. Do not take any chances

with old seed of any of the

warm crops. Most of the seeds

are meaty and deteriorate rap-

idly besides often being infest-

ed with weevil. Always bear

in mind that the cost of the

seed is the smallest outlay in

growing any crop, and it is by
far the most important factor

A strong tobacco solution

spray is used to destroy

plant lice on the peas, etc.

'

Seedlings must be thinned out

while small, to avoid crowding

to lie considered in the entire operation.
Too much stres> cannot be laid upon the

necessity of keeping the garden moving. The
gardener who attempt- to take tilings ea>\ at

ihN stage is certain to have a very lean harv< -t.

All quick maturing crops, such as peas, beans,
corn, lettuce, carrots, Uvt>, etc. mu>t be sown

frequently if you are to have a goodly supply
of fresh vegrtaMo alway- on hand. There is

no waste to succession planting; it is rather the

method of sowing several rows of beans at one

planting in preference to sowing one row each
week for three weeks that leads to wasteful

habits in gardening. Canning will take care
of any surplus there may be; in fact, it is some-
times desirable to have large quantities matur-

ing at one time so the canning operations may
lie reduced in number. But the fact stands out

very prominently that for small home gardens
it is [jest to have the crops maturing in rapid
succession, eating what you desire while they

are fresh and canning the bal-

ance. If through illness or ab-

sence one sowing is lost it is of

little consequence, as other sow-

ings will be following directly.
The question of when to can

is a matter of personal adju -t-

ment, but twice a week is not

too often if you want good,
fresh vegetables. When we

speak of timed succession :il

(Continued on page 62)

Have the soil soft and mel-
low when you hill. After
a rain is the best t':me

Soot sprinkled
along the row is a

destroyer of onion

maggots

Lima beans may be
sown now. Plant
them with their

eyes up

Wire gauze netting over the

squashes will save them from
the destructive squash bug
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BEHIND THE HOUSE STANDS THE ORCHARD
Even Though the Grounds Be So Small That Only a Few Can Be Planted, Well Chosen

'

Fruit Trees and Bushes Will Prove a Worth-while Investment

WILLIAM C. McCOLLOM

IN
discussions about planning the grounds

of some new place one often hears "What

is the use of planting fruit trees? They take

too long to mature." Common enough senti-

ments, but luckily they were not those of the

generation which preceded us. While it does

take some little time to grow a fully developed

orchard, you must bear in mind that each

year the trees are improving in value. They

are interesting even when small, and by proper

selection it is possible to have some varieties

that fruit the second season. When you have

ground that is above the rise and fall of the

tide, and when it is possible to make holes

large enough for the roots of the trees, you can

grow fruit if you want to. The question is

entirely a personal one, as there are few classes-

of plants that are less exacting.

Desirable Characteristics

Fruit trees are utilitarian. They not only

produce abundantly if given reasonable culti-

vation, but may at the same time serve the pur-

pose of a group planting for screens, etc. Fur-

thermore, they are conspicuously attractive at

all seasons of the year; there is always a cer-

tain magnetism in the fruit when it is develop-

ing, in the new growth showing the fruit buds,

and in the spring flowers. Every suburban

home plot should have an orchard, even if only

of the smallest size. A few trees, if there is not

room for more, reflect the spirit of the owner,

and in the smallest site they can be arranged so

as not to interfere with the usual garden.

The selection of varieties should be taken

seriously, both as regards those which are suit-

able for your local conditions and those which

will give a well balanced orchard. Varieties

should be selected that ripen in the proper rota-

tion, and the productive value of the various

types must al:o be considered. An apple tree

in good health and bearing properly should

produce from twelve to sixteen bushels of fruit
;

pears yield in one-half the time of apples, but

carry only about half as large a crop ; peaches
should bear some fruit the third year, but they

are short lived and it will be necessary to re-

place them every ten or twelve years. Plums

are similar in habit to peaches, but they are

much longer lived.

Dependable Varieties

The following varieties have stood the test

of time, for all general purposes.
Red Astrachan and Early Harvest are very

good early ripening varieties of apples; None-

such and Gravenstein will be found satisfying

for autumn, while for late keeping qualities

and fine flavor King, Baldwin, Greening and

Northern Spy are considered the best. The

best summer pears are Clapp's Favorite and

Bartlett, both fine grained and highly flavored.

Good intermediate ripening sorts of pears are

Shelden and Worden Seckel, and the best keep-

ers for winter use are Beurre d'Anjou and Law-

rence. In cherries, Wood and Tartarian are

good sweet sorts, while among the tart varieties

that excell for cooking Morello and Richmond

Hill are satisfactory.

(Continued on page 70)

The home orchard should con-

tain a jew good pears, such as

the Worden Seckel

When the flowers are open

spray them with Bordeaux
mixture and lead arsenate

Young trees should be severe-

ly pruned after being planted
in their new sites

A small compressed air tank

makes the necessary spraying
a simple enough matter
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Of carefully selected wicker painted
brown or other color, this chair costs

$20. Gay cretonne cushion, $4.75

The painted wicker magazine basket

is a convenient accessory. \3>
l
/i." high

by IP" long, any color, S10

WICKER PIECES -for

SUMMER HOMES
Which may bf purchased through the

HOUSE & GARDEN Shopping Service, 19

ll'ctt 44th St., New York City

Canton wicker oj natural col-

or is the material of the grace-

ful, high-backed arm chair

shown above. It stands 41"

high, and is priced at SIS

IQ K?y*tone View Co.

On the red brick terraces of the

"Court of Oranges" at Palm Beach
wicker chairs find a logical and

harmonious setting

A detachable tray and glass com-

partment for cakes or toast char-

acterize this tea wagon. 30" h'gh,

painted any color, $34

From China comes a com-

fortable arm chair oj Canton
wicker for porch or informal

living room. 36" high, $14.50

The hour-glass table, also of

Canton wicker, is convenient

in size and of light weight.
20" by 24", $9.50
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May THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Fifth Month

Work the fertilizer

into the ground
around the roses

with a steel rake

Immediately after
transplanting, water

copiously to settle

the soil

The burned tips of
the ornamental
evergreens can be
cut out with shears

SUNDAY
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Fac-similes of late XVII Century

English Court Cupboard and Chair.

EARLY ENGLISH

AND OBJECTS
ANTIQVE TAPESTRIES

DECORATIONS
COVEF(I N G S

. SLOANE
FIFTH AVE &L.47tK ST.

NEW YORK CITY
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Masterpieces in Mezzotint

welve Oalleries

or Suddestiorv

QUITE
often the most inviting interior

is that which traces its inspiration to

some unpremeditated source which

may account for the joy of "scheming" even

the simplest room.

Today, for instance, in strolling through
these twelve Galleries you may happen

upon a fine porcelain vase; on the morrow it

flowers into a Lamp of softly glowing beauty.

Then again, a seemingly old Refectory Table

and quaint Windsor Chairs may engage your

admiration; ere long they evolve themselves

into a Dining Room in which discriminative

taste cannot fail to discern individuality and

decorative significance.

Indeed, a visit to these Galleries will reveal

not alone the Furniture but those kindred

objects which will impart
distinction to all the rooms
of the well considered
house. Their cost, withal,

is by no means prohibitive.

De luxe prints of charming

interiots gratis upon request

Herorattue

GDrtrtttal

(Continued from page 28)

Grand Rapids furniture Company
INCORPORATED

34-36 West 32^ Street

rk City

The result of all this in the completed

product is a print of peculiarly soft

velvety appearance, possessing a bloom
that is somewhat easily marred, whence
fine proofs should be carefully protected
from injury. Here it will be well to ob-

serve that in fine mezzotint work re-

straint is shown in not permitting the

velvety surfaces to comprise portions
which should not be rendered by too

great an effect of this sort, as in trees

and other things which require more of

the suggestion of a different texture.

Etched lines (first used in this connec-

tion by George White, before 1731),
have often been -combined with pure

mezzotinting, as was the practice in

Turner's plates for his famous Liber

Studorium. It is interesting to note

that copper is the metal most often used

and the one yielding the best result in

making mezzotints. However, this metal

is so soft that the plates deteriorate rap-

idly under the pressure of printing and

only thirty prints of the finest quality,

or thereabouts, can be pulled from a

mezzotint plate before impressions begin
to show indications of grayness, increas-

ing with the additional prints pulled.

After the first twenty-five or thirty

plates perhaps some seventy-five "good
enough" impressions can be had. Such

may be lovely, indeed, though not com-

parable with the earlier proofs. In 1820

the experiment of mezzotinting on hard-

ened steel was put forth in a small plate
a portrait of Queen Caroline by Wil-

liam Say, and certain later mezzo-
tinters followed with this material, al-

though steel coating the copper plate by
the electrotype process became the com-
moner method in such work as that

done by Sartain and his contemporaries
for the mezzotint illustrations to the

American publications of the mid-19th

Century Graham's Magazine, etc.

The Early Mezzotints

The earliest known mezzotint is the

Hollander, Ludwig Von Siegen's portrait
of the Landgravine Amelia of Hesse en-

graved in 1642, which was followed in

1643 by one of the Empress Eleonora,
wife of Ferdinand II, and in 1644 by a

superb pair of mezzotint portraits of

William of Orange and the Princess

Mary. It may be that these early plates

by Von Siegen were produced by rough-
ening with a circular file and' scraping,
and that Abraham Blooteling of Hol-

land, who came to England in 1762,
should be credited with the invention of

the rocker. Cyril Davenport seems in-

clined to think that Von Siegen's in-

vention was confined to the use of

small-toothed roulettes to make dotted

lines, curves and shadowed spaces.
Prince Rupert, Count Palatine of the

Rhine and Duke of Bavaria, appears to

have learned mezzotinting from Von
Siegen in 1654 when these two artists

first met in Brussels, and to have im-

parted the secret in turn to John Evelyn,
who wrote of it in his "Sculptura"
(1662) and to the Canon Theodor Cas-

par von Furstenberg, a prebendary of

Metz, who himself practiced it. Later
Wallerant Vaillant was initiated into the
secret by Prince Rupert, whose assistant

he became. Prince Rupert's first known
mezzotint is "The Great Executioner,"
engraved in 1658, after the painting by
Spagnoletto. A smaller print, the head

only from the same subject, appeared in

the volume of "Sculptura" already re-

ferred to. Prince Rupert introduced the

mezzotint into the Low Countries and
into England, and the Canon von Furst-

enberg introduced it into Germany. In

this latter connection one may remark
that the art of mezzotint in Germany
never rose to distinction. Dr. Lippmann
of Berlin concurred in this estimate. In

France mezzotinting became known as

la maniere anglaise or as la maniere

noire, but it is to be considered chiefly

as an English art, as it is the British

mezzotinters who have given us the

real masterpieces.

Early Masters

Among the early masters in mezzotint

were William Sherwin (1669-1714),
David Loggan (1635-1693), Francis

Place (1647-1728), Abraham Blooteling

(1635-1693), already mentioned, and

John Vandervaart (1647-1721), who
came from Harlem to England in 1674.

This Vandervaart is believed to have
been the teacher of the great English
mezzotinter (1655-1742). Sir Christo-

pher Wren is also thought to have prac-
ticed mezzotinting, as the Wren fam-

ily Parentalia, published in London in

1750 not only makes mention of a Moor
head in mezzotint by Sir Christopher,
but states that he was the "first inventor

of Mezzo Tinto," which of course was
not the fact, nor does Evelyn's "Sculp-
tura" corroborate Sir Christopher's

prowess as a mezzotinter at all, merely
making mention of his dexterity as a

draughtsman. The early mezzotinters

frequently resorted to retouching and

doctoring their prints, but as the art ad-

vanced there became no necessity for

any such practice. Mention should be
made here of the attribution of the in-

vention of mezzotint to Prince Rupert
on the portrait of that prince engraved
by Vaillant. This bit of flattery subse-

quently led many to believe Prince Ru-

pert to have been the originator of the

art, although there can be no doubt but

that Von Siegen's experiments antedated
Prince Rupert's.

John Smith, mentioned above, Jean
Simon (1675-1755?), a Frenchman who
studied under Smith after his arrival in

London, William Faithorne the younger
(1666-1701?), George White (flourished

1714-1731), already mentioned in con-

nection with the first use of the etched

line in mezzotint work, John Faber, who
came from Holland in 1707 established

himself as a mezzotinter "att ye Golden

Eagle near ye Fountain Tavern, Strand,"

John Faber Junior, his son (16841756),
the last of the masters of the early

eighteenth-century school, all these

were notable mezzotinters, some of them

prolific in their output. Thomas Beard,

John Brooks and Andrew Miller carried

the art to Ireland, where it took root

and flourished in Dublin, producing in

turn those worthy descendants and bril-

liant mezzotint engravers of a later

date, 1770-1800, MacArdell, Houston,

Spooner and Purcell, \vho found their

way to London. Of the work of James
MacArdell one cannot speak enthusiasti-

cally enough, for they merit all the

praise they have received. Sir Joshua
Reynolds once said that MacArdell's

mezzotints from his paintings would im-

mortalize his own art, and it has lent

lustre to the painter's effort. With
MacArddl's advent mezzotint reached

its high altitude.

Mezzotints in America

Let us turn back, in- point of time,

now to note the introduction of mezzo-

tint engraving in America. To Peter

Pelham, whose portrait of the Reverend

Cotton Mather appeared in 1727, must

be conceded the honor of producing the

first mezzotint executed in the Colonies.

This portrait was, by the way, the very

first meritorious engraving by any proc-

ess whatsoever to appear in America.

Pelham, who was born in England,

came to America and settled in Boston,

was the step-father of John Singleton

Copley, the painter. It is thought that

he kept school from 1734 to 1748. He
is credited with some fourteen mezzotint

plates engraved after his coming to

America. A portrait of Mrs. Centlivre,

dated 1720, and done in England, is his

earliest dated portrait in mezzotint. In

(Continued on page 60)
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LOOK FOR THIS LABEL

ROMELINK
QUALITY

Romelink Swinging Couch Ham-
mocks possess exclusive features
unobtainable in similar articles

of furniture. In every detail,

like the other Rome products
beds and bed springs, couch beds
and cots they measure up to
the fine, high standard of Rome
quality.

It is a standardized excellence

trademarked and labelled for

your protection and ours.

SWINGING COUCH HAMMOCKS
Mark the perfect development of the hammock. Their deep upholstery is covered with

richly colored materials, protected from the weather by the new Cravenette Finish.

They are generously proportioned full 28 inches wide, TL inches long. Low Romelink
arm rests are another exclusive feature.

Available in the materials demanded by your summer color scheme, Romelink models
are now on sale at the better department house furnishing and sporting goods stores.

MANHATTAN-ROME COMPANY LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK
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7k /iAe the /ode in most respetfs

Made by Sanford Mill*

Furniture & Motor-Cars
j

A long wearing,
rich appearing and eco-

nomical upholstery
fabric made to with-

stand hard usage a sanitary, comfortable

covering for all kinds of Furniture; most

practical
for Motor-Car Upholstery. Chase

Leatherwove will actually add several years

to the life of your furniture or car at very

little cost. Easily cleansed with soap and

weatherproof fast colors.water

At the first signs of wear consider new up-

hoUtery. Have your upholsterer use Chase

Leatherwove^ you will never regret it.

ifacti havFor years motor-car manufacturers nave

endorsed this remarkable fabric it meets

every requirement of open-car upholstery

handsome to the eye often outlasts

the car.

Shabby seat cushions and trimmings detract

from the beauty of your car. Improve

this fault by upholstery of beautiful Chase

Leatherwove.

Don't accept substitutes. "Just as good as

Chase won't do."

Scores of wonderful patterns from plain

neutral shades to quaint Spanish effects.

Samples and Details on Request

L. C. CHASE & CO., BOSTON
NEW YORK DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO

Leaders m ^Manufacturing Since 1 847
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Masterpieces in Mezzotint

(Continued from page 58)

1753 Copley himself engraved a mezzo-

tint after one of his own paintings, a

portrait of the Reverend William Wei-

steed of Boston. John Smibert, a

Scotch painter, who traveled in Italy

and lived some time in England, came

to America in 1728 in the company of

his friend, Bishop Berkeley of Cloyne.

Tne Bishop returned to England in 1731

and Smibert remained behind, settling

in Boston as a portrait painter. Prob-

ably he and Pelham were friends, as

Pelham engraved a number of mezzo-

tints after his portraits. Mention is

here made of Smibert, as occasionally

the statement has been made that he

was the first European artist of ability

emigrating to America, whereas that

honor should be accorded to Pelham,
who preceded his advent here by at

least two years. It is not believed that

Smibert engraved.
William Burgis, who was publishing

maps and charts in Boston in 1729, tried

his hand at mezzotint, as a mediocre

Boston Harbor view signed by him at-

tests. Richard Jennys at the beginning

of the Revolution, Samuel Okey of

Newport, R. I., Benjamin Blyth (born

in 1740), Charles Willson Peale,. who
designed and engraved in mezzotint ex-

cellent portraits of Washington, Frank-

lin and Lafayette, John Greenwood,
born in Boston in 1727 but who learned

mezzotinting in Holland and died in

England in 1792, Edward Savage, work-

ing in 1800, William Hamlin of Provi-

dence (1772-1869) are some of the pio-

neers of the art of mezzotint in America.

The English Engravers

Returning to the English mezzotint

engravers, there was Valentine Green

(1739-1813), who engraved the first

genuine portrait of Washington pub-
lished in Europe (an engraving after the

Washington portrait of John Trumbull,
now owned by Mr. Charles Allen Munn
of New York, a connoisseur in whose

collections are also to be found some of

the finest impressions of early American

mezzotints), Richard Earlom (1743-

1822), whose flower pieces are unsur-

passed, John Raphael Smith (1730-

1812), a print of whose mezzotint, "Mrs.

Carnac," in First State brought 950 in

one sale and which fetched 1,160 guineas
at the Edgcumbe Sale in 1901, James
Watson, the Irishman, Caroline Watson,
his daughter (1760-1814), William Ward,

John Dean, John Greenwood, Edward

Fisher, John Jones, David Martin, Wil-

liam Pether, William Dickinson, James

Walker, John Young, Turner, David

Lucas, how one might go on with the

catalogue of famous British mezzotint-

ers! In the works of Samuel Cousins

(1801-1887) etching came to be almost

an equal contributor to the plate, but

the glory of the work of the earliest

masters had departed.
Later years have witnessed a revival

in mezzotint. Sir Frank Short, John D.

Miller, Gerald P. Robinson, William

Strang, Miss E. Gulland, Mrs. M. Cor-

mack, R. S. Clouston, Norman Hirst,

Max Rosenthal, S. Arlent Edwards,
James D. Smillie are but a few names

among the many that have preserved
and are perpetuating the process of the

mezzotint.

Color in Mezzotints

Of color in mezzotinting, Arthur Hay-
den says: "A mezzotint in color is a

contradiction in terms. The mezzotint

engravers themselves rejected the color

printer for their finest plates. Valentine

Green absolutely refused to have any of

his work printed in such a manner. A
colored mezzotint is always a dangerous

possession. Even in eighteenth-century

days it was the worn plate that proceed-
ed to its next page as a color print. But

nowadays hundreds of thin impressions
worthless to the collector of mezzotints

have been colored by hand, and this

simple operation has increased their

value twenty-fold. With other engrav-

ing the fraud of coloring by hand is

fairly easy to discover, but in mezzotint

the cheat has the decided advantage
over the connoisseur." Sir John Rey-
nolds colored some mezzotints, using

transparent color. The mezzotints in

color after paintings by George Morland
were always popular and eagerly sought

for, and I have seen beautiful prints in

color by MacArdell, Earlom, Ward
Dawe and others.

The story of the mezzotint is almost

as endless as the fascination of these

prints, but there has been room here for

the briefest outline only of a subject

which the reader is left to himself to ex-

plore further. May he find a bit of the

enjoyment experienced by the writer in

his own explorations, for then he will

not have thought this half-hour a

wasted one.

The Music Room and the Musical House

(Continued from page 35)

study while they give you pleasure.

Is that suggestion too far afield?

Then what's the matter with the player-

piano and the phonograph? The mod-
ern instruments are for all people. You
never studied, but you can play with the

masters. You press a button and Caruso

sings. Heifetz plays. Player-pianos as

played to-day look like the regular

pianos, in grand or upright form, and
can be played as such. Nobody but

yourself and your family need know
that the instrument is easily transformed

into a piano the non-musician can op-
erate.

Quite apart from all other considera-

tions, a phonograph should be consid-

ered as necessary to every music room.

I can take you to the homes of cele-

brated musicians, Galli-Curci, Caruso,

Paderewski, Cadman, Leoncavallo, and

you will see that the phonograph is used

a great deal. You need not be ashamed
of yours, rather proud of it. Even

though Caruso, Heifetz and Galli-Curci

themselves appear personally in your
music room their records on the pho-

nograph would be in the nature of a

Phonographs are made to fit into any

period decoration. Period designs are

quite the rage now among the better

makers of phonographs and the taste

and spirit are authentic and beautiful.

Piano cases are alse made in various

finishes and designs. I once came upon
a case which cost ?10,000 it was done

in gold and was finely carved.

Personally, I prefer the simple ebony
case for the piano. It appeals to my
sense as being more truly the piano in

that form. So, too, I personally have no

liking for the marble and plaster repre-

sentations of Wagner, Liszt and Beetho-

ven, or the group pictures of composers
or of St. Cecilia playing at the organ in

ecstasy. They are all right, I presume,
and for some tastes are quite the thing.

But to me they are in the nature of

begging the question. There is no rea-

son why the music room cannot be hung
with paintings of the most foreign

character. You don't need to label the

music room. What is in the room of a

musical nature will do. Your pictures
will harmonize if they are up to the

standard of the music to which you
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Silent, tireless, automatic ISKO manufactures cold

Day and night this sleepless monitor stands chill \ig\\ over human
health for its breath is cold and dry and pure as polar air.

Isko converts the family ice box into a miniature cold storage

plant. It may be placed on top of the ice box, beside it on the floor,

in an adjoining room or in the basement the result is the same,

perfect refrigeration, dry, constant, economical.

Two moving parts that revolve in oil
;
that is the simplicity of Isko.

A thermostat regulates the temperature, turning the motor on and
off automatically ;

that is the vigilance of Isko.

Both oil and refrigerant are permanently sealed in the machine. The
user need not bother about them; that is the self-reliance of Isko.

Vegetables entrusted to Isko stay garden-crisp. Isko keeps milk

and butter fresh and sweet. Isko supplies cubes of pure ice for

table use. And all electrically, without the iceman and his tongs,
without ammonia and its dangers.

Isko is as necessary to the modern household as the telephone as

unfailing in its service.

Isko is also made in larger sizes for use in large homes, country
estates, clubs, and commercial establishments.

THE ISKO COMPANY, 111 FF. Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Fits Any Ice Box,
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WALL PAPERS

THIBAUT'S
new

1919 wall paper

styles are ready for

your selection.

Now is the time to re-

decorate your home,

brighten up your sur-

roundings and change
your thoughts from
the dark days of war
to the bright future of

peace.

1
rfffi

There is a Thibaut

Decorator in Your
Town

If your decorator does

not carry the Thibaut

styles for 1919, send

us his name together
with your require-
ments and we will

send you samples as

well as our very help-
ful book "Model Wall
Treatments" profuse-

ly illustrated. Ask for

edition 3525.

House & Garden

The Music Room and the Musical House

(Continued from page 60)

listen A fine marine, a gentle rustic

scene, a glimpse down a river nature

nictures will be in good place.
,.. , .

Welcomed With Music

When your guests come, open the top

of the piano. Your instrument then is

receiving them, too. Music in its place,

the suggestion of readiness to play

these are the touches of kinship which

set life into the music room.

Who, now, will disregard the music

room? Who will let his home have no

heart? I speak to you in the words of

a great old man I once knew :

"Where there is no music in the

house, that house is a sad place. If

you would know where real culture and

genuine sympathy reside in the human

heart, go find me the lover of music,

And if a family would appear to be the

cultured sort, even though they cannot

confess a true love of melody, let them

sham it, if they must. Let them follow

the suit of the folk who attend opera

merely to seem to like it. If the name
of a family be off from the list of music-

patrons, you wonder why, and wonder-

ing, cast a different glance at the miss-

ing persons."
I change all this by saying to you,

thaj
. what you hear of music outside

your doors, is not to compare with the

simple kind of music you hear inside

your own home. I would rather listen

to the amateur notes of a man at home,
than admire the marvels of a profes-

sional's technique on the concert stage.

There are musical menus just as there

are dinner menus there are progressive

developments of your music room just

as there are in your business or your
education, or your garden.
There are architectural growths to

your music taste just as there are in the

growth of your buildings or Japanese
gardens.
Where is your music room ? It is the

heart of your home. Let it throb and
send new blood and passion and interest

through the arteries of all your house.

Where there is a music room it is likely

to be a musical house, and a musical

house is a happy place.

May Work Among the Vegetables
(Continued from page S3)

RICHARD E.THIBAUT, inc.

Wall Paper Specialists

MADISON AVENUE at 32nd STREET
NEW YORK

BRONX
485 Willis Ave.

BOSTON
96-98 Federal St

BROOKLYN NEWARK
Flatbush & DeKalb Aves. 141 Halsey St.

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS
(New York City) 4352 Broadway

The Largest Wall Paper House
in the World

To the decorator who wishes
to handle the best and most

up to date line of artistic

wall papers, we have a very
attractive proposition to set

forth.

sowings the word "timed" is to imply

regulation. Fourteen days applied to

the sowing of seeds does not or should

not mean anything; growing conditions

are the only factor worth considering

when we are regulating our sowing.
Three days at some periods of the year
will produce more growth than as many
weeks or even months at other times.

Base your sowings on the condition of

those previously started; when the ear-

lier rows are breaking through the sur-

face of the ground you may plant your
successional crop.

To reduce waste many of our garden

crops should be transplanted. A com-

paratively small seeding of lettuce can

be made into a very large planting by
the proper handling of the seedlings, a

statement which also applies to many
other garden crops. It would indeed

be a wasteful practice to sow cauli-

flower, kale, Brussels sprouts, cabbage
and similar things in drills to be thinned

later on, so most of these crops are

started in separate beds and when large

enough to handle are "dibbled" into

beds. When these young plants are a

few inches high they can be transplanted
to the garden in rows the required dis-

tance apart.

Transplanting Instructions

The rules of transplanting are so very

simple and understandable that it is

really surprising to think that so many
should fail. When transplanting any-

thing get all the roots you can, for

plants exist by means of their roots.

See that the soil is thoroughly watered
before you start to lift the plants, and
that the bed where the plants are to be

located is well prepared. The bed should

be prepared but a very short time be-

fore the planting operation or it will

pack down and dry too rapidly. The
holes for the plants should be large

enough to accommodate the roots with-

out crowding. If the bed is in good
condition they can be made with the

hand.

When the plant is placed in position,
firm the soil around the roots, a very

important point. A good way to do
this is to use the fingers in much the

same position as when playing a piano,

pressing down until the soil is compact
enough to assure proper drainage.
Water the plant thoroughly to settle

the soil around the roots, and if you
have facilities for shading the plants for

a few days it is advisable to do so. But
with home gardens the transplanting can

usually be attended to in the evening,

and .if done properly at that time it will

not be necessary to shade the plants.

Why do we thin plants? For the

very reason that drives those who can

get away from city tenements to subur-

ban homes where the air, sunshine and
the opportunity to develop health are

considerably better. Plants that are not

thinned are poor, weak, drawn-out

specimens, the first always to be cov-

ered with insects or diseases; and the

resulting crop, if it matures, is never up
to a proper standard. Where heavy

sowings are practiced without the proper

thinning entire crops will fail.

The time to thin is when the plants

are small; if left until they have at-

tained any size they will be so soft

they will invariably fall over from lack

of support when the other plants are

removed, or the roots will be interlocked

to such an extent as to make it impos-
sible to do this work without pulling up
many of the plants you wish to remain.

It is a good practice to water the soil

thoroughly before starting to thin, as

the roots of the discarded plants will

then come out without disturbing the

others.

Hilling plants is necessary in many
cases to prevent their blowing over.

The plan is to draw the soil up around
the stems to give them the additional

support they require. The common
error, if there can be such a thing, in

the hilling of plants is attending to it

when the soil is hard and will not set-

tle properly.
- Before hilling the soil should be pul-
verized with a wheel hoe or a claw-tooth

cultivator, and then when hilled we
have a mass of soil all the same con-

sistency, instead of a number of hard

layers. Beans of all types require hill-

ing, as do all tall crops, such as peas,

corn, tomatoes, etc. Some vegetables,
such as celery, are hilled to bleach the

stalks and not for the sake of the sup-

port afforded the stem.

Insect Pests

Insect pests appear on the scene very

early. A preventive for them is much

preferred to a cure, and while on this

subject it is only fair to admit that one

of the greatest of all preventives is to

give the plants good growing conditions.

This means a soil that contains enough
plant food to be productive of a healthy,

vigorous growth ; proper thinning out to

permit air and sunshine to reach the in-

(Continued on page 64)
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OUR NEW BUILDING

FLINT'S FINE FURNITURE

Exclusive Furniture for the

Suburban Home and Apartment
at Moderate Prices

INTERIOR DECORATIONS
ORIENTAL AND DOMESTIC RUGS

THE
FLINT & HORNER CO.

IMC.
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PLACE is now located

at 405 Madison Ave.,

between 47th and 48th

Streets. There is now on

exhibition a collection of

objects of art reproductions

and antiques which will de'

light the appreciative.
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New York City
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Must Roo

Slmndette

the feeling of freedom must be

apparent in the music room," says the excel-
lent article which appears in this issue of
House and Garden.

"With the Grand piano you have a wider scope for

arrangement. It is a far more beautiful piece of
furniture than an upright. Of course it has always
been argued that an upright takes up less room, and
when space was an important factor, the grand had
to be passed by. In the attempt to give lovers of the
Grand a small space instrument, enterprising piano-
forte makers have evolved miniature grands, which
most surely measure up to grace and utility."

Foremost of these small Grands made to fit in the space
occupied by an upright, is the Kranich & Bach Grandette.
It is one of the most popular of the line of

^Ultra-Quality PIANOS
and PLAYEK PIANOS
No matter whether your choice is for the miniature Grand
or the upright piano, or for the largest of concert Grand,
you may rest assured that no more honored name can
grace your music room than Kranich & Bach.

It bears an untainted tradition of 55 years of musical
excellence.

Today as an evidence of its supreme standing in the music world, it

may be mentioned that the Scotti Grand Opera Company, the fore-
most touring opera company in the
world, has chosen the Kranich & Bach
Pi'ano. If you would like to read an
interesting book about the Kranich &
Bach Pianos, we will be glad to send a
copy with our compliments.

efa

2)) East 2)rd St.

New York, N. Y.

So. Wabash cAve.

Chicago, III.

If you cannot play the

piano, there i3 always the

Kranich 6 Bach

PLAYER PIANO
To all appearance it is a
Grand Piano, until you de-
cide to transform it into a
player. Then it la the most
responsive of instruments.

May Work Among the Vegetables
(Continued from page 62)

side of the plants; and keeping the soil

surface well stirred to conserve the soil

moisture and to admit air into the lower

soil to improve its chemical character

and productiveness.
The onion maggot is one of the first

pests we have to contend with. The
little white butterfly of early spring de-

posits the eggs and the tiny white mag-
gots will soon destroy a crop of onions

;

the tops turning yellow is an indication

of their presence. Pull a few onions and
examine their roots carefully. If any
maggots are present the rows must be

watered with a strong solution of Scotch

soot. As a preventive, scatter some soot

on the ground around the plants.

Green fly and other types of aphis
will often be found on the under side of

the foliage or on the tips of the new
growth, especially on plants that are

crowded or growing in impoverished
soil. Spraying with strong tobacco solu-

tions on three consecutive evenings is

the best means of combating these pests,

as it destroys subsequent hatchings.
Where infested plants are properly sup-

ported the aphis can be dislodged with

a strong force of water, and while on
the ground covered with tobacco dust,

which will destroy them. In all cases of

spraying it is desirable to use a good
soapy solution, which will help the

spraying material to adhere to the foli-

age.
A great many of our garden crops,

especially those that occupy the same
ground for several seasons or more, such
as strawberries, rhubarb, asparagus,
horseradish, artichoke, herbs, etc., as

well as the cane fruits, should always
be mulched in fall. The fertilizing ele-

ments of this mulch leach into the soil

and are quickly assimilated by the

plants. While manure is the best growth
producer we have, it will, if used to the
exclusion of other fertilizers, make a
rather soft growth, ideal for quick ma-
turing crops, but not for crops that
stand for any considerable time. To
balance this it is well to give the plants
a top dressing of bone meal or a good
concentrated fertilizer. This should be
scattered on the soil around the base of

the plant and can be worked in with a
fork or hand trowel.

The Chimney as an Architectural Factor

(Continued from page 37)

of air but keep out rain and snow. We
still see the louver boards in the ven-

tilators of old barns and in church

towers. Later, when other means of

drawing off the smoke had been pro-

vided, many of these femerells or

louvers were glassed in and so became
lanterns. In either case, they were

legitimate objects for architectural treat-

ment and the opportunity offered in this

direction was made the most of.

The few chimneys existent at this

period in castles, abbeys and large manor
houses, chimneys enclosing real flues

from the fireplace to the outer air, were

usually treated as cylindrical shafts

within or close against the outer walls

and ended above the roof as pinnacles
or diminutive turrets with conical, cov-

ered tops, the smoke escaping through
vertical slits at the sides just below the

cone-shaped cap.
The femerell or louver necessarily oc-

curred at the ridge of the roof. The
chimney shaft was placed against the

I outer wall. Its top, also, came to be
accorded a measure of architectural or-

nament. As fireplaces grew more and
more numerous, chimney shafts were
added wherever interior necessity dic-

tated, without any especial regard
to symmetrical exterior composition.

Throughout the Gothic period this prin-

ciple of utilitarian expediency obtained.

We find it so in houses of the Cotswold

type a phase of English domestic archi-

tecture that has exercised an appreciable
and agreeable influence upon much mod-
ern American house design and this

fortuitous placing of the chimneys con-

tributes no small share to the charm of

this particular form of architectural ex-

pression.

During the Tudor and Stuart Renais-
sance phases of architecture and here,

again, modern American practice is con-
cerned the same fortuitous placing of

chimneys continued, and we all know
what interest the grouped chimney
shafts and their decoration imparted to

the houses of the period. When we
come to examine the more fully devel-

oped Renaissance expression that began
under Inigo Jones and the fashions that

lasted through the Palladian era and the

Neo-Classic age, we find the chimneys
contributing to the symmetrical formal-

ity of the composition and playing a

well-defined role in assisting the balance
and giving scale. They were regularly

placed as large rectangular shafts in

which the flues are massed, instead of

appearing in groups of separate shafts

or as single shafts from fireplaces set

without regard to a formal scheme of

disposition.
From the history of the chimney it is

plain that the factors of position or

placement, scab and design, and contour
and decoration all developed by a logical

process of evolution. It is also evident

that, through the inherent fitness of

things, certain types of chimneys accord
with the genius of certain forms of archi-

tectural expression. And this is true

alike of position, design and decoration.

Furthermore, it is equally evident that

the chimney, by right of inheritance

from its double line of ancestry, ought
to be a distinct decorative unit as well

as an integral factor in the whole scheme
of composition. This decorative qual-

ity may proceed from (1) the method
of placing, (2) the manipulation of the

materials used, (3) the treatment of the

contour, or (4) from the various more
specific forms of surface ornamentation.

By one means or another the chimney
ought to have interest.

Placing the Chimney

Let us now examine the concrete

methods by which chimney interest may
be attained. First of all, with reference

to position, we have seen that certain

types of architecture require certain

manners of chimney placement. If the

architectural treatment be informal,
there follows a large latitude in the mat-
ter of position, no matter what the par-
ticular type chosen Cotswold, Tudor,
one of the modern British interpreta-

tions, or some one of the early Ameri-
can forms. Chimneys may be set in

angles where two walls join and where
a change or break occurs in the roof

line. They may also be set at gable
ends or upon the apex of a gable and,
in this latter way, made a central fea-

ture of decoration as well as an object
of utility to which the whole scheme of

gable composition may be made to lead

up as a climax. They may be placed in

groups, contributing an aspect of great

stability as well as a focus of structural

interest. They may be set to rise out of

the mass of the roof, but should not be
so placed that the surrounding structural

lines do not lead up to them. They
may be set in rows rising from the outer

walls, with admirable effect, or they

may be placed in various other positions
that circumstances make possible in in-

(Continued on page 66)
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TKe Oriental Store

\~\ Tfi cannot, in type, convey to you
the true atmosphere of the

artistic articles of utility which abound
in such profusion at Vantine s. For

here, in all their Oriental splendor,

are lamps that have no duplicates else-

where, rugs of Chinese grass, or

Japanese fibre. Furniture of rattan

from old Canton, Chinaware in numer-
ous quaint patterns. Draperies, Far

Eastern Delicacies, etc., and countless

accessories for house and garden that

should be seen to be appreciated.

A. A. VANTINE CO., Inc.

Fifth Avenue and 39th Street

NEW YORK

Summer Furnishings

Favor us with a visit when it is convenient

for you to call, or permit us to supply by

letter, full particulars regarding any Oriental

article in which you may r>e interested. The

individuality of our stock makes the issuance

of a catalog impracticable this season, but our

Personal Service Bureau awaits the pleasure
of serving you by mail.

No. 17 $9.75

. No. 7 $9.50

No. 15

S9.OO.

No. 103

$15.00

Trade Mark Registered

Super- Easy Chairs and Settees
"The Quintessence of Comfort"

Made in B. Altman &> Co.'s own workshops

from the finest selected down and hair

SUPER-EASY UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

has been produced in the workshops of B. Altman &l Co. to satisfy

the demand for comfortable furniture of finest design. Model Chairs

and Settees are exhibited in the Department of Interior Decoration.

Descriptive illustrated leaflets will be mailed on request

. Altman & (En.
Madison Avenue -Fifth Avenue/New York

Thirty-fourth Street Thirty-fifth Street

TO
the man or women who has an instinct for

the right thing in the right place, who knows
and values those little distinctions which turn

four walls and a roof into a distinctive and livable

home, Ovington's will be a veritable treasure-house

of suggestions.

For here will be found, not ten or twenty, but

literally hundreds of happy suggestions with

charges which are unusually moderate.

^^\

Catalog on request

Ovington's
The Gift Shop of Fifth Aoemu

312-314 Fifth Avenue, New York

893 rlulr lamp. 58" high, flnl.hed

in crar-kled antique Bold and pnly-

i-hronw The shade, of puny col-

,,il .Ilk with old blue alrlplng. ll

pirated on tile WP. Trimming" are

of old. moss lilue. Fringe anil ts-
srls for lighting re done In the

lame ronihinml'in. Shade $45, plus

S3 tax $47: Standard $10. plut

(1.90 tax J4I.50

946 A clever com-
bination of tea wagon
anil tea tabl.
vj-''l as a wagon the

the- handle In posl-
tl'.n. By raisin*
Icarw and lowering
handle, the wagon
becomea a preienuble
table. Price $35
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Why not furnish your Summer Home
In Reed Furniture that is different?

These pieces are Unusual in Character, combining
Comfort with Smartness, and may be had

in any color scheme

Exclusive Designs for

DRAWING AND LIVING ROOMS
SOLARIUMS, CLUBS, AND YACHTS

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

REED SHOP, INC.

581 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK
"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 25c postage

Polychro
and Git

Italian Mi
$75

The Chimney as an Architectural -Factor

(Continued from page 64)

dividual cases and, by their just distri-

bution, impart both agreeable emphasis
and balance to the whole mass.

With formal architecture, chimneys
must contribute to the impression of

symmetry, and this end may be gained

by placing them at the ends of build-

ings ;
or rising from the centre as a core,

so to speak, of the structure
; or as sep-

arate units in quadruple or double array,

equidistant from the centre of the mass
;

or in groups disposed at regular inter-

vals. To maintain due symmetrical
stress it is not necessary to masque
chimneys behind balustrades or disguise
them as urns, as was done in some Re-
naissance buildings, or pervert them into

the form of pillars a device resorted to

by several Tudor architects, thoroughly
illegitimate because pairs or triplets of

Doric columns with entableture atop
and nothing to support are manifestly
absurd.

Using the Balustrade

A balustrade added to a building has

more to do with determining its appar-
ent scale than any other single feature.

Next to the balcony, in this respect, we
may rank the chimney. The actual mass
of a chimney naturally has much to do
with its relation to the scale of the whole

composition. But next to actual physi-
cal mass, by which we mean height,
breadth and depth or girth, the design
and the manner in which the design is

manipulated will prove of tremendous
influence in the same direction. Let us

take a concrete example to explain the

working of this truth.

Inigo Jones and his successors often

massed a number of flues in one large

rectangular shaft without external struc-

tural divisions. To keep such shafts

from appearing top-heavy and out of

scale, as they undoubtedly would have
done unless some measure had been
taken to prevent it, they had recourse
to the principle that the apparent size

of a surface is reduced by the introduc-
tion within its limits of a pattern or the

interruption of lines. Accordingly, they
broke up the flat surface by introducing
tall, flat pilasters with caps proportioned
to their width, by a block cornice pro-

portioned to the width of the shaft, the

sides being disposed in panels surround-

ed by enriched moldings; by pilasters

at the angles of the shaft with appro-

priate caps and bases; or by some simi-

lar device calculated to produce the de-

sired diminishing effect.

The Base, Shaft and Cap

Contour, to be sure, is closely related

to design in the foregoing respect, but
it is well that we should analyze chimney
contour into its component factors and
also review the shapes that may legiti-

mately be employed. The three chief

exterior features of a chimney are its

(1) base, (2) shaft, and (3) cap. The
opportunity for manipulating these fac-

tors alone is unlimited. In the shapes
of shafts we have not only the rectangu-
lar, cylindrical and octagonal forms,
but sundry variations of these, including
even spiral shapes. Besides the rectan-

gular base above the roof line, or above
the eaves, from which the shaft proper
springs, and upon which it may be set

obliquely if desired, there is the base
built up from the ground as a projec-
tion from the wall, with diminishing
set-offs and battered weatherings. The
cap opens up a rich field of possible
treatments from a mere necking and
cornice capping to a deep ornate frieze

and battlements or a conical or four-

gabled top with a linial or weather-vane

surmounting it. Again, for the chimney
with an open top, and derived from the

foregoing precedents, there is the cover
or chimney-pot which may be given no
end of forms.

Decoration pure and simple, apart
from contour, may be gained by adroit

manipulation and combination of ma-
terials, by the use of patterned units, by
the setting of the units, as, for instance,

using herring-bone courses of bricks, by
the introduction of panels which may be
made to assume almost any form, and
by the incorporation of deliberately dec-
orative devices such as sculpture or or-

namental patterns in the flat executed
in contrasting color. It is preferable, in

most instances, that the decoration
should stress structural lines and occur
at base or cap.

A Group of Adopted Houses
(Continued from page 51)

the gods, and go on living happily in the

midst of all the beauty around them,
to the sound of the little waves breaking
on the beach. For since when has

beauty, which is beyond value, been
without price? And fences, however
laden with honeysuckle, however pre-
cious in the sight of the landscape gar-
dener, are never anything more to a

goat than a challenge to get on the other
side.

Tea on Smooth Lawns

Gardens and green paint are the two
main things that have been added to

these old houses. The bright green shut-

ters and balconies give them a gay for-

eign air, and the gardens and grape ar-

bors and box hedges add that gracious
sense of a life led outside the house, of

tea on smooth lawns, and dinners begun
on the terrace when the light is fading
and finished by candle light and the first

stars that are the charm of so many for-

eign places and that are fortunately fast

becoming noticeably more common in

this country.
Behind the "Chateau Hash" is a pear

tree with a circular table painted bright
blue built around its trunk, and marble

squares from an old floor used as flag
stones underneath. Here breakfast and

tea take on new qualities from their set-

ting, just as coffee drunk by the box

hedge that overlooks the river, with the

garden fountain splashing in its blue

basin, is quite different from any coffee

served after dinner inside four walls.

It isn't a very tremendous matter to put
a table around a tree, or to plant a box

hedge on the edge of a terrace, but it

makes all the difference between the

commonplace and the distinguished.
From the balcony of the house near

the river, which was once the old inn,
one gets a sense of the mysterious
beauty of the spot a carved balcony,
hidden from the road by syringa and red

rambler roses and lilacs. The strange

tropical quality of the place, as troubling
to the imagination as one of Conrad's

stories, the lights of the opposite shore

glittering in the branches of the old

apple trees across the road, the brilliant

silent traffic of the river, the smell of the
box and honeysuckle all these carry
one's thoughts out beyond the valley
and the hills, out to the islands of the
South Seas, where the little waves make
the same noise as the river does here, at

the bottom of the road, between the tall

acacia trees, at the landing from which
in Revolution times Molly Sneeden
rowed her fares to Dobbs Ferry.
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McGIBBON C& CO.
3 West 37th Street, N. Y., One door from Fifth Ave.

Summer Furnishings
WILLOW FURNITURE Most desirable Models in Nat-

ural, Stained or Enamel finish.

Awnings Best Awning Stripes and Stenciled Duck.

SLIP COVERS Imported Prints, Linen, Cretonnes, Dimi-
ties.

Window Shades Imported Scotch Holland and Domestic
Painted Shading.

Reupholstering of Furniture Abundant variety of materials

from which to select covering. Expert workmen at your ser-

vice and satisfaction assured.

Lace Curtains Carefully Cleaned At moderate prices.

Stored free for the summer if desired.

Oriental and Domestic Rugs and Carpets cleaned, repaired
and stored.

tEobtwntrr
FIREPLACE ACCESSORIES

''Reproduction of an old Salem mantel

FOR THE COUNTRY HOUSE
Illustrations of complete settings suitable for the

different rooms sent upon request.
SPECIAL HAND FORGED METAL WORK

WEATHER VANES. LANTERNS. FOOT SCRAPERS. ETC.
of interesting and distinctive design.

ARTHUR TODHUNTER Showroom 101 Park Avenue. NEW YORK

A.Kimbel&Son
Paris Newibrk

* 16 Rue d'Artois 12West 40!* St.

SPECIALISTS IN

THE CONCEPTION
AND EXECUTION
OF DECORATIVE
INTERIORS AND
FINE FURNITURE

ANTIQUE TAPESTRY PANELS

We have many desirable speci-

mens of Petit Point Chair Cover-

ings, Brocades and Embroideries

Khoruun >tudr. Wo.p .nljrclr In on* ptee.

Have You Wanted Oriental Rugs
but found them too expensive? This has been the experience of

many of us. Now we have a most interesting story to tell you
about a remarkable process of hand and loom weaving by which the

beautiful studies of the Orient are reproduced with startling fidel-

ity. Every detail of color-harmony the characteristic weaving
the firm, pliable fabric are all there.

\\UG5
(Reproductions)

made of the best wool yarn obtainable

are priced at one-third to one-fourth the cost of the studies from
which they are made in fact, the fairness of price will be a

revelation to you.
Many discriminating merchants in all parts of the country are

displaying Bengal-Oriental rugs. The name of the merchant
in your city selling these rugs may be had upon request.

JAMES

Color plates will be sent upon application.

M. SHOEMAKER Co., INC.
20 West 39th Street at Fifth Avenue New York
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CHINA AND GLASS

WEDGWOOD BREAKFAST, TEA AND DINNERWARE
AMBER OPTIC GLASS SERVICE

BOTH OPEN-STOCK

FOUNDED 1887

9 &11 EAST 37 *STREET
NEW YORK CITY

CHINA AND GLASS

"WHITE HOUSE," All Steel White Enameled Dressers.

Manufactured in a Unit System.

For use in Private Residences, Schools, Hotels and Hospitals.

Full information on request.

JANES & KIRTLAND
133 West 44th Street, New York City

House fy Garden

Making a Bog Garden
S. LEONARD BASTIN

ONE
of the most difficult things in

flower gardening is the culture of

bog and marsh plants. It is not

easy to ensure the continuous moisture

which is essential to the well-being of

these interesting subjects, but here is

one way in which it may be done in

almost any location.

A basin about 3' deep is dug in the

ground and lined with cement, leaving

a hole in the center of the bottom and
several near the top, around the sides.

The hole at the bottom is closed with

a wooden bung, so that it could be

used to drain the basin entirely if that

should ever be necessary.

Such a basin can be of any reasonable

diameter, a convenient size being 6'.

Half the excavation, after the lining has

set, is filled with broken bricks, stone,

etc., and the remainder is heaped with

coil suitable for the plants to be grown.
Such an arrangement provides actual

bog conditions and the plants should

do well. Only in extremely dry weather

will it be necessary to give any water

in order to keep the soil in the properly
soaked condition.

In the matter of locating your bog
garden, attention must of course be paid
to the requirements of the plants as

regards sunlight and shade. Some species

grow naturally in dense woods where no

sunlight reaches them during the grow-
ing season. It would be just as unfair

to expect these to do well in the open
as it would be to demand success of
the sun - loving kinds when planted
in the shade. Decide then, what
species you wish to grow, and let the

site of the artificial bog be congenial
to them.

The excavation is lined with cement or concrete to make a

water-tight receptacle which will keep the plant roots moist

The Framing of Your Books
(Continued from page 41)

room devoted to this purpose. If pos-

sible, the walls should either be paneled
or plain, of dark oak, mahogany, cypress
or whitewood, stained and waxed. This

will produce a feeling of solidity and

richness, keeping the books in harmony
with their surroundings. If, however,
wood is not practical, fabrics or wall

paper can be used, but it should be free

from decorative pattern, the books fur-

nishing the only decoration necessary.
Dull red, old blue, leather brown or

green in soft attractive tones may be

used for wall coverings, but should not

be of conspicuous colors, as it detracts

from the interest of the books.

The size and height of the room
should determine the size of the shelves,

but the effect is much more agreeable,

being less formal and severe, when the

shelves do not extend to the ceiling. \

In the Attic

An attic bedroom can have shelves

built in the openings under the eaves,

with two drawers below that can be

used for storage. If this room should

happen to be the guest chamber, be

sure to have plenty of interesting read-

ing matter, of varied character. This

does not necessarily mean that it must

be the very latest, but of a diverting

character in case your guest is unable

to sleep. English furniture designers,

realizing how essential this is, frequently

introduce a bookshelf, and shelf for a

candle, into the bed design. A narrow

shelf over a day bed in the boudoir is

quite decorative, and is very convenient

to rest your favorite books upon.

The Kitchen Library

No one possessing numbers of books

will question the desirability of a classi-

fication of subject matter. Even the

kitchen should have its built-in shelves,

for recipes and kitchen problems. The

library would have reference books, and

those of solid reading; and the living

room restful literature.
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A)
a wedding gift, there

is nothing more appro-

priate or more acceptable

than a Seth Thomas Clock.

Its beauty and unerring de-

pendability always reflect the

wise choice of the giver.

For over a century in the

best American homes, Seth

Thomas Clocks have been

looked upon with pride by
their owners, and given a

high place among cherished

family possessions.

The supremacy of Seth

Thomas Clocks is due to

the unfaltering, faithful

service they render, year in

and year out. They are

honest, dependable and un-

failing in their timekeeping

accuracy.

Your jeweler can show

you a wide selection of Seth

Thomas Clocks. There is

a style, pattern and design

to suit every taste a model

for every purpose.

SETH THOMAS CLOCKS

PALL MALL
ous Qgardttt

At your Club

^Tk FinestWillow Furniture inArnica

For Town and Country Homes

$rite for
Booklet X

Nothing equals the charm and comfort of

\vTrip-0-Will-0- stained and cretonned

to your individual order Tit "arly
selection is suggested to insure deliver/

- O -W ILL, -O
FURNITURE CO,

SC.RANTOM PA.

-

^^r
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DANERSK DECORATIVE FURNITURE

NATURE
gives us color in our gardens and our land-

scapes. Man has craved the beauty of color in his

houses of worship and habitation through all the cen-

turies of his existence.

The most charming contributions to the furniture of England
were the dainty painted sets of Sheraton and Adam, and the

marvelous lacquers of Chippendale.
DANERSK FURNITURE is an expression of the beautiful in color and

form that belongs to the past, and as yet in the truest sense an in-

terpretation of ourx
own day and civilization.

Each DANERSK room possesses the maximum of charm and individual

ity in proportion to its cost. The finish and color are devised specifically

to present a unity of appeal in furniture, fabrics and upholstered pieces.

We hold all pieces ready for immediate finishing in the decorative

scheme of your own choosing.

Consult your decorator or deal direct Advice given without obligation

to purchase.

ERSK1NE-DANFORTH CORPORATION
SEND FOR VALUABLE 2 West 47th Street, New York

BOOK "A-j" First Door West of Fifth Avenue 4th floor
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One IDEAL
does Ihe work
of all these

ACTUAL
use on some of the best kept lawns in

the country has demonstrated that the Ideal

Power Lawn Mower will easily replace five

men with hand mowers and all the way from four

to eight men with hand rollers.

One man with the Ideal can easily cut four to

five acres of lawn per day and as the roller is an

integral part of the machine the grass is rolled

every time it is cut. Hence the turf is kept firm,

smooth and in the finest possible condition.

How the Tractor Principle Eliminates
Difficulties

We have been manufacturing power lawn mowers
for six years and our Ideal Tractor mower was

probably the first one on the market that could

truly be called trouble-proof. It is of very simple
construction and its design is such that all com-

plicated clutches and gears are eliminated. All

the operator has to do is guide the machine and
operate the starting and stopping lever.

Uses Tractor Principle
The cutting blades operate by the traction of the

side wheels upon the ground, just the same as the

blades on a hand mower operate. This eliminates

the difficulties that are almost sure to occur where
an attempt is made to drive the blades direct by
power from the engine.

Cuts Close to the Walks, Trees, Flower-
beds and Shrubbery

With the Ideal a man can work just as close to

various obstacles as with a hand mower. The
mower is hung in such a manner that it turns

easily and is guided around corners, flower-beds,

trees, etc., without difficulty.

Photo at right shows how the Ideal is quickly con-
verted into a roller by using the small caster

which we furnish. Valuable feature for early

spring rolling.

Five-Day Trial Satisfaction Guaranteed
Write for details of our five day trial offer. Ideal Power
Lawn Mowers are sold on a positive guarantee of satis-

faction and we will willingly refund money on any
machine that does not prove satisfactory when properly
operated.
You can secure this Ideal through your hardware dealer or
direct from our factory. Write today for special literature.

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co.
R. E. OLDS, Chairman

403 Kalamazoo Street, Lansing, Michigan

I'hDto shows

cutting mower
when work
around flower

etc.

how
turns
in g
beds.

L

x
Cut close to trees
or other obstacles. ara&i

Boston, 5J-52 Market St.

Hew York, N. Y., 270 West St.

Philadelphia, Pa.,
709 Arrh St.

Chicago, 111., 16S N. Man St.

IDEAL

Los Angeles. Calif.,
1023 LeigJiton R'.

Portland, Ore., 49 Front St.

Toronto, Ont.,
17-21 Temperance St.

Montreal, 51 Victoria Sq.

IMNMOWERS

Ideal Power Lawn Mower Company, Lansing, Michigan.

Please send details, catalog and prices of your Tractor Lawn Mower.

Name . .

Address

Thinning the fruit for the first

season or two makes for bet-

ter development of tree and

crop

Behind the House Stands the Orchard

{Continued, from page 54)

The best white fleshed peaches are

Mountain Rose, Stumpp and Carman;
in yellow fleshed, Elberta, Crawford
and Woodmont will be found reliable.

The Japanese types of plums are by far

the most productive; Abundance, Bur-

bank, Satsuma and October Purple are

all good sorts. Bradshaw, Green Gage
and Washington are also dependable va-

rieties. Among grapes, the best black

sorts for outdoor culture are Worden
and Concord, the former a larger grape
than Concord, but not as good a grow-
er. Brighton and Catawba are consid-

ered the best red fruited grapes, while in

white varieties Niagara is a leader.

A splendid red currant is Perfection,

with Fay's Prolific second. White Grape
is considered the best white sort and

Boskoop Giant the most desirable black

fruited variety. In raspberries, Rath-

burn is a very large fruited type, but

Cuthbert is perhaps the best red and
Golden Queen an unexcelled amber col-

ored variety. Industry and Downing
are the most desirable varieties of goose-

berries, but they do not measure up to

the standard of the large fruited English
sorts such as Crown Bob or Red Jacket.

Unfortunately, these latter are inclined

to mildew, though this trouble can be
controlled by proper spraying.

Planting the Orchard

The first thing to do is to make a

little sketch plan of the area available

and see how many trees you can fit into

the space without crowding. Have them

arranged so that the taller trees are on
the north side of the garden and con-

sequently will not shade the others.

Figure the spacing out so that the short

lived trees such as peaches will only
be fillers which can be taken away when
they have outlived their usefulness, leav-

ing a perfectly spaced and well bal-

anced orchard.

To make the orchard a part of the

home grounds the small fruits must not
be neglected. They give quick returns

(some even fruiting the first season)
and by proper management they will

go on producing indefinitely. Currants,

gooseberries, grapes, blackberries and
raspberries come under this heading;
the two latter are usually trained to

wires or stakes, and when handled in

this manner are-fit subjects for any gar-

den. It is often a good plan to have a

border of small fruits around the tree

orchard.

Straight rows in the orchard are very

necessary. Use a line to lay them out,

and a measuring stick to make sure all

the marking stakes are equidistant. Set

the stakes before you start to plant,

and in digging the holes for the trees

let them be of sufficient size to allow

some latitude for crooked stems. The

trees when finished should be in perfect

alignment both ways.
There is no secret in proper planting.

Any person of ordinary intelligence who
will make a reasonable effort can plant

perfectly with little if any actual ex-

perience. The holes should be of lib-

eral size so there will be abundance of

room to spread out the roots in a nat-

ural position. The soil in the bottom of

the hole should be well prepared and

thoroughly enriched to encourage down-
ward growth. Set the trees about 1"

deeper than they were planted at the

nursery, and see that the soil is well

firmed around the roots to eliminate air

pockets. The best plan when preparing
for planting is to dig holes about 3' in

width and depth, separating the top
soil and subsoil in the digging. A little

manure or coarse crushed bone should

be put ^at the bottom to add to the

health and life of the tree. When re-

filling, the top soil should be used at the

bottom; if enough of it is not available

to complete the planting, the subsoil can

be used on top.
When the trees arrive from the nurs-

ery they should immediately be "heeled

in" laid on their sides and their roots

covered with soil. This will prevent the

roots being damaged by the sun or wind,
and when planting each tree can be

handled separately with no danger of

exposure to the others. All broken or

mutilated roots must be removed clean,

using a sharp knife or pruning shears;

new roots will quickly start from the

clean cut. The filling of the holes should

be done in small layers, firming each

layer with the heel; or when water is

available, a thorough puddling is one of

the best ways of settling the soil around

the roots. In all planting operations
the plentiful use of water will avoid un-

necessary losses.

(Continued on page 72)
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Write To-Day for this Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs

Special Offers

Which this

Book Contains

100 500

Fine Mixed Hyacinths $6.00 $27.00

Fine Mixed"&ingle Tulips. 2.25 10.00
AP

Fine Mixed Darwin Tulips 2.75 12.50

Dozen

Candidum Lilies $1.50

Double Daffiodils. .

Narcissus Emperor Mon-
sters

Narcissus Emperor Large.

Narcissus Empress Mon-
sters

Narcissus Empress Large.

Narcissus Golden Spur
Large

Paper White Narcissus. . . .

100

$10.50

100 500

?4.00 $18.50

6.50 29.00

4.75 22.00

6.00 28.00

4.50 21.00

4.25 20.00

2.75 11.00

Prices for hundreds of varieties and
for smaller quantities are shown in this

catalogue. It is the most comprehensive
bulb catalogue published.

write for it now.

Mail the coupon below or send a postal. Look over the

catalogue page after page of imported bulbs the very
flowers you want.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, give, for a small outlay of

time and money, an abundance of flowers in the house from Decem-
ber until Easter, and in the garden from earliest spring until the

middle of May.

BIG SHORTAGE OF BULBS EXPECTED !

ORDER YOUR SUPPLY AT ONCE
Advices from big growers in Holland indicate great scarcity of

bulbs this coming season and enough cannot be grown to meet the
demand. To insure getting your supply send us your order at once.

Until July 1st, not later, our present low prices for the choicest vari-

eties of bulbs grown by specialists in Holland will hold good.

By ordering from us now instead of waiting until fall, you make a

large saving, get a superior quality of bulbs not usually to be obtained
at any price in this country, and have a much larger list of varieties

to select from.

Our orders are selected and packed in Holland, and are shipped to
our customers immediately upon their arrival in the best possible
condition.

DIRECT FROM SPECIALISTS
Our connections abroad make it possible for us to buy bulbs from

the best specialist of that variety. Every bulb shown in the catalogue
you get direct from growers who have made a life study of the
flowers they grow; thus you are assured bulbs of the first quality.

ORDER NOW PAY WHEN DELIVERED
To take advantage of the very low prices offered in this catalogue,

we must have your order not later than July 1st, but it is much
safer to order before June 1st, as we import bulbs to order only.
They need not be paid for until after delivery, nor taken if not of a
satisfactory quality.

Fill out the coupon or send a postal for catalogue to-day.

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO.
339 FOURTH AVE. PITTSBURG, PA., X

Read What These
People Say

Finest he ever saw 1 "I have re-

ceived my order of gladiolus, and they
are the finest I ever saw. The tulips
and peonies that I bought last fall have

grown splendidly." H. T. F., Bangor,
Me.

Always perfect ! "Your splendid
bulbs arrived. Enclosed find twenty-
five dollars. As always, the stock you
sent is perfect."/!. G. W., Galesburg,
Ills.

More than delighted! "The bulbs I

ordered from you are now in bloom in

all their glory. I am more than de-

lighted with them, and shall send an-
other order." If. F. B., Clinton, Ills.

Admiration of the town! "I want
to tell you how magnificent my daf-
fodils are. They are the admiration of
the town, and have given us untold

pleasure. Each daffodil is the size of
a tea cup. Many bulbs have four
flowers and not one has failed to pro-
duce two." G. D. S., Uniontown, Ala..
Surpasses tulip beds in city
parks. "I have a bed of tulips ,''
from bulbs purchased from ,-'

you. It surpasses any- y'
thing I have seen in ,-''
the city parks." P.
A. D., CordeU, .-' .-'' .-"' -'

Okla. ,.-' .-' .. .-
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"If it's made
of wire we
make it"

SMhl and Hoc
House Guards.
Wndow Guards.
Rraniace Screens.

5 . ESTEY
WIPxE WOPvKS COMPANY
34 CUFF STREET NEW YORK. N. Y.
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work of every
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Behind the House Stands the Orchard
'Continued from page 70)

Trees cannot be lifted and transplant- idea of having an orchard; yon cannot
ed to other quarters without receiving a be successful without this necessary cul-

check, so their upper growth should be tural detail. The trees should be sprayed
reduced somewhat after they are reset, yearly when dormant with one of the

Pruning lessens the strain on the roots soluble oil sprays for the various bark
until they have re-established them- pests such as San Jose or oyster-shell
selves. How severely the tree should be scale, bark fund. etc. When they have
cut depends to a great eitent upon Us attained a fruiting size they must be
condition when it was planted. If it sprayed when in flower for tie different

was a long time in transit, or if the moths and parasites that operate from
roots were badly damaged, it should be the inside of the fruit. For this purpose
severely pruned. In all cases, however, a combination of Bordeaux mixture and
it is advisable to cut back enough to en- arsenate of lead is us-jjl'.v .-. <!ied. To
courage vigorous growth when the sap insure the success of this u: :.-:ion it

starts. should be followed by two :-

If you do not intend to spray your ough sprayings at intervals of about
trees you may just as well give up the three weeks.

Keep It Cool in a Good Refrigerator
(Continued from pagr'52)

Will this model meet your needs?

36 Church St.. New York

smooth, hard, non-porous, non-warp-
able, non - rustable material, the best

type of which is the burnt -in vitreous

porcelain in several layers on a metal

backing. These linings must be made in

one piece with no seams. No seams
and seamless are quite different in their

implication. "No seams" b what it

seems to indicate, but seamless means a

camouflage of joints. Joints and seams
are food and odor entrappers and pre-
sage disease and death. Many of the
advertised enamel interiors are made of

nothing but paint heated, not burnt-in.
which therefore flakes off or prases
(cracks form) and falls into the food,
which of course is not a particularly epi-
curean sort of truffle!

The doors, too, must be seamless.

jointless. screwless and smooth.
The shelves and other pfrforis must

be of smooth, heavily tinned wire mesh.
Smooth to prevent accumulation of

food; and the wire mesh to insure rapid
and unimpeded circulation of air.

The Nine Point .-

Therefore. to preserve the sanitation
of the home and the consequent sanity
of the world before buying a refrigera-
tor the following Nine Points should be
laid before the Kitchen Diplomatic Ta-
ble:

1. Does it: Maintain a low and uni-
form temperature?

2. Maintain a pure atmosphere?
3. Appear to keep absolutely sani-

tary?
4. Seem to be built to keep perfect

circulation and an absence from odors?
5. Keep free from moisture?
6. Seem built to be economical in ice

consumption?
7. Have a system to insure perfect

drainage?
S. Contain a porcelain lining in pro-

vision chamber? *-

o. And does it seem to be buflt for

durability as well as for beauty?
And now about enforcing the Nine

Points.

The Insolation

How for instance is a minimum tem-
perature to be kept? Chiefly-, by insu-
lationthis is a strictly "mechanical
term understood by motorists and engi-
neers and must be understood by the
housewife, who is a domestic or kitchen

engineer if she is anything. The low
temperature is kept by keeping out the
outside heat and keeping in the inside
cold! After much experiment, it has
been found that the walls, floors and
doors of every refrigerator must have
at least one air space, from six to nine

layers of insulating material consisting
of pebbled cork, or certain patented ma-
terials, mineral wool, asbestos and vari-
ous layers of porous substances which
keep out the outer warm air and pre-
vent the cold air fawn escaping. (See
illustration.! Well insulated refrigera-

tors backed up against boilers, stoves or
vats maintain a temperature far below
S& or 60 degrees: some, the best, main-
tain 50 degrees.

As to Ice Chambers

The ice compartment should be above,
and to one side, so that the cold air

from the melting ice can descend, as is

the custom of cold air, and can rise

again as it gets heated in its contact
with the provisions and pass up over
the ice, be cooled and pass down again
with its collected odors through the
drain. This is what B called air circula-

tion, and when the ke box is properly
constructed, and when the ke compart-
ment is kept full, the air is in constant

motion, traveling over and over again

up and down and around the food and
ice. This constant activity of the air

B what insures an odorless condition,

unmouldy and cold food.
In the best refrigerators the ke cham-

ber extends a few inches below the door
and is lined with the highest grade of
smooth galvanized metal, lock jointed,
and is without seams and sharp edges.
In some refrigerators the wall between

the ke compartment and the provision
chamber is slatted, in some there is a
space at the top, in others, holes are

bored, top and bottom, to permit the
free egress of the circulating air. These
methods are good in varying '*"""
The main things to be kept in mind are:

1. Does the air circulate enough to

prevent any moisture accumulating in

the refrigerator? Can sak be kept dry
and granular in it for one hundred
hours?

2. Does the refrigerator keep below
60 degrees, or better between 45 and 50

degrees? Will a damp doth dry quicker
inside than outside of it, because of the

rapid circulation and dryness of the air?

3. Do matches keep dry and can thev
be lighted by being struck on its walls?

(This shows whether the ke box is

dry'
4. Does the milk taste of cheese or

the butter of the soup? If they have

any "acquired traits," you may be sore

the circulation of air in your refrigerator
is bad or eke there are seams or grases
in the tile, holding odors in their grip.
Tiles and other beautiful interiors have
in many instances been discarded by
many makers because of their brittle-

ness or pertinacious grip on odors
which, in the form of gases, poison
foods and hence the family! Opal glass

has been dropped because of its fragil-

ity in lighter weights- There are. how-
ever, some manufacturers who use tile

with excellent result.

Another important feature is the drain

pipe, more important almost than the

exhaust on the motor. If this pipe is

not constructed solely to carry off odott
and waste materials from the cleanest

ke and not to import insects, gases
-

: .
-
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Dreer's Roses for the Garden
The bulk of our Roses were field grown in 1018; then carefully dug. planted

in pots and stored in cold frames. Under this plan the stock is strong and ready
to start blooming, and much superior to stock forced by high temperature.

The Dreer's Dozen Hardy Everblooming Hybrid-Tea Roses

is revised each year to include the very best Hybrid-Teas for Garden culture.

This collection will furnish a constant supply of blooms throughout the summer
and autumn the best of every color.

Duchess of Wellington Intense saffron-yellow stained

with deep crimson, changing to a deep copper)' saffron-

yellow.

Ecarlate Produces a greater number of flowers than

any other Hybrid-Tea in our collection. Intense bril-

liant scarlet color and of perfect form.

Lady Ashtown Soft rose shad-

ing to yellow, flowers large on
long stems.

Lady Alice Stanley A beautiful

shade of coral-rose, inside of

petals shading to flesh-pink.

Jonkheer J. L. Mock Deep im-

perial pink with outside of petals

silvery' rose-white.

Mrs. Aaron Ward A distinct

Indian-yellow, shading lighter to-

wards the edges.

My Maryland-^Bripht but tender

salmon-pink, shaded with rose,

very" floriferous. Long stiff stems.

Ophelia Delicate tint of salmon-
flesh, shaded with rose, very flo-

riferous. Long stiff stems.

Lady Ursula A delightful tone
of flesh-pink, delicately tea-scented.

Laurent Carle Large, delkriously
scented, brilliant carmine flowers.

Caroline Testout One of the
most popular bedders. Bright
satiny-rose, very free and fra-

grant.

Mme. Jules Bouche White, at

times slightly tinted with blush on
the reverse side of petals. Long.
stiff stems.

75 cents each; $7.50 per dozen; $60. per 100
Besides illustrating Roses for every purpose, is the best guide for your Garden. Its articles for^oth planting and caring
for Vegetables and Flowers were written by experts. The varieties listed are dependable in quality and germination. It

is quite as much a Garden Book as a catalog. Free if you mention this publication.

HENRY A. DREER, 714-716 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DREER'S 1919
GARDEN BOOK

mme your

garden a
fafua6/e asset

Thorough cultivation is the

basis of all crop-improvement,
and the use of up-to-date garden
tools is the most vital factor.

Planet Jr. took represent
the highest type of farm and garden implements.

They are so constructed that the mo-t thorough
cultivation is possible, and because of their scien-

tific construction are easy to operate they take

the drudgery out of labor and give real pleasure
in the care of a garden. Because of their practical

design they are great savers of time they enable

you to cultivate in one-half to one-third the time

required with onlinarv tools.

Planet Jr.
all cardn seeds
or la drills, rolls

Mo. 25 Pl.et Jr

SIM* WWel HM CMiM
from amoHnt up to

in* **
No. 17 Ptuwt Jr.

<fc tool that will Us *
nsablr far-
WTfcOSC OUT-

sared mad in _
Catalog Free!

PUnrt Jn. ia artioa sad dnrxAe* *w U
Hoes. Bone-Hoes, Harrows. Orchard-, Beet- aad Pivot-Wbeei
for tt today

:
'-

-

-.

Kldtaw Cattftraton.

S. L. Allen & Co., Inc. Hlo-K Philadelphia

Springtime
at Mayfair

means meadow and woodland gay with

Daffodils, gardens glorious with the stately

Tulips. Your own personality not the

salesman's, nor the catalogue's, not even

your neighbor's will be expressed in your
garden, if you spend an hour at Mayfair
choosing the varieties you wish to have next

spring.

The Flowers Went for You
and I will gladly tell you when to come. If

you are too far away, my Blue Book is the

best substitute for a personal visit. If you
cannot come, my Blue Book will go to you.

CHESTER J. HUNT
Mayfair

Dept. K Little Falls, New Jersey
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Plate F-1003-A

KOHLER
Also MEANS A KITCHEN SINK

Like the famous Viceroy built-in bath-

tub and every other Kohler product,
this kitchen sink is endowed with an

unusual beauty and durability by the

covering of pure-white enamel, into

which is inconspicuously glazed the

mark of quality KOHLER.

It is a worthy Kohler creation, from

the attractive, simple design to this

immaculate, matchless enamel cover-

ing which protects it against the hard

knocks of daily service.

It is more than an expression of mere

handicraft; it is a masterpiece into

which has been wrought the spirit of

well-doing which only can come of

loyal and contented workmanship
born of the high ideals of a great com-

munity center.

Let us send you, with our compli-

ments, an interesting book which pic-

tures and describes the Kohler method
and the Kohler line.

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin

Shipping Point, Sheboygan, Wis.

AND TWELVE AMERICAN BRANCHES

.MANUFACTURERS OF ENAMELED PLUMBING WARE

Keep It Cool in a Good Refrigerator

(Continued from page 72)

and warm air from the sewage of the

town, it will collect a very tidy packet

of typhoid, diphtheria or any home-

seeking germs. This drain ought there-

fore to have a water-sealed trap in it,

it should be smooth, of hard, well-fin-

ished metal and be so simply cleaned

that the kitchen maid, or whoever is

delegated to perform the laving of this

important part of the household, should

not look forward to the performance
with horror, but with a sense of ease.

There isn't a doubt that a faulty

drain in the refrigerator has caused more

typhoid than anything else.

Think what it means then to be a

good kitchen engineer what service one

can render one's family! Few home-

keepers realize the necessity of under-

standing the underlying principles of

air circulation, sanitation and germina-
tion but what a lot of misery could be

avoided if the chatelaine or even the

wife-cook had a little technical knowl-

edge. How this would dignify the sci-

ence of the home. And yet how lightly

is the function of home-keeper assumed

and how many brainy women look

down upon it!

How to Use a Refrigerator

But if you have everything to assure

perfection in refrigeration and know not

how to use it, it is as if you had none
at all.

Note this amendment to the nine

points:
1. Keep your ice chamber full, even

after July 1st. It saves ice and pre-
serves your food. The circulating air

will only go "over the top" as far as

the bulk of ice drives it.

2. Never put any food in the ice com-

partment. It must play an infinite soli-

taire.

3. Keep the doors shut, and open
them as little as possible.

4. If the ice gives out, take out all

the material and rinse out the refriger-

ator. Refill it with ice and keep the

door shut at least six hours. And re-

member sufficiency of ice insures efficien-

cy of refrigeration and efficiency of

refrigeration means a sufficiency in ex-

penditure for a refrigerator.

Water coils can be put in some ice

chambers which connect directly with

the water supply. In this way the

water can be kept continuously cool

for drinking under all conditions of out-

side temperature.
The outside of the ice box should be

of hard wood or porcelain, the hard-
ware of the best, including lever door
handles.

Back doors for filling the ice box can

be set so that the ice can be put in

from the outside of the ice house, room,
pantry or kitchen. This avoids useless

handling and melting of the ice and
obviates the iceman's journey through
the house.

And, above all, choose a refrigerator
that has no unnecessary "improvements"
in the ice chamber which have to be
taken out and scalded. The easier it

can be rinsed from within the more
often the attendants will clean it !

And remember this, too, that an ice

box is a cooler where the ice and pro-
visions go in the same chamber, while

the refrigerator well, you know it all

now.

And, by the way, if you want a use-

ful little device to keep your grape
juice or yourself cool while motoring
this summer, look up a little basket re-

frigerator which comes in many sizes

and many prices.

The Information Service will be glad
to give advice on the purchase of re-

frigerators to the readers of HOUSE &
GARDEN.

Is There a Bird Bath in Your Garden?

THE further we proceed in the study
of landscape gardening or, to use

a less professional term, "laying out the

grounds" the better we realize the im-

portant place which garden furniture

holds in the plans we develop. No't only
the useful benches, arbors and garden

seats, but the more esthetic sundial and

simple fountain have of late years been

developed to a high point of excellence

in design.
Of all the many articles of garden fur-

niture which the last decade or so has

taught us to use, none quite fills the

place of a suitable bird bath. I say
suitable advisedly, for the bird bath

should be chosen not only for the har-

mony of its appearance in our particu-
lar garden scheme, but also because of

its practical adaptability for use by the

birds. However ornamental a bird bath

may be, if the birds do not use it its

chief purpose is gone.
Aside from being so placed that the

birds will not hesitate to come to it

and it is often surprising how close to

human beings and houses our robins,

thrushes, song sparrows, wrens and
other desirable insectivorous birds will

fearlessly approach when
attracted^by

water the bird bath must meet certain

structural requirements. Its diameter
and height above the ground matter

little, but its depth is of vital impor-
tance. Birds dislike deep water watch
one at the brookside and see how shal-

low a spot he chooses for his shower.

The basin of the bath, then, should

slope very 'gradually toward the center,

with a water depth at the rim of not

more than y%" . Into such a basin a

bird can walk until he reaches the depth
which best suits his particular whim.
The actual design of the bath matters

little, so far as its utility is concerned.

The majority consist of a simple basin

of concrete or artificial stone, mounted
on a pedestal 3' or 4' high, the whole

being rather classical in design. These
fit well in almost any garden scheme.

For more formal, pretentious plans,
baths in which a central fountain, and
other ornamental features are incorpo-
rated may well be chosen. Some pro-
vision should always be made, however,
for a suitable perch from which the

birds can step directly into the water.

Such a perch may be no more than the

rim of the actual basin; or, as in the

case of a design which has recently been

developed, it may consist of little plat-

forms, or perches, in the bowl, sloping
down from just above the surface of

the water.

Attention to such small structural de-

tails as these which I have mentioned
will make the difference between a bath
which birds will use and one which they
will not. Few indeed are the suburban
homes where a properly made basin will

not be patronized. In fact, its presence
will prove a distinct attraction to birds

which otherwise might pass your garden
by, or visit it merely as casual instead
cif regular guests.

R. S. LEMMON.
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Systems of Irrigation

MARE sure of your pinion s success by controlling the factor which has most to do with
its success or failure "rainfall".

A Cornell Irrigation System, by an arrangement of underground piping, will lead
the water to upright sprinklers capped with the famous Rain Cloud .Nozzles which deliver a
fine spray or a heavy rain, as you prefer, over every part of the garden. The volume and
heaviness of the shower can be controlled perfectly, giving just the amount and character of
irrigation which you need. Cultivation is not interfered with by tlii- iii-i.ill ;i ti..n.

For your lawns use the Cornell Underground System with Rain Cloud Nozzles. Perfei I

irrigation over the whole area and no interference with mowing.
Write for illustrated literature.

W. G. CORNELL CO., Union Square, New York City
Engineers and Contractor*

Plumbing. Heating. Lighting. Automatic Sprinklers. Water Supply Systems Stwaer Disposal Plants.
rilli AGO WASHINGTON. I). C. NKWAKK. X. I K\\^\^MTY MO I'll I'slUKc ,11

BOSTON HAI.TIMOKK CLEVELAND HIII.A[)KI.|-|||.\ NC.HI (Vl.K

THERE IS NO
PLACE LIKE HOME

WHEN
that home is equipped with a screened porch. The most

popular room in the American home today a sun-porch by
day a cool sleeping room by night, protected against disease

carrying flies and mosquitoes.
When screening specify PEARI. Wire Cloth. Insist upon the Genuine, which
has two copper wires in the selvage and our red tag on every roll, and you will
get the most satisfactory screen material on the market. Due to its metallic
coating, a process owned and controlled by us, it is longest lasting therefore" costs less in the long run besides requiring no paint-M^^M ing or repairs. It is the most handsome and sanitary.

psxrl
I WIRE CiOTH^U

ll'ritc our nearest office for samples and
descriptive matter. Address Dept. "K."

The Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Company
New York, Georgetown, Conn., Chicago, Kansas City, Mo.

The betl hardware dealer in your cityMtlls "PEARL"

MB*

Your Fence
Let Us Design and Make It

Especially for You
A DMITTEDLY, there may

_/\ be parts of your grounds
where our regular stand-

ard fencing and gates might fit

in admirably.

But for the prominent parts
of your grounds, you will

doubtless desire some special
treatment in keeping with its

purpose and surrounding.

That is why we cordially in-

vite you to take full advan-

tage of our Service Depart-
ment.

In this way you will be as-

sured of the interested, per-
sonal attention of an expert,
who will carefully analyze
your particular fence and
gateway needs, and make care-
ful recommendations accord-

ingly.

It's a service we offer you,
without cost or obligation.

American Fence
Construction Co.

100 Church St. New York
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The Temperate
Zone

Live in it all the year 'round.

The home well sealed against the extremes of

climate is the comfortable, healthy home in

which to live.

To permit their operation whether dry or wet,

every door and window sash must fit loosely in

its surrounding frame. The thus-formed

cracks around each average sized window in

your home actually aggregate a hole as large

as if a brick were removed from the wall. Left

unsealed, these big-as-a-brick openings invite

indoors wintry blasts and hot summer winds.

|
Monarch

| Metal Weather Strips
seal these brick-big cracks.

Throughout extreme seasons of cold or heat they

keep the house temperate within. They exclude

dust, noise, moisture and silence rattling windows.

Monarch Metal Weather Strips are the only weather

strips self-adjusting to shrinking and warping in

sash or frame.

Coal-cash sufficient to pay for the installing will be

saved in four years by Monarch Metal Weather

Strips. They continue coal-cash curtailing while

the building endures.

Springtime is weather stripping time.

Look up Monarch Weather Strips in

your telephone directory and let our

licensee tell you more about it. If by
any chance Monarch is not listed in the

book write us and the nearest licensee

will call. For your comfort's sake

hear the full story !

Telephone or Write Today

Monarch Metal Weather Strip Co.

4111 Forest Park Blvd. St. Louis, U. S. A.

"The use of weather strips it 100% fuel conservation."

U. S. Fuel Administration

P. B. Noyes, Director of Conservation.

August 23rd, 1918.

My Friends the Builtmores
(Continued jrom page 29)

now are going to be just that much

ahead of the game." He said the pros-

pective home-builders of today were like

a lot of children standing about the

mouth of a cave in the woods. Inside

is old High-Cost-of-Building, a sort of

monster about whom they have only the

vaguest idea. And Jack said he was

going in and bat the brute over the

brow with a blue-print.

"That's right," said Mr. Naylor. "Ten

to one he'll turn out to be no bigger

than a rabbit."

Really we all got so enthusiastic about

building that John Tibbets even went so

far as to sketch a bungalow on Sally's

priceless linen, and I felt terribly guilty

at having nothing but a hen-house in

my mind. But Mr. Naylor was per-

fectly charming. He showed me the

cleverest arrangement, a sort of figure

four method of framing that would
save cords and cords of wood and a.-

most do away with foundations. It

sounded a little teeter-y the whole

thing was balanced on posts in the

middle and I had visions of beautiful

fresh-eggs being smashed to bits but

he says it is perfectly practical and that

the whole increased cost of building

nowadays can be more than compen-
sated for by careful, scientific planning;
in other words, by getting down to

brass-tacks.

Sally and Jack are all enthusiasm,
which I modestly share with them. For
I have fully declared that as soon as the

frost is out of the ground, I shall start

my 'hen-house. In fact, plans are being
drawn already.

Protection Against Lightning

FOR
over a century the scientific

world generally has advocated the

need of the protection of houses,

barns, and other property against light-

ning, and experience has now proved

conclusively that when the equipment
to secure this protection is carefully and

intelligently selected and installed the

protection afforded is almost complete.

In view of this experience many insur-

ance companies make lower rates for

protected buildings, while some com-

panies will not insure an unprotected

building at all. The Weather Bureau

recommends the protection of all im-

portant farm buildings where thunder-

storms are frequent, particularly when
human or valuable animal life is in-

volved. The best type of equipment
should be used when practicable, al-

though almost any kind of an installa-

tion is preferable to no protection at all.

In fact no one should expose himself or

his property to lightning, since good

protection is available for a' moderate

outlay of money. The insurance com-

pany may reimburse the owner for the

money value represented by a building

that is destroyed by lightning, but the

property is nevertheless destroyed and

represents a waste, while life can not be

restored. Moreover, a long period of

time may elapse before a destroyed

building can be replaced. The loss of a

farm building will almost surely cause

inconvenience and generally an actual

money loss, even when the building is

insured. Again, many persons experi-

ence an exaggerated fear during thunder-

storms, and therefore greatly prefer
to

occupy a protected dwelling in which

they feel and really are more secure.

To such persons the avoidance of this

intense discomfort, apart from the safe-

guarding of the property, justifies the

installation of an adequate system.
The presence of a system of lightning

conductors on a building serves in a

small way to discharge the electricity

silently during storms, and thus slightly

to decrease the intensity and number
of strokes of lightning. But there are

times when the accumulation of atmos-

pheric electricity is very rapid and the

aerials and conductors on one building,

or even on many buildings grouped to-

gether, are entirely insufficient to pre-
vent strokes, as is obvious from the fact

that trees are struck in the midst of for-

ests. The points and conductors on build-

ings on such occasions merely serve to

direct the stroke to the ground so that

only a minimum of damage occurs.

It is sometimes stated that lightning
conductors are undesirable because they
"draw lightning." That may be true

to a slight extent. A violent stroke of

lightning that otherwise would come
near to a conductor on a building wouid

very likely be diverted to it and pass to

the ground harmlessly. On the other

hand, if the building was unrodded, the

stroke would probably cause damage ;

hence it is advisable to protect all build-

ings that are either valuable themselves

or house valuable contents.

Housing Plants

AT
the end of the house plant season

there are always losses among ten-

der plants due to their being put
out too soon or without proper harden-

ing off, and, similarly, mistakes occur

in the matter of their re-housing.
More harm is done by re-housing too

early than too late. Such plants as

azaleas, camellias and acacias will with-

stand slight frosts with impunity, and
it is much better to leave them out as

long as possible than to submit them
with undue haste to the inferior and

very different conditions of a green-
house. The proper course is to stand
them in some such sheltered position as

under a hedge, or to afford such tem-

porary protection as can be readily and

inexpensively 'provided by a batten

framework over which canvas or mats
are laid when required. This particular-

ly applies to chrysanthemums. The
flowering of a batch of these plants
should always be retarded as long as

possible, but it is usual to see them
housed much earlier than need be.

Of course, the time of housing is only
one of the details which repay close at-

tention. There are commonly too many

plants in greenhouses. Far better re-

sults would accrue from a drastic re-

duction of their numbers at the expense
of the poorer specimens. Again, in sub-

urban districts it is common to see glass

very badly in need of cleaning, the ad-

mission of as much light as possible in

winter being of the utmost importance
for the health of indoor plants, while

they also suffer from too little ventila-

tion and, above all, from an automatic

system of over-watering. Anything ap-

proaching forcing conditions for plants

in early winter is destruction for them,
hardwooded plants in particular requir-

ing a well-defined season of rest. Even
such plants as perpetual flowering car-

nations, from which winter results arc

required, must have carefully studied

gentle treatment, or utter failure will

result. In some gardens, with heated

houses, there is a waste of fuel, which

is not only bad economy, but does

actual harm to the plants. Modern

greenhouses have been greatly improved
in the matter of containing much less

non-transparent roof material than for-

merly.
W. R. GILBERT.
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Farr's ^Hardy Plant
Specialties
For Early Spring Planting

after year the hardy
grows more charming

Year
garden

and valuable as tin- plants
increase in size aud bloom-

ing power. Early spring is

a desirable time for selecting
and planting most perennials
and shrubs.

In my comprehensive collection at

Wyomissing may be found plants suit-

able for every phase
v

of gardening. A
few of these are here noted to

them all would be impossible.

list

IRISES. An unusual and distinctive collection, including
many novelties of my own raising (awarded the Panama-
Pacific Gold Medal).
PEONIES. The most complete collection of herbaceous

and tree Peonies in the world.

Delphiniums, Phloxes, Chrysanthe-
mums, Trollius, Long-spurred Aqui-
legia, Hardy Asters, New Astilbe,
Roses, Dahlias.
New Japanese and Asiatic Shrubs.

New cotoneasters, enkianthus, ber-
beries, flowering cherries, corylopsis,
etc.

Lilacs, Philadelphia, and Dcutzias.
A complete collection of Lemoine's
new creation.

Dwarf Evergreens. Rare specimens
for formal gardens, lawn groups and
rock garden plantings.

A complete list of my collection of Hardy Plants and Shrubs will

be found in

Farr's Hardy Plant Specialties
(Sixth Edition, issue of 1918) 112 pages of text, 30 full page illustrations (13 in

color). Most well-informed gardeners have a copy, but it you have not received
it, or it has been mislaid, a duplicate will be sent promptly on request.

Bertrand H. Farr, Wyomissing Nurseries Co.
106 Garfield Avenue, Wyomissing, Penna.

Moon's

"Make Dreams 'Come True'"

"~\^ THEN the opportunity came to realize the garden of

\\/ our dreams, we found ourselves at a loss to know
VV just how to go about it. Our lawn was to be one

of beauty throughout the year, with positively no barren

period. In our dilemma we appealed to MOON'S.

"If you ever plan to re-make your garden, go to MOON'S.
They have the most wonderful nursery stock acres and
acres of it, and they take such keen interest in your par-
ticular problem. Through their suggestions and assistance

to us, our dream garden has become a satisfying reality."

MOON'S Hardy Trees, Shrubs and Plants for Every Place

and Purpose.

Write us your problem and request our catalog.

THE WM. H. MOON COMPANY
Nurserymen

MORRISVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
On Lincoln Highway Midway between New York and Philadelphia

tEO-DIPT
d
es- For Lasting Beauty

When Time shall have attempted his rav-

age with storm and sunshine, winter and
summer then only may be fully appreci-
ated the enduring beauty and beautiful

endurance of Creo-Dipt Stained Shingles
for roofs and side walls.

But see the beautiful Creo-Dipt colors
learn why they neither fade, rot, rust, nor
curl. Send for Color Samples and Photo-
Portfolio of fifty beautiful homes by cele-

brated architects.

Details and specifications
for construction of Thatched
Roofs on special request.

CRCO-OUT COMPANY. Inc.

1012 Oliver St.. N. Toniw.nd., N. Y.

Homf of Prank E. Payne,
tllencoe, III. Arch. : ]. A.
Armstrong ol H. K. H'iUon

4 (V

Cebar Hires.

THE NEW

GLADIOLI
French Primulinus Hybrid

ANEW species which retains all the dainti-
ness of the Primulinus parent even to the

"hood" formed by the drooping of the upper
petal, having an added beauty of exquisite
orchid coloring varying from the softest prim-
rose to a beautiful rose.

SPECIAL OFFER 25 for

To acquaint you with this new variety,
we will ship the desired quantity at $2 a

dozen, 25 for $3.50 or $15 a hundred.

SEND FOR OUR BOOKLET
containing valuable cultural information and description
of several new varieties.

B. HAMMOND TRACY, INC.
Box 17 Wenham, Mass.
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Poultry Hint

PEOPLE
are glad to visit

homes where their finer
,

sensibilities are consid-

ered and where they are not
embarrassed by noise escap-

ingfromthebathor toiletroom
when the closet is flushed.

In perfecting the Silent Si-wel-

clo closet to its state of ex-

tremely quiet operation, a

source ofdaily annoyance to the house-
holder has been overcome. No effort

has been spared to make the Si-wel-clo

mechanically perfect no exposed
nickel work seat of finest wood and
finish long-life fittings closet and
tank of china, of course.

The Trenton Potteries Co.

"Tepeco" All-Clay Plumbing

is most sanitary, beautiful, practical

and permanent. "Tepeco" plumbing is

china or porcelain, solid and substan-

tial. Dirt does not readily cling to its

glistening white surface, nor will that

surface be worn away by scouring.

.With time, inferior materials will lose

their sanitary value, dirt will adhere,

the appearance become uninviting
the piece lose its usefulness.

Insist that all your plumbing fixtures

be of "Tepeco" ware. A wise invest-

ment a beautiful one.

If you intend to build or renovate your
bathroom be sure to write for our instruc-

tive book, "Bathrooms of Character."

The Trenton Potteries Company
Trenton, New Jersey, U. S. A.

World's largest makers of All-Clay Plumbing Fixtures

AS the weather gets warm it becomes

f\ necessary to protect the young
stock, turkeys and ducks as well

as chickens, from the hot sun. If there

is no natural shade, it may be necessary

to make an awning from feed bags or

canvas. Some poultrymen plant sun-

flowers for shade and others use Jeru-
salem artichokes, which may be grown
in the poultry yards, as the hens will

not touch the leaves. Permanent shade

may be provided by planting fruit

trees, but it is well to wrap the lower

part of the trunks with burlap or better

still to place wire protectors around

them, for the fowls are likely to strip

off the bark. Peach trees grow rapidly

in the hen yard, but are likely to be

soft because of the excessive feeding.

Perhaps plum trees are the best of all

for poultry runs, for they are almost

sure to thrive and the hens will eat the

curculio which is one of the common
pests damaging to the fruit.

Green Food, Hawks and Water

If the chickens have an abundance of

green food, a considerable saving in the

grain bill will be made. The ideal plan
is to have a grass run, but when that is

not possible, lawn clippings and waste

vegetables from the garden should be

fed freely. A few short rows of rape

may be planted especially for the chick-

ens and will last most of the summer,
for when the tops are cut off it grows

up again. It is wise, too, to sow mangel-
wurzel beets for feeding next winter.

Few vegetables keep better. If lawn

clippings are plentiful, it may be worth
while drying them and then storing
them in barrels for winter use.

In the open country where the chick-

ens have a wide range, there is certain

to be considerable loss from hawks,

especially if a white breed is kept, for

white chickens on the green grass make
shining marks. It is an excellent plan,
when possible, to allow the youngsters
to run in the corn, for then they will

have complete protection. Piles of brush

here and there also offer places of refuge
and it is well to have a few guinea hens

bout to give warning.
It is more essential than many people

realize to have plenty of cool water
available at all times. The chicks must
have it if they are to grow well, and
hens must have it if they are to lay

well, for eggs consist largely of water.

Several kinds of automatic watering de-

vices are on the market, by the aid of

which much labor is avoided.

It is commonly thought that when
chickens have a wide range they pick

up enough bugs and worms to provide
them with all the meat they need, but

this is seldom the case. It is always
well to keep a hopper of beef scraps
where the youngsters can have access

to it at all times, unless, of course, a

dry mash containing meat or fish is

used. This is not the time of year to

give fresh meat, however, and it is im-

portant to make sure the beef scraps are

not tainted.

Cleanliness is imperative at all sea-

sons of the year, but unless extra pre-
cautions are taken during the next three

months the red mites will increase at

an amazing rate. It has been found
that a single pair of these mites will

produce thousands in a few weeks, and
it is impossible to raise good chickens

where vermin abound. The best remedy
is the use of a good prepared lice paint
inside of coops and nests and on the

under part of roosts. When hens are

brooding chickens they should be treated

with mercurial or blue ointment. A
little of this ointment may be mixed
with lard and a piece the size of a pea
rubbed into the skin of the hen just
below the vent, which is where lice con-

gregate.

Turkeys and Guinea Fowl

Turkeys thrive on a wide range with

plenty of grass land, but the poults
must not be allowed to trail through
the grass when it is wet either with
rain or dew. After the young turkeys
shoot the red they become strong and

hardy, but up to that age they are

very delicate.

If plenty of land is available it will

pay to raise some guinea fowls this year

pay, at least, by providing a new
kind of meat for the table at very little

expense. Guineas have a flavor which
is matched by but few kinds of poultry,
and as they can be easily raised with

hens, there is no reason why they should
not be much more common than they
are. It is true that they make a rather

unpleasant noise when mature, but it

is a simple matter to raise only as many
as will be needed for the table while

they are young.
E. I. FARRINGTON.

CHERRY BLOOMS
There are moments, there are hours

As I bend above my flowers,

Counting little lifteu faces

In the sunny sheltered pi" xs.

When I seem to catch a gleam
Of the dim eternal dre.im

Dreamed by greenly growing things
In innumerable Springs.

There are moments when I feel

All their exquisite appeal,
There are hours when I know
Why the poppies bleed and blow;

When the velvet-bellied bee

Is a thing of mystery,
And the pigment of the rose

Is the secret no one knows.

In the moonlight by the wall,

Yester-eve, I watched the fall

Of the cherry blooms that blow
In a softly scented snow.

And I wondered if the gift

Of that faintly fragrant drift

Was the petals' joy in darting
Or the old tree's grief, at parting.

AMORY HARE.
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Individual thought, taste and
refinement are possible by the
use of

LIVENS FURNITURE
You are privileged to select from a
manufacturer's unlimited stock, and
in addition exercise your own taste
in finish if you so desire, either in
color schemes to harmonize with
surrounding interiors, or with spe-
cial hand decorations so much in
vogue at the present time on colonial

patterns,
of four poster beds, and

Windsor or Bradford chairs, or our
straight line funiture.

This privilege of individual selec-
tion as to finish, as well as selected
pieces, makes for that individuality
and charm which is the keynote of
modern home of refinement.

Sendfar itt of Illustrations anj cobr cliart

William Leavens & Co., Inc.
Manufacturers

32 Canal Street Bo.ton, Maaa.

(or
OUBC9

Special Limp*
and Shade*

Furnihinpi
Country Hi

Interior Decorations

Mi.i Mi

McBurney & Underwood
19 East 48th St. New York

Nothing is more charming and at-

tractive than painted furniture. We
design and execute to order and can
Paint any of your old pieces to ac-
cord with the new or with the gen-
eral decorative scheme. Fascinating
chintz window shades and hangings
will help to make a most satisfy-
ing effect.

Suggestions gladly submitted

ANTIQUES
Bought, So/a ana Exchanged

Early American, also Chippendale, Sheraton
and Hepplewhite furniture, rare old china,

flats, silver. Sheffield plate, old braM and
pewter, also restoring antique furniture.

Acorn toft mafrh twin beds,

period $175 th* Pair

525-527 Lexington Ave., New York
Bet. 48th and 49th St>. Tel. 8149 Murray Hill

Your ARCHITECT
Should Plan Your
Building NOW.
Careful planning la

imiKHtant. I* L A X
YOUR FIREPLACE
THE TOIX)MAL
WAY," IT PAYS.
Our book "Home and
lit, Firt'iilace" Free

'olonial Fireplace Company
1613 W. 1211 SI. Chicago

Hints to Music-Loving owners

of TalkingMachines
"A splendid booklet music lovers will

appreciate/' contains easy instructions
about the care of talking machines,
motor and governor. How to make rec-
ords last "forever" and obtain best
renditions. About sympathetic vibration,
loose parts, etc. Surface noise, steady
speed, dust and fluff, needles, etc.

"The Ellis Reproducer saves records
and prevents twang and scrape."

This booklet is printed on heavy book
paper, In two colors. Illustrated to help
detail.

Mailed in sealed 10 >.**-
envelope: PRICE 1^ CCRIS

Postage stamps accepted.

J. H. ELLIS,
207 Johnson Ave., Wauwatoaa, Wis.,

U. S. A.

Radiator Obscuring With
Decorative Metal Grilles
This panelled window closet effect is in
the magnificent home of Arthur Curtiss
James, New York. The panels are hinged,
carrying out the closet effect, and making
the radiator accessible for heat control or
repairs.
We should be glad to make suggestions

for the solution ox your radiator-obscuring
problems, or be pleased to co-operate with
your architect.
Send for Booklet No. 66-A.

"THE BEAUT-I-ATOR"
The "Beaut-i-ator' is a portable all metal Radiator Enclosure. You simply

place it over your radiator. Nothing to put together. Nothing to fasten
No outside help needed. Instantly removable. Ask for the "Bcaut-i-ator"
Booklet when you ask for Booklet No. 66-A.

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFC Co.
52 VANDERBILT AVENUE

NEW YORK

A Chif>t>endate
Suite of beauty

and
design

"Good
Furniture'

Living room, dining

room and bedroom

furniture especially

adapted to country

homes.

WILLET A. LAZIER
9 East J3<1 St., New York

IfOMTKK WKKiHT

I X T K K I 1C

I>K:n-.vroic

48 K/VMT .IM-rii 8TRKKT
"YORK

NCWKL.TIKM
nrAOK

OAMDBM

IKIMHI INI,. I.I.AV1 V
by Willard I.. Mctcalf

recently sold to an American
collector

The MILCH
GALLERIES

Dealers in

AMERICAN
PAINTINGS
The works of American
artists are now especially
sought by collectors.This

country has awakened to
the fact that the finest

pictures are being pro-
duced at home.

Our new booklet with our galttriei' tautt
newt recently puhltshej. tent on requett

milUIIIIHIHIIIil"

1 08 West 57
th

St.. New York
Iadjoining U>lo.CW

Instead of a garage that

stands out in bleak, glaring

unsightliness, to the detri-

ment of your own lawn and

your neighbors' view, have a

RUSTIC CEDAR
GARAGE

(Ready-bullt-shipped knocked down)

A garage with the natural

bark on the wood, blending
into the landscape, unob-

trusive, beautiful, substan-
tial and not expensive. No
costly screen of shrubbery
is needed to camouflage this

garage itself a great sav-

ing. In size roomy for the

largest cars. Send for lit-

erature.

Rustic Cedar furniture adds a
charm to lawn or porch. You
will be interested in our cata-

log of summer houses, trellises,

chairs, benches, tables, etc.

Write for a copy.

JERSEY KEYSTONE WOOD CO.
TRENTON - - NEW JERSEY
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Deane'B Combina-
tion Cnfil and Gas
Raniie in the home
ot Mr. A. L. D'im-
itirrich, Greenwich,
C,mn. C. P. H.
Gilbert, Architect.

Beane's *Jrenclx Range
For Discriminating People

An unwise range selection will lead to

untold annoyances.
The same discriminating care that you use

in selecting your piano or decorations should

be exercised in the choice of your range.
DEANE'S FRENCH RANGES are built

to order after a careful investigation of the

conditions under which they are to be used.

Before you decide the range question consult

our Kitchen Efficiency Department. Let us

study your problem and recommend the

range that will best suit your needs.

DEANE'S FRENCH RANGES use coal, wood,
gas, and electricity, either singly or in combina-
tion. They are constructed of the purest materials

obtainable, and maintain the highest standards of
manufacture.

Our Kitchen Efficiency Department is prepared
to recommend such other appliances as will make
your kitchen service all that you desire.

Homebuilders and architects are invited to con-
sult us freely.

Send for portfolio of Installations.

Bramhall,Deane Company
263-265 Vest 36 th

St.,NevYoi-^ City

ALFRED C. OBERHEU
DECORATOR
HAVILAND BUILDING

1 1 East 36th St

NEW YORK

DRAPERIES

SPECIAL

FURNITURE
AND

REPRODUCTIONS

DECORATIVE PAINTINGS

i

The delicacy of
contour and dec-

oration in the

chairs is well

shown here

The Third Year Dining Room
(Continued from page 32)

are delicate in line and have beautiful

crystal drops. A large picture shows

them in detail.

In addition there are two accessories

to be bought, if you desire to finish the

room as pictured. A large orange bowl
will give a touch of color to the center

table, and a knife box, in the period,

will continue the Empire feeling.

There, the room is done ! We have

spent at most $2,113.25, or $1,975.25 if

only four side fixtures are used. The
breakfast room is complete, and the

dining room looks like new.
This third year we have been very

extravagant, because in these articles we
are presuming that the lord and master

succeeds in landing a substantial raise

the third year, and it is natural to think

that he will let you spend some of it

on the house. These third year expenses
were for the following:

2 brass candlesticks to make
two on each console @ $6.00 S12.0O

6 fixtures @ $42.00 252.00

1 knife box 35.00

1 large bowl (orange) 10.00

Duncan Phyfe Furniture:

Dining room table 258.00

4 side chairs @ $60 240.00

2 arm chairs @ $75 150.00

2 consoles @ $168 . ; 336.00

$1,293.00

I think you will like this room as it

is finally completed. There is not too

much furniture in it, yet every neces-

sary piece is there. All the accessories

that give finish and delicacy of feeling

to a room are there also. It is the sort

of dining room one can live in easily

not too dignified, yet sufficiently formal
for entertaining.

On either side of the fireplace are placed the consoles. Their

ends let down so that they occupy but small space. $168 each

Lectures for Garden Clubs

HOUSE & GARDEN will be glad to make be addressed to the HOUSE & GARDEN

suggestions to garden clubs in the Mid- Information Service, 19 West

die Atlantic States wishing to engage Street, New York, and accompanied by

reliable lecturers on either vegetable or a stamped and addressed return en-

flower gardening topics. Inquiries chould velope.
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THE ESTEY RESIDENCE ORGAN

NOTHING
other than a full orchestra can be named the equal

of the Estey Residence Organ. It is the most distinguished

of instruments. It is mechanically perfect, and its perforated rolls

produce entire symphonies with a fine faithfulness that no human

musician can excel.

The Estey Residence Organ is designed as an appropriate feature

of the modern home. It will enhance the atmosphere of culture and

art, and prove an investment of increasing value.

THE ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY, Srattleboro, Vermont

Studios in NEW YORK, 11 West 49th Street CHICAGO, Lyon $ Healy PHILADELPHIA, 1701 Walnut Street

BOSTON, ISO Boylston Street LOS ANGELES, 633 South Hill Street
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SMALL HOUSES IN JULY

THE
small house is a problem all by

itself. It is not merely a small repro-
duction of a large house. It has its

own architecture. Consequently good
small houses arc not so common as one

might suppose. But in this July number
there are at least three that have the dis-

tinction of individual merit.

The first is a stone house of real Dutch
Colonial design, with a sweeping roof.

The dining room has been dispensed with
and the family have a combined living and
dining room. It was designed by Frank J.
Forster. The second is a New England
farmhouse type in clapboard and shingles,
with a simple, livable plan, designed to

meet the requirements of a small family.
The third is a cottage especially designed
and furnished for HOUSE & GARDEN. It is

a sort of dream-book house that can be
both built and furnished for a reasonable
sum.
Of further interest to small house

builders is the article on the bedroom, choicely
furnished with articles that come at moderate

prices. Also there is the article by Elizabeth

A Dutch Colonial house, with

sweeping roof, in the July issue

Leonard Strang on the garden for the small
house three types of gardens to cost not more
than $100 each, including heavy labor.

From Prof. Traquair's article on French-
Canadian cottage architecture can be

gathered endless suggestions for the small

house; and the sketches of an Italian sort

of house, designed by W. R. Bajari, show
a simple plan that is effective. And then,
for the man who wants to study a hard

problem, comes "Plumbing in the Small

House," by the engineer who designed the

plumbing in the government community
homes. If a garage is contemplated, you
may find some suggestions in the two de-

signs in this issue. In fact, there never was
a number of HOUSE & GARDEN so filled

with practical and stimulating suggestions
for the reader who is about to build.

The other subjects include peonies, the
use of decorative panels, placing the desk,

pots and pans, Indian art for the collector,

and the new designs in handwrought hard-
ware.

Finally, you may have heard of the Gov-
ernment embargo against the importation

of certain plants. F. F. Rockwell tells you
what to substitute, in an article on American
grown stock for America.
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Gillies

JUNE SHADOW AND SUNSHINE
The elusiveness of Spring has gone, passed with the
inconstancies of April, the swift upwaid rush of May.
Comes now the season of Nature's stability, the sequel
to her long weeks of vacillation. For the spirit of June
is a tangible thing. One can grasp it, and grasping, feel
that here is a definite tonic for the soul. It awaits us

in divers forms in the ripe greens of expanded leaves,
in blue skies above flowery meadows, in the voict' of
the brook among rocks. Most of all do we find it al-

ike woods edges, the borderland of light and shade. Here
dwells June herself, for she is the month of sunshine and
shadows, of warm a:rs and cool and refres/i

:

ng breezes
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THE FIFTY BEST CLIMBING ROSES
Selected Afar Several Years of Tests and Experiments With L'ptcard of Ttco Hundred

and Fifty f'arieties Characteristics, Culture and Uses

/^LIMBING roses have claimed ibc atten-

V> tioo of even- great hybridizer since their

introduction, but it is during the past twenty

years that the greatest improvement has been

made. Here in our own country, the results

obtained by such men as Captain George C.

Thomas, Jr., and Dr. Van Fleet are shining

examples of our progress along these lines.

The aim which I believe has acted as a

great incentive to these men is to produce an

everblooming climber that is to sav, a rose in

which are combined the strong climbing char-

acteristics of the wichuraiana type, with the

persistent blooming qualities of the tea and

hybrid tea. While, so far as my researches go,
this has never actually been accomplished, some
of Capt. Thomas's seedlings give wonderful

promise in this re-

spect. It has been my
good fortune to ob-

serve many of them in

the testing ground,
and of these, at least

one is more or less

freebloomingthrough-
out the summer. It

has not, however, de-

veloped <fce long, vig-
orous shoo* that are

generally associated

with a typical climb-

ing rose.

Climbing Hybrid Teas

After some years of

observation and test-

ing I do not regard
the many climbing
forms of hybrid teas

and teas as desirable,
with perhaps one or

two exceptions (nota-

bly Climbing Lady
Ashtown), simply be-

cause they do not rank
as climbers. If some
of them do succeed in

sending up a few long

shoots, then such

plants are invariably

very shy in blooming.

Climbing Lady Ash-
town is an exception;
there is a splendid

specimen in the vicin-

J. JHNNINGS

ity of Philadelphia, fully 12' to 15' tall, trained

in pillar form and literally covered with won-

derfully fine flowers which are just as shapely
and colorful as the bush form. After the

spring burst, this variety will give a scattering

of blooms in September, and so it is worthy of

a place even in a small garden.
If the climbing hybrid teas are pruned as

severely as is necessary in the wichuraiana and
multi flora classes, they will very often refuse

to develop any long shoots, reverting in fact to

the bush form. Therefore I would advise but

very slight pruning of this class unless some

strong basal or side shoots are apparent, in

which case the oldest wood can be cut away
to that point
The comparatively limited blooming season

A roriufKm of the *s*ol arbor a secured by plaxtmi fain of slender evtrgntns
such as arbornta. ira-ned and tied to gtlrmatd inn trckes. m suet a MY tkot

tkey form divisions betoeen Ike rose lattices proper. By tkis sckemt a

year-round efcrt a obtamrd

of the average climbing rose, approximately
ten to fourteen days, may be responsible for

their lack of popularity among the avowed
bush-rose lovers. To many, therefore, it will

come as a pleasant surprise to know that it is

easily possible by careful selection of even as

few as twelve varieties, to obtain a constant

succession of flowers for almost two months.

It was the search for this information that

prompted me to make daily observations of

over two hundred and fifty varieties, generally
listed as climbers, covering a period of four

seasons. Even during the first season it be-

came apparent that synonyms were plentiful
and some kinds were decidedly useless as

climbers. Unfortunately also, many have been

introduced in which I have been unable to de-

. tect even one redeem-

ing feature and so

have marked them to

discard. Please re-

member that in this

matter, as well as

through the rest of the

present article, I am
speaking of my own

personal experiences
and observations.

Deceptive Names

Of these culls, to

show how little faith

we should attach to

names, I might men-
tion:

Xon Plus Ultra

(Mult.), introduced

by Weigand in 1905,
which has a most dis-

t'ul muddy purple
color and miserable

foliage: and Paradise

( \Yich. ) , introduced

by Walsh in 1907.

This is a decidedly in-

ferior form of Ameri-
can Pillar, lacking the

bright, snappy rose

shade, good growth
and nice foliage.

Strange to say,

among those on my
list of discard are

two varieties that
have been highly re-
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commended by at

least two authorities.

I refer to :

Graf Zeppelin

(Mult, Boehm,
1909), which I have

noted each year as

having small dirty

pink flowers and

poor foliage which

soon drops; and The
Wallflower (Mult.,

Paul, 1901). While

this latter variety has

distinct red flowers,

the color almost

immediately blues

when the sun peeps
at them and it be-

comes one of the

much abhorred
magenta shades.

Further, it is a shy
bloomer and has but

poor foliage.

On the other hand
I note that Captain
Thomas has dis-

carded Francois Gil-

lot and Snowdrift,
both of which have

with me been gorge-
ous each year when
covered with their

snow-white blanket

of flowers. In each

case also the foliage
is distinctly beautiful the ear-mark of a good

garden rose. So unusually striking have they
been that one Snowdrift has found a place in

the twelve essential climbers, and the other is

included in the first twenty-five. In compar-

ing notes I have found other such differences

of opinion, formed under different conditions.

Influence of Conditions

Much evidently depends on situation, soil

and climatic conditions, as to whether any va-

riety will show up to perfection. In the test

under consideration, however, every rose was

grown under exactly similar conditions so that

it seems just to judge by comparison as a

class. I have found thg distinctly wichuraiana

hybrids much superior to the multiflora hybrids

Why not use Gardenia,
or one of the other good
cream colored climbing

roses, along that red brick

wall? Good foliage as

well as blossoms should
be sought

and other types not

only in the texture of

petals but in the fo-

liage which is gen-

erally of a beautiful

deep green, very

shiny and quite
leathery. This last

characteristic r e n -

ders the class as a

whole almost proof

against insect pests
and diseases, an as-

set that is by no
means to be over-

looked.

It was principally
on account of bad

foliage that th well

known Crimson
Rambler was dis-

carded in favor of

Excelsa. This lat-

ter variety, a hybrid
wichuraiana, al-

though of compara-
tively recent intro-

duction, has already
won its way by sheer

merit into popularity

( for a climbing
rose). Indeed, I

have often come
across instances

where it has been

sent out for the

Crimson Rambler,
but it never Aails to prove its superiority. In

color it is decidedly brighter and the flower

has more petals that hold their color; but the

greatest improvement is seen in the lustrous

foliage which is retained in good condition

until late fall. While selection is largely a

matter of personal taste, I have presumed to

list fifty varieties that have in the four con-

secutive seasons just passed consistently given
better satisfaction than the balance. More-

over, these fifty cover practically the whole

flowering season of the climbing rose.

Continuity of Bloom

In order to obtain this continuity of flower-

ing, some favorites, blooming with the majority,

(Continued on page 74)

Tausendschon is an old

favorite among the mul-

tiflora climbers. Its

flowers are semi-double,

ranging in color from
bright pink to pure white,

deepening with age
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rilK
mites whiih follow are compiled from t x-

hausliv: . ' n';i a period of four years.
In considering the remits it is well to remember

that they were obtained in the latitude of .\ew

York City and would no! ily apply in nil

di tails in other sections <ind under different con-

ditions. Those roses which arc marked "winter

kills" were killed hack to root by the unusually
severe winter of 1917-18, a season considerably
colder than the average in this region. '1 he va-

rieties netted as being hardy survived that winter

and consequently may be considered highly cold-

resistant. The time of blooming varies approxi-

mately six days for every fifty miles' difference in

latitude. Varieties prefixed by the figure 1 are

considered especially good; those marked 2 are the

next choices. A wise selection of a dozen or so will

result in successive blooms for nearly two months.

Blooms

June 1- 7 1 Miss Helyett (wich.) Winter kills. Fauque, 1008. Large dou-

ble, blush with carmine shading. Strong, good foliage.

Long season. Good stems.

May Queen (wich.) Hardy. Conard & Jones, 1899. Deli-

cate pink. Foliage good, weak grower. Fascinating color,

with crimped petals.

Neige d'Avril (mult.) Hardy. Small pure white flowers,

profuse, semi-double. Prominent yellow stamens. Foli-

age fair.

June 7-14 Ghislaine de Feligonde (mult.) Hardy. Turbot, 1916. Prac-

tically thornless. Bud orange. Flower cream when open,

foliage fair. Medium growth, very long season.

Purple East (mult.) Hardy. Paul, 1901. Rosy pink with

over color of mauve. Wonderful color in early morning.

Semi-double, large, free. Foliage only fair.

2 Francois Guillot (wich.) Winter kills. Barbier, 1907. Double

white. Free, vigorous. Foliage very good. Shaded yel-

low in bud. Long blooming season.

June 14-24 Paul's Scarlet Climber (wich.) Hardy. Paul, 1916. Large,
vivid scarlet shaded crimson. Fine large foliage. Vigor-

ous, unusually fine color that holds well.

Silver Moon (mult.) Winter kills. Henderson, 1910. Very

large semi-double, almost 5". Pure white, yellow stamens.

Buds tinged yellow, foliage unusually good. Strong, but

some years fails to bloom.

1 Christine Wright (H. P.) Hardy. Hoopes & Thomas, 1913.

Rose pink tinged yellow. Good form, fragrant. Good
texture. Color lasts, long period of bloom.

Zephirin Drouhin (Hybrid Bourbon.) Hardy. Bizot, 1868.

Large single flower, wonderful silvery rose color. Petals

wavy. Long season, strong bushy growth.

2 Baroness von Ittersum (Multiflora.) Hardy. Leenders,

1010. Bright red foliage. Fairly free bloomer. Some
flowers are lighter. Quite large.

August Roussel (Macrophylla.) Hardy. Barbier, 1913.

Large flowers, semi-double. Rosy salmon. Good foliage.

Shaped like H.T.; like a clear pink form of Dr. Van Fleet.

> Climbing Lady Ashtown (H.T.) Hardy. Bradley. 1909.

^ Free for H.T. Vigorous. Best climbing H.T. Has long

spring season and a few autumn flowers.

Alberic Barbier (wich.) Winter kills. Barbier, 1900. Buds

yellow, flowers cream, foliage good. Young shoots

bronze. Good color until it fades.

1 Paul Noel (wich.) Hardy. Hanne, 1913. Large double,

2"-3". Bud carmine; open, deep salmon, splashed orange.

Wonderful color and foliage. Long season.

2 Elisa Robichon (wich.) Hardy. Barbier, 1902. Delicate

rose tinged yellow. Free, vigorous. Foliage very good.

Chatillon Rambler (wich.) Hardy. Nonin, 1913. Pale

rose, free, strong good foliage. Similar in form and habit

to Dorothy Perkins but a shade lighter.

Gerbe Rose (wich.) Hardy. Large double. Clear pink,

strong, good foliage.

1 Gardenia (wich.) Hardy. Manda, 1899. Bud yellow,
flower cream. Good foliage, vigorous, free.

2 Renee Danielle (wich.) Hardy. Guillot, 1013. Deep yel-

low in bud, pale yellow open. Very large and double.

Small, isolated clusters, very fine foliage.

Mme. August Nonin (wich.) Hardy. Nonin, 1912. Double,
mauve-rose. Vigorous, good foliage, lasts well.

2 Electra (multiflora.) Winter kills. Veitch, 1900. Deep sal-

mon pink heavily shaded. Foliage good. Color fades

but veins become more pronounced.

2 Ida Klemm (mult.) Half winter kills. Walter, 1007. Large
double, cream. Fragrant. Good form, fine foliage, long

blooming season.

2 Tausendschbn (mult.) Hardy. Schmidt, 1007. Semi-double,

bright pink to pure white. Color deepens in dull weather
and with age. Foliage fair.

Blooms

June 24-30 Blush Rambler ( mult .) Hardy. B. R. Cant, 1903. Clear

rose, free, good growth. Good, fast color, center turns

paler when old.

2 Klondyke (wich.) Winter kills. G. Paul, 1911. Yellow

bud, flowers paler. Vigorous, free, foliage good.

1 Source d'Or (wich.) Hardy. Turbat, 1912. Buds bright

yellow; open, pale yellow, large. Very faintly tinged
blush. Vigorous, foliage very good.

Sanders' White (wich.) Hardy. Sanders, 1912. Double,

pure white, very free. Long season, glossy foliage,

vigorous.

2 Dr. W. Van Fleet (wirh.) Half winter kill. Henderson,
1908. Flesh pink. Good form, foliage very good. Vig-

orous, fragrant.

1 American Pillar (mult.) Half winter kill. Conard & Jones,
1009. Rose pink, light centers, good foliage and growth.
Flowers freely and regularly.

1 Marie Lovett (wich.) Half winter kill. Large, double, pure
white ; fine shape, vigorous. Foliage very good. Fragrant,

large, waxy petals prettily curled. Beautiful bud of H.T.

shape.
Debutante (wich.) Hardy. Walsh, 1901. Soft light pink.

Variable. Vigorous, foliage good. Very large clusters.

Adelaide Moulle (wich.) Hardy. Barbier, 1902. Coppery
salmon, double. Foliage good, strong. Small but pretty

flowers in clusters. Fades in bright weather.

2 Evergreen Gem (wich.) Hardy. Manda, 1899. Cream,

free, fragrant. Vigorous, foliage very good. Faint blush

center when open.

1 Hiawatha (wich.) Hardy. Walsh, 1904. Single. Rich

scarlet, vigorous, free. Foliage good.

Sidle (mult.) Hardy.
Coronation (wich.) Hardy. Turner, 1912. Vivid crimson-

scarlet, lighter stripes. Very free. Large strusses. Strong,

foliage good.
Francois Juranville (wich.) Winter kills. Barbier, 1906.

Salmon, large, double. Foliage good.

Jean Girin (wich.) Hardy, Girin, 1910. Salmon, double,

free, vigorous, foliage good.

July 1-7 Sodenia (wich.) Hardy. Weigand, 1911. Very bright scar-

let, with lighter edges. Free, strong, good foliage.

Ernst Grandpierre (wich.) Hardy. Weigand, 1900. Double

white, small. Free, vigorous, good foliage. Cleaner white

than White Dorothy.

1 Dorothy Dennison (wich.) Hardy. Dickson, 1907. Creamy
pink. Vigorous, good foliage. Very double. Fast color,

deeper in dull weather. Habit like D. Perkins. Synon,

Lady Godiva.

2 Excelsa (wich.) Hardy. Walsh, 1900. Crimson. Vigorous,

free, eood foliage. Brighter than crimson rambler and

has decidedly better foliage.

2 Evangelinr (wich.) Hardy. Walsh, 1907. Single, blush,

pretty shape. Free, vigorous, flowers large, color variable.

1 Dorothy Perkins (wich.) Hardy. Perkins, 1901. Rose

pink. Double, vigorous, free. Foliage good.

White Dorothy (wich.) Hardy. Paul Cant, 1908. The
white counterpart of Dorothy Perkins.

1 Snowdrift (wich.) Hardy. 1910. Pure white double flow-

ers, large clusters. Very free, vigorous growth. Good

foliage.

July 7-14 1 Gruss an Freundorf (wich.) Hardy. Praskac, 1913. Deep
crimson, light center. Semi-double, vigorous, exception-

ally fine color.

Leontine Gervais (wich.) Winter kills. Barbier, 1903.

Nasturtium red, free, good growth, foliage and color.

2 Mrs. M. H. Walsh (wich.) Hardy. Walsh, 1912. Pure

white, small, free, vigorous. Foliage good, flowers very

evenly distributed. Grows very tall.
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In the entrance hall a hanging of old Italian Fillaticcio is a back-
ground for two kneeling angles, attributed by Siennese artists to

Jacopo della Quercia of Sienna. The chest on which they stand is

old Italian. The only modern touch in the grouping are the two
pictures which are arrangements of fruits and vegetables in old
Italian vases done by Mrs. Potter after the manner of Della Robbia

ROOMS in the NEW YORK
APARTMENT of MRS.
FRANK HUNTER POTTER

A corner of the

"powder blue"
room shows a set

of four projets for
16th Century Ital-

ian tapestries. The
walls are painted
deep powder blue
and glazed; the
woodwork is black.

Italian damask- in

old yellow and
blue is used with
Chinese yellow
glass curtains, the

whole forming an
unusual scheme

As a reaction front
drab war times,
Mrs. Potter has
made her bedroom
a place of gaiety
and color. The
walls are tinted

dove gray, the

chintz in curtains

(rose lined) and
on the furniture is

an l&th Century
French design with
blue predominat-
ing. Center of bed
cover and dressing
table hanging are

old blue taffeta
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A remarkable col-

lection of family
heirlooms gives the

dining room par-
ticular interest.
The old table and
chairs show the

beautiful patina
given only by long

usage, but the cen-

ter of interest in

the room is found
in the three jamily

portraits. The un-

finished oil sketch

at the right is a

particularly well
known portrait of
Mrs. James- Bard,
Mrs. Potter's
g r and mo t her,
painted by Gilbert
Stuart about 1825

The drawing room
contains some of
the Venetian and
\8th Century
French furniture
which has been
collected by Mrs.
Potter over a peri-
od of years. The
room is done hi

old Italian blue and
Venetian green .

The delicate color-

ings of the Aubus-
son tapestry on
chairs and settee,

the 161A Century
Italian painting
over the mantel on
U'hich stands a
Florentine Madon-
na of the 14th Cen-

tury have all been
combined with
rare good taste
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ARE YOU AFRAID TO BE ALONE?

THE
other evening a well-known American playwright stood on

the steps of a New York club watching the theatre crowds pass.

It was shortly after eight o'clock and the streets and pavements were

packed with men and women, boys and girls hurrying to reach their

theatres before the curtain rose. They pushed one another aside.

Motors jockeyed for position. Women dodged in and out between

traffic. All rushing with a great frenzy as though driven by the dread

of an invisible and terrible Something.
For a long time the playwright watched them, then he remarked,

"In my youthful vanity I used to think that people went to the theatre

to be amused, but I am beginning to believe that they go because they

are afraid to be alone. They haven't enough mental furniture to make

their lives livable, haven't enough thoughts or resourcefulness or amuse-

ments in their own homes to keep off the devils of ennui. They're
bored with themselves and with each other. They wouldn't dare stay

home alone for seven nights in succession they'd go stark, raving

mad."

Perhaps an exaggeration, but there's a world of truth in that remark.

Discontent is on us like the plague. It is eating the vital tissues of our

American life. Sentimentalists used to think that the war would sober

the American people into being content with their lives at home. Some
fanatics think that legislative prohibition will do it. Nonsense. The

change has to start within. Contentment, like charity, begins on the

lee-side of the doormat. The only possible solution for this wild flight

from ennui and fear is to get inter-

ested in your home, to develop its

resources and yours.

AT
the present moment many

people are worrying about Bol-

shevism or, rather, worrying lest

we have a repetition here in Amer-
ica of the slaughter and pillage

that accompanied the establishment

of Bolshevism in Russia. Theo-

retically there are some excellent

ideas in the Bolshevist program;
there are also some terrible evils.

The great weakness with the Rus-

sian program is that the ideals can-

not be put into the working without

the evils. One of these evils is the

utter abolition of the home and

property. The Bolshevist constitu-

tion couldn't last ten minutes in a

country where the people own their

own homes. Bolshevism is a re-

ligion of tenants. The man who
owns his own home, who works in

his own garden and reaps the fruits

of decent labor has no desire to

overthrow those in authority or take

from his neighbor the good things
he has acquired through years of

work. Authority preserves prop-

erty. Own your own home, plant

your own garden, pay your share

of the taxes, take your part in the

community life and Bolshevism

will fade like a bad dream at dawn.
The solution of any Bolshevik

tendencies that may be haunting the

American people is found in that

excellent "Own Your Own Home"
movement.

A
it.

ND having acquired your own
home, what ? Be content with

Contentment is not a stifling of

ambition, a refuge of lazy minds.

Philosophers in all ages have dis-

covered it to be the touchstone of

life. Marcus Aurelius and old

Solomon both arrived at this con-

clusion after the discipline of bitter

experience. Start in and see what

TO LET

A Wood where no man dwells, .

It is a holy place

Enisled with sleeping boughs
That lean out into space;

A Desert without Man
Is full of dreams, is far-

Much like the magic face

Of an untravelled star;

A Meadow lush with.grass
Is rich with little joys

Where thighed grasshoppers leap

Like elves or playing boys;

But, O this Wood or Stone

Is chill with alien cold,

Too long built to be new,
Yet too new to be old.

your capacities are, they say. Get to know yourself. See what you
can do. Before you know it you'll discover a hobby or a taste for this

or that which will satisfy you thoroughly. The old mad flight from

ennui will cease. You'll no longer be afraid to be alone.

Contentment breeds on activity. Activity clears the mind, just as

water purifies itself by moving. The stagnant mind is the discontented

mind. Seven successive stagnant nights after labor will eventually
make a man afraid to be alone with himself.

THE
activities of a contented man may be legion. His family

suffice for him. And in the majority of cases he pursues a hobby
or some creative or cultural interest. Books furnish one, music another,

collecting a third these three are the great trinity of contentment.

Can you imagine Charles M. Schwab being bored with himself?

Charlie Schwab is one of the best amateur organists in America. So
is John Wanamaker, and the dream of John Wanamaker's life is to

give an organ concert. I could fill this page with the names of promi-
nent Americans who are accomplished amateur musicians men of

huge interests and great responsibilities who find in music an untiring
solace and amusement.

One bright light on the horizon is the return of music as a family
custom. Mr. George Eastman, of kodak fame, maintains an orchestra

in his house, and there are hundreds of families this land over who are

discovering enough musical talent in their own family circle to furnish

homemade musicales. For those

who cannot play or sing, there are

the player-piano and the talking
machine. Really, when you come
to think of it, the American people
should lead the world as music-

lovers, so great are their advantages
in their own homes.

With the library facilities at the

command of all, it is also a marvel
that the American people are not

the best read in the world. But

reading takes time and thought, it

requires a certain sense of ease. It

can breed contentment only after

one has become initiated into that

noble company of those to whom
books are friends. And yet, it is

amazing the number of houses one
can find in America homes of

well-to-do folk who own motor
cars and wear smart clothes where
books are not to be found and read-

ing is as a lost art.

The collecting hobby needs no
bush. The custom is growing. Each

day brings to HOUSE & GARDEX
evidences of the spreading interest

in collecting antiques and curios.

That way lies contentment. For
the collector must necessarily be a
student of his subject and once

one begins to study a subject ennui

flies out the window.

I hate a vacant house

With its long reach of stair:

'Tis such a place that none

Do wish to tarry there

Where small mice squeak and flash

Along each dusty shelf

And Silence shrinks, afraid,

Because it hears itself!

HARRY KEMP

NOW these three breeders of

contentment music, books
and collecting are cultural mat-
ters. One does not make money by
them; in fact, the less commercial

they are, the more happiness one
can derive from them. They re-

quire activity to maintain, but it is

a different sort of activity with

which one drives through the ordi-

nary day's work. Therein lies their

power of attraction for busy men
and women and the peculiar sooth-

ing tendency they have on the mind.
Each man should have at least one
interest about his home to which he
is ardently devoted and whose ben-
efits cannot be calculated in cash.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL BOOKCASE
It is becoming more and more the cus-

tom, in homes of good taste, to treat

bookshelves as an architectural feature,
and, by letting the shelves into the wall,
make them form part of the architec-
tural background of the room. The

wood used in this library is butternut
in a warm, rich brown. A chair uphol-
stered in a brilliant English chintz gives
color variety to the ensemble. From
the New York residence of F. F. Palmer,
Eso. Delano fr Aldrich, architects
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An ivory relief of a joust-

ing scene, illustrating
French workmanship of

the 14th Century

IVORY THRONES and ELEPHANTS
Exam-pies of an Ancient Carving Art, from Combs and French Fans

to Cabinets of Nippon and Chinese Screens

GARDNER TEALL

GOLD,
silver, ivory how inseparable they

are with History's story, comedy and

tragedy, romance and commerce, inertia and

progress gold, silver and ivory! I am in-

clined to believe that the sins of the world have

brought upon us, at least the most of us, the

inability to receive our initial conception of

gold and silver in other than immediate mental

terms of the coinage of the realm. Alas that

it is so! Alak-a-

day! Would that

the mention of gold

brought instantly to

our thought the glory
of sunlight, the

jewels of fairy prin-

cesses, the skill of

Saint Eligius, the

craft of Benvenuto

Cellini, the bracelet

of Helen of Troy ;
or

that the mention of

silver would first

evoke for us mem-
ories of purling
streams, moonlight
on the jasmine
flowers, a cup from

Delhi, the Ardagh
Brooch.thatof Tara!

But ivory, magic
word! When it is

(Above) Of the Louis
XVI period, an ivory
fan decorated with
miniature paintings
of remarkable beauty

(Upper center) The
grater or rasp is an-
other specimen of in-

teresting l&th Cen-
tury ivory carving

spoken who thinks first of the commerce of the

Congo, or the horrors narrated by Conrad, of

Barnum's prowess with Jumbo? Ah no, dear

Reader, you and I have but to hear it whis-

pered and lo! King Solomon's throne of ivory,
with its six steps flanked by the carved lions,

the tribute of King Hezekiah to the Assyrians
of couches of ivory Shinni piri, they called it,

''Elephant's teeth," hard teeth indeed for the

King of Judah to

pull! And did not

the Prophets Ezekial

and Amos tell of

''benches of i vory
brought out of the

Isles of Chittim?" I

suppose the "ivory

palaces" of the 45th

Psalm meant ward-

robes, but as long as

one isn't sure of it,

it is comfortable and

amazing to cling to

the palace and to

contemplate the
enormous wardrobe
it might have held,

one far outrivalling
that of Potsdam !

When I have vis-

ited the collections

in the British Mu-

The leaves of this

early 19th Century
Chinese fan are entire-

ly of ivory carved
with lace-like delicacy

(Left) An ivory
French fan once
owned by Marie An-
toinette. Courtesy
Metropolitan Museum

Intricately carved and busy little

figures form the high relief of a

19th Century Chinese brush holder

And then there is a comb with both coarse and fine teeth, the
decorative design consisting of scenes from the life of Joseph.

It is Italian work of the 14th Century

The cardcase carved by a Chinese

workman of the late 18th Century
brings out the ivory's full beauty
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Not all the ivories show carving, in relief.

The cabinet above is elaborately inlaid with

a variety of bird, butterfly and flower de-

signs. Japanese, of the \9th Century

seum I have flattened my nose against a cer-

tain case there that contains two inlaid daggers
ornamented with ivory that date from the time

of Moses. Moses and those days thirty-seven
hundred years ago how much more real they
seem when I am looking at daggers! If old

Lord Chesterfield were here in the flesh, instead

of in the spirit, on my library shelf there suit-

ably bound by Riviere, I would not give a fig

for the scorn he might heap upon my way of

thinking, should he repeat the paragraph pom-
pously indited to his helpless son, which runs

"I do by no means advise you to throw away
time in ransacking, like a dull antiquarian, the

minute and unimportant parts of remote and
fabulous times." I hope you too, dear Reader,
will be on my side. As gentle suasion, if that

be necessary, I shall add Lord Chesterfield's

parting dart anent the matter, "Let blockheads

read what blockheads wrote!" I am sure we
are one against the old gentleman. I don't

suppose nature graced him with enough humor
to anticipate the time when he himself would
come to seem to all of us as much part and

parcel of remote and fabulous times as Cheops
or Moses.

Mary Magdalene as a French carver

oj the early Idth Century represented
her in an ivory -figurine

An ivory knight of the chessboard. He is o)

English workmanship, from the 13th Century

Bone "ivory" marking wheels and pricking

torts for the needleworker. Both of these

are of American make and date from the

late \Zth and early IQfA Centuries

On a rainy day like this I like to bring
forth my few ivory treasures and feel that the

moisture in the air is good for them. True it

is that there are no ivory palaces, or thrones

and sceptres of ivory such as Tarquin was

forced to hand over to Lars Porcenna; would

that there were! Would that I might touch,

might own, the very rod wherewith the grave
senator of ancient Rome, Marcus Paperius.
smote the Gaul who, marveling that the sena-

tors sat unmoved in disconcerting dignity when
their victorious enemy burst into the Capitol,

touched the beard of the noble sire to see if he

were alive. I may even confess that whenever

I re-read the Iliad I shall be sure to pause at

once part and give furtive wish that I might
have one of the worn check-pieces there de-

scribed. Perhaps you remember the lines

'As when some Carianor Mzonian maid

With crimson dye the ivory stains, designed

To be a check-piece of a warrior's steed:

By many a valiant horseman coveted,
As in a house it lies, a monarch's boast

The horse adorning, and the horseman's pride."

But I cannot hope for any such luck. I

(Continued on page 62)

The back view oj a Chinese ivory screen oj the Ch'ien Lung period,

1736-1796, shows six relief panels each with a different design. The

figure of the ivory itself is clearly shown

The front view of the same screen is more pretentious, depicting what

may'be interpreted as some of the ways in which one amuses oneself

at a Chinese week-end party in the country
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AMERICAN SCULPTURE
An Infant Art Worth Fostering

PEYTON BOSWELL

RODIN
predicted that a new birth of sculp-

ture would take place in America, and

that a great school would develop here, com-

parable to that which sprang from Ancient

Greece to glorify her ideals in after ages.

This prophesy of the greatest of modern

sculptors, one of the most marked proponents
of idealism in art, is worthy just now of a

close analysis.
A comparison of the development of the

economic condition of Ancient Greece, coeval

with the golden age of Grecian sculpture, with

the present economic condition of America, un-

mistakably reveals a parallel that seems to

point to the fulfillment of Rodin's prophesy.
Periods of great wealth foster periods of great

art. It may seem at first very difficult to make
this statement fit into a discussion of the ideal,

but nevertheless it is true. The epochs of com-

mercial aristocracy in Greece, of imperial pow-
er in Rome, of far-flung trade in Italy, of

monarchical splendor in France, all had as

their concomitants periods of art development
such as the world never saw before or after.

The epochs of social change, of commercial

decadence and economic poverty were char-

acterized by periods of poverty in art. And
now comes America, wealthy beyond any dream
of the past, and at the threshold of an era of

industrial aggrandisement and trade expansion
of which she herself never dreamed.

Grecian sculpture undoubtedly had its origin
in the religious instincts and innate love of

beauty of the ancient Hellenes. But in the

days of Greece's first struggles, when her people
were primitive and tribal, when they lived

sufficient unto themselves and wealth and pow-
er had their seats in Persia and Tyre and

(Continued on page 68)
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FOR AMERICAN GARDENS

A fountain, by Mrs.

Harry Payne Whit-

ney, designed for an
American garden.
Courtesy of the

Whitney Studio

"A Girl Aquaplaning," by RenaTuckerKohl-
man, shows the freedom of interpretation
characteristic of our American garden sculp-
ture. It stands 20" high and is intended
for a basin fountain or a small garden pool
where the -water could be arranged to spray
against the figure. Courtesy of the Milch

Galleries

In the cleft of a rock garden you discover

a young Pan piping away. The gray stones

are immed.ately animated and the rock

plants vitalized. This figure by Janet Scud-

der is in the Rockefeller gardens at Po-

cantico Hills and shows the proper placing

for such work secluded and surprising as

you come upon it
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Silhouetted aga'nst the sky
and surmount. UK the garden

pool stands young Diana, a

clear-cut gem of garden statu-

ary. It is by Janet Scudder
and is foi.nil ,n the garden of
John Long Severance, Esq., at

Cleveland, Ohio. Courtesy of

Gallery

29

"Girl and Fish," a garden fig-
ure of happy interpretation,
could find a place hi a garden
pool sprayed as a fountain
base or in a stream of rushing
water. Harriet Whitney Frish-

muth, sculptor. Courtesy of
Corham Gallery

The sundial offers a wide and
varied field of interpretation.
This figure, "The Fruit Bear-

er," by Edward McCarlan, has

found a sunny spot in the gar-
den of Mrs. 'Harold I. Pratt,
at Glen Cove, L. I. Courtesy

of Gorham Gallery

These figures Morning, Noon
and Night support the table

of this sundial in the garden
of John Long Severance, Esq.,

Cleveland, Ohio. Harriet
Whitney Frishmuth was the

sculptor. Courtesy of Gor-
ham Gallery
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Golden pheasants on a cream ground, to say nothing of the many other colors in the design, key up the color note afforded by the cretonne cur-

tains, valance and upholstery. Pull curtains of old yellow are used in place of shades. Light putty walls, mahogany furniture, putty brown rug.
The mahogany table is priced at $92, and a bookcase to match at $82. Ladder-back mahogany arm chair, upholstered seat, $34. A wing chair

similar to the one shown is $95 and $100; 4J4 yards of velour will reupholster it. Overstuffed chairs in pheasant cretonne, backs in dark putty
velour. Black lampshades decorated in color, and notes of brilliant rose, purple and green in the corner cabinet

FURNISHING the ROOM from CRETONNE
With the Wide Variety of Colors and Designs in Which It Can Now Be Obtained, One Can First

Select the Cretonne and Then Furnish the Room Around It

IS
there anything else that can accomplish

such sheer delight and joy in a space so

small as a yard or so of cretonne ? You see it

dangling from a counter in a most prosaic

carpet-stripped aisle, and the world immediate-

ly waxes rosy, or is cleft with winging birds.

You see it beckoning from an otherwise quite
usual shop window, and the gorgeous blending

. of colors goes to the heart of you like music.

Surely possession of such cretonne would be

nine-tenths of the law of happy decoration,

and juggling awhile with the tempting sug-

gestion set in your path by the wily shop-

keeper and the crafty writer for magazines, you

tentatively inquire the price by the yard, only
to find that temptations come cheap nowadays,
and that cretonne combining all the quality of

the old uncut velvets and the charm of the

ETHEL DAVIS SEAL

needlepoint designs is to be had for a paltry
two or three dollars a yard!
And what can compare with the adaptability

of cretonne ! Time was when its kingdom was
in the bedroom, or, at most, in the breakfast

or living room of the summer cottage; but in

these days of modern ingenuity of manufacture
and design, there is no room into which it may
not fit with suitability and dignity, simply by
varying the character of the design, the finish

of texture, the weave, and the method of mak-

ing up the material.

Fitting the Room to the Cretonne

But there is another delight found in cre-

tonne beside those we have already conceded.

If just the right piece is sought diligently, it

will fit in any room. True, but how about

choosing the cretonne first and then fitting the

room to it? For here is a game that is worthy
of the gods.

After the material is chosen, just enough
should be bought to use for the leading feature,

say the curtains, for it is likely that they will

be of the cretonne. In this way you are not

limited beforehand by too much of any one

thing. You must have absolute control of your

growing scheme, allowing it to develop by de-

grees; then later if you find that you want a

chair or a sofa upholstered to match the cur-

tains, a pillow covered with the same cretonne

laid in a certain place, you will be able to buy
the additional quantity.

In building a room scheme around cretonne,,

the fundamentals should be given first atten-

tion. Possibly the material has a light back--
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The pheasant cretonne shows peacock green,

yellow green, mulberry, rose, peacock blue,

gold, magenta, purple and black on a gray-
ish cream ground. 31" wide, $2.65 a yard

ground, no matter how well this be covered;

or perhaps the lightest tone is evident in some
of the flowers or the birds. This tone should

be reproduced as accurately as possible in the

background of the room, the walls. Some

charming light-toned neutral papers can be

had now, since the neutrally light wall treat-

ment has been found to be so eminently satis-

factory: heavy two-toned effects, stipple tones,

lusterous grasscloths. These used, of course,

without a border or other decoration. Or the

walls may be hung with a fine linen canvas,

lightly paneled with narrow wood molding,
and the whole painted with a good flat oil paint.

The Trim and Floors

The woodwork should duplicate the light
tone of the walls in the case of the latter treat-

ment, since the narrow molding must match
both the wall tint and the woodwork. More

leeway is found with the papered walls, for,

while the room woodwork should still be

painted a light color, it may be any one of the

varying tones of ivory, or slightly light-

er or darker than the tone of the walls.

Floors have a way of jumping up
and hitting you in the face, if thuy
are not l*pt strictly under the feet by
the use of a properly subdued floor

covering; and especially in the case of

a room developed in a figured materi-

al, the floor treatment should show
little design. The two-toned \Yilton

rugs or the all-over carpets are best

for those who wish to keep within a

certain expenditure, and this choice is

in such good taste that it is never open
to question. I should say that one of

the deepest colors in the cretonne

should be duplicated as nearly as pos-
sible for the rug or carpet one of

the foliage or woodsy tones.

And after this moderation in the

background, such actual squeals of joy
in the smaller color notes! These are

fun . . . And you will find that

you may be most daring! A brilliant

The desk matches the long table

on the opposite, page; it is priced
at S100. Bench chromewald brown,
the color oj American walnut, up-
holstered in the pheasant design

chintz : S24

The sofa is particularly desirable

for the small home. 64" long over-

all, 34" deep. Hair and down
stuffed, chintz upholstered in va-

riety, $102. Mahogany drop-leaf

table, $24

lampshade, a jar of burning orange,
a teapot of kochi red lined with yel-

low . . .

A Room that Grew from Cretonne

I am reminded of a room of my ac-

quaintance that so grew from cretonne :

a linen black-grounded, with small

weird trumpet flowers of brightest

cerise on King's blue stems. The wall

tone was found in a tiny bud nearly

putty color, and which had, intcn-t

ingly enough, turquoise stems, fur-

nishing opportunity for some rapturous
accents of this hue, which is so de-

lightful with just the right tone of

rose red.

Well, the walls -were of putty oat-

meal paper, plain and unbordercd:

the woodwork was white. On the dull

brown floor there were laid small blue

rugs reproducing the blue tones in the

(Continued on page 60)
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A litlle group of playing

boys, suitable for the center

of a garden pool, comes in

manufactured stone. 23"

high. $25

FOR THE GARDEN
OR TERRACE

These outdoor furnishings

may be purchased through
tin- HOUSE & GARDEN Shop-
ping Service, 19 West 44th

Street, Neat York City

A bird bath affords com-

fort on hot summer days.
This bath, of manufactured
stone, 30" high and 24"

wide, comes at $20

A flower-shaped bird bath
has a pedestal of synthetic
stone. Pedestal, 31" high,
$20. Bowl, 18" in diam-

eter, 3" high, $8

A garden jar of geometri-
cal design in terra cotta or

manufactured stone comes
at $16

for a formal garden comes
this jar, 18" high. In terra

cotta, $20; in manufactured
stone, $16

At the end of the

garden walk, hid-

den away in a

shadowy corner, it

is a joy to find a

garden bench. No
garden is complete
without some such

furniture
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Wallace

The broad and substantial Dutch Colonial
lines of the house mass welt against the
wooded slope behind. It is wide white
clapboarded with solid shutters on the
ground floor and green blinds above. The
whitewashed chimneys and the unstained
shingles, left to weather naturally, carry
on the well judged simplicity of the whole

A mouse color rug with a hint of purple to

give it life is on ths light oak waxed floor
of the living room, from which the stairs

ascend directly. French gray walls with
trim a slightly darker tone of the same
color, stair treads matching the floor. The
risers, posts and balusters are French gray
and the handrail is finished in dark mahogany

Two tones of
French gray are

in the living
room panels, the

darker one in the

stiles. The cor-

nice is a very

light gray which
almost matches
the ceiling. Over
the mantel is a.

panel of plaster

framed in wood
which extends to

the ceiling. At
the right of the

picture is the

entrance to the

vestibule
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The glassed in porch serves as a winter sunroom
where potted plants bloom through the cold

weather. Above it is a sleeping porch for sum-
mer use. The woods and hill to the north act

as good protectors from cold winds. The view
shown here is of the southwest exposure

The RESIDENCE of

ROBERT L. WOOD, Esq. =
CHESTNUT HILL, PA.

JOHN GRAHAM, Jr., Architect

At the east end oj the red

brick paved terrace is the

breakfast porch with its

pergola roof. Here and on
the supporting pillars grow
climbing vines. A line of

stepping stones leads from
the end of the terrace

There is little waste space
in the house, considerable

cleverness having been

shown in the utilization oj
the corners and angles. As
is fitting in a house oj this

architectural style, the plan
shows open rooms without

suggestion of restriction

At the rear is the entrance

with its two white painted
benches, knocker and old

black iron hanging lantern.

This entrance opens into

the vestibule which in turn

connects directly with the

'.ivhtg room shown opposite

Two bathrooms and four
''chambers are on the sec-

ond floor, besides the ser-

vants' quarters. A fire-

place in the children's room
is a welcome feature on

wintry nights. A straight

lengthwise hallway serves

all the rooms
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FROM CANDLES TO INCANDESCENCE
The Simple Rules for the Use of Varied Lighting Fixtures

Their Placing in the Room and Shading

ARTIFICIAL
J~\ lighting is one

of the most impor-
tant things we have

to think of both

with reference to

decorative results

and on account of

physical comfort
and convenience.

The lighting
(which means both

For a drawing room, a

two-light black and silver

bracket, $30

:*.". V
>' ,*..%

''
\ 1 light fixtures) may

V ''<f either make or mar
the effect of a room,
even when its deco-

rative appointment
is in other respects

impeccable. The task of arranging and light-

ing a room is comparable to composing a pic-
ture with its due disposition of light and
shadow a delicate task demanding discretion.

And yet, despite the vital importance of sat-

isfactory artificial lighting, there are many

H. D. EBERLEIN and ABBOT McCLURE

households where it seems to be ignored in

inverse ratio to its importance, of course with

deplorable results. Delicate as the task may
be, nevertheless bad lighting (again we include

both the light and the fixtures) is quite inex-

cusable. The remedy is merely the use of plain,

native common-sense. What to do and what

not to do can be settled by a few simple prin-

ciples that any one blessed with ordinary in-

telligence can apply.
The whole subject falls naturally into two

divisions:

(1) fixed lighting, whose arrangement con-

stitutes a part of the fixed decorations and is

architectural rather than otherwise, although a

proper connection must be observed between

lighting fixtures and furniture, just as a like

consistency must be maintained between the

furnishings and their architectural background ;

(2) portable lighting, which belongs wholly
in the realm of furnishing.
The former is largely determined by the

architectural character of the background, first

as regards pattern, material and scale of the

equipment; second, as regards the placement of

lighting appliances. The latter admits of

almost unlimited latitude in placement, in the

selection of divers types of appliance, and in the

choice of illuminating media.

Whether the lights be fixed or portable, cer-

tain general principles obtain. Under ordinary
circumstances, a

blazing glare is

painful to the
eyes, as well as

ugly, and is dis-

astrous to the
aspect of any
room, even though
it be well fur-

nished, unless the

furnishing has
been theatrically
calculated to be

viewed only in a

glare. A number

Empire glass and

gilt brass form this

candelabra

The use of tall wrought iron candelabra is shown in this apartment where the contour of the candelabra and their colors polychrome and gilt-
are in period harmony with the old chests and background of the room. W. Lawrence Bottomley, architect
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Crystal hang-
ing chandelier

used in a stair

well

Late nth
Century
chandelier in

stair well

Antique silver

and gold
bracket of old

design. $70

Georgian dull

silver, electric

bracket.
$15.50 each

of dim or subdued lights, therefore, will be in-

finitely preferable to one or two powerful glar-

ing lights. The diffused glow from the more

numerous and mellower lights is vastly more

comfortaMato the eye and more kindly to the

furnishings. In the next place, it is both un-

reasonable and uncomfortable either to have

one or two blazing illuminations in proximity
to the ceiling or to have a number of less vig-

orous luminaries lighting the upper part of the

room and leaving the lower in gloom.

Indirect Lighting

Likewise, the various methods of indirect

lighting, although purposely devised to elim-

inate glare and to secure diffusion, which they

often do admirably, nevertheless as a rule throw

most of the light on the ceiling. This does very
well for public places but is often objectionable
in a house. It is not necessary, nor in many
cases would it be desirable, to have the arti-

ficial light fall from precisely the same quarter
as the light*by day, but it is highly desirable

to have the light at night coming from approxi-

mately the same level as the daylight, and to

illuminate, not the ceiling, but the region of the

room humanly inhabited.

In the third place, the quality and intensity

of the artificial light must also be taken into

account. It should not be harsh nor sharp in

effect nor of such intensity as to distort the

relative values of illumination and shadow.

A six-light electric

chandelier, of dull

silver, Georgian
design, is priced at

$60. Silk shades
are extra

A six-light black

and silver chande-
lier with delicate

crystal prisms is

suitable for a hall.

$110

And here be it noted with emphasis that the

effect of shadows must be considered as well as

the effect of light. It is illogical to think of

one without the other. To revert again to the

sirtlile of light and shadow in a picture, a due

relation must be observed Ijetween the two, else

the eye is offended and wearied. Shadows

softened and modulated are restful and add

interest; shadows universally hard and shaqj-

cut, as though with a knife, repel and weary.

Likewise, remember that the quality of the light

has everything to do with the quality of the

shadows. Above all, the color of the rays must

not be of a character to falsify or kill the colors

in the furnishing. Mellowness is the chiefest

desideratum in domestic lighting, save in kitch-

ens, bath and dressing-rooms, or in such ex-

ceptional cases as ball rooms upon occasion of

large and somewhat formal gatherings, when

brilliancy is not only quite permissible but

desirable.

The Nature of Illuminants

The illuminants to be considered upon

grounds of decorative desirability or expedience
are candles, oil, gas and electricity. The

physical facts and the possible methods of em-

ploying each are stated without special ad-

vocacy; responsibility of selection rests with

the reader.

Of these four illuminants, the first most

(Continued on page 72)
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IN THE
GARDENS OF
MISS ROSINA

HOYT

SOUTHAMPTON,
LONG ISLAND

FERRUCCIO VITALE,

Landscape Architect

UUUes

Full consideration

has been given to

the effectiveness of
unbroken lawn
spaces stretching
down from the

house to the for-
mal lily pool and
bounded by massed

evergreens whose

variety and ar-

rangement are
especially worthy
of attention. Hiss
& Weekes, archi-

tects of the house

The reverse of the
view at the top of
the page shows the
Italian summer-
house with its

flanking pergolas,
the whole a fit set-

ting for the pool.
The aquatic plant-

ing has been kept
open, that the
water itself may
fulfill its mission
as mirror of the

sky, the clouds and
the surroundings

.

Between tubbed hy-
drangeas steps lead up
from the lawn to the
vine shaded coolness of

the pergola
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JAPANESE HOMES OF TODAY
Interiors Decorated and I'uniished in the European Manner in

Houses of Traditional Japanese Architecture

EAST
and West meet in Japan, old national

traditions and the latest Occidental ideas

are found side by side, for the Japanese have

endeavored to hold fast all that was good and

^specially well suited to their needs in the old

order and to assimilate and develop all that

seemed desirable in Western civilization. No-
where is this more clearly evident than in the

homes of some of Japan's representative men,
which are, in the main, true to the Japanese

style, while such conveniences as electric light,

.nas and modern plumbing have been intro-

duced and certain rooms have been furnished

in the European style for the reception of

foreigners.
An especially good example is the residence

of Baron Sumitomo at Osaka, for it is not only
one of the finest homes
in Japan but is also one

of the most up-to-date.

A Residence at Osaka

It stands in a beauti-

ful garden twenty acres

in extent and forms an
harmonious part of in-

numerable charming
landscapes. Though the

house is large, having an
area of 28,800 square

feet, it blends perfectly
with the garden, for it is

composed of a number of

semi-detached pavilions

arranged on an irregular

plan so that only pictur-

esque bits of the house

are seen at a time among
the trees. The garden
interlocks with the house,

forming small gardens
between the pavilions
and providing pleasant
views fronmll the rooms.

The exteriir is purely

Japanese rn architecture

EUGENE CLUTE

and the greater part of the interior i.- in the to realize that he is in Japan, k-yond question.
Japanese style. In the native portion of the The lace curtains and the plate "lass of the
house the partitions are formed of sliding

screens or fusuma. Other sliding screens, shoji,

covered with translucent paper, serve instead

of windows. The floors are covered with thick

mats, or lutanri, and there is no furniture in

the European sense of the word.

The contrast between the Japanese portion

of the house and the section devoted to the

reception of foreigners is startling. Here the

ceilings are high, the woodwork, furniture and

all the details of decoration are so thoroughly
Occidental that it is difficult to believe that

half the world lies between these rooms. It is

only necessary, however, for the visitor to part

the lace curtains and look out upon the garden

The architecture of Baron Sumitomo's home at Kyoto is in perfect harmony with the

romantic landscape. The exterior is typically Japanese, though several of the rooms are

furnished in the European manner. Yutaka Hidaka, architect

plate gla-* of the
windows are, by the way, the only things in tin-

drawing-room of this hou.>e that wen- imported.
The woodwork and furniture of teak wcxxl in a
medium brown fini.-h. the silk wall covering
that shows a small diamond pattern in tan and
blue-gray, the chair covering, the hand-tufted
rugs patterned in tan and dull old rose, the
silken hangings draped at the windows, and
the electric lighting fixtures in antique silver

finish, were not only designed by the Japanese
architect of the building, Vutaka Hidaka, but
were made by Japanese artisans in Japan. In
the dining room the woodwork and furniture
are of teak wood in a rich dark brown finish,
the walls are covered with a gray-green silk

material, the chairs are

upholstered in brown
leather and there are

brown silk draperies at

the windows.

Lighting and Healing

There is a glass-en-
closed verandah, fur-

nished with chairs, set-

tees and small tables, all

in the latest European
style. Not only is the

whole house supplied
with electric light, gas,
water and modern plumb-
ing, but it has an indi-

rect steam heating sys-
tem. Before passing over

the steam coils, the air

is washed with a water

spray to remove dust and
other impurities. In the

summer the air circulated

by the ventilating system

passes over ice to cool it.

Baron Sumitomo also has

interesting residences in

Tokyo and Kyoto.

A house that is European both inside and out (at the left of the

picture) has been built on Baron Sumitomo's Tokyo estate. Yutaka

Hidaka, architect

Close incorporation with the gardens has been achieved by-arranging

the semi-detached pavilions of the Osaka residence on a somewhat

irregular plan
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Apparently American arts-and-crajts,
but really Japanese made and designed
throughout. Yutaka Hidaka, decorator

While the problem of receiving

Europeans in the manner to which

they are accustomed, and at the same
time retaining purely Japanese sur-

roundings for the life of the family
was solved in the residence at Osaka

by furnishing and decorating certain

rooms in the European manner, a

quite different method has been fol-

lowed at the Tokyo estate. There
two separate and distinct Mbuses have
been built, one purely Japanese and
the other European, inside and out.

In the house at Kyoto several

rooms have been furnished in the

European manner in a building that,

though typically Japanese, is of an

entirely different character from the

house at Osaka. With a keen ap-

preciation of the relation that should

exist between architectural design
and the character of the landscape,
the architect has produced in this in-

stance a picturesque exterior, with

wide projecting eaves, rustic stone-

work and rough plaster walls that

harmonize with the romantic garden
and the mountains in the back-

ground.
The decorative treatment of the re-

ception-room for foreigners is less

formal in this house than in the

others and is in keeping with the

character of the building. It shows
features of Japanese design united

skilfully with the dominating Euro-

pean forms in both the wall treat-

ment and furnishings.

A Tokyo Residence

The residence of Kanichi Sumi-
tomo in Tokyo seems modest when

compared with the handsome estates

of his father Baron Sumitomo. It is,

nevertheless, a charming house and it

shows a remarkably successful blend-

ing of Japanese and Occidental

ideas.

Standing in a garden that is at

The drawing room for foreigners in the Sumitomo
European house at Tokyo

The drawing room in the residence of Baron Sumitomo at Osaka
represents the latest phase of Occidental interior decoration in Japan

A portion of the main salon in the home of Baron Mitsui in Tokyo.
While the wall treatment is Japanese, the furniture is European style

Modern European style in which Japa-
nese details are evident characterizes
this room in the Kyoto residence

once simple and pleasing, this house
looks almost as though it might be
in a residential suburb of an Ameri-
can city. In the second story there is

what appears from the outside to be
a glass-enclosed sun-parlor, but is,

in> fact, a large living-room in the

Japanese style. The re'ception-room
in foreign style is in the lower story.
It is a typical American Arts-and-
Crafts interior, though everything in

the room was designed and made in

Japan.
While all of these houses were de-

signed and decorated by the same
architect, Mr. Hidaka, they show a'

variety of treatment that gives evi-

dence of careful study in each in-

stance and of the logical development
of the designs from the conditions

and requirements met with.

The rooms described represent the

latest phase of Occidental decoration

in Japan, for none of them is older

than three years and those in Baron
Sumitomo's house at Osaka have just
1 >een completed. They are very much
like their European and American
rooms and in this respect they differ

widely from rooms furnished less

than a decade ago.

Baron Mitsui's Home

Good examples of the latter period
are in the home of Baron Mitsui at

Tokyo, where in every case the in-

terior architecture is essentially Jap-

anese, while the furniture and fur-

nishings are of the European type.

The large salon has walls com-

posed of sliding screens painted in

landscapes such as are frequently
found in Japanese houses. Daylight
is admitted through the translucent

paper that covers typical shoji. Over
the wide opening between the two

sections of the room is the usual type
of grille or rantma.

The chief feature of the wall treat-
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An example oj the East adapted to the

requirements of the tt'rtt. The entrance
hall in Ihr .Vcv ]'urk Hume of I>r Jokichi

Takam'.ne

offer them, were but |xx>r sultiiuti-s f<ir

(hairs. At first temporary and makeshift
nit-ail- were adopted to ivlirvr tin- situation.

Carpets, probably obtained from a foreign ship,
were laid over the tutunii. Chairs from tin-

salon of a ship that happened to IK- in port
\\ere bought in sonic inMam es. A litti<- latrr

furniture was imported, lint until very recently
the wall treatment was always Japan-

It is an open <|uestion whether the late-t

practice of exactly following l-!unipeaii st\ |.

as desirable as an effort to ireate a style in

which the practical features of European fur-

niture are combined with Japanese d<

characteristics.

A notable achievement in this direction

seen in the home of Dr. Jokichi Takamine on
Riverside Drive in New York City. There
historic Japanese decorative styles have been

adapted to the requirements of the Occidental
manner of living. The walls and ceilings are

richly decorated purely in the Japanese style.

Antique Chinese rugs of great beauty cover the

floors. The furniture has been given a purely-

Japanese design character that brings it into

harmony with the wall treatment.

The second story sun

parlor in the Kanichi
Sumitomo residence in

Tokyo is really a Japa-
nese living room

(Right) Old Japanese
in every respect except
the electric

lighting fix-

ture. In the home of

Baron-Sumitomo, Tokyo

The Phoenix Temple at

Vji is shown with gold-

leaf background on the

walls. Dr. Takamine's
New Yorkdrawingroom

ment is the pair of recesses known as the

tokonpma and the chigai-dana.
In q|der to harmonize the furniture with this

environment Japanese lines were introduced in-

to the designs. The electric fixtures received

the same treatment and the floor was covered

with large rugs in a simple large-scale pattern.
In the reception-room a similar combination

of styles is found, but the walls and ceiling,

while Japanese in detail, have an appearance
of permanence and solidity that is foreign.
The wall treatment of the dining room ap-

proaches the European type to some degree,
while the furniture is European in character.

The blending of native and foreign styles in

these rooms is probably due quite as much to a

desire to retain so far as possible the national

character as it is to the fact that this phase was
in the natural order of development.

Practically ever since Japan opened her ports
to the rest of the world, the problem of enter-

taining Europeans and Americans in a suitable

manner has been up for solution.

It was soon found that boot-heels damaged
the mats or tatanti that were intended to with-

stand the impact of nothing more harsh than

the cloth tabi worn by the Japanese. Then,
too, the guests were not used to sitting on their

heels in the Japanese manner, and the cushions,
which were all that their hosts were able to
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Wistaria growing without
let or hindrance softens the
lines of the formal columns
and late in May fills the
air with the fragrance of
its blossoms. A rolling
screen closes this opening

, when desired

The house is simple and
without architectural pre-
tensions, but interesting by
reason of its English Gothic

influence and the touch of
Venetian marble in the

chimney. The sleeping
porch arches reproduce a
theme from Lincoln Ca-

thedral

A wide doorway connects the

sleeping porch with this child's

room, permitting the bed to be
rolled from one to the other ac-

cording as the weather is favor-
able or otherwise. The furni-
ture throughout is simple and

interchangeable

The SLEEPING
PORCH in the

RESIDENCE
of

EUGENE
RODMAN

SHIPPEN, Esq.

DETROIT,
MICHIGAN

SLEE & BRYSON, Architect!
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A LITTLE PORTFOLIO of GOOD INTERIORS

Great dignity can be given a room by an
interior architectural doorway. To such

factors is due much of the classic richness

of Georgian homes. Here it has been effec-

tively used in the New York residence of

F. F. Palmer, Esq.. pronouncing the passag:
between the dining room and library.

Delano & Aldrich were the architects
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Much of the dig-

nity of this dining
room, in addition
to its proportions,
is due to its archi-

tectural elements
the low wooden
wainscot with the

yellow painted
wall above, the old

mantel and its

painl'ng and the
shallow niches at

either end with old
iron and wooden
console tables

built in

A little reception
room is paneled
in wood painted
a Georgian green
with moldings
and ornaments

tipped in dull

gold. The rug is

a fine Oriental
and the fixtures
are crystal. Both
rooms on this
page are from the

New York resi-

dence of F. F.

Palmer, Esq. De-
lano & Aldrich,

architects
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There is an En-
glish nth Century
atmosphere in this

dining room, with
its paneled walls,

cove ceiling, and
leaded casements.

The furnishings
and accessories are

antiques of the
period. This room
and the room be-

low are from the

New York City
home of Stewart

Walker, Esq., the
architect

The background
of the library is

glossy pine panel-

ing of beautiful

grain with a

caned cornice
and mantel. The
book shelves are

built in, with
cupboards for

portfolios below.

The over -door
decoration shows
a pleasing use of

an ivory cast

tonfd to harmon-
ize with the color

of the walls
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MAKING A GARDEN OUT OF A SAND HEAP
An Experience Which Goes to Show That Intelligent Attention Can Surmount the

Difficulties of Limited Space and Unproductive Soil

T. C. TURNER

T!

The tall stalks of the

hollyhocks lend an

old-fashioned touch

^HERE is much
truth in the

old saying, ''once a

gardener always a

gardener". If you
are brought up
with a garden, the

instinct grows and

you never lose it,

even though the

garden and you
part for many
years.
The garden of

my boyhood was an

old-fashioned one

in East Anglia,
where gardens are

as much a part of

household life as a

steam radiator is a

part of the average
New York apart-
ment. It had proba-

bly been a garden
for the best part of

a hundred years, facing the highroad for 125'

and running back at a very gentle slope about

another 200'. Box edgings, roses, a low brick

wall, a cottage at the end of a straight little

pathway these are some of the memories of it

which followed me through the twenty garden-
less years of business until at last I felt again
the pleasure of putting spade to soil.

We had found a home in a new suburban

development, but my poor garden in which I

planned to atone as well as might be for that

long lapse of years was nothing more or less

than a sand heap. So good and pure was that

sand that it could be used as it was for plaster
or concrete mixing; in fact, the contractors had
availed themselves of it, in this

direction, in the construction

of the house.

The problem was what to do
with my sand heap to make a

garden out of it. Two things
were possible. One was to take

out a good foot of the surface

and replace it with the best

kind of top-soil. This would
have produced results, but like

most other quick methods
would have cost a considerable

sum to accomplish. The other

method was to make the soil

myself more a question of

time than expense, but as all

successful results in gardening
depend more upon patience
than money, I decided .on the

latter plan.

Beginning the Work ,

The first thing was to take

my line and lay out the beds.

The paths were left untouched,

except so far as leveling them
was concerned, and they have
remained untouched to this

day, when they are almost as

firm as sandstone. The intended beds I turned

over to a good depth with a digging fork, and
let the earth lie in a rough state for a week;
then I applied a hundred pounds of the best

mixed fertilizer, and turned the beds over once

more. While this digging process was going
on I cleared the ground of large stones, various

Asters there are, of course, annuals which.
with zinnias, scabiosas and antirrhinums,

would be sorely missed

tin cans, pieces of concrete, etc. Then when I

had things about to my liking I spent an entire

day applying the rake, and let me say here that

the rake is a very important factor in the

preparation of any ground for seeding. Rake
deep and plenty, breaking up the ground well,
for unless the soil is pulverized you cannot get
the best results from it after seeding. The rake
and cultivator are more important than the

hose and watering can in the making of a

good garden.
In the course of a few days I sowed all the

beds thickly with crimson clover previou'sly
treated for the production of strong and rapid
growth. It was then early June, and I made
no effort to plant anything except the clover.

After this I rested for a time and planned out

what should be done in the autumn.

Autumn Activities

fiy the middle of September I had a fine

green crop 6" to 10" high. Now came some
more hard work, for by the first of October the

entire clover crop was to be turned under, my
object in planting it being to provide the soil

with what it lacked the necessary nitrogen
and humus. Crimson clover is one of the best

legumes; its roots take down into the ground
more nitrogen than any similar crop, and the

growth above ground gives the needed humus.
These together with the fertilizer gave me a

nucleus for a garden, though I had yet by no
means a first class soil such as one needs for

producing really good specimens. It takes a

good three years to make a garden out of raw

material, but I was at least ready to make a

start.

Early experience had taught me that all

things would not grow in one kind of soil, so

at the beginning I went carefully in planting
and bought a lot of inexpensive roots of the

various things of which^^ I ultimately intended to

grow better varieties.

These were put in during
the month of October.

At the end of November
I got a load of stable

manure which I used as

a winter cover and in

spring turned into the

ground to help improve
it. The trouble was well

repaid, for most of the

varieties of that autumn's

(Continued on page 58)

The strawberry bed is attractive

throughout the growing season,
besides yielding fine fruit

Madam Coste is one oj the pink
peonies which has done well

close to the boundary fence
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THE HANGING ON THE WALL
A Strip of Brocade, an Old Ecclesiastical Embroidery or a Piece of

Brilliant Fabric Will Enliven a Room

BROCADE,
ecclesiastical embroidery or

fabrics of strong coloring are coming more

and more to be used as wall decorations. They
furnish a variety of contour to a wall hung
with pictures and concentrate color in spots
where it is most effective.

The rich patterns and colors of an antique
brocade add a warm tone to a room. Where
one has a heavy piece of furniture such as a

chest or a credenze that demands a background,
a square of brocade will be eminently suitable.

The edges of the brocade should be finished

with a dull galloon or guimpe and the fabric

tacked to a narrow stick and hung as a picture
with hooks. This assures a straight hang and

easy handling. The same is true

of any fabric or embroidery, for

in this use of fabrics the design
should be shown flat.

Antique ecclesiastical vest-

ments and embroideries furnish

a wide field for selection. There
are copes, chasubles and altar

frontals, on which much artistry
has been expended. These best

add to the glory of a room when

hung on the walls, where their

interest of design and color will

enrich a furniture ensemble.

Fabrics in crude colors, such
as some of the .modernist de-

signs, give a room pleasing color

relief. They should be used
with discretion and hung where

strong color spots are required.

A square of rich

brocade edged with

antiqued guimpe
will furnish an har-

monious background
for a p'ece of furn'-
ture and tie the en-

semble together

The problem of
what to put above
the couch can often
be solved with

piece of fabric. Ij
it is as large as

this, pictures may
be hung over it to

break the expanse
and give color relit I

Instead of a pic-
ture for an over-
mantel decoration

there may be used,
with pleasing ef-

fect, an old ecclesi-

astical embroidery
cope or a strip

of altar hanging
to enliven the wall
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THE MARRIAGE OF FLOWERS BY BIRDS
The Essential Role Played by Certain Birds in Bringing About the Fertilization of

Blossoms Interesting Examples from Both Hemispheres

ONE
of the many delightful paragraphs in

that generally delightful book, ''The

Birds of Jamaica," by Philip Henry Gosse,

father of the English critic, is one relating to

the banana-quit. "Scarcely larger," Mr. Gosse

writes, "than the average size of the humming-
birds, this little creeper is often seen in com-

pany with them, probing the same flowers, and

for the same purpose, but in a very different

manner. . . . The quit alights on the tree, and

proceeds in the most businesslike manner to-

peep into the flower, hopping actively from

twig to twig, and throwing the body into all

positions, often clinging by the feet with the

back downwards the better to reach the interior

of the blossom with his curved beak and pen-
cilled tongue."
An interesting thing about this account, from

the naturalist's point of view, is the absence

(similarly noteworthy in Gosse's equally

charming pictures of hummingbirds) of any
remark that these birds came out of the deep
corollas they explored with their heads dusted

like a miller's hat with pollen, which they
brushed off and renewed from flower to flower

as they visited one after another. It is true

that Gosse wrote his book some years before

Sprengel, Darwin and Wallace and Fritz

Miiller had begun to reveal to us the conjugal

mysteries of the marriage of plants by the aid

of insects; yet it is strange he did not observe

and note the presence of pollen on the feathers

of these birds he knew so well.

ORDINARY
plants reproduce by means

of their flowers. These consist of a more
or less gaily colored envelope, the corolla, with-

in which are several slender growths called

stamens carrying on their summits little packets

(anthers) filled at the proper season with

minute grains of a flour-like substance called

pollen, which corresponds to the male element

in animals. From the center of the flower rises

a hollow stalk (the pistil) with somewhat

sticky tip (the stigma); and at the base is a
chamber that contains one or several embryos
of seeds (ovules) the female part of the plant.
The object of this arrangement is that ripe

pollen shall reach the stigma, be caught there

and then shall pass down the tubular pistil to

the ovule, and entering it shall fertilize it and
so cause it to develop into a perfect seed which,
when nourished by the kindly earth, will repro-
duce its kind of plant.

But nature has found, as we recognize, that

self-fertilization or "inbreeding," as we say, is

a bad policy; it diminishes vigor and leads to

degeneracy of the species. Therefore most
flowers are so constructed as to prevent a stigma
from receiving pollen from its own circle of

anthers, while it is advantgeously placed to

catch and hold pollen from other blossoms,

especially those growing on a different plant.
This transference of pollen from one flower

or plant to another is accomplished in many
interesting ways, but I am concerned here only
with one.

Long years ago it was noticed that a bee, for

example, gathering honey from flowers became
coated with pollen and that some of it would

always be brushed off on the stigma in the next

ERNEST INGERSOLL

blossom entered. These flowers many of

which had no other means of pollination were

fertilized by the visits of insects bringing them

foreign pollen and taking their own to another

flower. This healthy method of interchange is

known as "cross-fertilization"; and the books

of modern naturalists are filled with fascinat-

ing stories of these lovely marriage rites in

flower-land.

After this interlude which I trust the elder

readers will pardon for the sake of the younger
ones let us go back to our banana-quit.

INSECTS
visit flowers mainly for one or

both of two reasons to get the sugary

liquid called nectar in the blossom's innermost

pocket, or in the case of minute sorts, for the

safe dwelling place the corollas afford them.

At any rate, flies and other small insects

abound inside most flowers, especially the big,

tubular, nectar-holding corollas of the tropical
trees and vines, far more numerous there than

in colder zones.

Now this banana-quit had found this out

long before Mr. Gosse did; and he got his liv-

ing day by day in searching the blossoms in

his native woods for the toothsome little bugs
hidden there, and like them none the less for

the nectar with which they were smeared. The
banana flower was his special choice, and in

frequenting it he cultivated the crop of ba-

nanas, for his head became dusted with fer-

tilizing pollen a part of which he gave to every
new flower and its ovules that he reached. Not
that he knew or cared about this. Doubtless
the sticky pollen was a nuisance a disagree-
able accident of his business, like coal-dust to

a miner, and he had to spend his leisure every

day in cleaning his feathers when he would
rather be asleep.

Perhaps, therefore, it was not accident but a

real discovery on the part of a cousin of his,

the Bahama creeper, that led to a method by
which this nuisance could be avoided; for that

bird gels its food from the "leaf of life''
( Verea

crenata) by thrusting its bill through the base
of the petals right into the nectar, instead of

going inside. From the point of view of the

plant, however, this is mere burglary, whereas
the banana-quit pays for its sweets by trans-

planting pollen.
These quits, or sugar-birds, of which the

West Indies and South America possess many
species with similar habits, have slender,
curved bills, and long tongues, bifid .and frayed
at the tip like those of the hummingbirds and
of the sun-birds and honey-suckers of the Old
World, to neither of which are the quits other-

wise related in structure.

THE
sun-birds and honey-suckers are con-

fined to the warmer parts of the Old
World, and have pointed and somewhat curved

bills, much like those of the hummingbirds,
which they further resemble in size, shape and

brilliancy of plumage. In fact, observing but
unscientific travelers in the Orient have often

described them as hummingbirds, although no
true hummers are known outside of America.
This agreement is especially close in the tongue,
which in both is long, protrusile, and provided

with suctorial powers. In the hummingbirds
the tongue is rolled into a pair of tubes sepa-
rated at the tips, each of which has a horny
fringe. In the honey-suckers and sun-birds
the tongue forms a single horny tube, single at

the base, but double-barrelled toward the tip,
where in the honey-suckers it forms a hollow

brush, and in the sun-birds is frayed into brist-

ly tips. "The object of the terminal vibrissK

in the sun-birds, and the tubular brush in the

honey-suckers," Dr. Gadow explains, "seems
to be to prevent the air from rushing into the

tube, if there should not be enough nectar to

fill it, inasmuch as the fluid will then enter

the anterior part of the tube by capillary action,
and then be sucked up."

This resemblance in feeding organs, accom-

panied by other external likenesses, between

groups of . birds anatomically separated in

classification, is an excellent example of what
naturalists call "convergence," that is, the

tendency of entirely different and perhaps far

separated kinds of animals to assume similar

adaptations to meet similar requirements, as,

in this case/the need of getting their living
from blossoms containing nectar and harbor-

ing insects.

THE honey-eaters chiefly inhabit Australia,
and Dr. Gould, the eminent Australian

ornithologist, considered their brush-like tongue

especially adapted for gathering the honey from

the flower caps of the eucalyptus trees. In

fact, birds of this family are peculiarly Aus-

tralian, none of them being found outside the

range of "that wealth of nectariferous flowering
shrubs and trees, which," as Wallace remarks,
"is one of the marked features of Australian

vegetation." The same rigid limitation to this

province characterizes the lories, or brush-

tongued parrots a group that get a large part
of their living from the flowers, especially of

the eucalyptus. They are distinguished, as

their name implies, by the dense coating of

papilla? on the tongue with which they lick up
honey and insects together; and more than one

writer has mentioned that their foreheads are

smeared with yellow pollen as they go eagerly
from tree to tree, rifling the blossoms and pay-

ing for their board.

Now it is a very significant fact that Aus-

tralia and its neighboring islands are strikingly
deficient in insects, especially of bees and but-

terflies, so important in the scheme of flower-

fertilization in "Europe and America. There
are no bumblebees there and it was necessary
to import and acclimatize them before clover

for fodder could be raised. Yet it is stated

that in New Zealand "no less than one-fourth

of all the flowering plants are incapable of self-

fertilization, and therefore wholly dependent
on insects and birds."

This shows how important a service to plants
is rendered in Australasia by birds, and why
the brush-tongued sorts have been locally de-

veloped in so large numbers. It is probable
that it also accounts for the prevalence of the

gum-trees (Eucalyptus) there. No doubt cer-

tain birds and certain flowers have become, to

some extent, made for one another. Thus in

(Continued on page 60)
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Important Matters to Meet the Conditions of the Changing Season and Prepare

for the Hot Weather to Come - - Succession Crops

and the Maintenance of Soil Fertility

WILLIAM C. McCOLLOM

/"\NE of the most important things in suc-

\_J cessful vegetable gardening is to keep up

tin- sowings of those crops that mature quickly

an.l therefore require occasional or frequent

sowings to maintain an endless chain of Utah

vi-etables constantly in motion between the

garden and the kitchen. To accomplish this

requires a little thought and a whole lot of

courage. We know that hot weather will pre-

vail during July and August. It would, there-

fore, be unwise to sow cool crops at this time

that would mature during the hot season. Peas,

radishes, spinach, large head lettuce, etc., 'are

considered cool crops.

By selecting a partially shaded place, or by

erecting some improvised artificial shade, it is

possible to have lettuce and radishes all sum-

mer. With lettuce, it would be wise to select

the small headed, heat resisting varieties. Two

sowings of corn and bush beans should be made

this month, and at least one sowing of cucum-

bers, beets, carrots, okra and the small bush

squashes. The final sowing of beets and car-

rots may be made now for storing next winter

if they are to be cut when cooked. If they are

to be used whole, it would be better to wait

until next month before sowing. The late sow-

ings of kale, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauli-

flower and celery should be attended to at once.

When to Gather Vegetable

It is important that the vegetables be gath-

ered at the proper stage of their growth if we

are to have what justly belongs to us. Those

vegetables of which we use the seed pods, such

The beans need support to prevent breakage

as they grow larger. Stakes and a line of

heavy cord will serve the purpose as well

as more elaborate arrangements

as peas, beans, etc., do not W- their food

value when old, but they get coarse. Green

crops such as spinach or Swi chard lose their

food value when old. Root crops, when allowed

to attain any size, become unfit for the table

because of the "wood" which thfv drv.-lop.

With the gathering of vegetables for can-

ning it becomes doubly necessary to use extra

care in the selection of young, tender ones. One
reason for this is the time that it takes to cook

them, the saving of fuel being a factor well

worth considering. Another reason for usmi;

young vegetables is the appearance they make-

in the jar. Young vegetables are full of color

and wholesome. Those of a uniform >i/<

should be selected for either table use or can-

ning, else results will not be satisfactory.

Determining the Time

The best method to employ when gathering

root crops for table or preserving kettle is to

go along the row, gathering those of the ac-

cepted size, leaving the smaller ones to come

along later. This is by no means as hard as

it might seem. The fore-finger forced into the

ground at the top of the vegetable will soon

detect its size. The practice of pulling all

the vegetables as you go along the row and

then sorting them is very wasteful.

Peas become meally with age. This is the

general complaint about canned peas and is

usually caused by allowing the pods to get too

full. If gathered ripe the pods should be a

very dark green and should show no lines.

(Continued on page 66)

Radishes should be gathered when small.

All root crops become more or less woody
and tough with age. Succession planting

should be practiced to maintain the supply

Beets, as well as, other vegetables intended

jor canning, should be picked while they
are young and tender

Inexperienced gardeners often make the mis-

take of not tying up the vme crops to

their supports early enough
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The wall fountain has

many possibilities of
treatment. It may offer

sharp color contrast to

its background, or be, as

here, identical in tone and
material. Walker & Gil-

lette, architects

A PLEA FOR THE WALL FOUNTAIN
A Garden Accessory Whose Possibilities, When it Is Well Designed and Suitably

Placed, Entitle It to a Position of Honor in the Landscape Scheme

THE
wall fountain as a garden decoration

has many possibilities. To these our

architects are fully alive, but the general public
is not so well informed. Fountains, lily basins

and swimming pools are having their da}
1

,
and

nearly every well appointed country place has

one or more of these attractions. But the small

wall fountain, which is comparatively inex-

pensive, has not heretofore had many admirers.

There is nothing in the garden that adds more
to it than does the fountain, assuming that it is

well designed and properly placed.
The setting has much to do with the success

of a wall fountain. A small, quiet nook of a

place is perhaps the best. Unexpectedly one

comes upon the fairy plume of water, perhaps
half lost in mist, or finds on a shadowy wall a

satyr disdainfully spouting from his mouth
into a wavy pool below. Again, it may be a

sunny bowl where goldfish disport in glowing

AMY L. HARRINGTON

circles, or the fountain may be set in a garden
wall with nearby benches where one sits to

rest and listen to the small but constant silver

stream. Though house and garden planning
are closely akin, there is perhaps more pleasure
(to a garden lover) to be found in the garden.
The color, the endless variety of light and

shade, the unexpected vistas that one comes

across, the old friends among the flowers that

one discovers, the fragrance of the roses and

pungent box, and not least the wall fountain
with its refreshing tinkle of water all these

fill the garden hours with delight.

Size and Effect

The popular idea that a fountain necessarily
entails a large expense in the making is quite
untrue. Nor does it follow that because the

fountain is small the pleasure of possessing it

is equally so. Quite out of proportion to the

size is the real enjoyment of the fountain's

owner. Like the garden, it soon attains a per-

sonality which appeals. Not long ago, when
on a visit to a country place where the garden
pool is surrounded by roses, I was interested

in seeing how the goldfish came to the surface

when the owner walked by. Darting gleams
of black and gold shimmered where a moment
before the pool had seemed entirely empty.
This particular garden pool is a pet possession
of the owner.

To refer to the Old World gardens of Italy,

France and England and their many famous
fountains is to call to mind some of the beauty

spots of the world. There the architects have

used a small amount of water in creating the

largest possible effect by utilizing it over and

over, breaking it up by changing its movement,
and making it into a picture by framing its

(Continued on page 62)
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4n example oj contrast between fountain

'and wall. Note, however, that the design

is kept simple, as a wall fountain should be.

The ivy will soon cover the trellis

The fountain on the Joseph II. Choate place

at Lenox, Mass, (below), has as its central

feature one of the many conceptions of a

satyr's head suitable for such work

A wall fountain at the home of Earle P.

Charlton, Esq., Westport Harbor, N. Y.

Conventionalized sea-horses supply the

water. Farley & Hooper, architect-:

In the center a satyr's head peers from the

ivy that drapes a stuccoed wall. On the

grounds of the H. II. Rogers place at Tux-

edo, N. Y. Walker fr Gillette, architects
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KITCHENETTE CLAIMS in the LEAGUE of RATIONS
Vest Pocket Culinary Departments That Save Time, Space

and Labor by Using Electricity

" TOY!" gasped Mrs. Gregory Eggleston,
J turning on the electric current for break-

fast coffee.

"Isn't it a luxury after you've been out late,"

she said turning to her guest, Mrs. Bradford

Reardon, "not to have to think of servants and

be able to have breakfast like this at 10:30

with impunity! You know I think the kitchen-

ette will rob domestics of house room!"

"It certainly is a luxury to have a little cook-

ing kit like this whether one has another home
or not. And to have it as you have within

easy driving distance from the theater, where

you and your friends can spend the night and
breakfast like kings from this shiny apparatus.

Besides," she continued, ''it's amazing how a

little 6' x 5' room (see plan 1) does solve

the omnipresent question of how to live in the

country and yet not have to depend on hotels

to keep one comfortable while attending to the

affairs of business and pleasure in the city."

ETHEL R. PEYSER

''You're right," agreed Mrs. Eggleston, tak-

ing some chilled oranges out of the refrigerator

under the table, "Gregory and I wanted the

country for our growing kindergarten and yet

'it seemed impossible until we thought of this

scheme. Gregory has so many interests in the

city and you know how many I have that it

seemed almost exile to leave it. If we didn't

have this place, I'd be on the road all the

time, whereas now when I am home I can

devote my entire time to the kiddies."

Dropping the Maids

"But," she went on, "you'd be surprised how

Gregory hated the idea at first of a manless or

maidless entourage. He said he couldn't bear

to think of me messing with stoves, etc., and
now you should see him! He loves it he

helps me too, and says it makes him think of

our early days and he loves me to wait on

him and be alone with him."

"The kitchenette as the domestic canteen has
come to stay," Mrs. Reardon said, and then

looking about her with an amused flash in her

eye, "but your kitchenette, dear, is like an

ordinary kitchen. The kitchenettes I've con-

jured up when thinking of them at all, have
been little curtained slits in the wall in the
corner of two rooms without bath, clothes

closets without clothes, bath rooms without

baths, washstands capped with shelves full of

canned goods and gas appliances all permitting
of cookery with every requisite for human food

except the desire to eat it."

"Yes," laughed Mrs. Eggleston, "I guess
the only definition of a kitchenette is: a place
to cook smaller than your previous one and
smaller than any kitchen of any of your
friends!"

"But," Mrs. Reardon continued with rap-
ture, "your kitchenette is a dream. It always
reminds me of jewels the tiled floors, walls

Almost everything runs by electricity in this elaborate kitchenette electric stove, dishwasher, bread mixer, and ice machine. There are no
back-breaking cupboards, but the utensils are hung up at a reachable height. Courtesy of the Edison Co.
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The most compact kitchenette can be
made to fold up into a cabinet. Here it

is, with electric stove, ice box, drawers
below and a pull-out work shelf and
foodstuff shelves above. Courtesy of

the Edison Co.

and ceiling like luminous settings and the ap-
paratus like lovely gems. Really it breeds ap-
petite and culinary prowess. Any one could
cook in this place! And when I'm not in such
an esthetic mood I am reminded of an engine
room in a small electric yacht."

"That is amusing," said Mrs. Eggleston,
laughing, "but I hardly can see how it could
be otherwise because Gregory and I thought
of all the yachts we knew before arranging
this kitchenette. He always says, 'Well, dear,
we certainly are ship-shape here even if we
don't own a yacht!'"

Whether the slit in the wall kitchenette or
the tiled kitchenette is the only kitchen in the

family, or whether the kitchenette is only for

weekends of the foregoing variety, it must be
small and ship-shape. These are the only
definite kitchenette requirements.

The Necessary Equipment

It need consist only of a couple of three
foot

shelves,
so compact are the stoves and

ranges , made for light housekeeping. But
roominess is no crime, so multitudinous are the
tools to play with. Smallness, however, is

usually synonymous with convenience in

kitchenettes.

Nearly every professional woman and many
men in the large cities are banded into a huge
League of Rations by the sympathetic tie of
small kitchenettes. These compact cooking
outfits make their lives simple, adaptable and
healthful, they are the result of the hatred of
the restaurant and cafe which turn steady diet
into a farce, and they put an end to the regime:
"Eat, drink and be merry, for to-morrow we
diet." And so the slit in the wall or the cov-
ered cupboard is made the nucleus of home
cooking and family feeling. No servants

needed, none missed and a feeling that one is

not living down by doing one's own work but

living up by managing the difficult combina-
tion of living well and doing one's job on the

(Continued on page 76)

Walter Russell, artist and culinary hedonist,
has a kitchenette in which the stove hides
behind a mirrored door flanked with tile,

while the rest of the kitchenette is finished
in transparent white paint, and cement floor

The electric kitchen-

ette of Mr. Penryhn
Slanlaws, the artist,
has cement floor,
walls and ceiling and
shows a range of the
latest design and the
sink conveniently
placed under one of

the lights

If one has no kitch-

enette a whole meal
can be prepared on
the dining room
table in a table

range and ovenette,
the smallest form of

compact electric

stove. Courtesy of
the Edison Co.
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REAL HALF-TIMBER WORK
The Principles on Which Is Buili Sincere Architectural Construction

HOBART B. UPJOHN

NINE
houses out of

ten, regardless of

style, are framed struc-

tures to which is ap-

plied the style they are

intended to represent.

A "showy" box in other

words, to which are

nailed moldings and

wood columns and pi-

lasters fashioned to the

correct outlines and

form. The result may
be a home in many
cases pleasing and com-

fortable, but it is really

not much more than a

prettily painted and
finished exterior, an ap-

plication of rouge,
paint and powder.
We may admire these

buildings much as we
do the buildings built

at the various exposi-
tions for design and

style. But when we
learn they were only
skeleton framework and

staff or stucco we turn

away with a distinct

sense of disappoint-

ment, not in the lack of

design or beauty, but

because the beauty was

only skin deep.

Now, when through-
out history a new style

was evolved it almost

invariably arose from a

definite method of

Sincere workmanship is

shown in the sketch of this

house at Rye, New York,

recently finished by the

author

''^^^K
:
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building construction

around which and de-

veloping with it grew
what we call "style".
The post and lintel

were the base of the

Greek, the round arch
the cause of the Roman,
the pointed arch the

Gothic, and the tim-
bered wall combined
with the Gothic detail

out of which it grew the

Elizabethan.

Therefore to realize

fully the sense of build-

ing in our design we
must have back of our
construction the honest
method which caused
the inception of the

style. This sense of

honest construction is

particularly important
to the proper carrying
out of the timbered
house.

In many cases we see

houses of which the .al-

leged timbering is only

boarding nailed to a
frame core, with corners

built up so that their

edges show, and often

a board curled or

warped out of shape.
We may be further

shocked when we see

the boards fully smoth-
ered and painted a

(Continued on page 78)

In the photograph below
the vertical timbers are be-

ing halved for the recep-
tion of the horizontal

stringer

In this stage the first floor timbers are in

place and the carpenter is cutting a groove
into which to set the window frame

The small photograph above the center

shows the joint completed with sheathing

and building paper on back of the timber

Here the workmen are set-

ting up the diagonal braces

of the corner timbers
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Oe o/ Ae neu> awning strides comes in a wide green and a

wide gray stripe with a narrow white stripe between, a com-

bination both, cool looking and effective. The awnings could

be finished in a key pattern instead oj the usual scallops.

Awning cloth such as this comes of a durable quality, 31

inches wide

SPRINGTIME
AWNINGS HAVE
VARIED STRIPES

Courtesy Joseph P. McHuah fr Son

One oj the very
newest and most

popular is a wide

green stripe and a

wide white stripe

with an accompany-
ing narrow stripe oj

crimson

The terrace leading to the garden may be shaded by a

smart awning made oj green and white stripes of the

same width. A tan and green, or fawn and green

may be had in the same design. An orange and blue

stripe is new and effective

Another new cloth has a

wide and a narrow fawn
stripe on white. Others a

plain green with white lin-

ing or gray with green
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June THE GARDENER'S CALENDAR Sixth Month

Sweet pea vines
trained on fences
should be tied up

as they grow

Potato beetles
should be met with

poison sprays or

powder

The unproductive
suckers should be
cut away from the

corn

SUNDAY
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Illustration of a Chinese Kug made upon our own looms in China

Symbolism in Chinese Pvugs
The Rugs of China, now generally admired because of their

unusual color effects, have an added charm in designs evolved from

the great religious beliefs under which the people have lived.

In the design illustrated above are depicted, upon a medium porce-

lain blue ground, the eight Buddhist symbols,' also the chess board,

scrolls, and musical instruments, which are symbols of the Literati.

The central medallion shows an arrangement of the Phoenix, a symbol
of prosperity, while in the other medallions is shown the "Lung," or

Dragon of Heaven, guarding a pearl. The designs of our Chinese

Rugs follow faithfully those of the earlier periods.

We have numerous other designs ready for delivery, and can make any required

size in a reasonable time. Further information will be gladly given upon request.

W. & J. SLOANE
Direct Importers of Eastern Rugs

'

Interior Decorators Floor Coverings and Fabrics Furniture Makers

FIFTH AVENUE AND FORTY-SEVENTH STREET, NEW YORK
San Francisco, Cal Washington. D. C.
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Important Notice to the Public!

Ctimone v.

157-159 East 32d St.

Between Lexington & Third Aves.

NEW YORK CITY

: ESTABLISHED 1878

The Aimone Manufacturing Company, for 41

years Makers and Importers of the

Highest Class Period Furniture

and Furnishings, Italian

Garden Marbles and

Terra Cottas

Have, on account of their Shops being con-

tracted for to full capacity for a long period on

special High Grade cabinet work, DECIDED
TO DISCONTINUE ENTIRELY CARRY-
ING STOCK and will close out through the

Aimone Galleries, at their Wholesale Show

Rooms, their entire collection

Amounting to $373,473.00

For - - - $161,150.00
Inventory a* of April 5th, 1919

The Aimone Manufacturing Company will stand

back of every sale made, and purchasers may be so

assured.

All prior notices to the trade are hereby with-

drawn.

An unusual opportunity is afforded to Dealers,
Decorators and Architects.

Goods purchased at this sale are not subject to

return or exchange.

No articles sent on approval. Out-of-town pur-
chases carefully packed at cost.

TERMS OF SALE NET CASH

SALE NOW OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

157-159 East 32d St.

New York cuy

House & Garden

Making a Garden Out of a Sand Heap
(Continued from page 46)

planting gave very successful results in curtain between myself and my back
the spring and summer. neighbor, who I knew would eventually
The roots put in were perennials, my come, and in front of the poplars I put

intention being to have the garden ulti- in a row of Spircea van Houttei. As a

mately about two-thirds perennials and shrub for the small garden nothing is

the rest annuals. Having no more spare more ornamental than this or a dwarf
time than my evenings and holidays I variety of the deutzia. I selected the
felt that this was best, for to replant former, because in its flowering season,
a garden every spring is a big under- early June, it is a beautiful mass of

taking. As the summer went along I small white flowers and during the re-
worked continuously on the soil, keep- mainder of the summer, and in the au-
ing it cultivated week by week, the top tumn, its small, dark green foliage gives
surface never being allowed to rest. As a pleasing effect.

time went on my garden flourished, so The reason for laying out my beds as
I felt encouraged in the autumn to re- I did was to give the advantage of

place some of the plants by better ones working the ground almost entirely
of the same kinds. from the paths, without being obliged
From the start I had kept close watch to walk on the soil. One little thing

of the best seedsmen's catalogs, at- to remember is that a garden, like a
tended specialty shows, and little by bank account, can't be continually
little had made the acquaintance of drawn upon without making some de-

nurserymen who limit themselves to posits, so don't neglect your small load

special lines. This all proved of value, of stable manure each autumn. It

for when one settles down to garden- serves its covering purpose for the win-

ing as an amateur, one finds that the ter, and provides strengthening force in

best nurserymen not only are in busi- the spring,

ness for a living, but are quite willing _
.

to give a helping hand to the man who Some Good Varieties

is really an enthusiastic horticulturist. In the selection of some of the peren-
The specialists charge only a fair price nials there is a large field open to you.
for their roots, and you know what you Particularly is this the case in peonies
are getting; you run no more than the and iris, each of which run into the

average risk of weather, etc., if you hundreds; in fact, I know of one spe-
take care in the planting. cialist who lists over five hundred

My little plot ran east and west longi- peonies. Those which I have found the

tudinally, giving me a full southern ex- most pleasing for the small garden are:

posure on the left and a half shaded in whites, Festivia maxima and Duchess
border on the right. This half shaded de Nemours; reds, Rubra triumphant;
border proves no detriment to a garden, pinks, Madam Emile Galle, Madam
for in it one has space for such plants Coste, and Mathilde de Rosenech; of

as aquilegia, dielytra, digitalis, aconitum, the vari-colored, Philomele and Alexan-

Spiraa aruncus, Sweet William, primula der Dumas, both rose and cream. Of
and pansies. These all do better for the the irises, Mrs. H. Darwin, Madam
lack of full sun. Then, too, much of Chereau, Hector, Idion, and Honorablis.

this border can be used to intersperse In phlox, Europa, Jeanne d'Arc, Eliza-

your annuals, for by the time such beth Campbell and Argon. Among
young stock is due for planting out the chrysanthemums, Kenneth and Grace in

ground has been warmed up by the whites; Triomphe d'Or, yellow; Lillian

higher sun of May. Doty, one of the finest pinks; Julia
In the full sun border I planted the Lagravere, crimson

;
and Dupon de 1'Ere,

peonies, iris, delphinium, phlox and amber and bronze. Of roses there are

chrysanthemums, the latter that they colors and shades almost beyond num-
might have the full benefit of the late ber, for in hybrid teas alone there are

autumn sun. What was left of this bed over five hundred varieties, besides the

was used for zinnias, cosmos, antirrhinum hardy perpetuals and climbers. How-
and other late flowering annuals, to fol- ever, Ulrich Brunner, Hugh Dicksori,

low the peonies and iris. When plant- Mrs. Aaron Ward, Mrs. R. G. Sharman

ing a garden it is well to provide for Crawford, and Frau Karl Druschki have

succession, that you may never lack all stood the test with no more than

color from the narcissus in April to the ordinary care. In delphiniums, both

chrysanthemum in November. It is a %nt and dark varieties should find a

simple matter to do this, if you study place; of the former Amos Perry and
the flowering period and habits of the Lize Van Veen, and King of Delphiniums

plants.
and Mrs. Creighton in the latter. These

Another matter to be considered is so* with a few Oriental poppies, campanula,
to arrange your planting that the bed digitalis, hollyhock, gaillardia, coreopsis,

is well graded, the taller plants going to dahlias, aquilegia, dielytra, Astilbe arend-

the back of a border, or in the center si, lupines, Sweet William and the clove

of a flower bed, so that nothing is lost pinks, will help make up an old-fash-

to view. My center beds were made ioned garden, when accompanied for va-

oblong, half of the lower one being riety by annuals such as zinnia, asters,

given over to the strawberries, for I scabiosa, and antirrhinum. The last is

was convinced that my sandy founda- yearly becoming more popular. It is

tion would prove about right for them, one of the most pleasing flowers of the

Nor was I disappointed, for this little late season, starting to bloom in August

bed, not more than 6' x 10', provided and continuing steadily until frost; it

every other night during the fruiting comes in many beautiful shades of solid

season enough berries for a family of and broken colors. There is a divided

four. opinion as to whether antirrhinum is

annual or perennial, but my experienceThe Vegetable Section has been that with care it can be carried

The other half of this bed comprised through an average winter, with the re-

my little vegetable garden. Here I raise suit that it flowers much earlier the

each spring a few radishes and lettuce, following season.

and follow them by tomatoes for the Many wild flowers take kindly to

autumn. Growing vegetables other than cultivation, and are worthy of a KttK-

these is not worth while in so small a space. As an example, in my garden

city lot
;

it isn't large enough for a stands a specimen of wild aster (Michael-

vegetable garden even if you take it mas daisy) which was gathered from

all, to the exclusion of flowers. One the roadside as a baby, bloomed well

half of the upper center bed is used for the first season after transplanting, and

roses, the other half for narcissus and now after three years of care has de-

tulips in the spring and annuals such as veloped into one of the most beautiful

asters later in the season. In the bed plants, covered in early October with a

at the end of the garden I planted four mass of pale violet flowers with orange

Lombardy poplars to provide an artistic and scarlet centers.
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THE
lavish collections of furniture, rugs,

fabrics and other decorations, the ideal show

rooms, the modern shops, the skilled workmen
and vast resources all combine to make this

famous New England institution a dominant

factor in the furnishing and decorating of

American homes.

For 84 years in the manufacture and distribution of Furniture

and Interior Decoration.
f

When Visiting ^Boston this summer the gateway
to the playground of America see 'Paine's, more

than a store a 'Boston institution.

Paine Furniture Company
BOSTON

Arlington Street &> St. James Avenue
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CHINA AND GLASS

FOR THE COUNTRY HOUSE

COPELAND CHINA WITH EMBOSSED FLORAL DECORATION,
IN OPEN-STOCK. BREAKFAST. TEA

AND DINNERWARE

FOUNDED 1887

9 Gil EAST 37 TJ!STREET
NEW YORK CITY

CHINA AND GLASS

CRETONNE and

PAINTED FURNITURE TO MATCH
Select your cretonne one that you want to live with .....

have a set of furniture painted to match the color scheme, repeating

the motifs, flowers, branches, what not, of the cretonne, on the

furniture surfaces '_.,
The result is delightful and UNUSUAL

One of the 'Decorative Ideas of

JOSEPH P. McHUGH &: SON
The HOUSE of the UNUSUAL

9 WEST 42nd STREET NEW YORK CITY

Designers and Makers of McHughwillo

Fabrics and Wall "Papers

Marriage of Flowers by Birds

(Continued from page 48)

certain West Indian islands where log-
wood does not grow no species of creep-

er, elsewhere frequenting that tree, are

to be found. In Sumatra, according to

Forbes, a green spider-eater (a sun-bird)

feeds on the bright flowers of a kind of

ginger that blooms on the surface of

the ground in dark places where few in-

sects are to be found. \o other means
of cross-fertilization of this plant are

apparent than this particular spider-
eater.

Layard relates of a fine honey-sucker
in the Island of New Caledonia that

it crowded into certain forest trees when
in flower; but completely disappeared
from the locality when the flowers were

gone. Of this and another species he

noted that he found a specimen which

had its throat covered with yellow pollen
"and we doubt not that some of the

large, lofty, flowering trees are fertilized

by such agency, as insects are very
scarce here."

Darwin concluded that the beaks of

birds are specially adapted to the vari-

ous flowers which they visit; and Grant
Allen expressed the complemental opin-
ion that "many of the most brilliant and
beautiful bell-shaped tropical flowers

have been specially developed to meet
the tastes and habits of these compara-
tively large and powerful fertilizers."

But it is among the hummingbirds
that we get the most striking examples
of the reciprocal relation of birds and
flowers.

It would be hard to find in the animal

kingdom a better example of adaptation
of form and powers and habits than the

hummingbird with its ability to find

and live upon food practically inac-

cessible to other birds; its marvelous

strength of wing, enabling it to hold its

body suspended in the air while it ob-
tains this exclusive food; and its long
bill and extraordinary tongue that form

perfectly fitted implements. These little

creatures, rivaling gems in their flashing

beauty, illustrate another general and
interesting phase of our subject, namely,
that, with hardly an exception, the birds

associated with flowers are themselves

brightly colored, many gorgeously ar-

rayed in their small way, and this de-

spite the great disparity among them
;

even the eucalyptus-aiding lories are

the gaudiest parrots of their showy race.

Why? I do not know.
About 500 species of hummers have

been catalogued, varying in size from
one hardly larger than a bumblebee to a

giant as big as a chimney swift, but the

differences in bills are even more striking,
for the straight beak of a Docmastes

may measure 5", more than equal to the

combined length of head, body and tail,

and capable of penetrating the depths of

huge trumpet-flowers, while in one

species of Ramphonicron it is only 14"

long. In some the bill curves slightly

upward; in others downward; in the

Eutoxeres it is bent just like a sickle.

All these varieties indicate special re-

quirements the choice of particular
kinds of blossoms; and Fritz Muller

says that various species of abutilon in

southern Brazil are sterile unless fer-

tilized by the one kind of bird that

frequents each one.

One cannot enumerate many instances

of this mutual dependence, but I would
like to give one or two remarkable ex-

amples described by Belt in Nicaragua.
The flowers of the lofty climbing vine

Marcgravia nepenthoides hang down in

the form of a circular bunch of pockets
over which the stamens curve. In early

spring these pockets or "pitchers" are

filled with a sweetish liquor that at-

tracts insects and these in turn the hum-
mingbirds. "The flowers are so dis-

posed, with the stamens hanging down-
wards, that the birds, to get at the

pitchers, must brush against them and
thus convey the pollen on their backs
from one plant to another.

Another species of Marcgravia "has
the pitchers placed close to the pedicels
of the flowers, so that the birds must

approach them from above and anthers

are turned upward so that the pollen is

taken and given by the breast of the

bird."

Another case is that of the palosabre
(Erytkrinia) whose large red flowers

that appear in February, when the tree

is leafless, are shaped like a carving
knife. The "handle" is a thick, tough
calyx, and the blade the single petal,

folded double so tightly that only the

stamens protrude a little.

Only very minute insects can get in-

side this flower, which is attended by
two kinds of hummingbirds having long
curved bills. "Whilst the bird is prob-
ing the flower," Belt explains, "the

pollen of the stamens is rubbed on to
the lower part of its head, and thus

carried from one flower to fecundate
another. The bottom of the flower is

covered by a thick calyx an effectual

guard against the attempts of bees or

wasps to break through and get at the

honey. Hummingbirds feed on minute

insects, and the honey would only be
wasted if larger ones could gain access

to it ; but in the flower of the palosabre
this contingency is simply and effectual-

ly guarded against."
It is evident that birds take an im-

portant part in the proper fertilization

of plants ;
and also that the flowers take

an important part in providing insect

fare for the smaller birds. Their inter-

relations offer an interesting study.

Furnishing the Room From Cretonne

(Continued from page 33)

cretonne, which, being very splashy, was
used only at the windows, on a pillow,
a banding of it on another pillow done
in black velour, and on a runner for a

tiny table.

Seven pieces of the furniture were
black. A chest of drawers, a bookcase,
a desk, two wall chairs, a Windsor, and
a tiny tip-top table. The desk was
painted a brilliant Chinese red inside,
and the drawers were lined with the
same color; the tip-top had a scarlet

edge. There was a mahogany daybed
with a throw cover of King's blue, and
pillows in varying tones of rose red and
black, one of them matching the cur-
tains. An ivory wicker lounging chair
with a blue seat and rose cushion; a

neutrally upholstered wing chair; a ma-
hogany gateleg table. A tea cart of red
Chinese lacquer, with a brass kettle and
flagon, cups of blue pottery, and a

Chinese red kochi pot. A gray bean-pot
lamp with a rose red silk shade; a ma-
hogany lamp with a shade of blue ; mir-

rors; tall candlesticks; books of many
colors

;
some used pewter. A satisfactory

room and all from a bit of cretonne.

Truly a game for the gods.
And when perhaps more subtlety is

desired we turn to the rich cretonne set

forth for you really to see and called,

delightfully, Golden Pheasants upon
Cream. This cretonne is by no mean?

quiet, it fairly sings with color, and I

should call it one of the most beautiful

that has been produced recently. On
the background of a grayish cream, very
nearly the actual color of putty, there

are peacock green leaves, yellow green

leaves, and mulberry leaves and vines.

The pheasant is a gorgeous fellow of

green and yellow, rose and peacock blue,

(Continued on page 62)
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A. Kimbel & Son
INTERIOR DECORATIONS

We an- fxfnoiting in OUT ihowrooint

ANTIQUE TAPESTRY PANELS
PETIT POINT CHAIR COVERINGS

and EMBROIDERIES
Part of a collection juw b(ought to Aniunc* by Mr. W. A. Kmibel, who

hju b*n in Europe Making fine apectmtru for oar

12 West 400t St.. NEW

Cobljunter
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FIREPLACE ACCESSORIES
Andirons, Crates, Fenders, Firetools, Trivets, Cranes. Fireback?

originals und copies of old pieces in brass and polished steel

HAND FORGED METAL WORK
Weather Vanes, Lantcrni, Foot Scraper*. Etc.
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ARTHUR TODHUNTER 101 P.rk Avenue. NEW YORK

Why not furnish your Summer Home
in Reed Furniture that is different?

This suite, massive and impressive, built with low
lines, is just the Acme of Luxurious Comfort that is

needed for the Living Room and Sun Parlor, and
lends itself to any decorative scheme

Exclusive Designs for

DRAWING AND LIVING ROOMS
SOLARIUMS, CLUBS, AND YACHTS

CRETONNES, CHINTZES, UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Interior Decorating

REED SHOP INC.

581 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK
"Suggestions in Reed Furniture" forwarded on receipt of 2Sc postage

Radiator Obscuring With

Decorative Metal Grilles
This panelled window closet effect is in

the magnificent home of Arthur Curtis*

James, New York. The panels are hinged,

carrying out the closet effect, and Duunag
the radiator accessible for heat control or

repairs.
We should be glad to make suggestions

for the solution of your radiator-obscuring

problems, or be pleased to co-operate with

your architect.
Send for Booklet No. 66-A.

"THE BEAUT-I-ATOR"
The "Bt-aut i-ator' is a portable all metal Radiator Enclosure. Yon simply

place it over your radiator. Nothing to put together. Nothing to fasten.

No outside help needed. Instantly removable. Ask for the "Beaut-i-ator"

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFC Co.
52 YANDERBILT AVENUE

NEW YORK
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Furnishing the Room From Cretonne

(Continued from page 60;

with tail feathers of spun gold. All

this on this pheasant cretonne, together
with dahlias of magenta and old pink,
rose phlox, old yellow tulips, and feath-

ery combs of purple and black and
gold. Truly a feast for the senses, and
quite

'

beautiful enough to be framed
and hung on the wall.

If the temptation were not quite so

great to make curtains of it ! Which is

as it should be. Floor length curtains

lined with wistaria sun-fast, the well-

shaped valance bound with yellow, the

same color of spun gold. Pull curtains

of old yellow are used at the windows
instead of window shades, and are hid-

den between the overdrapes and the

glass curtains of ivory mull, when not
in use.

The wall is satisfactorily painted in a

light putty, matching the background of

the hangings. The furniture is of that

mysterious brown which leaves one so

satisfactorily in doubt as to whether it

be mahogany or walnut. And the new
Italian note is sounded in the smart
center table, to match which there

can be found a bookcase and a desk.

The rug is putty brown; the wing
arm chair is upholstered in magenta
velour, with a line of gold; two over-

stuffed chairs are upholstered in the

cretonne with backs of dark putty-col-
ored velour. There is a walnut desk,

harmonizing with, though not match-

ing, the table. This is shown in the

photograph. The bench-thing is up-
holstered in the pheasant material. The
sofa is covered in a putty velour, em-
broidered by hand in a pheasant's-eye
spot design in magenta, black and gold.
Notes of brilliant rose, purple and green
are slipped, in the shape of luster ware,
into the corner cupboard; the lamp-
shades are of black, decorated in color;
a peacock jar holds converse with vases
of lavender and candlesticks of pewter
on the mantel, and the pillows are of

deep blackish purple and gold.
You will find that one of the joys of

using a length of cretonne for the key-
note of the furnishing of a room will be
the achievement of a daring color scheme
which you could not think of otherwise.

A Plea for the Wall Fountain

(Continued from page SO)

edges with a picturesque floral or archi- and use was made of it accordingly,
tectural treatment. The artists and We in the New World are following,
architects did not disdain to work out though sometimes afar off, these beauti-

inconspicuous details in stone and shrub- ful gardens of the Renaissance, with
bery to complete the effect they wished their silent, grass-grown walks, terraced
to give to the observer. pools and wonderful vistas. And be-

In such gardens the fountain or pool cause we love and admire them, in time
played an important part, for it was we will equal the masterpieces which
realized that the value of water, with their creators with the passing years
its sparkle, its color and light, is great, have made them.

Ivory Thrones and Elephants
(Continued from page 27)

were, and the matter has furnished seri-

ous savants with wonderful opportuni-
ties for differing with their colleagues.
As for me, the matter is interesting be-
cause a halo of romance must ever cling
to the "lost arts."

Because I have spoken of rainy days
and ivories, do not think I would turn
the world into a humidor for my own
few treasures of this fictile sort ! Some-
how the drizzling rain outside seems a
fit setting for the medieval bits, and I

can even conjure up an elephant hunt,
or those gloomy days when Alexander
the Great pushed on into the jungles of
India and seemed to encounter all the

elephants on earth that might have fur-

nished enough ivory to stock the world
of his day, to build such statues as that

ivory one of Athene Alea with which
Augustus Caesar ran off to Rome the
time he took with him the famous tusks
of the Calydonian Boar, the Athene
which he later set up near the Forum.
My own treasures are few, so few

that I do not spread them before you
verbally lest you think discouragingly
of their extent. But this I must tell

you : collecting ivories is a pursuit
fraught with keen pleasure.

In the first place one does not need
to have

"ivory thrones, sceptres and
couches," life-size Chryselphantine stat-

ues of Zeus, of Athene, rods of Roman
Senators and the like to feel that there

is comfort and delight in what he has

been able to acquire in the way of ob-

jects of carved ivory. He may chance
to discover an antique bit, or his acqui-
sitions may not even reach objects of

the medieval period. Fine ivories have
been highly prized from immemorial
times and one may as well disclose the

fact that a lengthy, unhesitating purse
is needed for such bits as would cause

museum curators to rub their eyes, and
(Continued on page 64)

trust I am valiant, but I can make
no boast of being a horseman, at least

not one quite up to Homer's implied
prowesses. If I were, I suppose I would
be quite as content with blue ribbons,
whereas my soul, my collecting soul,

yearns for the crimson-dyed check-piece
of History's day-dawn !

You less sympathetic ones though I

doubt if your curiosity brings you to

these lines ! will think that the weather

may have something to do with the mat-
ter. I assure you I have told you it is

a rainy day that it has, but only be-

cause it evokes a whole band of spirit

memories of the past. One does not
like to think of ivories that crumble to

dust, dry up and pulverize. They get

thirsty. Do you not recall how the deep
well under the ivory statue of Asklepios
was reputed to keep the image in fine

form, how the Ephesians poured water
or oil (perhaps both) through hundreds
of little apertures in the ivory statue of
Artemis that the wooden framework
supporting the covering of ivory might
not shrink and cause the plates to split ?

And did not the Athenians reserve in

their theater a special seat for the one
whose duty it was to clean with rain

water the ivory statue of Zeus? This,
Pcusanius tells us, was kept in condition

by olive oil and water. Certain it is

that ivory can be rendered somewhat
ductile by various oils and vinegar. Per-

haps some time we shall recover a knowl-
edge of what seems to be the lost art
of softening ivory to such a state as
the ancients seem to have been able to

bring it. Only by some such process
can it have been possible for such large
surfaces of unbroken ivory as the an-
cients are credited with having used to
have been available. It has been sug-
gested that large sections of tusks were
subjected first to a softening and then
to a spiral cutting and unwinding, as it
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Kirman study. Woven entirely in one piece from the best wool yarn.

EAST IS WEST
In the matter of rugs we now have a striking example of this truth. Time,
patience, and American ingenuity have developed a process of hand and loom
weaving by which the attractive rug-studies of the Orient are reproduced with
exactness of detail; not only in color harmonies but in the soft, firm, pliable
fabric as well.

They are called

B6f\GAL-ORier\TAL RUGS
Reproductions

Those who know rugs from the Far East will instantly say after seeing Bengal-
Orientals "Yes, East j's West."
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studies from which they are made in fact, the fairness of price
will be a revelation to you.

Many discriminating merchants in all parts of the country are displaying
Bengal-Oriental rugs. The name of the merchant in your city selling these
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Color plates will be sent upon request.
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Ivory Thrones and Elephants

This Memorial Tapestry Was Woven for the Church of

the Epif>han\. Winchester, Mass
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woven textiles for curtains and furniture coverings.
These fabrics are made from our own designs and
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(Continued from page 62)

the palms of connoisseurs to itch.

But who seeks to outrun curators and
connoisseurs? We simple-hearted folk

may find our ecstasies in a Chinese card-

case of exquisite workmanship, a Japa-
nese statuette of beauty and grace, an
old French chessman that perhaps the

curator might have snatched up had he
seen it first, a Roman stylus some truth-

ful traveler let us believe there are

such ! picked up on the fields that

skirt the Appian Way. Did Terence use

it or did Tacitus, Procopius or Properti-

us; or did Suetonius keep it sharpened
to his record of scandal? Who knows!

After all the pleasure in things is meas-

ured by their appeal to the imagination ;

at least I must conjecture so, for I know
an old lady who finds infinite delight in

collecting bone buttons, and an old gen-

tleman who exhibits an equal zest for

current banknotes.

Elephant Tales

And so with this little group of ivories

with which I am amusing myself this

rainy day. Did I say amusing myself?
Well might I add instructing, since they

invariably lead me to take down from

their shelf history after history, book
after book. One day I read all about

elephants. I had put it off as long as

seemed decent, for, after all, did I not

owe it to Mr. Elephant to study his con-

tribution to my pleasure? I had ex-

pected to be bored. Frankly I was not.

From Tentobocchus, the Cimbrian Chief

whose towering height was the marvel

of Roman chroniclers, down to the Ele-

phantidce of modern times the story was
worth following. It was diverting, too.

One learns, for instance, from that fas-

cinating volume "Ivory and the Ele-

phant" by Dr. George Frederick Kunz,
how "a queer African name, or we
should perhaps rather say designation of

ivory, is reported by an English officer

in the Sudan. When a native comes to

the barracks with ivory articles for sale,

and is asked 'Is this ivory?' he first

points to his teeth, then puts his hands

together at the side of his face and says
'Dead elephant,' this term being in gen-
eral use among these natives for ivory."
This is but one of the many stories the

reader will find recorded in the book I

mentioned. Alfred Maskell's "Ivories"

in the Connoisseur's Library series, is-

sued in America, is another volume in-

teresting and instructive alike, though
neither so late nor so comprehensive as

Dr. Kunz's "Ivory and the Elephant."
On another day I have taken down

from its shelf old Theophilus's "Treatise

Upon Divers Arts," a 12th Century
handbook of technique, therein to read

the entertaining chapter "Of Sculpturing

Ivory." There he saith, "in sculpturing

ivory, first form a tablet of the magni-
tude you may wish, and superposing

chalk, portray with a lead the figures

according to your pleasure, and with a

pointed instrument mark the lines that

they may appear; then carve the

grounds as deeply as you wish with dif-

ferent instruments, and sculp the figures
or other thing you please according to

your invention and skill. But should

you wish to ornament your work with
a leaf of gold, lay on glue of the bladder
of the fish which is called the 'huso,'

and the leaf being cut into small pieces,

overlay it as you please. Fashion also

round or ribbed handles from ivory, and
make an opening through the middle

lengthwise, then with various files prop-
er for this work enlarge this opening
that it may be inside as outside and let

it be smooth everywhere and moderate-

ly thin; and portray flowerets around
it very finely, or animals, birds, or

dragons twisted together by the necks
and tails, and transpierce the grounds
with very fine instruments, then sculp
as gracefully and as artistically as you
may be able. Which, being done, fill

the opening inside with the oak wood
which you cover with thin gilt copper,
so that through all the grounds the gold
can be seen; and so two pieces being
joined in from a particle of the same

ivory, close the hole before and behind,

you will fasten these on with ivory pegs,
so cunningly, that no one may be able

to see how the gold is laid in. After
this make an opening in the small piece
in front in which the blade is placed, the

handle of which, being heated, can be

easily inserted because the wood is with-

in, and it will stand fast; make also a

plain handle, and, according to its size,

make an opening in which the blade

should be placed, and join the wood
carefully into it, and according as the

wood is fashioned so cause the handle

of the knife to be made. Then pound
some clear Thus into the finest powder,
and fill the opening of the handle with

it, and envelop the blade near the handle
with a wet cloth, in a threefold manner,
and placing it before the furnace warm
this handle until it slightly glows, and

immediately fix it carefully in the handle
that it may be well joined in, and it

will stand firmly."

Pieces From the Past

I think I should like this object as

well as the daggers of Moses' time !

But it would be of Theophilus's, the

time when Greece was the painter of the

continent, Tuscany the enameller, Arabia
the worker in metals, Italy the jeweler,
France the worker in glass, Spain the

chemist, industrious Germany anxious in

acquiring dexterity, or knowledge in all,

when all these artists had constructed
and were adorning the church of St.

Mark at Venice, and were elsewhere oc-

cupied in Western Europe in "writing"
or painting the sacred histories in the

churches in terms which were in that

time synonymous so that the illiterate

might read the examples set before them,
a time that preceded the glories of the

Renaissance to follow. Ah, good old

Theophilus ! How carefully you set

down the arts of the past ! How easy
you make it all seem ! But I turn to

this little globe of pierced ivory, con-

taining globe within globe, exquisitely,

patiently and marvelously wrought, and
I realize it is not so easy after all !

Perhaps those very difficulties that be-

set your followers have added charm
to the bits of their work that have come
to bless my leisure !

At any rate, I have no guilty feeling
of extravagance in the matter, for they
t.re worth their weight in gold to me,
and cost but their weight in metal less

precious, since I have been so fortunate

as to have picked them up in my travels

and in my browsings for the collector's

proverbial song ah, who that collects

besrrudges its notes !
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The Ideal Upholstery

California

Bungalow Books
"Home Kraft Homes, Draughtsman, Kozy
Homes", and "Plan Kraft" 50c each, post-

paid. Contain distinctive designs, complete.

DE LUXE BUILDING CO.,
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"TH* World'* Greatest Iron Fence Builder*"

766 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio
WRITE FOR BOOK OF DESIGNS

Easy now to water
lawns and gardens of any
size. No more need to drag
makeshift sprinklers about
which can't give uniform water

spread. To know the true economy
of sprinkling, you must know the

Double Rotary
SPRINKLER

Sprinkles Ufce Rain 75 Ft. In Diameter

Nothing to equal the machine and its

effect ever before made. Works equally well on

hillside and level. Lasts a lifetime, costs little

and saves its entire cost in a few days watering.

Write lor Free Book With tew Prices Direct To Vou.

DOUBLE ROTARY SPRINKLER CO. JUPITER SPRINKLER CO.

132 Gateway Sla.. Kansas City. Ho. 132 Deknm Bldg.. Portland. Ore.

Anv woman or
child can work
the Double Ro-
tary Sprinkler
vrilh case. No
boiher to move
from one place
to another.

Made by
SANFORD MILLS

CHASE
LEATHER\VO\ I

is America's leading Uphol-
stery Fabric, definitely made to

withstand hard usage no limit

to its wear resisting possibilities

sanitary weatherproof -

can be easily cleansed with soap
and water scores of patterns in

fast colors.

Specify Chase Leatherwove
when purchasing new furniture
or when sending furniture to be

re-upholstered. If "Mr. Uphol-
sterer" uses Chase Leatherwove

you will never regret it, for it

will add years to the life of your
furniture and appeal with its

striking beauty.

Every Ufholsterer Should
Handle Chase Leatherwove.

Write for Samples.

L. C. CHASE & CO.
BOSTON

New York Detroit San Francisco Chicago

Hill

Clothes Dryer
Helps Lighten the
Work of Wash-

day.
No walking or

dragging clothes
basket. No soiled

clothes lines.

Eaiilr fitted Into iperUl locket and tartly
remoYert. leering lawn clear Price reawm-
ble. Send for our new folder, free,

HILL CLOTHES DRYER CO.
52 Central Street, Worcester. Mass.

The National Engravers of Philadelphia
E|ra the WEDDING INVITATIONS,
jiiieamrenisnti and At-llsme Cnrew,

Write for sample*. Our 8*elal Otsr
To acquaint you with oar (toe work we
will easrave JO c-ards In Script for P-U.
Plate registered or sent on request.

WM. H. H08KIN8 CO.
Fine Enerann and Stationer.

907 Chestnut t. Philadelphia.
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The Time to Divorce

|
the House from

| the Garden
There are times in summer when you don't

want the dust and dirt from your garden to

blow indoors and soil your books, tapestries,

rugs and other belongings. There are times

in winter when you don't want the heat from

your house to blow outdoors into the garden
and leave your rooms uninhabitable.

I
Monarch

| Metal Weather Strips

on all your windows and doors will seal every
crack and opening against drafts, dust, soot

and rain.

They keep the home clean and enable a

smaller amount of fuel to deliver more and

uniform warmth to every floor. The cost of

installation is more than repaid through pre-

vention of wastage of heat.

Now is the time to put in your Monarch
Metal Weather Strip rather than later

when the cold weather is upon you and us.

| Many new homes have Monarch Strip from

the beginning. To discover how easily and

economically they may be fitted into homes

already built look up "Monarch" in the

phone book for our local licensee or write
*

us direct one or the other TODAY.

Monarch Metal Weather Strip Co.

4111 Forest Park Blvd. St. Louis, U. S. A.

"Weather Strips are 100% fuel conservation."

U. S. Fuel Administration

P. B. Noyes, Director of Conservation.

August 23, 1918.

Good head lettuce is always acceptable.
Ij you cannot use the whole crop, it

will be easy to give away the surplus

House & Garden

Work Among the June Vegetables
(Continued from page 49)

String beans for table or canning ^^^[^^^^
should be gathered before any
beans are developed in the pods.
This can be easily determined by
breaking open a couple of pods.
Spinach and Swiss chard or beet

tops which are canned green
should be attended to .when very
young. This means more work
than when the vegetable is canned

old, as there is more shrinkage in

the canning operation. The leaf

of the old vegetable becomes
coarser and does not shrink as

much, but the extra work of

using the young vegetable is well

worth the effort.

Corn, Requirements

It makes little difference

whether corn be sown in drills or

hills. The principal factor in de-

termining the quality of the crop
will be the condition of your
ground, although this may be
overcome to some extent even at

this late hour by proper methods
of refertilization. While corn is

considered an easy crop to handle,
it grows very rapidly and any
check that it might suffer is cer-

tain to have its effect on the

yield. The secret of corn grow-
ing, therefore, is to have the

ground in such a condition that

the growth is very sturdy. Corn
is what we might term a dry
weather crop; therefore, over-

watering would be considered

dangerous. That is another rea-

son for keeping the corn plantings mature. If planted in drills, the plants
rather isolated. If mixed with other should be thinned out to at least 12

crops it might be necessary to water the inches in the row. Closer planting than
corn when watering the others. this causes soft growth which will not
Ground that is poor can be improved yield satisfactory ears. Another point

considerably by the application of some well worth considering is that under
good commercial fertilizer after the most conditions corn will throw out
corn has developed growth. Most of numerous suckers. It is quite necessary
these fertilizers dissolve very rapidly that these be removed if high quality
and are therefore available for the use ears are the objective,
of the plant a very short time after Most people assume that the principal
applying. purpose of working the ground is to
Never allow the corn to crowd. If destroy any weed growth that might

planted in hills, not more than three exist there. This is of little conse-

plants to the hill should be allowed to quence at this season of the year, as it

is an easy matter to destroy
weeds that are growing at this

time. The real purpose of culti-

vation is to maintain a mulch of
loose earth which acts as a
blanket, covering the moisture in

the lower soils, and leave it there
for the use of the plants. The
rain penetrating into the earth
after reaching a certain point is

again attracted to the surface by
the action of the wind, sun and
other elements. This is called the

upward passage of soil moisture.
When the surface soil is baked
and hard this moisture is quickly
dissipated by the elements, but
where the surface is covered with
a mulch of any kind, whether it

be loose earth, leaves or litter,

the moisture is immediately ar-

rested in its upward passage.
Also keep in mind that this mois-
ture is impregnated with the

fertility of the soil through
which it passes. Therefore, a

baked, arid soil is casting into

the air much of its fertility.

Cultivation and Plant Food

Deep cultivation is advisable.

There is very little danger at-

tached to cultivation with imple-
ments that are made for this

purpose. The surface roots that

might be destroyed in this oper-
ation are more than offset by

Brush tips are a wise addition to the the deep rooting which is en-

egg-plant and pepper plantings. Though couraged by keeping the surface

the plants are not climbers, supports soil stirred. It matters very

benefit them (Continued on page 68)
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DERHAPS our best answer is to
* tell you the kind of houses it is

now successfully heating.
In California, it is making Bunga-

low owners happy.
In Ohio, it is saving coal for

farmers.
In Georgia, it is giving comfort to

those fine old Plantation residences.

In New England, it is heating the

Colonial houses of the Pilgrim
Fathers' descendants.

On Long Island, it is giving Palm
Beach temperatures to hundreds of
those cosy new houses.

Is Your House
the Right Kind for

HEACTH
MEAT

At Newport, Lenox, Tuxedo and
Stockbridge, it is driving out the chill

of autumn and the zero of winter
from palatial country houses.

In the Philadelphia suburbs, it is

taking the place of unsatisfactory
furnaces and temper testing radiator
heats.

All of which it not only heats, but
ventilates and humidifies as well a
3 in 1 system.
Looks like you will have to "look

further" into this Kelsey Health
Heat. Our Booklet called "Some
Saving Sense on Heating" is a good
thing to start with.

Keljey Health Heated residence of W. I MnlT.it

New York
103-K Park Ave.

Boston
40S-K P. O. Sq. Bldf

WARM AIR GEDE.RATOR
237 James Street
Syracuse, N.Y.

Instead of a garage that

stands out in bleak, glaring

unsigfijliness, to the detri-

ment of your own lawn and

your neighbors' view, have a

RUSTIC CEDAR
GARAGE

(Ready-built-shlpped knocked down)

A garage with the natural

bark on the wood, blending
into the landscape, unob-

trusive, beautiful, substan-

tial and not expensive. No
costly screen of shrubbery
is needed to camouflage this

garage itself a great sav-

ing. In size roomy for the

largest cars. Send for lit-

erature.

Rustic Cedar furniture adds a

charm to lawn or porch. You
will be interested in our cata-

log of summer houses, trellises,

chairs, benches, tables, etc.

Write for a copy.

JERSEY KEYSTONE WOOD CO.

TRENTON - - NEW JERSEY

IIGHTING
FIXTURES

of HARMONIZING CHARM

The selection of appropriate fixtures is a matter

imvlcing taste rather than large expenditure.

A PENDANT FIXTURE
particularly adaptable for

Reception or Dining Room of

the country home.

Obtainable in black and silver, black
i'j ft . y.\ and gold, old ivory, or to harmonize

with almost any decorative theme. * j /-\
A fixture suggestive of the simple $A I I

Georgian. Exclusive of shades,

You are coriially IncittJ to coniult at
no obligation or ctiarft tneoltej

W>AHLE -PHILLIPS CO.
101 .Park Avenue New York

Pleasing interiors and furnishings

of refinement do not require un-

limited means. In fact the very
element of refinement simplicity

minimizes the cost of execution.

We will design and arrange in-

teriors of character and charm to

meet individual means : or assist

in the selection of single pieces to Decorated Chairs $29.50 Gate Leg Table $45. 00

harmonize with any scheme of Decorated Mirror

decoratioa Decorated Console $38.50

VINCENT COLLINS, INC. ft

Every woman who reads
HOUSE & GARDEN knows how a

knowledge of Domestic Sci-

ence aids in entertaining. Sup-
pose at your next Dinner you
want to serve

A "Vanderbilt Salad" or some simi-
lar special dish, of which many are
given in each number of

AMERICAN
COOKERY

Would it not be worth while to

know how to make and serve a

"VANDERBILT SALAD"
"PLANKED STEAK"
"BUTTERFLY SALAD"
"CHICKEN A LA KING"

How to select and cook your fav-

orite dish, how to serve it and what
to serve with it. There are forty
or fifty choice and timely recipes
in each number of AMERICAN
COOKERY, many of them illus-

trated. It also gives Menus for every
possible occasion. Formal and In-
formal Dinners. Luncheons, Wed-
ding Suppers, etc., etc.

If you have a family you need this

Magazine, for using it will help you
to set a better table for less money.
AMERICAN COOKERY is $1.50 a

year, but if you will send us One
Dollar (check, money order, hill or

stamps) we will send you eight con-
secutive issues of American Cookery.

Addrcn :

AMERICAN COOKERY
219 Columbus Ave., Huston, Mas*.
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The American Club of Kohler

KOHLER
Also MEANS AN INSTITUTION

Kohler, Wisconsin, is more than the

home of the great Kohler factory,

more than a community of workers

expert in the making of enameled

plumbing ware; it is the birthplace
and site of an institution that is

American to its very core.

The American Club of Kohler is

dedicated to the use of the Kohler

community and the Kohler people.
Here is fostered good-fellowship and

good-citizenship.

It is largely to this community spirit

that Kohler owes its leadership and
its splendid product quality guaran-
teed by the name KOHLER incon-

spicuously glazed into the enamel.

Send for the Kohler book a guide
to beautiful, durable, dependable

plumbing ware.

KOHLER OF KOHLER
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wisconsin

Shipping Point, Sheboygan. Wis.

AND TWELVE AMERICAN BRANCHES
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"Columbia" Lavatory

MANUFACTURERS OF ENAMELED PLUMBING WARE

Work Among the June Vegetables
(Continued from page 66)

little what type of implement is used
for this purpose. This stirring of the

soil should be attended to at least once

every week and certainly immediately
after every rain. Professional gardeners
who realize the wonderful advantages
of constant cultivation seldom fail to

work their gardens for an entire sum-*
mer without resorting to artificial meth-
ods of watering. This, of course, is a

distinct advantage, not only because of

the economical value, but where the

ground is made productive by cultivation

the effects are more lasting than where

growth is temporarily stimulated by the

application of water. Another point
that might be well worth while con-

sidering is the fact that all soils contain

hard lumps, or areas of small soil par-
ticles so tightly compacted as to hold

their shape. These lumps contain con-

siderable natural plant food which is

not available for the plants unless

broken. Deeper cultivation encourages

deeper rooting, which means that the

natural food elements in the lower soils

are available for the plants.

Enriching the Soil

Liquid foods of all kinds are more

quickly available for the use of the

plants than any other fertilizer applied
to the soil. The reason for this is that

all forms of plant food must be soluble

before being assimilated by the plant.

It is, therefore, a general practice among
gardeners to stimulate plant growth to

quick maturity or a high degree of per-
fection by the frequent application of

liquid manures.
Various fertilizers may be applied to

the ground in this manner. More care

must be taken in using the stronger

feedings, such as nitrate of soda, sul-

phate of ammonia, etc. It is a good
practice to have placed at convenient

points several barrels of water in which

may be placed sacks containing any
kind of good manure, left for several

days, then thinned down to the color of

weak tea before applying. After sev-

eral applications the strength can be

gradually increased. With commercial

fertilizers, a pint or two to a barrel of

water will be found sufficient.

It is a bad practice to feed plants

entirely on one diet, and it is well to

balance the diet somewhat by occa-

sional changes. Crops that remain in

the ground all summer, such as Swiss

chard, spinach, parsley, New Zealand

spinach, onions, etc., will be immensely
improved by regular applications of

liquid food, or fertilizers may be ap-

plied directly to the soil at the base of

the plant and worked into the soil with

the cultivator. Thorough watering will

help dissolve the fertilizer. It is a very

good practice to water the plant after

applying, which cleanses the foliage of

any material that might be deposited

there and may possibly cause damage.
Peas, spinach, radishes and other

crops which will be maturing in rapid
succession should be followed by other

crops of equal food value. If your
ground is in a productive state it is

wasteful to allow it to lie idle. If it is

not in a productive state it should be
made so by the restoration of the soil.

This is best accomplished by the sow-
ing of cover crops with a view to turn-

ing them under. Shell beans are a very
easy crop to grow and immune from the

dangers of hot, dry weather. They
should be started at this time. The
small white, or navy, bean, our most
popular shell bean, is grown in almost

every garden, but there are many others

equally good. The white marrow, which
is somewhat larger, is also a good bean,
or even the large white kidney bean;
both are of high food value and easy to

cultivate.

If you wish to grow some onion sets

for your own use, a piece of your idle

ground may be used. Kale is a very
useful winter crop and can be kept the

entire winter by covering with salt hay
or other loose material. It can be sown
in drills and thinned out. Mangels, car-

rots, etc., can be sown now. Mangels
are good when used for cattle or

chickens, and this is a good way to

employ the ground. Where other crops
have been sown, a large quantity of

good manure should be thoroughly in-

corporated with the soil before planting
the second crop.

Spinach, Root Crops and Peas

Spinach should be ready for canning
now. You will find that spinach which
is maturing this month is superior to

any in your garden. By lifting the

plants and cutting off the roots before

placing in the basket, they will entail

less work when canning, as less wash-

ing is required. Beets and carrots from

early sowings should also be ready now
for canning, as it is advisable to use

these vegetables when small. It is an

easy matter to judge from the size of

your plantings about the quantity you
will require for your table before the

next sowing will be ready.
Peas are considered to be best in

June, and it is therefore advisable to

can all you can spare while they are of

high quality. The constant picking also

relieves the vines of their load. Rhu-
barb can be put up at this time, either

by the cold water method or by cook-

ing. Swiss chard canned now will be

better than that maturing later, both in

color and texture, because of the grow-
ing conditions at this time of year. In

fact, it will be found advisable to pre-
serve all the vegetables that can be

spared at this time, as they will be

higher in quality and in food value than

at any other season.

American Sculpture for American Gardens

(Continued from page 28)

Carthage and Egypt, its sculpture was
of the kind called "archaic" splendid
in its spirituality, it is true, but not

attaining the beauty which is recog-
nized as Grecian art.

In those early days the Greek sculp-
tor found his chief employment in

embellishing the temples of the gods
and in marking the graves of the dead
with funeral "steles," as well as the

adornment of certain household imple-
ments of every-day use. It was a con-
ventional art, and in spite of modern
cults that seek its glorification, was
stilted and confined. Greece's sculptors
had not yet come to their splendid free-

dom.
Then the genius of the Greek for

arms and for trade asserted itself. For-

eign nations were conquered, Greek

navies ruled the seas and Greek mer-
chant ships transported the wealth of

the world. Her traders became rich,

their riches brought culture, their cul-

ture built magnificent suburban homes,

and those suburban homes with their

wonderful gardens gave Greece her

golden age of sculpture.
The aristocratic Greek trader, half

politician, half merchant, with the

wealth of the world poured into his

lap, was a patron of the arts com-

parable to none. He sought to surround

himself with beauty, and he was proud
to find that beauty at home, in the

physical perfection of his country's men
and women. The man who could trans-

late this beauty into marble and bronze

was given the glory that belonged to

(Continued on page 70)
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BIG SHORTAGE OF BULBS EX-
PECTED! ORDER YOUR

SUPPLY AT ONCE.

ADVICES
from big growers in Holland

indicate grrat Maraty of bulbs this com-
ing season and enough cannot be grown to

meet the demand. To insure getting your
supply send us your order at once. Until

July 1st, not later, our present low prices for
the choicest varieties of bulbs grown by spe-
cialists in Holland will hold good.

By ordering from ui now instead of wait-

ing until fall, you make a large saving, get a

superior quality of bulbs not usually to be
obtained at any price in this country, and
have a much larger list of varieties to select

from.

Our orders are selected and packed in Hol-
land, and are shipped to our customers im-
mediately upon their arrival in the best

possible condition.

A FEW PRICES
IVr 100

Fine Mixed Hyacinths |6.00

Write To-day for this Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs

le Mlied Single Tulips Z.Z5
is Mixed Darwin Tulips 2.75
ndlduin Lilies $1.50 (duz.) 10.50

Per 500
$27.00

utile Daffodils
rcissus Emperor Monsters. . .

4.00
0.50

12.50

1R.50

22.00
28.00
21.00

11.00

mailer

IT
Is the most comprehensive bulb catalogue pub-

lished containing page after page of Imported
bulbs the very flowers you want.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, Crocus, give, for a
small outlay of time and money, an abundance of
flowers In the house from December until Easter,
and in the garden from earliest spring until the
middle of May.

DIRECT FROM SPECIALISTS
Our connections abroad make it possible for us to

buy bulbs from the best specialist of that variety.
Every bulb shown In the catalogue you get direct from
growers who have made a Itfe study of the flowers

they grow ; thus you are assured bulbs of the first

quality.

Read What These People Say
Finest he ever saw! "I have received my order of

gladiolus, and they are the finest I ever saw. The tulips
and peonies that I bought last fall have grown splendidly."
H. T. F., Bangor. Me.
Admiration of the town! "I want to tell you how mag-

nificent my daffodils are. They are the admiration of the

town, and have given us untold pleasure. Each daffodil

Is the size of a tea cup. Many bulbs have four flowers
and not one has failed to produce two." G. D. S.,

L'niontou', Ala.
Surpasses tulip beds in city parks. "I have a bed of

tulips from bulbs purchased from you. It surpasses any-
thing I have seen In the city parks." F. A. D., Cordcll,
Okla.

rrissus Emperor Large 4.75
rclssus Empress Moniters 6.00

Narcissus Empress Large 4.50
NJ rcissus Golden Spur Large..., 4.25
Taper White Narcissus 2.75

Prices for hundreds of varieties and for

quantities are shown In this catalogue.

ORDER NOW PAY WHEN
DELIVERED

To take advantage of the very low prices offered
in this catalogue, we must have your order not
later than July 1st, as we Import bulbs to nnliT
only. They need not be paid for until after de-

livery, nor taken If not of a satisfactory quality.

Write For Catalogue To-day

ELLIOTT NURSERY CO.
321 FOURTH AVE. PITTSBURG, PA.

IEO-DIPT
1 Stained
\<Jfunffles

J

This V-Mesh Fence
Is Non-Climbable

HERE
is a fence that combines the attractive with the

formidable.

Its V-mesh keeps animafs out, and protects those

within.

Its forbidding barbed wire overhang serves as an effectual

protection against prowling pilferers. It serves as a per-

petual night and day guard to every inch of your property ;

no matter how remotely located.

Eight miles of this fence are effectively protecting a large

Connecticut estate.

Send for catalog, fully describing this and many other pro-
tective and ornamental types of fences and gates.

American Fence
Construction Co.

Help you Build

Thriftily
War has taught deeper appreciation of

the home, its peace, security, contentment

has taught, too, the thrift which makes more

owned homes possible, and which should enter

every detail of home building or rebuilding.

"Creo-Dipt" Stained Shingles for' roofs and side

walls are thrift shingles chiefly because of their

famed long-time endurance in color and protec-

tionbecause they are ready to lay without waste

of shingles or of labor because they will not fade,

rot, rust nor curl.

See the effects that are delightful beyond description

send, today, for Color Samples and Photo-Portfolio of

fifty beautiful homes by celebrated architects. (Details

and specifications of Thatched Roojs on special request.)

CREO-DIPT COMPANY, Inc.

1012 Oliver St, No. Tonawanda, N. Y.

Homr nl Hgnm MlteHrll. Krmrn
Sin., nrir l'itlit>ra. Pa.

m

100 Church St. New York

i_^_*
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How
Good
Should

Plumbing ]j |

Fixtures J
Be?

j

.
.-.-=--

<

t

guided by experi-
ence. Ifyour home has
a noisy toilet, you and

your entire family will under-
stand and appreciate the virtues

of the Silent Si-wel-clo Closet.

Again, if it has been your duty to

daily clean the bathtub and lavatory
ifyou have struggled with the "soil

ring" that quicklygathers after use,you
would appreciate "Tepeco" All-Clay

Plumbing fixtures, modeled along the

most sanitary lines of the only material

that is really efficient for building plumb-
ing. Those who do the work or house-

keeping are entitled to this consideration.

The Trenton Potteries Company
"Tepeco" All-Clay Plumbing

is most sanitary, beautiful, practical and perma-
nent. "Tepeco" plumbing is china or porcelain,
solid and substantial. Dirt does not readily

cling to its glistening white surface, nor will

that surface be worn away by scouring. With
time, inferior materials will lose their sanitary

value, dirt will adhere, the appearance become

uninviting the piece loose its usefulness.

Insist that all your plumbing fixtures be of

"Tepeco" ware. A wise investment a

beautiful one.

If you intend to build or renovate your
baihroom be sure to write for our instruc-

tive book, "Bathrooms of Character."

The
Trenton Potteries

Company
Trenton, New Jersey

U.S.A.

World's largest
makers
of All-Clay
Plumbing j
Fixtures \&^~

American Sculpture for American Gardens

(Continued from page 68)

him; he was not starved for apprecia-
tion; he became a demigod of art. In-

heriting as he did the ideals of his race,
its genius and its inspiration, with the

glory of achievement burning in his

heart, he had freedom freedom to ex-

press all the beauty that was in his soul.

Those wonderful statues of goddesses,
of nymphs, of boxers, of discus throw-

ers, of warriors, all were made either

for Greek gardens or for the porticos
and halls leading into those gardens.
The remains of this art which are our

heritage have been excavated on the

sites of those ancient, suburban homes
of Greece for instance, the Venus di

Milo, which was found on the site of a
suburban home on the island of Milos

or else come from Italy, whence they
were transported when Rome obtained

the ascendency of wealth and when
Roman aristocrats adorned their own
gardens with the art not only of their

own country but of fallen Greece.

An Italian garden ! The very expres-
sion brings to mind the statuary that

graced the Italian renaissance, and this

renaissance was contemporary with the

times when the Italian states were rich,

when, midway between the Orient and
the Occident, they were the traders of

the world.

The "pares" of France, those stately

grounds surrounding the mansions of

the French nobles who were the re-

tainers of Louis XIV and Louis XV, call

to mind the bronze groups of those 17th

and 18th Century Frenchmen who
created the most glorious school of

French sculpture that the Gauls have
ever produced.

Is a golden era of American sculpture
about to dawn, under precisely the same
influences that brought greatness to the

sculpture of Greece, Rome, Italy and
France? The answer can well be

affirmative; in fact, that the first

streaks of that dawn already have ap-
peared a light that is full of promise.

Sculpture lagged behind painting in

America. Early American sculpture
need hardly be mentioned. It was
smooth, precise, sweet, uninspired,

wholly Victorian a mere imitation of

the insipidities of 19th Century Italian

sculpture eclectic and conventional and
even below the point of mediocrity.

The New American Sculpture

The new sculpture had its birth ten

or twelve years ago, when America's

wealthy families began their movement
toward magnificent and beautiful sub-

urban homes. With the planning of

these country homes, which came to be
the year-around residences of many of

their owners, there grew a demand for

native sculpture which immediately
began to develop the best that was in

American talent. This development in-

creased rapidly in its velocity, and
reached such a point in 1913 and early
in 1914 that American sculptors were
flooded with orders.

A new spirit developed, also. There
came freedom and appreciation, and
fine works were eagerly sought. The
American patrons of art already had
grown to appreciate the best in paint-

ing. Their standard in sculpture was so

high and their ideas so liberal that the

native artist found full play for his

imagination. His public demanded the

highest artistic achievement of which
he was capable. He was inspired by
his opportunity, and today America
with pride can say that its contem-

porary sculpture, as well as its contem-

porary painting, is leading the world.
The world conflict temporarily

checked the output of sculpture by
abating the demand, but it did not

quench the sculptor's spirit, because he
felt that the future was his, and he has

emerged from the eclipse with his ideals

strengthened. Opportunity is here again,
not simply the old opportunity, but

a boundless new one. When the war
began there were eight thousand Ameri-
can millionaires, who were prospective

patrons of sculpture. Now, according
to official estimates, there are thirty
thousand Americans whose wealth gives
them that classification. With the old

foundation of culture for them to build

upon, and with the splendid country
seats of Mrs. Harriman, Mr. Rocke-

feller, Mr. Deering, Mr. Schwab, Mrs.
H. P. Whitney, Mr. Pratt and others to

emulate, it can easily be seen that
American sculpture will henceforth de-

velop so as to give our native artists

full exercise of their talents.

American garden statuary is charac-
terized by a freedom and a spirit that
is of the nation itself. It is not like

any other sculpture in the world. It is

America and it fits in with American
desires. No other sculpture is appro-
priate for these American gardens but
American sculpture. This fact was
demonstrated in the first efforts at gar-
den adornment in this country a few

years ago. On this aspect of the situa-

tion the ideas of Mr. W. Frank Purdy,
head of the Gorham Sculpture Gallery,
who has done more to place the work
of American sculptors with American
art patrons than any other man, are

particularly interesting.

American Work for America

"When Americans first began to build

suburban homes," says Mr. Purdy,
"they tried the experiment of bringing

antique statuary from Europe. The
result had to be incongruous, and it

was. Old world interiors, old world

paintings and statuary for the interior

of the home can be used with success.

Within the walls of a house an illusion

can be obtained that is perfect and
charming. But in a garden this is im-

possible. America is all around one,
and its aspect, its atmosphere cannot be

changed. Old world statuary is out of

place, just as much so as a battlemented
castle would be. Experiments with it

have been disappointing. Owners of

homes in some instances have spent mil-

lions on it, only to find their mistake
and replace the antique statuary with
modern American works."
Mr. Purdy's view may be illustrated

by drawing a parallel with another
branch of art. A garden is a landscape.
Now, an artist in painting a landscape
is sure to rearrange it, so as to obtain

a more pleasing effect, or an effect that

better represents the mood in which he
views the landscape. To use a technical

term, he will probably employ "high

lights"; that is, insert objects or figures
that interrupt or guide the eye as it

passes over his canvas. For instance,
the little peasant figures with red ker-

chiefs or blue aprons that Corot

dropped into his landscapes; or the

groups of farmhouses or distant vil-

lages that Inness used to place in his

Montclair subjects. Well, the landscape
architect does the same thing. He re-

arranges his scene, and here and there

he puts "high lights" in the shape of

statuary, fountains, or sun dials. If he

puts in something inappropriate to the

atmosphere it would be as if Corot

placed an Arabian horseman in one of

his quiet glimpses of the Seine valley,
or Inness inserted a Moorish castle in

the marshes of the Hackensack river.

There there is the speculative instinct

which always can be pardoned in a col-

lector, for it is only human to take

pride in one's judgment when a chosen

work of art is seen to appreciate in

value year after year. This happens in

sculpture just as it does in painting. A
meritorious work by a sculptor whose

reputation is growing is very certain to

double and treble and quadruple in

value. An instance of this was the

purchase in 1913 of a certain piece by
(Continued on page 72)
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ANCHOR POST FENCES AND
\.^

ARCHITECTS entrusting us

\. with the execution of their de-

signs for Iron Railings and Entrance
Gates are assured that the finished

work will combine careful and in-

telligent interpretation of their ideas

with mechanical excellence.

An attractive and helpful

catalog will be forwarded

promptly upon request.

Anchor Post Iron Works
167 Broadway :: New York

Boston: 79 Milk Street. Philadelphia: Real Elate
Trust Building. Hartford: 902 Main Street.
Cleveland: Guardian Building. Atlanta: Empire
Building. Chicago: Edison Building.

LONDON

McGIBBON C& CO.
3 West 37th Street, N. Y., One door from Fifth Ave.

Willow Time
<+

WILLOW FURNITURE for Indoor
and Outdoor use is exceedingly popular.
It is the recognized ALL YEAR ROUND
FURNITURE Its adaptability to prac-

tically every room as well as the Porch
and Solarium make it the most suitable

and satisfactory furniture obtainable at

MODERATE COST
OUR MODELS are made with a dis-

cerning regard for COMFORT and DUR-
ABILITY, not losing sight of fact that

GRACEFUL LINES must be preserved.

Among the many interesting pieces are

Arm and Side Chairs; Settees; Day
Beds; Couches; Tables; Desks; Dressers;
Tabourettes ; Sewing Baskets ; Bird Cages ;

Stools, Magazine Stamps, Floor and
Table Lamps.

:

YOUR GARDEN
From the commonplace to the in-

teresting IB but a short step. Even
the ordinary garden may have charm
and individuality through the addi-

tion of a bit of statuary, a bird-Lath

or a vase; and superb effects can be
achieved by those who give a little

thought to the harmony that exists

between verdure and weathered
stone. Study the possibilities of your

garden. Our catalogue illustrating

a great variety of garden ornaments
executed in Pum peian Stone will

provide innumerable suggestions.

To those desiring marble ornaments
we offer special facilities, insuring
reasonable prices and prompt service.

THE ERKINS STUDIOS
226 Lexington Ave. New York. N. Y.
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'V/'OU who love the out-of-doors and the sun-

* flecked charm of lawn and garden will find in

a Garden-Craft display a veritable

treasure trove of delightful sug

gestions.

Cjarden-Craft in-

cludes a complete
selection of
ARBORS
ARCHES
BENCHES
BRIDGES
CHAIRS
FENCES
GATES
GROTTOES
PERGOLAS
SWINGS
TABLES
TRELLISES
JAPANESEWOODWORK

THE MATHEWS MFG. COMPANY
LAKEWOOD, CLEVELAND, O.

'Designers and Craftsmen
New York City Headquarters: The Mountain Community, 176 Madison Avenue

The stores which carry GARDEN-
CRAFT are listed below. If none

of these are convenient to you,

send 20 cents in stamps for the

112-page Garden-Craft Handbook.

r>Matews /"+

(jARDEN'lHAFT
is on display andfor sale at the following stores:

. W,S,
ASBURY

E K . BaneercPettlb
i *f*y*l 9- NEW YORK, &7&8SSK & Co!

BOSTON,
BOSTON,
BOSTON,
BUFFALO,
BURLINGTON,
CAMDEN,
CHICAGO,
CHICAGO,
CINCINNATI,
COLUMBUS,DETROIT

Farquar & Co. PHILADELPHIA,Jordan Marsh & Co. PITTSBURGH,Wm. HcngererCo. POUGHKEEPSIE,
F. D. Abernathy RACINE, WIS.,

J. B. Van Sclver & Co. ROCHESTER,
Tobey Furniture Co. ROME,
Marshall Field & Co. SAGINAW, MICH.,Alms & Doelpke Co. SAN ANTONIO,

F. & G. Howald SANDUSKY.
Newcomb-Endicott Co. SCHENECTADY,

' ^iS!;
E- Fre"" *1 Co - SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,Wilmarth ac Sons Meeklns, Packard & Wheat

HUNT^GT^W. VA.,
P<"" * -

IM?,*?' *"-"&% *&!$&Anderson-Newcomb Co. ST PAUL Th / nl.l^n

JkVoNPVILl!k FLA
San"er & RCCker

IX?USk, Brown
T
cSr?|s'& BrownJAOrvSONVILLt, *LA., TOLEDO, 1. a Salic & Koch CoJohn A. Cunningham WASHINGTON, D. C. ,

L. H. Field Co. Woodward & Lathrope

MILWAUKEE, WIS.,
"e * *" Hacke"

WINONA, MINN.,
' C

H^Choat^"* Co!
C. M. Fischer Furniture Co. WORCESTER, Denholm & McKay Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, Boutell Bros. YOUNGSTOWN, G. M. McKelvey Co.

Each piece bears the famous Mathews Hallmark a pledge of authentic
design and painstaking craftsmanship

John Wanamaker
Jos. Home & Co

Luckey, Platt & Co.
Beflel Furniture Co.

Howe & Rogers
T. M. Orten Co.
John Schmelzer
Wolf-Man Co.

Dllgart & Blttner Co.
The Wallace Co.

SS.,

American Sculpture /or American Gardens
(Continued from page 70)

an American sculptor by a collector
who subsequently allowed it to be ex-
hibited at the National Academy. It
won a medal there and was afterward
sought by the Metropolitan Museum of
Art for that institution's permanent
collection. The collector declined to

part with it.

Great versatility is possible in garden
statuary. In one spot the landscape
architect will place a fountain. In an-
other sunny space, where flowers grow,
he will put a sun dial, to measure the
summer hours. Elsewhere, where state-

liness is required, an ambitious figure or

group is required. At the edge of the

grove, where feathered denizens sing in

the joy of a protected home, there will

be a bird bath. In a hidden nook, a
wood nymph or a fawn will suggest a
classical legend.
American sculptors have arisen to all

these opportunities, with fancy and
with spirit. If there is one distinguish-

ing characteristic in American sculpture
it is that of intense vitality. Scarcely
less notable is the expression of the
wholesome joy of living. It would seem
as if the sculptors were inspired by the

spirit of the young nation, glorying in
its youth, its ideals, its golden dreams.
American sculpture has been unusually
free from exotic influence. It repre-
sents America at its best, with its true
national ideals.

It would hardly be fair to single out
for mention the work of individuals,
when thirty or forty men and women
are doing such splendid work. They
are an earnest group and they appre-
ciate to the fullest the opportunity and
the privilege that is theirs. Already
they lead the world, and if, as many of
us believe, America is about to enter
into its golden age of art, some of them
can be depended upon to chisel their
names in the Hall of Immortals, where
all who come after may read.

From Candles to Incandescence
(Continued from page 37)

completely fills all the ideals of quality
just mentioned.
There is no light so restful and agree-

able in quality to the eye as candle light
and no light is kindlier to the appear-
ance of a room. The radiance is mild
and diffused, shadows are not cut sharp
nor exaggerated, and the colors in furni-
ture and decorations are not outraged.
The volume of light can easily be regu-
lated by the number of candles.

Using Candles

Candles as a means of lighting are

perfectly practicable. The only possible
objections that can be urged against
them with any show of validity are cost
and bother. Neither obstacle is very
serious; the former can be ingeniously
circumvented, if necessary, the small
amount of the latter is not worth con-

sidering if one values the agreeable effect
of their rooms. Wax candles, of course,
are desirable, but stearic acid candles
and other substitutes for wax are thor-

oughly satisfactory for general use and
will not swale nor drip unduly unless

exposed to a strong draft.

It is well to have a good broad glass
bobeche for each candle. Any chance
drippings can then be easily removed
without dirt or trouble. As a rule, the
use of shades on candles should be
avoided. Shades are apt to be fussy
and overdone. Besides that and this
is really the important thing a candle
is, in itself, an object of grace and
beauty, but its chaste and dignified sim-
plicity of line is marred and hidden
when its shaft is surmounted with a top-
heavy, frilly contrivance resembling an
abbreviated ballet skirt. Upon the mak-
ing of such shades entirely too much
valuable energy is wasted. The flame
of the candle, too, is an essential part
of its beauty ; when it is hidden we lose
a decorative asset that contributes a
desirable note of brilliancy. The gleam
is not disagreeable to the eye if the can-
dle is of the proper height and properly
placed. For the dinner table use tall

candles, tall enough to keep the flame
above the level of the eye. For the
library, living-room, or drawing-room,
sconces will be at a sufficient height,
and portable candles may be so disposed
on mantels, the tops of bookshelves,
tables or cabinets, that the flames are
comfortably above eye level.
Next in line comes oil. The light is

agreeable to the eye and satisfactory in
its action upon decorations and furnish-
ings. The degree of light and its regu-
lation depend entirely upon the kinds
of lamps used and the shades employed.
It is a sufficient and convenient illumi-
nant and practicable if the lamps are intel-

ligently tended and their wicks trimmed.
For purely practical reasons, small

lamps are generally undesirable and bet-
ter results are gained by using medium-
sized or large lamps. A wide choice in

lamps and shades is possible, but this is

entirely within the householder's or deco-
rator's province and to be decided by
the needs of the individual case.

Gas, unless well shaded, is trying to
the eye, the light is sharp and harsh,
and colors suffer under the rays. When
burned through chemically prepared fila-

ments or other intensifying devices, the
greenish or intense white quality of the
light is unpleasant, disastrous to color,
and produces a ghastly effect. The car-
dinal recommendations of gas are con-
venience and cheapness.

Electricity is convenient, clean and
brilliant. Unless fully shaded it is even
harder on the eyes than gas and casts

sharp, exaggerated shadows. Its rays
are more disturbing to color values than
those of gas, except when bulbs or
shades, colored to neutralize or temper
the light, are used. Such are, however,
contrived with great ingenuity and pro-
duce agreeable results. Gas mechanically
or chemically intensified, and electricity
with high voltage bulbs, may be ap-
propriate in public places and com-
mercial establishments; in domestic in-
teriors they have no proper place.

Lighting Fixtures

Now we come to the constructive and
suggestive part of our discussion. Archi-
tectural or fixed lighting appliances may
be divided into those (1) that depend
from the ceiling and (2) those that are
fixed to the walls. The dependent group
includes chandeliers, hanging lamps,
hanging lanterns, and drops. The af-
fixed group includes sconces, girandoles,
wall lamps, wall lanterns and sundry
sorts of brackets. Portable appliances
belong in a class by themselves and will
not here be considered; the householder
or decorator can best adjust them to
the individual case.

Impressive and large chandeliers, for
candles, gas or electricity, are appropri-
ate in large, stately, formal rooms with
high ceilings or in lofty halls, hanging,
perhaps, in the open space of the stair
well. In small or informal rooms they
have no place at all.

Smaller chandeliers with only a few
lights, known as "hanging branches"
until the early part of the 18th Century,
allow greater latitude of use. As de-
signers for gas and electric appliances
for chandeliers have generally conformed
to candle traditions, the principles ap-
ply equally to the use of all sorts.

(Continued on page 74)
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BERTRAND H. FARR
AND ASSOCIATES OF THE

Wyomissing Nurseries Company

Invite the readers of this magazine to visit" Wyo-
missing the first week in June to view the

Peonies and Irises

which will then be in the height of their glory.

An enthusiastic friend writes us that the floral

treasures of California are "not any more beautiful

than your Peony fields in June."

June 3d to 7th are usually the best dates, but as the

blooming season may vary slightly intending visitors

should write us the last week in May for information. We
will then advise you of the most favorable date, and make

arrangements to meet you at the station (Reading, Penna.).

If you cannot come, write me for a copy of Farr's Hardy
Plant Specialties (sixth edition, issue of 1918), which illus-

trates and describes my wonderful collections of Peonies and
Irises.

Special Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs Hyacinth, Tulips,
Narcissi ready June 1st. Write for it.

BERTRAND H. FARR

Wyomissing Nurseries Company

106 GARFIELD AVENUE WYOMISSING, PENNA.

1\OSE
ARBORS

SUEftTANTIAL
4d

ENDURING

HEAVILY
GALVANIZED

"If it's made

of wire we
make it"

KOSE
TRELLISES

I Made 10 order f

|
to any desired f

measurements

Skylight and Hot
House Guards.
Window Guards,

Fireplace Screens,
Rubbish Burners, ESTEY

WIKE WOKK'S COMPANY
34 CLIFF STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

Manufacturers of
wire clothof every
material for every
purpose, and of
iron and wire
work of every

description.

Lawn and Garden

Border

Lawn, Field and

Farm Fence

Flower Bed

Guards

Ornamental Wire
Fence

Lawn, Farm and

Garden Gales

Poultry Fence and

Netting

Window Screens

(SCREEN YOUR NEIGHBOR'S GARAGE

The MOON Way
Nature's backgrounds, arranged the MOON WAY,
will screen the unlovely spots from your view an

unsightly wall, your neighbor's back fence, garage, I

or stable.

MOON'S will select just the right plantings for your

particular screen and supply you, from their nurse-

ries, with the finest specimens.

They have a tree, shrub and plant for every place I

and purpose the result of 47 years of successful

nursery experience.

Our catalog tells best trees and plants for screening, j

Write for a copy.

ITHE WM. H. MOON COMPANY!
Nurserymen

MORR1SVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA

On the Lincoln Highway Midway between New York ind Philadelphia

Springtime
in Your Garden
should bring you the added delight of

having flowers you have never seen before.

The Tulips and Daffodils described in my
Blue Book include many rare or little

known varieties, as well as everyday kinds

for everyday purposes.

It will be Lovelier than Ever

if you have The Blue Book of Bulbs to

help you plan next year's garden. Your

copy is ready for you now, but unless I

have your order by June 25th the rare

things may appear in your neighbor's gar-

den not in yours.

CHESTER J. HUNT
Mayfair

Dept. K Little Falls, New Jersey
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You Can't Count On
the "Weather Man"
You know how unreliable the weather is, how irregular
and variable our rainfall. Don't make your lawn and

garden depend upon so doubtful a factor. You can

control your own "rainfall", have as much or as little

as you like, whenever and wherever you will, with

Systems of Irrigation
The Overhead and Underground Cornell Systems (as
well as the Cornell Portable Sprinkling Apparatus)
can be installed to cover any area. Equipped with

the patented, adjustable Rain Cloud Nozzles, these

systems enable you to control instantly and conve-

niently the one factor of supreme importance to the

beauty of your lawn and the success of your garden.
Cornell Systems are economical of water, time and
effort. Their installation does not injure lawn or gar-
den. Because of our wide spread organization, we are

in a position to install them promptly, at any time and
in any locality. Write for free descriptive booklet.

W. G. CORNELL COMPANY
Engineers and Contractors

Plumbing, Heating, Lighting
Union Square, New York

CHICAGO
Railway Exchange

WASHINGTON
923 12th St., N. W.

NEWARK
86 Park Place

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Commerce Trust Bldg.

PITTSBURGH
738 Oliver Bldg.

BOSTON
334 Shawmut Ave.

BALTIMORE
Munsey Bldg.

CLEVELAND
Leader-News Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA
Colonial Trust Bldg.

NORFOLK
Bank of Commerce Bldg.

From Candles to Incandescence

(Continued from page 72)

When chandeliers are used, have also

enough side lights at a lower level;
otherwise the center of illumination is

too high. Only in exceptional cases,

even when candles are burned, can a
chandelier be successfully used as the

sole source of illumination.

Hanging lamps and lanterns for halls,

entries, stair wells and rooms, especially

large rooms, permit a freer use than
chandeliers. Drops, usually and prefer-

ably for electric lights properly shaded,
with the bulbs concealed from beneath,
are to be recommended for use above

dressing stands. "Domes" of every kind,
eschew.

Sconces, wall lanterns and all other

fixed lighting appliances, every one of

which ought to have a very real deco-
rative as well as utilitarian function,
should be placed (1) where they will be

useful; (2) not too high so that most
of the light goes to the ceiling; (3) and,

if possible, in a balanced or symmetrical
manner.

Electric bulbs should be screened from
view by shades or by devices for diffus-

ing the light. The following may be
noted as a few of the acceptable possi-
bilities in electric fixtures: chandeliers

in which the bulbs are wholly concealed

by crystals; globular crystal chandeliers

with the bulbs inside; the old Empire
mantel lamps with pendent prisms, the
bulbs inside a ground glass shade ; adap-
tations of the same form to wall fix-

tures; for both hanging and wall use,

any of the lantern forms, Florentine,
Renaissance or old English, with a full

length cylindrical bulb inside ground
glass facets; the bulb concealed by a
thick glass "sun-burst" of divergent
rays, or any design making use of prin-

ciple; the bulb concealed by a Japanese
semi-circular rice-paper wall lantern, and
various Oriental adaptations.

The Fifty Best Climbing Roses
(Continued from page 20)

have had to give preference to others

that are possibly not quite as good, but

they flower either much earlier or later

when there is a dearth of bloom. As an

example, Philadelphia rambler might be
cited. For color and growth it should

certainly be included in the best fifty,

but flowering as it does when most
climbers are in their glory, its value de-

preciates. To take its place I have in-

stalled Gruss an Freundorf, a wichurai-
ana introduced by Praskac in 1913. This

variety has the same wonderful glowing
crimson, rather deeper than the former;
the foliage is a little better and in addi-
tion it flowers right at the end of the
season when its beauty is doubly ap-
preciated.

Other names that will be expectantly
but vainly sought in this list are purely
synonyms, or are not distinctive enough
to bear another name. The most con-

spicuously in mind as I write are:

Lady Gay, synonymous with Dorothy
Perkins; Lady Godiva, synonymous
with Dorothy Dennison

; Farquhar, re-

sembling Dorothy Perkins; Newport
Fairy, resembling American Pillar.

Varieties typified by Garisenda (a

personal favorite of mine) have been
omitted from the fifty selected because

of their moderate to weak growth. This

variety when used as a small climber

only is beautiful indeed with its satiny
malmaison pink flowers. It lacks free-

ness in flowering, however, and so as a

general garden climber cannot be recom-
mended. Possibly even probably
there are some other varieties which I

have not had the opportunity of testing
that should be included in this collection.

From advices received from some au-

thorities among whom I must name the

late Admiral Aaron Ward, I have made
notes to observe specially Alida Lovett,
a double flesh similar in shape to Dr.

Van Fleet but of deeper pink; Mermaid,
single yellow; Roby, single red; as well

as other varieties not quite so promising.

Uses of Climbing Roses

When the many varied uses of the

climbing rose are borne in mind it is

all the more remarkable that they ap-

parently have not found favor to a

larger extent. A good illustration of

their economic value can be seen in the

suburbs of Philadelphia, where in places
the railroad banks are clothed with

rambling roses. Not only are they de-

sirable from an esthetic standpoint, but

they hold up the bank with their fibrous

roots, preventing washouts and generally

keeping the banks in good condition
with just the initial cost.

There are several varieties especially

adapted for this purpose, first among

which I would place Elisa Robichon.
This variety has been used with extraor-

dinary effect at the home of Dr. Robert

Huey in Philadelphia, where a whole
bank is densely clothed with its lustrous

foliage. Again, large boulders, heaps of

stones, old tree stumps and such objects
offer an ideal setting for the display of

the climbing rose. These features when
clothed with garlands of flowers are
transformed to beauty spots of the gar-
den. For such purposes, the wichurai-
ana hybrids have been found unusually
good.

Rose arbors, pergolas and arches are
common enough not to need comment,
but divisional fences which generally are

obnoxious would, if used as a support
for roses, become a mutual tie between

neighbors, as well as effecting their pri-

mary object.
The trellis also has been wisely used

for training the rose over the porch, but
how seldom is a wall of roses seen, such
as are so wondrously beautiful in En-
gland. True, it may not be possible for

us with our almost tropical summers to

gain such perfection, but a surprisingly
creditable result can be obtained with
care and forethought. A high wall facing
south should be chosen and extra care

taken in the preparation of the soil.

On such a wall even the less hardy kinds
such as Aviatcur Bleriot can be made
to flourish. The shoots may be affixed

to the wall, either with cloth strips the
ends of which are nailed, or tied to a
trellis work erected close to the wall
for that purpose.
Another method of growing the multi-

flora hybrids has been recently drawn
to my attention that of training, or
rather allowing them to grow as large
shrubs. This is done by simply afford-

ing them a strong stake, preferably iron,
for support. It must be noted that it is

the multiflora class that are used for this

purpose, as they have sturdy, vigorous
shoots and develop into more bushy
specimens than the more graceful wichu-
raianas.

A practice that is followed with great
success in the balmy climate of England
is training wichuraiana varieties into

various shapes topiary work. Various

shapes of ships, animals, birds, etc., are

modelled in wire and the long shoots
tied on to these. When in full bloom a

very unusual display which strikes you
rather by its oddity than its beauty is

the result. This, however, I am afraid

would entail too much labor in order to

keep them through our winters, although
in the south it could undoubtedly be

performed.
Such varieties as Zephirin Drouhin,

(Continued on page 76)
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TTAND bent ant iquc marine
^ *

glass bowl in green, white

or amethyst. High wrought

tripod, finished in antique

iron and gilt or Pompeian
bronze. $28.00 complete.

\ XANY specimens of our work
1** in lighting fixtures, lamps,

tables, ornaments, etc., may be

seen at the following dealers in

high grade interior decorations

Watson & Walton. Chicago, HI.

The Warfield Shops. St. Louis. Mo
Bigelow & Kennard. Boston. Mass.

Miss Jackson's Shop.Tulsa. Okla

Soc. of Arts and Crafts. Detroit

The Potter Studios. Cleveland, O.

KANTACK, HEATH & WARMAN
Inc.

A Guild for the Reproduction of An-

cient and the Development of Modern

Art Objects. Conducive to Harmony.

Expressed Through Illumination and

Ornamentation /or Interiors and Ex-

Uriors.

48q FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

Service

Every resource of

factory, atelier, and

shop every skilled

expert's skilled

judgment every

trick of the thou-

sand trades that

combine to equip

the home/of good
taste is at your

service.

HOUSE & GARDEN
19 West 44th St. New York

A RT
MVSIC-BEAVTY
ACHIEVEMENT

THE richest of grand pianos ready to
be played by the masters among

the virtuosi ....
Then in a moment transferred Into a
self-playing piano, as responsive toyour
musical desires as it provides for your
perfect technical achievement without
the years and the worries of a pianist ic

training . . . The Grandettc Player-
Piano is the smallest ultra - quality
Player-Grand in the world.

Tlui KranuA * Sort Itar-r <ir<i*d it

Kranich & Bach
115 E. Tird Street 11580. Wabash Av.
New York. N.Y. Chicago. 111.

& B A
G RAN D

CH

A Chippendale
Suite f>/ beauty

and
design.

'Good

Furniture'

Living room, dining

room and bedroom

furniture especially

adapted to country

homes.

WILLET A. LAZIER

9 East jjd St., New York

Filet Net
The most beautiful of all cur-

tains. Handmade in original

and exclusive designs.

$9.00 pair up
If you prefer to do this simple

interesting work yourself, we

will supply NET BY THE
YARD THREADS BY
THE SKEIN. (Exclusive
sale of threads used.)

Send for circular with designs

illustrated.

ACH <>H1KK

HARRIET de R. CUTTING
INTKRIOR PKCORATOR

COIX>R%,* ^ * *.

Delightful Summer Work Studios: 6 E. 37th St, New York Gty

Danersk Decorative
Furniture

Knowledge is Power

The newest and most beauti-
ful effects are given with

DANERSK FURN1TLKK
because we have the
KNOWLEDGE of how to
obtain them.
Not by purchasing "irti" at made
for a thousand other* will your
home show vitality and charm, but
by coming direct to the maker who
has the knowledge, the personnel
and the plant to produce the most
beautiful decorative furniture in
the world and finish it for each
individual room of your home in
some lovely scheme of your own
choosing.

The builders of the beautiful houses
..f today are buying DANKKSK
FURNITURE because through it

they can best express their own
individuality. They understand it.

Purchase through your dealer or
decorator or let us help you with
suggestions for single rooms or the
entire house.

Send for 1'aluablt Catalog "A-6"

Complete sets in charming schemes
on exhibition at

ERSKINE-DANFORTH
CORPORATION

2 West 47th Stmt, New York
nrM Door Witt <l rtflk Aran lk fUo>

MRS. GERRIT SMITH

Interior Decorator

For the Dining Room
there is nothing more
dignified and inter-

esting than Duncan
Phyfc furniture.

MRS. GERRIT SMITH

31 East 48ih Street

New York City
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The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers
of Wrought Steel Hardware in the Itirld

^

worit wait foryou
You may get your car in or out of the garage before the
wind slams a heavy door on it but is the chance worth
the cost of replacing a lamp or straightening a fender if

the wind should beat you to it?

The Stanley Garage Door Holder insures you against just
such accidents. It is an arm of steel. Push the door out
and the holder automatically locks it open at a little more
than a right angle. To unlock the holder and close the

door, pull the handle.

The Stanley Garage Door Holder is a mechanical footman
who never gets tired and never forgets. It can be applied
to old or new doors of any size or shape.

There are Stanley Garage Door Hinges, Bolts, Latches and
Pulls, all designed especially for garage use. Stanley
Garage Hardware offers you complete equipment for your
garage. It is carried by the leading hardware stores

everywhere.

"8 Garages" is a booklet built around the
illustrations and descriptions of eight typical
private garages. It contains valuable infor-
mation about garage construction. A copy
"('!// be sent you free on request.

THE STANLEY WORKS
New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.

New York Chicago
100 Lafayette Street 73 East Lake Street

HODGSON
Your cottage or bungalow for the Summer

is already planned and built for you and it

is built right. You will find it in the Hodgson
Catalog photographs show exactly how it

looks. There are a number of models, -from
one to ten rooms. They are built of better
materials than you could be sure of buying
yourself. Skillful workmanship makes them
perfectly snug and weather tight.

Perhaps you want a garage, play house, a dog ken-
nel or even a bird house. They are all shown in the
Hodgson catalog. We ship them in painted and fitted
sections that are quickly and easily set up and without
the help of skilled workmen, either. It is a sure way
to do away witn the worrisome part of building. Write
for catalog today we will send it promptly.

E. F. HODGSON CO.
Room 226, 71-73 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

6 East 39th Street, New York

The Fifty Best Climbing Roses
(Continued from page 74)

Lemon Pillar, Blush Rambler, Auguste
Roussel, etc., are particularly effective

when used as pillar roses. By this I

mean virtually what the name implies
a pillar of roses. By training the shoots

around a central support such varieties

can be kept within bounds, producing a

more or less formal outline.

The best method of pruning the gen-
eral run of climbers is to cut away en-

tirely the shoots that have just finished

flowering, leaving the strong young
canes that are produced each year from
the root. These shoots then develop
rapidly during the remainder of the

summer and flower profusely the follow-

ing year. Therefore only one-year old

wood should be allowed to remain,

pruning out the remainder immediately
after it has borne flowers. This method
should be followed for show climbers,
but if an arbor or pillar is to be covered

permanently, only the wood three years
old or more need be cut back to a strong
side shoot. This also should be short-

ened to produce the flowering wood for

the following season.

One of the most important requisites
of good planting is deep digging. Each

of soil over which a mulch of leaves.

held in place by wire netting or branches,
will be all that is necessary.

All of the roses named in the accom-

panying list are growing under exactly
similar conditions an open, sunny situ-

ation with no neighboring shelter. The
natural soil is of a sandy loam texture,
enriched by an annual dressing of cow
manure; and when the flower buds are

forming a weekly application of liquid
cow manure.
The average date of the first open

bloom was computed from four succes-

sive seasons of observation. In the
case of new varieties the actual date is

indicated.

These dates can be assumed as correct

only in the vicinity of New York City,
and I find that fifty miles difference in

latitude cause, roughly speaking, six or
seven days' variation. Thus the approxi-
mate time of flowering can be deduced for

almost anywhere in the Eastern States.

Editor's Note: Twenty years ago a

few rose lovers founded the American
Rose Society, holding before them the

ideal "To increase the general interest in

the cultivation and improve the stand-

plant should have a hole prepared for ard of excellence of the rose for all peo-
it at least 3' square by 2' deep. Good
draining is essential. Fill the bottom
with a 6" layer of old sods inverted or

rough clods of earth. Next comes a

layer of well rotted manure of the same
thickness, which in turn must be covered
with the best soil you can obtain. Gen-
tly firm this by treading and then plant

your rose in fairly heavy, rich clay-

loam, and plant firmly. The depth to

plant can be ascertained by the earth
mark on the stem. It is generally ad-
visable to plant a little deeper than this

indicates the plant has been before.

Watering nay, soaking should be at-

ple." A score of years have passed, and
the Society has fulfilled its purpose well.

Today it stands among the leading horti-

cultural organizations of this country,
with a large membership, annual ex-

hibits, and a marked value to its mem-
bers through the publication of the
American Rose Annual, a thoroughly
readable and helpful volume, as well as

in numerous other ways. To its mem-
bership rolls are welcome all who be-
lieve in the universality of the rose,
whether amateur or professional, wheth-
er growing one rose or one thousand.
It is with pleasure that we take this op-

Lended to at once and also periodically portunity of urging the rose lovers

throughout the summer, as well as the among our readers to join the Society,

ordinary watering that is in the curricu- for their own benefit as well as that of
lum of every gardener. For thorough
protection against Jack Frost I have
found it best to cut the whole plant
away from its support, lay it on the

ground and cover entirely with about 6"

their favorite flower. Information re-

garding dues, privileges, etc., will be fur-
nished upon application to Mr. E. A.

White, Sec'y American Rose Society,
Ithaca, New York.

Kitchenette Claims in the League of Rations

(Continued from page 53)

outside to the best possible advantage, to have ice cream or whipped cream
For the most part these kitchenettes with which to employ the electric

are run by gas, but are for that reason kitchen power unit which can perform
cheaper in the cities like New York, all these miracles, and one is led into

where there is no cooking rate for elec- gustatorial and epicurean extravagances
tricity. by cooking, boiling, baking and grilling
But the new appliances for the elec- at the same time on the new stoves. A

trie kitchenette are like toys, they are whole dinner can be cooked on the
so fascinatingly contrived. One is crazy (Continued on page 78)

SHELF (OVER
I1 REFRIG UNDER

4 1

_ W_ORK ] TABLE

The secret of kitchenette suc-

cess is a compact plan. In this

scheme all working parts are in

close proximity
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A Story of the War
For Boys and Girls

It is a book called "The Battle

of the Nations." It is unique

among books about the war.

Written primarily for young folks,

its breadth of treatment and its

charming style, make it no less

appealing to those of any age
who desire to obtain a simple and
concise history of the great con-

flict. Its author, Frederic Arnold

Kummer, a civil engineer by train-

ing and a close student of military

affairs, is also a dramatist and a

skilled writer of fiction. As a re-

sult he has invested the dry de-

tails of the struggle with such

vivid color that one follows the

various scenes as they unroll

themselves with the same breath-

less interest that one experiences
in witnessing the development of

some stupendous play. The on-

rush of events is presented with a

direct and comprehensive grasp

rarely found in works of history.

"The Battle of the Nations" is

richly illustrated with photo-

graphs. It has just been pub-
lished by The Century Co., 353

Fourth Ave., New York City, and

is sold at all bookstores for $2.00.

CHOICE EVERGREENS
"C OR more than a century
1 we have been (trowing
quality evergreens fur high
class gardens, wherever fine

IftBd 1C ftp fl dernrtt t Ions

Were (!<sirt'il. This long
Bpec-iali/ei, experience
and our system of
w eeding out and
transplant Ing to In-
sure adaptability to

surroundings, k your
guarantee of perfect
evergreens.

W E have over 800 acres of splendid speci-

mens. If you want sturdy, ornamental
ens, get them here. If you do not know
hat you want, send for our catalog,,

prepared by experts oa horticulture.

AMERICAN NURStRY CO., FLUSHING, L L, N.Y.

SABEY
AWNINGS
For Homes of Character

CUSTOM MADE
DISTINCTIVE IN DESIGN
ATTRACTIVE COLORINGS

Catalogue, Samples and Prices

sent upon request.

The FRED F. SABEY CO., Inc.

176-18O South Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

RAYMOND ROBINS'
Sensational Story of

BOLSHEVIST RUSSIA

begins in the Metropolitan
"/ shall adopt the spirit of what you say, in something I am
writing as to the lesson of Russia for us. There isn't anybody
in this country I am so anxious to see and to hear at length ex-
actly along the tines you speak of as you." THEODORE
ROOSEVELT

in a letter to Raymond Robins in September, 1918

RAYMOND ROBINS

BOLSHEVISM
is a fact. It

overspread Russia
like a torrent and
is sweeping East-

ern Europe. The
days of ignoring
it; of just calling
it hard names are

past. N o w w e

must face it, rec-

ognize it, under-
stand it.

The American
who knows Bol-

shevism, who
dealt with Bolshe-

vists daily, who
has rubbed shoul-

d e r s with the

thing that is send-

ing the world into spasms of terror, has consented to

tell the story of Bolshevist Russia to the American

people through the pages of the Metropolitan Maga-
zine.

Raymond Robins went to Russia for the Red Cross in the

early days of Kerensky. His appointment was the result of

Colonel Roosevelt's earnest plea. Roosevelt knew his man.
Robins' job was to feed starving women and children. When

Kerensky fell and Lenin and Trotzky rode into power it was
still Robins' job to feed those who hungered. It was no time
for quibbling or for politics. It was time for bread.

Robins went to Lenin and Trotzky. He demanded a free

field and no interference. Would they trust him? They did

and Robins became the unofficial American representative to

the Bolshevist group.
Robins will tell the whole story for the first time, the real

facts. Grown-up Americans should not fear facts. It will be

supplemented with reproductions of sensational documents,
the existence of which has never been suspected and which

light up every step of this remarkable story. It is a dramatic,

thrilling narrative of adventure among the shifting and turbu-

lent scenes of an uprising of one hundred and eighty millions

of people.

Through the story stalks the voluble Trotzky and the

shrewd, capable Lenin, planning behind his slits of eyes a

world in revolt. These two men Robins saw on an average of

three times a week for more than five months. He learned

their philosophy from their own lips.

Raymond Robins' story of Bolshevist Russia, as told to

William Hard, begins in the June Metropolitan and will run for

six issues.

Metropolitan
FOR JUNE ALL NEWSSTANDS TODAY 25 CENTS

// you arf not rontenipntly loratfd Icr ncvtttand pttrrkate, trntt 25? to tkt

Magazine. 432 Fimrlk Ate., Ne*> York and a copy ol lite June ime trill tit mailed
Metropolitan
fox fonlaatd

TSSENTIALS
for the

HOME & GARDEN
\X hirh -hinilil l>c in every limm-

GUARANTEED TenYEARS

The "Gem"
Lawn

Sprinkler
and Stand

A solidly built

three IcKurd
standard with
an adjustable
clamp which
permits the

spray to play at

any proper angle yet holds rigidly
in place when adjusted. Heavily
painted lasts a lifetime. The noz-
zle is very heavily built with spe-
cial adjustable spray
f e a t u r e adjustment
made of solid brass so
it will not corrode.
No I

with a lawn
shuuM liu

without
one.
imiiKK
TODAY

PRICE f,

Com-
!!>

Delivered
Three for

$2.50 1
AUTOMATIC AIR VALVE

No 1 e a k i n g no
banging no imper-
fect action special

foolproof adjust-
ment lock the most
inexpensive quality
valve on the market.

Better for the fol-

lowing reasons:

Tho Lock Shield loa.
tun cannot b* opened
without a key fur-
nlihed with each order.

2 Tho long top shank
which permits conden.
latlon without leakage.

3 Vory iturdlly built
lately guaranteed.

4 Tho Baffle Plate In-
Ido which prevents
ny sediment f r o at

seeping through and
stopping valve action.

Don't be annoyed
ny longer Send
in your order

NOW.

Our Guarantee &&f!StJ**
sold under a rigid satis*

faction Guarantee and PRICE Jlea.
nre guaranteed to work
properly for at least ten

years. If not, they will

l>c replaced without
charge except for ship-
ping both ways.

Six for .

TW.IV.
for

$10.00
delivered

RADIATOR FOOT- RAIL
(An inexpensive luxury)

An extraordinary conve-
nience to any house
equipped with radiators

Easily attached PRICE EACH
Made In nickel or njh-_j tr* (Ml""tr*CUoxidized finish

Must be tried to be
.

fully appreciated.
Standard Unfit, 2*'

BEATON & CADWELL
MANUFACTURING CO.

New Britain, Connecticut, U. S. A.
Manufacturers of All Kinds of

Plumbing Specialties
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Deane Combination Coal and Eiectrtt Range
in Residence of Dr. N. Beckers^ Bolton-on
Lake George,N. Y.FrtcUrukRaosa^ArckiUct

DO you erect a splendid home, have its inte-

rior handsomely decorated and then install

an ordinary range in the kitchen? If you do, you
neglect the most vital part of your home, because
on the range depend the appetizing qualities of

the foods that sustain life.

Dearie's

Solves the perplexing kitchen problem because
it is built to order to fit special needs. The one
shown burns coal and electricity singly or in com-
bination. It has four large ovens, two heated by
coal and two by electricity, with a large electric

broiler and electric breakfast oven. The special
French hood disposes of food odors. Trimmings
of both range and hood are black nickel plate.

This range is only one of the many designed
and built by us for discriminating people. Deane's
French Ranges are designed to burn coal, wood,
gas or electricity, singly or in any combination.
Several as installed in the more exclusive homes
of America are shown in our portfolio. May we
send you a copy?

BEAMHALL.DEANE Co.
263-5 West36thSt,NewYoA.N.Y L

BANNER
COMPRESSED AIR 8PRAYBR GUARANTEED

This Sprayer is adapted for every Spraying purpose. It

cannot be excelled for Spraying garden vegetables, plants,
shrubbery, trees, flower beds, whitewashing and disinfect-

ing poultry houses, stables, cellars. Washing windows,
buggies, etc., in fact, will spray anything in liquid form,
and is easily operated by man or boy. Full directions and
spraying calendar with each Sprayer.

Heavy 4 gallon galvanized steel tank, well riveted to stand heavy
pressure. Also made entirely of brass. Tank 21 in. high, 7 In.
diameter. Auto-
matlo brass nozzle
throws a broad,
long distance, fine

mist or coarse
spray: will not clog
and wastes no
liquids. Pump Is

brass 2 In. diam-
eter, with heavy
brass casting.
Handle locks In

pump head for

carrying sprayer.

Adjustable strap
tor carrying spray-

er over shoulder. At your Hardware or Seed Store.
Ask for the BANNER Sprayer. Don't take a sub-
stltute. If he hasn't it, write us. Manufactured only
by D. B. SMITH & CO., Utlca. N. Y., U. S. A.

New York City Agents, J. M. THORBURN & CO., Seedsmen, S3 Barclay St.

Kitchenette Claims in the League of Rations

(Continued front page 76)

dining table with these new ranges,
even if one has no kitchenette!

The terror of dishwashing has evapo-
rated ! The electric dishwasher has been
born and now our Ladies Eggleston and
Reardon can, without loss of epithelial

beauty, dash into their kitchenette for

their matinal refreshment sans sacri-

fice, sans anything but appetite and

culinary ardor.

In the model Edison kitchenette, in

the photograph, the utensils are hung up
to avoid unnecessary spinal calisthenics.

The sink is near the stove and is high

enough to save the back from contor-
tionate bends. All surfaces in the kit-

chenette should be an inch or so higher
than that which the palm of the hand
can reach without bending the back.
The floors should be cement or hard
wood with or without linoleum, either

cork inlay, tile or brick ; the ceiling of a

light color paint or tile or brick; the

walls the same and all joinings rounded
to avoid the cracks at the base of wall

joining the floor, or where the wall and
ceiling join.
The best kitchenettes are tiled or

bricked with generous water vent so

that a light hose played on them flushes

and cleans them in no time.

One of the best arrangements is to

have the kitchenette apparatus follow
this succession: (See Plan I) drop table,

closet, sink, worktable, refrigerator be-

neath, shelves above, utensils hung un-

derneath, stove, on either side of the
sink drain boards of hardwood tilted

toward sink or copper or composition
slightly tilted; and a garbage chute on

right side of worktable near the sink.

However excellent or concentrated the

arrangement, there can be no success,

however, with any machinery unless one
knows how to use it advantageously ; so
the engineer in the electric kitchenette

ought to know a few things about the

mysterious current over which she pre-
sides; how to use it economically, how
to use it to its full capacity minus dis-

aster and how to have the same mental
attitude toward her kitchenette equip-
ment as the workman has to his tools.

In the Edison kitchenette is a little sign
with the following legend:
"Turn off the current when the range

is not in use.

1. Start the oven on high, then turn
it to medium or low.

2. Turn oven off completely and fin-

ish baking and roasting on re-

tained heat.

3. When contents of pot are boiling
fast, turn the plate to medium or
low for long cooking.

Turn off current when nearly done.

Complete the cooking by retained
heat in the plate."

In a little booklet is found this advice:
Fires caused by the use of electric

stoves are mostly caused by care-
lessness.

I. Detach the plug as well as turn
off current at the socket.

II. When you are not using any de-
vice continuously shut off cur-

rent.

III. Grasp the plug at the spring not

by the cord.

IV. Blow-outs are caused by too

many devices all attached to one
cluster plug. Reduce the number.

The utensils for these electric kitchen-
ettes are without end; some of them
are: Tables, ranges afore mentioned;
oven and grill combinations; griddles;

toaster; percolaters of all kinds; large
and small ranges; ice cream freezers;
combination meat grinders, ice cream,
whipped cream and dough mixing units;
electric ice makers; automatic time

ovens, with clock attached so that you
can put something in to cook and at a

designated time the current turns itself

off; immersion heaters, coffee mills;

samovars; egg boilers; buffer, etc. for

sharpening and polishing silver and
knives; and countless other things.
But the latest of all is the electric

kitchen cabinet or "Movie" of small

price and great compactness; gas or

electrically ranged and arranged, con-

taining in its simple confines, pots, pans,
ice box, folding table, flour bins, stove,
shelves for dishes and all the comforts
of home. Just the thing for one night
stands or bachelor's retreats!

And jot this down that if you have
a good refrigerator, electric or plain, you
can have all the onions inside of it that

you want without affecting other foods,
and if you have an electric ozonator you
can cook onions in the smallest kitchen-

ettes without damage! so they say!

Real Half-Timber Work
(Continued from page 54)

single dead color, killing entirely all the
natural grain and texture of the wood
itself. This method is defended as be-

ing practical, but there is only one step
further forward in the effort to be prac-
tical which would be to paint the boards
on the stucco itself and then we avoid
all joints or tendency to rot or warp!
As camouflage it is the best of examples,
but as architecture it is abomination it-

self. If for practical reasons of cost
or possible durability the true method
cannot be used, we had better choose
another style that does not pretend to
be what it is not.

But if we want to build a true and
honest timbered house, then, the con-
struction must be apparent, the corners
must show that they are of one solid

piece and not two thin pieces nailed

together. We must be able to see enough
of the construction to recognize its in-

separable importance to the building
construction and to know that truth
and strength stand back of what we
see. We must see that the brackets that
extend from the walls are supported by
heavy diagonals tennoned in to give a
solid support on which to rest the sill,

and that the horizontals are heavy and
continuous with full strength to hold the
weight of the verticals. The braces must
show their function in the design and the

pins left projecting to demonstrate that

the mortice and tennon have been used
in putting the work together. The tim-
bers must be left with the axe marks
on them and if checks come, so much
the better.

The principles of true half-timber

construction may be summed up as fol-

lows:

No. 1. The timbers must be solid and
of sufficient strength to carry the loads.

No. 2. They must "build"; in other

words, it must be apparent how each

piece functions and how it fits into and
forms an integral part of the building.
No. 3. The means by which it per-

forms this function should be apparent
by showing the heads of the pins and
by giving due allowance for the pro-

jections of various members where such

projections will add to the strength of

the building.

Half-timbering lends itself to much
elaborative detail. Members may be

molded as carved and a certain amount
of ornament enlivens the design. Too
much, however, palls and tends to de-

stroy simplicity and dignity of design.
In conclusion let me say that the sim-

pler type of timber work can be built

at a surprisingly reasonable price allow-

ing an individual expression in each

building.
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